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"Reading any other NLP book, you would get perhaps 10 or 15 techniques; there's a very high chance that 
some or all of these will be repeated in the next book you buy .. . The Swish pattern, for example, is mentioned 
in almost every NLP book I read. The Big Book of NLP, however, teaches you 350 techniques! There is no fluff, 
no fiction, no space fillers - only pure practical guidelines. Get this book, it's the last one you'll need to buy.' 
--Stephan Thieme, author of Persuasion Mastery 

"Shlomo is giving us exactly what we asked for - all the good stuff, without the fluff. I can curiously predic~ 
that this outstanding work is going to be an essential, perhaps even mandatory, textbook in any NLP training 
around the globe. All my students, in the past, present and future, are going to have to get their hands on The 
Big Book of NLP Techniques." 
--Deborah Eizenstein, NLP Trainer and Researcher, Tel-Aviv 

'This bok is well written and it serves the need of NLP practitioners and students to have a complete practical 
sourcebook of techniques to work with.' 
--Rasa Galatlltyte, NLP Trainer, Vtlinus 

"This is by far the most practical manual on neuro linguistic program- mingo It lists hundreds of patterns, methods and 
advanced concepts. It is definitely the book we were all waiting for, and after 35 years of NLP, it is really about timel" 

--Nathaniel J Varna, NLP Master Prac., Milano 

At last, a concise encyclopedia of NLP patterns! 

The Big Book Of NLP contains more than 350 patterns & strategies written in an easy, step-by-step format. The 
methods include a fu ll array of the fundamentals that every practitioner needs, such as the Swish pattern and 
The Phobia Cure, as well as advanced and unique patterns, such as The Nested Loops method and Learning 
Strategies. Many of these techniques were never published before and cannot be found elsewhere. 
Perhaps more important, and unlike most other NLP books and programs, the patterns are written with great 
care and testing to ensure that they are clear and can be followed immediately. 

If there was one really useful book on NLP ... 
... it would be full of NLP pattems! 

Everyone who leams Neuro Linguistic Programming knows the power of the patterns and strategies that employ 
the skills and knowledge of NLP. Whether you have just been introduced to the basics, or you have mastered 
advanced material and patterns, this work provides you with more than 350 patterns in a concise reference forma~ 
with step-by- step instructions. 
We have selected each pattern for its value and relevance. If you know the pattern, you can refresh your memory; 
if you want to learn i~ you can do so without wading through any "fluff' such as ridiculously long explanations of 
NLP terms, or "magical stories" of healing and success. I chose to 
make this book clean of theories and fiction stories, and packed it 
with the most practical guidelines and advice. 

Shlomo Vaknin, C.Ht, is the founder and chief editor of NLP 
Weekly Magazine (est. 2(01), an international professional 
publication on NLP and Hypnosis, with circulation of over 
70,000 subscribers. Shlomo is an experienced therapist and 
maintained a successful private practice in Los Angeles for 
more than 5 years. Shlomo has authored hundreds of articles 
and published several books on NLP and Hypnosis. 
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Big thanks as well to my blog readers; especially to those who kept interacting 

with me online since early 2003. I appreciate your feedback a lot, and this book 

exists simply because you insisted on me putting it together. 

And last, but not least, to every person who read the first edition of this book and 
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"I know God will not give me anything I can't handle. I just wish 
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DISCLAIMER 

NLP Is Not An Alternative To Professional Help ... 

This book does not provide medical, psychiatric, or psychological diagnosis, 

treatment, or advice. It is for informational purposes only. The material is not 

intended to substitute for professional medical advice or professional clinical 

training. Never disregard professional clinical advice and never delay in seeking it 

because of anything you read in this book. 

It is the responsibility of the reader to gain competent consultation as to their 

fitness to utilize the techniques disclosed in this book for any purpose, and as to 

what training, certification, or licensure the reader may need for any application of 

the techniques. 

The author has attempted to represent accurately the opinions and techniques 

expressed by NLP trainers and their documentation in a useful manner, however, 

the author provides the material on an "AS-IS" basis. The author disclaims all 

warranties, either express or implied, including fitness for a particular purpose. 

The author does not warrant that this book can be relied upon for complete 

accuracy or applicability to any purpose or situation, including those resembling 

any listed as typical applications for any given technique. 

Although this material is believed to accurately reflect the techniques of the 

NLP community at the time of publication, the possibility of human error and 

changing standards for utilization of such techniques, the individuals involved in 

the production of this book do not warrant that the information contained herein is 

in every respect accurate or complete, and thus are not responsible for any errors or 

omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. The author 

makes no representation or warranties, express or implied. 

In no event shall the author, any contributors or editors, or anyone referenced 

as a source or authority be liable for any claims or damages (including, without 

limitation, direct, incidental and consequential damages, personal injury / wrongful 

death, lost profits, resulting from the use of or inability to use this book, whether 

based on warranty, contract, tort, or any other legal theory, and whether or not the 
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author is advised of the possibility of such damages. The author is not liable for any 

personal injury, including death, caused by your use or misuse of this book. 

Attributions 

We apologize in advance for any errors or omissions regarding the persons 

responsible for the NLP patterns. Because of the large community of NLP developers, 

and the rapid rate of development of the techniques, it can be difficult to be certain 

who originated a specific pattern. We relied on documentation from various dates, 

and members of the community familiar with the work of many developers. 
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A PERSONAL NOTE 

This book was meant to be "tortured", not to stay smooth, shiny and new. Use 

it and abuse it. Write comments and case studies or experiences in and between 

patterns. Cut out the Overview sections and use them as cue cards, so you won't 

have to carry this heavy book around. Highlight the ideas that inspire you the most. 

This is not the holy bible; this is a purely practical workbook, so make it work 

for you. 

Talk to us in our online community, at nlpweeklymagazine.com 

Once you get results from the concepts and methods in this book, please let me 

know about it. My direct email iseditor@nlpweeklymagazine.com. 

And thank you for choosing The Big Book Of NLP. 

OTHER BOOKS You CAN USE 

• NLP For Beginners: Only The Essentials, 2nd Edition 

• NLP Mastery: The Meta Programs (Practical & Illustrated Guide) 

"Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We do 

not act rightly because we have virtue or excellence, but we 

rather have those because we have acted rightly. We are what we 

repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit." 

- Aristotle 
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INTRODUCTION 

If there was one really useful book on NLP ... 

... it would be full of NLP patterns. 

Everyone who learns Neuro Linguistic Programming knows the power of the 

patterns and strategies that employ the skills and knowledge of NLP. Whether you 

have just been introduced to the basics, or you have mastered advanced material and 

patterns, this work provides you with more than 300 patterns in a concise reference 

format. I have selected each pattern for its value and relevance. If you know the 

pattern, you can refresh your memory; if you want to learn it, you can do it without 

wading through fluff such as long explanations of NLP terms, or magical stories of 

healing and success. I chose to make this book free of theories and stories, instead 

packing it with the most practical guidelines and advice. I have selected patterns 

that you can use for your personal development, coaching sessions, clinical work, 

and business applications such as persuasion, sales, leadership and management. If 

you would like to use these patterns on yourself, you can follow the steps, or use 

your own voice to create a recording. 

In making recordings for yourself, leave time between the instructions that are 

long enough for you to work through the procedure. Alternatively, you can pause 

your player for as long as you need for each step. I recommend the latter approach. 

It is more flexible and saves time in recording. 

A very serious problem with much of the published material on NLP is that they 

are poorly written or contain an enormous amount of fluff. I have read more than 

90% of the books in this field by now. Much of the material presented in those books 

is vague, makes a lot of assumptions about what the reader knows and what he or 

she can interpret, and even contradicts itself at times. 

NLP developed, for the most part, outside an academic or scientifically informed 

process. Thus, many of the contributors to NLP developed their patterns without 

necessarily knowing existing interventions or information available to clinical 

or research communities. Ironically, though, NLP developers are responsible for 

perspectives and techniques that many psychotherapists now take for granted. 
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These developers either originated them, or developed systematic training to 

make them accessible, but do not receive credit from the mainstream for their 

revolutionary contributions. 

The power of NLP lies in its base of presuppositions and practical experience. 

NLP developers have leveraged this base to create powerfully effective patterns. 

However, these writers often neglect to tell the reader whether they have successfully 

used a pattern with many people. This work attempts to improve the situation: 

1) By carefully selecting patterns that have solid reputations in the NLP 

community, and which the author knows of first-hand, 

2) With the help of a team of professional editors, painstakingly and unambiguously 

writing the patterns with very specific steps, so that they can be followed by a broad 

readership that includes people with only a basic understanding of NLP, and 

3) Re-engineering the patterns liberally, to take advantage of current knowledge 

in areas such as psychotherapy and learning theory. In many patterns, significant 

changes are made simply by applying existing knowledge and the experience of 

the author and consultants. However, they remain very much in alignment with the 

presuppositions of NLP and the intent of the pattern. 

This publication is not the last word on NLP patterns. It is a work in progress, 

just as NLP is an evolving base of theory and knowledge. It is also where your 

involvement and contributions can be seen. While you read this book, practice the 

concepts and methods, applying them on yourself and others. Keep an open mind, 

discover what works best, and write us about your insights, successes, and any 

patterns you feel belong here. Help us make future editions of this book even more 

useful and powerful. 

Feel free to email me at Editor@NLPWeeklyMagazine.com with any questions, 

suggestions, or comments. 

Enjoy the experience! 

Shlomo Vaknin, C.Ht 

NLPWeeklyMagazine.com 
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How TO USE THIS BOOK 

"Two basic rules of life are these: 

( 1) change is inevitable. 

(2) everybody resists change. 

The only person who likes change is a wet baby." 

- Roy Blitzer 

The Big Book is only a modest beginning ... 

Experienced NLP practitioners will have no trouble making immediate use of 

this book. They will recognize many of the patterns, and find excellent new ones to 

learn. We recommend that these practitioners at least look through all the patterns; 

they will see some improvements to many of the patterns, and will get a clearer 

understanding of some patterns because of how clearly the steps are presented. 

The beginner will appreciate the structure of this book. The first section has 

the more fundamental NLP patterns. These will round out their repertoire and build 

confidence. The patterns come in three main flavors. Those that you can easily try 

out on yourself, those that you can tryon clients or other appropriate people, and 

those that require some structured participation of two or more people. Each pattern 

states what is needed early on. 

All readers will appreciate how the patterns are provided. Whenever possible, 

credit is given for the development of the pattern. Each pattern has an introduction 

that explains its purpose. The patterns are each divided into steps. The first sentence 

of each step is a reminder statement so that, once you know the pattern, you can just 

look at the reminder statement to proceed. This will also help you memorize your 

favorite patterns. 

As you build mastery with these patterns, we encourage you to build intuitive 

flexibility and creativity. The patterns and additional material will help you to see 

how the presuppositions and knowledge of NLP are put into action. This insight is 

a very good source of this creativity. This takes you beyond the cookbook approach 

of steps and into a level of mastery that allows you to improvise solutions to new 
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challenges. Just as a jazz mUSICIan practices scales and time signatures to build 

improvisational skill, NLP practitioners practice the principles and techniques of 

NLP to gain subconscious mastery. 

As you get started with this book, have a pen or highlighter handy and mark the 

patterns that you want to learn or review. Highlight any words in the steps that will 

help you gain mastery. Be sure to stay connected with life, and have a good time. 

Joy and humor are great facilitators of learning and creativity. 

And one last, very important, piece of advice: Learn with others. NLP has been 

around for more than three decades now, and there are surely people around you 

who are as excited about learning NLP as you are. Find new colleagues and practice 

with them, share resources and knowledge, challenge and inspire each other. Join 

the largest international NLP community forum at NLPWeeklyMagazine.com (free 

access, always!) to meet thousands of like-minded individuals and to enjoy the 

success that comes from learning and growing together. 

ApPLYING NLP: WHAT, 

How AND WHEN 

Making a change is as easy as 1,2,3 ... 10 ... 

The first and most important lesson I learned in the Hypnotherapy College 

is this: "Accept and use whatever happens and make it work for your outcome." 

Here's an example of what this means. Let's say that you're with a client, and 

someone interrupts your session. Treat it as though it was all planned. When you're 

a therapist, coach, consultant, motivational speaker, or any other agent of change, 

your outcome is to get your client the outcome they're paying you to help them 

achieve. Therefore, anything that happens during the process is OK! I have learned 

this lesson in the context of hypnotherapy, but it applies for NLP change-work as 

well. 

It is not YOU who is making new understandings for your client; it is your 

client's brain that is making them. You are not changing your client's behavior. Your 
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job is to direct your client's mind through a process and let "it" do the work. To 

make NLP work for your client, you must assume that your client's mind is already 

changing that discouraging thought pattern or disabling set of behaviors. Once you 

assume that, all you have to do is: 

1) choose the right pattern, 

2) work with your client through that pattern, 

3) accept and use whatever happens, making it work for your outcome (sound 

familiar?) 

4) compare the feedback to the given outcome, and 

5) proceed accordingly. 

If the feedback and the outcome are aligned, which means your client has 

achieved what they asked for, then your job is done. If not, you reevaluate the 

session, choose a more appropriate pattern, perhaps also induce hypnosis in your 

client (to reduce subconscious secondary gain-based objections), and aim for the 

same outcome again. 

But remember to maintain high sensory acuity. Be "out there"; observe, absorb, 

and constantly evaluate direct and indirect messages from your client, working with 

whatever happens so as to facilitate the change your client is paying you for. 

Another lesson I learned early in my training is that you should never make your 

client a friend. Yes, of course, you can have social relationships with your clients, 

but AFTER you've done the change work. It is much better not to accept relatives, 

close family members, or friends as clients, for many reasons. The main reason is 

that no matter how good your intentions, your relationship with them stands in the 

way of their progress. 

On the other hand, it is also not for your client's benefit if you become friendly 

with them early on in the sessions. Stay formal. Be the authority they may need in 

order to change themselves. Avoid humor in the first session at least, and never tell 

jokes or lose control over the session. You are paid to help the person produce new 

results, not to be a comedian or just another friend. If your client suspects, even 

subconsciously, that your lack of skill is covered by humor and needy behavior, 

your prospects of success with them will be dim. 
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Stay focused on one outcome at a time. Don't spread yourself too thin or work on 

10 different issues in one session. Give their mind some time for processing, for re

organizing, for venting, for recovering, for grieving (a common need of ex-addicts), 

and so on. Give them the time to see one or two outcomes first, so that when they 

return to you their motivation and confidence in your skills will be strong. 

How TO WORK WITH A PATTERN 

This book lists over 300 NLP patterns, techniques and strategies. You cannot 

realistically memorize them all, and frankly, you don't need to. When you choose a 

pattern to work with, go through the steps carefully and make sure you understand the 

process. There's wisdom behind every procedure in Neuro Linguistic Programming. 

There's logic to the way steps are organized. 

Try to uncover and understand that logic. Because it is a reference work for 

NLP patterns this book does not cover NLP theory, but we encourage you to grasp 

the "why" behind the patterns. The best way to do this is by reading the steps 

and imagining yourself saying them out loud to a client, and remaining in your 

imagination as an observer. That's the perceptual position you want to be in as you 

learn what makes a pattern work. 

Once you have the gestalt of that pattern, you actually own the process! Now 

you can work with it comfortably and with confidence without memorizing steps or 

scripts. You can allow yourself to experiment with a pattern, change a few things 

and see how it works out. You cannot harm your client if you ask them to Swish 

an image from bottom right to bottom left instead of the actual written instruction, 

so feel free to experiment and explore. In addition, you might want to record your 

errors and successes as a part of your work journal. NLP is ever changing, just like 

our world; our societies and cultures. NLP evolves all the time, and you need to 

make sure you're always informed of the new developments. We can help you with 

that. Just sign up to our free newsletter at NLPWeeklyMagazine.com. 

* 
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SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL 

NLP INTERVENTIONS 

There are many reasons for why a change-work session succeeds. NLP has the 

reputation of a "one time therapy," which usually means that a client will only 

have to see you (and pay) once for resolving a specific issue. From my experience 

in private practice, the most important success factor is your client's cooperation. 

If your client is not cooperative, there is no use to keep the session going. If they 

refuse to do things in their imagination as an NLP pattern dictates, you ought to 

make it clear to them that without their full participation it is not going to work 

well. In other words, you are not a magician or a Svengali that is forcing clients to 

get better. You could, in a way, but that would leave you exhausted, frustrated and 

distressed, which will lead you .. .into therapy yourself. 

Now, full cooperation is the success secret on the surface. But looking deeper, 

we find an interesting therapeutic "fact": in many cases, the change your client 

desires starts to take place as soon as he or she becomes aware of the purpose 

or structure of their undesired behaviors or thought patterns. In fact, I've been a 

witness to the whole process completing in that phase alone! 

The most common example is your client who comes in suffering from severe 

pain, which every physician concludes to be a "phantom pain," and before you 

even complete a "chunk down" exercise, the pain disappears. By facing the pain; 

by describing its modalities and submodalities, its subtle characteristics, and most 

importantly, its "message" or "intention,"O it is as if that subconscious process 

(inducing pain to protect the core or get attention) has been "caught" and revealed, 

no longer able to control the person. In other words, once you see how a trick is 

being done (what the pain was for), you remove the power of the illusion. 

This is a fact that you need to remember when you work with clients. Expect it 

to work, anticipate it, and you will soon notice that your work is much easier. Yes, 

you need to make your work as easy as possible, because your clients expect to 

get results and get them fast. NLP is a rapid change work, not a tool you use when 

you're done with listening to your clients' issues for many hours. 

* 
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CONTENT VS. CONTENT FREE 

Another secret that would work well for you as an active practitioner is to avoid 

working with content as much as possible. As an NLP practitioner, your job is not 

to provide your client a setting in which he or she can vent out their troubles and 

miseries. That's what good friends are for, and you are being paid for something 

completely different. 

In fact, your session can be more productive when you prevent your client from 

venting negative emotions. This helps you guide your client into becoming fully 

absorbed in the process. 

Two excellent examples of this principle are the States Chaining and the Swish 

patterns. You want your clients to be directed by the pattern into making the 

resolution that lies within the NLP pattern. With most of my clients I spend ten to 

fifteen minutes, and not more than 45 minutes. I do not let them dwell on the details 

of the issue; certainly I would not be willing to hear gossip stories, interpretations 

of reality, and endless amounts of sorrow. I am not a psychologist; I was educated 

to deal with the end result, not with what happened when they were three years old, 

on a rainy day in Boston. 

The best setting for a successful NLP procedure is content free. That is, without 

taking actual details unless you need them. Most of the patterns and method you can 

find in this book are content free style. Their mind knows why they're there, and in 

a subconscious level all the details are being figured out as you move ahead with 

the process. So your control over which detail goes where and why has no meaning. 

Moreover, dwelling on details might prevent your client from actually getting 

results. You cannot perform the Swish pattern, for example, by indulging your 

client's desire to tell you the meaning of the color blue in the negative image or the 

reason that his or her hand looks dim in the positive one. These details interrupt the 

process and allow doubt to interfere, causing a high likelihood of failure. 

* 
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YOUR LEVEL OF NLP 

EXPERIENCE 

This work assumes that the reader knows the basics of NLP. We're referring to 

words like "state," "pattern," and "outcome." If you are completely new to NLP, 

please read first an introductory book, such as "NLP For Beginners: Only The 

Essentials". Our website and online NLP Community, NLPWeeklyMagazine.com, 

is an excellent and detailed, but fun, introduction to NLP that includes powerful 

guided experiences, resources, and support that will help you learn much more. 

It does not end here ... 

We know that NLP is more than just a collection of techniques. We know that 

we cannot contain its spirit in a cookbook. But we have done our best to make 

sure that this reference work has been selected from the best of hundreds of NLP 

patterns and strategies. This work will help you add to your abilities. Beyond that, 

it is up to you to continue developing the personal abilities that bring NLP to life: 

your ability to size up a situation and choose your approach and timing; your ability 

to recognize opportunities to successfully utilize your own troubling thoughts and 

behaviors; your ability to be creative and connect the dots. This equates to a flexible, 

innovative attitude that takes you beyond blindly applying instructions. The more 

you practice this, the more you will intuitively create or modify patterns in response 

to new situations. After all, that is how the patterns in this work were created. 

How DID WE CHOOSE 

THESE TECHNIQUES? 

NLP, as a field, evolves, changes and improves repeatedly. The active 

practitioners of NLP are responsible for that fact. 

Ever since the first edition of The Big Book of NLP, I was often asked how I 

decided which techniques to publish and how they are related to NLP. 
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My answer is very simple. A technique is published only if: 

1) It was taught in a professional NLP training course; 

2) It was taught by an experienced NLP trainer; 

3) I personally had used the technique with my clients in my private practice. 

Only those concepts and techniques that follow all 3 criteria were included in 

my books and other publications. 

All of the techniques in this book are used and practiced by NLP practitioners 

and trainers. These techniques are very effective and the successful results my 

clients got from them can prove it. 
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NLP: THROUGH 
THE CORE 

"[ personally believe we developed language because of 

our deep inner need to complain." 

- Jane Wagner 



A BRIEF HISTORY OF NLP, 
40 YEARS OF MODELING: 

VVHO, VVHAT, VVHEN, VVHERE 

"Difficulty is the excuse history never accepts." 

- Edward R. Murrow 

Lack of Proper Definition 

NLP is difficult to define, because it takes on different forms, depending upon 

how you are exposed to it. This article will help you understand NLP by providing 

a brief history that puts the main ideas into context. Although NLP has been defined 

in various ways, I feel there is a definition that stands above the rest, because of 

how NLP developed: 

NLP IS A METHODOLOGY FOR 

PRODUCING EXCELLENCE. 

I found that Wikipedia recently had a definition that basically said the same 

thing, but offers more detail, as follows: "Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) is a 

field of human endeavor concerned with empirically studying and modeling human 

performance and excellence, with the goal of creating transferable skill sets." 

Many things to many people: 

Many people are exposed to NLP as a collection of techniques for manipulating 

people, sales, or even seducing potential lovers. But NLP got its start as a therapeutic 

system for resolving personal challenges such as phobias. This is where it has had 

its greatest influence and is what its core literature primarily covers. 
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The schism between NLP as a compassionate method of change and NLP as a form 

of crass manipulation exists because of the nature of NLP as a field. Since it is about 

producing models based on successful behavior, it can take many forms when you 

just look at the techniques. Since much of it is concerned with establishing rapport 

and utilizing techniques of persuasion, it can be used for selfish manipulation. It's 

kind of like the weather: air and water can take many forms. 

In whatever form you find NLP, one thing that you should see is practicality. 

NLP is concerned with getting good outcomes in whatever endeavor to which it is 

applied. This is why I refer to it as a methodology, rather than a science. Although 

NLP involves observation, experimentation, and feedback, which constitutes a 

scientific mindset, it does not emphasize developing and testing theories that get at 

the basis of the realities it explores. Its theories are very focused on getting results. 

From a scientific perspective, NLP might be viewed as too superficial. But from a 

personal point of view, NLP is very deep and very practical. 

Like most endeavors, NLP can and does benefit by "consuming" science--that 

is, by using the information that scientists produce. There has been great progress 

in psychology since the early days of NLP, and those NLP practitioners who keep 

abreast of the research will be able to focus their efforts more efficiently. That's 

because many psychological myths tend to crop up until science takes a good look 

at them. For example, the mind does not have as big an impact on as many health 

conditions as was once claimed. 

Claims and Testimonials 

Another factor that has caused NLP to take many forms is the profit motive. 

There have been many wild claims made for NLP in order to boost sales of media 

and seminars. Unfortunately, this can cast suspicion upon legitimate claims. It can 

be difficult for people to tell the exaggerations from the truth, because NLP can have 

amazing results in a variety of areas, ranging from personal problems to business 

success. 

The current recognition that therapeutic approaches such as EMDR can have 

rapid results, has made the claims of NLP appear less extreme, especially where 

problems with anxiety are concerned. But bare in mind that NLP can't be validated 
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as a whole through research, because it is many things. What can be researched are 

the specific interventions (patterns) of NLP. 

DRAWING FROM GREAT MINDS 

"Most of the fundamental ideas of science are essentially simple, 

and may, as a rule, 

be expressed in a language comprehensible to everyone." 

- Albert Einstein 

Linguistics 

NLP drew a great deal from linguistics. Because NLP got its start with a very 

psychological perspective, an important aspect of linguistics in NLP has to do with 

how language affects consciousness and patterns of behavior. They drew from the 

work of linguists such as Noam Chomsky. One of their more interesting observations 

was that therapists would take liberties with grammar in order to influence their 

clients. This included strange wordings that would promote a hypnotic state, and 

manipulations of grammar to make problems feel more susceptible to being resolved. 

For example, by describing the problem in the past tense, the therapist creates the 

feeling that the problem is receding away. Some of the language patterns are quite 

sophisticated. Studying them is very rewarding. 

Systems Theory and "Ecologyn 

The NLP founders drew from systems theory, the study of how systems interact 

and maintain themselves. This included looking at how families function as systems. 

NLP even looked at how "parts" of individuals function like mini-systems that must 

work together. This led to the conclusion that a therapist or coach must carry out 

an "ecology check" in order to make sure that no parts of the person object to any 

solutions that are under consideration. This is intended to prevent unconscious self

sabotage. 
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Cognitive and Behavioral Psychology 

Cognitive psychology was developing as a major force in psychotherapy, and 

NLP took its ideas in very creative and effective directions. NLP, like cognitive 

therapy, looks at how thought patterns are involved in dysfunctional behaviors as 

well as successful behaviors. Since thoughts that manage our behaviors occur in 

repeating patterns, it is possible to identify these patterns and help people change 

them, either consciously or unconsciously. In cognitive psychology, the emphasis 

is more on conscious change of thought patterns. NLP leaped ahead by including 

a strong emphasis on how the unconscious and body-mind experiences called 

"states" (similar to state of mind, but including the body) can be used for change. 

To understand how a "state" is used, consider this basic example: 

Let's say you have a client who does not interview well, because of anxiety 

and self esteem problems. Help your client develop an intense state of confidence, 

and then have them imagine themselves performing beautifully in their next job 

interview while they are in that state. This tends to reduce the anxiety and get the 

subconscious to come up with creative solutions that include new, more effective, 

behaviors. 

ROOTS IN MODELING, DIVERGENCE 

INTO NEW PATHS 

"That is what learning is. 

You suddenly understand something 

you've understood all your life, but in a new way." 

- Doris Lessing 

Modeling: 

In the early 1970s, a professor and student at the University of Santa Cruz started 

the field of NLP. Richard Bandler was a psychology student at the time, and John 

Grinder was a linguistics professor. Some of their first efforts were in examining 
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the skills of famous therapists. They attempted to identify the internal and external 

behaviors that made these therapists effective. They saw themselves as creating 

models of the therapists, or "modeling" the therapists. Bandler was especially gifted 

at observing subtleties in these therapists' behavior, especially their body language. 

In NLP, highly nuanced observation is called "acuity." 

Grinder analyzed their words for patterns that affected their clients' behavior 

and thinking. These two aspects of observation worked together to create very 

helpful models. This made it possible to teach people how to accomplish feats 

similar to those of the therapists they were modeling. These therapists included 

Milton Erickson, M.D, a medical hypnotherapist, Virginia Satir, a family therapist, 

and Fritz Perls, M.D, who developed gestalt psychotherapy. 

Key early concepts: 

Early NLP was also concerned with the psycho-linguistic processes of distortion, 

deletion and generalization. These are the ways our brains attempt to be efficient 

within our limited processing power. For example, we tend to generalize about what 

to expect. But if someone says, "All the good men or women are taken," they are 

limiting themselves with an over-broad generalization. Bandler and Grinder felt that 

such processes had very negative psychological and interpersonal consequences if 

they were not done effectively. 

THE HEART OF NLP? 

"Do not repeat anything you will not sign your name to." 

- Author Unknown 

By 1976, they added the concepts of non-verbal information (communication that 

takes place subconsciously) and representational systems (the ways our thoughts are 

made up of our senses). These concepts were used to model people, as well as in 

developing patterns for intervention. 

This brings up a controversial point. I write that modeling is the heart of NLP, but 

a psychologist, Chistopher Hedberg, has made the argument that the heart of NLP, 
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practically and historically speaking, is these concepts (non-verbal information and 

representational systems), not modeling. He points out in support of this idea that 

many of the early published NLP patterns were described strictly as being based 

on these concepts, and without referring to therapists (models) as sources of the 

patterns. 

Also, the first published book from Bandler and Grinder, The Structure of Magic, 

vol. I, was mostly concerned with the use of linguistics to intervene for improved 

mental health. Transcripts published in the book exemplify this approach. They 

don't appear to show any of the modeling or patterns that NLP is best known for. 

These points are important, but they tell us how NLP got started, and what 

many authors and trainers emphasize. I take the position that modeling is a better 

candidate for the heart of NLP, because I believe that we can give much more credit 

to NLP models for the major NLP patterns than is obvious from the writings. 

When they got their start, Richard Bandler was a long-haired, chain-smoking 

20-year-old. He had been running a gestalt therapy group reputed to have a high 

rate of success. He was also making transcripts of sessions of Fritz Perls. Before 

NLP, Bandler was already doing modeling. However, Bandler was having difficulty 

teaching other students how to get his results. 

Bandler asked Grinder to observe his group and analyze it for patterns that might 

explain his results. Grinder was the youngest American professor of linguistics at 

the time. He agreed, and the two became friends as they worked together. Grinder 

joined Bandler in examining Pearls' work. They began to look at other therapists, 

most notably Virginia Satir, at that time. They reviewed videos oftherapists' sessions 

and sat in on live sessions. 

In time, they also began studying the theories of Gregory Bateson. He introduced 

them to Milton Erickson, and they began analyzing his work as well. Grinder 

discovered that Bandler and the therapists they were studying used similar language 

patterns, and surmised that these patterns must have been valuable parts of treatment. 

Bandler and Grinder began writing about their discoveries and teaching a 

psychology course in which they taught their approach to psychotherapy. By today's 

standards, this would be strange, because neither of them were licensed therapists, 

and their techniques had received very little scrutiny. In fact, the university 

eventually discontinued the course on the basis that it constituted unauthorized 
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experimentation on students. However, they continued their seminars outside of 

the university mantel, providing training to individuals who later became NLP 

luminaries themselves, such as Robert Dilts, Judith DeLozier, Leslie Cameron, 

David Gordon, and Steve Gilligan. 

The books Frogs Into Princes, Trance-Formations, and Reframing emerged 

from these seminars when John O. Stevens and Connierae Andreas developed them 

from recordings of the seminars. As the field took form, Bandler coined the term 

Neuro-Linguistic Programming. Romantic relationships and marriages blossomed 

from these early liaisons. Judith DeLozier and Grinder married, as did Leslie 

Cameron and Bandler. John O. Stevens changed his name to Steve Andreas and 

married Connierae Andreas. The group experimented with abandon on each other 

and strangers, coming up with countless therapeutic ideas. 

Their wild experimentation was very much in the spirit of the times, when 

personal development and psychotherapy were much more like the Wild West. Their 

work became quite popular, allowing them to provide seminars at many locations. 

These travelling seminars took place from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. At this 

point, some conflicts emerged. 

The value of NLP had become obvious at this point, and Bandler attempted to 

secure the rights to the name. To do this, he sued Grinder and others, but lost the 

legal battles. Bandler and Grinder split, and took different directions, creating new 

names for their approaches. 

Presuppositions 

NLP brings attention to how our assumptions affect our behavior and results in 

life. It asserts that much of this goes on unconsciously. Whether they are true or 

not, assumptions (or presuppositions, in NLP parlance), make the world go 'round. 

Clients often benefit by becoming more conscious of their own presuppositions, and 

refining them for better results. Meta-model violations such as over-generalizing 

cause people to leave out too much useful information. 

NLP has its own presuppositions, and they are spelled out in order to make 

it possible to use them, challenge them, or refine them. The point of the NLP 

presuppositions is not to be philosophical or get at the truth, but to be highly useful 
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mental tools. The well-known NLP phrase, "the map is not the territory" is one 

such presupposition. There is no official list of NLP presuppositions, but later in 

this book you can find a very good and useful collection of them. 

* 
RESEARCH ON NLP 

"If we knew what it was we were doing, 

it would not be called research, would it?" 

- Albert Einstein 

The anarchic nature of NLP does not lend it to research, and there is no substantial 

body of research that tests the effectiveness of NLP. However, there are studies that 

look at aspects of NLP. They are mostly small studies, so they do not constitute 

proof, and there is definitely no scientific consensus regarding NLP. 

Better put, there is no significant scientific interest in NLP. Much of what 

research has taken place has shown a poor understanding of NLP, and suffered from 

methodological problems as well. Thus, it is unfair to say that research disproves 

NLP. This is a ludicrous idea, anyway, since NLP is no single thing that can be 

proved or disproved. 

One of the more impressive studies took place as the Active Ingredients Project 

carried out by Professor Charles Figley. He became interested in rapid acting 

therapies, that he called power therapies at the time. This took place in the early 

1990s. He compared several therapeutic approaches that are used for people with 

symptoms of trauma. 

The approaches included NLP's visual-kinesthetic dissociation (V IKD), more 

commonly known as the fast phobia cure. It stacked up well against other approaches, 

including Thought Field Therapy and eye movement desensitization and reprocessing 

(EMDR). The study was not intended to be a highly sophisticated one, but more as a 

means of generating initial interest in researching such approaches. Figley's interest 

began when he discovered that trauma counselors who were the most well-adjusted 
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were those who were trained in at least one rapid-acting approach such as V/KD. 

Figley developed this interest when a trauma counselor committed suicide. 

A couple of small studies support the NLP spelling strategy of looking up and to 

the left while visualizing the words being learned. Subjects had significantly better 

recall and forgot much less over time, to the point that their recall greatly exceeded 

what is normal for people memorizing things. 

Several small studies support the value of the NLP phobia cure. It was not 

only helpful for phobias, but anxiety and depression in connection with phobias. 

It was also helpful for individuals reacting to psychological trauma. There is some 

research on submodalities (the aspects of how we represent things in our minds) that 

lends support to its use in NLP, but this has not gotten enough attention. However, 

cognitive psychotherapy is often practiced with elements of NLP, including 

submodality work. It depends on the therapist's background. 

Anchoring is an important part of NLP. This is the ability of establishing a sort 

of signal (such as touching a specific area of the client's arm) that can later be used 

to help evoke the state that the person was in at the time the signal was established. 

This can be used to help get a person past their resistance to change by triggering 

a state that will carry them past their fear, for example. I don't know of research 

directly on this, but there are countless studies on behavioral conditioning, which is 

what anchoring is based on. 

There is a great deal of research that has implications for NLP, or that, at least in 

theory, supports some NLP ideas and interventions. One area of research that stands 

out in this regard has to do with allergies. It suggests that the NLP allergy process 

is plausible and deserves attention from researchers. 

There are studies that suggest that allergies can be modified through behavioral 

conditioning. This is what the NLP allergy process is said to do. Also, there are some 

small studies of the actual NLP allergy process that are very promising. Since NLP 

draws from others' work, it is no surprise that there is much research on methods 

that NLP has modeled, such as the hypnotic work of Milton Erickson. There is a 

good deal of very positive research on hypnotic communication. 

Very compelling results have come out of a study on using the NLP timeline 

approach for asthma. Again, the study was fairly small (30 experimental subjects 

with 16 controls), but impressive. There were substantial improvements in lung 
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function in a people with asthma. This is especially impressive, because people with 

asthma tend to lose lung function over time, not improve it. The allergy process 

helped them in their personal lives as well, giving them feelings of energy and 

empowerment in many cases. Sleep improved as well for many subjects. 

Since many therapists have been influenced by NLP, possibly without even 

realizing it, there is no telling how much of the research on cognitive therapy has 

been affected by insights and training provided from NLP that has propagated into 

the mainstream in one way or another. 

* 
NLP TODAY 

"If you steal from one author it's plagiarism; 

if you steal from many it's research." 

- Wilson Mizner 

Much of NLP training and writing today resembles the early formulation of 

NLP. Over time, patterns and ideas have been added, but this is mostly window 

dressing when compared to the core of NLP that first developed. Some of the more 

influential additions to NLP techniques include Core Transformation and Eye 

Movement Integration (similar to EMDR, and allegedly predating EMDR) from 

Connierae Andreas, and Timeline Therapy from Dr. Tad James. 

Since the two founders of NLP have gone on to write more books and evolve 

their work, I'll briefly mention their more recent activities. 

Grinder and DeLozier's New Code 

In the mid-1980s, John Grinder and Judith DeLozier began creating new ways of 

doing NLP that focus more on leveraging unconscious resources. He calls this "new 

code." He continued working on this and publishing materials with Carmen Bostic 

St. Clair. This approach often has the coach and subject producing change without 

knowing what solutions will spontaneously emerge from the work. An interesting 
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feature of the new code work is that there is an overall, generic pattern used. Grinder 

claims that it can surpass the more specific interventive patterns that NLP is known 

for. One of the ways this is done is to use a game or activity of his design to produce 

a positive, flowing state in a person, and then have them connect that state with the 

problem. Grinder also continues to work with modeling, and would like to see more 

emphasis on modeling in the NLP community. 

He has also criticized NLP developers for not putting more effort into creating 

solutions for society and organizations, and he has focused much of his subsequent 

professional work on organizational excellence. 

Bandler's Design 

Bandler coined the term "design human engineering" (DHE) and, having learned 

from his loss of control over the NLP moniker, applied trademark protection to his 

new term. 

The approach emphasizes the creating of powerful states that "propel" people to 

excellence. It uses a variety of "mental tools" to achieve this. Although it makes use 

of subconscious resources, it includes a clear, conscious understanding of the states 

and outcomes desired. Thus, he is keeping the idea of NLP "well-formed outcomes" 

alive. Unlike Grinder, he is continuing to focus much of his efforts on the struggles 

of individuals, rather than organizations. 
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Is THERE REALLY SUCH 

A THING AS NLP? 
Written By: Rasa Galati/tyte 

If NLP is a collection of techniques that were modeled from people who 

didn't do NLP, then isn't NLP just a bag of other people's techniques? 

It may sounds like it at first, but the right answer is: 

No, definitely not. 

Let's put the bag of techniques in the closet for a moment and look at what's left. 

We have the presuppositions, the deconstruction of the cognitive process into sense 

modalities, and we have a strong philosophy and approach of modeling excellence. 

But wait. 

• The presuppositions are successful ideas from successful people; 

• the deconstruction of cognitive processes is done in various ways in cognitive 

psychotherapy; 

• and everybody knows you can learn a lot about how to do something from 

the people who already know how to do it. 

Isn't NLP just a bushel of truisms and other people's skills? 

No, definitely not. 

Let's put the bushel truisms and other people's skills in the closet with the bag. 

Well, now all that's left is a lot of people promoting trainings with big 

promises. Is NLP just a blast of hot air? 

Yet again: No, definitely not. 

Let's put the blast of hot air in with the bushel and the bag. 

Now all that's left is the spirit of Neuro Linguistic Programming. That is, a 

spirited pursuit of understanding and techniques that produce results. This is a force 
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for innovation and integration that has been behind all major progress in civilization 

and technology. 

But that isn't unique to Neuro Linguistic Programming. Does that mean 

there's nothing left? 

You would not be surprised from our answer: No, definitely not. 

Let's put the spirit of innovation and integration into the closet with the bag, the 

bushel, and the blast. My, you have some amazing things in your closet! 

Even if the hot air drifts out, you can always use NLP to put it back and become a 

good sales person or advocate for your services. Even if someone took away the bag 

of techniques, the spirit and philosophy would create more. For the purposes of this 

book, we would like to think of NLP as integration and innovation directed toward 

excellence, success, and healing. Also, it is based on fundamental philosophical 

ideas. This has brought useful exemplars (people who we model), knowledge 

and experience together in service of its goals (or outcomes). From this springs 

techniques, crafted into forms of training that propagate them effectively. Many of 

the techniques are directly drawn from the exemplars. However, NLP spawns new 

techniques without exemplars because it has a theoretical basis that allows that. 

Here is a big statement for you to ponder upon: 

NLP is nothing if not the sum of its parts. Isn't that something? 

Now let us show you how we see this as a stack. It goes from the most superficial, 

at the top, to the most abstract and profound, at the bottom. 

• Techniques (e.g. phobia cure) 

• Technical Perspectives (e.g. sense modalities) 

• Purposes (e.g. excellence in coaching) 

• Philosophy (e.g. presuppositions) 

• Spirit of Innovation and Integration (e.g. trans-theoretical thinking) 

• Moral Imperatives (e.g. good of humanity, healing) 
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WHY ISN'T NLP A 

MAINSTREAM ApPROACH? 

Written By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

"To his dog, every man is Napoleon; 

hence the constant popularity of dogs." 

- Aldous Huxley 

There you have it. This is one of the most difficult, if not THE most disturbing, 

questions to answer. As active practitioners in the field, we get this question quite a 

lot. Mostly, from other NLP advocates! Rarely a client would come in and ask such 

questions. Since you bought this book and kept reading beyond the first few pages, 

here is an answer that should / could / would (we hope) ease your mind. 

Here is a known fact: 

Neuro Linguistic Programming has had a significant influence on 

psychotherapy, counseling, sales, coaching, leadership, and plenty of other 

professional fields. Trainers and therapists have borrowed techniques from Neuro 

Linguistic Programming or been influenced by it. However, Neuro Linguistic 

Programming has not gained a lasting place in academic work, and few mainstream 

therapists acknowledge it. 

There are several primary reasons. 

One reason is that it attracted very diverse, and not always competent or honest 

advocates. We know some of these people, do we not? Another reason is that serious 

academic research institutes and leaders were not supportive of NLP, for their own 

reasons. 

Unfortunately, researchers focused on the wrong things. They chose aspects 

that were easy to research, but didn't really represent NLP. Also, a fair amount of 

the initial writings on NLP (excluding The Structure Of Magic, volume I and II) 

was mostly for self-help and less-academically-educated readers, and there was no 

widely accepted central body to establish standards. 
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Because the most central fundamental nature of Neuro Linguistic Programming 

is as a means of modeling and creating training, it was destined to sprout offshoots 

that were quite diverse. 

On top of this, people tend to confuse NLP with the techniques that come from 

it. They get the impression that NLP has no cohesive identity or that it is just a way 

to promote success seminars or hypnotize people. We had the same conception of 

this field before studying it thoroughly. 

We are not going to point fingers and blame anyone for that unfortunate 

development. Who's fault it is and why it had to come about this way - these are 

questions for historians, not for therapists. The average self-help seeker jumped on 

the NLP-training-wagon instantly. 

This was certainly the same impression that academics got. They looked for clear

cut ideas, but found in NLP a mish-mash of unscientific thinking that obscured the 

essence and contributions of NLP. For them, there was no "there" there. The result 

is that many therapists use techniques that have sprouted from NLP, but without 

knowing (or acknowledging) where it came from. This has left NLP to be identified 

with the more outlandish or marginalized practitioners, or simply disregarded or 

forgotten. 

Much of the WrItIng of NLP practitioners also detracted from its credibility 

because it had a scattered or pedantic style. It appears that NLP's emphasis on 

innovation, "bite-sized" techniques, and grandiose promises tended to attract people 

with unaddressed symptoms of attention deficit disorder (ADD/ ADHD) or other 

problems in need of insight. This seems to have produced a self-perpetuating cycle 

that sealed the fate of NLP in so far as the mainstream is concerned. 

This meant that the greatest assets left to promote NLP were the clients of the 

NLP practitioners. Their voices, though largely positive, were not collectively 

strong enough to propel NLP into a status as lasting as cognitive psychotherapy, but 

NLP did have a strong wave of interest that lasted roughly twenty years. 

Ok, we are not here to cry over the past or protest or smash any researcher's 

door (or window). We are here to learn how to help our clients better and "do NLP" 

the right way. Perhaps, as time goes by and more clients reach their outcomes, 

the mainstream mental health field will acknowledge and recognize the enormous 

contribution we all had to their own professional growth. 
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We now know that many concepts that found their way into Neuro Linguistic 

Programming training, some more than four decades ago, were not really supported 

by adequate observation, experience, or scientific understanding. 

Nonetheless, you can still find a lot of those out-dated old-fashioned concepts 

and methodologies in many NLP programs today. This is testimony to the power of 

traditions, groupthink, and wishful thinking. In contrast, this book you're holding 

brings the core assumptions and functions of NLP into the foreground, showing 

them at work in modern practices. 

We hope you find that it makes NLP more accessible as it provides fresh 

techniques and explanations that expand your repertoire in a scientifically defensible 

way. What we remind ourselves every day are the words of Richard Bandler, the 

famous co-founder of Neuro Linguistic Programming: 

"NLP is an attitude and a methodology 

that leaves behind a trail of techniques." 

Any attitudes and methodologies are bound to improve and change in time. 

We truly believe that now is the best time to acknowledge that fact and take a new 

perspective when studying this field. 

* 
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THE CONFLICT BETWEEN 

NLP METHODOLOGY AND 

ITS TRAIL OF TECHNIQUES 

"In theory, there is no difference 

between theory and practice. 

But, in practice, there is." 

- Jan L. A. van de Snepscheut 

Introduction 

This article can help you save a lot of money and time if you are considering 

getting NLP training. I'm going to explain core ideas that can make a big difference 

in your approach to getting training. 

If you want to understand NLP and select NLP training, you must 

look beyond its techniques. 

NLP is not nearly so much a collection of techniques as it is a methodology. By 

methodology, I mean a collection of practices and principles that hold together. In 

cooking, practices are things like using heat to transform ingredients into foods. 

Principles are things like convection as a means to heat food in an oven. 

Methodology is more general than a recipe. Recipes arise from the principles 

and practices (methodology) available to the people that create the recipes. A recipe 

is to cooking what a pattern is to NLP. 

NLP methodology involves principles such as modeling as a means to transfer 

skills from models to others. It involves practices such as strategically influencing 

states in order to produce resourceful behavior. (State refers to the overall state or 

condition of a person--what state they are in. It is similar to "state of mind," except 

that it includes the body.) 
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NLP methodology has brought forth many techniques. There are plenty of 

examples of a single technique making a big difference for someone. However, to 

have the greatest effectiveness, techniques must be applied in a way that is sensitive 

to the individual or group, and must be woven together in a strategic and responsive 

manner. That is to say, the work must be relevant and flexible. This has implications 

for selecting good training, because it will help you decide what you really need, 

and when you need it. We'll talk about how you can best sequence your efforts to 

improve your NLP knowledge and skills. 

Richard Bandler said, HNLP is an attitude and a methodology, which leave behind 

a trail o/techniques." This points to two ways that you can approach training. You 

can start by getting to the essence of NLP, and this is usually provided in the longer, 

more costly trainings, or you can start by learning techniques. 

The advantages of the latter approach are: 

I) You have fewer costs up front. 

2) You can start getting results with many issues right away. 

3) You get a/eel for NLP and you develop the kind of burning questions that will 

compel you to learn the fundamental understandings of NLP. 

4) You can benefit from practicing with them for your own needs. 

TYPES OF NLP PRACTITIONERS 

HI went to a Gestalt therapist and said that 

I want to be able to at least tell my muscles that aren't involved 

that they don't have to go into spasms too." 

- Dick York 

You don't have to spend much time among NLP practitioners to notice that they 

are quite di verse. I'm not referring to their ethnicities or religions. I'm talking about 

their skills and attitudes about NLP. 

I want you to do two things with this section. 
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First, identify which category you best fit. Then, consider these categories when 

you consider the competent NLP trainers you will learn from and train with. 

You can roughly divide practitioners into the following categories: 

1) Unconscious masters: 

These practitioners practically do NLP in their sleep. They create patterns and 

solutions on the fly while working with clients. Of course, they generate creative 

solutions for their own lives as well. They evoke subconscious resources in 

themselves and others, making it possible to produce changes that may have seemed 

out of reach before. 

Their abilities can have a mysterious and deep quality, and it's difficult to pin 

down how they create change, unless you are intimately familiar with NLP. 

2) Surface practitioners: 

These practitioners know some techniques from NLP and treat it like a cookbook. 

Either they are fairly new at it, or haven't been able to "get" the nature of the 

subconscious. 

In the latter case, they may have some unconscious defenses that they have not 

resolved, and those defenses can get in the way of their efforts to produce creative 

solutions. 

3) Personality-problem practitioners: 

These individuals have significant problems that may even rise to the level of 

being diagnosable personality disorders such as borderline, antisocial, or narcissistic 

personality disorder. (You can look these up online or in the DSM; I am not a 

licensed psychologist and therefore I can't explain further what each term means.) 

This is not a friendly advice, but a warning for you to be cautious. 

These "certified, yet incompetent" practitioners may have been drawn to NLP 

by visions of control, unlimited sex, wealth, or being a hero. 
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They may be trying to resolve problems that are so deep-seated that they will 

be their own worst enemy and possibly bring harm to others if they do not get help 

from a qualified practitioner or mental health program of some kind. They may be 

very self-aggrandizing or play the part of the saint or guru as if they are in a fantasy. 

Many of them have a boil of interpersonal problems and drama going on much of the 

time, causing trouble in social groups and organizations. The trouble may include 

drugs or other addictions that impair performance at times or on an ongoing basis. 

In all but the first group (unconscious masters), you will see that there is a 

split between NLP technique and mind set. Techniques without the spirit of NLP 

are very limited. Surprisingly, some of the third group (problem personalities) may 

develop strong unconscious mastery, and even help many clients. However, their 

performance will be very uneven, because they will be unconsciously triggered 

by certain situations. Greed, the need to use people, and disruptive emotional 

reactions may derail the practitioner, their clients, or their social group under certain 

circumstances, or under stress in general. 

If you are getting started with NLP, or want to take your practice to another 

level, you need to identify what kind of training and experience will be of the 

greatest value. You may have budgetary considerations as well. If you can't afford 

an intense, longer training (these tend to be very expensive), you'll want to select 

the best reading, training, and experience to get the best skills you can. This should 

enhance your earning power so that you can, among other things, get the best training 

available in order to further your development. This article will help you identify 

the strategies and trainings that fit your needs. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF MODELING 

"After a hard day of basic training, you could eat a rattlesnake." 

- Elvis Presley 

Good training flows from good models; it manifests those models in its 

approach to teaching as well as its content. If models were not important, you could 

learn everything you need regarding NLP from books. 
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• Would you rather learn a collection of techniques, or have the same abilities 

as those Bandler used in creating the models that gave NLP its start? 

Having that kind of skill would mean that you could discover and invent 

techniques endlessly and according to the needs of the individual client. This is why 

I wrote the Path of Mastery article that delves more deeply into the spirit of NLP. It 

points out that NLP is primarily a model, and that this is more important than any 

theories or philosophy attached to it. 

• That model is the meta-model that tells us about modeling. 

You might say that it is the how of how. It takes the birds eye view of creating 

excellence. Modeling is the foundation of NLP, it is how NLP got started, and it is 

the source of the theories and patterns of NLP. 

Let's get deeper with what modeling is. The key to modeling is being very 

observant--Iooking for and observing subtleties. That's the yin of modeling. The 

yang of modeling is being willing to experiment and to seek the "acti ve ingredients" 

of what you are observing; why does it get the results it gets? 

This yin and yang can streamline your approach to getting results or producing 

excellence, because you are coming into the situation with an eye for these active 

ingredients. You may find that many of the things the model (the person you are 

modeling) thinks are important are not actually the active ingredients. 

This discovery allows you to eliminate some of the behaviors and ideas that 

make the person less efficient. 

Unconscious ingredients: 

Some of these active ingredients are unconscious; the model does not know they 

are doing them. You cannot know everything about a person's state just by looking 

at them. But you also cannot learn everything from what they say, because most 

excellent performers do not fully, consciously understand why they are successful. 

Discovering such hidden wealth was very important in putting NLP on the map. 

It created a great deal of excitement, especially among therapists, because it was 

revealing things that even excellent therapists could not tell you about why they 

were successful. 
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Regardless of how passionately or authoritatively the model tells you, how 

they do what they do, look for unconscious ingredients. 

Bandler and Grinder in their book Frogs into Princes state that modeling is 

not about what people say, it's about what people do. But I believe it is both, 

that it is also about what people consciously experience. However, you have to 

determine which of the things they tell you are the active ingredients. This requires 

experimentation. 

Syntax and submodalities: 

A key to modeling is to ask questions and make observations that uncover the 

syntax of the internal thoughts and external behaviors. This reveals the structure 

behind excellence or dysfunctional behavior. Therapists may focus on dysfunctional 

behavior and thought patterns in order to help their client recognize that they have 

choices throughout the process. This is one way of opening the door to change. By 

getting sequences of thoughts and memories in the form of sensory submodalities 

(like size, brightness, and loudness), NLP dramatically surpassed cogniti ve therapy. 

One of the reasons NLP is so concerned with sub modalities is that they are 

such a powerful part of change work. Through means such as the NLP swish 

pattern, they can connect strong drives to propel a new, desirable behavior. The idea 

here is to generate motivation to do what works, and to avoid what doesn't work. 

At the time NLP was becoming popular, cognitive therapy too narrowly focused 

on thoughts and beliefs in the form of words. This is like comparing a drawing on 

a piece of paper to the real world. One is much richer than the other. To this day, 

many mainstream therapists are much more limited in this respect, in comparison to 

an NLP practitioner. 

Modern training: 

In order for training to be authentic NLP training, it must have both the spirit of 

NLP and effective models that, at the least, incorporate what has been introduced by 

the founders of NLP. Ideally, though, training should also incorporate the wisdom 

and techniques of those who have carried NLP beyond its first rush of popularity. 
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Some of these luminaries include Robert Dilts, Steve Andreas, Connie Rae Andreas, 

and an innovator I've been following diligently for many years, Dr. Tad James. 

If you are considering a training that presents itself as a modern approach to 

NLP, the trainers are probably going to say that it has expanded beyond the early 

base of NLP theory and technique. If so, then it should have two main qualities: 

1) It should be built upon those aspects of NLP that have stood the test of time, 

and 

2) it should draw from evidence-based modern knowledge. In particular, this 

modern knowledge would include cognitive techniques (such as from cognitive 

behavioral therapy), behavioral science (such as operant conditioning), and 

additional new models of excellent people. 

CONGRUENCY: GETTING NLP 

"One does evil enough when one does nothing good." 

- German Proverb 

Congruence is a major concept and concern in NLP. It is a gateway into the spirit 

of NLP. People are congruent when their body language says the same things 

as their words. They are congruent when they are practicing what they preach. 

This means that a person who benefits from NLP develops a personality and 

perspective that is congruent with doing NLP for others. People who have improved 

their performance and resolved personal issues with NLP are much more believable 

as practitioners. They also have a better gut-level understanding and intuition in 

practicing NLP. This is key to achieving states that create the higher-order creative 

solutions characteristic of NLP mastery. It is very evident in the levels of motivation, 

objectivity, and resourcefulness that such NLP practitioners generate. They are not 

nearly so much at the mercy of their moods as most, because of their expertise in 

managing their states to maintain a focus on desired outcomes. 

Congruent NLP practitioners are able to generate a mature and realistic sense of 

commitment. When they commit to do something, it isn't because they think they 

have a guarantee of success. Risk of failure does not cause them to falter, and the 
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fantasy of a guaranteed outcome is not necessary for them to experience high levels 

of motivation. They generate commitment to apply themselves that is not contingent 

on "the universe" cooperating and giving them a boost. This means that they are 

not substituting metaphysical or superstitious principles for the principles of NLP 

expecting some kind of shortcut to success. 

Hall quotes Bandler's phrase, "Now open your eyes and look out on the world 

and say inside your mind, 'Piece of cake!'" 

This means that, by getting out of your own way and generating the proper 

state, you will not be intimidated by your objectives. More than that, you will 

experience the power of resourceful motivation. Instead, it becomes a reflex to shift 

into empowered states as needed. This means being able to generate and amplify 

resourceful states such as perseverance, curiosity, anticipation, exploration, desire, 

creativity, and productivity. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS 

"The conscious mind may be compared to a fountain playing 

in the sun and falling back into the great subterranean pool of 

subconscious from which it rises." 

- Sigmund Freud 

An understanding of the unconscious is crucial to NLP methodology. Patterns 

II: NLP was inspired by the Milton model and recognizes that the unconscious 

is responsible for a vast amount of processing power and information. There are 

several things NLP does with this insight: 

1) Unconscious mastery: 

It understands that change work with NLP requires too many skills to handle 

consciously. You can learn by practicing consciously, but then they must become 

largely unconscious skills integrated into a larger whole that we call unconscious 

mastery. 
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2) Unconscious resources: 

Although the client of the NLP practitioner may have conscious ideas about the 

problems and solutions they want to work on, surprising solutions may emerge when 

the subconscious is respected and stimulated or directed to resolve the problem or 

pursue an outcome. Not only are clients able to benefit, but also the practitioner 

may find surprising solutions arise that enhance their NLP practice at any moment. 

3) Deconstruction into consciousness, and reconstruction into 
unconscious mastery: 

Many of our reactions and solutions (including destructive or limiting ones) 

can be brought into consciousness using methods of NLP, such as the analysis of 

how they are represented in the sensory modalities. Many NLP techniques help us 

rearrange the way the processes take place or are encoded as memories. This can 

produce dramatic improvements in problems that have defied numerous efforts from 

more traditional therapists. It helps us rearrange a dysfunctional behavior into a 

resourceful one. Thus, the beginning practitioner, or a practitioner that has not yet 

learned to utilize the subconscious, can use NLP techniques while missing the spirit 

of NLP. Trying to do NLP with a focus that is exclusively on conscious workings will 

miss out on the rich resources of subconscious information and problem solving. 

The work will be much less likely to result in solutions, and will appear quite 

superficial to a more well-rounded practitioner. 

META-QUESTIONS FOR INTEGRATING 

THE SPIRIT AND SKILLS OF NLP 

By observing and questioning creatively, it is possible to create unexpected and 

novel solutions. This is very important, because we are highly conditioned; in a 

sense, we are only partially conscious. NLP is about "owning your own brain." One 

way to do this is to break familiar patterns, to not be satisfied until a novel behavior 

is generated. Add to this the criterion that the new behavior supports a meaningful 

outcome and you become a solution generator. How can it happen? 
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Ask what state would help to produce novel behavior in the situation, and 

ask what resources can be capitalized upon in service of desired outcomes. 

Utilization: 

A key to identifying resources is to get clear on what is already propelling the 

person. It may appear very pathological, but the NLP master is not fooled. Instead of 

being blinded by pathology, he or she looks for ways to use that energy. Few things 

are as powerful as a compulsion redirected. Many of the most treasured NLP stories 

have these ingredients. 

One of my favorite stories is of Milton Erickson, the psychiatrist, meeting with 

a young man who insisted that he was Jesus Christ. Erickson wanted to teach him 

some skills that would make him more independent, because the young man lived 

in a mental institution. 

In order to start getting the magic word "yes" from the young man, Erickson 

approached him and said, "Sir, I understand that you are a carpenter." This is 

referred to as utilization. It resulted from meta questioning the idea that pathology 

must be directly eliminated, like an infection. 

Next, Erickson asked the patient's help with a project, since he just admitted to 

be a carpenter. That is the point in which the patient's recovery has began. 

Want To Find Good Training Programs? 

Be careful. Just as if you were on a blind date, take a step back and observe very 

carefully. Any trainer that promises you grandiose results, you ought to delete them 

from your list. Real NLP masters will not drool over your wallet. They will take the 

time to listen to your needs and personal struggles. They will not give you a feeling 

as if they're running a certification factory. 

It is hard to find a good training program because so many trainers are just in it 

for the money and just teach it "by the book" (if you're lucky). This means that their 

students miss out on the whole point of learning NLP. Consider one of these options 

for beginning your NLP journey: 
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1. If you have the money and time, go for the training to learn the core and 

essence of NLP. 

2. If you want to get results right away (or you're short on cash), follow the 

techniques. 

Although I have focused on negative aspects of a cookbook approach to NLP, it 

is actually advised to start your NLP work by learning patterns. This is because NLP 

techniques have come from very astute modelers, from theories that have resulted 

from their work, and from refinements made to earlier patterns. 

Thus, using NLP techniques in a cookbook fashion is a good way to learn, but 

only in the beginning. As Tony Robbins says frequently in his seminars, "You don't 

need to know how electricity works to turn the lights on". 

The NLP master is very flexible and responds to what is going on from moment 

to moment as well as having an overall strategy and collection of techniques to use 

as needed. This means going beyond the patterns themselves. 

Like a musician who has practiced scales and who has the spirit of music, 

the quality of his or her improvisation is built upon disciplined practice and an 

intuitive understanding of fundamental musical principles. By all means, to sound 

great momentarily playing the guitar, you don't need more than applying a few 

techniques, even mindlessly. But to become truly competent, you must spend the 

time, the money and the energy, repeatedly until you get the results. 

NLP in its essence allows you to make that long path shorter, but it does not 

provide you with a shortcut - only a better, more efficient, format to learn, practice, 

adapt and grow. 

* 
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THE PATH OF MASTERY: 

TRUE NLP SKILLS 

"A human act once set in motion flows on forever to the great 

account. Our deathlessness is in what we do, not in what we are." 

- George Meredith 

In the previous article, The Conflict Between NLP Methodology and its Trail of 

Techniques, I provide you with a good distinction between limited practice of NLP 

and NLP mastery. This article gets into the details of mastering NLP well beyond 

just using its patterns. It tells you what you need to know in order to become a 

skillful master of NLP. 

PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT 

People tend to gain mastery of NLP in phases. The ones that follow are fairly 

typical. Many other people do not gain mastery of NLP, and that's because they do 

not go beyond phase two or three. Most NLP practitioners appear to feel that NLP 

mastery begins to develop at phase four. I hope that this article inspires you to go 

for all phases of development, and to understand why I feel that mastery is actually 

in phase six. 

1) Getting oriented to the core ideas of NLP: 

Many people start by reading various books and articles, and perhaps attending 

some talks or watching online presentations. 

2) Learning and practicing patterns: 

Many of us started by applying NLP techniques to ourselves. This gives us a good 

feel for the patterns and more insight into how to use them with others. This also 

gives us the personal benefits of the patterns, making us even better practitioners. 
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Our own issues will be less likely to get in the way of NLP practice, and we become 

more observant and responsive. 

3) Learning more about the models that patterns come from: 

This gives you a more functional understanding of the patterns--when to use 

them, and how they can be arranged strategically in setting up additional change 

(larger-scale syntax and strategy). This helps you become more than a parrot that 

can reproduce various patterns, but someone who really understand the patterns and 

underlying principles. With this, you can use patterns while your conscious mind is 

thinking ahead or managing the relationship wi th the client in other ways. 

4) Applying NLP for your own success: 

This means challenging yourself to apply NLP in ways that bring you into better 

relationships and success as you define it. It can even mean succeeding in ways you 

didn't realize you could, or discovering definitions of success that are fresh and 

rewarding. From these successes comes much more confidence in NLP, much more 

dedication to using it, and much more personal charisma while using it. You become 

better able to sell your services and have an impact on your clients. 

5) Modeling: 

You begin modeling excellent people, so that you can develop additional 

models for your own benefit, the benefit of your clients, and the benefit of the NLP 

community. This can be in mental health, personal development, business, sports, 

politics, parenting, or any other area of human endeavor. Your understanding of 

NLP allows you to improve upon established models. 

6) Taking on more challenging clients and situations ... 

Such as corporate or social change, depending on your path and career, as your 

mastery deepens. You continue to learn new models and patterns. 
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THE ESSENCE OF MODELING 

"We Learn . .. 

10% of what we read 

20% of what we hear 

30% of what we see 

50% of what we see and hear 

70% of what we discuss 

80% of what we experience 

95% of what we teach others." 

- William Glasser 

Bandler's gift for modeling was perhaps the most powerful initial impetus for 

the birth of NLP. He did most of the initial modeling. This included modeling of 

highly effective and well-known therapists and led to the development of many NLP 

patterns. 

Nowadays, NLP patterns are easy to come by. They are all over the Internet, 

and this Big Book of NLP has my hand-picked favorites (over 300 of them). But this 

article is about going beyond patterns, to deeper understanding. While patterns can 

help you unlock the secrets of NLP, they are just a starting point. 

Models are the gateway to NLP mastery. You can model anyone, including 

yourself, which does something in an excellent way. You may sometimes find it 

helpful to model someone doing a dysfunctional thing, or just a normal behavior. 

Key Things About Models 

First, I must point out that NLP uses the word "model" in different ways. Scientists 

and engineers use "model" to mean that they understand how something works. 

This understanding is their model. An image of a molecule is part of the model. A 

mathematical description of the forces that hold it together and cause it to interact 

with other things is part of the model. In NLP, the systematic understanding of 

how someone creates excellence is a model. 
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At the same time, the excellent person is a model, in a sense very similar to the 

term "role model." So you could say that we model the model. We create a model of a 

person who serves as a model of excellence. Then we attempt to produce excellence 

by applying our understanding (our model of the person). This article will focus on 

the use of the word "model" as a detailed understanding of how someone produces 

excellent results. 

A wonderful thing about such a model is that it helps us teach others how to 

achieve excellence. It is much easier to teach someone a systematic understanding 

than to just say, "Here, do what I'm doing." Since models can be complicated, NLP 

trainers usually teach them in pieces. Then, as each piece is mastered, it comes 

together as unconscious mastery. This is a good way to teach most complicated 

skills. The more pieces you master, the more intuitive you become--the better you 

can improvise and come up with solutions. 

Models are not the same as reality. They bring out aspects of reality that are 

important for the purpose at hand. Each person will have different ways of perceiving. 

This means that they will generate somewhat different models for the same person. 

Putting several people's models of an excellent person together can be very valuable. 

For example, there is more than one book on Milton Erickson's techniques, and they 

emphasize different aspects of his work. This includes the writings of Dr. Erickson, 

himself. If you want to excel at Ericksonian communication or hypnosis, why not 

read them all? 

Robert Dilts on Modeling 

64 

Here is a quote (in British English) from his book, Modelling with NLP. 

"Behaviour modelling involves observing and mapping the 

successful processes which underlie an exceptional performance of 

some type. It is the process of taking a complex event or series of 

events and breaking it into small enough chunks so that it can be 

recapitulated in some way. The purpose of behaviour modelling is 

to create a pragmatic map or 'model' of that behaviour which can 

be used to reproduce or simulate some aspect of that performance 

by anyone who is motivated to do so. The goal of the behaviour 
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modelling process is to identify the essential elements of thought 

and action required to produce the desired response or outcome." 

Meta-Programs and Modeling 

We also use the word model when we talk about a person's "model of the world." 

This is similar to the scientist's model of how something works, but it is more 

informal and may be largely unconscious. It is generalizations about the nature of 

things. People draw upon such generalizations in making decisions and interpreting 

what is going on. NLP tells us that people's meta-programs regulate how these 

generalizations are formed and acted upon. Meta-programs are the master programs 

that coordinate our mental processes. They help us generate our thoughts from our 

underlying sensory representations. Meta-programs are the rules that tell our minds 

what parts of our experiences are used to form our thoughts and decisions. You 

can see the influence of cybernetics, which was a big factor in the development 

of NLP. A thermostat has rules that control its "decisions" to turn the heat or air 

conditioning on and off. You could say that these are its meta-programs. Of course, 

people are much more complicated. 

In NLP, we describe the strategies that people use or create so that they can 

achieve something. These are not just behavioral rules. They are the rules that result 

in our decisions. An example of a meta-program is the "toward versus away from" 

preference. Some people tend to think in terms of moving toward what they want. 

They may experience the motivation to do their taxes as a desire for a sense of 

mastery or completion. They may be driven by the desire to maximize deductions 

while being audit-proof. They may be driven to experience the relief they feel when 

they drop the envelope in the mail. The "away from" person has very different 

drives for completing their taxes. These people focus on avoiding trouble with the 

government, and getting the whole thing over with so they don't have to suffer 

through it any longer than necessary. The are "getting away from" what they fear or 

dislike, instead of "going toward" what they desire. They focus more on avoiding 

negative consequences than on getting positive ones. If you want to motivate 

someone, you need to know if they use a toward or away from meta-program. The 

more meta-programs you learn to observe, the more ways you have to motivate, 

negotiate, and help someone succeed. This means that when you model someone, 

you have a richer model when you know as much as possible about their meta-
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programs. If you'd like to thoroughly learn the NLP Meta-Programs, you might 

want to read my other book, "NLP Mastery: The Meta-Programs". 

FUNDAMENTAL STEPS 

"A man only learns in two ways, one by reading, and the other by 

association with smarter people" 

- Will Rogers 

When you model someone, it helps to follow these basic steps: 

Eliciting strategies: 

Here you consider various aspects of the person's thinking and behavior. You are 

deconstructing their success into discrete pieces of information. Your ability to do 

this is called "acuity." This is how perceptive you are in detecting "the differences 

that make a difference." Your data gathering includes observation, interviewing, 

and imitating the person in ways that help you emulate within yourself what they are 

experiencing. This inner experience can make you more intuitive and perceptive. 

You may discover things you never would have been able to with a purely outward 

focus. You can draw from acting techniques to emulate the inner experience. As the 

pieces fit together, you are finding clusters of behavior and internal representation 

that are candidates for strategies. That is, they may prove to be strategies for getting 

the excellent results. Virginia Satir's mirroring behavior (matching the clients 

behavior in subtle ways) is definitely a strategy that is considered to be part of the 

Satir model. 

Mapping: 

Here, you make the model systematic; you map out the model into a syntax of 

thoughts and behaviors, including very subtle nuances and unconscious aspects. 
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Reproducing: 

Now you have a more systematic model. It is ready for you to apply. Depending 

on your results, you may need to refine your model through further observation 

and analysis. You may need numerous experiments (trial and error) before you can 

reliably produce similar results. 

Observation 

Modeling in NLP is about recognizing what works. Thus, the models you create 

from successful people are not exactly intellectual property. You are basically 

pointing out what is already happening. This is a little like the comedian that surprises 

you by talking about what you know, but never put into words. The comedian can 

have copyright protection for the words recorded, but not for the observations made. 

Many people can learn and apply a model if you share it with them, or if they 

discover it independently. This means that the model does not belong to NLP. You 

could say that NLP was the methodology or vehicle for finding a way to imitate 

successful behavior and to further innovate. It is also a way to create systematic 

training. When people use the models that NLP practitioners have developed, they 

say they are doing NLP. But when they are creating models, they are also doing 

NLP--the most fundamental kind of NLP. 

Fundamental Questions 

• Here are some of the questions you can ask in building your model: 

• Why does the model work? 

• What are its principles? The more of a conceptual understanding you have, 

the more you are able to analyze and build a model. 

• What processes make up the model? 

• What mobilizes the person? 

• How can you best carry out the techniques that make the model work? 
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• What, precisely, do you do and when? 

THE SUBCONSCIOUS AND MODELS 

"Men do not attract that which they want, 

but that which they are." 

- James Allen 

In Frogs into Princes, Bandler and Grinder state that modeling is not about what 

people say, it's about what people do. But it is also about what people experience. 

You cannot know everything about a person's state just by looking at them. But you 

also cannot learn everything from what they say, because most excellent performers 

do not fully, consciously understand why they are successful. The classic example 

of this is what happened with the modeling of Virginia Satir. She felt that the model 

of her effectiveness was superficial to what she was doing. It seems like crass 

manipulation. She attempted to demonstrate her work while leaving out the elements 

that Bandler had proposed. This included her mirroring and other techniques for 

establishing rapport. She found that she could not establish the same level of rapport 

and effectiveness when she withheld these behaviors. 

State: 

PHYSIOLOGY AND MODELS 

"Ah, mastery ... what a profoundly satisfying feeling 

when one finally gets on top of a new set of skills ... 

and then sees the light under the new door those skills can open, 

even as another door is closing." 

- Gail Sheehy 

There is a fuzzy boundary between a model and the physiology that drives us on 

a more instinctual level. When a person's physiology shifts into fight or flight, and 
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the brain gears itself to detect threats over other stimuli, the person is more likely 

to act violently. 

Consider what happens when a police officer is in a threatening situation, and 

must make a split-second shoot/no shoot decision. If the officer shoots in error and 

the victim is a member of an ethnic minority, the officer may be accused to racism. 

However, non-racist officers have found themselves in this position. 

It is becoming clear that there are circumstances that cause the brain to put threat 

detection at the highest priority, and that this can cause a cell phone to be perceived 

as a gun. It is not necessarily because the officer's model of the world is that people 

of that race are trying to shoot him or are bad people. It may be primarily because 

the brain's threat detection was extremely high at that moment. This physiology is 

an evolutionary survival imperative. 

Unique Strengths and Weaknesses: 

But physiology is not just a matter of transitory states. People have physical 

conditions that make them unique. They have strengths and weaknesses in different 

measures than most other people. This brings up an important point. 

• If your physiology is quite different from a person you want to model, how 

far should you go in the direction of imitating their processes, as opposed to 

developing a model that takes advantage of your unique qualities? 

This question points to one of the limits of modeling. We are unique, and so we 

need to not make a blind religion out of modeling. We need to use its strengths, and 

mitigate for its weaknesses. 

When the pursuit of excellence is tinged with metaphysics, people tend to 

think that the mind can overcome all physical limitations. It is a mistake to ignore 

physiological strengths and limits. This resulted in deaths of people in a sweat lodge 

experience during which the temperatures had gone too high. The participants were 

told to stay and overcome the environment with their minds. My point is that we can 

model people, but then we must add or modify the model for ourselves, based on our 

unique strengths and weaknesses. You can apply some models directly, but others 

will need modification because of your unique traits. 
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MODELING AND THE FUTURE 

"The best thing about the future is that 

it comes one day at a time." 

- Abraham Lincoln 

The problem with NLP today is that most people go into it only for the money, 

not for improving the field. The fact is that, as a potentially recognized profession, 

it does not have a solid future. Maybe by changing its name and making something 

academic out of it, it will, but there is no chance that it can be licensed and supervised, 

not after 38 years of printing certificates that have no consistent standards behind 

them. I don't mean to put too fine a point on this. The insights of NLP will continue, 

even if the term "NLP" fades from public awareness. But your NLP skills will 

be valuable and meaningful, regardless of what happens to the NLP moniker. And 

they are at their highest when you are using your acuity and insight to produce 

new models, and to improve upon existing ones. That is the basis of NLP, not the 

cookbook of methods that NLP has accumulated. Just as science is the means for 

discovery, NLP is the means for modeling. 

Science is not just the information that has accumulated through the scientific 

method, and NLP is not just the techniques that have accumulated through modeling. 

I have written this book not only to provide you with hundreds of successful 

techniques you can use instantly, but to take away the obsession so many NLP 

learners suffer from: "if I learn just one more technique, everything will change for 

me" . This is the wrong approach. Take this book as a starting point. To grow, you have 

to work on it. I want you to take this exploration and experimentation of techniques 

and bring into it the true spirit of NLP: curiosity, flexibility and innovation. The 

more you get into the spirit of NLP, and the more you build unconscious mastery, 

the more you will spontaneously generate solutions, and the more you will be able 

to model the success of others. 

* 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING 

HIGH QUALITY NLP 

TRAINING PROGRAMS 

"Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. 

We do not act rightly because we have virtue or excellence, 

but we rather have those because we have acted rightly. 

We are what we repeatedly do. 

Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit." 

- Aristotle 

As I've pointed out, if you can afford a full, high-quality NLP training, you will 

find it very gratifying and it will take your skills to an advanced level. This is true 

not only because of the material covered, but also because of the supervised practice 

and feedback that you will experience. There are also trainings that are brief, 

because they get you started on the most basic skills or because they are focused 

on a particular aspect of NLP. Then again, there are trainings that are brief simply 

because they make big promises to give you magical skills very fast. Unfortunately, 

these are usually the scheisters of the NLP world. Proceed with caution. 

With that in mind, let's go over the qualities of a good NLP training, whether it 

is a shorter or longer training. 

Not just knowledge: 

The training does more than merely present ideas or concepts. You can get ideas 

from a book or article. Books and articles, if they are good, have been prepared 

with a great deal of care so that the ideas are very organized. If you are going to 

take a training that is more information oriented, then make sure the presenter has a 

very organized mind. Unfortunately, many NLP trainers seem to have disorganized 

minds--even good trainers that have excellent NLP skills! This is why many training 

programs emphasize skill building and practice, and why the lecture part of the 

training is often somewhat scrambled or hard to understand. You'll even see trainers 
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with disorganized minds passing off their poor lecture skills as being an NLP 

technique! I have to admit that, up to a point, that may be true, but I would only 

trust that if people were coming out of those trainings with good skills. 

Perhaps we can compare it to music. Many people have become good at performing 

music without understanding music theory (John Lennon and Paul McCartney, for 

example), and a good musician can learn music theory from books, especially if 

they already understand music intuitively. That intuitive understanding can actually 

feed their hunger to learn more of the theory of music. I think it works this way in 

NLP training. Many people have gotten good intuitive skills from training, and were 

then inspired to read voraciously in order to better understand what they, themselves 

were doing. 

Not just confidence: 

Some trainers put the high diving board over the short end of the pool, and 

get their participants very excited about di ving from the high di ve into two feet of 

water. This is what you get when you go to a training that does too much to motivate 

and build confidence, and too little to build insight and skill. This can be a disaster. 

Without a good understanding of ethics, a person who is unprepared to deal with 

difficult problems may, without realizing it, be practicing psychotherapy without a 

license, and cause harm to clients. 

Similarly, the student may botch an important sales or negotiation opportunity 

by mis-applying their limited skills with limited understanding of how they work, 

and how they can go terribly wrong in the hands of a beginner. Most likely, though, 

they will keep their common sense, but be stuck with mediocre results. 

The way the trainer responds to questions, especially skeptical ones, is very 

revealing. If the trainer understands and handles skeptical questions in an honest, 

effective manner, this is very promising. A manipulative, defensive, sarcastic, or 

hostile response is not. 

In the trainings, even if it's a teaser training, what is the ratio of promotion to 

valuable content? 
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The training should not be a vehicle to upsell you to a more expensive training 

or to get you to buy products with a high markup. Of course, there is often a path 

of training that one can follow, and there's no harm in having products available 

for purchase. The problem is that some trainers prepare a workshop that is really a 

teaser to moti vate people to take a more expensive training. 

In other words, you are paying for the privilege of participating in a prolonged 

commercial brain-washing experience. Often, the more expensive course is yet 

another stepping-stone to an even more grandiose upsell. 

Congruence: 

This one may be a bit difficult to be sure of, but try to get a sense of the trainer's 

congruence. 

• That is, are they a living expression of what they teach? 

This could be considered a controversial point, because there are trainers that 

have serious issues, but somehow manage to convey NLP skills quite well, according 

to training participants. Be that as it may, I personally feel that they convey much 

more than you and I are aware of, and they do this as models. Whether you know 

NLP or not, you are a natural modeler. Don't you want to be around the most evolved 

people when you are absorbing skills from them? 

You should look for consistency between what the trainer says and what they do. 

• Is their behavior in line with NLP presuppositions? 

• For example, are they curious, flexible, and able to improvise well? 

Do they create rapport with most people individually and with groups that 

they train? 

You can also look at less direct evidence. 

• For example, are the participants distracted and fidgety, or are they fully 

engaged in the training? 
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Personal attributes: 

Good trainers usually don't take themselves too seriously. That is, they can 

admit to mistakes, discuss ways to improve the program, and poke a little fun at 

themselves from time to time. Humor is a very valuable human trait. If the trainer's 

humor is mostly about the weaknesses or vulnerabilities of others, that is a red flag. 

Experiential content: 

• Does the training include plenty of hands-on experience? 

Like I said, you can get information from a book, but advanced skills come most 

effectively and efficiently from supervised experience with useful feedback. If you 

get great feedback about a training program, make sure the person is not dazzled by 

the motivational content and the charisma of the trainer. 

Specific skills: 

Does the promo tell you what skills you will learn, specifically? 

• Will there be a way to verify that you are learning and using the skills 

properly? 

The trainer should be able to answer these questions without a lot of hemming 

and hawing. The trainer (and not his or her sales manager) should be able to tell 

you what you are learning and should provide feedback that gets you going in the 

right direction. Of course, trainings often include hypnotic or metaphoric material, 

during which you will not be told what you are learning. In good NLP training, this 

is not a smokescreen. The results that prior students are getting can help verify that. 

Evidence-based: 

Because NLP developed mostly outside of academia and was subjected to little 

in the way of research, it has become a storehouse for many opinions that may prove 

to be clutter. That is, extra beliefs that are the junk DNA of the field. If the training 
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previews or graduates talk about such ideas, that means the training is diluted and 

may be too questionable. 

For example, although NLP is not built upon metaphysical beliefs, some trainers 

have folded in concepts from energy psychology (such as muscle testing) or new 

thought (such as affirmations causing things to happen). People who represent such 

things as NLP definitely have a poor grasp of NLP. This brings everything else they 

say into question. 

Recognition and Certification 

After putting a lot of time and money into training, people expect a certificate 

to show that they have achieved a level of training or mastery. It may look good on 

your wall, and may even impress some clients or relatives, but remember that it is 

not recognized by any other professional groups or licensing agencies. 

Many NLP certificates are handed out with no testing of the skills of the 

participants. Where there is testing prior to completion, the testing may just be a 

written test that does not measure skill. This is not to take the wind out of your sails 

(or sales), but to put things into perspective. 

How to UTestn the Training 

Let's talk about how you can develop confidence in selecting a program. You'll 

want to consider multiple means of getting your impressions of the program, 

including word of mouth, and direct experience, not to mention the criteria we've 

already covered. 

First-hand experience: 

Consider getting some kind of free preview or less-costly shorter workshop so 

that you can be comfortable with the trainers and their methods. You may get more 

out of this than any amount of Internet chatter or book reviews. Think about what it 

was that affected you at a gut level, perhaps using some NLP submodalities work to 

deconstruct your reaction. 
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What are you really reacting to? 

You can combine your intuitive sense and your conscious criteria in evaluating 

a training program. Make sure that it is not just charisma or sleight-of-hand that 

is moving you, for one good reason: it won't last for long. Soon enough you'll get 

back home and the trainer isn't going to follow you around all day and keep your 

energy high. 

Don't forget to look for online video. Watching them present online is almost as 

good as being there, and will save you a lot of money if you would have to travel 

a long way in order to experience their training. Many trainers post videos on their 

sites or major video sites such as YouTube.com or even Facebook.com. 

Writings and media: 

Although it is no substitute for directly experiencing a trainer, you can learn a 

lot about how they think, about their values, and about their "voice" by reading their 

material. 

Reputations: 

What do people say about the trainers you are considering? Be sure you 

really know who will be providing the training, and how much of the training they 

will actually provide. You could get the wrong impression from the flyer, only to 

realize when it is too late that the big name trainer they listed will not do much of 

the training. 

You can consider how much they have contributed to NLP through their writings, 

media, and trainings. 

• How original are their ideas? 

Do these original ideas mean that they are contributing seminal ideas or 

simply that they are eccentric or grandiose (or both)? 

What are people saying online or in the community? 
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How positive are the reviews or comments on their books or other media? 

And who wrote those reviews? Always look for credentials and authority 

in reviewers, as it could be just as easily the trainer's competitor, posting 

anonymously to promote their own agenda. 

Skills of previous participants: 

Find a way to learn about the new skills of people who have attended the training. 

What are they doing with their skills, besides convincing new people to come to 

their trainings or become their clients? There's a big difference between wealth 

that comes from a pyramid scheme, and success that comes from new skills. 

• Are the participants just really enthusiastic, or are they really getting good, 

new results from their interactions based on NLP skills? 

You would expect those results to show up in at least one area of their lives, 

such as in their career, families, and friendships. Have they started showing 

uncharacteristic success in any of these areas? 

Conclusion 

I hope this gives you the confidence to move ahead with NLP, regardless of how 

much you have to spend or how much time you have. 

* 
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TECHNIQUES, 
PATTERNS & 
STRATEGIES 

"If we all did the things we are capable of, 

we would astound ourselves." 

-Thomas Edison 



WELL-DEFINED OUTCOMES 

"The reason most people never reach their goals is that they don't 

define them, or ever seriously consider them as believable or 

achievable. Winners can tell you where they are going, 

what they plan to do along the way, 

and who will be sharing the adventure with them." 

- Denis Watley 

Take an essential step toward success by creating well-defined outcomes. A 

well-defined outcome answers the question, "What do you really want?" 

Remember the model of Be -> Do -> Have? 

According to this model, you must first become the kind of person who is able 

to achieve your outcome, and then do the actions that are required to enjoy the fruits 

of your efforts. Since most of our behavior is designed to achieve certain outcomes 

(goals and desires), it is very important to define these outcomes in advance. If you 

know where you want to be, you will be in a better position to construct the right 

maps to guide you. Better yet, you will be able to come up with new, easier, or faster 

ways to get there. 

Goals can go a long way in helping you achieve excellence. Your goal may be 

to have a great time at a party, or become a billionaire within three years. There are 

many different kinds of goals. 

Put your mind into that outcome as if you have achieved it, and open your 

thinking to means of improving that outcome. The time to rework your outcomes 

comes before you start investing a lot of resources. The way to align with your 

highest goals is to stay flexible about your outcome, to rework the outcome as 

needed, to shape the outcome into something even better. Now you are developing 

one of the hallmarks of NLP, ecology, where all parts of you agree with the outcome, 

where your desires, your values, and your needs are all aligned into one powerful 

direction. 

Here's what Anthony Robbins has to say about goals and outcomes in his 

masterpiece book, Awaken The Giant Within: 
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"All goal setting must be immediately followed by both the 

development of a plan, and massive and consistent action toward 

its fulfillment. You already have this power to act. /f you haven't 

been able to summon it, it's merely because you have failed to set 

goals that inspire you." 

Step #1. Create a positive7 specific goal. 

State your outcome/goal in positive, specific terms. Take the time to describe 

exactly what you want. A negative goal does not take you in this positive direction. 

Avoid goals such as, "/ do not want to be a perfectionist." 

A "not frame" encourages the subconscious mind to create what you think you 

are resisting. If you erase a problem and replace it with something positive and 

resourceful, what would it be? Describe it. Include all key sense modes. 

Step #2. State your outcome in terms of abilitY7 not lack of 
ability. 

Consider, "/ want others to support me." That is not a well-formed outcome. 

Actually, thinking this way will stop you from making progress! It is true that some 

goals require support from additional people, but this vague outcome doesn't say 

what you will do to get the support and what, exactly, that support entails. Consider 

this alternati ve: 

"By the end of the week, / will have created and used an approach 

that will get a very positive response from people on this issue. / 

will continue to improve it until it is very effective." 

Note that the outcome is based on your actions. Plus, it must be within your 

responsibility and ability. Ask yourself or your client: 

• What could you do on your own to make it happen? 

• What actions would you take to increase your chances this week? 
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Step #3. Context 

Meaning is usually defined by context. Describe your well-formed outcome in 

the context of the environment it will be in. This makes your goal more specific and 

motivational. It also helps to make sure that you have created an ecological goal. 

A more well-formed, context-related outcome would be: "I want to make $65,000 

within the next 12 months, starting July 1st, by selling my NLP skills to insurance 

agencies as a sales trainer for their telemarketing team." Add places, locations, 

geography, people and their titles, a budget, time frames and more. By making it 

specific and context related, you're making it real for your brain. 

Another thought on context: 

• Where wouldn't you want that behavior to be acted upon? 

For example, would you want to play like a child with your kids everyday to 

make them feel more joyful with you? Great. But you wouldn't want to act the same 

way with your spouse in bed, right? That's why context is extremely important. You 

can make a goal of talking with more passion and sexiness to your wife, but if you 

forget the context being "with the wife," you might slip the wrong tonality talking 

with your boss. 

Step #4. Sense Modalities 

Describe your outcome by using your five senses. A well-formed outcome is 

specific. By adding all senses, you are being more specific and, again, motivational. 

This adds power to your positive subconscious strategies. If you have to use a word 

such as love, appreciated, or passionate, be sure to include the senses that form 

that emotion. From a sensory point of view, what does it mean for you to feel more 

appreciated? 

How does 'appreciated' feel? 

• In what part of your body do you feel it? 

Who is appreciating you, and what kind of expression is on their face? 
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Step #5. Objectives 

Break down your goal into manageable objectives (pieces), so that you will feel 

more motivation and do better problem solving. Be sure to define the objectives 

in achievable terms. Smaller steps feel more achievable. This adds subconscious 

motivation. In NLP we call this breakdown "chunking down." 

• How do you feel when you think about writing a whole book? 

• Or losing 60 pounds? 

Compare that to smaller pieces. "] will write a page a day to complete a 240 

pages book. Today] will concentrate only on that one page." 

How do you eat an elephant? One piece at a time. 

Step #6. Support 

Arrange the help you need in order to make this outcome a reality. What resources 

do you need? Make a list of the resources you will use in attaining your goal. Let's 

sayan important resource is team members, and a resource for acquiring them is a 

persuasive pitch. This outcome includes both: 
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"By the end of the week, ] will have a complete list of people that 

are good candidates for teaming up on this project. By the end of 

the following week, ] will have created a persuasive approach for 

contacting them, and] will have called at least twenty of them. I 

will continue until] have five credible commitments." 

Again, be specific: 

• Who are the people who can assist you? 

• What are their names? 

• What is their profession? 

• How about their phone numbers? 
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What, exactly, should you ask them? 

• What emotions will you need to develop within yourself? 

• Do you need more confidence, resilience, joyfulness, or assertiveness? 

• How much money? 

• What information will be important? What questions must be answered 

ahead of time? 

What else do you need? 

Step #7: Perform an ecology check 

What might be interfering with your goal? 

• Are there any values, other goals, people, or laws that may be challenging? 

• How might you accommodate or mitigate now in order to make your dream 

a reality? 

• Consider any internal obstacles you may have. Is a part of you interfering 

with your goal? 

Step #8: Create your milestones. 

Determine how you will know that you are progressing in the right direction and 

at the right pace. You must know what signs of progress you will be observing along 

the way. One way to create milestones is to place the resources from your checklist 

onto a timeline. Vagueness about milestones is a warning sign. 

Mark on your calendar the dates that you will be checking each milestone. Note 

in your plan exactly what you want to see by that date.Being a great lover is an 

awesome goal; but what about learning to read the body language of the person 

you're with? That would be excellent progress toward your goal. Even something 

that seems insignificant can be a good milestone. If you want to become rich, 

balancing your checkbook is part of your master plan, as trivial as it seems. 
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Step #9: Write down your goals. 

There are many benefits to writing down your goals, objectives and milestones. 

Having a notebook or file for this gives you a place for problem solving and 

innovation. Sometimes a stray thought will turn into a gold mine when you come 

across it later. Having separate sections for these elements gives you a working 

reference for checking milestones, refining your goals, and working toward your 

objectives. 

Unwritten goals aren't worth the paper they're written on, but the written word 

is powerful. 

• Wouldn't it be worse to see your name on a "Most Wanted" poster than to 

hear about it? 

Step #10. Test. 

Monitor your progress on the goal and its milestones. Keep this in a conspicuous 

place to remind you. Notice any ways that this pattern has helped you make progress 

toward achieving your goal. Do this pattern as needed for other goals and for 

refining this goal. Notice any ways that this pattern has improved your willingness 

to be more conscious of your goals and milestones, and to commit yourself to them. 

Note all obstacles that you encounter and decide which NLP patterns might help 

you with them. Part of the beauty of this pattern is making obstacles more obvious 

so you can handle them. 

Additional Advice 

In this modern world, with all its technology and comfort, it is quite easy to 

become a master procrastinator. My advice, as a major procrastinator myself, is that 

you do not fight with yourself when it comes to taking action on your goals and 

outcomes. Simply remember to keep the outcome in mind as a direction and not as 

a "to do" list. 
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Make it a big outcome so it inspires you, and then let it be as you take small 

actions and celebrate each milestone. Think of your outcomes not as end results, 

but as means to achieve a great and compelling purpose. That's a true motivational 

force. 

• What is the larger purpose of your project? Explore its meaning until you are 

in touch with the forces that motivate you. In this case, you'll know you are 

making good progress when that progress feels good. 

* 
ADVANTAGEOUS NLP BELIEFS 

"If you hit every time, the target is either too big or too near." 

- Tom Hirshfield 

Overview of The NLP Presuppositions: 

1. The map is not the territory. 

2. People respond according to their internal maps. 

3. Meaning operates context-dependently. 

4. Mind-and-body affect each other. 

5. Individual skills function by developing and sequencing of rep systems. 

6. We respect each person s model of the world. 

7. Person and behavior describe different phenomena. We are more than our 

behavior. 

8. Every behavior has utility and usefulness-in some context. 

9. We evaluate behavior and change in terms of context and ecology. 

10. We cannot not communicate. 

11. The way we communicate affects perception and reception. 

12. The meaning of communication lies in the response you get. 
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13. The one who sets the frame for the communication controls the action. 

14. "There is no failure, only feedback. " 

15. The person with the most flexibility exercises the most influence in the system. 

16. Resistance indicates the lack of rapport. 

17. People have the internal resources they need to succeed. 

18. Humans have the ability to experience one-trial learning. 

19. All communication should increase choice. 

20. People make the best choices open to them when they act. 

21. As response-able persons, we can run our own brain and control our results. 

The NLP presuppositions (or core beliefs) are the most important guidelines 

for learning and doing NLP, and for being successful in life. Some people have 

published are larger number than we have here, some have published less. We 

feel that this list below is an excellent and especially useful collection. The word 

presupposition means something that you may not be able to prove, but that you 

base your behavior on. As a thinking person, you can see if there are exceptions to 

these rules, or situations where they don't apply. 

1. The 'map' is not the 'territory'. 

We base our actions on our mental map of the world. If you understand this, you 

understand that there are always ways to improve your map. People who are stuck 

in life don't know this. They get angry or passive when you talk about improving 

their view of the world. 

• Can you see how knowing that the map is not the territory can make you 

more flexible and adaptable? 

As in evolution, flexibility and adaptability are powerful traits for survival and 

satisfaction. 
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2. People respond according to their internal maps. 

If you don't understand someone, you don't understand their mental map. You 

may understand what they should do, but you can only understand their internal map 

by learning about it. Can you imagine what kind of connection you will be able to 

make with people, and how much better you will react to people when you have all 

the curiosity and tools that come from this point of view? 

3. Meaning operates context-dependently. 

If you really want to understand what something means to someone, you have to 

understand the situation, that is, the context. Context has many sides to it. You must 

understand a politician's motives to understand the real meaning of their speech. 

You must understand what a person has gone through in order to understand why 

they are reacting strongly to someone they hardly know. 

If someone in an artist commune says they love you, it may mean something 

different than an "I love you" from your aunt. Think of the ways you can expand 

your view of the world and your understanding of human behavior by delving into 

context. 

4. Mind-and-body affect each other. 

We are not brains in jars, like in some science fiction movie. We don't just think 

with our brains, we think with our bodies. Science is revealing more about this all 

the time. Successful leaders, sales people and others intuitively understand this. 

Can you think of some ways you can use this knowledge to your advantage? Some 

of the basic applications of this are the value of eating the right food, and getting 

good physical exercise. These have a great impact on your mind. 

If you are trying to have a talk with an uncooperative teenager, see how they act 

if you take a walk with them. More advanced use of this know-how lies in fields such 

as body mind, or somatic, psychotherapy, participatory learning methods, and the 

use of evolutionary psychology in marketing, where primitive drives and instincts 

are brought into play. 
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5. Individual skills function by developing and sequencing of rep 
systems. 

You have already gotten a taste of this powerful knowledge. The submodality 

techniques we tried are used to create many kinds of behavior change and success. 

Imagine what your life would be like if you applied one or more tools from a rich 

toolbox full of such methods every day. What experts or successful person would 

you most like to model using this insight? 

6. We respect each person's model of the world. 

You may not agree with everyone, but if you respect their model of the world, 

you can understand it and find ways to create more understanding, less conflict, 

and more good outcomes. Think of some of the people that you have reacted to too 

quickly or too harshly. People that you judged. Some of those situations caused you 

to lose opportunities. 

Imagine what genuine interest and concern for people's models of the world 

can do for you in a world that is very diverse, political, and charged with sensitive 

issues? You can become a great navigator, and fare better than many people who are 

quite smart, but fail to understand this wisdom. 

7. Person and behavior describe different phenomena. We u are" 
more than our behavior. 

The idea that we are more than our behavior is a very profound idea. You could 

write many volumes about this from your own life once you unlock this insight. 

Let's just look at how deeply people are able to change, and why they change. Most 

people are on the verge of a very expanded way of being in the world, and don't 

even know it. We have no idea what any person's true potential or destiny are. 

Whenever someone tells someone that they will not amount to anything, that 

person is failing to understand the truth of this proposition; the truth that we are 

more than our behavior. In many places, a pattern of behavior or even a single act 

can define you. The idea of a human birth right, or inalienable rights that many 
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constitutional governments are charged with supporting, is really a profound 

philosophical position that NLP expresses as well. 

Whatever you have done wrong, learn from it, don't let it define you. Whatever 

your limitations are, get clear on how to move forward in harmony with your abilities 

and limits, don't just use will power to try harder, or sentence yourself to a life of 

shame. You are bigger than that, whether you know it or not. Imagine the talent and 

energy that can be liberated in the world as this idea becomes better understood and 

more widely expressed. 

8. Every behavior has utility and usefulness-in some context. 

This idea can be very counter-intuitive. There are many behaviors that seem to 

make no sense, and are simply irritating and inconvenient at best, or criminal and 

threatening at worst. Milton Erickson, the famous psychiatrist and hypnotherapist 

that NLP has studied was a great model for this wisdom. He did something called 

utilization. Often it involved finding the hidden power or motivation within the 

behavior that was the easiest to try to stop or ignore. 

• Do you know someone who does something that troubles you or otherwise 

seems to be a problem? 

Think about ways that the behavior might be used to support some kind of 

change, or how it may reveal motivations that you could somehow connect with a 

more effective behavior. You can even take this approach with yourself. What kind 

of potentials might you release by having an attitude like that about yourself? 

9. We evaluate behavior and change in terms of context and 
ecology. 

NLP has been influenced by a very important approach called systems theory. 

The basic idea of systems theory is that we must consider how the parts of the world 

interact with each other. 

• When you make a change in one part, how does this cause a domino effect? 
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Systems theory applies to the human body, to families, organizations, ecology, 

nations, and the world. We could never do justice to systems theory in this course, 

but we will share this with you. 

Consider the systems impact or, as we say, the ecological impact of any change 

you consider, or of any behavior you want to understand. It is an added dimension 

to behavior that gives you a larger and more interesting world, and gives you much 

more power for making change. It can also help to protect you from unexpected 

reactions from a system. 

10. We cannot not communicate. 

So true! Your clothes, your accent, your body language, subtle expressions 

that flit across your face, all communicate, all signal things to the people around 

you. We all size each other up all the time. If someone tells you never to judge 

people, perhaps they mean not to limit that person or to be harsh, but you can't 

stop interpreting other's behavior and signals. You do this from the most primitive 

parts of your brain that have radar for danger, to your more sophisticated abilities 

to determine who can offer the best relationships to you. 

This is an important reason for NLP to exist. The more you can align your 

subconscious and conscious motives, the more your subtle behaviors will 

communicate the right message. One of the biggest ingredients for charisma is 

this alignment, or coherence. 

11. The way we communicate affects perception and reception. 

You don't just communicate a digital message. You send out your own collection 

of sub-modalities that affect how you are perceived, and even others' ability to 

perceive you accurately. If you use conservative language to express liberal ideas 

or vice versa, peoples' filters will screen out the content of your message and just 

hear that you are conservative or liberal, unless they are very analytical types, and 

those are in the minority. 

Even the analytical types will probably feel uncomfortable with you, despite 

hearing what you were actually saying. The will only be comfortable if they are in 
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on the joke. As a communicator, part of your job is to know about your listeners 

filters. 

What are the keys that will open their minds to what you have to say? The 

valuable lessons of NLP on creating rapport are a great contribution to this quest. 

12. The meaning of communication lies in the response you get. 

This is one of the most fundamental and early lessons to get from your study of 

NLP. Regardless of what you intended to say, the communication is what the other 

person heard. By carefully observing the other person's response, you can determine 

whether you have communicated effectively. People who fail to take responsibility 

for this fail to communicate effectively. You could say that they don't care if they 

are broadcasting on the wrong station and nobody is hearing them. Of course, you 

will not be able to do this if the person is purposely misunderstanding you. That 

is a tactic that some people use when they want to cast doubt on what you are 

saying or manipulate you. But as a sensitive communicator, you will learn to tell the 

difference, and develop creative responses to that kind of thing. NLP is a wonderful 

art to help you deal with manipulative people. 

13. The one who sets the frame for the communication controls 
the action. 

Like our brains, communication doesn't exist in a vacuum. You can exert much 

more influence when you understand the frame around a communication. The frame 

consists of things like the assumptions about why the discussion is taking place, 

what the environment means about it, that sort of thing. The presuppositions were 

covering here set the stage for NLP. Every communication comes in a package of 

presuppositions. Presuppositions can be constructive when they provide positive 

guidance. But they can cause harm, as they do when they serve to filter and bias 

propaganda. Instead of being a sitting duck, you can be proactive. 

Before an important discussion, ask yourself what the frame will be if you do 

nothing. Consider how it may support or defeat your objectives. Then think about 

how that frame might be improved. 
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14. uThere is no failure, only feedback." 

This is a philosophy, not a scientific fact. As a philosophy, it is something you 

can live. If you turn your failures into learning experiences, you gain so many 

benefits, we can't list them all here. 

But consider these: Instead of losing sleep and feeling ashamed, you will be 

inspired and focused; you will build confidence as you learn from your experiences. 

Instead of procrastinating and gelling caught up in trivial matters, you will act 

on what is truly important to you. Why? Because you will not fear failure. When 

postponing your destiny becomes more uncomfortable than the risks you take in 

pursuing success, then you are ready to live this philosophy. 

15. The person with the most flexibility exercises the most 
influence in the system. 

We have all seen the way inflexible people can only function in a certain culture 

or lifestyle. Take them out of their element, and they cannot adapt. Well, life is 

about change. That means that you will need flexibility in order to adapt to change. 

Since you can depend on change, you must depend on your adaptive creativity. NLP 

stresses the importance of meta level thinking. That is, looking at the situation from 

a higher level; not being caught up in the obvious. From a meta level, you can see 

how things are changing, and you can free yourself from rigid roles and seize upon 

opportunities that are invisible to everyone else. 

A good place to start is to as yourself who you think you are; maybe in terms 

of your career. Then ask how that self-definition may be limiting your. As yourself 

how your world or your career field is changing and creating opportunities that 

adaptable people can benefit from. 

16. Resistance indicates the lack of rapport. 

This is especially important for sales people, consultants, coaches and 

psychotherapists. If your customer is resisting doing what is best, don't get mad, 

get rapport. As soon as you start seeing the person as resistant, you have locked onto 
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your agenda and become inflexible. Remember what we just said about flexibility. 

This is a perfect example. Not only do you want to use the NLP rapport-building 

skills in general, but in situations with resistance, you need to better understand 

their motives, their values, and their ecology. 

Resistance often comes because the change you want to see would conflict 

with something you don't even know about. 

This is why sales people qualify their customers. Part of qualifying a customer is 

to ask them how a product or service would or would not work in their lives. Often, 

people are resisting what they THINK you are trying to do, rather than what you 

ARE trying to do. This takes us back to the importance of framing. 

If someone is quick to misjudge you, this is part of the frame. Once critical 

way to prevent or cure this kind of bad frame is rapport. Erase resistance from your 

vocabulary and focus on what is driving the person and on gaining rapport with 

them. 

17. People have the internal resources they need to succeed. 

This belief generates excellence, because when you believe in people's internal 

resources, you believe in your clients and your respect your competitors. This is a 

very powerful position. 

With clients, one will dig deeper to find the creativity and doggedness that they 

need in order to become a master consultant or coach. With yourself, you will never 

give up. If you do not succeed, you will not collapse into failure, you will call 

upon your creativity. This kind of creativity is the force that brings out your hidden 

resources. One of the greatest things about NLP is that is can help you surprise 

yourself in wonderful way. 

18. Humans have the ability to experience one-trial learning. 

You have seen people fail to learn the same life lesson over and over again. 

Perhaps you've seen them date or marry the wrong person time and again. People do 

this because they have not liberated the kind of insight and creativity that the NLP 
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presuppositions encourage. Living with a meta level view, living in a truly awake 

state, and living with inspiring objectives before you give you too much momentum 

to fall into the same hole over and over again. 

Ask yourself about a negative life experience that you have had more than once. 

With that in mind, review the NLP presuppositions and I guarantee you, you will 

find several that can come to your aid. Failure is extinct when you liberate your 

learning potential. 

19. All communication should increase choice. 

When you pay attention to the frame of communication, and when you develop 

the learning and flexibility that NLP teaches, you become a master communicator. 

You develop the ability to expand choices. Hidden frames limit choices. Rigidity 

limits choices. Failing to see people's inner resources limit choices. All of the 

presuppositions in some way expand choice-fullness. 

By infusing your communication with the lessons of NLP, you can expand your 

own and others' choices. Listen carefully to the next conversation you overhear. 

There are probably various ways that one or both parties are limiting their 

choices. Ask yourself: 

• What you detect in that conversation that limits choice? 

How can you do a conversation like that differently? 

• How can you knock down barriers to choice when you communicate? 

20. People make the best choices open to them when they act. 

Never take for granted that other people know what you know. They may have 

all the options that you have, but they don't know it. People make bad choices and 

limit themselves because they have not connected to the inner resources that will 

liberate them. 

This applies to people who end up in jail, in dead-end careers, and in endless 

arguments. Don't get mad at them, especially if you are a supervisor or coach. Often, 
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very simple and direct instruction and training is all that is needed. Other times, the 

person needs to get involved in something more psychological, like working with a 

successful NLP practitioner. 

21. As response-able persons, we can run our own brain and 
control our results. 

This is the most fundamental discovery that people make as they become truly 

conscious. Waking up to this choice gives you an entirely different fate. You have 

heard people who sound like juvenile delinquents. When they do something wrong, 

they always have someone to blame. When they are held accountable, everyone is 

being unfair to them. 

Well, even mature adults fall into this thinking at times, as they do when they 

say that someone has made them feel a certain way. If you have learned to run your 

own brain, you have better things to do than complain about how someone made 

you feel. 

You take that situation as a call to expand your choices; a call to experience 

a creative, confident, resourceful state when you are dealing with that person and 

their attitude; a call to know what your objectives really are in that situation. 

You need to know what a truly great outcome would be, so that you can bring it 

about. That is about controlling your results. You may not have a magic wand, but 

you have something close to a magic wand when you are very clear about your ideal 

outcomes. 

People who lack this are rudderless ships, spending too much time complaining 

about their bad results and bad feelings. Noone needs to Ii ve like that. And you 

are learning many tools and perspectives that can take you light years beyond that 

existence, and into a far more successful way of being. 

* 
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THE SWISH 

"The man who looks for security, even in the mind, is like a man 

who would chop off his limbs in order to have artificial ones 

which will give him no pain or trouble." 

- Henry Miller 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder. 

Break an automatic thought or behavior pattern, and replace it with a 

resourceful one. Use the Swish pattern for problems such as smoking cessation, 

anger management, public speaking, nervousness, self-confidence, and self-esteem. 

The Swish pattern is the most famous and frequently applied Neuro Linguistic 

Programming technique. 

Step #1. Recognize the automatic reaction 

Recognize the automatic reaction (the thoughts, feelings, or images that occur 

to you when you think of the challenging situation). Select a replacement image 

(something inspiring, such as a really good outcome) that helps create a positive 

state. Imagine yourself in a dissociated image (the third perceptual position, as if 

you are watching yourself in a movie). Enhance the qualities, such as submodalities, 

of the scene until it is as compelling as possible. 

Step #2. Determine the trigger of the negative image 

Discover what tells your mind to produce the negative image or behavior. 

Ask yourself, "What occurs just before this negative or unwanted state begins?" 

This time, you want an associated scene (first position, looking through your own 

eyes) of what is going on immediately before you engage in the unwanted activity. 

Remember to think in terms of submodalities to get a detailed sense of the scene. It 

functions as a trigger for the un-resourceful state. 
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Step #3. Place the replacement 

Put the replacement off in the corner of the negative image. Imagine a small, 

postage-stamp-sized version of your replacement scene in the bottom corner of the 

negative scene. 

Step #4. Swish the two images 

You will be making both images change simultaneously and with increasing 

speed. (If you are experienced, you can select two critical sub-modalities for this.) 

When you Swish, have the negative scene become smaller and shoot off into the 

distance. At the same time, have the positive replacement image zip in closer and 

larger, rapidly and completely replacing the negative scene. 

Imagine it making a whoosh sound as it zips into place. At first, you'll probably 

do this slowly, taking a few seconds to complete the Swish. 

As you repeat the process, you will be able to do it faster and faster, until you 

Swish nearly instantaneously. 

Step #5. Repeat 

Clear your mind after each Swish. This is very important. Do this by thinking of 

something else, such as your favorite color or what you need to do later. Remember 

to breathe easily during the Swish and the breaks. 

Do the Swish five to seven times, repeating steps three to five each time. 

You know you have a good outcome when you have some difficulty maintaining the 

negative image. 

Step #6. Test 

Now try to use the limiting thought or behavior again. Notice how hard, if not 

impossible, it is for you to act it out. Notice that you actually have to think about 

how to do it first; it is not as automatic as it used to be. 
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If you feel that you could relapse, use the Swish again in a day or two, and again 

after a week. 

Additional Advice 

You can also Swish the two images by using other sub-modalities instead of the 

ones used here. You could Swish a full color image with a black and white one; you 

could Swish by going from 3D to Flat or vice versa; you could Swish a snapshot 

with a movie or any other contradicting sub-modalities. The main key here is to 

explore and investigate the options. 

Some people will respond immediately to the Size/Location forms of Swish, and 

it is known that these are driver sub-modalities. But others may differ, so keep an 

open mind, and if doing the Swish pattern by-the-book does not produce the results 

you seek, experiment with other driver sub-modalities. 

Here is what other NLP trainers had to say about the Swish pattern in the book 

NLP: The New Technology Of Achievement by NLP Comprehensive, Steve Andreas 

and Charles Faulkner: 

100 

"The Swish pattern is a very simple and effective way to create an 

objective and favorable image of yourself that produces immediate 

results in specific troublesome situations ... you won't know ahead 

of time exactly what you will do the next time you encounter a 

situation that is similar to one that used to be troublesome." 

* 
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FAILURE INTO FEEDBACK 

"Your philosophy determines whether you will go for the 

disciplines or continue the errors." 

- Jim Rohn 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Change an attitude or belief into one that supports your excellence and success. 

Turn "failure" into valuable feedback and into a winning state that includes curiosity 

and motivation. Imagine feeling positive and motivated after the ninety-ninth 

failure. As with Edison and his many "failures" on the way to the light bulb, you 

are on your way to success with this kind of attitude. This pattern makes room for a 

success state by "dismantling" the failure. 

Step #1. Identify the problem attitude or belief; identify its 
physiology and rep system activity 

Select an attitude or belief that makes you feel defeated, hopeless, or like a 

failure. It should be associated with a difficulty that you are having in acquiring 

or expressing a capability, and in achieving a goal that would come from that 

capability. For example, let's say Carl is not making very many sales, and he feels 

like a failure over it. He feels that he is not communicating in a compelling way, 

and feels very disappointed in himself. In this example, the capability would be 

compelling communication. 

The goal that depends on that capability would be making more sales. The belief 

coming from it would be something like, "/ can't sell." 

Next, observe the physiology and eye positions associated with your failure 

belief. You can use a mirror, a friend, or a video camera if you find it hard to observe 

yourself while you represent an idea in your mind. Note what is happening internally 

in each of the representational systems (VAK) during the mental representation of 

the belief. What do you see, hear, and feel on the inside? 
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Step 82. Sort the problematic belief by rep systems into the 
corresponding eye positions 

Use your imagination to take each of these sensory representations and slide 

it into the corresponding eye position, if it isn't there already. Look (physically, 

consciously and deliberately turn your eyes) towards that direction at the same time 

as you put the representation there. 

For many people, the kinesthetic sense of failure is so strong, that their internal 

(self) talk and other representational systems are pulled down into a sort of muddy 

pool of feelings. The purpose of putting your representational systems in their 

respective eye positions is to clear up that muddy conglomeration and achieve a 

state that is much more workable. 

Once you have moved these representations into their positions to each side, 

notice how this clears up the "space" in front of you for your visual perception of 

reality. Open your eyes, if they are closed, and see for yourself. 

Step 83. Create the images of your desired capability and goal, 
and place them in the visual constructed space 

Think of the frustrated capability and goal that your failure belief is about. 

Create a clear image of that capability in action and in terms of its positive intended 

results (your goal). Use imagery that is very positive. Place this image up and to 

your right (visual constructed), and look at it in your mental space, moving your 

eyes up and to the right. 

Step 84. Distinguish between representations of the capable 
image and the failure memories 

As you focus on the desired capability, sense the main feeling associated with 

it. Identify the positive intention underlying that feeling. Do the same for your self

talk around that capability. Notice how these are different from the representations 

of your failure belief. The feelings and self-talk are represented differently. 
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Step #5. Normalize the failure elements (feelings, memories and 
self-talk) with positive ones 

Look at the memories associated with the belief. Build a more realistic perspective 

of the total situation by mixing your positive memories with the memories associated 

with the problem. Have them fit on your timeline in the appropriate time sequence. 

Note what useful knowledge (warnings, learning, and so forth) can come from your 

memories of the situation, even though those memories may be associated with 

frustrating outcomes or feelings. 

Note how that useful knowledge can lead you directly to the desired goal. Modify 

or add elements to the desired goal based on what you learned from looking at the 

memories.Notice what steps can take you from those memories to the positive goal. 

Step #6. Create an anchor for a positive reference experience 

Think of something positive that you are very certain you can achieve in the 

future. It can be something that you have done competently and reliably many times. 

It does not have to be something big. Showing up to work on time is an achievement, 

even though it is considered basic and mundane. 

Establish an anchor for that reference experience. 

Step #7. Trigger the positive reference state in connection with 
your goal 

Adjust the structure of the desired state's resource synesthesia so that it matches 

the positive reference experience. In other words, remember the qualities of the sub

modalities, including where they occurred in your mental space. 

Change the resource state of the goal so that its elements are laid out in the same 

way and with the same emphasis and sub-modalities such as size and brightness. 

To help this process, fire the anchor for the positive reference experience while 

looking at the desired goal. 
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Step #8. Test. 

You'll know this pattern is helpful when you experience one or more of the 

following: 

1) Fresh ideas for achieving your goal. 

2) A more hopeful and constructive attitude. 

3) A clearer sense of your goal and how to achieve it, so that you experience 

compelling imagery, feelings, and self-talk. 

* 
THE E & E. P. 

FORMATION PATTERN 

"Everyone wants to be a millionaire or a multimillionaire. 

The only question is whether or not you are willing to do 

everything necessary and invest all the years required to achieve 

that financial goal. 

If you are, there is virtually nothing that can stop you." 

- Brian Tracy, Goals! How to Get Everything You Want-Faster 

Than You Ever Thought Possible 

How will you know when you have achieved your desired outcome? 

Be very specific about this. With these indications or clues (we call them 

"evidence") in mind, you will be able to monitor your progress. Develop a procedure 

to ensure that you will detect the evidence as well as counter-evidence. We'll call this 

an "evidence procedure." For example, evidence in a learning situation is typically 

a test score. The evidence procedure would be the test design and the procedures for 

giving and grading the test. 
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Step #1. Determine the goals of the assessment. 

Determine the goals of the assessment. (E.g., to determine how well the student 

has learned a topic.) State them in positive terms. (E.g., to establish a score and 

grade that accurately reflects the student's level of learning.) Give examples of 

ideal performance. (E.g., 100%.) 

Step #2. Note the purpose of the procedure. 

What are its benefits? That is, why do you need the procedure? (E.g., students who 

learn Neuro Linguistic Programming concepts can communicate more effectively 

with other NLP practitioners, and they can learn from the literature and teachers 

more effectively.) 

Step #3. Define the evidence in a concrete way 

Define the evidence in a concrete way, for example, as observable behaviors and 

other outcomes. 

How will you know when you have achieved the goal? 

(E.g., students who achieve 85% are reasonably conversant with NLP, and fairly 

well prepared to benefit from teachers and the literature.) 

Step #4. Specify what is appropriate for establishing and 
continuing to carry out the procedure. 

Make sure that any instructions or training for the procedure are complete and 

understandable. (E.g., trainers with at least five years of successful practice with 

NLP and achieve at least a 90% score.) 
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Step #5. Develop the timeframes and milestones that indicate 
progress. 

This can include the points at which progress should be assessed and when the 

goal is expected to be achieved. Indicate what your criteria are for each step you 

specify. (E.g., a weekly quiz will help us determine how well the student mastered 

the most recent lessons.) 

Step #6. Specify what situations could be troublesome. 

For example, what problems might come up for someone attempting to 

administer the evidence procedure? 

This can include resistance and positive intentions that might give rise to 

resistance. (E.g., a trainer may have time management difficulties and forget to 

administer the quiz. A deeper look tells the trainer that he or she needs the ego boost 

that they get from teaching, so they unconsciously avoid the tedium of administering 

the test. It is a big change from how they did things when they weren't affiliated with 

a grade-giving institution.) 

Step #7. Test. 

Establish times and responsibilities for evaluating the effecti veness of the testing, 

the teaching, and the materials used. (E.g., at the end of each quarter, trainers will 

review student satisfaction with an assessment instrument and a discussion. 

The trainers will review this at a quarterly staff meeting set aside for improving 

the program. It will include the opinions gathered from students as well as the 

opinions of all staff.) 

* 
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PACING AND MATCHING 

"You MEET people at their own level, just as you don't discuss 

philosophy with a baby learning to talk ... 

you make NOISES at the baby." 

- Dr. Milton H. Erickson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to John Grinder and Richard 

Bandler. 

Pacing and matching are important to modeling and rapport-building. This pattern 

helps you pace their model of the world. This is a profound form of pacing. When 

you practice this pattern, you will sharpen your awareness of people's subconscious 

communications. When you pace a person's model of the world, you can better 

understand their perspective and build rapport. The other person's sense or intuition 

that you understand them and can relate to them improves rapport unconsciously. 

Pacing involves matching elements of another person's body language and 

speech in order to improve rapport and your own understanding of the person. 

Pacing is not mirroring, because you are not simply imitating the person. Rather, 

you are integrating various elements of their style into your own. For example, if 

you use the person's vocabulary grade level, the person will feel more at ease with 

you. But if you fake their accent, you will offend them. Pacing could be compared 

with method acting, in which the actor enters another person's reality, by finding 

it within. This takes pacing to a higher level, in which you are able to embrace the 

other person's frame of reference. 

Bandler and Grinder have found that you can enhance pacing by matching 

predicates, that is, the person's primary rep system references. If they "see" your 

point, you could pace their visual predicates by talking about how they "view" 

things. 

Practice pacing with people as you go about your day. Try it anywhere and 

everywhere. Start by erring toward being too subtle, and work your way into more 

complete pacing. That way, you won't offend anyone. If you are in an anonymous 

situation, where it doesn't matter if you appear eccentric, try more extreme pacing 

and see what it takes for people to actually give you a funny look. You may be 
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surprised at how fully you can pace without a problem. Instead of following steps, 

you can practice this pattern by improvising from these instructions. Dr. Milton H. 

Erickson tells about a child patient of his that was autistic. As quoted in Phoenix: 

Therapeutic Patterns Of Milton H Erickson, by David Gordon, Dr. Erickson said: 

"And she brought the girl in, and introduced the girl to me and 

me to the girl. And the girl made a number of weird sounds and 

so I REPLIED with weird sounds, and we grunted and groaned 

and squeaked and squawked for about half an hour. And then the 

girl answered a few simple questions and very promptly returned 

to her autistic behavior. And we really had a good time squeaking 

and squawking and grunting and groaning at each other. And then 

she took the patient back to the hospital. In the night time she took 

the patient for a walk. She told me later, "that girl almost pulled 

my arm off, yanking me down the street, she wanted to see you ... 

the one man who could really talk her language." 

* 
FINDING POSITIVE INTENTION 

"If you can change your mind, you can change your life. 

What you believe creates the actual fact. 

The greatest revolution of my generation is to discover that 

individuals, by changing their inner attitudes of mind, can change 

the outer aspects of their lives." 

- William James 

Transform self sabotage into success. By discovering the positive intent behind 

a negative behavior or attitude, you can release tremendous energy and positive 

commitment. Other NLP patterns, such as The Parts Negotiation pattern as well as 

The Behavior Appreciation pattern, depend on this insight. 
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In his outstanding book Sleight Of Mouth: The Magic Of Conversational Belief 

Change, master trainer and famous NLP developer Robert Dilts says: 

"At some level all behavior is (or at one time was) "positively 

intended." It is or was perceived as appropriate given the context 

in which it was established, from the point of view of the person 

whose behavior it is. It is easier and more productive to respond 

to the intention rather than the expression of a problematic 

behavior. " 

Step #1. Define the problem. 

Briefly state the problem with enough detail so that it is clear in your mind. It 

may primarily be a situation, personal problem, or a challenge. Focus on defining 

the unproducti ve behavior. Get clear on why the behavior is not useful. 

Step #2. Reveal the Underlying Motives 

Take a few moments to relax, breathe deeply and lay back. Now, go inside, 

imagine your mind has special internal messengers. In NLP, we call them "parts." 

These are parts of your personality, which have characteristic tendencies or habitual 

behaviors. Find the part that is responsible for generating the unproductive behavior. 

Bring this part into awareness as though it were a complete personality. 

Remember that a part is an aspect of you. It is a collection of aligned moti vations. 

A part is like a little personality inside of you. In order to be aligned and successful, 

you must not work at cross purposes with yourself. This requires negotiating or 

working with your parts. Now imagine that you can do a role playing game with 

this part. Ask the part what it wanted to have, do or become, through the negative 

behavior or attitude. What value or benefit was to come from this. 

• Ask directly, "What did you wish for me to accomplish by doing this?" 

Take as much time as you need to imagine and listen to the part's responses. 
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Step #3. Get to the core motives. 

Keep asking "why" and "what" questions to clarify the motives. Recycle each 

answer into a new question. Continue this until you feel that you have gotten to the 

core motives. You should identify a core belief along with the core value and core 

reasons for the behaviors or attitudes that, at first glance, seem to be un supportive 

of you. 

* 
BEHAVIOR ApPRECIATION 

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow. 

Learn as if you were to live forever." 

- Mahatma Gandhi 

Improve your performance and self care by developing a positive approach to 

personal development. This pattern uses anchors to find the positive intention (the 

underlying positive outcome-seeking pattern) underlying a negative behavior. For 

example, if you burst into tears at times, you have better options than feeling inferior. 

Instead, this positive approach might help you decide to accept your need to release 

an emotional burden, and might help you find ways to live without unnecessary 

stress. 

Step #1. Identify the behavior. 

Select a negative behavior. It may be primarily a feeling, a thought pattern, or 

physical actions. Include the context in which you carry out the behavior. 

Step #2. Anchor the context space. 

a. Where in your visual field or body does this experience seem to belong? 
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Imagine that this spot is a location that you can step into, and that when you step 

into it, you will see the location around you where the behavior has occurred. This 

spot now represents the behavior and its context, like a location or a space where 

you can stand in your imagination. We'll call this the "context space." 

h. Step into this space, imagining that it is the location where the behavior 

took place. Begin thinking of the behavior in its context. Recall this as vividly as 

possible. Anchor the behavior and its context to this spot. 

Step #3. Access your underlying positive motivation. 

Even the most negative or unwanted behaviors actually have a posItive 

underlying purpose. Think of the negative behavior that you selected as coming 

from a part that has a positive underlying motivation. This dramatic change of frame 

can liberate your creativity and motivation.However, set aside your first ideas as to 

these underlying motives. 

Get into the "mind" of the part that is responsible for the behavior. This can 

provide insights that will make this pattern more powerful. 

Step #4. Part Space 

a. Imagine that there can be a space that is just for the part; a space that does 

not include the behavior and its context. We will call this the part space. Step out 

of the context space, taking this part with you to the part space. You might want to 

visualize this space as being next to the context space. 

Remember to leave the behavior and context behind. This leaves you with 

the part dissociated from the context, so that you may have easier access to its 

underlying motives. 

h. Now you will clarify the part's motives with questions. At times, speak as 

if you are the part, speaking in first person. This will help you get an associated 

experience of the part's motives. When referring to the negative behavior, point to 

the previous (context) spot anchor as if it were an actual physical location. This 

helps you dis-identify from the prior behavior. 
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• "What do I really want to get out of what I had been doing (referring to the 

negative behavior)?" 

Note: the past perfect tense of "had been doing" helps you mentally distance 

from the behavior by making it seem to be in the distant past, and implying that you 

have changed already. 

• "How do I feel when that desired outcome does or does not occur?" 

"When I get the desired outcome, what do I want to do with it?" 

• "When I get the undesirable parts of the outcome, how to I react to them?" 

Typical reactions include: blaming others, rationalization, spacing out or 

ignoring it, manipulating others to escape the consequences, isolating, self-soothing 

such as comfort food, distractions, etc. 

Continue asking questions such as these until you feel that you have brought out 

responses that are valuable to you and your part. 

c. Imagine yourself in the future, looking back upon the situation from a meta

state, at peace, fully able to enjoy the positive outcomes. 

Step #5. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice any changes in your behavior when this 

kind of situation arises. 

Notice any ways that you are more resourceful or have more options. 

* 
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MIRRORING 

"The most effective way to achieve right relations with any living 

thing is to look for the best in it, and then help that best into the 

fullest expression." 

- Allen J. Boone 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder. 

Enhance your ability to establish rapport and to model excellence. This pattern 

builds a useful "second position" with another person. This skill is key in modeling 

others and for becoming intuitive in understanding the internal experiences of 

those you model. Here's a quote about Mirroring and Rapport from the book NLP: 

The New Technology of Achievement, by NLP Comprehensive, Steve Andreas and 

Charles Faulkner: 

"Fitting in is a powerful human need. We all have many examples 

of these behaviors, because we do them already. They are all 

based on some form of being similar, familiar or alike. Finding 

ways to be alike reduces our differences, and so we find the 

common ground upon which to base a relationship." 

Step #1. Select the subject. 

Select someone for a conversation. Don't tell them that you will be mirroring 

them. 

Step #2. Conduct the conversation while mirroring the person. 

During the conversation, ask their opinions on various topics. Mirror their 

physiology, including factors such as the tenor and cadence of their speech, and 

body language such as gestures. Do this subtly. If you need help maintaining the 
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dialog, use active listening. This involves showing that you understand what they 

are saying by rephrasing their contributions. Beginning with a phrase such as, "You 

mean ... " or "So you're saying ... " As you mirror, add elements such as their breathing 

as much as possible. Notice how you feel as rapport between you two develops. 

Step #3. Exercise your rapport: Test your intuition and 
understanding of the person. 

Test your ability to understand through rapport. Tryout your intuitions about 

what they are saying. 

• Can you guess their opinion before they express it? 

If you agree, try expressing the opinion yourself, and see how this affects rapport. 

If you express the opinion in a less certain manner, the person may gain pleasure 

from holding forth to reassure you that the opinion is correct, and to demonstrate 

their mastery of the subject. 

This helps establish you as a positive anchor. Highly effective rapport can gain 

information about the other person that you can learn to pull out of your subconscious, 

making you feel as though you are psychic. This is very useful in modeling. 

Step #4. Exercise your influence by shifting your attitude and 
physiology. 

Test your ability to influence others through rapport. Try shifting your attitude 

and physiology (e.g., breath pace, facial expression, and body language) in what 

you consider to be a desirable or possible direction. For example, shifting from a 

resentful or angry state gradually into a more constructive or powerful state. If you 

do this with some care, the other party is likely to shift with you. This has enormous 

value in areas such as sales, leadership and coaching. 
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Step #5. Test. 

Explore these skills of "pacing and leading" in your relationships. Think of 

situations in which you could use these skills to improve your personal life or career 

performance. Notice what outcomes you get, and refine these skills as you go. 

* 
BEHAVIORAL MIRRORING 

In behavioral mirroring, you match behaviors that have symbolic meaning. They 

are mostly subconscious. In fact, the more subconscious they are, the better they are 

to mirror. After all, no one can think you're imitating him or her if you are imitating 

something they don't know they're doing, can they? 

But what about being either masculine or feminine with the opposite sex? I mean, 

aren't you supposed to be different? Doesn't the opposite sex expect this? Well, yes 

and no. Remember, you are not completely giving up your actual personality. You 

are just adjusting certain things. Did you know that when men talk to women, many 

tend to use a somewhat higher voice? 

Apparently many people already do a certain amount of mirroring, whether 

they know it or not. It makes sense that we would evolve with some subconscious 

rapport-building instincts. After all, these abilities have contributed to our ability to 

survive and to procreate. 

We know that the brain's neurons that are in charge of empathy and connecting 

with other feelings are called mirror neurons. Autistic people have difficulty with 

rapport building because they have less mirror neurons. Autistic people that are 

high-functioning enough to be concerned about rapport-building have to work extra 

hard at learning these skills because they are not as good with this kind of sensory 

acuity on an instinctual level. It has to start out as a much more conscious process. 

Getting back to the idea of how we are supposed to be different across genders, 

consider this. Let's say a man is talking with a woman. She is a purchaser for a 

clothing company and the man is a sales rep for a textile mill. He picks up from her 

behavior that she has worked her way up, she did not get her job because she was 
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a college graduate with an impressive grade point average. He also sees from her 

skin tone and scent that, although she tries to hide it, she smokes. Her accent tells 

him that she is from a conservative and religious part of the country. She happens 

to make a couple comments that are a little judgmental about people, comments that 

tell you she feels that people who are different are that way because they want to 

be eccentric or difficult, or just irresponsible. This is not someone you admit to that 

you are taking antidepressants. 

The man matches her by displaying the qualities that she obviously respects, and 

mentioning items of personal history that match what she believes in. For example, if 

he earned something through hard work, he casually mentions it. If he has a degree, 

he completely drops the big words and abstract ideas from his speech, except for 

ideas that he can communicate in a very plain way. 

She is from the south of the United States, and he knows that there is a literary 

tradition of commenting on things with dry humor, like Mark Twain did. He uses 

his humor in a plain but insightful and a little bit cynical way. His humor is at the 

expense of the rich, not the poor, and at the expense of marginal people, not regular 

people. 

If he is church going, he drops a comment about his involvement. He may share 

things about going to visit family with his immediate family members so she knows 

he values family. Although he uses similar body movements, he does it with the kind 

of masculine quality that she expects, but in a gentle way that allows her to feel 

relaxed and connected. While he's at it, he does the other physical mirroring that we 

have talked about, such as posture and breathing. 

* 
SYMBOLIC MIRRORING 

Notice how we have gone beyond physical mirroring to include things of symbolic 

value. This is symbolic mirroring, and the symbolic behavior is often subconscious 

behavior. And we have seen that you can combine symbolic and physical mirroring. 

This combination of symbolic and physical mirroring is very powerful. This same 

sales person probably has a wardrobe that is quite different for each area of the 
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country that he visits. There is an engineer who happens to have autism and who 

works in the cattle industry. She wears western clothes, complete with the trimming 

and pearl buttons. This helps her have rapport with the cattle industry people that 

she works with. Since she is autistic, it is important for her to do what she can to 

improve her rapport. But it is an odd idea, an autistic person in a western getup. Yet, 

this person became so good with rapport skills, that she was able to get the cattle 

industry to adopt a very stringent set of rules for humane treatment of animals. Her 

name is Temple Grandin. She used her leverage with the McDonalds Corporation, 

which does business with so many of the vendors, as a powerful strategy for inducing 

change. This is a person who knows how to create well-formed outcomes. 

As an engineer with an analytical mind, she got a head start on how to do a 

well-formed outcome. Isn't it interesting how she has serious weaknesses as well as 

powerful strengths. She chose to go with her strengths to create a career and even 

engage in transformational leadership. Anyone who saw her as a child, unable to 

speak for years, and throwing tantrums because of her frustrations, would never 

have predicted her success.We know of an individual who wanted to become more 

persuasive to conservative people. So he wrote a piece that expressed some of his 

liberal ideas, but using the same language as the conservatives. 

The result was that some liberals became angry with him for writing conservative 

rubbish. That symbolic aspect of the words he used was more powerful than the 

actual meaning of the words. Never underestimate the power of subconscious 

symbols and how they play with rep systems. 

For practice in looking for subconscious symbols, look to advertisements. For 

example, when there is an ad for a drug on television, notice how the commercial 

changes when they talk about the possible side effects of the medication. Notice 

how the music, acting, body language, colors and other aspects change to make that 

portion less memorable. Notice how they give the impression that the drug is highly 

effective, whether it actually is or not. In one commercial, the main character is a 

cartoon of a bee with large eyes. During the part about side effects, his eyes get very 

droopy. 

* 
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EXCHANGED MATCHES 

Not all your mirroring has to use the same parts of the body, just as your 

symbolic mirroring does not necessarily use exactly the same words. For example, 

NLP teaches that you can make a motion such as finger taps that match the rhythm 

of the breath, rather than breathing to the breath timing yourself. This is called an 

exchanged match. You are exchanging body parts, but matching the rhythm or other 

mirroring aspect. If you are a man and you're matching a woman in front of you, 

avoid looking at her breasts, trying to figure out her breathing pattern! You will get 

caught, and using the excuse, "I was trying to match your breathing." will not work 

in this case. Look at her shoulders instead; those tiny movements up and down will 

give you a hint on the breathing pattern she is using, and by applying exchanged 

matching you can move your leg or hand up and down accordingly. 

You will be surprised to find out that in such a case of exchanged matching 

a breathing pattern, if you increase the speed of your matched movement, their 

breathing becomes faster! And if you slow it down, their breathing also becomes 

deeper and slower. 

Did you notice that sometimes when there's an angry person shouting and making 

a fuss, someone will try to calm them down by moving their hands palms-down in 

a rhythmic motion, saying something like "Hey, slow down, it's okay, we can find 

a solution to this problem." 

* 
WHEN NOT TO MIRROR 

OR MATCH 

There are things that you should not mirror. For example, if someone is getting 

aggressive and trying to be the alpha dog, you need to be more creative than just 

acting aggressive. However, if you show an aggressive attitude about something 

that the other person is judgmental about, this can form a very powerful bond, plus, 

it can be fun to shout. 
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If you are comfortable with your aggressive side, you can adopt a posture that 

reflects that you are basically an aggressive person, yet not display aggression toward 

the person. Adopt a quality that is more like you are both on the same team. This is 

a little bit like dealing with people who need attention very badly and don't have 

very good emotional control, such as people with borderline personality disorder. 

Mirroring people with very intense needs is much more of an art form and not a 

good place to start practicing. If you need to, though, you can do mild mirroring of 

body language without giving the impression that you think your needs are greater 

than theirs. You can also, on the symbolic level, share the kinds of resentments and 

other things that the person tends to focus on. By staying within the world that they 

mentally live in, you do not alienate them by intimidating them with a larger world. 

These individuals can easily collapse into feeling very threatened or inferior, 

and this can cause them to go out of their way to undermine you. This can include 

something called triangulation, where they pit other people against you. This can 

even include your boss, or legal authorities. Rapport is very important with these 

individuals, as well as being well-protected against any ways they might try to 

undermine you. 

After you have general rapport-building skills, you will be ready do use them 

with people who have needs that are more intense than average, if you are so inclined. 

This is especially the area of psychotherapists, physicians, and other professionals 

who tend to deal with people in distress. For example, you will learn that once 

you can gain rapport, you can use this to lead people or alter their state in positive 

ways. The pattern or mirroring and changing behavior of others is called pacing 

and leading. With people who are suffering, you do not mirror their suffering, you 

just stick with mirroring the general physical and symbolic items that make them 

comfortable with you, so that they can feel okay about expressing themselves. If you 

feel some of the state they are in, that is enough to you to feel more empathy, and 

for them to know that you do. Some of you listeners, however, are already highly 

empathic, and can even be overwhelmed by others feelings. This can go two ways. 

You may find that mirroring is technical enough that it helps keep you from being 

overwhelmed or distracted by the other person's feelings when they are in distress. 

On the other hand, if this is not so; if you still feel too much of their feelings, 

then you are probably already mirroring them so much that you are inducing their 

state in yourself too strongly. In that case, you will actually need to learn how to tone 

down your mirroring in at least some aspects, especially the physical aspects. Better 
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yet, you can use NLP to find and change your strategy for feeling overwhelmed. You 

can start with what internal representations you have about the suffering of others. 

Nurses, therapists and social workers are often people who do a lot of subconscious 

mirroring without any training in it. 

But what if someone catches you mimicking him or her? 

If someone feels that you are mimicking him or her, they are probably aware of 

NLP and mirroring. If they seem uncomfortable or offended, the best response is 

typically to back off of the physical mirroring, but maintain the symbolic mirroring 

without getting carried away. 

* 
THE As-IF PATTERN 

"We are all what we pretend to be, so, 

we had better be very careful what we pretend." 

- Kurt Vonnegut 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to John Grinder. 

Create useful states by envisioning excellence. It is a way to use imagination for 

success in the spirit of Milton Erickson's famous quote, "You can pretend anything 

and master it." 

This is an important skill for using modeling to achieve excellence and success. 

An excellent first step in modeling is to place yourself into the second perceptual 

position (the other person's position) and imagine what it is like to be that person, 

carrying out the excellence strategies that you wish to model. This strategy 

contributes to your intuitive understanding of their thoughts and actions. Of course, 

one must practice one's craft in order to master it. After all, you wouldn't expect to 

fly an airplane without sufficient practice. 
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Step #1. Select the goal you are doubtful about. 

Think of a personal goal or circumstance about which you feel doubtful. If 

you're new to this pattern, choose a small goal, such as producing more creative 

solutions for something you need to brainstorm about. 

Step #2. Select your imaginary mentor. 

Pick a person, living or dead, whom you feel would make an excellent mentor 

for you and who could help you believe in your ability to achieve this goal. The 

person should be very insightful. You should know enough about them to really 

imagine how they might relate to you. If you have time, you can learn more about 

them to better do this pattern. 

Step #3. Specify your limiting belief. 

Express your limiting belief in terms of the limits that it expresses. Try beginning 

with a phrase such as, "I am incapable of (finding a good solution)," or "I don't 

deserve (a smooth, creative experience)." 

Step #4. Share this situation and belief with your chosen mentor. 

Imagine that you are speaking to your mentor, explaining the situation as well 

as your limiting belief. 

Step #5. Imagine Encouragementfrom Your Mentor 

Imagine your mentor respectfully encouraging you to explore a positive "as if" 

perspective, with questions such as: 

• "What would happen if you could ... " 

Respond to these questions as they are asked. Have your mentor ask follow up 

"as if" questions based on your responses. 
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Step #6. Act as if the Outcomes are Coming True 

Imagine that your mentor is having you act as if the doubtful outcomes were 

coming true. For example, "Imagine that you have successfully resolved all the 

issues you had about this. With full confidence about it now, what will you be 

thinking or doing that is different?" 

Step #7. Handle Leftover Objections 

Notice any leftover objections or resistance you have. Continue steps two and 

three, focusing them on these residual issues. 

Step #8. Test. 

As you go about pursuing your goal, notice any improvements in your state, 

behavior, or outcomes. 

What can you learn from the results? If the results are disappointing, are there 

ways you can improve your use of this pattern? For example, do you understand the 

imaginary mentor well enough? 

Additional Advice 

This pattern is best done for a small skill or small margin of improvement. It 

is a good pattern for getting your foot in the door as a prelude to making major 

improvements in mastery. 

* 
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ELICITING SUBCONSCIOUS 

RESPONSES 

"The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its 

own reason for existing. One cannot help but be in awe when he 

contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the marvelous 

structure of reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend 

a little of this mystery every day. Never lose a holy curiosity." 

- Albert Einstein 

Become a master communicator by learning to recognize and utilize subtle 

changes in others' physiology. This pattern involves the valuable skill of eliciting 

subconscious resources, a skill that serves you best when it, too, is subconscious. 

This skill deserves serious study, so resist any temptation to treat it like a magic 

trick. We recommend that you practice this pattern with a partner until you find 

yourself using it unconsciously. 

Step #1. Get your partner to think about a pleasant memory in 
the first perceptual position. 

Find someone who will allow you to practice this exercise with them. Ask them 

to think about a pleasant memory. Encourage them to do this with eyes closed, and 

in the first perceptual position, as though they are experiencing it first hand. 

Step #2. Have your partner focus on the visual rep system. 

Once your subject has a pleasant memory in mind, have your subject focus 

exclusively on the visual aspect of the memory. Note all of your subject's reactions, 

including changes in posture, facial expression, changes in skin color, pattern of 

breathing, and so forth. 
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Step #3. Have your partner clear their mind and focus on the 
auditory. 

Have your subject clear their mind and open their eyes. Have them bring up only 

the auditory aspect of the memory. 

Continue making your observations. 

Step #4. Have your partner focus on the kinesthetic. 

Once they have done this, have them bring up the kinesthetic aspect as you 

continue to observe. 

Additional Advice 

You might want to record your observations on a form that you prepare. Use 

three titles to divide your operations into 

• "Visual Reactions," 

"Auditory Reactions," and 

"Kinesthetic Reactions." 

Once you have done this exercise, you can improve your powers of observations 

"in the wild," by being aware of subtle physiological signals, and how they are 

influenced by factors such as primary sense mode, emotional arousal, rapport, and 

anything else of importance. 

This power of observation will be valuable in many NLP patterns, even the ones 

you don't know you're using. 

* 
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ECOLOGY CHECK 

"Be careful about reading health books. 

You may die of a misprint." 

- Mark Twain 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to John Grinder and Richard 

BandIer. 

Induce change with this flexible and important pattern. It prevents self-sabotage 

by making sure a change will be acceptable to all parts. You can even apply this 

ecological approach to multiple systems, such those in politics. 

When you think "ecologically," you are taking every aspect of your outcome 

into account. You check to make sure that you are not going to achieve X at the 

expense of Y, if both are important to you. For example, an Ecology Check needs to 

be in place when you help a client to stop smoking, because fear of weight gain may 

sabotage your work. You want to make sure that your client is completely congruent 

(has no unconscious resistance) about the upcoming change. 

In order to ensure congruence, parts work may be necessary to make sure that all 

aspects of your client are ready for the change. The client's fear of weight gain may 

be mitigated by a commitment to healthy strategies for reducing weight gain, along 

with having more self-acceptance. 

Step #1. Get into an objective state. 

This pattern assumes you already have a personal problem pattern that you are 

working to change. To begin the ecology check, use any method that helps you gain 

objectivity, such as thinking like a journalist who must adhere to the facts of the 

situation. You may need to dissociate into the third perceptual position. From this 

objective frame of mind, think about your life as a whole, perhaps as if you could 

look down at your timeline. 
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Step #2. Ask good questions to do an ecology check. 

A key to balance in your life is asking good questions. 

As a part of the ecology check ask: 

• "What areas in my life are benefiting from having this belief/behavior?" 

• "What areas in my life may get hurt because of it?" 

"Am I feeling completely assured that this is something I want to generate in 

my life?" . "What are the specific immediate results of it?" 

• "What are the specific long term results?" 

• "Who else is being affected by these outcomes?" 

Step #3. Give this pattern umind share /' by making it an 
ongoing, recurring pattern in your mind. 

This pattern can be even more powerful by maintaining it over a good period 

of time, even making it a recurring theme in your life. Keep these questions alive, 

entraining your creative energies through means such as writing them in your 

journal. (You do have a journal, don't you?) 

Read the questions before you go to sleep so that they will be on your mind. 

Once you have recruited enough creative resources, you'll get dreams, songs, words, 

flashes, memories, and voices ... 

Don't ignore them. It's important to notice, and acknowledge them. Your brain 

is highly motivated to solve riddles. 

Asking good questions and giving your mind time to find the answers with no 

pressure, is one the greatest talents you can develop. As answers emerge, note them 

down. 

Have a note pad or device ready so you can collect them in one place. 
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Step #4. Evaluate 

Once you have accumulated answers, evaluate them. Realize that, right now, you 

have many valuable clues to success. 

What do they mean about the outcomes you appear to be headed for? 

Do you need to change course? 

As you can see, new questions can emerge from these answers. These new 

questions are even more directly valuable, because they are like tools that are more 

refined and designed for experts to use. 

Additional Advice 

You can apply Cartesian coordinates to decisions in order to check your ecology 

and refine your outcomes. You can try this on a decision you're considering. Here 

they are: 

• If I do X, what will happen? 

• If I do X, what won't happen? 

• If I don't do X, what will happen? 

• If I don't do X, what won't happen? 

Note anything that you hadn't thought of, or any way that these questions help 

you put things into perspective. 

* 
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PHYSIOMENTAL STATE 

INTERRUPTION 

"Never let formal education get in the way of your learning." 

- Mark Twain 

Master the art of change by learning to clear a space for a new state. You can 

do this by breaking or interrupting the current state. As you'll recall, state in NLP 

refers to your state of mind and body at any given time. States may be functional or 

dysfunctional. NLP makes extensive use of breaking state, and it has many ways to 

do it. Confusion is a guaranteed state breaker. You can guide a person to the state of 

your choosing much more easily from a state of confusion than any other. 

Step #1. Identify the state you experience. 

Recognize what state you are in, and name it. It may not be a clear-cut as 

depression, boredom, or anger, but you can come up with a name that captures the 

essence of the state. To help you find a name, notice the feeling of the state or the 

direction it carries your thoughts. 

Step #2. Initiate an interruption by exaggerating a driving 
submodality. 

Notice how this state is represented in your sense modalities. Identify a 

submodality feature that is important to this state. Change that feature to make it 

absurd. 

For example, if you hear a voice that says, "I am not worthy of love," change 

that tone of voice into that of a cartoon character. 

Or if you feel a throb of depression when you have a certain thought, take a 

break to do a rational procedure such as serial sevens (7, 14,21,28 ... ) 
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Step #3. Test. 

Notice whether your state has changed significantly. If not, the problem may be 

in your choice of submodality feature. You may not have found an impactful one. 

Experiment with how you change the submodality to make it absurd. 

* 
STATE INDUCTION 

"The truth is that our finest moments are most likely to occur 

when we are feeling deeply uncomfortable, unhappy, or unfulfilled. 

For it is only in such moments, propelled by our discomfort, 

that we are likely to step out of our ruts and start searching for 

different ways or truer answers." 

- Morgan Scott Peck, M.D., author of The Road Less Traveled 

Apply one of the most fundamental NLP skills: state induction. This tool helps 

us induce a needed state (such as confidence), prepare for an event, or take steps in 

many NLP patterns. For example, once you have induced a helpful state, you will 

find it is easier to do mental rehearsal in preparing for a challenge. 

Here are a few useful states you might want to experience and experiment with 

while working with this pattern, (besides the obvious passion and motivation): 

acceptance, alignment, appreciation, balance, artfulness ,forgiveness, groundedness, 

purity, purposefulness, being chosen, having confessed, being the humorist or fool, 

enlightenment, curiosity, inhibition, compassion, and my favorite, being joyful in 

solitude. 

As you work with states and learn to manage them effectively, make yourself a 

list of your most favorite ones. Making such a list will actually encourage your mind 

to explore those states even further, when you're on "auto-pilot." 
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Step #1. Define a desired state 

Think of a state that you would like to experience. Pick one that is positive, 

and feels like a nice alternative to any negative feelings you've had lately. Think of 

how you would know you were in that state. Describe something about it in the four 

primary sense modes: visual, auditory, verbal-auditory, and kinesthetic. 

Step #2. Kindle the State 

Recall a variety of situations, in which you have felt some aspect of that state. 

If this state is not very typical for you, it is okay to think of situation where you felt 

only a hint of it, or where you could only sense it in one modality. But remember, 

when people think something is only in one modality, they are usually just not aware 

of how it is occurring in one or two others. As you do this, encourage the feelings 

of the state to collect and amplify. 

Step #3. Amplify the state with more rep system kindling 

Notice what sense modes are beginning to "kindle" into this state. As you 

peruse your memories, work on collecting and amplifying the state in the weaker 

submodality. Include the verbal (auditory-digital, as it is called) mode, by saying to 

your self some phrases that are in line with the state. 

For confidence, it might be, "Piece of cake, this is easy," or, "The folks at the 

party really want me to have a good time." Repeating one or more phrases for a 

while can help strengthen the state. 

Step #4. Expand the State kinesthetically (Kv) 

Once you have begun to sense the state in all sub-modalities, encourage the 

feelings to spread throughout your body, as though energy is flowing through you 

and carrying the state through you on all of its currents. 
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Additional Advice 

You can rate your state in terms of its completeness or intensity on a scale of 

zero to ten. This can help you compare methods, and get a sense of what level a 

state must reach to be of value. States don't have to reach a nine or ten in order to 

be valuable. You can add constructed sub-modalities, as when you picture yourself 

walking or talking and gesturing in the desired state. This can be very powerful. 

Adjusting sub-modalities can amplify a state. For example, turning up the volume 

of the verbal aspect, or increasing the brightness of the visual. 

With practice, you will become intuitive and natural at this. Discovering which 

submodality is most powerful in "driving" the state can help you use your resources 

more efficiently. 

* 
ACCESSING RESOURCEFUL 

STATES 

"In bed my real love has always been the sleep that rescued me 

by allowing me to dream." 

- Luigi Pirandello 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Steve Andreas. 

Learn state mastery. Elicit resourceful states, such as confidence and creativity, 

that will move you toward your goals. Managing states is one of the most fundamental 

skills in Neuro Linguistic Programming. 

Step #1. Choose a situation that calls on you to be in an 
excellent state. 

• What resources do you need to have in that situation? 
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For example, if you are going to a job interview, eagerness, charisma, and 

confidence are valuable. If you are in a difficult negotiation, emotional buoyancy, 

charisma, and strategic thinking are important. 

Step #2. Name the most valuable qualities. 

Name the qualities that you feel are most valuable for the challenge that you 

have chosen for this pattern. 

Step #3. Select a memory of the resource state. 

Think of a time when you have experienced and expressed at least one of these 

qualities. Bring to mind all the rep systems for this memory (VAK, at least), until 

the memory is very rich. Go for the sense of actually going back into the memory. 

This means you need to be in the first position, as yourself. 

Step #4. Step into the resource state. 

Imagine that this resource (the resource state that this memory is bringing up) is 

a force field that you can step into. Step into it and imagine in all rep systems what 

it is like for you to be fully in this state. This way, you are amplifying the state in 

the memory. You can spend some time in the third perceptual position, seeing your 

posture, facial expression, and behavior as you fully express this state. Do whatever 

you need to amplify this state, especially in regards to how it can be most relevant 

to the challenge that you have in mind. 

Step #5. Pick a modelfor this state. Experience itfrom second 
position. 

Think of someone that you feel has an abundance of this resource state. It can be 

anyone from a character from a movie to someone that you know well. From third 

position, look at them and notice how their physiology expresses this state. Move 
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into second position so that you experience the state from inside that person, as that 

person. Access all rep systems. 

Step #6. Anchor. 

Anchor this resource. 

Step #7. Test. 

When the situation or challenge comes up, see how this pattern has changed how 

you handle it. Repeat this pattern, improving it based on what you learn. For example, 

discover how you can make the resource state more intense for re-anchoring? What 

sub-modalities do you need to add to make it more relevant to the challenge? 

* 
THE KINESTHETIC 

SWISH PATTERN 

"Happiness can be defined, in part at least, 

as the fruit of the desire and ability to sacrifice what we want now 

for what we want eventually." 

- Stephen Covey, The 7 Habits Of Highly Effective People 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dee McDonald. 

Utilize feelings to generate constructive motivation and drive. Ultimately, 

feelings are the force behind success and failure. We move away from negative 

feelings and toward good feelings. 

This pattern builds a mind-body strategy for overcoming negativity in the face 

of challenges that have been daunting until now. 
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Step #1. Associate them into the feeling. 

Have the person think of the situation or thoughts that produce a negative state. 

Ask them to specify the details of the feeling, especially sub-modalities such as 

movement and temperature, and the location of the feeling. 

Break state. 

Step #2. Have them associate into and amplify a positive state. 

Have them specify how they would like to feel. 

Step #3. Define the sub-modalities and amplify the feeling. 

Have them associate into this feeling, amplifying it through the most effective 

sub-modalities. 

Break state. 

Step #4. Map across to modify the negative feeling. 

Have them recall the negative feeling and it's location. Have them move it into 

the positive feeling's location and get it to conform to the sub-modalities of the other 

feeling. Note: unlike the visual Swish, the kinesthetic Swish tends to be slower, so 

give the pattern time. 

Step #5. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, see if your person relates to the situation or 

thoughts differently, getting improved results in life. 

* 
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ANCHORING 

"The emotions aren't always immediately subject to reason, 

but they are always immediately subject to action." 

- William James 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to John Grinder and Richard 

Bandler. 

Anchoring is how we get into the right state for what we want to do. You connect 

a symbol with the desired state, or resource state. It's called a resource state, because 

you are more resourceful when you are in that state. Of course, the state must be a 

good resource state for what you have in mind. If you have intense confidence and 

desire for opportunity as a resource state, it would be very good for a job interview, 

and maybe not so good for being a grief counselor. 

You'd want to be in a somewhat different state for that. And you would benefit 

from yet another state to fully enjoy a Greek wedding. 

Once you have your symbol, you fire the anchor in order to trigger the associated 

resource state. This will be clear once we have covered some examples. Perhaps the 

most commonly used anchor for personal use is a hand position, but you can get 

very creative will all aspects of anchoring. You can quickly induce a state when you 

have anchored that state in advance. Firing an anchor that you have established in 

connection with the state activates the anchor and, as a result, the anchored state. 

Anchoring is one of the most well-known NLP techniques, and it is used in many 

patterns. 

How Does Anchoring Work? 

Anchoring is related to something called behaviorism. Behaviorism tells us how 

to do behavior modification. This is the collection of methods used to train animals 

to do tricks; animals like dolphins in a water park that do back flips, and dogs in 

movies that put their paws up over their eyes. The amazing thing about behavior 

modification is that it does not require a conscious mind in order to work. 
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After all, it works on all sorts of animals. This means that it uses very powerful 

and primitive aspects of your nervous system in order to work. Yes, it works very 

well on human beings as well, because we have the same brain components as 

animals do, though we have more. That's why were training them instead of the 

other way around. When an anchor is fired each time you are in a certain state, your 

body associates that state with the anchor. At first, the anchor is a neutral stimulus. 

It doesn't do anything much. But once that anchor is associated with the state, you 

can trigger that state by firing the anchor. The trick, as you will see, is to get that 

anchor associated with the right state. 

In behavior modification, this is called associative conditioning. Conditioning 

means that you create a response that happens every time there is a certain stimulus. 

Associative conditioning means that the response comes to be associated with 

another stimulus, in this case, an anchor that you can use to your own benefit. 

Behavior modification is at the heart of problems like procrastination. That's 

why we combine communication with understanding the nervous system. With that, 

we can create solutions that run themselves. If you had to use your conscious mind 

in order to do every strategy that you use for excellence, you'd run out of brain 

power before you got very far. That's why people don't usually get very amazing 

changes out of a self-help book or TV show. 

What people don't realize, is that anchors are constantly influencing our 

behavior. Being in your workplace becomes an anchor for workplace behavior. 

Being downtown may trigger your desire to visit a favorite watering hole or ice 

cream parlor. 

Parents help their children get to bed and fall asleep by having an "evening 

ritual" during which certain things like music happen at during the evening. Rituals, 

by the way, are anchors that help to trigger states. The soldier who pulls out the 

locket from his girlfriend back home and looks at her picture is firing an anchor. 

It gives him some feelings of security and warmth. The non-technical word here is 

solace. It gives solace. 

So an object can be an anchor. There is the action or ritual of manipulating it, 

there is the visual impression, the kinesthetic aspect of how it feels, and perhaps 

the sound. 
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Can Anchors Be in Any Sense Mode? 

Yes, visual, auditory, and kinesthetic anchors are all used in NLP. Kinesthetic 

anchors involving a physical position or point to touch are very common, because 

you don't have to have anything with you in order to use it. Mental visual symbols 

or mental pictures are also convenient, as are inner verbal statements. Anchors 

can be external or internal. External visual anchors can include a ring or bracelet. 

However, they may be diluted by the fact that you may look at them a lot without 

being in the desired state. So when it comes to visual symbols, we recommend 

using an internal one. If you need to feel grounded, you might visualize a circle that 

appears to have been created by a Zen calligrapher. 

The nature of the symbol makes it easy to establish and recall, and it is not 

one that you would think of at random; it has a special purpose. A person such as a 

great historical or religious figure might serve the purpose. You would put them in 

a special frame or something so that the image is specialized just for this purpose. 

You might come up with special objects or places that have sentimental or symbolic 

value. When using sound as an anchor, again we recommend internal use. You can 

imagine any sound that you would not normally hear. If you go digital, a special 

phrase can do the trick. Prior to doing something that arouses anxiety, you might 

say, "Piece of Cake!" meaning, it's as easy as eating a piece of cake. 

Kinesthetic anchors can be especially powerful. When you are going into a 

situation where you need to feel supported, you might imagine a hand on your 

shoulder, a hand that belongs to a historical or religious figure who is significant 

for compassionate leadership. You can lace your fingers opposite to the way you 

would normally do it, so that it feels different. You can make a pattern such as a 

circle with your fingers. You can touch a specific point that is not too awkward

looking to reach. You can even create combinations such as having a phrase and a 

hand position at the same time. 

Is Ice Cream an Anchor? 

This brings up the difference between a direct physical effect of a substance, and 

the associative conditioning involved in an anchor. You might be doing both with 

ice cream. 
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Certain foods, including ice cream, trigger a reward center in the brain and create 

other physiological rewards directly. Chocolate contains a very pleasant stimulant, 

and the rise in blood sugar and the fat can be very satisfying. When a stimulus, like 

ice cream or a loud noise, cause an innate response, the behaviorists call this an 

unconditioned response. But an anchor is a conditioned response. If someone jumps 

when they hear a loud noise, the loud noise is not an anchor unless it is made into 

one. The automatic jumping when hearing a loud noise is an unconditioned (innate) 

response. 

Let's briefly talk about turning an unconditioned response into an anchor. Let's 

say your mother gave you ice cream when you had a sore throat, or you had ice cream 

with birthday parties and friends. Associations like this mean that ice cream, as an 

anchor, can trigger feelings of being nurtured, of being loved, or of celebrating. 

The main difference is that an anchor works because it is associated with a 

certain state, not because it chemically causes that state or because it triggers a 

natural response that is typical without creating an anchor, like an animal hearing an 

loud noise and startling. Such an unconditioned response can be useful for priming 

a desired state, but it is not an anchor. 

It's too bad more people don't know about creating anchors. Instead of using 

food or drugs to create feelings of an improved mood, there are many alternatives, 

and anchoring is one of them. The less resources people have to manage their states, 

the more risk there is of food addiction or drug abuse. In psychology, self-soothing 

is considered an ability that many people lack. Anchors can help those who lack 

self-soothing abilities. But ice cream is not a desirable anchor; it is high in fat and 

sugar and hard to carry around. Consider independence when selecting anchors. 

Anchoring With Intention 

Intention is an important aspect of anchoring. Intention can amplify the effect 

of anchoring. When rats are conditioned to associate a light with a loud, frightening 

noise, they learn to startle when the light goes on. But when they become used to 

the loud noise and no longer startle, they stop reacting to the light. To prevent such 

degradation (called extinction in behavioral psychology) of your anchors, give them 

significance. Use your intention to amplify the state. This keep the anchor fresh. To 

achieve this, don't just do the anchor and passively let it work on its own. Instead, 
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use a state management skill to enhance the state. You can also think of the higher 

purpose that you are pursuing by firing the anchor. This reinforces the anchor and 

prevents extinction. 

Anchors can go as far as your inventiveness can. 

NLP-trained people have come up with countless patterns that use anchoring. 

Many of them are simply variations that practitioners, sales people, motivational 

speakers, ministers, supervisors, politicians and other people have come up with on 

the fly, to use as needed. Many of them have actually been published. Speakers and 

other who must use state presence can actually use their position on stage or their 

gestures or other things as anchors to promote the needed state in the audience as a 

whole. 

Not only are anchors being used in such a case, but emotions or states tend to be 

infectious in a group setting. If the speaker or presenter can just get that state going, 

it will kindle as part of the group process. You can even use positions on a stage to 

chain anchors. Imagine moving an audience from skepticism or apathy, to motivation 

and wanting more. Add to this your ability to model the desired state by triggering 

it in yourself, and you can have a profound effect on an audience. This method of 

positioning on stage has even been imported to the television environment. There is 

a famous political ad in which a frightening criminal was established on one part of 

the screen, with the politician on the other side. Then the ad placed the politician's 

opponent in the same spot that the fearsome criminal had just occupied. This is the 

infamous Willie Horton ad used by George Bush Senior against Michael Dukakis 

in 1988. 

In this case, they went beyond anchoring as NLP teaches it, and used human 

neurology in a cynical move to damage another person. This is a big reason why 

the public should understand NLP; everyone should know when they are being 

manipulated so they can take countermeasures and hold perpetrators accountable. 

How long is an anchor effective? 

Anchors can be effective for the rest of your life. The better formed they are, 

the longer they last. The better you maintain them, the longer they last. If you only 

use an anchor when you feel bad, it can lose its power to help you feel good. A good 
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way to maintain an anchor is to use it when you are in the state it is intended to 

trigger. You will learn how to do this during the next section where we teach you 

how to anchor. 

Step #1. Select a state and decide which trigger to use. 

Select a state that you want to have access to in the future. Select the anchor 

trigger you would like to use. As you'll recall, this can be a hand position, a point 

on your body that you touch, or a word or phrase that you say mentally, among many 

others, or some other UNIQUE action that you can dedicate to this state. That means 

it must be specific, such as pulling on you little finger. 

Step #2. Elicit the state. 

For instructions on how to elicit the state, see the State Elicitation pattern. Make 

the state fairly strong. 

Step #3. Calibrate. 

If you are doing this for someone else, have them tell you when they are in the 

state, and observe their physical cues such as body language, so that you can better 

calibrate them. 

Step #4. Anchor the state. 

Once the state is fully active and at its PEAK, anchor the state. Anchor it by 

doing the behavior that you selected in step one as your trigger. At this point, you 

are associating the trigger with the state, that is, anchoring the state to the trigger. 

In the future, activating this trigger will help you activate the state. Never use this 

trigger for anything other than this state from now on, and when you activate this 

state in the future, continue the practice of associating the trigger with the state in 

order to make this association even stronger. 
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Step #5. Test. 

Think of situations in which you will want to trigger this state, and make a 

reminder to yourself in your calendar so that you'll remember to practice using it 

and reaping it's benefits. 

Additional Advise 

It is important to remember the basic principles. Be sure that your anchor is 

unique so that other states and situations don't dilute it. Make sure that when you 

create an anchor, that the state is as intense as you can get it. 

An intense state creates the strongest anchor. The more pure the state is, without 

other things going on, the better. The more precisely you focus that state, the better. 

You can use redundancy in order to make triggering more powerful. 

Do this by anchoring in multiple sense modalities. 

You can fire them simultaneously or in close succession. If your first efforts 

do not work adequately, you may need to sharpen your observational or problem

sol ving skills as you seek the reason. 

• Does the anchor have another meaning? 

• Did you adequately associate the anchor with the state? 

Repetition may help. Although some NLP materials make it sound like magic, 

it is a behavioral method that utilizes our nervous systems to create an enduring 

change. In many people, this may require experience and creativity. 

Since one way of creating an anchor involves touching your client in order to 

establish the anchor, remember to explain this and get your client's permission first, 

so they aren't surprised. And, of course, you will want to use spots that aren't too 

intimate. 

* 
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A SCRIPT FOR SELF ANCHORING 

Decide what state you want to create an anchor for. For example, perhaps you 

would like to anchor a good state for meeting and negotiating. Whatever it is, chose 

one ... Move into third position, as if you are watching your life in a movie. Recall 

all the times that you felt some aspect of that state. 

Every time you feel some aspect of the desired state, amplify it and expand it. 

See yourself in the movie experiencing that state, and let yourself as the observer 

feel it as well. (That's a little different from the usual third position experience.) 

Keep doing that until you feel the state intensely ... 

Each time you think of a time in which you felt some aspect of that state, see what 

is most visually positive and compelling. Emphasize those visual elements in the 

movie. Hear what is most audibly positive and compelling ... Hear any words that 

others said or that you could say that are most mentally positive and compelling ... 

Feel what is most palpably positive and compelling ... Feel whatever internal 

sensations are most positive and compelling, like feeling very up or expansive ... See 

yourself now, standing in a nice place,fully feeling that state, and see how you look 

in that state--your facial expression, your posture, you can even add cosmic energy 

of just the right color streaming into your aura. 

Now create a sign with your hand such as an OK sign, one that you would not 

do very often, or interlace your fingers in the opposite way from normal, and hold 

that position while you imagine moving into first position (directly in the feelings) 

with your eyes closed (so there are no distractions from the feeling), and savor the 

state ... 

* 
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DOWNTIME 

"One reason so few of us achieve what we truly want is that we 

never direct our focus; we never concentrate our power. 

Most people dabble their way through life, never deciding to 

master anything in particular." 

- Anthony Robbins, author of Awaken The Giant Within 

Learn to create a light, momentary trance in people for various uses. When your 

conscious awareness is focused entirely on internal experience, NLP refers to this 

as downtime. The Downtime state is a subset type of trance phenomenon, and can 

help initiate or deepen trance. It can help you manage an interaction as a brief, 

light trance as occurs in a transderivational search. Many techniques are used to 

stimulate downtime, and they are used not only to produce trance, but also patience, 

introspection, and receptiveness. 

Uptime, on the other hand, refers to a more worldly state of awareness that 

emphasizes external awareness that is effectively informed by internal awareness. 

Step #1. Restrict your environment 

Arrange a distraction-free environment, because this pattern requires 

concentration. 

Step #2. Internalize Focus with Rep Systems 

Direct your attention inward, attending to each of your internal representational 

systems (the sub-steps below will help you). Attend to each of the modes as fully 

and as separately as possible. 

a. Notice your audio sense, including your inner voice, the sound of any 

memories or fantasies that arise. Remember something, and focus totally on the 

sounds involved. 
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b. Direct your mental focus to the visual mode. Include memories and fantasies 

that arise. Choose a memory and focus all your awareness on the visual aspect. 

c. Attend to emotional and physical senses as they arise for a while. Now think 

of a memory, and direct your attention to your emotional and physical feelings as 

they occur in the memory. Notice the difference between those feelings compared to 

what you feel ABOUT the memory, and what you body physically feels right now as 

you recall the memory. For example, how hard is the surface you are on right now? 

d. Become aware of tastes. Come up with a memory of eating something tasty. 

Notice that you have various senses involved in the memory. Focus your mind 

entirely on remembering the taste. Notice how taste is more than one sensation, 

since much of what we associate with food has to do with its consistency, such as 

chewiness. 

e. Shift your awareness of this memory to smell. Notice how you can separate 

taste and smell. 

Additional Advice 

You can anchor the experience of downtime. A good way to do this is to fold 

your hands and, as you experience all rep systems more fully, gradually increase the 

pressure of your palms pressing together. Once you have established palm pressure 

as an anchor, try using it for patterns requiring internal awareness, or with creating 

a basic trance or awareness meditation. 

You can get better with internal sensory awareness by doing the above tip, and 

focusing on rep systems in a sequence. For example, imagine running through an 

imaginary sequence of behavior, rotating through the above rep systems. You could 

first try this on a simple task, such as walking. Notice what rep system is your 

weakest one, and do this exercise additional times with your focus on that system. 

To enhance your ability to integrate your senses, go through this exercise while 

practicing attending to all systems at once. You might start with rotating through 

very rapidly, or explore blending them much as you would adjust sub-modalities. 

* 
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COLLAPSING ANCHORS 

"Whatever you do, you need courage. Whatever course you decide 

upon, there is always someone to tell you that you are wrong. 

There are always difficulties arising that tempt you to believe your 

critics are right. To map out a course of action and follow it to an 

end requires some of the same courage that a soldier needs. Peace 

has its victories, but it takes brave men and women to win them." 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 

This pattern helps in changing a dysfunctional response. It involves triggering 

an anchor for a negative state and an anchor for a positive state simultaneously. 

The result is an opportunity to reprocess the stuck pattern involved. The Collapsing 

Anchors pattern may help resolve dysfunctional thought or behavioral patterns that 

have been difficult to change. 

The result is greater ease in bypassing the dysfunctional state, and spontaneous 

generation of more appropriate states for coping with the challenging situation that 

has been reprocessed. Many people say that the anchor collapse kind of strange, but 

in a good way. 

The Collapsing Anchors pattern serves to free you from negative feelings that a 

situation or memory triggers in you.The pattern starts by establishing an anchor for 

the negative feeling. Then you create a different anchor that is loaded with positive 

states. Once the positive anchor is more powerful than the negative one, you fire 

both anchors at one time. 

The result, at first, feels strange. The person's eyes may dart around, as if their 

mind is trying to restore some kind of order or make sense of things. The end result 

is that the person is freed from the association between the trigger situation and the 

negative feelings. 

The anchors are usually on opposite sides of the body, such as one spot on each 

knee. Placing the feelings in the palm of each hand, and then bringing the palms 

together also collapses the anchors. 
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Step #1. Select a problem involving a spontaneous negative state, 
and establish an anchor for inducing it. 

Choose a problem that is part of a stuck, dysfunctional pattern. Create an anchor 

for the negative state. 

Step #2. Break state 

Break the negative state. (For instructions, see the State Interrupt pattern.) 

Step #3. Elicit a positive state. 

Elicit a resourceful, positive state. 

Step #4. Amplify the state. 

Amplify the state with methods such as enhancing sub-modalities. 

Step #5. Elaborate on the state. 

Elaborate on that state, for example, by talking about what you would like to 

experience in that situation in each rep system. 

Step #6. Anchor the resourceful state. 

Once the state is firmly established, anchor it. 

Step #7. Break state. 

Break the resourceful state by clearing your mental screen, opening your eyes 

and moving around for a moment. 
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Step #8. Trigger the states. 

Fire the anchor for the unresourceful state, then the resourceful state immediately 

after. Hold both anchors. This supports continued processing. It also helps to 

periodically remind the person to fully experience their current state. You are likely 

to observe physiological changes, including facial expressions and eye movements 

that suggest confusion or processing. 

Step #9. Release the anchors. 

Once you feel that adequate time to process has take place (halting of the 

physiological changes usually occurs at that time), release the negative anchor first, 

then the positive anchor after a brief delay. 

Step #10. Test your work. 

a. Break state. 

b. Fire the anchor of the unresourceful state, or ask the person to attempt to call 

up their unresourceful state by thinking of the issue. If they are unable to easily 

experience the unresourceful state, then the pattern was successful. 

Step #11. Strengthen the anchor. 

a. Break state. 

b. Trigger the resourceful state anchor. 

c. Enhance the positive state with submodality work and any other appropriate 

methods. 

d. Re-anchor the resourceful state. 
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Additional Advice 

This can be deceptively simple. It's well worth practicing to really get the hang 

of it. 

* 
PERCEPTUAL POSITIONS 

"No amount of experimentation can ever prove me right; 

a single experiment can prove me wrong." 

- Albert Einstein 

Perceptual positions can really help you with visualization as a tool for 

excellence. Perceptual positions are like the persons in grammar. 

Here is an advanced secret. When it comes to challenging situations, very few 

people find that their perceptual positions are aligned. This is true no matter which 

perceptual position they explore. This is the secret to the power of perceptual 

position alignment. Once you align your perceptual position, you will have an edge 

that is rare for people in challenging situations. 

Very often, it is the misalignment itself that is the cause of the challenge in the 

first place. You could say that once you have aligned perceptual positions, you have 

drained the swamp so you can see whether there really are any alligators to worry 

about. 

Let's take a look at each perceptual position 

The first position can help you feel calm or grounded. It can help you tune 

into your own power as a person and feel whole. This first position is seeing the 

scene through your own eyes. It is called the "fUlly associated" position, because 

any other position is disconnected from your normal sensory experiences and your 

thoughts. 
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In the first position, your seeing, hearing, and feeling are all where they should 

be when you are 100% in your body and in touch with your senses. 

The second position can help you create a more convincing communication 

strategy. It can help you develop more empathy, understanding people's feelings in 

a richer way, by walking in the other person's shoes. 

In the second position, you see and hear yourself through someone else's eyes, 

and you imagine experiencing their reaction to you. 

The third position is a great way to see things more objectively, without emotions 

distracting you. In the third position you see yourself as if you are watching a movie 

of yourself. We have already done a process from the third position. You also see 

any other people from that more distant position. You can build inner resources from 

the third position, and you can analyze what's going on from a cool-headed point 

of view. 

"How would this conversation or event look to someone totally uninvolved?" 

Imagine yourself being out of your body and off to the side of the conversation 

between you and the other person. You can see both yourself and the other person. 

The third position allows you to step back, to gain a sense of distance, to observe, 

to witness, to feel neutral and to appreciate both positions fully. 

The fourth position can give you a view of the systems that are involved. I'm 

referring to systems such as the family or organizations that are part of the situation, 

that are connected with it in some way. The fourth position can help you explore 

how the situation came to be as it is. This perspective can open up a new channel 

of creative solutions for any situation, even for situations that appear to involve 

only one person. That's because every individual is in a cultural and social reality. 

Remember the NLP presupposition that every communication derives its meaning 

from its context. You could say that about every life as well. 

In the fourth position, you take on the collective point of view. It's a little like 

being the sap flowing through the branches of a tree; you aren't just looking at the 

tree. As you look at the situation, try saying things like, "The kind of outcomes that 

would work for us are ... " or "The way we should discuss this is ... " As you can tell, 

the fourth position is about us; it's about the collective good and the motives that 

run through the system, whether it's two people or a global corporation. 
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The fifth position can give you a cosmic view that is like being enlightened 

and beyond the whole situation. This cosmic view comes about because the fifth 

position is more dissociated that any of other positions. Sometimes it can be healing 

simply because it gives you a transcendent perspective that can bring a sense of 

peace that you have not experienced in that situation. It can permanently change 

your experience and your reactions to it. 

Getting into the fifth position may take some practice, because it is so foreign 

to most cultures. Experienced mediators, though, may have already been there and 

will appreciate seeing how it can be used in NLP. 

One way to get a sense of the fifth position is to come from the God place. 

This is where you imagine being the source of what is going on, whether it's an 

argument, cancer, or a law suit. 

At the same time, you hold the people involved, including yourself, in pure, 

loving compassion. Then you beam healing and hope into the situation, where that 

healing and hope are resources that those involved can absorb as they are ready. 

If you feel that the universe is a threatening place, or you hate your idea of God, 

you might appreciate getting a vacation from that state of mind. 

What Can I Do with Perceptual Positions? 

Here is an example of how you can use perceptual positions. Sometimes you 

need to imagine a situation without a lot of emotion distracting you. When you get 

out of first position you can get some of that distance. Sometimes the emotional 

charge can hold a person back. 

They may feel confused, or intimidated. They may be close to a creative solution, 

but only desire revenge. They may need to build confidence, but be limited because 

someone else's voice is in the foreground of their mind, a voice that attacks their 

identity and confidence. 

But that's just the beginning. I'm going to share with you an easy, but powerful 

way that the second position can help you generate a positive state; a state that can 

win you a job, a contract, or a date. By getting into the third position, and imagining 

how you look in a positive state, you can build and amplify that positive state. 
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You can try this simple process right now. 

Imagine watching a movie of yourself walking to a meeting where you need a 

lot of charisma. While you watch yourself walking, feed a lot of golden charisma 

energy into yourself. Give yourself great posture and a swinging stride. See the 

energized confidence on your face. 

Remember, this is not to cast a magic spell. This is to help you generate a very 

positive state that is good for meetings and discussions. Now imagine yourself in 

that meeting. But keep the sound turned off so that you can concentrate on the image 

and the state. See yourself really wowing them with your charisma. Your gestures, 

your face, your body language, everything. How do you feel doing this? Is it helping 

you generate a positive state within your real self? 

Now see the other people really responding well to everything you do. You can 

add handshakes, signing of contracts, whatever you like. Take a moment to enjoy 

the improvements to your state. 

The Aligning Perceptual Positions pattern (which you can also find in this book) 

takes perceptual positions to another level. 

Here's what we mean by aligned perceptual positions: it means that all three 

major rep systems are in the same perceptual position at the same time. This ability 

allows people to do things with NLP that they were unable to do before they learned 

it. While some people get stuck in a perceptual position, most of us get our rep 

systems split out across more than one perceptual position. 

How do I know if My Perceptual Positions are Not Aligned? 

Let's actually imagine something and see if you get the same thing; the same 

sense of properly placed senses as you did in real life. Let's see if, in a visualization, 

you are the center of properly placed senses. 

First, pick a situation that is challenging for you, and involves another person, 

like having an argument with someone ... Imagine yourself in that challenging 

situation. First, consider what you are seeing. Is your vision 100% exactly where 

it would be if you were really there, or would you say it is placed a little off from 
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where it should be? Or do you find yourself looking at yourself? That kind of thing 

is not aligned with the first perceptual position is it? If vision is not coming from 

the right place, then it is not coming to you in the way that you experience vision 

in real life. 

Let's try this with hearing. In the imaginary and challenging situation, imagine 

the sounds you might hear in the situation or add some appropriate sounds ... Do 

they feel that they are coming to you in the same position for real hearing does? 

Imagine what the person might say to you ... If they are saying what you are 

thinking, or saying things that are really how you feel about yourself, or what 

you feel insecure about, then you are hearing your own thoughts from a different 

perceptual position. But in the first position, your thoughts should come from where 

they normally would, not from someone else. But this can be tricky, especially 

if you tend to project, that is, if you tend to feel like other people are thinking 

things about you that actually come from you. If you are very self-conscious, that's 

probably what's happening, but without you knowing it; it's a subconscious habit. 

When people discover this, NLP has just given them a huge gift; the gift of 

regaining their powers in relationships-power that comes from owning their own 

thoughts. When you are fully aligned, your internal auditory digital, that is, your 

verbal thoughts, will be placed so that they very much belong to you and help you 

feel connected and grounded. You can't feel shy or self-conscious in that state; a 

fully aligned state. 

You can do the same thing with feelings. Do you have emotions in this challenging 

situation? Tension? And any other feelings? 

If you are aligned, they are coming from the part of your body that they should 

come from. But if your kinesthetic rep system is not aligned, then your feelings may 

seem to be coming from elsewhere. They might be a little off, or way off, like when 

you project feelings onto someone else. A more common problem, though, is when 

people pick up other people's feelings as their own. 

This makes a person too easy to manipulate. Con artists, addicts, and other 

destructive people are drawn to these overly empathic individuals. Codependency 

involves this problem of being at the mercy of other people's feelings. 
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How does this work in other perceptual positions? 

Other aligned perceptual positions work in pretty much the same way, except 

from a different point of view. Let's consider the third perceptual position; where 

you are looking at yourself. 

Let's use the movie theater again. You're seeing yourself in that challenging 

situation, while seated in the movie theater. When the other person speaks to you 

in the movie, you don't hear them talking directly to you in your theater seat. Their 

voice is in the movie. 

Your vision of the movie as you watch it should be aligned with your eyes as 

they would be sitting in the theater. If you are emotional in the movie, you do not 

feel the emotions, but you might feel empathy. 

If you are upset in the movie, you might feel sad about it. Audiences feel all 

sorts of feelings while they watch movies, of course. You might even feel the same 

kind of feeling, but from your observer point of view. 

If you get as angry as your movie self, the anger probably has a little different 

quality. You might feel something more like wanting to see revenge or wanting to 

protect your movie self somehow. 

This is a very important point, this idea that you can't feel the feelings of your 

movie self. If you are truly in third position, you will not feel those exact feelings. 

Can you see how this could be useful for processes in which the person needs some 

distance from their feelings? 

When a person is not associated into their feelings, they will be less distracted. 

We use the word "dissociated" for not being associated into your feelings or thoughts. 

When people experience extreme dissociation, they feel very disconnected. 

With perceptual positions, you can regulate your amount of dissociation so that 

it's just right for whatever you're doing. 

* 
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CONFLICTING BELIEFS 

INTEGRATION 

"Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know." 

- Michel Eyquem de Montaigne 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

NOTE: Unless you are already a highly experienced NLP practitioner, this 

pattern may be inappropriate for you to tryon your own. We suggest that you 

work with a very competent NLP practitioner who is very mature in his or her own 

personal work. 

Conflicting beliefs can cause self-sabotage and prevent people from assertively 

pursuing their goals. They can undermine relationships of all kinds. This pattern 

assists in aligning beliefs so that they are accurate and synergistic. 

Step #1. Select and state an issue that involves conflicting 
beliefs. 

3. Examine your personal issues, and identify one that has conflicting beliefs. 

State the beliefs as specifically as you can. One of the beliefs is likely to be irrational, 

so it may be a little embarrassing to express it. 

For example, you might, deep down at a gut level, believe that an intimidating 

person that you have to deal with is capable of destroying your self-esteem. Your 

increased heart rate when you encounter this person is a good sign that there is an 

irrational fear. 

b. State the beliefs as specifically as you can, starting with the words "I believe 

that _______ , but at the same time 1 also believe that (rational alternative belief)." 

State any irrational beliefs without censoring or altering it. The more irrational it 

sounds, the better. 
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Step #2. Identify the ideal outcome for this issue. 

a. Identify an ideal future outcome and time frame for it. Clearly identify the 

ideal future outcome of this issue. The best outcome for this purpose is an outcome 

that one of the beliefs is interfering with. 

Select a good time in the future for the ideal outcome to take place. 

b. Generate and anchor a related resource state. Imagine that you are stepping 

into that point in the future. 

• What are you like, as the person experiencing that outcome? 

• What other changes have taken place? 

Especially notice what it is like to have the more successful belief fully liberated 

and engaged. Select a trigger for this state and anchor it. 

c. Imagine what you overcame to achieve the outcome. Now look back and see 

what obstacles you overcame to reach that successful point in time. 

d. Identify the point of origination of the obstacles. 

Look back even farther to the time or times that the obstacles originated. Imagine 

stepping back into the most significant point in time. Notice especially what it is 

like to have the more unsuccessful belief inflamed and active at that time. For many 

of us, it is better to think of a point at which a number of negative patterns came into 

focus as a belief that could be put into words. 

A history of patterned abuse or neglect, developmental problems, drug abuse, 

chronic difficulties such as ADD, a serious career crash, or a toxic relationship that 

ruptured your self-esteem over time can be considered a theme. 

You can identify a point at which a dysfunctional or unresourceful belief and 

physiology emerged as an identifiable state. The point at which things were at their 

worst and it was difficult to see a positive outcome might be a good point to select 

on your timeline in this case. 

e. Notice the polarity comprised by the two beliefs. 
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Notice how the future successful belief, and the past, less successful belief 

comprise two opposing elements, such as logic versus emotion, or rationality versus 

intuition, immature versus mature beliefs, and so forth. 

For example, the belief "I can't succeed or people will expect too much from 

me." versus, "I thrive on meaningful challenges and enjoy expressing my drive to 

succeed." could be divided into drives for security and avoiding embarrassment 

versus adventure and risk. 

f. Identify the two beliefs as parts with states. 

Notice the differing physiologic manifestations of each conflicting belief. Your 

thought patterns, emotional feelings and other physiology comprise two different, 

conflicting states. Pay special attention to asymmetry in the feelings or related body 

language such as gestures you would make differently in these two states. Think of 

them as two "parts" for this NLP pattern. 

Step #3. Step into a meta-position 

Select a meta-position located off your timeline and dissociated from the beliefs 

and identities. Step into this position. 

Step #4. Elicit the opposing divisive beliefs. 

Have each part express its beliefs regarding the other part. They are likely to 

express distrust, disgust, and other charged judgments. 

a. Have the parts face each other. Have the parts turn to face each other. 

Notice how this causes the perception of each part to shift. 

You might notice, for example, that the future part can see the past part as reacting 

to inappropriate judgments by adults that as a child you were highly motivated to 

avoid. This suggests a part that needs help unfolding its potential, rather than a part 

that is disgusting or just a threat to success. 
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b. Identify the positive motivations of each part. Identify for each part the 

underlying positive motivations. Have each part recognize the positive intentions 

of the other. 

Step #5. Identify the shared mission of the parts. 

Still in your meta-position, identify the mission that these parts share according 

to your higher values. For example, achieving success with adequate preparation 

and effective strategies. This example captures the positive essence of both parts. 

Step #6. Explore the resources of each part that can help create 
the positive future. 

Think about the resources and capacities that each part has to offer, and that can 

help the other part in achieving the positive future that you already explored in this 

process. Reviewing the positive motivations and common mission of the two parts 

can help you come up with more of these resources and capacities. 

For example, your future scenario will rely upon your analytical skills as well 

as your passion for the most meaningful elements of the positive outcome and the 

path to that outcome. 

3. Gain an agreement from the parts to work together. Gain an ecologically 

sound agreement from the two parts to combine their resources and accomplish their 

common mission. You have already harmonized their resources, so your previously 

conflicting parts are ready for a new, powerful alignment. 

b. Work with deeper limiting beliefs as needed. This is the point at which you 

may discover limiting beliefs that are even deeper or more neglected than the ones 

you have unearthed so far. If this process has good momentum for you, it may be 

possible to refine and update these beliefs. 

If they are challenging, then you may want to subject them to this process from 

step one at another time. The anchor you have established can help you do this more 

effectively. 
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Step #7. Re-Anchor the resource state, and work with the 
anchor. 

Return to the point on your time line representing your desired future identity. 

Re-anchor the state that is aligned with this identity. This state includes your 

positi ve intent and the sense of your parts' common mission. The state you are re

anchoring is actually an expanded and enhanced version of the first future state that 

you anchored. 

3. Holding the anchor, move to a point prior to the less successful identity. Hold 

the anchor, moving off of the timeline and back to a point that is just behind (earlier 

than) the past, less successful, identity. 

h. Move your future successful self to that point, and act as a mentor. Have 

your future successful self step back along your timeline to that past point. Have 

this successful self act as a mentor to you in that past point, providing any needed 

support and resources. 

c. Receive this mentoring in the first perceptual position. Associate into that past 

identity and experience that point in time while receiving mentoring and resources 

from your future, successful self. 

d. Take the resources into the future point, causing the parts to contain the 

resources of both parts. Maintain your focus on the resources of the two identities 

and the positive changes that are taking place now. Slowly move forward in the 

timeline, carrying these resources, until you step into the point that you established 

in the future. This way, each part has the resources of both parts within it. Notice all 

changes in you that result from the integration taking place. 

Step #8. Step into a meta-position opposite (across the timeline) 
from the first meta-position that you created. 

Recall the meta-position that you established off of your timeline. Create a new 

meta-position on the opposite side of the timeline from that one. Step into this new 

meta-position. 
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3. Have yourself (from your meta-position) and the two parts walk together. 

Imagine the past and future parts walking towards each other along the timeline, 

as you move from your meta-position toward your timeline at the same pace as the 

parts. 

b. Bring the identities into you. When the two parts meet, reach out with your 

hands and gather both identities, bringing them into you. 

c. Step into your timeline and face forward in first perceptual position, perceiving 

things with your parts fully integrated as a single entity. STEP into the timeline, 

in the first perceptual position (associated), and associate the two parts into your 

perceptual position, so that you are facing forward, fully integrated as a single rich 

identity. 

d. Walk forward in time to the desired state you had established. Walk forward 

until you reach the point at which you had established the desired state. 

Step #9. Test. 

Notice what it's like to think about the conflicting beliefs that you started with. 

You should feel much more resourceful and unified than you did in the past. 

Additional Advice 

If the conflict involves more that two parts or issues, you can include those 

issues or do these integrations in sequence, one pair at a time. 

Remember that this is an advanced pattern that may require further training and 

assistance before it is appropriate to carry out. 

* 
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BELIEF OUT-FRAMING 

"The idea that seeing life means going from place to place and 

doing a great variety of obvious things is an illusion 

natural to dull minds." 

- Charles Horton Cooley 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Question a limiting belief or assumption and consider alternative opllllOns. 

This pattern uses the law of requisite variety to accomplish this. Introduced to the 

cybernetics field by W. Ross Ashby, the "Law Of Requisite Variety" says, "If a 

system is to be stable the number of states of its control mechanism must be greater 

than or equal to the number of states in the system being controlled." Ashby states 

the Law as "only variety can destroy variety." 

In NLP we use the Out-Framing approach to doubt an existing non-resourceful 

belief and loosen its neurological "fibers." By doing so, we weaken the belief and 

make room for a more resourceful one. 

Step #1. Create the grid. 

Imagine a two-dimensional grid with Past, Present, and Future timeframes on 

one axis, and Self, Other and Observer perceptual positions on the other axis. 

Step #2. Move into First Position (Self). 

Associate into the Self position, Present timeframe cell on the grid. Note any 

limiting beliefs pertaining to your goals that arise in this cell. 

Step #3. Move out of the grid. 

Move outside of the grid, leaving the limiting beliefs in their cell. 
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Step #4. Repeat with the remaining cells. 

Do steps two and three for each of the surrounding cells. Unless the situation 

dictates a different order, use the one offered below. Before you proceed, become 

familiar with the meaning of each cell. 

a. First Position, Future: 

Treat it as a future in which the limiting beliefs and related issues are resolved. 

b. Second Position, Future: 

Imagine a mentor that fosters your resourcefulness and totally believes in you 

and your ability to transform. 

c. Third Position, Future: 

Picture a wise, compassionate being who is observing your future. 

d. Second Position, Present: 

Imagine a mentor in the present. 

e. Third Position, Present: 

Picture a wise, compassionate observer with a detailed but big-picture grasp of 

your present. 

f. First Position, Past: 

Imagine yourself in the past, with a positive perspective of your accomplishments, 

gifts, and skills, as well as the dreams that had already come true for you by that 

time. 

g. Second Position, Past: Think of a real or imaginary person who is a past and 

significant mentor. 

Imagine this person as having a valuable perspective of your situation now. 

h. Third Position, Past: 

Think of an observer who has an objective, compassionate perspective on your 

past and how it is connected to your future. 
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Step #5. From the other cells 

From each cell, see yourself and the limiting beliefs you found in the First 

Position, Present, but from the perspective of each of the other cells, described 

above. From each of those perspectives, provide an alternative belief or meaningful 

message to help the "you" in First Position, Present become better able to doubt the 

limiting beliefs you found in that position, and to become more open to alternative 

beliefs. 

Step #6. From the First Cell, integrate the valuable new 
information. 

Associate into your First Person, Present, along with those limiting beliefs. 

This time, receive the alternative beliefs and meaningful messages from each cell. 

Notice how this alters your experience of these limiting beliefs and your state in 

that cell. Directly state that you are experiencing more openness to these alternative 

perspectives, and describe them as you receive them. "I am open to the idea that ... " 

Additional Advice 

You will need to create the grid in order to keep track of these alternatives, 

resourceful messages. If you are prolific, just write them as you go, preceding them 

with the name of the cell you are in at the time. Start with your limiting beliefs. 

* 
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COLLIDING AND 

COLLUDING BELIEFS 

"The opinion prevailed among advanced minds that it was time 

that belief should be replaced increasingly by knowledge; 

belief that did not itself rest on knowledge was superstition, 

and as such had to be opposed." 

- Albert Einstein 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Replace stress and frustration with empowerment and confidence, by resolving 

conflicting and colluding beliefs. This pattern is primarily for interpersonal 

situations. By colluding, we mean beliefs that unconsciously interfere with our 

success in a way that is interlaced with other beliefs. 

Step #1. The Situation 

Identify a situation in which your beliefs conflict with those of another person. 

Step #2. Your Belief 

Describe your beliefs that collide with this person's beliefs. 

Step #3. Their Belief 

Describe the other person's beliefs that collide with yours. Associate fully into 

these beliefs. Identify which belief is the primary focus of the conflict. Below are 

generic beliefs. One of these is likely to apply here. Mark it with "OT" for "other" 

(meaning the other party's conflicting belief), and circle the word choice that applies 

(i.e. "is/is not"). Remember, you are identifying the other party's limiting belief. 
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3. The objective is/is not desirable and worthwhile. 

h. This goal can/cannot be achieved. 

c. The actions necessary to achieve this goal are/are not sufficiently detailed, 

understandable, appropriate, or ecologically sound. 

d. I do/don't have the skills or talents that I would need in order to reach this 

goal. 

e. I do/don't deserve to attain this goal. 

f. I am/am not responsible for this goal. 

Step #3. Colluding Belief 

Move out of your conflicting belief state. Look for colluding beliefs, that is, 

beliefs of YOURS that in some way reinforce the OTHER person's limiting belief 

that you perceive as troublesome. Use the list above. Mark the applicable belief 

with a "CL" for "colluding." 

Step #4. Meta-Position 

Move out to a meta-position where you can be free of the conflict/collusion 

reality. From this fresh position, find alternative frames of reference and concepts 

that can help you find innovative and practical solutions. The following steps are 

helpful Neuro Linguistic Programming maneuvers intended for transformational 

processes such as this one. 

3. Presuppositions 

Note the presuppositions that underlie the beliefs. Typically, these are not 

conscious, so you will need to be sure you are thinking outside of your current, 

conventional frame. The following presuppositions can help you here. 

1) "There is no single correct map," versus, "[ have the one true map." 

2) "There is a positive intention behind every behavior and belief," versus, 

"The behavior (or belief) is negative and must be eliminated." 
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3) "People have the capabilities they need," versus, "Some people are just 

defective. " 

4) "We are all part of the larger ecosystem," versus, "We are independent 

entities, and context does not matter." 

b. Positive Intentions 

Associate back into the three belief states, and clarify the positive intentions 

underlying each of them. 

c. Meta-Program Level 

Move back into the meta-position that you established, and identify the 

similarities and differences at the meta-program level that exist between these 

beliefs. Refer to the meta-program chapter as needed. 

d. Supportive State 

Associate into each belief position again, this time identifying the state that 

most supports each of the beliefs. 

Step #5. Positive Foundation 

Return to your first meta-position, and answer these questions for each of the 

beliefs you have identified: 

How could you fill in the missing NLP presupposition? 

How could you realize the positive intentions of the beliefs in a constructive 

manner? 

How could you align and balance the meta program patterns? 

How could you alter your state or that of the other party so that it is more open 

to a constructive and ecologically sound resolution? 
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Step #6. Resourceful State 

Develop a resourceful state that embraces the emerging positive beliefs. Maintain 

that state as you step into your first position. From there, mentally role play new 

ways of responding to the other party. 

* 
PARTS NEGOTIATION 

"But I do nothing upon myself, and yet I am my own executioner." 

- John Donne 

Win the battle for will power and succeed with inner alignment. Eliminate self

sabotage and liberate energy for commitment and innovative problem solving. Enjoy 

the pleasures of life, knowing that you are leading a balanced life. This happens when 

your parts are working together effectively. A part is a constellation of motives and 

attitudes, and can be largely subconscious. It may be irrational according to your 

consciously-held standards. It includes a state that you can recall experiencing and 

associate into when needed. 

Step #1. Select the behavior. 

Select a behavior that you feel is detracting from your success or excellence, and 

that represents to aspects or parts of you. 

Step #2. Identify the parts. 

Determine what part primarily supports this behavior and prevents alternative 

behaviors. 
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Also identify the part that creates your concern about this behavior. This second 

part is expressing your distress at not achieving something or at being poorly aligned 

with your higher values. 

Step #3. Specify the outcomes that the parts desire. 

Describe what each part wants. Think in terms of outcomes. You can identify with 

(or associate into) a part, and speak from its point of view to get a rich expression of 

outcomes in terms of VAK, values, and situations that trigger the part. 

Do this for one part at a time. 

What outcomes is it supporting? This can include positive outcomes, even if it 

is failing to produce them. 

Don't assume that a part actually intends to produce negative outcomes. They 

may merely be side effects. However, if there are gains (like avoiding effort or 

confrontation of some kind) from the negative outcomes, then that is a clue as that 

the part may be causing (or at least failing to pre-vent) these negative outcomes. 

Step #4. Identify the meta-outcomes that the part is contributing 
to. 

As you'll recall, a meta-outcome is a higher-level outcome. For example, if a 

part wants an. outcome of eating carbohydrate-rich food before bedtime, the meta

outcome might be that it has learned that this will reduce your anxiety from having 

unstructured time at night, and even help you sleep. 

If you thought the meta-outcome was to make you fat, this is probably actually 

an unintended out-come. On the other hand, some people feel vulnerable when they 

lose weight. 

In that case, the meta-outcome for getting or staying fat would be to feel less 

vulnerable, and perhaps attract less interest from the opposite sex as an immature 

means of being protected from child abuse that actually ended a long time ago. 
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Step #5. Create inter-part understanding. 

Make sure each part understands the positive values and roles that the other part 

is responsible for. 

Convey to each part how their behavior interferes with the acti vity of the other 

part, and how this lies at the heart of the problem. 

Step #6. Negotiate an agreement. 

Negotiate an agreement between the parts. Start with a question such as, "If 

the other part agrees to refrain from interfering with you, will you refrain from 

interfering with the other part?" 

Get an internal sense of the response. Work with these parts until they reach an 

agreement. The better you understand the needs that these parts fill (by understanding 

their positive intentions and roles), the more effective you will be at facilitating this 

negotiation. 

Step #7. Seal the deal. 

Ask each part for a trial period during which it will commit to cooperating. Also, 

get a commitment to signal you if it is dissatisfied for any reason. That will be a 

point at which negotiation will be needed again. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, see if your problem behavior improves and 

if you have new, more resourceful behaviors. Notice any ecological problems or 

other nuances that require you to do more parts negotiation. Notice if there are any 

additional parts that need to be involved in negotiating on this issue. 

* 
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DIS-IDENTIFICATION 

"Memory is a way of holding on to the things you love, the things 

you are, the things you never want to lose." 

- Kevin Arnold 

Gain new freedom and capacity by dis-identifying with limiting beliefs. 

Sometimes we over-identify with some facet of our life experiences-our beliefs, 

body, gender, race, etc. This is limiting in itself, but we may also over-identify with 

even more seriously limited aspects of ourselves. For example, we may identify 

with behavior or thought patterns that construct a victim, dependent, or otherwise 

unsuccessful self. 

Terror organizations are known to be very thorough in their propaganda, leading 

individuals into a state of over-identification with the organization's distorted 

values, perspectives and beliefs. No wonder that young somnambulistic individuals 

are willing to strap a suicide bomb to themselves and kill innocent people only to 

keep their learned deformed identification in tact. 

This pattern serves to correct over-identification. 

Step #1. Supporting Belief 

Try this belief on for size: 

"You have a self that is beyond your circumstances, your familiar abilities, 

behaviors, creative expression, speech, strivings, and even your thoughts." 

Step #2. Dis-Identify with language. 

Change the frame for all the things about you, such as those in step one. 

Use this phrase, "I have (say the thing about you, such as "talent"), but I am not 

(the same thing, e.g. "talent"). Include thoughts, ("I am not my thoughts.") 
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Step #3. Dis-Identify through trance. 

By accessing a deeply relaxed state, sense yourself as bigger than the things in 

step one. "If I lost (fill it in), my core self would remain." 

Step #4. Alternate Self and Function 

Notice how you can think about these traits of yours as being functions; a way 

of getting a result or making your way through the world. Notice how you have a 

sense of self that transcends functions. 

Step #5. Transcendental Identity 

Tune into your sense of a greater self that exists beyond the things that you 

identify with. Notice how you can sense a state of pure consciousness, as you have 

in trance or meditation. Represent this with a word or phrase that captures the 

essence of that experience, or see what symbol comes to mind. The words or symbol 

that emerge spontaneously may be the most significant. 

Step #6. Amplify in Higher Self 

Notice the sub-modalities of this sense of higher self and amplify them in any 

way that enhances it and strengthens your connection with and identification with it. 

Move it to the center of your existence and place your consciousness in the 

center of this higher self. Imagine what it's like to live and express yourself from 

this sense of higher self. 

* 
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RESOLVING INTERNAL 

CONFLICTS 

"It's important to realize that we define ourselves not only 

by who we are, but by who we are not." 

- Anthony Robbins, Awaken The Giant Within 

This pattern helps with the very common problem of disagreement between parts. 

When you struggle with yourself to do or not do something, when you procrastinate 

and seem to be arguing with yourself in your mind, this is the pattern to use. 

Step #1. The Conflict 

Select a personal conflict. It may be something you're ambivalent about, or 

some way that you sabotage yourself or cannot accept yourself. 

Step #2. A Memory 

Recall a memory of experiencing this inner conflict. View it from the observer 

position. 

Step #3. Take a Side 

Get into the first perceptual position with one side of the conflict. Step into the 

experience. Review the OTHER side of the conflict from this position. Notice what 

comes up during this in all sense modes. 

Step #4. Positive Intention 

Still on that side, ask the other side to express all of its positive intentions, 

including any beliefs and goals that it can express to your side. 
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Step #5. Switch 

Now step into the other part. From this position, repeat steps three and four. 

STEP#6. Repeat 

Repeat this switching and receiving until both sides have a good understanding 

of each other. Be sure to include beliefs, values, and objectives. 

Step #7. Meta-Position 

Move to a meta-position above both parts. From there, ask the parts to propose 

solutions or outcomes that they expect to be satisfactory to both sides. Elicit 

concerns from either side about these ideas, and note any ecological issues. Do as 

much brain-storming as you need to in order to come up with a good collection of 

ideas. 

Step #8. New Part 

Notice how this new collection of ideas is an amalgam of the values and 

higher intentions of the two parts. It is also an agenda. Experience how it could be 

considered a part all on its own. Bring this part into your body and accept it as an 

important part. 

Step #9. Future Pace and Test 

Imagine a future with this part creating results for you. Redo this process as 

needed for any ecological concerns or problems. Test it out in real life and come 

back to this process as needed. 

* 
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MAKING PEACE WITH 

Y OUR PARENTS 

"Everybody knows how to raise children, 

except the people who have them." 

- P. J. O'Rourke 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert McDonald. 

Liberate a great deal of energy, creativity, and personal development by resolving 

old issues with your parents. This is done IN your mind, not necessarily in direct 

contact with your parents. This may go on quite unconsciously, but it is no less 

harmful that way. A deeper issue is that many of us have absorbed the attitude that 

a parent (or other caretaker) held toward us as children. This not only limits us 

directly, but also makes it difficult to fully express the resources that our parents 

gave us. Many people continue to struggle with their parents, either in real life or 

internally as representations. Some notice that they speak to their children with the 

same content and in the same tone of voice as their parents did with them, but they 

cannot control it. Even though they promised themselves many times to "never be 

like my father" or "never be like my mother," they get caught again and again in the 

same thought patterns and behaviors as their parents did with them. 

The first strategy you will notice in your client's behavior, as they come to 

you with such an issue, is that they use their will power to control their automatic 

behavioral responses. They may succeed from time to time, but eventually our 

"programming" (which some people mistakenly call, "genes") wins over. They 

cannot avoid it because they keep thinking about it. You should first explain to 

your client that their parents must have done the best they could, given their limited 

resources in education, competence, and knowledge on parenthood and finances. 

Their parents must have treated the children (your client) the same as their parents 

(your client's grandparents) did with them. The heritage of conflict and poisonous 

criticism and harsh discipline does not have to move on to their children. 

The most elegant and mind easing way to help them overcome this situation is if 

they agree to forgive their parents for mistakes they could not control. 
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Step #1. Select a conflict with your parents for this pattern. 

Think of a conflict with one or both parents or caretakers. The conflict does not 

have to be current, and your parent does not have to be living. Pick a conflict that 

you would like to resolve, or that you feel is limiting you in some way. For example, 

it may be absorbing your mental or emotional energy. In these steps, we will work 

with your internal representation of a male and female parent. If your situation does 

not match, you can select an appropriate childhood authority figure or influence for 

the missing gender parent. 

Step #2. Tune into your negative maternal representations. 

Focus on the areas in your body and mental space where you find feelings and 

other representations related to the conflict and negative aspects of your mother 

figure. 

Step #3. Concentrate these representations. 

Imagine these feelings and other representations flowing from your body and 

mind into the palm of your left hand. Continue until you have them all represented 

in your palm. 

Step #4. Constellate these into a shape. 

Invite these representations to function like energy that can coalesce into a solid, 

visible shape. 

Step #5. Break state. 

Distract yourself with an activity such as thinking about a travel route or by 

tying your shoes in order to break your state. 
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Step #6. Do steps two through five for your father 
representations. 

Tune into your negative paternal representations, concentrate them into the palm 

of your RIGHT hand, and constellate them into a solid shape. 

Break state. 

Step #7. Elicit your maternal and paternal positive intentions. 

Ask your mother image what positive intentions she had underneath the negative 

actions that led to your representations. Continue to solicit these meta-intentions 

until you feel that you have a complete sense of this. The intentions may not have 

been rational, but you have many hints from your childhood as to her underlying 

positive intentions. You might phrase your question as, "What good thing were you 

trying to do for me with these behaviors and attitudes?" 

Repeat this with your father representation. 

Step #8. Thank the parts. 

Directly thank the parts for participating in this pattern, and validate their 

positive intentions for you. 

Step #9. Have the parts appreciate each other. 

Have the parts face each other and express appreciation of each other's 

participation in this pattern, and their positive intentions. 

Step #10. Combine the parts. 

Tell the parts that they can become a single, more positive, and powerful force 

by combining into a single entity. Ask them if they are willing to proceed with this. 

If not, resolve any ecological issues. Then slowly bring your hands together and 
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allow the images to merge into a single entity. Keep your hands closed together until 

you have had some time to integrate this change. Then open your hands to reveal 

the new entity. 

Step #11. Store the new part. 

Discover where in your body or mental space that you would like to place this 

new part so that it can become an integrated aspect of your resources. 

Touch the area where you will store these re-sources. Maintain contact with it 

to establish an anchor as you bring the image into that area. Allow the feelings to 

carry you back through your childhood and into your mother's womb and infused 

with these positive feelings. 

Now allow these resourceful feelings that are resonating throughout your body 

and mind to carry you through your live, literally growing you up to this present 

moment in your adulthood. 

Step #12. Future pace. 

Continue to touch the anchor and step into the future so you can imagine your 

future with these re-sources. 

Step #13. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice any changes in your relationship with your 

parents if they are alive, and any authority figures or intimate relationships. Notice 

any ways that you feel yourself powered by these resources. 

* 
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SIX STEP REFRAME 

"[ am a world-class weenie when it comes to letting people stick 

needles into me. My subconscious mind firmly believes that if God 

had wanted us to have direct access to our bloodstream, He would 

have equipped our skin with small, clearly marked doors." 

- Dave Barry, 

Author of Dave Barry's History of the Millennium (So Far) 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to John Grinder. 

Elicit subconscious resources in order to change a habit by producing alternative 

behaviors. The Advanced Visual Squash has a similar purpose to this pattern. 

Step #1. Select the behavior. 

Select a behavior of yours that you would like to stop or change. The behavior 

should be one for which you can say, "[ need to stop (behavior)'ing," or "[ want do 

to (behavior) but [just can seem to do it." 

Step #2. Establish the signal. 

Ask the part that creates the behavior to give you a signal (such as lifting a 

finger) that will mean yes. If the part does not provide a signal, trust for now that 

there are positive underlying motives for the problem behavior. 

Step #3. Elicit the positive intentions. 

Ask the part to bring to mind the positive intentions of the behavior that you'd 

like to change. 
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Step #4. Produce alternative behaviors. 

Ask your creative part to produce three alternative behaviors that would fulfill 

the needs revealed in the prior step. 

Step #5. Solicit the signal that the behaviors are selected. 

Ask your part that produces the problem behavior to give the signal when it is 

satisfied that there are three behaviors that will fill the needs it revealed in step 

three. If the part did not cooperate in step two, then ask it now if it will participate 

by providing a yes signal. If not, then assume for now that you have come up with 

good alternatives that you will test in the next step. 

Step #6. Future pace and ecology check. 

a. Future pace the behaviors several times each. Detect and mitigate for any 

ecological difficulties. Re-run this pattern as needed. 

h. Tryout the behaviors in real life and see if the behavior change you desire 

takes place. If not, think in terms of ecology (such as parts conflicts) and re-try this 

pattern in order to refine your behavior change work. 

Additional Advice 

If you would like to do a version of this pattern that is more conscious (less "new 

code") because of the circumstances or because you'd like to do more intensive 

brainstorming, then you can write down the motives (from step two) and alternatives 

(in step three) as quickly as possible, until you feel you have satisfied each step. As 

soon as you are done with the basic pattern, you should jot down the new behaviors 

and place the note someplace where it will remind you to try them out. Perhaps it 

belongs in your appointment book or on the refrigerator. 

* 
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CONTENT REFRAMING 

"How many of you have broken no laws this month? That's the 

kind of society I want to build. I want a guarantee-with physics 

and mathematics, not with laws-that we can give ourselves real 

privacy of personal communications." 

- John Gilmore 

Create dramatic improvements in yourself and others by applying one of the 

most fundamental methods for getting a change in perspective. 

As you'll recall, a frame in NLP is the way you limit what you consider. It's 

impossible to consider every piece of information in your world in order to made a 

decision, so no matter what you think about anything, there is a frame. 

In Neuro Linguistic Programming we do reframing in order to change the 

existing frame and get a better outcome as a result. 

Let's use a reframe to help someone who feels very 'defective'. They tell you 

that they hate getting out of bed in the morning and their self-esteem is terrible 

because they have no motivation. 

Let's say that the person needs to realize that they are in the wrong job. You 

could ask if they'd have trouble getting out of bed if they were about to go on a 

vacation to their favorite place in the world. They would say that would be no 

problem. 

Your response: "So it isn't that you can't get out of bed, it's that you're still in 

that crappy job." 

Now the issue is not that the person is defective, but that they need to mobilize 

their resources for job or career change. We got there by expanding the frame to 

include situations in which they could easily get out of bed. 

Here is another example. In this one, we actually state the bad frame out loud, 

and let the person recognize what's wrong with it: A smoker says he thinks he 

doesn't need to be a purist, even though he has been quitting smoking. He feels 
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there's no harm in a few drags once in a while. He needs to recognize that he has 

created a false frame of control to under-define a deadly addiction. 

If you say, "So you have complete control over tobacco now, then," he is likely 

to say something like, "No way, I'm all or nothing, that would get me smoking again 

in no time!" 

It's helpful when the person states the reframe on their own, since they feel 

ownership. 

For the following steps, we are going to use a pattern of behavior of yours that 

you don't care for, but you can reframe anything. 

Step #1. Select a behavior you dislike. 

Select a pattern of behavior of yours that you don't care for. 

Step #2. Identify the part. 

Note the aspect of you that produces this behavior. 

Think in terms of parts. Name that part. 

Step #3. Identify the positive intention. 

Figure out the part's positive intent in producing this behavior. 

Step #4. Identify the frame. 

What is the frame around the intention and behavior? 

You can see this by discovering the presuppositions behind the part's sense of 

mission and it's behavior in service of that mission. (In the examples we provided, 

one person thought he was defective because he couldn't get out of bed, and another 
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seemed to think he had complete control over tobacco in order to justify a small 

amount of smoking.) 

Step #5. De-frame the part. 

As we ask in the De-framing pattern, how can you expand the part's perspective? 

Try to find submodality shifts that will have an impact on this. You can also ask 

what the behavior and intentions mean to you. You can simply ask, "What else could 

this mean?" 

Step #6. Reframe the behavior and intention (content). 

Find the way, however slight, that you can react positively to the part's intentions 

or to the behavior. 

Step #7. Reframe the usefulness in terms of situations (context). 

How might this behavior actually serve you in some situation? Connect with 

how this might feel good or appropriate. Remember that the behavior may need to 

take a different form, or even cease, depending on what it is. You may also find that 

the underlying motivations can be expressed very differently, so that the behavior 

is easy to change or eliminate once you learn to satisfy the underlying motivation. 

Step #8. Integrate the reframe. 

Give yourself permission to make use of this new reframe. Although you may 

not approve of the way the intention is expressed in some situations, you can now 

make a good connection with the reframe, because it highlights the positive aspect 

of the behavior. 

Think of ways that you can express the motivation in a more useful way, or that 

you can direct the behavior in a more useful way. 
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Step #9. Test the reframe. 

How do you feel now when you think of the behavior? How do you feel about 

the part? 

If your self-esteem has improved or you feel less in conflict with yourself, that 

is a good sign that the pattern has been useful. If you have actually come up with 

a revolutionary and positive way to utilize the underlying motivations; that's even 

better. 

* 
CONTEXT REFRAMING 

"When man learns to understand and control his own behavior 

as well as he is learning to understand 

and control the behavior of crop plants and domestic animals, 

he may be justified in believing that he has become civilized." 

- Ayn Rand 

Build awareness of context, and build mental flexibility and creativity. It helps 

you imagine "importing" a behavior, state, belief, or other aspect of yourself into 

various contexts. 

Step #1. Identify a resourceful state. 

Choose a state, behavior, belief, emotion, aspect of commitment, or some other 

aspect of yourself that might be helpful for building context awareness. 

Step #2. Ask context questions. 

Ask yourself where this aspect would be useful. Where would it be an expression 

of your higher values or self interest? 
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Step #3. Vividly imagine yourself expressing this aspect in a 
typical appropriate context. 

Step #4. Pick a variety of contexts at random and imagine 
yourself expressing this aspect in each of them. 

Imagine what results are likely to come from expressing this aspect in each 

context. What are the effects? For example, What would come from you taking a 

negotiating mindset and applying it to a loving relationship? 

If at first it seems awkward or objectionable, ask yourself how you would fold 

it into your other, more typical, forms of self expression as you express this aspect. 

For example, negotiating very skillfully, but in a fully loving way. Another example; 

What would it be like to use highly evol ved NLP skills as a prison counselor with 

a kidnapper? 

Step #5. Test. 

In the next days or weeks, notice any ways that you are thinking more creatively 

about what aspects of yourself to express in various situations. 

Are you more flexible or creative? 

Are you more conscious of how you use yourself as a resource for outcomes in 

any situations? 

* 
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REFRAMING BELIEFS AND 

OPINIONS: EXAMPLES 

"Stiff in opinion, always in the wrong." 

- John Dryden 

Here are a few examples of reframing. When you read the conversation below, 

notice how one simple shifting of perception can change a person's belief or opinion. 

This script is a transcript of a recorded conversation between two of my friends in 

one of our NLP practice group meeting. We recorded all meetings, and luckily for 

us, we got some great materials out of. This is one: 

George: "I can't imagine living in China, everything there is disgusting!" 

Natasha: "What do you mean, disgusting? Have you been there?" 

George: "No, but I read a touristic article about China, and they had quite a lot 

of warnings on the Chinese strange habits." 

Natasha: "What kind of strange habits?" 

George: "Well, they spit everywhere, in front of you, on the street, in restaurants, 

on the bus ... " 

Natasha: "They spit everywhere. And do you know why?" 

George: "The article didn't say." 

Natasha: "I've been in China. I lived in Beijing for about a year. I started 

spitting everywhere myself after a few weeks." 

George: "WHY?!" 

Natasha: "Too much rapport, I guess." (laughing) 

George: "No, seriously, why do they spit? That's a disgusting manner, certainly 

not something tourists would be happy to experience." 

Natasha: "Well, I'm sure your article mentioned the extremely polluted air in 

China. Yes, the Chinese government is the source for this hazard, but the Chinese 
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people are there to suffer it. In such a high polluted environment, you get quite a lot 

of mucus in your throat ... what should they do, swallow it?" 

George: "There's no Kleenex in China?!" 

Natasha: "There are more than J ,500 million people in China! Can you imagine 

how many tissue papers they would consume in a day this way?! There would be no 

trees left after a year!" 

George: "Alright, so maybe that's reasonable ... still disgusting, but reasonable. 

I guess that's why they don't use diapers ... " 

Natasha: "Exactly why! You'd have million of dirty diapers standing around." 

George: "Alright, toilet paper is one thing. But, the article said they eat blood! 

And bones!" 

Natasha: "Of animals, George! Not of human ... " 

George: "Yes, of course, but why?!" 

Natasha: "Same reason as before, it's really economical. Imagine how many 

animals would have to be butchered if they only ate the animal parts that we eat ... 

they use the blood, by the way,for hot-dogs, and they don't really eat the bones, they 

put them as extra flavor in soups. " 

George: "Yes, I can imagine how it saves money, and it's probably better without 

all the biological waste." 

Natasha: "Indeed. Did you change your mind yet?" 

George: "A bit. Still strange though. They don't have normal toilets ... they have 

holes instead of a bowl?" 

Natasha: "Yes, and this is for hygienic purposes. This way even the public toilets 

are relatively safe because there is no contact between your skin and the toilet. You 

don't need to worry who was there before you. Even the handle for water is operated 

by foot." 

George: "Alright, so many it's not that disgusting there." 

Did you make note of the simple reframing Natasha used here? She didn't even 

use "facts" as the basis for convincing George. She used known shared values, such 
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as saving the environment, reducing excessive waste and so on. Did you notice the 

presupposition Natasha gave George in the middle of their short conversation? 

* 
BASIC INNER CONFLICT 

INTEGRATION 

"If a cluttered desk is the sign of a cluttered mind, what is the 

significance of a clean desk?" 

- Laurence J. Peter 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder. 

Improve mood, motivation, and success by resolving internal conflicts between 

states. Generate resourceful states more consistently by resolving habitual 

(automatic) negative states. Robert Dilts, a well-known NLP researcher and master 

trainer, explains the issue of inner conflict: 

"In a typical situation, if we are prevented from reaching a goal due to an 

external impasse, we maintain our focus on the outcome, inhibit any "antithetical 

ideas" and continue to attempt other avenues or strategies in order to attain the 

goal. If there is an internal conflict, however, the "debate ground" shifts inward, 

and a battle begins between the two parts of one's self. As Freud points out, the 

external frustration is supplemented by internal frustration. It is as if the person 

is "caught between a rock and a hard place." "And when the fight is between two 

parts of one's self, one can never 'win'." 

Step #1. Notice incongruencies between conscious and 
subconscious communication. 

This is done while working with a client on an issue that involves conflict 

between two directions, but has poor awareness of one of the opposing states. 
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When exploring the conflict, observe incongruence between the person's 

conscious and subconscious communication. By this we mean what the person says 

versus what their body is giving away. 

For example, if the person shows anger but denies being angry, you will see 

body language that contradicts their denial. Anger physiology will show as jaw and 

lip stiffness, squinting of the eyes, shoulder tension, and maybe even resentment or 

tension in the voice. 

Step #2. Sort into polarities 

Some of these incongruencies will have something in common with other 

incongruencies. If the person really was not angry, they would have relaxed shoulders 

and other physiology of a "not angry" state. 

This observations provides you with a polarity involving two states. On one 

end of the polarity is shoulder tension, and, on the other, is relaxed shoulders. The 

polarity is that of a range of shoulder tension from high to low. Simmering anger is 

high tension, not being angry is low tension. Discover more incongruities between 

these two states, and sort them into polarities as we did with shoulder tension. 

To find these incongruities, you are seeking physiology clues. A good way to 

detect them, is to have your client enter the very state that their body language 

is telling you they are not really in. For example, with the "not angry" state that 

the angry client insists that they are in, you could help them align with that state 

by remembering, in first person, what it is like to watch a child play with a very 

friendly dog. Once they are fully in the "not angry" state, find out what is happening 

with every submodality associated with that state. In other words, what they are 

experiencing in that state. 

Now you have moved beyond body language to include sub-modalities that your 

client is able to describe for you. This would not have been possible with a client 

who is not aligned with the state they claim to be in. This technique is important, 

because, when people are out of alignment, they can have difficulty being verbal or 

detailed, or, instead, unconsciously create distractions in order to evade being aware 

of their schism. The subconscious mind is very creative when it is tasked with this 

kind of deception. 
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Sort these incongruencies into their polarities through means such as spatial 

sorting, symbolic sorting, rep systems, roles, and Satir Categories (i.e., blaming, 

placating, or rationalizing). If you don't know about all of these, stick with what is 

more obvious to you, such as how your client positions them in their mental space 

and what sub-modalities they associate with each state. How the state feels is often 

the easiest one to elicit. As your client talks about what these states mean to them, 

note what beliefs appear to drive each state. Thinking of the states as parts may help 

you derive beliefs that are empowering or limiting. You are likely to find more than 

a few negative or limiting beliefs. 

To summarize by using an example, fix "depression" in its "space" by having 

your client recall a recent time that they felt depressed, and enter into that state for 

a few moments. During that time, elicit sub-modalities and any other aspects that 

distinguish these states from each other. For example, list the predicates, key words, 

eye accessing cues, and physiology that they use in connection with that state. 

As you explore the original issue, you will discover additional states with 

aspects that can be placed onto polarities. As you do the sorting, you eventually get 

to states that do not share enough polarities or similar attributes. At this point, you 

begin resorting. On the other hand, some states, such as depression and passion, 

will be competitive, that is, so incompatible that they cannot be placed on the kind 

of polarity that we are working with here, because they would be too incongruent. 

Step #3. Integrate the incongruencies. 

Put each state where it belongs. For example, place depression and happiness in 

their unique spots, (i.e., their respective spatial locations). Then group similar states 

in these locations. 

3. Make a connection between the polarities. 

Have your client group the sensations of the states. To do this, your client must 

focus on the kinesthetic aspect of the state, bringing it to the foreground, rather than 

the imagery, sound, and concepts. 

In doing this, your client is moving all of the feeling of depression, for example, 

into a limited space, thereby experiencing it as something that they can control. This 
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makes these states and their feelings less overwhelming and builds in your client a 

sense of empowerment and hope. 

b. Be sure that your client is in a very positive state before proceeding. Your 

client should be in a very confident state. Be sure that their positive states are 

stronger and collectively larger than the other polarities. Have your client move into 

a meta position. From there, bring the polarities together in a way what can create 

new solutions. 

* 
MISTAKES INTO EXPERIENCE 

"The biggest mistake is believing there is one right way to listen, 

to talk, to have a conversation-or a relationship." 

- Deborah Tannen 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Update a behavior that has not been re-evaluated, but that is not working 

optimally, or is dysfunctional. 

Step #1. Select a behavior that needs to be updated. 

Choose a recurring behavior pattern that causes some kind of bad outcome. An 

example: attracting people who violate your boundaries (like someone who shows 

up to your birthday drunk and starts a fight- it ends up being all about them instead 

of your birthday). 

Step #2. Elicit the limited beliefs that are part of the behavior. 

• What beliefs encourage this behavior, or limit you from alternative behaviors 

or outcomes? 
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Example: 

"Believing" that you should ask "Why?" over and over instead of coming 

up with a solution such as setting definite limits with a person who violates 

your boundaries. 

Step #3. Think of a negative outcome of this behavior. 

• What is a bad outcome of the behavior that has a lot in common with other 

bad outcomes of the behavior? In other words, it is a fairly predictable type 

of bad outcome. 

For example, having a special day ruined by a person that you have not set limits 

with. 

Step #4. Compare the negative outcome to a worse potential 
outcome. 

Think of something that is even worse, and that actually could have happened as 

a result of your behavior pattern, but didn't happen. 

Step #5. Identify positive things that resulted from the negative 
outcome that you identified in step three. 

Although the negative experience from step three was unfortunate, ask yourself 

what positive outcomes you can identify. For example, you may have discovered 

which one of your friends is the most insightful, because they clearly saw what was 

going on. 

Or perhaps you have gained a lot of knowledge through experience that, once 

you have put it into action, will constitute tremendous wisdom that you can use to 

enhance your life and the lives of others. 
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Step #6. Express the positive intentions underlying the negative 
behavior. 

Your behavior pattern is based on positive intentions of some kind, despite the 

bad outcomes that have been resulting from it. Clarify these positive intentions and 

find a way to express them. They are worth writing down. Come up with positive 

intentions of the other people involved, even if they create negative outcomes or 

intervened in a way that you did not like. 

Step #7. Discover the positive significance of the bad outcomes. 

• What meaning can you take from the bad outcomes that have come from the 

unresourceful behavior pattern? 

For example, you may have realized that you have some very good resources 

that, once they are used for the right purposes, will serve you well. 

You may have realized that there are limits to your stamina or capacity for 

boundary violations that are worthy of your respect and assertive protection. You 

may have realized that, once put into action, this wisdom will prevent a tremendous 

amount of suffering. 

Step #8. Re-experience the negative events while in the positive 
insight state. 

Connect fully with the sense of wisdom, putting any feelings of hopelessness 

or cynicism aside for now. Realize that this is a positive state. Imagine taking that 

positive state through the memories you have of those bad experiences, seeing them 

from a new, resourceful perspective. 

Step #9. Mark and store the wisdom gainedfrom this pattern. 

Take all the good energy of the positive state, and everything that you have 

learned from these experiences, and imagine transporting this to the place in your 
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mind where you store the elements of your wisdom. Tag them in some way that 

makes them available to you when you encounter situations for which they are 

relevant, so that you can prevent bad outcomes and generate excellent outcomes. 

Step #10. Test. 

Over the next days or weeks, notice any ways that the problem behavior changes. 

• For example, Do you have better ways to prevent the typical bad outcomes 

that would come from the behavior? 

Example strategies might include being more effective at managing the 

expectations of others, being more realistic about what you can do, sensing risk 

factors early enough to take evasive action, and responding more objectively to a 

situation by keeping things in perspective. 

* 
HIERARCHY OF CRITERIA 

"The whole idea of motivation is a trap. Forget motivation. Just 

do it. Exercise, lose weight, test your blood sugar, or whatever. Do 

it without motivation. And then, guess what? After you start doing 

the thing, that's when the motivation comes and makes it easy for 

you to keep on doing it." 

- John C. Maxwell, author of Talent Is Never Enough 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Resolve inner conflicts so you can engage consistently in a desired behavior. 

This pattern uses logical levels and NLP resources in an interweave that deserves 

some explaining. We encourage you to study this thoroughly. In essence, you will 

learn to leverage higher levels of criteria in order to produce your desired behavior, 

despite the resistance, distractions and temptations that have typically sabotaged 

your efforts in the past. 
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The Hierarchy Of Criteria pattern addresses a fundamental problem. Often 

inner conflict arises from the way higher logical levels override lower ones. This 

is possible because a desire often gets its drive from more than one level. When 

these levels work at cross purposes, we can end up sabotaging our higher intentions 

though procrastination, misplaced priorities, and other self-defeating behavior. 

Consider this example: 

If you derive personal meaning from helping others, and you have made a 

career of it, then your Identity level (one of the logical levels) provides much of 

the drive for your career choice. At the same time, you desire to express your skills 

and knowledge and to act on habitual behavior. These desires drive your career 

actions on a day-to-day basis. This example shows three different logical levels 

driving behavior: Identity (as a helper), Skills/Knowledge (applied to helping), and 

Behavior (helping). 

But, What if you want to get a better job so that you can make more money 

and contribute more by gaining more responsibility in your chosen field? Let's say 

the answer is that you need to return to school to learn more and get an advanced 

certification or degree. Although you may be able to say that this goal is connected 

to your Identity level, it is not enough if that understanding is only an intellectual, 

conscious one. 

If you're strongest connection with going to school is only happening at the 

Skills/Knowledge level, then you'll have a problem. That's because your Identity 

level is currently filled with actually carrying out helping behaviors on a day-to-day 

basis. 

This "Identity override" (the Identity level overriding the Behavior level) leaves 

you procrastinating on going back to school, while your current work absorbs the 

lion's share of your energies and creativity. The Hierarchy of Criteria pattern is 

designed to help you connect a higher level, such as your Identity level, to an 

important goal, such as going back to school. This creates a strong subconscious 

drive that causes you to move forward much more easily and creatively. As you'll 

see, the power of this pattern comes from its clever integration of several different 

NLP resources. In addition to Logical Levels, this pattern can use Spatial Sorting 

and the Counterexample Process. The Hierarchy Of Criteria pattern will also sharpen 
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your awareness of rep systems and cognitive strategies. It has broad applicability 

and much flexibility in the hands of an experienced Neuro Linguistic Programming 

practitioner. 

Step #1. Prepare the page 

On a piece of paper, in landscape (sideways) position, create five columns with 

the following headings. 

Leave room at the top of the page for two items: Behavior and Override. 

Column 1) Capability 

Column 2) Belief 

Column 3) Identity 

Column 4) Identity 

Step #2. Note the desired behavior. 

At the top of the page, write down a behavior that you want to engage in, but that 

you somehow prevent yourself from carrying out. 

For example, studying as much as you need to. 

Step #3. Note the motivating factors. 

In column #1, Capability: list the factors that give you the most motivation to 

engage in the positive behavior. Emphasize factors related to skills, possessions, 

and knowledge that build and result from your capability to do this behavior. For 

example, getting into a top-notch grad program, getting into a great career, or having 

a nice house. Note the strategy, meta-program patterns, and sub-modalities that tell 

you that each criterion is motivational. For example, the idea of a great career goes 

along with the eager excitement in the solar plexus. The things that feed into that 
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positi ve feeling include the desirable challenge and desire for prestige. Refer to the 

meta-programs appendix as needed. 

Step #4. Note the preventing factors. 

In column #2, Belief: list the factors that prevent you from carrying out the 

desired behavior. Emphasize thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, and values, including 

any that seem irrational. Include any resistance or objections that pop up and take 

you away from your desired behavior, even if you have never put them in words 

before. Take yourself through the process of getting pulled away from your desired 

behavior and analyze it as though it was a formal decision-making process. Look for 

strategies, meta-programs, and sub-modalities that drive these decisions. Look for 

the criteria that the decisions are based on. 

For example, "I do not study as much as I need to because it is stressful and I 

run out of time." 

Another would be, "When I study and the phone rings, it seems important to 

answer, even though I know it will be a friend who will distract me from studying. 

The sub-modalities are that the ring is in the center of my attention (auditory), and 

gives rise to feelings (kinesthetic) of relief and excitement that are a very attractive 

alternative to studying. This creates a sense (kinesthetic) of urgency, so I fail to 

think (self-talk) about setting limits on this. I don't think of myself turning off the 

ringer (visual). " 

Step #5. Note the override criteria. 

Carefully think about your criteria for your desired behavior from column #1. 

Think about how these criteria make you aware of criteria at higher levels, including 

the Identity level .Jot down any ideas that occur to you in the appropriate column 

or on a separate sheet if you like. Continue until you are able to select one criterion 

that is the highest and most powerful of all. Write this one down in the space just 

below the behavior and put a big star beside it or highlight it. In seeking this high 

criterion, it might be helpful to ask, "What strikes me as being so important that I 

would always have time for it, and that stress would not prevent me from doing?" 
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Note what personal value of yours that it satisfies so that it achieves this 

superior level of importance, (e.g. "preventing tooth decay is a value that means I 

never forget to brush my teeth twice a day."). Elicit the strategy, meta-programs, 

and sub-modalities that drive this criterion. For example, preventing tooth decay is 

represented as seeing bad teeth (visual constructed) and getting a bad feeling about 

it (kinesthetic). Refer to the meta-programs appendix as needed. 

Let's discuss how these levels play out in the example of the student. His problem 

was that his context contained a convenient temptation (phone calls from friends) 

and an aversive (the discipline required for studying). As a result, the student's 

behavior appears to be at odds with his identity as a student, and even with his higher 

values and vision. Since the conflict is coming from the lowest levels (behavior and 

context), you can intervene at any of several higher levels, and at the same levels. 

For example, students often intervene at the behavioral level by using behavior 

modification to "outgun" the effects of temptations in their environment. 

For example, one student made a rule that he could not leave his study area 

without doing twenty chin-ups. The chin-ups served as an "aversive stimulus" that 

reduced his dri ve to escape to the kitchen for snacks. He enjoyed the side benefits of 

losing weight and building up his arms. Prior to this intervention, the snacks tempted 

him away from his studies too often and he gained weight. This intervention uses 

context (the chin up bar and the requirement to do chin ups) to affect behavior,just 

as the problem caused context to affect behavior. However, unlike the problem, the 

solution was driven by his identity as a student and as a physically fit person. You 

could say that he used leverage from his identity level in order to produce success 

at the behavioral level. 

In this case, he did not directly confront his behavior with beliefs about the value 

of studying. Instead, he used the identity level, and a rather superficial version of 

it, pertaining to his physique and attractiveness, in service of his desired behavior, 

which was actually studying, not building up biceps. It doesn't matter much where 

the motivation comes from, as long as you are able to engineer the behavior you 

desire. Also note that, by using behavior modification principles, the student gained 

leverage over his behavior at the subconscious level. You will see in the remaining 

steps how to engineer the most effective behavior. 
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Step #6. Leverage the process by anchoring the behavioral 
content from override. 

Go back to column #1, Capability, and anchor the behavioral content there. 

Really get in touch with carrying out the behavior in a positive state (use the override 

criteria to help you). Anchor that positive state. 

Step #7. Apply the highest override criterion. 

In column #4 (Identity), use the highest level criterion that you found by applying 

it at the Identity level. With the school example, you might say for the Identity level, 

"My identity as a helping professional is expanding and becoming more meaningful 

because / am attending the program / have chosen." 

On the belieflevel, you might say, "/ believe in life-long education, and / believe 

in the craft / am learning." 

Brainstorm, and review what you have done so far to determine how your high

level, override criterion applies to your Identity level. 

Step #8. Engineer the desired behavior so that it is in harmony 
with all criteria levels, and fulfill the objectives of the desired 
behavior. 

This step may mean a dramatic change of course, or some simple refinements 

to your desired behavior. Most likely, it will involve adding supportive activities 

and perspectives to make it ecologically sound and highly motivating. Bring your 

attention to column #3, and draw a line below what you have written so far. Write 

down a behavior here that fulfills (or at least does not violate) the criteria of all 

columns. 

You might want to start by brain storming all measures that you can take in 

order to enhance or add to your desired behavior so that it fulfills the criteria at each 

level. This way, you will come up with a main behavior for this column, as well as 

a collection of supportive behaviors and adjustments that will help to ensure that 

you succeed. Remember that brain storming means you open your mind to many 
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possibilities. You may want to start on a separate sheet and exhaust your ideas, then 

return for more after letting some time pass. 

You might want to call some friends or a mentor to discuss this step. In making 

sure that your ideas are in harmony with your criteria, you might ask questions such 

as, "What ways are therefor me to do a school program that will (from column #1, 

Capability) improve my income, skill, prestige, and (from column #2, Belief) allow 

me to continue the work I am doing now in a meaningful way and keep making a 

living?" 

Pick out the best idea for column #3. 

Step #9. Map and adjust the override criteria and limiting 
beliefs. 

Review your override criterion that you noted above the columns. 

a) Notice what sub-modalities give it power. 

b) Also, note what strategies it implies. 

c) Observe what meta-programs give this criterion it's shape. (Meta-programs 

are the higher level programs that affect how we think and perceive. For example, 

some people focus more on what they are avoiding, while other focus more on what 

they want.) 

d) Now take your revised desired behavior from column #3, and adjust the 

strategy, meta program, and submodality features of the criteria of the desired 

behavior to match the strategy, meta program and submodality features of the highest 

level (override) criterion. 

e) Do the same thing for the column #1 Belief criteria (the values and conditions 

that give the limiting beliefs a sense of legitimacy). 

This may seem like an odd request, but remember that you are harmonizing your 

desired behavior with criteria from all columns, and this adjustment will actually 

help to drive your desired behavior now that you are no longer waging an internal 

battle between conflicting levels of criteria. 
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Step #10. Test. 

Over the next few days or weeks, notice if you carry out the desired behavior 

enough to achieve the positive outcomes you intend it for, such as getting good 

grades so you can get into a good graduate program. 

How well have your interventions worked and how might you improve them? 

• Are there other logical levels at which you should intervene? 

Discover and correct any ecological or other conflicts. 

Additional Advice 

This pattern can go very far in helping you achieve very useful depth of insight 

as well as valuable, creative, fresh solutions. It helps you develop capacities that 

are quite under-realized in most people. We strongly suggest that you make a project 

out of this pattern for any really challenging or complicated situations in which you 

are trying to cultivate or engineer behavior that is more appropriate than what you 

do automatically. *&* 

By keeping it handy and revisiting it from time to time, you are likely to find 

that it can go much farther than one time can achieve. Reviewing Dilts' neurological 

levels can help generate ideas. 

• What additional support or interventions might help you secure this new 

behavior? 

Use your environment to reinforce what you come up with. Posters, sticky notes, 

and recordings can all help reinforce and remind you. Remember the behavior 

modification example above. It takes advantage of context and behavior modification 

principles. It is not an obvious strategy, because it does not directly or obviously 

address the desired behavior or confront the undesired behavior. In working with 

a client, you can keep track of the details by writing them down yourself, while 

guiding the person to step into areas that represent each of the elements on the paper. 

In this approach, the original one suggested by Dilts, the person steps into spots 

on the ground that correspond to each of the columns. This assists with anchoring 
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and eliciting states. A common problem is to find that the criteria preventing your 

desired behavior occur at the same or higher levels than the criteria that support 

your desired behavior. 

When that happens, people feel mystified as to how to sort things out. Keep 

thinking it over and you will find a way. For example, put criteria that are on 

the same logical level side-by-side and keep asking what makes them different. At 

first it might just appear to be that the desired behavior is more relevant to your 

long-term status, or it might bring a better version of the same benefits or a larger 

quantity of the same benefits. But if you keep asking why that matters, you will 

come to values at a higher level, even at the identity level. Get as many as you can, 

and explore ways to make them more compelling as indicated in this pattern. 

* 
ALIGNING PERCEPTUAL 

POSITIONS 

"There is an old saying that, you can't kill a frog by dropping him 

into hot water. As you drop him into the hot water, he reacts so 

quickly that he immediately jumps out unharmed. But if you put 

him in cold water and gradually warm it up until it is scalding 

hot, you have him cooked before he knows it. The encroachment of 

bad habits in our lives is very much like this." 

- Anonymous 

Get dramatic improvements in your relationships with others and with yourself 

by correcting bad habits in perception. This pattern addresses the tendency for 

people to become stuck in a particular perceptual position. For example, the person 

who is always stuck in the second position may have difficulty hanging on to their 

own reality, and be too easily manipulated. 

But this pattern goes much farther than that, by correcting poor representations 

of perceptual positions. When people discover and correct problems such as 
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misalignments or jumping into the wrong posItIOn, they may experience great 

improvements in long-standing interpersonal problems. 

What happens when Perceptual Positions are not aligned? 

Here's a great example. Let's say someone is a bit self-centered or narcissistic. 

They have trouble tolerating it when someone else has more expensive clothes than 

they do, or is more important than they are in some way. When they work with 

perceptual positions, they may find that when they try position number two, which 

is looking at themselves through the other person's eyes, they discover that what 

they are hearing is not really the other person's voice. Instead, they hear what seems 

to be their own voice telling them that they are inferior, that someone else is better 

than they are. But they go on to another discovery. Those thoughts add an emotional 

energy to that judgement. Those thought are loaded with the feeling that it is not 

acceptable, that it is horrible that this other person has a better car or whatever. 

This person has been so busy trying to push away those feelings that they have 

been preoccupied with gaining status in any way they can. This means they have 

not realized how they are being driven by a voice that they have lost in the second 

perceptual position, and that they are being attacked with feelings lost in the second 

perceptual position. It gets a little farther out than even that. They realize, doing 

this work, that the thoughts are not really exactly their own. Those thoughts about 

inferiority and superiority were the best thing they could come up with when they 

were a child with a parent who humiliated them and who was very harsh. 

You could say then, that they kind of inherited the voice from the parent; the 

voice was primarily coming out of second position. That judgmental voice had 

gotten assigned to random people, but it was not from them, it was from the parent, 

who was very judgmental. 

And the feelings? 

Those are first position feelings, and that's good, because we are imagining from 

first position, from inside our own skin. But these intolerable feelings aren't really 

a reaction to other people having nicer things. Those feelings are the terror of a 

child who fears the big harsh parent. It's just that those thoughts and feelings were 

a defensive or protective posture. Defenses tend to stick around, because they are 
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there to protect us. Unfortunately for this fellow, though, they went out of date long 

ago. However, they didn't know what they were, so they became lost in a struggle 

with what they had become. For the client, they had become a drama of who is best, 

who has the nicest things, who is superior and inferior. 

The fear of the parent became the fear of anyone being superior. This, in turn, 

became a struggle for prestige; a struggle that seems like an adult struggle, but is 

actually a holdover from the past. It's very difficult for someone to untangle oneself 

from a drama that masquerades as a grown-up pursuit. Aligning perceptual positions 

can rescue people from such suffering, and it can unlock maturation that has been 

frozen; maybe for decades. The beauty of aligning your perceptual positions is that 

it makes it much easier to let go of feelings and thoughts that don't belong to you. 

When you are aligned, the misaligned aspects feel out of place. 

You want to put them where they belong: in the past, or given back to the 

person who started them in the first place. Many Neuro Linguistic Programming 

practitioners work without talking about the past. That can work, because alignment 

happens in the present, and you can let go of thoughts and feelings without knowing 

where they came from. Most are practical and work with or assess past experience 

as necessary. They don't, however, get lost in the past; the focus is on outcomes. 

What do Aligned Perceptual Positions Feel Like? 

Let me give you a sense of aligned perceptual positions. Imagine yourself 

listening to these words. As you listen, with your eyes open, notice that you can 

see out of your own eyes, feel your own body, and hear with your own ears. You 

know that each of those senses is yours, because of where you sense them. You are 

the center and they are in the right positions. So what we have done is use a real 

experience with your rep systems that you can refer to when you do visualization or 

a perceptual position alignment exercise. 

To sum up, when all your rep systems are in the same perceptual position, you 

see, hear, and feel your senses in the right physical location. If you are imagining 

yourself in the first perceptual position, then it is like you are actually in your 

own body, looking through your own eyes. You feel grounded or connected, even 

more powerful as an individual. You will start your alignment by finding where the 

misalignment is. This means you'll imagine a challenging situation. Then you'll 
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check each primary perceptual position, seeing, hearing, and feeling. Once we know 

where the misalignment is, we will use that for the alignment. We'll start by finding 

whether you have any misalignment in your first perceptual position. Let's actually 

imagine something and see if you get the same sense of properly placed senses 

as you experience real life. Let's see if, in a visualization, you are the center of 

properly placed senses. 

Step #1. Pick a challenging situation. 

Pick a situation that is challenging for you and involves another person, such as 

having an argument with someone. Imagine yourself in that challenging situation. 

Step #2a. First Position, Visual 

Consider how you are seeing; how your imagination is representing the visual 

sense. Is your vision 100% exactly where 'it would be if you were really there, or 

would you say it is placed a little off from where it should be? 

Step #2b. First Position, Auditory 

Let's try this with hearing. In the imaginary and challenging situation, imagine 

the sounds you might hear in the situation, or add some appropriate sounds. Do they 

feel that they are coming to you in the same position that real hearing does? 

Imagine what the person might say to you. If they are saying what you are 

thinking, or saying things that are really how YOU feel about yourself, or what 

YOU feel insecure about, then you are hearing your own thoughts from a different 

perceptual position. 

That is a significant misalignment. This type of misalignment can make people 

feel self conscious, or jump to the conclusion that people are judging them too 

much. Aligning a problem like this is very empowering, because you are owning 

your own thoughts; feeling much more grounded and confident. 

Include your thoughts as well, as though you "hear" your thoughts. 
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Ask yourself if those thoughts are really yours. Do they feel like they are really 

from your values and from the core of your mind, or is there anything alien about 

them, such as a resemblance to someone else's style of speaking? Or Are some of 

your thoughts actually what you think the other person is thinking? 

Adjust so that you are hearing your thoughts as your thoughts. If someone else's 

thoughts or thinking style has intruded, turn this into thinking about what they 

think, instead. 

If you have a judgmental voice, see what it feels like to try to own that voice. 

See what it feels like to place that voice in your throat and speak those judgments. 

Many people find that it seems awkward. They send those thoughts off to some 

mean school teacher or bully that isn't even in the scene. That means those thoughts 

should be gone and no longer even audible. 

Step #2c. First Position, Kinesthetic 

We will do the same thing with feelings. Do you have emotions, tension, or 

any other feelings in this situation? If you are aligned, your feelings are coming 

from the part of your body that they should come from. But if your kinesthetic rep 

system is not aligned, then your feelings may seem to be coming from elsewhere. 

They might be a little off, or way off, like when you project feelings onto someone 

else. A more common problem, though, is when people mistake other people's 

feelings as their own. This makes them easy to manipulate. Con artists, addicts, and 

other destructive people seek out these overly empathic individuals. Codependency 

involves this problem of being at the mercy of other people's feelings. 

Step #3a. Third Position (Observer), Visual 

As you look at your challenging situation, move your point of view out and 

away, so that you are looking at yourself and the other person. Now you are in third 

position. Place your point of view so that you and the other person are both the same 

distance from your point of view as observer. Have them be at eye level. Notice any 

changes in your experience from this perspective. See if you find it helpful to move 

closer or farther away, to feel like you have a good sense of perspective. Is there 
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anything else to adjust, such as any sub-modalities? For example, is your view dark 

or fuzzy? 

Step #3b. Third Position, Auditory 

Explore your auditory sense. Are you hearing what is going on from where your 

point of view is? 

Remember that your thoughts are only as the observer. Your reactions are not as 

the "you" in the first position, but as the observer of that "you," and as the observer 

of whoever else is in the scene. You are unable to hear the thoughts of the "you" 

that you are observing. You can only guess as to the content of others' thoughts. 

You might feel emotional about what is going on, but only as an observer. Thus, you 

might feel empathy or some other emotion about what you are observing. 

Here is a powerful alignment move: take what you think the other person may be 

thinking, and have them speak the words. This allows you to be free of distraction; 

free of being occupied by their thoughts. Instead, you are actively imagining. This 

helps to secure you in the observer position, and to see if those words are coming 

from the right person. Does it really sound like what they would say? Are you 

imagining it coming into your ears as if you were hearing it instead of thinking it? 

If so, you are aligned in your auditory observer (third) position. 

Step #3c. Third Position, Kinesthetic 

As you look at the situation as the observer, with the "you" and the other person 

at the right distance from you, you are hearing from the observer position. You 

are also thinking as an observer who has some distance from the emotions in the 

situation. Notice what feelings you do have as the observer. If you have strong 

feelings that belong to someone in the scene, place them back in that person and feel 

what it is like to really be the observer. What feelings do you have about the scene 

as the observer? 

If you need to, adjust your feelings so that they are in the appropriate areas 

of your body. Notice what feelings are the most resourceful. What feelings best 
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support you as an observant, curious, creative person; a person who generates 

solutions and excellence? 

This process can really liberate your subconscious mind as a problem-solving 

force. Allow yourself to relax in the observer mode for a few moments, creating 

some space for your subconscious mind to benefit from this objective point of view. 

Open your mind to wisdom as it becomes available to you. The novelty of this 

experience can trigger subconscious resources. The subconscious is always looking 

for ways to connect the dots; to help you pursue a meaningful agenda, even though 

you begin not knowing what will emerge. And now, the observer perspective is a 

resource that you can draw upon whenever you like. It is not only a position for a 

fresh perspective, but also a safe position that can give respite from raw personal 

feelings, because it is a relatively dissociated state. 

Step #4. Return to First Position (Self) 

Lastly, we will return to the first position, in order to fine tune its alignment. 

Bring your perspective back into yourself in the scenario. 

• After all the work in third position, do you notice anything different about 

being back in your self-position? 

a. First Position, Visual 

Check each rep system. Are you looking directly out of your own eyes. If there 

is any kind of offset, any misalignment, correct that, by shifting directly into your 

normal vision, seeing directly out of your eyes. 

You should now be viewing the other person as you normally would. Adjust any 

sub-modalities you care to, such as brightness, clarity, and size. 

b. First Position, Auditory 

How is your voice? As you speak, make sure it is coming from your throat. 

Of course, any internal dialog, thoughts and judgments should really belong to 

you and be coming from your mind, emanating from you. Make sure your thoughts 

are in first person, saying, "I think this," and, "I think that." Your thoughts are not 

talking about you, they are coming from you; they are yours. 
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And your hearing should be coming directly into your imaginary ears. Adjust the 

placement as needed, so that it sounds natural and normal. 

c. First Position, Kinesthetic 

What has changed about your feelings? 

Do you have your own feelings, coming from the normal areas of your body that 

such feelings come from? 

Step #5. Final Check 

Do a final check and see if you feel aligned in the first position. Make any final 

adjustments as you like. You do not need to spend time trying to make it perfect. 

You are learning just the same. Since we are finishing, and we know adjustments 

can spread, spend a few moments back in the third position as the observer, and see 

if there have been any other improvements. 

* 
THE ALLERGY PATTERN 

"A recurrent emotional state always appears together with the 

attitude of the body and the vegetative state 

with which it was conditioned earlier. 

Therefore, when an individual emotional complex 

has been resolved, a specifically individual 

body habit is resolved simultaneously." 

-Moshe Feldenkrais 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

This pattern has a reputation for reducing or eliminating symptoms of allergies. 

Please remember that Neuro Linguistic Programming does not claim to cure to 

allergies. The originator of the Allergy pattern, the NLP master trainer and developer 
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Robert Dilts have worked with numerous people to elicit a strategy that can help 

reducing the symptoms of allergies. 

Step #1. Imagine being exposed to the allergen. 

Recall being exposed to the allergen. Attempt to elicit some of the symptoms. 

Find out what submodality changes change the intensity of the symptoms. 

Step #2. Anchor a symptom-free state. 

Achieve a state that is dissociated from the allergic state, and anchor it. A good 

way to do this: 

3. Relax a bit, tilting your head and eyes upward. Imagine that now there is glass 

between you and the thing you are allergic to. Imagine being able to float up so that 

you can observe yourself from above. 

b. When you are free of allergic responses, and truly relaxed, create a second, 

different anchor. 

Step #3. Enhance the anchor. 

Imagine fully a symptom-free state, and the ideal way you would like to respond 

to the item that typically caused an allergic response, when you have no allergic 

response. Imagine this in some detail, describing it. Imagine this in an associated 

perspective. Use the sub-modalities that you discovered were key to your reaction 

in building your new response. 

Step #4. Anchor several counter-example reference experiences. 

3. Associated Memory 

Access an actual memory in which you have been near something that is, as 

much as possible, like the thing you are allergic to, but that does not produce an 
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allergic response. For example, if you are allergic to cats, you might imagine a 

clean, processed rabbit pelt or plush toy that causes no response. 

h. To help disrupt your frame regarding allergies, do something that will show you 

that your immune system can tolerate substances that seem as though they should be 

intolerable. You can accomplish this by thinking of one or more substances that you 

think of as being toxic, but which you don't have an allergic response to. This shows 

that your immune system can keep your body safe without allergic responses. For 

someone allergic to perfumes, the odor of gasoline might be an example. (Not that 

we recommend actually sniffing gasoline fumes. Only do it in your imagination.) It 

is also useful to identify some substance that is potentially even more "toxic" than 

the substance which causes the allergy, but to which the explorer's body has learned 

a more appropriate type of immune response. 

c. Be sure that you observe the appropriate physiology before setting the anchor. 

It should match the desired state. 

d. Are there any problems with ecology or secondary gain in connection with 

the allergic response? 

e. You can enhance this by using re-imprinting, reframing, change personal 

history or your three anchors to add resources. 

STEP#S. Fire the dissociated anchor 

Fire AI, the dissociated state anchor, and have the person imagine being close 

to, or in contact with the allergen. Simultaneously fire anchors A2 and A3, for the 

desired state and the counter example. Be sure to hold the anchors long enough to 

see the person's physiology shift fully away from the allergic response. 

Step #6. Test. 

If there is no risk of a medical problem, expose the person to a small amount of 

the allergen. Increase the amount bit by bit. Repeat the procedure as needed until a 

typical exposure produces no allergy symptoms. Before each increase, simultaneously 

fire AI, the dissociation anchor, and then A2 and A3, the desired state and counter-
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example anchors. You can make this new response stronger by using the critical 

sub-modalities from step one. Let the person be in full control of how the allergen 

is handled. If there is any concern, consult an appropriate physician. Always work 

within your scope of practice and eliminate risk. This pattern can have durable 

effects. Sometimes, it may need to be repeated to restore its effect. Exposure to 

other allergens or sensitigens may restore an allergic response. 

* 
CALIBRATION 

"This is my simple religion. There is no need for temples,. no need 

for complicated philosophy. Our own brain, our own heart is our 

temple,. the philosophy is kindness." 

- Dalai Lama 

Improve your ability to observe and respond to the physiological and behavioral 

cues of others. "Calibration" involves linking behavioral cues to internal cognitive 

and emotional responses. 

Step #1. Understanding 

Ask your partner to think of some concept that your partner feels she or he 

knows and understands. 

Step #2. Observe 

Observe your partner's physiology closely (as if you were Sherlock Holmes 

for a moment). Watch your partner's eye movements, facial expressions, hand 

movements, etc. 
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Step #3. Confusion 

Then ask your partner to think of something that is confusing and unclear. Once 

again, watch your partner's eyes and features carefully. 

Step #4. Observe 

Notice what is different now. Observe changes in appearance and patterns of 

behavior. 

Step #5. Pick 

Now ask your partner to pick either concept and think of it again. 

Step #6. Observe 

Observe your partner's features. Look for changes in appearance or behavior 

that match the understanding or confusion states that your partner has shown you. 

Step #7. Guess 

Guess whether your partner chose the understanding or confusion concept. 

Check with your partner to see if you were correct. 

Step #8. More 

Have your partner think of other concepts that she or he understands or finds 

confusing, and see if you can guess which category they fall into. Confirm your 

guess by checking with your partner. 
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Step #9. Explain and observe. 

Explain a concept to your partner. By observing his or her features, determine 

whether your partner has understood the concept. See if you can determine the 

moment they understand your concept. 

* 
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY PATTERN 

"I think that when we look for love courageously, it reveals itself, 

and we wind up attracting even more love. If one person really 

wants us, everyone does. But if we're alone, we become even more 

alone. Life is strange." 

- Paulo Coelho 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Leslie Cameron Bandler. 

Build deep self-acceptance with this hypnotic script, by experiencing it through 

multiple perspectives and sensory channels. Taking the original concept for this 

script from Leslie Cameron Bandler, I have created a special version for this book. 

Read the script below aloud to yourself, giving enough time to complete the steps 

and allow yourself to fully participate in the exercise. 

Recommendation: try to speak out loud the full script and record it. Then, listen 

to it before you go to bed. If you prefer to hear a voice other than your own, you 

might ask a trustworthy friend to read it aloud to you. One of the most common 

questions about self-hypnosis scripts is "How many times do I need to go through 

the script?" 

The answer is very simple-as many times as it takes to see results. This is a 

very powerful pattern, however, and I suggest that you would work on it once only, 

thoroughly, and then let it be for a few weeks. Write in your journal new insights 

and other life improvements you encounter during that time. The power of self-
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hypnosis is not in the words you say in the script, but in the images your mind keeps 

on producing after the script has long been forgotten. 

* 
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY PATTERN: 

FULL HYPNOTIC SCRIPT 

"Let's begin by finding a nice warm position in which you can lie down or sit in 

a comfortable, yet soothing, way. While you adjust your posture to make yourself 

even more comfortable, maybe you can even take a few deep breaths, slowly and 

tenderly, and allow yourself to become more and more relaxed. You are doing this 

exercise to enjoy and feel better about yourself, not to fulfill other people's wishes. 

These twelve minutes are for you and only you and only you deserve your next 

twelve minutes of re-Ia-x-a-tion. And some people believe that in doing twelve 

minutes of Neuro Linguistic Programming, they are not allowed to move, but not 

you. You can move, you can stretch, and you can keep adjusting the way your body 

can REST to make yourself FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE, MORE RELAXED. 

More thoughts that are coming your way are respectful of your wish to stay calm 

and relaxed, and they pass by as you guarantee you'll get back to them later. A bit 

later, after you experience the great appreciation and acceptance your loved ones 

have for you. Even when you can't really see it or hear it, just knowingness and it's 

there.And while you can imagine or picture to yourself what kind of unconditional 

love you can create an image of someone who loves you as you are. 

It can be a relative, your father or mother, a brother, a sister, your spouse, a 

friend from the past or the present, someone you know or even someone who died a 

long time ago. If you cannot imagine someone close, allow any memory to come to 

you of someone who helped you in some way in some day which has left you with 

a feeling of being appreciated and worthy of love. 

Take a few minutes, let your mind scan your memories, finding an image. You 

can continue enjoying the sense that comes from allowing scanning that enhances 

the relaxation that some parts of your body have begun to experience. Place aside 
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the image that you found, to let it rest off to the side for a little while, knowing that 

we'll return to it soon enough.Now, as you feel some increase in your natural wish 

to close your eyes, you can also let your shoulders feel their natural weight; feeling 

your breath as it finds a restfully deep and slower arc ... and as you experience a 

moment, you can almost hear the serenity within your mind. And as you do, imagine 

a wide screen, like in the movies, a big white screen spread in front of you, and on 

that screen you can see an image, a movie, of you sitting at an old wooden desk, 

writing your autobiography. 

And you can choose whether you are using a pen or a pencil, maybe even a 

feather with blue ink, maybe you're typing your autobiography on a computer or 

on a typewriter ... but you see yourself there writing your autobiography with the 

enthusiasm of telling your life story to the world. The story of your life is being 

written by you. And that image of you shows the calm, the relaxing, as you enjoy 

discovering the hidden treasures in your life, the legacy that you will leave behind, 

the lessons you have learned, the good and varied experiences that have formed who 

you are today. And you can also choose other details in the image of yourself sitting 

at that desk writing your autobiography. 

You can choose the colors of the room, the comfortable temperature, that comfort 

and ease, as the surface you are on presses up to support you in space. You may even 

have a glimpse of the words that you see yourself writing, good words, and as you 

focus on that image, you might want to imagine yourself really sitting there, you, 

yourself, moving your fingers writing your autobiography. And you can begin to 

get a sense of someone, just like in childhood, when someone who loves you dearly 

enters the door and you just know for sure who that person is. The same feeling can 

come to you now as you allow the image of that person to come to you and ... 

As you are writing your autobiography and you look at the other corner of the 

room, you notice someone standing there, on the other side of the glass door. You 

get that feeling again, that this is the person you thought about moments ago. The 

person who loves you dearly and who accepts you just as you are.And you can notice 

that the person who loves you is looking at you sitting at that desk writing your 

autobiography, and right then and there you choose to include this person in your 

book of life. As you experience this inspiration, you can now describe this person 

and write about this person, about how wonderful and precious the unconditional 

love and affection are that you feel around that person, about how you cherish the 
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time you had together. Taking as much time as you need and want, you are allowed 

to remain in a deep relaxed state of mind and body and now ... 

.. . as you think about you, and give yourself a few moments dissociating yourself 

from the image, thinking about you sitting at a desk writing your autobiography, 

seeing yourself in that image. Seeing from a point on the side of the room, from 

where the loving person is standing. 

Imagining what would it be like standing there next to that person, looking from 

behind a glass window, looking to you writing there at that desk ... as you, standing 

on the outside, with the person who loves you, unconditionally, as both of you are 

looking at an image of you writing your autobiography, sitting there in the room ... 

... while slowly and surely you can experiment further with that feeling, stepping 

over and entering into the body and mind of the loving person who is standing 

right next to you, while you are both looking at the person inside who's writing his 

autobiography, you and your autobiography, at a desk ... 

In becoming that loving person you can begin to discover the pleasant feeling 

of that love, and the expanding sense of the world inside that room from their eyes, 

feeling a special appreciation, a certain respect and that kind of unconditional love 

that person feels and offers you ... 

And can you imagine what it would be like, being that person for a little while, to 

know what it is like thinking lovingly and dearly about you, how it is all about you 

and your life right now, loving you as you really are, respecting you, appreciating 

you, enjoying how unique you are. Experiencing life through their eyes, you can 

have a sense of you through their eyes, through their full acceptance and hope and 

wishes for you. You can even allow those feelings to be named, as words occur to 

you to name those loving feelings, taking all the time you need for a good word to 

emerge, to name those feelings. As you let it come to you, with the time and space 

for that, you can simply savor the appreciation and love that you are getting to know 

so well. So well that you find yourself carrying them with you as you again stand 

beside that person, both of you looking at you writing your autobiography at the 

desk inside the room ... 

... and you begin to drift back through the glass window, back into your body, 

into you who is writing, able to write all about this experience, inspired to add it to 

your book of life, thinking about sharing this with the world, this complete love and 
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appreciation, this joy you increasingly can take in your unique, specialness. This 

joy of fully understanding yourself, appreciating yourself, actually loving yourself 

more and more in this new way. As you step back into yourself, into the you who 

is writing your autobiography, you actually experience holding the pen or pencil or 

typing, and letting the writing flow through you with complete freedom and ease. 

This way, all your experience pours from you into this book, so that you richly 

describe your new feelings, your memories of knowing complete love through this 

other person, your glimpse of the future with such full joy in your unique being, 

writing about imaginary memories of this future as real life experiences, real events 

with your subconscious mind guiding you through them, guiding you with those 

rich feelings of respect for yourself, rich feelings of truly accepting yourself, this 

knowing that you brought along with you, that makes room for your greatness in all 

senses. 

In these moments a year's worth of writing has poured out, so that as you finish, 

you can enjoy softly, gently closing your eyes, with your breathing deeply and 

deeper, slowly and slower, and with this satisfaction sending a hint of a smile to 

your lips. 

Now, as you begin counting up toward enjoying feeling fully refreshed and alert, 

you stretch your arms forward as you count up toward five when you will fully 

awaken, opening and closing your hands, moving your head and stretching your 

neck gently upward, and when you reach number five, opening your eyes for fully 

refreshed, alertness.As you finish this experience, notice the changes that you feel 

in your body and mind right now. How great is your appreciation to yourself in this 

moment? Take a few moments with to experience just how important that feeling is, 

how great it is to use it and make it a permanent part of the life you are living, your 

life, the life you have described in your continuing autobiography ... " 

Additional Advice 

At the end of the session, give your client a few minutes to rest silently, and 

then discuss the possible future consequences of the mental change. During the 

post session talk, let your client speak most of the time (use silence to encourage 

speech), and make notes of possible hidden agendas or mental blocks. 
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In the next session, address any such issues without exposing your findings to 

your client. My personal recommendation is to end the session with installing the 

anticipation of seeing small but meaningful differences in their appreciation of self 

and of the attitudes that other people have toward them. 

* 
CONGRUENCE 

"Are the bones of your sins sharp enough 

to cut through your own excuses?" 

- J. O'Barr, The Crow. 

Alignment, as occurs when your parts are aligned, brings much value to NLP, 

because it empowers our resources. The most basic alignment occurs when our 

sense modalities are in harmony. If there is a mismatch, then we have internal 

contradiction. 

On a larger scale, we become congruent when our parts harmonize. As you'll 

recall, parts act like little personalities within us, or clusters of motivations that 

work together. And ecology refers to parts or other systems supporting each other. 

So you could say that in congruence, your parts play well together. 

On an even grander level, coherence happens when our alignment points in a 

constructive direction that matches our self interest. The highest order of congruence 

takes place when we align all the way up to and including our higher values and 

aspirations. This extreme alignment brings perhaps the greatest satisfaction a human 

being can experience. 

When you meet someone who is not congruent, or we could say who is 

INcongruent, they tend to say things that don't quite match up, or their behavior 

doesn't match what they say, or their outcomes don't match what they are trying to 

do. If you explore this with someone who is incongruent, they will reveal deeper 

and more obvious incongruities; deeper mis-matches. 

• They may show ambivalence about the results they say that they want. 
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• They may get a lot of benefits from the status quo that they say they want 

to change. 

• They may reveal insecurities about what they are trying to do. 

• They may somehow dislike the kind of person they say they are trying to 

meet, like maybe feeling angry with all members of the opposite sex. 

They may have mental health or neurological problems that they have not 

fully accepted or learned to cope with. 

• They might deny their serious problems with alcohol or other drugs. 

The list goes on. Many things can cause incongruence. 

If you are consulting or coaching someone who has some kind of incongruity, 

you will want to use NLP strategies that help this person resolve these mismatches. 

We call this ability to get parts to mesh well "reintegration." Alignment provides 

the foundation of NLP. Alignment makes personal excellence and healing possible. 

* 
THE PHOBIA CURE PATTERN 

"He who is not everyday conquering some fear 

has not learned the secret of life." 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder. 

Eliminate unrealistic, habitual fears (such as the fear of flying) that can limit 

people's lives. It can even serve for trauma recovery, reducing or eliminating 

symptoms of post traumatic stress. This is also known as the visual-kinesthetic 

dissociation pattern. It uses dissociation, moving you to a spectator vantage point, 

to alter your reaction to the problem stimulus. 
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Fears, also known as phobias, can be irrational, but bother people for years 

without letting up. Psychology has various ways of working with these phobias, and 

medication sometimes resolves them. Trauma to the front of the brain even got rid 

of a fear of social activity in one documented case. But we don't recommend hitting 

anyone in the head; they could end up with a phobia of you. Getting rid of phobias 

is important, because phobias prevent people from doing things they need to do. 

Also, people with anxiety can have slower reaction times when they are 

supposed to deal with a threatening situation. At first, that sounds strange, because 

you would think anxious people would react to a threatening situation very fast, as 

a top priority. With too much anxiety, however, mental processing can end up being 

slower than normal. This means they may not handle fearful situations well. That 

can amplify their fear, creating a vicious circle. 

NLP has come to the rescue for many people with phobias. Researchers have 

learned that virtual reality can create the same fears as a real situation, but NLP 

practitioners have been using the imagination therapeutically from the beginning; 

and your imagination is free-it even comes with it's own software. 

In this pattern, you will use the third perceptual position, and some basic steps 

from something new; Time Line therapy. 

Note: Play it safe. This pattern is designed to be easy on people. However, if you 

suspect that the person has a mental disorder, have them evaluated by an appropriate 

specialist to determine if this pattern will cause destabilization. It is possible that in 

extreme cases, its focus on a negative memory could be re-traumatizing. 

Step #1. Select the stimulus or situation, and go to the third 
(dissociated) perceptual position. 

Have the person select a stimulus or situation that they react to with excessive 

anxiety or fear. 

Have the person imagine sitting comfortably in a movie theater, about to watch 

some video of their life. 

Have them imagine that the video is searching backwards for a point just before 

their first experience of fear pertaining to the situation. The primary purpose of this 
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step is to help them experience what it was like not to have the problem. That is the 

value of using the third perceptual position (dissociated, watching from the position 

of an objective observer). This can be used to create a valuable resource state. 

Although it is not necessary, this step may also may help them pinpoint how the 

reaction pattern began. 

Step #2. Run the movie once normal and then backwards. 

Have them watch the situation play out from this dissociated position. 

Then have them run the movie backwards to the point where it started. 

Step #3. Run the movie again in black and white. 

Now have them change the movie from color to black and white, and run it 

again. This time, when it ends, have them freeze the image and fade it to black, the 

way some movies end. 

Step #4. Move into 1 st position, run the movie backwards in full 
color. 

Now have the person move into first position (seeing through their own eyes). 

Tell them to experience the movie first-hand and in full color, but backwards to the 

beginning of the clip. 

Step #5. Repeat until the person is desensitized. 

Repeat these movie steps until your client no longer has the fearful reaction. To 

summarize the steps, get them back into the movie theater, run the movie backwards, 

switch to black and white, and run the movie forwards. Finally, switch to first 

position with full color, and run the movie backwards to it's starting point, where it 

freeze frames and fades to black. 
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Step #6. Optional: Enhance the procedure with strategies such 
as submodality modification. 

If this basic version of the method is not successful enough, you can modify 

it with strategies such as additional dissociation. For example, you can have the 

person move into the projection booth, and watch themselves sitting in the theater, 

watching the video. 

You can also use other sub-modalities. As you know, people vary as to which sub

modalities have the greatest impact. Another strategy with this pattern is to trigger 

a resourceful state and maintain it while watching the video from a dissociated 

position. You might trigger the state by thinking of a time when you felt very secure 

and confident. If the memory or stimulus is extremely triggering, you can "code" the 

memory, by turning elements of it into symbols or outlines, so that your body is not 

imagining the actual stimulus to respond to. You can also "humorize" the memory, 

by changing elements to make them ridiculous. For example, you could turn an 

intimidating person into a little bunny with a party hat, and give it a child's voice. 

Consider doing a Swish pattern in addition to the phobia cure pattern if necessary. 

Step #7. Re-associate, do an ecology check via future pacing. 
Consider additional work as needed to support continued 
success. 

Once the phobia is not strong when they think of the situation, bring them back 

to the present, aware of their surroundings, and check the ecology. 

• How does your client feel that they will be without this reaction, now that 

they can feel what it's like to be unafraid? 

What images of the future do they come up with? 

You may need to work with parts if the person does not feel fully aligned with 

this success. That will help prevent them from sabotaging their success, and it will 

help them come up with more effective and creative ways to live without this phobia. 

* 
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PLEASURE INSTALLATION 

"Lies are essential to humanity. They are perhaps as important as 

the pursuit of pleasure and moreover are dictated by that pursuit." 

- Marcel Proust 

Rebuild your happiness. Many of us have lost our connection to happiness. 

It may be because we need to recover from something that was psychologically 

overwhelming, or from the frog-in-a-kettle death of happiness that creeps up on us 

as we become over-invested in superficial things. 

Whatever the reason, this pattern can be instrumental in restoring that connection. 

It also helps you better grasp the values that you hold and that affect how you can 

expand your life happiness. 

Step #1. Make your happiness list. 

Make a list of many things that bring you happiness. If you think of happiness as 

being what happens when you consciously enjoy experiencing pleasure, this opens 

up a world of pleasurable sensations that you can enjoy. Anything from a thrilling 

sport to a meditative environment can go on your list. 

Step #2. Select one of the items. 

Select an item that is especially good. It must be one that you can clearly tie to 

sensory experience. Taking a hot herbal bubble bath with Epsom salts is an example 

that involves several sub-modalities. 

Step #3. Mind map your happiness values. 

You can do this in your mind, but we suggest that you take a piece of paper. 

In the center, place the happiness experience that you selected. Ask yourself the 

question, "What personal value and meaning turns this pleasure into happiness?" 
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Draw a line from the experience, and write the answer at the end of that line. 

An example is: "This is a time for stress management that is good for my health. I 

know I'll feel relaxed and flexible after this, and besides that, it symbolizes class 

and luxury." 

Keep creating answers like this until you are satisfied with this exploration. 

Step #4. Place a second tier on your mind map. 

For one of the answers, ask another question: 

• "What personal value and meaning makes this answer a pleasure for me?" 

Draw a line from the answer and write the new answer at the end of the line. 

Generate as many answers as you like. Do this for each of the first tier of answers, 

so that you have two layers of answers, one after the other. 

Step #5. Enjoy the enhanced happiness state. 

Take a few moments to relax and take in the meanings that you have noted and 

that drive your pleasure state. This is sensory pleasure expanded into happiness 

through your values. 

Step #6. Carry your enhanced happiness into other activities. 

Amplify your pleasure state and step into it. Imagine other pleasurable activities 

and what it can be like to bring this state into those activities. 

Step #7. Expand your pleasure activity zone. 

Think of other sensory-based experiences to which you could anchor this 

pleasure state. Imagine being involved in these activities in this state. Notice how 

it can change how you participate and what kind of creativity or other positive 
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traits come from you. Imagine how it might expand your involvement with learning, 

work, or interpersonal situations. 

Step #8. Test. 

Over the coming days and weeks, notice any ways that you are able to experience 

activities, situations, and relationships with constructive pleasure. Return to this 

pattern to refine your skill based on the results. Using this pattern can make it much 

more obvious where you really need to use it, once you get a feel for it. 

* 
EXPLORING CAUSES 

AND EFFECTS 

"When we do the best that we can, we never know what miracle is 

wrought in our life, or in the life of another." 

- Helen Keller 

The "L" in NLP stands for Language, and we do use a lot of linguistic models 

and tools in our work. When a client comes in and seems to have a hard time to 

pinpoint the triggers or causes to unwanted behaviors or thought patterns, we use a 

linguistic tool called "Connectives." 

Connectives in language are words and phrases that connect or link between 

ideas, making an association one statement and another. Milton Erickson was using 

connectives a lot, inducing a trance by connecting and associating between vague 

ideas or facts and hypnotic suggestions. 

Here are some examples of connectives in the English language: 

"and," "before" / "after," "therefore," "because," "although," "whenever," 

"while"/"meanwhile," "if," "or else." There are more connectives, of course, but 

for our purposes in NLP we really don't need a lot. 
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To help a client define exactly what it is that prevents them from behaving the 

way they want or forces them to behave the way they do not want, simply ask them 

to make a statement of the Effect and insert a connective word. For example, if a 

client comes to see you for smoking cessation but cannot pinpoint the triggerls for 

his smoking habit. You can ask him to make a statement and complete the sentences: 

"[ smoke when ... " - revealing location or time related triggers - "[ smoke 

when [ drink coffee." 

• "[ smoke if. .. " - revealing emotional reasons - "[ smoke if [ am upset / 

concerned / annoyed / happy." 

"[ smoke because ... " "[ smoke after / before ... " "[ smoke whenever ... " 

* 
ApPLYING LOGICAL LEVELS 

"A man can fail many times, but he isn't a failure 

until he begins to blame somebody else." 

-John Burroughs 

The Logical Levels concept in NLP was first introduced to the field by Robert 

Dilts, one of the most productive NLP master trainers and researcher. Dilts 

developed his logical levels to guide the process of intervention. Rather than focus 

on physiology and behavior, or emotional states, Dilts tells us to focus directly 

on strategies, sub-modalities, beliefs and identities. His levels help to put them in 

perspective. 

Let's apply this to a phobia and see how it works. 

The first level is about where, when, and with whom the phobia occurs. That is 

the environmental level. It is the context of the behavior. You can't really understand 

a behavior without context. A way to understand the relevant context is to recognize 

that there are times and places that the phobia does NOT occur; there are people 
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with whom the phobia does not occur. What is special about the times, places, and 

people connected in your mind and emotions with this phobia? 

The second level is the specific behaviors that occur. This is the behavior level. 

This level helps you get specific in defining or identifying the behavior. It helps you 

escape the trap of vagueness that can help keep people in a neurotic tangle. 

The third level is capabilities and strategies. How does the phobia get expressed 

through the person's existing skills? If they panic in an airplane, what skills do they 

use to channel that energy constructively? How do they prevent themselves from 

screaming and running up and down the walkway? Or are their energies expressed 

in utter chaos? The more capabilities that a person has that can serve as resources 

for coping with the phobia, the more complex and functional the person's behavior 

can become. Chaos looks more complex than organization, but that is because 

organizations use complex rules and abilities to stay organized. On the surface, they 

are usually orderly and appear easier to understand. In reality, they are complex and 

require exploration and study to understand their complexity. 

The fourth level is beliefs and values. What can your client tell you about their 

conscious values that guide what they do around this phobia. The phobia itself may 

seem to the person to be very much counter to their values, but there is more going 

on that just the phobia. 

There is how they react to it from this higher level. A good place to start is to 

simply ask your client why they do what they do. Don't just ask about the phobia 

itself, but what they do to cope, or how they avoid situations, or how they explain 

their behavior to themselves and others. 

You can clarify their values further once you have this. You can ask them what they 

are trying to accomplish, or what they feel are their obligations or responsibilities 

in the situation. From there, you will see that they have heartfelt values, and other 

values that seem to have been attached to them by their parents and others. Their 

values exist along with beliefs. They have beliefs about where their values come 

from and what would happen if they did not possess these values and sincerely act 

on them. 

The fifth level is identity and mission. How does your client perceive herself? 

How does having the phobia affect her identity? How does her identity affect the 
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phobia? That one is especially interesting because the phobia doesn't happen in a 

vacuum. The person's identity is kind of like an environment for the phobia. 

Your client might say, "Well, I'm a very private person, and I keep these things 

to myself. I will never fly on a plane because no one should see me like that. I'll 

tell my relatives that I'm helping a sick friend and can't come out for the holidays." 

One way to get at the identity level is to ask who the person feels she is when 

she is dealing with the phobia. You can ask what roles she is acting out; roles like 

parent, role model, employee, airplane passenger, and so forth. 

The sixth and final level is spirituality and purpose. This level addresses your 

client's connection to a higher reality. What is it that she believes about spirituality 

or the universe that guides her. This is an expanded version of the two levels that 

precede this level. 

The previous two were of beliefs and values, and of identity and mission. This 

spirituality and purpose level exists because people tend to have this level of belief. 

Even non-religious people usually have values that they feel extend beyond them 

and define their place in the world. Those values tend to shape their behavior as 

strongly as religious beliefs shape a believer's behavior. If nothing else, this level 

helps to summarize the way that beliefs and identity work together to create another 

level of meaning. 

Does this all sound like too much to think about for a silly 
phobia? 

Well I'll wager that you already think about these levels more than you realize. 

But these six levels help you to put such thoughts into perspective, and to ask some 

questions to round out your understanding; understanding that will help you provide 

a relevant response. You don't have to spend an hour asking all the questions that 

go with each level. With experience, you'll get better and better at knowing what 

questions to ask which people. You will develop an efficient approach. 

* 
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PLEASURE REDUCTION 

"Addiction is a symptom of not growing up. I know people think 

it's a disease ... If you have a brain tumor, if you have cancer, 

that's a disease. To say that an addiction is a disease is not fair to 

the real diseases of the world." 

- C.C. Deville 

Break out of addictions, compulsions, and obsessions by reducing the pleasure 

they create. It is for behaviors that are based on real needs, but that have become 

excessive. 

Step #1. Select an uoverused pleasure/' 

Pick something that you need to reduce or eliminate. 

Step #2. Determine the meta-state levels that give this meaning 
for you. 

In the center of a sheet of paper, write down the pleasurable activity. Draw a 

circle around it. Think of the pleasure, and ask, "What positive meaning and values 

do I give to this pleasure?" 

Write each answer briefly in the space immediately around the circle. Think of 

each answer as a kind of state that embodies feeling and meaning pertaining to this 

pleasure. 

Step #3. Repeat this to derive higher levels of meaning. 

For each of the answers, ask the same question, and surround it with the answers 

you get. 
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Step #4. Take in the full enjoyment gestalt. 

Review all the answers, experiencing them as a complete profile for a kind of 

happiness that drives the behavior in question. 

Step #5. Reduce the meaning and enjoyment. 

Determine which of the meanings are the most important in driving you to 

excess. Do this by placing your hand over one answer cluster at a time. For each 

cluster, ask, "If I could take away this cluster of meta-states, how much would it 

reduce the pleasure?" 

Continue to do this, until you clearly see which meanings exaggerate the 

importance of the pleasure, and which are more intrinsic to the pleasure, that is, 

more essential or basic to it's real meaning. For example, health is a core value for 

eating, while having something to do while watching television is not a core value 

for eating. 

Step #6. Future pace this reduced meaning and enjoyment. 

Think of something that can reduce the pleasure of the activity. For example, 

seeing yourself getting fat by eating too much. Imagine yourself engaging in 

the activity, and say to yourself, for example, "This is only food. I can enjoy it 

nourishing me, but that's all." 

When another kind of pleasure or meaning slips into your mind, imagine the 

negative factor, such as getting fat. If the behavior is something that you need to 

eliminate completely, that you would say something like, "This meth-amphetamine 

is only a way to try to feel more joy and vigor. I can allow healthy alternatives to 

fill my mind." 

Of course, this pattern is not intended to substitute for any treatment that is 

required for addiction or compulsion. It is intended to help. 
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Step #7. Generate other sources for the highest meta-level 
meaning states that you identified in step two and three. 

STEP into the higher-level meta state, which is a combination of all the highest 

level meanings you found in steps two and three. Fully experience the pleasurable 

nature of this state. Invite your creative part to show you other ways to experience 

this pleasure, and to create the meaning that these pleasures come from. Generate 

the sense that it is fully possible to live a life filled with this pleasure, but without 

excess. 

Step #8. Test. 

See how well this pattern reduces the selected behavior to an appropriate level, 

and how well it helps you create pleasure and meaning through healthy pursuits. 

* 
DEVELOPING SENSORY ACUITY 

"No two equals are the same." 

- Principia Discordia 

When you learn to observe people well you will notice that they make minute 

subconscious changes. They are not aware of most of their involuntary movements 

or minor changes in physiology. 

Investigators are well-trained In notICIng the most delicate minor changes in 

people's physiology. They can tell whether the person is lying simply by noting the 

changes of skin color (blushing, for example, even for a second, is very noticeable). 

Even though you can improve your sensory acuity with eye accessing cues, 

sometimes they are not enough or are completely inappropriate for the person 

you're interacting with. The physiological changes that you can notice in others can 

be considered to be on a continuum: 
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• Skin color: Light .............................. Dark 

• Muscles tone: Symmetrical .............................. Asymmetrical 

Breathing rate: Slow .............................. Fast 

• Breathing location: Low .. ......................... ... High 

Size of lower lip: With lines ............................. . No lines 

• Pupil dilation: Dilated ....................... ....... Not dilated 

• Eyes focus: Focused .............................. Not focused 

* 
THE LOVING Y OURSELF PATTERN 

"Success is simply a matter of luck. Ask any failure." 

- Earl Wilson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Suzie Smith and Tim 

Halborn. 

Enhance your ego strength and self-esteem by improving your ability to love 

and appreciate yourself. 

Step #1. Explore your memories for places where you had 
pleasant experiences. 

Explore your pleasant memories for someone who intensely cared about you, 

and who had a positive effect on you. This person will serve as a model for love, so 

it must not be a person who misused any power or influence to harm or manipulate 

you. 
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Step #2. Describe the attributes of this person. 

To get a full sense of the elements that you feel contribute to being a loving 

person, describe the attributes or qualities of this person, particularly those that 

made them a loving person. 

Step #3. Work with the second perceptual position7 in the loving 
person. 

Imagine floating over to this person, taking their perceptual position. See 

yourself through their eyes. Describe yourself from their perspective. 

• What qualities of you does this person appreciate about you? 

Notice how this expands your sense of yourself as a loving and lovable person. 

Step #4. Anchor this appreciation state. 

Use an appropriate image, word, touch, or other stimulus to anchor this state. 

Step #5. Receive the loving perception. 

Tune in to your sense of the person loving you. Imagine allowing this in as a 

form of energy. Fully experience your feelings as the person looks lovingly at you. 

Also experience your own feelings of self appreciation. Attend to your self-talk and 

how it reflects these perspectives. Notice any ways that these experiences change 

how your perceive the world around you in this memory. 

Step #6. Anchor the lovable state. 

Filter out any distractions from this lovable state, and amplify the state. Anchor 

it with an appropriate stimulus. Now you have anchored a loving and lovable state 

that is also tied to qualities that you and others can appreciate about you. Take 
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some time to enjoy any new ideas and perspectives that you have experienced about 

yourself. 

Step #7. Test and future pace this anchor. 

Fire the anchor of being lovable. Future pace by imagining situations in which it 

would be helpful to be in touch with your own lovability. Remember that these fu~ure 

situations do not have to be situations in which you are guaranteed approval. In fact, 

some situations might involve people who don't appreciate you at all. Imagine being 

around people like that, but with your inner sense of your own lovability unshaken. 

Think about how much more difficult it is to manipulate or intimidate someone 

experiencing this high lovability level that you are amplifying. 

* 
ABANDONED PREDISPOSITION 

"For anything worth having one must pay the price; 

and the price is always work, patience, love, self-sacrifice. 

No paper currency, no promises to pay, 

but the gold of real service." 

-John Burroughs 

A predisposition is a tendency which is not yet a habit. It is when you hold a 

particular thought pattern and can't let go of it or when you act in a particular way 

and catch yourself "too late." 

This pattern helps you to abandon the predisposition by turning the compulsion 

into an aversion. In other words, it turns a specific thing or action you "like" into 

a "dislike." 

Review your knowledge on sub-modalities before you tryout this pattern. 
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Step #1. Determine the problematic predisposition. 

Think of something that you like doing or thinking but wish you did not like. 

Can you define it in a statement? 

Step #2. Elicit the current sub-modalities (Image A). 

As you think about this predisposition, elicit the sub-modalities of this mental 

image. Specifically check for driver sub-modalities such as Size, Light, Distance, 

etc. 

Step #3. Elicit sub-modalities from the aversion image (Image 
B). 

Now think of something you dislike and elicit the sub-modalities in that image. 

Again, specifically check for driver sub-modalities. 

Step #4. Change sub-modalities of the predisposition image. 

Take the sub-modalities you've elicited from Image B and use them on Image A. 

If in Image B, for example, the image was to the left and 3 feet in size, make Image 

A go to the same location and enhance (or reduce) to the same size as image B. Work 

through all driver sub-modalities. 

Step #5. Lock the new sub-modalities firmly in place. 

Imagine that you could "stamp" Image A as it is now with the copied sub

modalities of Image B, making the new sub-modalities locked in Image A firmly. 
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Step #6. Test. 

• Now when you think about the thing you used to like doing or thinking, how 

is it different? 

If there is still a tendency to like doing or thinking X (image A content), go back 

through the steps and elicit more driver sub-modalities. 

Step #7. Future pace. 

Imagine a realistic and specific time in the near future, when you might find 

yourself tempted to do or think X (image A content), can you feel the aversion? 

* 
CHAINING STATES 

Make yourself immune to negative states. Create an automatic reaction that 

creates a resourceful and positive state instead. 

Step #1. Choose an unresourceful state. 

Select an unresourceful state for this pattern. Unless you are a beginner, select 

one that poses a challenge when you try to shift into a positive or resourceful state. 

It should also be one that tends to suck you into an increasingly negative state once 

you are in that state. 

Step #2. Identify a positive direction. 

Explore what would constitute a positive direction from this state, based on the 

ideal state that you would like to go to. For example, if the experience of failure 

tends to have too much of an effect on your self-esteem, pulling you down into self

recrimination and self-doubt, your ideal state might be one of total self-support and 
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confidence. The direction that this implies can be something like "awareness of 

inner resources such as gifts, skills, talent, and positive self-talk" and "memories 

of past successes." 

Step #3. Turn this direction into steps to the positive state. 

Based on your ideal state and the direction that you selected, create intermediate 

steps that bridge from your negative state to your positive one. 

Step #4. Anchor each step. 

Experience each step as an increasingly positive state. Fully access each state 

and anchor each to a different knuckle that will serve as a trigger for the state. 

Step #5. Chain the states. 

a. Fully access the first state by triggering its anchor. 

h. When fully in that state, fire the next anchor to access the next state while 

continuing to hold on to the first trigger for a few seconds. 

c. Release the first anchor. 

d. Repeat this process five times. 

e. Do step a through c for each remaining step in sequence from negative to 

positive. Do not rush this process. Attain a very full experience of each state. 

Step #6. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice what benefits you experience from this 

process. See if you have an easier time shifting out of the negative state you worked 

on during this pattern, or if you avoid entering it in the first place. 
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PRAGMAGRAPHIC SWISH DESIGN 

"Dwell not on the past. 

Use it to illustrate a point, then leave it behind. Nothing really 

matters except what you do now in this instant of time. 

From this moment onwards you can be an entirely different person, 

filled with love and understanding, ready with an outstretched 

hand, uplifted and positive in every thought and deed." 

- Eileen Caddy 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts and Todd 

Epstein. 

Resolve compulsive patterns; the acts that a person feels compelled to do, despite 

knowing better. This can include addiction, blurting out thing you thought only your 

parents would say, eating comfort food, switching on the television when you have 

paperwork to do, and many other behaviors. 

Since is it much harder to change a compulsive behavior once your drive has 

reached a high level, this pattern is an opportunity to prevent the behavior before 

your drive becomes too strong, by helping you become aware of it on a more subtle 

level, before it is strong. It weakens the connection between the drive and the 

triggers that activate it, and replaces it with a constructive drive. 

Step #1. Create a Umap" of physical locations. 

Choose physical locations for (A) "Must," (B) "Desire," (C) "?," and (D) 

"Creative Choice." 

Step #2. Step into the UMust" position. 

Choose a compulsive behavior. Physically stand in the "Must" location. 
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Experience the feelings you have when you do the behavior. What does it feel 

like when you "MUST" do the compulsive behavior. 

Step #3. Step backward to the "Desire" position. 

Move to the "Desire" position by physically stepping backward. This spot is the 

feeling that you have just before "Must" breaks into your awareness. 

Step #4. Step backward into the "?" position (the trigger) 

Step back again, this time to the "1" position. This is the trigger that comes just 

before (B), "Desire." 

You may not have been aware of it before, but it is a feeling that triggers the 

"Desire." It may include thoughts, and the feelings or thoughts may be triggered by 

a situation, such as the smoker who always lights up in their car. 

Step #5. Get clear on the sub-modalities involved in "?" 

Notice the sub-modalities that are most influential in increasing the intensity of 

(C). Discover which sub-modalities decrease the "1" feeling. 

Step #6. Step into "Creative Choice/' 

Step into the "Creative Choice" location. Attend to the feelings that stem from 

this state. You may have experienced this state while exploring the sub-modalities 

that decrease the "1" feeling. 

You can think of other "Creative Choice" experiences as well. Notice which 

sub-modalities have little or no impact. 

a. Get clear on the sub-modalities. 

Experience the sub-modalities that give the most gusto to your "Creative Choice" 

feeling. Notice which have no impact. 
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b. Notice the sub-modalities shared with "?" 

Notice which of the sub-modalities intensified "?" and "Creative Choice." 

Step #7. Do submodality-work in the u?n position. 

Return to your "?" spot. Elicit the strengthening submodality for "?" (e.g. bright 

and big), as well as the one that reduced the intensity of "Creative Choice." Notice 

how this creates a sort of pull into your "Desire" location. 

Gradually intensify the "Creative Choice" submodality. If it is dim and small, it 

will become bright and large. At the same time, slowly reduce the intensity of the 

submodality for "?" 

Keep going until their intensities have completely reversed. "?" is now low 

intensity, and "Creative Choice" is high intensity. As you do this, move from your 

"?" spot into the "Creative Choice" spot. 

Step #8. Repetitions of step 7. 

STEP out of "Creative choice" and repeat step seven as quickly as you can. Do 

this at least five times. 

Step #9. Test. 

Test your results by stepping back into the "?" spot and discovering which 

direction you find yourself wanting to move toward. 

Notice what occurs when you attempt to return to your prior compulsive feelings 

and behavior. 

* 
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COLLECTING RESOURCES 

"Good judgment comes from experience. 

Experience comes from bad judgment." 

- Jim Horning 

When you're in the process of achieving an outcome or goal, you are "consuming" 

or using resources. A resource could be anything, really. A resource could be a 

mental capability, such as knowledge, curiosity, creativity or perseverance. A 

resource could be a physiological trait, such as endurance or strength. A resource 

could be a physical entity, such as money or an office. A resource could be the help 

of others, such as your teachers, mentors or friends. There is one possible problem 

which you should be careful not to run into, while you're on your journey to fulfill 

your outcome. You see, when you look into the future, while working on your 

goal, you are usually very subjective about that image. Most likely, you will make 

"realistic" predictions based on what you know about yourself, your capabilities, 

your environment and worse of all-your past. You will judge how this outcome 

will affect you and the people around you. To stay objective in determining the real 

resources you already have, and the ones you would need to develop or reach, ask 

yourself the following questions: 

1. What exactly do I want by having this outcome? 

2. If this outcome was someone else's, what resources does that person need in 

order to achieve this outcome elegantly and rapidly? 

3. Using the "As if" frame: If I look at myselffrom the point of view of X (someone 

who likes me), what are my current strengths and most important resources? 

Identify resources to work on-By looking at my answers to #2 and #3. 

• Which of these resources do I still need to work on in order to have/be able 

to use? 

• Who can help me this week to accomplish this need? 

* 
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ADVANCED VISUAL SQUASH 

"Success is not measured by what a man accomplishes, but by the 

opposition he has encountered and the courage with which he has 

maintained the struggle against overwhelming odds." 

- Charles Lindbergh 

Build your congruence and success by resolving parts conflicts. Integrate parts 

that are not aligned. 

Step #1. Identify the conflict~ and separate the parts. 

Choose an internal conflict and identify the incongruent parts. For example, if 

you have trouble saving money, identify the part that wants to spend liberally, and 

the part that is frugal. 

Step #2. Put well-formed sensory representations of each part in 
each hand. 

• What would each part look and sound like? 

• How might it move or gesture? 

Develop a well-formed sense of each part. Place one part in each hand. Select 

which part goes into which hand based on how you feel about them. 

Step #3. Understand the positive intentions of each part. 

Ask each part to tell you its positive intentions in this conflict. Relax and let 

ideas emerge. Note which seem to be the most important. A good way to phrase the 

question is, "What is the good that you desire from this behavior of yours?" 
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Step #4. Share resources between the parts. 

Notice what is similar between the two part's positive intentions. Ask each part 

what resources it could use from the other part. Work with the parts until both have 

a good sense of this. Create an image of each resource. Imagine energy flowing from 

one hand to the other, and say, "Give a complete copy o/these resources to the other 

part (list the resources to be copied)." 

Imagine an image of each resource flowing through that energy into the other 

part. Do all of this once for each part. Notice the changes in each part's behavior 

and appearance. (This is called submodality mapping across.) 

Step #5. Develop an image of the integrated, shared resources. 

Get an image of the combined resources of the two parts. Place this image in the 

center between your hands. 

Step #6. Turn the parts to face each other, and observe the 
changes that result. 

Have the images in each hand turn to face each other. Turn the palms of your 

hands toward each other. Let your imagination modify these images to express how 

they are changing. 

Step #7. Integrate the parts by bringing your hands together 

Allow your hands to come together only as fast as you can allow the integration 

of these parts into one special part that expresses the good intentions and resources 

of each. When working with a person, use this phrase as you place your hands in the 

same position as theirs. Then move your hands together slightly faster than they do. 

Invite and allow the parts to blend into and enhance the image of integration. 
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Step #8. Enhance the integration by experiencing itfully, and 
bringing it into your body. 

Once your hands come together, fully experience the feelings involved. Allow 

the image to morph as it expresses the changes in your feelings and resources. Bring 

the image and energy into your body by bringing your hands to your chest. 

* 
SUBMODALITY OVERLAPPING 

"Sometimes you've got to let everything go-purge yourself. If 

you are unhappy with anything ... whatever is bringing you down, 

get rid of it. Because you'll find that when you're free, your true 

creativity, your true self comes out." 

- Tina Turner 

Build up weaker sub-modalities to improve creativity and problem solving as 

you represent things in a richer way. 

The brain relies on representations that it can hold in various aspects of memory 

that it can move and manipulate as information. Improved sub-modalities improve 

this aspect of intelligence. 

Also, you can make your speaking and writing more compelling by using your 

enriched awareness of sub-modalities to generate enhanced and varied submodality 

references. 

Step #1. Select a relatively weak modality that you would like to 
improve. 

Think of which of your rep systems you most favor. 
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Step #2. Describe or imagine something, relying primarily on 
your favored rep system. 

For example, if you are primarily visual, you might think of a nearby park in 

as much visual detail as possible. Also describe it verbally. Refer to several sub

modalities, such as color. 

Step #3. Switch over to the rep system you are improving. 

Let's say you want to improve your auditory rep system. In the example above, 

you would recall all the sounds that happen there. In the above example, you would 

have birds chirping, children playing, and swings squeaking. As with the visual 

mode, include sub-modalities such as loudness, pitch, and sound reflections (echo 

and reverberation such as that which reflects from walls). Verbally describe all of 

this as well. 

* 
EXTERNAL STIMULUS 

THRESHOLD 

"Our generation has an incredible amount of realism, yet at the 

same time it loves to complain and not really change. Because, if 

it does change, then it won't have anything to complain about." 

- Tori Amos 

A threshold is a line between two states of mind: bearable and unbearable. 

Sometimes, in order to change a behavior, you have to induce the triggers and 

resourceful states at the same time, making sure that the resourceful states win in 

each "threshold battle." 

This is a pattern to do just that. It involves two practitioners and one client. The 

reason you want another person helping you performing this pattern on a client is 
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that you could concentrate on your client's abreactions (strong emotional reactions) 

while firing the anchors, and your colleague will role-play the undesired behavior's 

triggers. 

Step #1. Identify the unresourceful state and its most influential 
stimuli. 

You should work with your client ahead of time to recognize exactly the series 

of events that take place right before they find themselves already engaged in the 

undesired behaviors or states. When questioning your client on internal events, make 

note of their eyes accessing cues. Your colleague will need those to induce the states 

later on. In addition, write down verbal communication scripts if they are important 

for the induction of the undesired states. For example, if your client has presented 

a problem of non-proportional or inappropriate anger towards his son, check if it's 

something that the son is saying verbally and write it down. If hearing the words, 

"Dad, are we there yet?!?!" is a trigger, note the tonality but also the syntax of the 

words themselves, digitally. Focus on one habitual state or behavior, not more. 

Step #2. Break state. 

Ask your client some neutral questions to break the state. Ask them to walk 

around for a bit or do any other physical movement to forget about step #1. 

Step #3. Anchor resourceful states and stack them. 

Now work with your client and anchor as many resourceful states as possible. 

Use the problem state as a guide-

What could be a good contradicting state to the negative one? 

Include comforting states such as "composure" or "gratitude." Stack anchors by 

using one master anchor for each one of the positive states. Stacking anchors simply 

means that you anchor the same way while inducing different states each time. What 

happens eventually is, that when you fire the master anchor, your client gets a rush 

of all the positive states "stacked" on that trigger. Be careful when you choose the 
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location and manner of the master anchor. You want to make sure that this is not 

something that can cause an inner conflict later on in the session. Do not use popular 

anchoring locations, such as the back of the hand or the shoulder or knee. These are 

known in Neuro Linguistic Programming, but you never know what has happened in 

your client's life and body until they met you. Anchor the master trigger where you 

are certain there is no way for disturbance by any other internal process. 

Test the stacked anchors a few times by firing a master anchor, breaking state, and 

repeating. This is a step you do not want to hurry up. Work slowly and thoroughly, 

maintain a high level of sensory acuity and take note of every abreaction you get 

from your client. Take special care if the abreaction appears when you fire the 

master anchor. If it does, you were too careless in choosing the master anchor! An 

abreaction at this stage means that the master anchor is also inducing some conflict 

in your client. 

When that happens, go back to step #2, stay there for awhile, talk with your 

client about anything other than the subject of the session, and then work on this 

step again. Do not worry, even the best NLP practitioners get these challenges, and 

as a flexibility test you should welcome these challenges and work through them. 

You'd be a much better change-maker because of such incidents. 

Step #4. Role playing of the unresourceful states. 

Allow your colleague to step in and work with your client to recreate the 

scenarios which hold triggers for the unresourceful states and behaviors. Give your 

colleague the eye accessing cues worksheet and any other useful information that 

could be used in the role playing. 

Step #5. Trigger the stacked anchors. 

As your colleague keeps the role playing going with your client, fire the anchors! 

Do exactly what you did at the end of Step #3, when you tested the stacked anchors, 

and fire them all. Stay focused and maintain sensory acuity because this is a hard 

and long process for all of you. 
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Step #6. Continue until no abreaction is present. 

Abreactions are those minute subconscious "hiccups" that signal you, the 

practitioner, that your client has some emotional reaction to whatever is going on 

in the session at that time. When you cease to notice these abreactions, it means 

that your client has passed the threshold point and his mind is now pretty much set 

on using the resourceful states as a reaction to the events that used to trigger the 

undesired behaviors and states. 

Step #7. Future pace the resourceful states. 

First of all, break state. Let your client rest for a few minutes, and then fire the 

anchors again and future pace for upcoming opportunities. 

* 
DECISION DESTROYER 

"When making a decision of minor importance, I have always 

found it advantageous to consider all the pros and cons. In vital 

matters, however, such as the choice of a mate or a profession, the 

decision should come from the subconscious, 

from somewhere within ourselves. In the important decisions of 

personal life, we should be governed, 

I think, by the deep inner needs of our nature." 

- Sigmund Freud 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to various contributors. 

Exchange limiting decisions for constructi ve ones in order to improve success and 

mood. We can view our behavior and feelings as expressions of many decisions that 

we have made during our lives. These decisions may be conscious or subconscious. 

In other words, you might be aware of the need to make these decisions (equivalent 
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to skill level "conscious incompetence") or unaware of the need (equivalent to skill 

level "subconscious incompetence"). These decisions may have profound effects 

on our development and continued functioning because they were made before we 

could even speak. These decisions can be about the nature of the world, of people, 

and of ourselves. 

Most of us have some habits deprive us of much success and happiness because 

of the way they affect how we relate to the world, to others, and even to ourselves. 

Decisions that have such harmful effects tend to arise when we are psychologically 

overwhelmed. This can happen in adulthood, but it is especially troublesome when 

we make them in childhood. This is because of their effect on our development, 

and because of how deeply ingrained they are as "pre-verbal" decisions. When we 

make decisions before we have the necessary wisdom to make them with, we end 

up with destructive ways of relating to the world, to people, or even to ourselves. 

Patterns of dysfunctional relationships, poor self-esteem, and sabotage can often be 

traced back to these unwise decisions. We can think of the collecti ve nature of our 

decisions as a "mental map" of our world. We navigate our world and relationships 

using our mental maps. 

Step #1. Select and clarify a limiting decision. 

Think of a negative pattern in your life. Based on the introductory comment to 

this pattern, verbalize an underlying decision that has guided your behavior in a 

dysfunctional way. If it sounds irrational, that is okay. Decisions made earlier in life 

sound especially illogical. Think about the decision to clarify things about it. For 

example, when does it seem that you made it? How does it affect your life? 

Step #2. Develop and anchor a positive decision. 

Develop a constructive decision that would be an excellent improvement over 

the limiting decision. Enhance it until it is well formed. For example, it should be 

specific. Enhance it further by developing the positi ve feelings you have about it 

into a positive decision state. Enhance the positive state until it is strong. 

Anchor the state. 
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Step #3. Associate into the limiting decision and anchor it. 

Float back above your timeline to the point when you first recall acting upon 

the limiting decision. Observe it from this dissociated vantage point. Associate into 

this point in time and experience the time when you made the decision. Anchor the 

limiting decision state. 

Step #4. Float back to earlier experiences, seeking the first one. 

Float to earlier points on your timeline where your behavior has expressed the 

limiting decision. Go back to the point where you actually made the decision. If you 

had already gone to the earliest memory in step three, then skip this step. 

Step #5. Go forward, returning to your positive decision. 

Go forward in your timeline to your superior decision, and again access its 

positive state. 

Step #6. Go earlier to your first limiting decision. 

Float back past your earlier limiting decision, to a point just fifteen minutes 

prior to that decision. Bring the positive state with you as you associate into that 

point in time. 

Step #7. Experience that early decision while fully accessing the 
new resources. 

Re-experience the situation and early decision while maintaining full access to 

your positive resource state. Notice how your experience of this situation, and of 

yourself in the situation, are changed. 
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Step #8. Quickly zoom to the present, integrate the experience, 
and future pace. 

Quickly zoom forward along your timeline to the present moment. Stop here and 

take some time to absorb what has happened. Future pace, seeing how situations 

similar to the pattern that was negative might play out with your new perspective 

and state. 

* 
THE GODIVA CHOCOLATE 

PATTERN 

HI can charge a man's battery and then recharge it again. But 

it is only when he has his own generator that we can talk about 

motivation. He then needs no outside stimulation. 

He wants to do it." 

- Frederick Herzberg 

Increase your motivation by associating intense pleasure with a desired behavior. 

This is also the perfect place to introduce a concept of change-work that will 

make your practice a whole lot easier and much more productive. This is the concept 

of staying out of your client's way! Inducing intense pleasure in a person is the 

most elegant outcome to be proven how this concept works in real life. You see, the 

more you talk during the initial stages of the trance in this pattern (step #2), the less 

effective it's going to be eventually. You have to give your client enough time to be 

convinced that what they feel is pure pleasure, and that they really do not need the 

physical object they imagine in order to feel such an intense level of pleasure. 

This approach serves two outcomes. First, you can work with your client much 

easier on unhealthy habits. If they have experienced the same pleasure without the 

original inducer (cigarettes, chocolates, cyber-porn, etc.), they can trust you enough 
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to remove these habits completely; replacing them with something that they can 

control. Second, you want them to go as deep in a trance as possible, on their own. 

People are easily distracted. Unlike the myth, hypnosis does not give you full 

control over their senses. You should avoid speaking too much, especially in the 

early stages of trance, even if you mean well and speak slowly and quietly, you still 

have to let them go deeper on their terms. Once they are reminded of a source of 

pleasure, their subconscious mind will do the hard work for you. It will send them 

right into trance, because the need to feel again something so good is automatic. Do 
not disturb a natural process when you can use it for the successful outcome of 

the session. 

Step #1. Select a source of intense pleasure. 

Think of a food or other thing that you have an intense craving for, and that 

you take immense pleasure in. The creator of this pattern must have chosen Godiva 

Chocolate. The more of a compulsion you have to enjoy this indulgence, the better. 

Step #2. Imagine indulging in this pleasure. 

Use all rep systems to imagine partaking of this indulgence. Amplify the sub

modalities that give it its compelling intensity. Refer to this as image one. 

Step #3. Imagine the behavior that you want to increase. 

Select a behavior that you really want to increase. Picture yourself doing this, 

and form a dissociated image of this. We'll call this one image two. 

Step #4. Complete an ecology check. 

Imagine what it would be like to be highly compelled to engage in this activity. 

What kind of outcomes might occur? 
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Can you think of any reasons that you would not like this? 

Adjust your image or goal behavior as needed until it makes it through your 

ecology check. 

Step #5. Put image one behind image two. 

Use your imagination to place picture one (the compulsion) behind image two 

(the desired behavior). Now, picture one is hidden by picture two. 

Step #6. Open a hole in picture two so you can see picture one. 

Allow yourself to see a little bit of picture one by opening a small hole in picture 

two. Expand the hole so that you get a good view of picture one. Fully enjoy the 

excitement that comes from this image. 

Step #7. Shrink the hole back down. 

Cover image one by shrinking the hole, so that you see image two again. 

Step #8. Repeat at least three times. 

Repeat steps six and seven at least three times or until you feel that you have 

associated compulsive excitement with the desired behavior. 

Step #9. Test. 

Over the next few days, see if you feel better about the desired behavior, and see 

if it increases. If not, see if repeating this process is helpful. 

* 
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AUDITORY REP SYSTEM 

DEVELOPMENT 

"Deep listening is miraculous for both listener and speaker. 

When someone receives us with open-hearted, non-judging, 

intensely interested listening, our spirits expand." 

- Sue Patton 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Improve your auditory rep system in order to better perceive sound, its meanings, 

and subtleties. This can enhance your modeling and communication. You can practice 

this strategy also with a recording, but be sure to record your own voice as well. To 

make it even more useful, listen to your recorded voice a few times to get used to it. 

Step #1. Listen to a sound. 

Notice an ongoing or recurring sound in your surroundings. Carefully listen to 

it for roughly ten seconds. 

Step #2. Reproduce the sound. 

Using your voice, reproduce that sound as closely as possible. If it is a sound 

that you can't imitate very well, imitate any aspect of it that you can. 

For example, rhythm, warble, grittiness, and any other submodality of the sound. 

Step #3. Compare 

Try this with a partner. Compare how you reproduce the sound. 
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Step #4. Internal Representations 

Ask your partner what internal representations were used and in what ways they 

feel their voice resembles or does not resemble the sound. Give the same information 

to your partner. 

Step #5. Submodality Rating 

Take a look at the list of sub-modalities. Listen to the sound with each of these 

in mind, but filter for each submodality, one at a time. Can you add any of the sub

modalities to your imitation of the sound? Refer to appendix B for a list of sub

modalities. 

As you do this, compare with your partner where you feel the sound belongs in 

the range of each submodality, on a scale of zero to ten, with zero being "not at all" 

and ten being the highest level, or 100%. Include in your discussion what you used 

as a reference to rate the submodality. For example, take volume. Louder or quieter 

than what? Consider grittiness. Grittier than James Brown, or smoother than Enya? 

Step #6. Reproduce 

Reproduce the sound again. Notice any improvements, and how your awareness 

has improved. 

• What sub-modalities had the biggest effect on your discernment? 

Compare with your partner. 

* 
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VISUAL REP SYSTEM 

DEVELOPMENT 

"The man who does not read good books has no advantage over 

the man who can't read them." 

- Mark Twain 

Much like the Auditory Rep System Development pattern, this pattern will help 

you refine the subtleties and perceptions of your visual representational system. 

It will improve your abilities to distinguish sub-modalities, which is a necessary 

skill when working with NLP patterns. It will also freshen-up your creativity and 

problem solving capabilities. 

The visual rep system is memory based. Visualization, in essence, is a big 

word for saying that you remember what a certain item looks like. 

Step #1. Take an onion and put it in front of you. 

In many traditional and old-fashioned visualization guides you would find the 

instruction to imagine an orange or a banana. We believe that this is no test to your 

imagination, and it does not provide any value in imagining something you've seen 

10 thousands of times in the past. Normally, you wouldn't take an onion and observe 

it intensely. You would do so with an orange just before you're about to peel and eat 

it. Concentrate now on the onion and try to grasp the big picture; how it looks, the 

colors, the shades, and so on. 

Step #2. Close your eyes and imagine exactly the same onion. 

Now, with your eyes closed just keep the image you've seen with your eyes 

open in your mind's eye. That's all. It's easy, and it takes almost no effort to see 

something and recalling it the same second you close your eyes. 
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Step #3. Open your eyes and take another good look at the 
onion. 

What you do now is confirming that the image in your head matches, more or 

less, the image your eyes are getting from the surrounding. The reason for this step 

is that further on in this pattern we will manipulate the mental image the same ways 

you subconsciously manipulate other images that affect your emotions. This will 

also convince you how powerful and in-control your imagination can be. 

Step #4. Close your eyes again and multiply the onion's size. 

Now you're doing some image manipulation. Your brain is better than any 

version of Adobe Photoshop and much faster than any quadruple Intel processor on 

the most elegant Mac computer. Close your eyes and imagine the same onion. As 

you do so, double its size. You could simply "bump" the image closer to you; when 

things are closer, they seem bigger. Here's a more complicated request-double 

the size again. Now the onion would probably be much closer and almost "in your 

face." If it isn't close enough to make your eyes tear, double the size again! 

Step #5. Return to normal size and change colors. 

Open your eyes and look at the onion again. 

Close your eyes and imagine the same picture you've seen with your eyes open. 

The onion is now back in its normal size. As you look at the mental image, imagine 

that the onion is changing colors. 

Go randomly and fast. 

Choose any color you wish and for 30 seconds or so, keep changing the color 

every second. 

Go beyond the usual colors like blue, black, yellow, white, green or red. Try 

purple, army green, beige, cinnamon, coral, lavender blue, orange-peel, pink, 

yellow-green, smooth violet, tyrian purple, teal, tangerine, spring green, sapphire, 

salmon, rose, rust, pale blue and so on. 
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Step #6. Return to normal color and change structure. 

Now open your eyes again and take a good look at the onion. Close your eyes 

and imagine this normal looking image. This time you are going to manipulate the 

onion's structure or "physics." 

Imagine the onion becoming elongated, thin and long. 

Now back to normal. 

Imagine it become fat or chubby. 

Now back to normal. 

Imagine it becoming like the digit 8, fat on the edges and very thin in the middle. 

Now back to normal. 

Imagine it with a huge hole in its middle, big enough so you can look through it. 

Now back to normal. 

Imagine the onion having a chunk been taken off it, much like the Apple logo. 

Now back to normal. 

Imagine the onion becoming flat, completely flat. Now back to normal. 

You can keep these mental experimentations going as far as your creativity takes 

you. 

Step #7. Repeat. 

One crucial element to any skill development outcome is repetition. 

If your visualization skills are not as good as you'd like them to be, repeat this 

pattern every day or every other day. 

* 
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STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

AWARENESS 

"A human being is part of a whole, called by us the Universe, 

a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his 

thoughts and feelings, as something separated from the rest a 

kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a 

kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and to 

affection for a few persons nearest us. 

Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening 

our circles of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the 

whole of nature in its beauty." 

- Albert Einstein 

This pattern increases your awareness of your states and how they affect your 

perspective. This awareness is valuable in nearly every aspect of Neuro Linguistic 

Programming and life in general. Any effort you make to enhance your states and 

patterns calls on your awareness of these things in order to make the discriminations 

called for by the pattern. 

Step #1. Review today-'s states. 

Note the states you have experienced today. Review your day, taking note of the 

major states that you have experienced so far. 

Step #2. Represent the states. 

Draw a circle to represent each of these states. Inside the circle, draw a simple 

face, like a happy face, to represent how you felt. It can be as simple as happy and 

frown faces. 
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Step #3. Annotate the states. 

Rate the intensity of each state with a number from one to ten. Underneath, note 

the main internal representations and changes in physiology that you experience in 

this state. Put an asterisk (*) next to the main triggers of the states. For example, 

if you were treated rudely this morning, What was it that really triggered your 

feelings? 

Looking at sub-modalities, it might have mainly been an aspect of the person's 

tone of voice. Remember to include meanings, not just sensory experience. Perhaps 

it was what the person was implying with their tone, rather than the tone itself. 

Step #4. Test. 

See if doing this exercise enhances your ability to detect the changes and 

subtleties of your states, and how your thoughts and circumstances can trigger them. 

* 
NON-VERBAL CUES 

RECOGNITION 

"Somebody must take a chance. The monkeys who became men, 

and the monkeys who didn't are still jumping around in trees 

making faces at the monkeys who did." 

- Lincoln Steffens 

Practice recognizing non-verbal cues and getting to know you're your own face 

expresses emotions that you experience, even when you are not trying to show them. 

This skill will help you function almost like you can read minds. 

People can observe an extraordinary number of non-verbal cues. It is estimated 

that there are over 1,500 cues for interpreting the state of mind that a person is in. 
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You will improve your skill in reading others, by trying it out on yourself, making 

subtle observations of the interplay of the over 90 muscles of your face. Practice 

this exercise a good number of times over several days, until you are very good at 

running yourself through the prescribed emotions. 

Step #1. Make initial observations in a mirror. 

STEP in front of a mirror, or get one for this purpose, and take a good look at 

your face. Look carefully, examining your face for even the most subtle and delicate 

features. 

Consider these surfaces: 

Facial skin, in general-it's color, thickness and stretch. 

Ears-not how big, but in what shape. 

• Earlobes 

• Forehead 

• Eyebrows 

Eyes 

• Eyelids 

• Eyelashes 

• Nose 

• Nostrils 

Cheeks 

• Cheekbones 

• Lips 

• Jowls 

• Hair 
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• Wrinkles 

• Moles 

Step #2. Create a very subtle smile. 

As you watch your face, create the subtlest smile you possible can; one that will 

be almost impossible to see. Increase the smile until you can see it. 

Step #3. Take yourself through emotions. 

Without trying to express them in any way in your face, take yourself through the 

emotions listed below. Take your self into memories that will evoke each memory, 

one at a time. Spend about five seconds entering the state, observe your expression 

for two or three seconds, and take about one second to break state, then move to the 

next emotion and do the same thing. 

This fast tempo is a key to success for this exercise. 

When you break the state, it can help to take a power breath through your nose 

and look up at the same time, then release the air, and move on to the next emotion. 

Except for the last memory (surprise), don't use the auditory modality for these 

memories, since it takes time to listen to, and it can flood us with other memories. 

If you are highly emotionally sensitive, you may want to have a friend with you for 

this exercise.Here are the emotions: 

• Fear 

Joy 

• Anger 

Acceptance 

• Sorrow 

Anticipation 

• Disgust 
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• Surprise 

Step #4. Repeat until you are good at it. 

The next steps require you to be good at the preceding steps, so repeat steps one 

through three a good number of times over several days before you move on to the 

remaining steps. 

Step #5. Exercise the expression of polarities. 

This time through, you will be using a different set of emotions that are on 

polarities developed by Aristotle. Have a drink of water to prepare. We will be going 

at a slower pace this time. Give the first emotion eight to ten seconds, and then five 

to seven seconds for transition, and then eight to ten seconds for the paired emotion, 

then five seconds to cool down, breaking the state. 

Continue with the next pair in the same way until you are done with all pairs.You 

will be going for a more intense emotional experience this time, so use all sensory 

modalities, including auditory. Going for more intense emotions will teach you a 

great deal about yourself. Practice this part of the exercise over a few weeks. This 

will definitely take you out of the "phantom" reality of what you think your facial 

expressions convey, and into accurate understanding. Here are the pairs: 

• Anger vs. Calmness 

• Friendship vs. Enmity 

• Fear vs. Confidence 

• Shame vs. Shamelessness 

• Kindness vs. Rudeness 

• Pity vs. Adoration 

• Indignation vs. Acceptance 

Envy vs. Gratitude 
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Step #6. Test. 

Over the days and weeks after you have fully completed this process, notice 

how your awareness of your public identity, and your ability to perceive subtleties 

in others' expressions has expanded. 

* 
COMPULSION BLOW-OUT 

"Every action must be due to one or other of seven causes: 

chance, nature, compulsion, habit, reasoning, anger, or appetite." 

- Aristotle 

A compulsion is an irresistible urge to behave in a specific way, most likely and 

especially when it's against a person's conscious will. Compulsions are different 

than habits. Habits can be somewhat consciously controlled, and there are productive 

habits as well as non productive ones. Compulsions are not within your conscious 

control (therefore we say it's against your will), and they are all non productive. This 

pattern desensitizes compulsions that range from fingernail chewing to obsessing 

about being jilted. 

Step #1. Select the compulsion. 

Choose a compulsion that the person wishes to eliminate. It should be one that 

has some kind of external trigger. Even nail biting has an external trigger. It is the 

sensation of fingernails extending to a certain length, or just existing. 

Step #2. Identify the primary trigger. 

Determine what circumstance or factor triggers the compulsive behavior. 
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Step #3. Identify the two strongest sub-modalities of the trigger. 

Review the various sub-modalities of the rep systems involved in the trigger. 

For example, with nail biting, there are usually very specific sensations that are 

related to fingernails, but are much more subtle and specific, such as a tingling 

or pressure felt inside the body in connection with sensing the fingernails or even 

being conscious of them. 

Step #4. Intensify the sub-modalities to an extreme. 

Have the person use their imagination to increase the sub-modalities to the 

highest possible level. If there is a sense of the nails sticking out, imagine them 

protruding very far. If it is a feeling of pressure in the body, imagine being closer 

and closer to exploding. 

Step #5. Repeat until there is significant desensitization. 

Take the sub-modalities back to normal, and increase them to an extreme. Do 

this until the person shows signs of feeling that the process is boring, trivial, or 

otherwise not triggering. 

Step #6. Recommend additional help. 

Do not attempt to replace treatment for a psychiatric problem such as drug 

addiction. Recommend that a person with potentially harmful behavior get an 

appropriate assessment for possible treatment. 

Step #7. Test. 

See if the person reduces their compulsive behavior, is more open to additional 

work, or exhibits other signs of improvement. Repeat this process as needed. 
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Additional Advice 

You can add other approaches and NLP patterns for compulsive or obsessive 

behavior. Interruption is another approach. When the person feels like carrying out 

the behavior, they engage in an incompatible behavior that disrupts the impulsive 

drive. An example would be tightening the stomach while pressing the palms 

together intensely. 

Thought-stopping is another method, where the person substitutes another 

thought that is very "loud" and distracts from a compulsive thought. An energy 

therapy such as emotional freedom technique or a cognitive somatic therapy such 

as eye movement desensitization and reprocessing may help. People with obsessive 

compulsive disorder may benefit from understanding the disorder and experiencing 

therapy that helps them understand that their compulsion is fueled largely by a brain 

dysfunction that can be seen graphically in a brain scan. Seeing such a brain scan is 

part of this treatment. 

* 
CREATING POSITIVE 

EXPECTATIONS 

"One must still have chaos in one to give birth to a dancing star." 

- Nietzsche 

My first lesson in the Hypnotherapy College was about expectations. First, we 

started discussing our own expectations from the course; then, the teacher said 

what he considered to be most important... the client's expectations. It doesn't really 

matter who you are, how tall you are, how much experience you had in doing therapy 

or Hypnosis or NLP. It doesn't matter if you're a native, a foreign student or you're 

naturally stuttering. Your client expects something, and you have to make sure it 

is positive. It's not only directed to active Hypnotherapists. Even if you're just 

"playing" with Hypnosis; learning it for your own use, to get better, to communicate 
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more persuasively or whatever-this is one concept that can be expanded to many 

other areas of life. 

To create a positive sense of expectation in another person (a client, a child, a 

co-worker, etc.), act confidently. Even if you aren't really sure what you're doing 

is right, in Hypnosis it doesn't matter much. You cannot do harm. The little "trick" 

of acting as if you know what you're doing, and focus on your client and not on 

your own thoughts and memories ... that's how you create a sense of confidence. I 

wouldn't want a nervous insecure person to hypnotize me! Would you? But, if she acts 

confidently, responding to your hints and it seems like she's reading your thoughts, 

it will be much easier, much more comfortable and hopefully also effective. 

If you aren't convinced yourself that you OWN the skills, that you're the best 

option to choose in solving that specific problem, when a client arrives at your door, 

you'll be too nervous to serve properly. I had the same issue. That's why I gave 

plenty of free sessions to people, but without telling them why. 

The first few sessions were not effective, since I kept focusing on my own 

feelings and memories instead of those of my client; later on, I forced myself to 

focus ON my client instead of thinking what I should do / say next. Make sure your 

client knows he's about to get results. Make sure you say it with every fiber of your 

being. Look at their eyes. Speak with no "hmmm ... " or "well .... " 

Use the Meta Model to negate speculations or objections. Don't react to any 

word your client says. Even if he says, "I don't believe in Hypnosis," agree with it. 

I would have said, "You aren't alone; Me too. I believe it's simply a tool you can 

use to help yourself, nothing more. By the way, how did you sleep yesterday? Oh, 

interesting ... and right at that moment when you feel drowsy and a bit out of this 

world, what did you think about? Any specific memories that have made you more 

comfortable as you went more and more relax . .. " 

You can use whatever your client offers you. If you get uptight, thinking "Oh my 

god! He said this or that ... " It won't work. Use whatever your client says, affirm 

it, say it's true and that you agree with it. This way his mind won't have any reason 

to argue. In other words-stay cool. If you follow these few advices you'll create a 

sense of positive expectation in your clients. They will feel comfortable, and will 

have an easier time trusting you. That's what you really want-trust. If you act with 

integrity, confidently and calmly, you'll earn trustworthiness. 
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From that base, your road to fulfill a great therapeutic session is really short. 

Without it, you can keep spreading 10,000 hypnotic suggestions but none will work. 

Did I just make you expect positive results from your next session? I wonder. 

* 
BREAKING LIMITING 

ASSOCIATIONS 

"At the age of 20, we don't care what the world thinks of us; 

at 30, we worry about what it is thinking of us; 

at 40, we discover that it wasn't thinking of us at all." 

- Anonymous 

One of the most important ways out of stuck thought patterns is to develop a 

better-articulated sense of how our minds work. That is, to develop a more subtle and 

detailed recognition of our thoughts and rep systems and how they form interlocking 

patterns. As you know, much of Neuro Linguistic Programming is about unlocking 

these patterns to allow for more flexibility. The Breaking Limiting Associations 

pattern is a very rapid pattern, once you learn to work with it. 

If you and your client have identified in advance a well formed outcome and 

the problematic thinking patterns that disturb the achievement of this outcome, you 

only need to work one by one through them using this pattern. In addition, this 

pattern is powerful mostly because of its use of the body. Your client has to move 

around, which involves more senses. The more your client is engaged in the process 

to be changed, the better and longer lasting results that process would bring. 

When you work with patterns that involve your client moving around and being 

active, it is better if you explain the steps ahead of time. In this pattern, for example, 

it would serve you well to decide ahead of time where the anchors on the floor should 

be. Walk your client through it before using the pattern. It will make everything go 

smoother. Also, remember that when you use active patterns, that is patterns that 

involve physical action by your client, speak slower. Do not rush it, because your 
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client needs to organize and re-organize thoughts and physiological movements, and 

being in trance they need more time than normal awake states. This is also not the 

kind of pattern to use right in the first session you have with a client. 

Establish some trust first, work on other issues for the first session if this one is 

the best choice for a specific issue your client has presented. The reason is that this 

pattern may cause automatic and random breaks of state for your client. Physical 

movement requires attention. That's also the reason you should have trust with your 

client, and more than so-explain the steps ahead of time. It makes the need to move 

from one spot to another less of an "unknown" and more comfortable and logical. 

Step #1. Select a problem and identify its typical context. 

Select a problem that tends to occur in a particular environment or situation. 

Think about what in the context leads to the behavior. Make note of factors such as 

time of day and the kind of people or pressures that are involved. 

Step #2. Anchor to the floor. 

Get into the problem state and anchor it to a spot on the floor. Take a little time 

to get to know the state and it's sub-modalities. 

Step #3. Anchor a resource state. 

Determine what resource state would make it easy to eliminate the problem. 

Pick another spot on the floor, and imagine stepping into the state there. Anchor the 

resource state to that spot. Notice the details of that state. 

Step #4. Transfer the resource state to the problem spot. 

Move back to the problem anchor spot, but access the resource state and amplify 

it. Hold the image of the problem pattern while fostering the physiology of the 

resource state. 
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Step #5. Add stimuli while returning to the resource position. 

Tap your right foot. Move your left finger to your chin. Look up right while 

going, "Hmmm," as though you were having a deep thought. At the same time, step 

back into the resource anchor spot. 

Step #6. Figure-eight your eyes through the rep system positions 
while focusing on the problem pattern. 

As you think about the problem, focus on each rep system as you move your 

eyes into each corresponding rep system direction in a sideways figure-eight pattern 

(like the infinity symbol). 

Step #7. Break state. Notice any resourcefulness in your state or 
ideas. Run an ecology check. 

Break your state. Notice any changes in how you experience the problem. 

Look for fresh ideas or a more resourceful state. 

Ask yourself if there are any objections to experiencing the problem from this 

more resourceful place, or dropping the problem for a more successful behavior. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the next few days, notice any changes in this problem behavior pattern and 

how you experience it. See if your behavior is more successful in any way. 

* 
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SECONDARY GAIN AND 

PERSONAL ECOLOGY 

"Exert your talents, and distinguish yourself, and don't think of 

retiring from the world, 

until the world will be sorry that you retire." 

- Samuel Johnson 

Personal ecology means that you consider your personal needs, aspirations, and 

values in the outcome. 

Personal ecology gives an important edge to your plans because it brings about 

inner alignment. If any part of you feels at all uncomfortable with the outcome, then 

you should add, remove, or improve whatever aspects of your outcome need you to 

adjust them. 

Once you're totally on board, in other words, once you have your motivations 

fully aligned, then you have put yourself in a much better position to succeed. 

Personal alignment provides a powerful force. 

You can also take a look at the flip side of this question: 

• What is there about the status quo that might give you a reason to stay stuck? 

• Might your subconscious mind have any reasons to jinx your plans? 

You should definitely address any problems like that in your outcome. And 

everyone, no matter how strong their will or how smart or courageous, everyone has 

incentives to not move forward with their plans. Dealing with this now aligns the 

forces of your personality for success. 

* 
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WHOLE SYSTEM ECOLOGY 

"Even the mighty and ferocious cannot conquer the small 

but secure; Thus a man-eating tiger cannot swallow a single 

porcupine. " 

- Liu Ji (14th century general) 

You have already started thinking about your personal ecology. There are other 

individuals and systems as well. By systems, we mean families, schools, regulatory 

government agencies, businesses and so on. 

• Does your outcome, as defined so far, impair your relationship with any 

other individuals or systems? 

• What can you do about it? 

• Ask the helpful question, "If I could have it now, would I take it?" 

Maybe the answer is obvious, but this question really gets you thinking about 

possible downsides or imperfections in your outcome. The question, "If I could 

have it now, would I take it?" can inspire you to evolve your outcome. 

Of course, nobody wants paralysis by analysis, but don't under-think your 

outcome. Put your mind into that outcome as if you have achieved it, and open your 

thinking to means of improving that outcome. 

The time to rework your outcomes comes before you start investing a lot of 

resources. 

The way to align with your highest goals is to stay flexible about your outcome; 

to rework the outcome as needed; to shape the outcome into something even better. 

Now you are developing one of the hallmarks of NLP: ecology; where all parts of 

you agree with the outcome; where your desires, your values, and your needs are all 

aligned into one powerful direction. 

* 
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META-MoDEL CHALLENGING 

"Language is not an abstract construction of the learned, or of 

dictionary makers, but is something arising out of the work, needs, 

ties, joys, affections, tastes, of long generations of humanity, 

and has its bases broad and low, close to the ground." 

- Noah Webster 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder. 

With this pattern, you will practice the fundamental skill that assists with 

modeling and with ensuring adequate communication. Look further in this book for 

a full explanation of the meta-model and its violations in language. 

Step #1. Identify meta-model violations when spoken to you. 

As someone speaks to you, listen for meta-model violations such as excessive 

generalization or deletion, and inappropriate presuppositions. Notice whether you 

can have good sensory representations of what the person is saying. 

As you "map over" into sensory representations, you are likely to find that there 

are missing pieces, that tempt you to "fill in the blanks" by going out of sensory 

representation or using your imagination. 

• How well can you tell what the person is referring to and what they mean? 

For more of these meta-model distinctions, refer to the appendices. 

Step #2. Whenever you hear a meta-model violation, ask about 
it. 

For example, if two ideas that don't belong together are treated as if they do 

(complex equivalence), then ask. "How is it that protesting war is dividing the 

country? " 
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Perhaps the person doesn't know that countries are always divided over issues, 

and this is the nature of politics throughout history. Perhaps they know that, but fear 

a military coup will result from it this time around. 

If the person is irritated or becomes manipulative when you ask meta-model 

questions (questions that clarify meta-model violations), see if you can find out 

what the person is attempting to prevent you from knowing or doing. 

You can start by directly asking why they are getting mad (or whatever their 

reaction is). 

Needless to say, this should be a situation in which you are safe and don't have 

much to lose by alienating this person. This is just for practice, after all. 

Step #3. Continue until you have a well-formed understanding of 
what the other person is saying. 

Step #4. Test. 

Test by expressing your understanding and seeing if the person agrees, or test 

by seeing if you have a clear understanding of how to respond effectively. To 

use an obvious example, if the person gave you directions, did you arrive at your 

destination? 

* 
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META-MoDEL 

INTENTIONAL USAGE 

"If language is not correct, then what is said is not what is 

meant; if what is said is not what is meant, then what must be 

done remains undone; if this remains undone, morals and art will 

deteriorate; if justice goes astray, the people will stand about in 

helpless confusion. Hence there must be no arbitrariness in what 

is said. This matters above everything." 

- Confucius 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Tad James. 

Produce constructive change as efficiently as possible with the very structured 

questioning of this pattern. It includes presuppositions in the course of asking meta

model questions. The purpose of this very structured questioning is to help produce 

constructi ve change as efficiently as possible. 

Discuss a personal problem with someone (questions included). 

Ask the following questions in the specified order in the course of the discussion. 

Phrase the questions as you wish, in order to fit the situation and the person you are 

speaking with. 

a. "What do you believe is the problem?" 

b. "What is the cause?" 

c. "How have your efforts to solve the problem failed so far?" 

d. "If the problem were solved, what would be different (how would you know)?" 

e. Note: At this point, we flip into a positive frame that moves into a solution 

state. "What do you want to change about this problem?" 

f. "When will you stop it from limiting you?" 
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g. "How many ways do you know that you have solved the problem?" 

h. "I know that you have already begun to change and see things in new ways." 

Test. 

Observe changes in physiology, attitude and behavior. Note any changes that 

occur in the person's life in the next days or weeks. 

* 
DE-N OMINALIZING 

"But behavior in the human being is sometimes a defense, a way 

of concealing motives and thoughts, as language can be a way of 

hiding your thoughts and preventing communication." 

- Abraham Maslow 

Get much more control over your mind and your life, by resolving the meta

model violation known as nominalization. This works because nominalizations 

remove the actor from the scene. 

If I say, "I have to go visit my stupid relatives," I'm not saying who is in charge 

of the "have to." If I decide to be empowered, I can say, "I'm going to make my 

mom happy by visiting my stupid relatives." or, "I decided it wasn't worth going 

through that misery." 

Even better, if you can say it honestly, "I'm going to create a completely new 

and mind-expanding experience with my relatives." 

We nominalize when we turn verbs into nouns. If you talk about "the relationship," 

it seems to have a life of its own. 

• Where is your (and the other person's) leadership and vision? 
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Step #1. Select a nominalization from your own thinking. 

Think about situations in which you feel less powerful. You might feel 

overwhelmed, frustrated, or coerced. Find a nominalization in the way you talk 

about the situation. 

Step #2. De-nominalize by turning at least one noun into a verb. 

Find a way to turn at least one noun into a verb. This change puts someone 

into the driver's seat. The more challenging or empowering it feels, the better. If 

it challenges you to take responsibility in some way, that is a special challenge to 

embrace. 

Step #3. Talk about it without nominalization. 

Explore ways to talk about the situation without nominalization, and by including 

the verb(s) you identified. 

Instead of, "This job is killing my soul." you might have, "I am super motivated 

to get a different job, and fast. I'm networking and telling everyone I meet to keep 

an eye out for good opportunities in my field." 

Step #4. Test. 

• Do you feel that you are in a more meaningful, connected, empowered state? 

* 
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THE FORGIVENESS PATTERN 

"Don't tell your friends their social faults; 

they will cure the fault and never forgive you." 

- Logan Pearsall 

Rid yourself of the brooding resentments that can sap your creative energies. 

Step #1. Associate into your higher values and self-esteem. 

Include a sense of sacredness or human dignity to all people in this state. 

Step #2. Sense the difference between the fundamental human 
essence of the individual as opposed to their behavior. 

Step #3. Feel your anger over harmful behaviors that some 
people engage in. 

This anger is not at the fundamental humanity that we protect with civil rights. 

You are sensing anger that arises from certain behaviors, especially behaviors that 

violate those rights. 

Step #4. Take permission to sense the humanity of all, including 
people who engage in hurtful behavior. 

Step #5. Expand your state to include a sense of releasing, and 
associate it with the hurtful behaviors. 

Allow your self to conjure a sense of releasing, and imagine releasing, for now, 

your attachment to these behaviors. This attachment may consist of ruminating about 
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them, over-focusing on how they must be punished, and other ways of being attached. 

This step is not intended to reduce your capacity, commitment, or responsibility for 

addressing such behaviors, of course. 

Step #6. connect with the aspect of yourself that is capable of 
responding to these hurtful behaviors. 

This can include your power of speech and ability to cultivate it over time. It 

can include your awareness and understanding of the boundaries that these hurtful 

behaviors cross in order to be hurtful. It can include your preparedness to defend 

those boundaries under certain circumstances. 

Step #7. Test. 

Notice if this process has reduced your resentment and expanded your forgiveness. 

Notice in the coming days or weeks how any changes in your forgiveness are playing 

out. 

* 
ALIGNED SELF 

"The truest wisdom is a resolute determination" 

- Napoleon Bonaparte 

Aligned-self means heading in a strong direction because your values, beliefs, 

sense of identity and purpose in life are all working together. This pattern helps 

you achieve or reclaim that state. We say "reclaim" because many people complain 

of falling out of alignment for various reasons. Self-alignment creates a wonderful 

snowball effect, in which the more you are aligned, the better your results are in life, 

and the more you are able to align because of the positive feedback, empowerment, 

and support that results. This pattern uses Dilts' logical levels, listed in the appendix. 
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Step #1. Select a resource. 

What would help you in becoming more aligned in your values, beliefs, sense 

of identity and purpose in life? 

• What would make you feel more purposeful or hopeful? 

States such as calm resolve, creative joy and appreciation of developing mastery 

systematically are good candidates. 

Step #2. Create visual space anchors for each neurological level. 

Select a visual space for each of what will become six anchors: environment, 

behaviors, beliefs and values, capabilities, identity, and spirituality. 

Step #3. Focus on each space, exploring how it will contribute to 
your alignment. 

Start at the highest level (spirituality) and work your way down. * 

3. Focus on the environmental space. Ask, "When and where do I wish to express 

X (the resource you selected)?" 

h. Focus on the behavior space. Ask, "What behaviors will help me express X in 

those times and places (from the previous step)?" 

c. Focus on the capabilities space. Ask, "What capabilities will help me express 

X in the form of those behaviors in those times and places?" 

d. Focus on the beliefs and values space. Ask, "What beliefs and values will help 

me express X through these capabilities, the feed those behaviors at those times and 

places? " 

You are asking as to what beliefs and values will support you and direct you 

toward you highest goals, as well as what is meaningful and valuable about the 

capabilities from the previous step. 
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e. Focus on the identity space. Ask, "What kind of person has these beliefs and 

values? What kind of person expresses X?" 

f. Physically stand in the physical space. Ask, "What is my overarching purpose 

in life? What is my life mission?" 

Take some time to verbalize these thoughts, but without becoming mired In 

creating the perfect mission statement. 

Step #4. From the bottom (behavior) step into each space 
working up. Enhance the state of each space7 and carry it into 
the next space. 

a. Enhance this spiritual space by amplifying and enriching the state. Take that 

state with you as you step back into the identity space. 

b. Enhance the sense of identity. Notice how the spiritual state helps you do this 

as you experience your sense of identity and highest values or meaning and purpose 

(spirituality) at the same time. 

Take the identity and spiritual states with you as you step into the capability 

space. 

c. Enhance your sense of capability. Notice how the spiritual and identity states 

support this sense of capability. Take that state with you as you step back into the 

beliefs and values space. 

d. Enhance your sense of beliefs and values. Sense how your spirituality, identity, 

and capability states contribute to your beliefs and values. Bring this state to the 

behavior space. 

e. In the behavior space, enhance your potential for taking action. 

Notice how your spirituality, identity, capability, and beliefs and values support 

this kind of action. 

Notice how the spiritual state puts you in connection with the UnIverse and 

humanity. 
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Discover how your sense of identity puts the behavior in the context of who 

you are as a person. See how your capability state puts more power into your action 

potential. Finally, see how your beliefs and values give meaning and importance to 

this behavior. Take all these levels into your environment space. 

f. In the environmental space, explore how all the preceding levels support your 

ability to harmonize with the context of the behavior, as well as to derive resources 

from the context. Resources can be as airy as inspiration, or as palpable as concern 

about upsetting the boss. 

Step #5. Take time for integration. 

Spend some time experiencing all of these levels blending into a superstate. 

Notice any new insights, ideas, or scenarios coming to mind. Keep an open focus so 

that these thoughts can flow through as you process this new experience. 

Step #6. Future pace. 

Imagine moving through life with this state engaged. Notice ways that you are 

more aligned in these future scenarios. 

Step #7. Test. 

In the coming days or weeks, notice any ways that you are more direct and 

empowered in pursuing meaningful goals, or in developing or changing your goals. 

* 
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CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE 

"Excellence in any department can be attained only by the labor 

of a lifetime; it is not to be purchased at a lesser price." 

- Samuel Johnson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to John Grinder and Judith 

DeLosier. 

With this pattern, you can produce high-performance states. It helps you become 

more aware of the internal sensations and the behaviors that can help you produce 

a positive state. It also helps you perceive cues from others. The technique includes 

establishing an internal anchor for a state of excellence. 

Step #1. Choose your resourceful state. 

Select a resourceful state that you wish to experience at will, such as creativity. 

Step #2. Choose a time to trigger the state. 

Think of a time when you experienced a rich version of this state. 

Step #3. Create a symbol for an excellent state. 

Imagine that you have a circle before you on the ground. If you prefer, you can 

select a specific color, symbol or other visual or auditory cue to associate with the 

state. 

Step #4. Step into this symbol and recall the memory. 

STEP into the circle or symbol. Fully associate into the state and relive the 

experience, amplifying the state. Experience the memory from first position. 
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Step #5. Observe internal patterns associated with the state. 

Notice the patterns you produce that are associated with this state. 

To do this, internally focus your attention, noticing all relevant internal 

representations, characteristics of sub-modalities, patterns of breathing and tension, 

and anything else you can experience. 

Step #6. Amplify the state. 

Amplify and enrich the state by increasing the sub-modalities in all rep systems. 

This includes things such as the clarity and compelling qualities of your own 

inner voice, as well as brightness and size of images. 

Step #7. Step back and break the state. 

STEP back out of the circle or symbol and break this state. 

Step #8. Test. 

Test this circle of excellence that you have created, by stepping forward into it. 

How well do you access the state? 

Step #9. Repeat 

Repeat the first seven steps until you trigger the state easily. 

Step #10. Extend this work to appropriate situations. 

Think of some situations that you would handle better from this state. 
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Imagine taking your circle of excellence into these situations, using future 

pacing to prepare for them. 

* 
ASSERTIVENESS INSTALLATION 

"The basic difference between being assertive and being 

aggressive is how our words and behavior affect the rights and 

well being of others." 

- Sharon Anthony Bower 

Assertiveness is a very important trait, yet people often fall into habits of being 

too passive or aggressive. These habits can be subconscious, and people often fail 

to realize how much they are losing and how many bad experiences come from poor 

asserti veness. 

Step #1. Analyze the non-assertive behavior. 

Determine what the person does instead of asserting himself or herself in a 

specific situation. In addition to the behavior, uncover the chain of thoughts and 

other internal representations that take place prior to and during the non-assertive 

behavior. For verbal thoughts (self-talk), get a good sense of their position. 

• For example, how much are their thoughts acting as a broadcast for someone 

else's thoughts. And how much are they trying to preempt what other people 

might think? 

Dynamics such as these show problems with perceptual position misalignment. 

And this is a clue for you, by the way, to notice issues that you might want to 

handle with other patterns before continuing a process. As for the stronger sensory 

elements, look at sub-modalities as well. 

You are looking at what drives the person toward the non-assertive behavior. 

Do not just assume that the sub-modalities have to be from the known driver sub-
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modalities (size, location, etc.). It could be any type in any modality. Be thorough 

in your investigation of sub-modalities in this step, because that might determine 

the success of the whole procedure. 

Step #2. Assess what stops the assertive behavior. 

Notice any ways that an impulse to be assertive is stopped. One way to derive 

this is to simply mention two or three assertive behaviors that might apply to the 

situation. 

Then ask, "When you think of doing this, what happens?" 

The person is likely to describe a dominant rep system, such as the kinesthetic 

sense of feeling fear in their stomach, along with some thoughts. Help the person 

express these thoughts and develop them into specific beliefs such as, "If I asked 

for that, it would mean that I was a needy person. People like that are disgusting." 

(Notice the nominalization regarding disgust. Who is disgusted, and why?) 

Clarify the ways that stopping assertiveness can be useful. 

Step #3. List ways the assertive behaviors can be useful. 

Develop with the person a list of ways that one or more of the assertive behaviors 

can be useful. Make sure that this list appeals to the broadest possible spectrum of 

values that the person holds dear. Make sure that this includes as many selfish 

motives as possible, as well as any ways that the results of their assertive behavior 

would benefit any people or groups that the person feels are deserving. 

For example, if self care makes them more productive, they will be able to 

contribute more to the world in the long run. Also, their medical bills will be lower, 

so they can contribute more to their favorite cause. 

Be sure to include the pleasure of experiencing an assertive state that is free 

of guilt or other causes of shyness. As you are doing this step, be sure that you are 

using each element to foster a state of easy, confident assertiveness in the person. 
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Another issue to consider is morality and ethics. Your client might have other 

parts that object such a stream of thoughts, making oneself more important in one's 

eyes. Allow these parts to speak up and use the Parts Negotiation pattern is needed 

to make sure they do not interrupt in the rest of this procedure. 

Step #4. Expand the assertiveness state. 

Bring the person's attention to the ways they are beginning to experience an 

assertiveness state. This includes any rep system elements, including thoughts. Ask 

elicitation questions, such as- What do you see, hear, feel? Elicit sub-modalities 

as well, and maintain a high level of sensory acuity. Note which rep systems are 

most compelling, and of the thoughts, which values expressed by the thoughts are 

most compelling. Begin future pacing by, for example, having the person imagine 

carrying out assertive behavior buoyed by this state and fully expressing this state. 

• What kind of posture, gestures and facial expressions would be expressed? 

Again, if you maintain a high level of sensory acuity, you would notice their 

posture, gestures and facial expressions and give them verbally as feedback to your 

client in order to prove that the process is already working. Include a fantasy of 

people reacting very normally and favorably to this behavior in order to reduce 

the fear and create positive expectations on the subconscious level. Since voice 

is so important in assertiveness, have the person imagine vocal tone, volume, and 

pacing that are likely to gain cooperation and make the assertive requests. Again, 

bring up the positive feelings that go with the assertive state and behavior. Be 

very supportive of these feelings, and help the person amplify them. Use the sub

modalities that were most influential on this specific client. 

Step #5. Go through the time line , generating examples of 
assertive behavior. 

Have the person go through their timeline, thinking of many examples of assertive 

behavior. This includes any times that the person expressed an aspect of the assertive 

behavior. For example, they may feel badly about having said something meekly, 

but if they used the right words, have them focus on this very intently. The purpose 

of this is to modify the person's self concept into that of an assertive person. 
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This way they will have a greater expectation of being asserti ve, more permission 

to be assertive, and better competence at being assertive. They will also express 

assertive cues such as body language that set expectations in others. This will cause 

people to respond in ways that elicit more assertiveness in the person. 

Step #6. Diminish the images of non-assertive behavior. 

Bring the person's awareness to their images of not being assertive. These 

images may include memories and fears. Ask them to send those images behind the 

assertive images. Have them imbue the nonassertive images with the qualities of the 

assertive images. For example, if the assertive images have a more lively, colorful 

quality, have the person modify the nonassertive images to have that quality. Have 

them do the same with other modalities and sub-modalities, such as vocal tone 

and accompanying thoughts. Move unassertive feelings to the same location as the 

assertive feelings, and modify the unassertive feelings to match key aspects of the 

asserti ve feelings. Continue making these adjustments until the person feels very 

congruent with assertiveness, even though these unassertive elements were being 

processed. 

Step #7. Future pace. 

Go back to future pacing, having the person imagine carrying out assertive 

behavior in various situations. Be sure that they bring the assertive state into the 

situation, and that their future images have the qualities of the assertive images that 

have been developed. 

Step #8. Test. 

Have the person give you feedback over the coming days or weeks about any 

changes in their behavior that have to do with assertiveness or anything else that 

they think is important. 

* 
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CRITICISM ANALYZER 

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind 

don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." 

- Dr. Seuss 

This pattern let's you experience criticism without taking it too personally. It 

uses the concept that words are not real. If criticism sets of a chain reaction inside 

you that results in anger, shame, or defensiveness, you need to remember that such 

suffering is optional. This pattern gives you control over these reactions. 

Fear of criticism is one of the most disabling fears of all. The importance of 

learning how to accept criticism well can be seen in our most primitive need-to 

be liked. Social status and relationships with other people are very important to 

us. Human beings are social creatures; we need these connections for two main 

reasons - survi val and pleasure. 

There is no real joy if you just have fun alone, is there? The greatest joy is when 

you share the happiness, when you win as a team and not just as an individual. Did 

you ever wonder how come men hug each other and cry on the football field? Did 

you see a player crying and hugging himself or herself? 

The survival aspect of social life is also obvious - we need the service and 

escort of other people to run our lives. You need the shopkeeper, the mechanic, 

the physician, the bus driver, the electric company technicians, and so on. But you 

also need your family, to be supported and nourished; you need your spouse to feel 

intimacy and love, which is also a basic survival need. 

You need other people in your life, nobody is an island. But with the gift of 

relationship comes also a catch 22-you cannot be social without knowing how 

to handle criticism well. Yes, some people will want to criticize you for their own 

good, not yours. But many will not. Many will be careful and perhaps brave enough 

to let you know what you're doing wrong (in their opinion) or how your inaction or 

actions, behaviors, choices and emotional expressions are affecting them. 

Learning to accept criticism well and knowing how to handle it maturely is one 

of life's greatest skills and one that will boost your self-esteem and self respect. 
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Step #1. Select a situation in which you responded badly to 
criticism. 

The first time, do this exercise III your imagination. In the future, this can 

become like a reflex that you do rapidly. Then you will get to the point that you 

do it unconsciously, with your mind freed to be even more of a master. Imagine a 

situation in which you were criticized and it was either painful, or you do not care 

for how you reacted, or you did not like the results that came from your reaction. 

Step #2. Generate a state of safety. 

Create safety by sending the other person farther away until it feels comfortable. 

This might be an extra foot, or it could be so far you can't see them (like on the 

moon). Add a force field or tough Plexiglas shield between you and the other person. 

Once you feel safe, anchor this sensation. 

Step #3. Respond to the person with validation. 

Imagine saying something to them, such as, "(Name), thanks for telling me 

this." 

Change the words to fit the situation. If it's a formal business relationship, you 

might want to sound like this, "(Name), thanks for taking the time to discuss this 

issue with' me. Your observations and ideas are very important to me, so I'll take 

this feedback very seriously." 

Or if it is a romantic relationship, try something like, "Honey, I'm really glad 

you trust me so much that you can share something like this with me. My vision for 

our relationship is that we can be this open and create even more support for each 

other and have really good times together while we're at it. It might take me some 

time and effort to really get what you need one hundred percent, but I will do my 

best to keep trying and listening. To me that's a sacred promise." 
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Step #4. Ask for more information. 

The person will know that you care and that you can handle criticism if you ask 

them to offer more details. Also, the more you know, the better you can respond, 

whether you need to disagree, negotiate, or offer up a major mea culpa. You can use 

a phrase such as, "Tell me more about this," or ask about something that you don't 

fully understand. 

Step #5. Imagine the response in an effective way that is not 
disturbing. 

Imagine the person filling in some details. Practice the perceiving of what they 

say as though you are watching a movie that plays out the details as they see them. 

Make the image small enough that it is not at all overwhelming or troubling. This 

gets you some distance or objectivity, but keeps you in a state of receptivity. 

Step #6. Reflect what you have received. 

Reflecting is very important in communication. Practice it here by restating 

what the other person has told you. It's best to summarize what you feel are the 

most important parts. This shows the person what stands out to you, and helps them 

know what to emphasize when they clarify their ideas and concerns. You can begin 

with a phrase such as, "] want to make sure] understand you, so let me tell you what 

stands out to me so far." You can end with something like, "How am ] doing?" or 

"Are those the main things?" 

Step #7. Get to an Uagreement frame /' 

You may not be able to do this justice in your imagination, but be prepared to 

have some back and forth in the real world. The person will probably want to add 

or repeat some things. People who do not feel validated will repeat points a lot of 

times, so the more you can help them feel valid, the more time you'll save. 
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When they add points, summarize them as in step six. This is a good point at 

which to elicit exactly what they want from you or from the situation. Some people 

jump into criticism before they have figured this out, especially if they are assuming 

that they can't get what they want. Eliciting their wants can calm them down and 

get them into a more creative and even a more cooperative mindset. Once the person 

is comfortable with your level of understanding, you have achieved the agreement 

frame. 

Step #8. Generate your own representation in a top left position. 

Your understanding is probably different from that of the other person. At 

the minimum, you will have some different priorities, that is, you will feel some 

different things should receive the most emphasis. Create a representation in the top 

left of your mental and visual space. This representation shows your understanding 

of the situation. It should include sights, sounds, words, and feelings. 

Have it show not only details, but your priorities, needs, beliefs and values. It 

is powerful to visualize at least one ideal outcome. Emphasize the rep system that 

helps you gain the most clarity. For example, if it is self-talk, the images may not 

be so important. 

Step #9. Compare the representations of you and your critic. 

How do the movie you made of your critic's understanding contrast with the 

representation you made of your understanding and priorities? 

Step #10. Respondfrom your understanding, and do it in a 
classy way. 

Respond to your critic with some areas of agreement, starting with a phrase such 

as, "J do agree with you on some important points ... " 

This time, emphasize what the other person wants that you can agree with, and 

that you intend to cooperate with. Then convey the ways that you disagree, starting 
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with a phrase such as, HI can't completely agree an a few points, though. Where 

(issue) is concerned, I think ... " 

This is a good time to indicate what you aren't willing to cooperate with, along 

with what you need to see happen. Use language that fits the situation. How hard or 

soft you sound is a strategic decision. 

Step #11. Seek closure. 

Bring the discussion to a focus on decisions. This can range from them being 

satisfied that you have acknowledged them, to a need to negotiate commitments, or 

agreeing to disagree and take the issue to a higher authority. 

Step #12. Take this to the relationship level. 

Ask the other part, What would help them feel better about your relationship? 

whether it is a working relationship, a romantic relationship, or some other kind of 

relationship. Offer your own needs in this regard, as well. Discuss it in a way that 

generates hope and optimism about your future together. Close by emphasizing your 

appreciation for them coming to you openly, rather than for the specific details. 

Step #13. Test. 

As the situation unfolds, see if this has enhanced the relationship and your ability 

to respond in a way that fills the other persons needs, including their need to feel 

that you care and see their needs as valid and serious. See how well they are able 

to do the same for you. If there are problems, assess them. If you feel the person 

is strictly being manipulative and wants an unfair advantage, then you will need to 

shift to a different strategic frame that involves gamesmanship of some kind, limit

setting, and ways of gaining more power to protect your interests. 

* 
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THE EXCUSE BLOW

OUT PATTERN 

"Nothing is impossible; there are ways that lead to everything, 

and if we had sufficient will we should always have sufficient 

means. It is often merely for an excuse that 

we say things are impossible." 

- Francois De La Rochefoucauld 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Michael L. Hall. 

This pattern helps you get things done by turning subconscious excuses into 

alignment. This stops procrastination. 

Step #1. What's your excuse? 

Choose something important that you want to accomplish, but have been 

procrastinating on. Think about what happens when you get close to doing the 

actions that are necessary for this accomplishment. 

What do you do instead? 

• What feelings and thoughts come up just before you get detoured? 

• Can you identify any conscious excuses? 

Perhaps instead of excuses, you have thoughts that redirect you. For this exercise, 

we'll call them excuses. 

If the pattern is not conscious, run through the sequence in your mind and listen 

for subtle thoughts, pictures, and feelings that you hadn't exactly noticed before. 

Look for vague, irrational ideas or feelings that sound silly when you put them 

into words. 

Those can be the ones that slip away from awareness unless you are actively 

looking for them. Old, habitual, irrational thought patterns tend to be the least 
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conscious, yet they can pack a lot of power. Get to know these excuses not just as 

something that you understand, but also as a state that you can feel. Ex plore the sub

modalities that give this state the power to divert you from your aim. 

Step #2. Assess the excuse pattern 

Answer the following questions: 

• Is it really just an excuse? 

Do you want to keep this excuse? 

• Do you need to have this excuse in your life? 

• Does it serve your life at all? 

Does it enhance your quality of life or empower you to be a better person? 

• If there is some part or facet of the excuse that you might need or want to 

preserve, what is it? 

• What facets of the excuse may serve a positive purpose for you? (Find the 

hidden agenda.) 

Step #3. Preserve the Values of the Excuse 

The previous questions helped you connect with value in the excuse pattern. You 

can preserve the benefits, yet change the pattern so that you can get accomplish your 

goal. Start by identifying any aspect of the excuse that is valuable. 

• For example, Are you trying to juggle too many things, and fear that you will 

lose other important priorities? 

Imagine that you can remove all of this value and set it on a spot that is separate 

from the excuse pattern. Now the excuse pattern is a useless, empty shell. 
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Step #4. Reject the old excuse. 

Access a strong "NO!" state. Muster up an intense, inner "Hell No!" Remember 

a time when you felt absolutely against something that was completely, intensely 

unacceptable to you. The more disgusted you were, the better. Amplify this into a 

Hell No state. 

Expand the state so that you feel it throughout your body, even into your hands 

and feet. Anchor this state.Imagine the empty excuse immediately in front of you 

and step into that excuse with the NO! state. Stomp on the excuse with the power 

of your "Hell, No!" 

Hold it in your hands and smash it into the ground. Stomp it into pieces. 

Step #5. Test your anti-excuse response. 

Imagine the desired activity. Notice what happens as you think about moving 

toward it. Notice what you feel, see, and think. Notice any excuses that remain 

in the shadows of your mind. See how they may interfere with your life, love, or 

success. Work on any remaining excuse patterns, beginning with step two. 

Step #6. Future pace. 

Remind yourself of your intense Hell No state and how you applied it vigorously 

to your excuses. 

Imagine the earliest upcoming time when you will want to work on this goal in 

some way that you would have typically ended up avoiding.Imagine yourself (in a 

dissociated image, as if you are looking at yourself from the corner), at the moment 

you would choose to start the activity. At that moment, start smashing the excuse. 

Say, "Hell no!" 

Access the most open, eager state that you can, and imagine starting the activity. 

If you feel like you what to actually do the activity now, go right ahead! 
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Additional Advice 

Go slowly at first and then repeat the pattern while speeding up the process. 

Go for weaker excuses first, just for training with the pattern. Don't take the heavy 

challenges up front. Make sure your whole body and mind are involved in the 

process of change. If you feel a twist in your stomach when you remind yourself of 

the excuse, it's working! 

If you feel any discomfort or hesitation when you think of starting the activity, it 

means there is still an excuse lingering. Dig deep and get to know this feeling. Turn 

it into words so you can understand it better. Work on it with this exercise. 

* 
THE BASIC MOTIVATION 

PATTERN 

"When negative feelings are suppressed positive feelings become 

suppressed as well, and love dies." 

- John Gray 

The following strategy demonstrates how the various elements of imagination, 

expectation, criteria, sub-modalities and association can be combined into a simple 

strategy to help people better inspire and motivate themselves to take actions which 

will lead them to desired outcomes. 

Step #1. Imagine enjoying a key achievement. 

Imagine that you have achieved one of your greatest dreams in life. Imagine 

yourself fully enjoying it. Experience the sights, sounds, and feelings of this 

enjoyment. 
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Step #2. Enhance and anchor the state as a pleasure motivation 
state. 

Amplify the compelling and motivational aspects of this experience. Do this by 

adjusting sub-modalities such as brightness and size. This is a pleasure motivation 

state. Anchor it. 

Step #3. Future pace with this state. 

Carry these feelings into imagining yourself taking steps that will actually move 

you toward your dream outcome. Trigger your anchor for the pleasure motivation 

state to enhance this state. 

Step #4. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice if you find it easier to take steps toward 

this or other dreams or desired outcomes. 

* 
INDUCING AMNESIA 

"Too many parents make life hard for their children by trying, too 

zealously, to make it easy for them." 

-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

Amnesia is a very useful tool when you work with clients. Milton Erickson 

used to induce amnesia from the very first contact with your client. The idea is that 

if your client "forgets" (your client's mind actually pushes the given time period 

into the subconscious) a certain part of the change work, they will be less likely to 

interfere with the results consciously. 
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For example, if in the session you and your client have covered that she is binge

drinking alcohol because she wants to be more socially accepted, it would be more 

useful to use amnesia after you establish new and healthy resources for your client 

to be socially accepted. This way, when your client goes on with her life, her mind 

will have forgotten why she felt like binge-drinking. 

Once there is no good reason, the alternatives become more prominent. If your 

client remembers "why I binge drink," the emotional roller-coaster can lead her 

into binge-drinking again, regardless of your session's success. 

You can initiate amnesia with a simple confusion method: " .. . and I wonder if 

you would remember that when you came in this door, you took your right leg in 

and if you could forget to forget that when you leave this door you will put again, 

your right leg out." This is a very simple suggestion to tie the entrance to the 

room with the exit, and by that "pushing down" the time period in between into the 

subconsciousness. 

* 
THOUGHT VIRUS INOCULATION 

"I'm such a good lover because I practice a lot on my own."

Woody Allen 

Robert Dilts created this NLP pattern. This pattern creates a defense against 

destructive (toxic) thought patterns, conceived by Dilts as "thought viruses." 

Step #1. Establish the following spaces on the floor. 

Step into each one and elicit the corresponding state. 

a. Neutral Space 

An objective state from which you can review the process. 
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b. Prior Limiting Beliefs Space 

Experience a belief that you no longer have, and that was limiting or childish, 

such as believing in Santa Claus. 

c. Early Doubting Space 

Experience the time at which you begin to doubt a limiting or childish belief that 

you no longer have. 

d. Old Beliefs Museum Space 

Get in touch with all of your prior limiting or childish beliefs. 

e. Empowering Belief Space 

Think of a belief that is functional and ecologically appropriate. Experience the 

sense of empowerment that comes from this kind of belief. 

f. Open to Belief Space 

Connect with something that you previously were not open to believing, but are 

now open to believing. Get the sense of openness to belief. 

g. Sacred Space 

Elicit the congruent and committed feeling of being fully connected to your 

mission in life. 

Step #2. Test the spaces. 

Have the person step into each space from the meta-position space. Amplify and 

re-anchor the state for any spaces that do not trigger the corresponding state. 

Step #3. Process a toxic thought by taking it through this 
sequence. 

a. Come up with a toxic belief to take through the process. 

b. Have the person take this belief through each state in the sequence above. 
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c. Continue cycling through this sequence until the person is ready to deposit the 

toxic belief in the Old Beliefs Museum S pace (part d). 

d. Step into the meta-position and develop an empowering belief that can fill the 

void left by the old, toxic belief. The new belief must be functional and ecologically 

sound. 

Step #4. Step through each space with the new belief. 

Follow the sequence of steps as before, but this time with the new belief. If the 

person begins to experience any confusion, have them step into the meta-position and 

clarify the belief so that it can function in the state where the confusion developed. 

Step #5. Future pace7 checking the ecology of the new belief. 

Take this belief into imaginary future situations and look for any ecological 

problems to address. Refine the thought in any ways that are necessary. 

Step #6. Test. 

In the coming days or weeks, notice any ways that this new belief influences 

your attitude and results in life. Notice any limitations or problems, and refine the 

belief as needed. 

* 
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THE RELATIONSHIP 

CLARIFYING PATTERN 

"A relationship is like a rose, how long it lasts, no one knows. 

Love can erase an awful past, love can be yours, you'll see at last. 

To feel that love, it makes you sigh, 

To have it leave, you'd rather die. 

You hope you've found that special rose, 

'cause you love and care for the one you chose." 

- Rob Cella 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts (under the 

name "Characterological Adjective"). 

This pattern helps you identity characterological adjectives (CA's). CA's encode 

basic characteristics of relationships. Each CA implies a counterpart. For example, 

the CA of "victim" implies the counterpart of "victimizer." Getting to the essence 

of a dyadic relationship opens the gateway to understanding the dynamics of the 

relationship and how the two parties contribute to enduring patterns, including 

patterns that are dysfunctional. 

Step #1. Select a difficult person or situation. 

Come up with a person that you have trouble communicating with, or a situation 

that gets in the way of you being creati ve and producti ve in getting desirable results. 

In such a situation, you would feel stuck. 

Step #2. Get a typifying word from third position. 

Imagine that you are observing the situation from a seat in a movie theater. 

Allow your mind to come up with a word that captures the essence of the situation, 

such as "obstructive" or "narcissistic." 
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Step #3. Place yourself onto the screen and into this situation. 

Observe your own behavior and come up with a word that captures the essence 

of your reactions and involvement with this situation or person. For example, 

"reactive" or "gullible." 

Step #4. Isolate the CA's 

Think of the two words or phrases that you came up with, such as "obstructive" 

and "reactive" or "narcissistic" and "gullible." Notice how these two words or 

phrases are counterparts to one another. You have gotten to the essence of the dyad 

by isolating the characterological adjectives. 

* 
THE FALLING IN-LOVE PATTERN 

"Some of the biggest challenges in relationships come from the 

fact that most people enter a relationship 

in order to get something: 

they're trying to find someone 

who's going to make them feel good. 

In reality, the only way a relationship will last is 

if you see your relationship as a place that you go to give, 

and not a place that you go to take." 

- Anthony Robbins, author of Awaken The Giant Within 

This pattern shows how surprisingly easy it is to enhance your feelings of love 

and affection toward your loved one, to extend infinitely a familiar and endearing 

intimacy. These exciting results are produced with nothing more than anchoring. 
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Step #1. Clarify what you want to feel toward a special person. 

Select a special person for this exercise, such as your significant other. List in 

your mind or on paper the feelings you would like to feel toward this person. Even 

though dynamics in the relationship may have caused some alienation, regaining 

these dear feelings can help you enhance the relationship. The usual way is to work 

on the relationship so that the feelings will return. This is a "bottom up" approach" 

because it emphasizes the somatic (physiology). 

Step #2. Elicit and focus on this loving state 

Bring the feelings that you identified together into a loving state. Enhance that 

state by working with the sub-modalities that are most powerful in inducing this 

state. If the state is developing well, you will find it easier to forgive the other 

person's faults and transgressions, if appropriate. 

Step #3. Enhance the state with future experiences. 

Enhance the state further by imagining future experiences that you both enjoy 

together with a strong bond. Keep adding images, sounds, and feelings to these 

experiences until you get a sense of being in love throughout your body. 

Step #4. Anchor 

Once you have a strong state, anchor it. 

Step #5. Test the anchor. 

After repeating step three and step four a few times (usually 10 or 12 times is 

plenty), test the anchor. Do this by breaking the state, then firing the anchor. If the 

anchor works, then you should feel a loving connection with this person. If you are 

not satisfied with the results, a likely reason is that you did not associate yourself 

fully in step three, or there was a problem with the anchor you chose. 
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Step #6. Test for results. 

Discover ways to use this process to enhance your relationship. For example, 

fire the anchor before working on communication with your partner. Notice how 

these explorations affect your relationship. 

Additional Advice 

Use good judgement in choosing who to work with. Relationships with people who 

are typically manipulative, demeaning, or destructive are not appropriate.If you find 

that the state quickly evaporates as you interact with the person, this is most likely 

because aspects of the interaction trigger even more powerful negative states. You 

will need to change those anchors in order to elicit "antidote" states. For example, if 

you suddenly become defensive, then you will want to have that interaction generate 

an open, articulate state in which you are good at understanding, but also good at 

staying connected with your own reality. See The Boundaries Installation pattern 

and the Assertiveness Installation pattern for help with this. 

* 
AVOIDING COUNTER

PRODUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS 

"Insecurity is the negative expected." 

- Merle Shain 

• "You will not smoke anymore." 

"You are a smoke free person now." 

"You are a non smoker." etc. 

All of these suggestions will encourage a person to do just the thing you want 

them to stop doing-they will want to smoke! The reason is, that our mind cannot 
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negate negations. You know this one for sure-do not think about pink elephants. 

Now, what are you thinking about? PINK ELEPHANTS! 

Whatever it is you want your client to not think about, do not mention it at all 

in a suggestion, and definitely not in its negative form. Instead of "smoke free" or 

"non smoker," use something more appealing that confirms a better reality: "clean 

lungs person," "clean breathing," "easy breath," or whatever inspiring metaphor you 

come up with. There were more than a few cases in court, in which age-regression 

"specialists" have installed a false trauma in their clients! For example, " ... and 

do you remember if you were raped when you were six years old and kept this 

secret in the dark?" This is a suggestion for the brain to invent a rape story at 

age six and become convinced that it really happened! Unfortunately, this very 

phenomenon created a sad chapter in the history of psychotherapy and forensics 

around the 1980s. Take care to avoid using such statements, especially with clients 

in a somnambulistic state, since this is a highly suggestible state. 

* 

THE SPELLING STRATEGY 

"Everybody who is incapable of learning has taken to teaching." 

- Oscar Wilde 

This pattern improves your spelling. We use a lot of the internal visual modality 

in this pattern. Even if you consider yourself to be more of an "auditory" or 

"kinesthetic" person, try this method and see how well it is working for you. 

There's a lot to be said about people who stubbornly cling to their most favorite 

modality and almost refuse to be flexible about it, but we'll leave it to online 

arguments and discussions. Do not fall in this trap- even if your most frequently 

used modality is auditory, you can still use well successful strategies that depend 

mostly on the visual modality, such as this spelling strategy. 
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Step #1. View the word. 

Look at the word on paper or on screen, spelled correctly. 

Step #2. Relax. 

With your eyes closed, recall a familiar, relaxing experience. Once you have a 

strong sense of the feeling, open your eyes, and look at the word. 

Step #3. Picture the word. 

Look up and left, mentally picturing the correct spelling. 

Step #4. Clear your mind. 

Open and close your eyes rapidly, get up, move around if you have to. 

Step #5. Picture the word and write it down. Check it. 

Look back up and left at your mental picture of the word. Write it down, as 

if you were transcribing from that image. Check the spelling against the correct 

spelling. If it is wrong, go to step one. 

Step #6. Picture the word and write it backwards. Check it. 

Return your gaze up and left to your mental picture of the word. This time, write 

it backwards, from right to left. Check the spelling and return to step three if it is 

incorrect. 
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Additional Advice 

Imagine the word in the color that most fits the word. Maybe ludicrous should be 

purple. When you form the word in your mind, form each letter one at a time, in a 

font that is very different from a typical font. If there is a letter or letter combination 

that you tend to get wrong when you spell the word, make those letters big and 

bright compared to the rest of the word when you picture it. As you picture the word, 

build it one syllable at a time. Make sure that as you imagine the word, it fits in you 

mental view. You can experiment with seeing the letters forming a circle and filling 

your view. Use your finger to trace the letters in front of you, picturing your finger 

actually painting the letters as if on a canvas. 

* 
ELICITATION OF 

LEARNING STRATEGIES 

"Learning is the beginning of wealth. 

Learning is the beginning of health. 

Learning is the beginning of spirituality. 

Searching and learning is where the miracle process all begins." 

- Jim Rohn 

Learning is the process of acquiring new thinking patterns and behavioral 

capabilities. In NLP, a learning strategy is the syntax of steps one takes in order to 

learn. There are many learning strategies, of course, and some of them are not very 

effective. 

Effective learning works within a feedback loop, or the T.O.T.E. model in NLP. 

In order to define a learning strategy, we would need to identify and organize the 

usage of representational systems (rep systems) a person is using in order to learn 

effectively. More importantly, we should identify which representational system 
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gets the most use during the learning session. This is modeling in essence, but on a 

much smaller scale than other skills. 

The reason that people differ as to what learning strategies are most useful 

to them is that people are different! I am not surprised that I could do so well in 

literature in high school but almost failed in math. My literature teacher spoke in 

a language that made sense to me. She spoke using visual predicates mostly and 

she used every metaphor she could in order to explain a theme. My math teacher, 

however, was a very stubborn kinesthetic oriented person. She spoke of numbers in 

the dullest way, and the only explanation she had as to why an arithmetic rule works 

as it is was, "that's the way it is." However, it was my responsibility to develop 

a learning strategy that would help me with math. Apparently I didn't, because I 

almost failed in that class. 

My best friend in high school, though, had exactly the opposite experience. She 

was thrilled about math classes, couldn't wait to solve those complex trigonometric 

problems, and her aversion to literature classes was well known. She had a very 

different learning strategy than myself. 

The problem with both us was that we used the SAME strategy (each one 

respectively) on two different subjects. I used my successful literature learning 

strategy on math, which proved to be ineffecti ve, and she used her successful math 

learning strategy on literature, and again that has proven to be the wrong approach. 

The purpose of NLP is to elicit as many successful learning strategies as possible, 

so that you will always have the freedom and flexibility to move from one to another 

according to whatever is more effective for your outcome. The development of the 

awareness and ability to elicit your own successful learning strategies is called 

"Learning II" in NLP. It means, "learning to learn." 

The more you know about your own successful learning strategies, the more 

effective you will be in using, modifying and improving your capabilities. 

The Elicitation Of Learning Strategies pattern will help you uncover the syntax 

you're using to successfully learn something. You can also use it, of course, to 

model another person's learning strategy and try it out for yourself. 
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Step #1. Select the learning subject you were successful in. 

Any subject you're good at will do just fine. If you find it much easier to learn 

literature, as I did in high-school, for whatever reason, write that one down. 

If it's math, history, general knowledge, logic, languages, or whatever else, 

make sure you have only one subject in mind. If you can't find a specific subject 

that you're good at, chunk down to micro-skills. 

Search your past for times in which you learned anything fast and effortlessly. 

Step #2. List your goals and outcomes. 

• What were your outcomes in regards to this subject? 

• What were your goals when you approached the learning of this subject? 

Step #3. Evidence procedure. 

What was your evidence procedure to know that you have completed 

successfully the outcome in this subject? For example, if your strongest 

subject was math, How did you know you were successful in achieving an 

outcome? 

• Was it the passing of an exam or simply the solution of a math problem 

within a given time? 

Step #4. List the actions you took. 

• What were the actual steps you took when you started working on achieving 

this outcome? 

• Did you do anything unique for this subject, that you did not do for other 

learning outcomes? 
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Step #5. Problem solving activities. 

As with any learning opportunity, problems and challenges are always present 

and might disturb our learning. 

• What did you do in order to solve minute-to-minute problems that interfered 

with your excellent learning mode? 

Step #6. Consider which rep system you used the most. 

Look back at your answers to the steps above and see if you can notice which 

representational system you used the most. 

Step #7. Elicit your rep system-'s syntax. 

Use the following questions to elicit the actual strategy you have used. 

Refer to your answers to the previous steps, of course, since you've already 

done most of the groundwork there already: 

What has stimulated you to learn effectively? 

• Did you see, hear, feel, or otherwise sense a cause? 

• Perhaps you digitally said something to yourself (inner voice), and if so, 

what is the content of that message? 

• How did you represent your outcome for learning this subject in your mind? 

• Did you visualize an image of yourself "knowing" or "excelling an exam"? 

Did you visualize an image of yourself associated or dissociated (i.e. Did 

you see your notebook or did you see yourself looking at the notebook)? 

• Did you remember the outcome as an image from past successful events? 

• Did you say the outcome to yourself, and if so, how did it sound? 
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Did you feel the outcome or sense the assurance that this outcome is about 

to be reality? If so, how did it manifest itself in your body? 

• How did you know that you're making progress (evidence procedure)? 

Did you perceive external visual information (physically) or internal visual 

information (imagination)? And what was it exactly? 

Did you need to hear that you've been making progress (perhaps a teacher 

congratulating you for accomplishing a task, or your parents being proud 

that you got an "A")? Was it something you said to yourself or something 

that another person told you? 

Which actions did you take for reaching this outcome? 

• Did you analyze, organize, re-organize, talk to yourself, have intuition, 

visualize, touch, sense, discuss, listen, move, draw, watch, take notes, or 

feel certain emotions? Was it in any combination of the above? 

What was the syntax or order of these actions in respect to the actual process 

of achieving the outcome? 

• How did you respond to minute problems? You can use the long list above 

(analyze, organize, re-organize, etc.) 

• What other questions could you ask yourself to complete this strategy and 

make it as accurate and close to reality as possible? 

Step #8. Test. 

Notice any improvements to your ability to learn the subject you chose. 

* 
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THE WALT DISNEY STRATEGY 

"Disneyland will never be completed. It will continue to grow as 

long as there is imagination left in the world." 

- Walt Disney 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

This pattern helps you use the creative idea-generating talent of the famous 

animator, Walt Disney. 

Step #1. Create four locations for states. 

Start with your meta-position and step into it. The main three will be: 

• Dreamer, 

• Realist, and 

• Critic. 

Step #2. Step into location #1, Dreamer. 

Think of a time when you freely and creatively dreamed up some great new 

ideas. Reli ve this experience. 

Step #3. Step into location #2, Realist. 

Think of a time when you were in a very realistic frame of mind, and devised a 

clear, realistic plan that you were able to put into action. 

Relive this experience. 
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Step #4. Step into position #3~ Critic. 

Think of a time when you criticized a plan, but in a constructive way. You had 

criticism that would be put into use and in a positive or even an inspired state. Relive 

that experience. It helps to have position #3 far enough from the other positions so 

as not to interfere with their anchored states. 

Step #5. Select an outcome that you really want to achieve. 

Step into position #1, Dreamer. Imagine from third position (watching, 

dissociated) that you are achieving this goal. Experience and think about it in a 

free-wheeling way. 

Step #6. Step into position #2~ Realist. Associate into your 
scenario of realizing the important goal. 

Experience, one at a time, the perspective of each person in your scenario of 

success. Now experience the events leading to your success as a storyboard (a series 

of images that are in order of occurrence, as in the pictures used to prepare for a 

movie). 

Step #7. Step into position #3~ Critic. Is anything missing or off 
track? 

Turn any criticisms into questions for the dreamer (the you that you are 

observing) . 

Step #8. Step back into position #1. 

Brainstorm answers for the questions from your critic. 
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Step #8. Repeat this cycle afew times. 

Once you are satisfied, finish by thinking of something completely different, 

and that you enjoy and are good at. While you do this, walk again through the three 

positions. 

Step #9. Continue repetitions 

Continue cycling through steps five, six and seven and eight until your plan 

feels fitting at each of the locations. 

Additional Advice 

It is somewhat useful to use the perspectives of the realist, the dreamer and the 

critic in other NLP patterns. However, make sure not to identify yourself with any 

of them. Keep all perspectives as resources, not as belief systems. The reason is 

that you do not want to be a dreamer most of the time or a realist most of the time, 

or worse-a critic most of the time. You want the freedom and flexibility to use 

any of these perspecti ves according to whatever is suitable for the outcome you're 

pursuing. 

Walt Disney was known to be non judgmental when it comes to crazy ideas. The 

strangest stories and strangest most outrageous ideas can bring to life a new idea 

that will be successful. So do not put an X on any of your thoughts. 

You can use Edward De Bono's "Po!" strategy to come up with outrageous ideas. 

Simply step into the Dreamer perspective, think about the problem or challenge 

you're facing, and say, "Po!" + the strangest visualization you can come up with. 

Po! What if every person on earth could learn all of the NLP ideas and 

methods for the price of a book instead of 5 certification seminars ... Ooh, 

wait a minute, that gives me an idea!!! 

• What if there was an NLP sourcebook of all the successful Neuro Linguistic

Programming methods?! There you have it, in your hands! 
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Here's a glimpse to Mr. Disney's mind: "I love Mickey Mouse more than any 

woman I have ever known." 

* 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

"So there are five ways of knowing who will win. 

Those who know when to fight and 

when not to fight are victorious. 

Those who discern when to use many or few troops are victorious. 

Those whose upper and lower ranks 

have the same desire are victorious." 

- Sun Tzu 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder. Robert Dilts further developed this pattern. 

This pattern helps resolve conflict while generating commitments to fulfilling 

higher-order goals and values. 

Step #1. Clarify the issues in terms of their polarity and logical 
level. 

Think about the key issues of the conflict. Think of them as polarities in which 

there are two sides in opposition. At what logical level does the conflict primarily 

occur? For example, money is a common topic of conflict in relationships. 

This is usually argued at the behavioral level, because what to do or not to do 

is the question. 
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Step #2. Elicit a meta-position. 

Get into a meta-position that transcends the conflicting positions. 

Step #3. Determine the positive intentions underlying the 
polarity and get them in touch with them. 

3. Determine the positive intentions driving each party in this conflict. You 

should find that it is at a higher logical level that the more obvious issues of the 

conflict. Often, the underlying intentions turn out not to be in opposition, particularly 

when viewed in terms of their benefit on a systems level. Systems-level concerns 

would be about things like managing everyone's stress and having a happy family. 

Longer-term thinking also tends to refocus onto a higher logical level. The child's 

college education is, in part, an appeal to the parent's identities as good parents. 

b. Have each party recognize and acknowledge the other party's positive 

intentions. Help them understand that this does not mean that they endorse the other 

party's logic or conclusions, or compromise on anything that they are uncomfortable 

with. 

Step #5. Get agreement on a higher-level intention. 

Continuing from your meta-position perspective, chunk up until you uncover an 

intention that both parties can agree to.Meta-position is easily achieved by moving 

to the 3rd or the 4th perceptual positions. 

Step #6. Generate alternatives to fulfill the higher intention. 

Explore with them what alternatives to the conflicting positions might exist that 

would fulfill their higher intention. Generally, the breakthrough ideas are better 

than a mere compromise or middle ground. The idea mayor may not be highly 

innovative, but was usually obscured by the conflict. 
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Once couple realized that they had the same long-term vision, but that they lack 

structure for realizing it. They saw that they would be able to agree on even the most 

painful spending restrictions if they were less vague about what had to happen. They 

decided to set more specific goals and determine a monthly savings goal that would 

be necessary to achieve their long-term goals. 

In order to meet the savings goal, they would make whatever short-term sacrifices 

were necessary. 

Step #7. Get commitment to a plan. 

As in the example above, help them commit to specific choices that are aligned 

with their higher-order values and plans. 

Help them specify the means for making these choices and plans happen. 

Mitigate for any ecological concerns. You can certainly use the Ecology Check 

pattern to get out of the way any possible disturbance to agreement. 

Step #8. Test. 

Follow up with them to see how well their new commitments and agreements are 

working out. As always, attend to ecological concerns. See what additional higher 

values and roles might help to inform their decisions and follow through. 

* 
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CO-DEPENDENCY RESOLUTION 

"We control fifty percent of a relationship. We influence one 

hundred percent of it." 

- Anonymous 

This pattern helps people think and act more independently by eliminating 

codependent behavior. 

Step #1. Think of a person that you feel you are over-involved 
with. 

For this pattern, the ideal person is either failing to engage in some important 

self-care such as managing an addiction, or is not adequately controlling a harmful 

behavior, such as abusiveness. 

Step #2. Experience from a metaphorical point of view the 
connections between you and the other person. 

Explore the sub-modalities with which you represent these ties. You might want 

to start with the feelings in your body and see how images can emerge from these 

feelings. People often see things like ropes or apron strings. 

Step #3. Imagine not being tied to the relationship. Clarify the 
ecology of these ties -' and any underlying positive intentions. 

3. Imagine that these ties fall away or dissol ve in a way that frees you completely 

from the relationship. Notice all objections or ecological concerns that arise. Notice 

any secondary gain that the seemingly negative aspects of the relationship offer. 

This may require some digging and humility. 

b. Explore the positive intentions of any part of you that is uncomfortable with 

eliminating the ties. 
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Step #4. State the desired outcomes and the commitments you 
experience in the relationship. 

a. Consolidate this information into clear statements of desirable outcomes and 

meta-outcomes of the ties in this relationship, and the relationship in general. 

b. Clearly state what you give to the relationship, and what you sacrifice in 

order to maintain the ties. 

Step #5. Create your ideal self that experiences high-quality 
relationships. 

a. Generate an image and sense of an ideal self, in which you experience your 

constructive desired outcomes and make your most meaningful commitments, while 

receiving profound benefits in the form of constructive, meaningful relationships 

that include a rich, positive, harmless primary relationship. Notice any negative 

reaction you have to the words used: rich, positive and harmless .Imagine this 

ideal self being completely at ease with and motivated by these words. Imagine 

any negative assumptions about them becoming dry and crisp, and falling away. 

For example, an association between "harmless" and "boring" would develop clear 

boundaries as a concept that is tagged to the ideal person, and flake off, dropping 

away like a dead leaf. Draw upon what you gained from step four in doing this step. 

b. Place an image of this ideal self in the appropriate position in your mental 

space or visual field. 

Step #6. Connect the ties to your ideal self, and imagine 
experiencing the benefits of this self. 

a. Connect the ties to your ideal self. Observe yourself experiencing the benefits. 

Desensitize the related discomforts. Return to your sense and image of your ties to 

the other person that you selected for this pattern. Imagine disconnecting each tie 

and reconnecting it to your ideal self. See all the benefits that you have identified in 

these steps as being created by this ideal self through proactive, assertive, persistent 
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behavior. Notice any negative associations with these words: proactive, assertive, 

and persistent. Have them flake away as before. 

h. From first position, experience the benefits. Focus on the support for your 

integrity. Associate into this ideal self, and imagine experiencing all the benefits of 

constructive, harmless relationships that inspire you and create a rich world for you. 

Notice things like others' approval and support. 

Notice how it comes from the relationship, not from you allowing violations of 

your boundaries. Notice how comfortable other people are with you having clear 

boundaries, being assertive, being proactive, and being persistent in pursuing your 

dreams. 

c. Savor the positive feelings of these benefits. Give yourself the gift of some 

time to soak in the best feelings that come from imagining all this. Savor these 

feelings like savoring a hot bath. 

Step #7. Enhance your boundaries with the other person in a 
detailed way that affirms your realism about them and your 
adult integrity. 

a. Have your constructive experiences nudge the other person towards their ideal 

self. Imagine that each of your assertive, proactive, and persistent dream-fulfilling 

acts, and that each positive, supportive experience that you have with other people 

sends out a wave of gentle force. 

These waves move the other person that you identified for this pattern. Each 

wave moves the person toward their own ideal self; an ideal self with consistently 

constructive behavior and clear boundaries. 

h. Desensitize your attachment to whether the other person makes constructive 

choices. Notice the attachment that you experience to the idea that this person 

MUST choose to associate into this ideal self. 

Allow that attachment to become clearly defined and crisp, and to flake away. 

This allows the other person to make their choice, free of your past denial and 

magical thinking. 
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c. Imagine inner strength while fully connecting with your deeper codependent 

attachments and fantasy. Imagine having the inner strength as your ideal self to 

allow this other person to be who they really are instead of your fantasy version. 

Allow yourself to experience not knowing what choice they will make. 

Notice how deep the attachment to the fantasy version of this person goes into 

you. Fully connect with your discomfort about not knowing what choice they will 

make, and with your attachment to your prior fantasy version of this person. 

d. Desensitize your deeper codependent attachments. 

Allow your discomfort with not knowing, and your attachment to your prior 

fantasy version of this person to gently clarify and become crisp, protrude, and flake 

away. 

Allow your ideal self to fill the remaining hole with healing energy that closes 

and returns you to your normal shape. 

Step #8. Test. 

a. In the upcoming interactions with this person, notice any changes in how you 

manage your boundaries and how well you remain connected with your reality. 

b. Notice whether your positive attitude and behavior bring out a different side 

of this person. 

c. Notice how giving up on your fantasy of this person helps you make more 

realistic decisions about how to relate to them. 

d. Notice any ways that you elicit and enjoy benefits from other relationships. 

* 
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META-PROGRAMS 

IDENTIFICATION 

"The real persuaders are our appetites, our fears and above all 

our vanity. The skillful propagandist stirs and coaches these 

internal persuaders." 

- Eric Hoffer 

This pattern makes you into a more effective communicator by helping 

your pace the meta-programs of another person. This is very important in sales, 

leadership, and coaching, as a rapport-building skill that improves your perception 

and understanding. 

Step #1. Assess the person's meta-program use. 

Analyze the other person's communication in terms of the meta-programs that 

they are using. See the appendix on meta-programs as needed. 

Step #2. Communicate with their style of meta-program use. 

Use the same meta-programs as your person as you communicate with them. 

Step #3. Transcend the limitations of your own meta-program 
style. 

Take note of any ways that your own driver meta-programs may be causing you 

to miss anything about your person's use of meta-programs. 

Expand your communications with them as insights emerge. 
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Step #4. Test. 

Notice any ways that using their meta-programs improves your rapport with 

them, including your ability to empathize with them or understand their perspective, 

motives and thinking. 

* 
LIMITING META-PROGRAMS 

CHALLENGING 

"The skillful leader subdues the enemy's troops without any 

fighting; he captures their cities without laying siege to them; 

he overthrows their kingdom without lengthy operations in the 

field. With his forces intact he disputes the mastery of the empire." 

- Sun Tzu 

This pattern will help solve communication patterns by revealing the meta

program mismatch or meta-program violations involved. 

Step #1. Identify the meta-programs and any violations or 
inappropriate use. 

Identify the meta-programs another person is using. Notice any meta-model 

violations or inappropriate use of meta-models. 

Notice any ways that your own preferred meta-model style could conflict with 

the other person's. 

Take care not to be distracted by the content of the discussion, because that 

interferes with "going meta." 
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Step #2. Evaluate the effectiveness. 

Assess the effectiveness of the person in using their meta-programs under the 

current circumstances. Is their meta-program use appropriate for the content and 

objectives of the communication. 

Step #3. Challenge the person to use a better meta-program 
approach. 

Invite the person to consider the situation using what you believe to be a more 

effective meta-program, or to use a meta-program more effectively. If the person 

knows the language of NLP, you can work on a more technical level. 

Step #4. Test. 

Have the discussion with the improved meta-model use. Does this help you 

come to better conclusions or have other benefits? 

* 
THE META-PROGRAMS 

CHANGE PATTERN 

"Few are open to conviction, 

but the majority of men are open to persuasion." 

- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

This pattern helps us improve the scope and flexibility of our meta-program use 

by directing our attention in a way that is somehow opposed to or expanded beyond 

the current meta-model. For example, if the model is an "away from" then you 

would use a "towards." 
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Step #1. Identify your typical meta-programs. Determine any 
ways that they contribute to poor outcomes. 

Review the meta-programs in the appendix. Determine which ones you most 

typically use. Of those, which do you use with the least flexibility. Review the kinds 

of situations in which you tend to have the least favorable outcomes. This will tell 

you a lot about any patterns of misuse, overuse, or erroneous use of meta-programs 

that you have been experiencing. Take notes on all of this. Remember that meta

programs are merely observable tendencies and none of them is fixed or permanent. 

When you notice a meta-program distinction, note the 'continuum' it has. Most 

meta-programs move from one extreme to the other, and you will notice that most, 

if not all, people you meet are almost never in the extreme. More important to 

remember is, that a specific tendency can, should, and does change for different 

contexts and different states of mind. Let me illustrate with a metaphor. You might 

tend to stay' away' from snakes, but if the other option is to encounter an alligator, 

you'd be keen to move 'towards' the snakes if you had to do that to get 'away' from 

the alligator. This is an extreme metaphor to get you to stay 'away' from tagging 

people according to a random meta-program you notice in their communication. 

Step #2. Explore alternate meta-program strategies. 

For each meta-program you have identified, make some notes about how the 

pattern of use can be improved. An overused meta-program can lead you to think 

about expanding your use into more or different meta-programs. A meta-program 

being used inappropriately might work well in some contexts, while in other contexts, 

another meta-program would be more effective. When thinking about alternative 

meta-programs to use, consider ones that are the most different. Also consider using 

the opposite one, as in the "toward" and "away" example. 

Step #3. Future pace potential strategies7 and select a new meta
program approach. 

Give your imagination a good workout as you imagine various situations in 

which you can apply these alternative strategies. In particular, imagine situations 
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that resulted in poor outcomes. Run through the situation with different meta

program strategies until you apply one that results in the most effective ways of 

experiencing or responding. Meta-program change is such a high-order change that 

it may take some exploring in order to transcend your current style. 

The end result is that you have chosen a different meta-program to emphasize at 

this point in your life, or you have chosen a different meta-program strategy for a 

specific type of situation in which you now intend to produce better results, or both. 

Step #4. Do an ecology check. 

Once you have chosen your different meta-program approach, evaluate it for 

ecology. Run through each of the logical levels (see appendix). Give yourself 

permission to install it and see if any part objects. Refine your plan until you are 

satisfied with the ecology. 

Step #5. Install your new strategy. Plan to re-evaluate it. 

Give your permission to "install" this new strategy for the time being, 

understanding that you can uninstall it or refine your plan at any time. You can even 

mark your calendar to remind you to reconsider or refine your new approach. 

Step #6. Test. 

By the planned review date, assess your results with this new strategy. Refine it 

as needed. Commit to a new re-evaluation date. 

* 
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THE ANALOGICAL 

MARKING METHOD 

"As a leader .. .I have always endeavored to listen to what each 

and every person in a discussion had to say before venturing my 

own opinion. Oftentimes, my own opinion will simply represent a 

consensus of what I heard in the discussion. I always remember 

the axiom: a leader is like a shepherd. He stays behind the flock, 

letting the most nimble go out ahead, whereupon the others follow, 

not realizing that all along they are being directed from behind." 

- Nelson Mandela 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Bandler and John 

Grinder, modeled from Milton Erickson. 

Best known as a way to imbed commands into communication, analogical marking 

means that a portion of the communication is "marked" for greater attention by the 

subconscious. This marking is typically done through a change in inflection, tempo, 

body language, or volume. Bandler and Grinder observed this in the hypnotic work 

of Milton Erickson. 

Another use is priming. Priming is similar to embedded messages, but it is more 

general and vague in the sense that it helps to elicit a state or establish familiarity 

with something in order to increase the odds that the person will choose it or make 

choices in a particular direction. 

For example, secure base priming improves a person's ability to react in a less 

defensive or aggressive manner. 

Step #1. Select a situation for using analogical marking. 

Select a typical situation in which you want to communicate more effectively, 

and in which imbedded messages or priming could be helpful. 
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Step #2. Choose what you will communicate with this approach. 

Write down a number of things that you would like to communicate, but that 

might arouse inappropriate defenses. Continue accumulating these until you have a 

several that you feel can be converted into imbedded messages. Make sure that your 

approach is ethical. You must not attempt to manipulate a person in a manner that is 

not in their best interest. 

Step #3. Prepare the communications. 

Create sentences that could be normal-sounding parts of your communication 

with this person, and that include your imbedded commands or priming words 

or phrases. If necessary, review material on Milton Erickson's use of analogical 

marking. 

Step #4. Practice the approach. 

Before using this approach, practice delivering these communications. Try 

them with several different types of analogical marking, including changing your 

inflection, tempo, body language, and volume. 

Step #5. Apply the approach. 

Once you feel that this can be done in a way that is very natural, use this approach 

in the actual situation. 

Step #6. Assess the results. 

Notice how the person responds. 

• Were there any awkward moments or looks? 

• Did the person respond in any way that suggests your approach was helpful? 
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Step #7. Continue to refine and practice this method. 

Continue to refine and practice your use of analogical marking until you are able 

to do it without preparing in advance. Many people discover that they do it without 

even realizing it. 

* 
THE CLASSIC CONFUSION 

METHOD 

"Communication works for those who work at it." 

- John Powell 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton H. Erickson. 

Confusion is useful for breaking state and producing "downtime," a very internal 

state that promotes hypnosis, reprocessing, patience, and introspection. 

The classic method, as demonstrated originally by Milton Erickson, is to use 

vague or otherwise confusing language. This language most typically calls on the 

conscious mind to become occupied with interpreting it. 

Erickson gave an example that involved telling a patient, "One can only write 

right from right to left, one cannot write right from left to right and write is not right 

nor is right write while left, though left can write though not be right, yet left can 

write right from right to left if not from left to right." 

Another example of the confusion technique would be to suddenly stop in the 

middle of a sentence, reach over and touch the subject in a number of places on the 

arm and then ask, "Which arm were you touched for more time than the time before 

you were last touched?" 
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Step #1. Select a situation for using confusion. 

Select at least one communication situation in which you could make good use 

of confusion. Determine at which points confusion would be useful. Remember that 

it can promote hypnosis, reprocessing, patience, and introspection. 

Step #2. Construct communications that will use confusion. 

Construct actual communications that use one or more confusion strategies. 

Review material on Erickson's use of confusion as needed. 

Step #3. Practice the approach. 

Before applying these strategies, practice them. 

Step #4. Apply the approach. 

Try them out as planned. 

Step #5. Assess the results. 

Assess the person's reaction. Did it go as planned? 

Step #6. Continue to refine and practice this method. 

Refine and practice this method on an ongoing basis. 

* 
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ApPLYING THE LAW OF 

REVERSED EFFECT 

"Life does not cease to be funny when people die any more than it 

ceases to be serious when people laugh." 

- George Bernard Shaw 

The human mind has rules, natural laws that govern its ways of functioning. 

One of the most important rules we all should get to know is The Hypnotic Law of 

Reversed Effect. This law simply states, that the harder you focus on something to 

do, the harder it becomes or even worst. 

For example, the harder you'll try consciously to encourage and keep an erection 

(considering you're a man of course), the harder it becomes ... not your penis, but the 

result you're trying to achieve. 

The harder you'd try to force yourself consciously (with reason, persuasion, 

etc.) to sleep, you'll just be more and more awake. Reversed effect...you give more 

effort but get the reversed result. 

Why is it hypnotic? 

Because it works under the surface. You try to force a logic conclusion, like 

"I need an erection now" or "I have to sleep now because otherwise I'd be late 

tomorrow morning," and you force it on the part of your mind that understands it in 

reverse. The subconscious doesn't obey straight orders; it's not the army. You say, 

"I want an erection because there's none." and your subconscious is focusing on that 

fact. There's none. Here's the direction: no erection. Confusing? I bet. 

It also works the other way around. You can formulate a suggestion according to 

the Hypnotic Law of Reversed Effect. However, you must use indirect suggestions 

to work the magic and not direct orders. 
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Here are some examples: 

" .. . and it seems to me you can concentrate on other aspects of the 

sexual experience while your body gathers the blood towards your 

penis. In fact, the more you concentrate on pleasing your partners, 

the HARDER IT BECOMES ... " 

That's a bullet proof suggestion made to a client who suffered ... guess from 

what. 

332 

"Now you may have the idea of being able to open your eyes 

while in Hypnosis, but it may seem strange and how so that the 

harder you try the harder it becomes, because there's a sense of 

no urgency to take care of all the things you've left BEHIND you 

and above you can still imagine that crystal view ... and I dare you 

to make that poor attempt with your eyes, since the harder you 

try the tougher it becomes while you're keeping this sensation 

of coolness, freshness, relaxation ... No need to rush ... make the 

attempt, and let it rest ... " 

" .. . so you told me that the anger just builds up within you and 

in a split of a second it bursts out with rage and you have no 

control over what seems to be so trivial, your emotions, your 

body, your sense of wholeness and calmness ... and I wonder if 

you can force that anger right now, if you can create it with your 

own command, since the harder you try the harder it becomes and 

seems much easier to stay calm and quiet and absorb the world 

instead of reacting to it ... nothing much left in life if not fulfillment 

and happiness and that anger that you have tried to build within 

you and seems like it's the hardest job in the world. Can't even 

remember where it was the first time, however you can try and try 

and try and once you're tired of trying let it go ... there's are easier 

choices ... " 
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Study the Hypnotic Law of Reversed Effect well, since it can be applied to many 

things. Think where. The harder you think ... 

* 
THE NESTED Loops METHOD 

"We're all made of stories. When they finally put us underground, 

the stories are what will go on. Not forever, perhaps, but for a 

time. It's a kind of immortality, I suppose, bounded by limits, it's 

true, but then so's everything." 

- Charles de Lint 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton H. Erickson. 

Influence and persuade others merely by telling them stories. This is one of the 

best, if not THE best, method of conversational hypnosis. It involves no induction's, 

no snapping fingers, and no need to get an approval for a hypnotic session. 

It's also very easy to learn and practice. It can be used for almost any situation 

where you would want to implant hypnotic suggestions without being obvious 

(which also means almost certain failure), and without the need to induce a person 

into hypnosis. You can use this method to talk with your kids before bedtime, and 

install some positive suggestions that will benefit them and the family. 

1) You can use it to talk with your boss about a raise (or to be precise, 

tell your boss when he'll give you a raise). 

2) You can use it to talk with your employees to motivate them and to 

inspire creativity. 

3) You can use it in training Uust like Bandler has been doing for years 

and years with his stories). 

4) You can use it in writing, like I do from time to time. 

5) There is no end to the ways you can use The Nested Loops method. 
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The Nested Loops method is another classic method that Milton Erickson has 

created and used successfully for many years. 

By using this method, you're building tension, just like they do in regular 

storytelling. You create five stories that are interesting to your audience (which you 

should know, of course). You open one story after the other, and on a cue point you 

switch to the next story (the graphic below demonstrates it). Once you open the fifth 

story, you include your hypnotic suggestions in it and then you close story number 

five, and continue to complete and close the stories in reverse order. That's the 

classic application of this method, and it is thoroughly explained below. 

There are number of reason why this method works so well to influence people: 

1. Our mind doesn't like loose ends, so your mind begins a TDS (Trance

Derivational Search) in order to close the open loop. 

Your mind looks for the completion of it, and while it waits for it, more stories are 

opened, overloading the mind's attempts to keep track. It is all done subconsciously, 

of course. 

2. Concentration on the content and entertaining details of the stories will 

confuse the listener, and will cause his mind to drift from the structure to the details; 

chunking down, in other words. 

By the time you get to the fifth story, your listener's mind has less tendency to 

resist suggestions and these will most likely be accepted immediately. 

3. There is no "watch out" sign. When you induce hypnosis, some people will 

go into a defensive position, guarding their subconscious mind as though it were a 

precious fortress. 

Hypnotherapists work long and hard at bringing down these defenses, and it 

takes a lot of energy and time. 

By telling a story in a casual conversational style, without even mentioning 

the word "hypnosis" or snapping your fingers, the defenses are down (unless that 

person has a good reason not to trust you). 

4. The loop is habitual. Our mind picks up patterns quite fast. Once one loop 

has been closed (story number five), the listener's mind expects that the rest will be 

closed too, and it is much more alerted to pick it up. 
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Once another one is closed (number four or five), it forgets all about the 

suggestions and lets them sink into the subconscious with the stories. It is much 

more important to the mind to close the loops than to deal with the suggestion that 

has been "slipped" in between them. 

Step #1. Create a well-formed outcome. 

You must firmly decide what you want to accomplish and with whom. You need 

to know your outcome as well as your audience's needs, wants and desires. By 

knowing this information, it will be easier for you to construct your stories and 

suggestions in the most effective manner. 

Ask yourself questions such as: 

Who do I want to influence? 

• What do I want to suggest to them? (Don't write the suggestions yet, just 

your outcome.) 

• Who are they exactly? Is it better if I work with only one at a time? 

What are their needs? What do I know about their needs, wants and desires? If 

I could sum it up in one word, how would I name what they want themselves? 

What type of stories would be most appealing to them? (You'll know the 

answer once you answer the previous questions.) 

When would be the best time to sit down and talk to them without interruption? 

• Do they already trust me, or do I need to establish trust (and rapport, of 

course)? 

Step #2. Come up with an indirect suggestion. 

Since we're talking about a conversational hypnotic method, it would be much 

more effecti ve to use indirect suggestions. Saying something like, "and you would 

find yourself passionate about cleaning your room," is a very direct suggestion. 
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Saying instead, "and you know, I felt great after cleaning my room, just like you do 

with yours ... " provides an indirect suggestion. 

Since it takes time to master this method (as with every good thing), start with 

only one suggestion. Later on, once you learn to go through these steps without 

planning too much, you can use more suggestions. 

Step #3. Build the five stories and cue points. 

There are very few rules for these stories: 

1. They must be entertaining, since we're using five of them. If they are boring, 

you'll have a sleeping audience. 

2. The method will work better if you use real-life stories from your own past. 

Do not use stories that involve the person you're trying to persuade; they have their 

own version of this memory. Don't even include their role, as that is too obvious. If 

you must, you can make up your story. 

3. Learn to tell those stories in an interesting way. Record yourself before you 

try it out on someone else. Fine tune your story telling until there is nothing in the 

content or in the delivery that is likely to annoy. Craft it into an engaging, thrilling 

tale. 

4. The length of your story shouldn't be an issue, but don't say 100 words where 

five would be enough. Say it short but say it all, and in an interesting manner. You 

can repeat some key points if needed. 

Once you've chosen your five stories, break each into a Cue Point; a place where 

it would be appropriate to cut the story, but that does not give away the end of the 

story. 

Step #4. Introduce the beginning of story #1. 

Now comes the tricky part; how to get them to listen to you. It's hard to advise 

you exactly what to do, since every situation is different. 
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The easiest situation is when you're have control over the environment as you 

do when you're a presenter in a training or a father putting his kids to bed. 

In a business meeting, where there would be normally several interactions 

between you and the listener, you can still use this method, but keep in mind that 

you will have to let the other party speak from time to time. 

I always introduce the beginning of story number one by saying, "You know 

what, I must tell you something that just popped up in my mind and reflects almost 

exactly what you said ... " 

Another option would be, "Let me tell you a story ... " or even better, "Did I ever 

tell you about the time I jumped from a bridge ... " 

The first sentence is crucial because it is used to initiate the momentum of 

listening to your story. The more completely you occupy their conscious mind with 

interesting stories, the better you will maintain the momentum. 

Step #5. Tell the stories, open the loops. 

A good idea (actually, a very good idea) is to remember the order of the stories 

you tell them. I do so by using my right hand fingers, and tie each story to a finger. I 

start with the thumb, and in my own imagination I picture a keyword from the story 

tied into my thumb. 

So for example, if story number one involves a monkey, I see that monkey biting 

my right thumb. If the second story involves a diaper, I can see my index finger 

covered with a diaper, hitting the monkey who's biting my thumb. That idiotic 

image will definitely remind me of the order of my stories. 

You tell story number one up to the cue point, and then you use some linking 

phrase to break it and go to the beginning of story number two. 

You can use almost anything here. "And the police man asked me about my 

uncle, who you know is a carpenter. By the way, I never told you, but I did work 

for him for a couple of months when I was 17. In fact, in that summer, just after my 

birthday, he felt so sick that I had to do all of his work. In one client's house ... " and 

they have the policeman story unfinished while hearing about your sick carpenter 

uncle. 
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When you get to story number five, that's the time for the next step. 

Step #6. Embed the suggestions within story #5. 

That's where the juice is. You tell story number five from beginning to end. While 

you're in the middle of it, right after the Cue Point, you slip in a few suggestions. It 

is so easy you won't believe me unless you try it. 

"And you see, at that exact moment, What would you have done? I bet you get a 

feeling, a good feeling about doing it, and just like you would do your homework as 

fast as possible to get it done the same day you get the assignment, just like when I 

went through that mission of ... " 

Your listeners won't even realize what is going on. Your previous stories have 

already overloaded their minds; now they are not analyzing your suggestions. Now, 

complete story number five smoothly, as though you had never interrupted it. 

Step #7. Close the rest of the loops. 

Don't leave their minds hanging there, searching for the end of the loops. Close 

each remaining loop in reverse order. After closing story number five, you have a 

way to go back to close story number four, because the Cue Point of story number 

four is what initiated story number five. 

Continue closing these loops until you finish story number one. 

If you like, you can drop in a couple of questions to encourage time distortion. 

After finishing story number one, ask questions like: "By the way, you told me 

before that you're interested in XYZ, tell me about it." Of course, XYZ has to be 

something that the person told you before you initiated the Nested Loops method. 

* 
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A SAMPLE NESTED 

Loops STORY 

Here is an example for a Nested Loops story. As you read, please remember 

that this method is most effective when used out loud. Therefore, try to imagine me 

speaking to you with these words: 

"You know, this is amazing because for the last few days I didn't really get any 

question about this method, although it is quite an impressive and effective one." 

Everybody uses stories, you know, some are doing it well and some are doing it 

well but not in an effective or influence or both ways down ... 

... and see, right as I write to you, I am reminded of that first time I ever read a 

story that truly influenced me. I am not sure if you are familiar and know this one

the Catcher in the Rye. It is truly a lovely story that does influence you in many 

ways. Two of the ways that it has impressed upon me were exactly what I thought 

they would be, but much more-first, I started seeing people around me that acted 

exactly like that kid in the story ... now who wrote that one ... hold on, let me use my 

neurons well ... 

Who wrote it? I believe, J. D. Salinger. What is that J. D. anyway? Is it a shortcut 

or is it his name? 

Anyway, as I was saying, I read a lot of stories. Some are good and some are 

not... and you would think that all a good story needs is a good plot, but it isn't so, at 

least so I believe, because you see, I believe a good story challenges your beliefs ... 

it doesn't really matter which beliefs, or how devoted you are to them, but I think 

it is essential that you be challenged. Otherwise, what's the point of paying twenty 

bucks for 300 or 400 (how many are those today anyway?) pages of a fiction. It's 

not real you know ... 

Just like the subconscious ain't real. It's a fiction, you probably know this by 

now but let me tell you how I thought of it: I think the subconscious is a fairy tail, 

because you see, no one can point out exactly where in our brain or even in the 

whole nervous system which lies all over your body, you know, where is it then? ... 

can you touch your nose with your right finger and tell me whether it's there? ... how 

about your eyebrows? ... neck? ... back? ... stomach? ... pancreas? ... little piggie? 
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" ... and that little piggy went to the market..." my grandma did this gig to me 

even when I was well grown up (in fact, I was 22 years old). She kept telling me I 

don't eat enough, though she only saw me like maybe once a week. A great woman 

she was, even as a nana (grandma) she kept telling jokes, even dirty jokes! You'd 

be surprised how funny it is that your grandma is telling jokes like these ... and 

isn't that just not only amusing but gives a sense of youth-full-ness, gratitude and 

relaxation ... now double that because she did tell extensively funny jokes. anyway, 

I miss her. 

I was talking about the subconscious not being real. ... you know it isn't. ... 

can't point to it, can't put it in a barrel (old meta-model conspiracy) ... it's a 

nominalization. It's actually a process, or more so-a group of processes that is just 

it- subconscious. 

In other words, it is all the processes of your nervous system that you are not 

aware of at this specific moment, because you can't pay attention to many different 

things at once as you read this .... because you know, as you read this you have to 

first let your eyes catch the letters and form them into the words that I have written 

previously, and then let your inner voice form them into auditory conversation that 

is way inside your mind .... that's consciousness .... now add noticing you're blinking 

and your ever deeper breath, and friend- you don't have many conscious options ... 

all the rest is the 'sub' of consciousness. 

And because you don't pay much attention to whatever happens outside of this 

scope of reading these words and making sense of whatever I'm saying, it is surely 

important to us, I believe, to screen our reading list. 

Read the stories that worth reading, read things that challenge our beliefs

there, 1 said it again, didn't I? ... a challenge ... A story that will make you think if 

the way that you interpret reality is the reality itself. Harry Potter did it for many 

children. 

And Jerome David Salinger did that exactly in his Catcher in the Rye story ... oh, 

yes, that's it. JD is Jerome David ... ahhh, 1 remember. Right. Now ... he wrote many 

books, but that was the book that got my attention. 

Catcher in the Rye is marvelous, truly, go read it if you can. 1 can still remember 

its main character, Holden Caulfield, a 17 year old boy, who's also telling the story ... 
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that boy is troubled with that transition from boyhood to adulthood. And he got me 

thinking so much, you know ... 

Amazingly enough, not everyone reads stories, and not everyone who reads 

stories is reading the right stories. And even those who are writing stories wonder 

why their stories are being read less than others who write even less-seemingly

interesting stories ... and that's because the language the most popular writers use is 

more effective and compelling. And my goal in the article you commented on was 

to expose one of many methods to influence others by doing a series of stories with 

nested loops. 

I can only assume you can see the effectiveness and power of this easy-to-Iearn 

easy-to-do method. Can you not? 

* 
INTONATION 

"Next in importance to having a good aim is to recognize when to 

pull the trigger." 

-David Letterman 

Here is the biggest secret of persuasion: intonation. This is one technique that 

nobody can detect, because it is a covert persuasion technique disguised as normal 

conversation. 

In NLP we recognize 3 patterns of intonation: 

Question 

When you form a question the end of the sentence is usually expressed in a 

rising pitch. Express out loud any question and you'll notice how the whole sentence 

might sound in your normal pitch, but the end of it, right near the questions mark, 

is always higher in pitch, isn't it? 
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Statement 

When you form a statement, however, the whole sentence is usually expressed 

in the same pitch. You might have "ups" and "downs," but whatever you say can be 

easily distinguished from a question or a command. In persuasion, you might want 

to begin using only statements before moving on to questions and commands. 

Command 

The biggest mistake people make when they want to get another person to do 

something is to form a command in an authoritative voice. That's the wrong approach 

simply because nobody likes to be told what to do! When you form a command, the 

end of the sentence usually drops in pitch. To make it effective, use the "polite" 

hypnotic command forms, such as "Could you please ... ?" (regular pitch) + "sign 

here" (lower voice). 

* 
THE EMBEDDED COMMAND 

(I) METHOD 

"Plan the sale when you plan the ad." 

- Leo Burnett 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton Erickson, modeled 

by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

As in the analogical marking pattern above, embedded commands are 

communications that are inserted into a larger communication. They are typically 

marked out with analogical marking. 

This pattern and the next give more opportunity to practice this aspect of 

communication. 
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One way to insert an embedded command is as a quote or a question. Here are 

some examples, with the embedded command marked of in single quotes. 

• "Somebody once said to me, 'your hand is beginning to lift without you 

noticing.' " 

"/ knew a man once who really understood that 'you can really be happy' if 

you 'put your mind to it.'" 

• "/ told the last person who was sitting in that chair to 'take a deep breath 

and fall asleep'." 

With analogical marking, you can highlight an embedded command that appears 

in a sentence that appears to say the opposite of the command. For example, "There's 

really no need to 'close your eyes and take a deep breath'." 

Step #1. Select a situation for using embedded commands. 

Select a typical situation in which you want to communicate more effectively, 

and in which embedded messages or priming could be helpful. 

Step #2. Choose what you will communicate with this approach. 

Write down a number of things that you would like to communicate, but that 

might arouse inappropriate defenses. Continue accumulating these until you have 

several that you feel can be converted into embedded messages. Make sure that your 

approach is ethical. You must not attempt to manipulate a person in a manner that is 

not in their best interest. 

Step #3. Prepare the communications. 

Create sentences that could be normal-sounding parts of your communication 

with this person, and that include your embedded commands. Remember, embedded 

commands are usually very short sentences or sentence fragments with the meaning 

that you want. If it's necessary, review material on Milton Erickson's use of 

embedded commands. 
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Step #4. Practice the approach. 

Before using this approach, practice delivering these communications. Try 

them with several different embedded commands. Add analogical marking (see the 

pattern above) such as including changing your inflection, tempo, body language, 

and volume. 

Step #5. Apply the approach. 

Once you feel that this can be done in a way that is very natural, use this approach 

in the actual situation. 

Step #6. Assess the results. 

Notice how the person responds. Were there any awkward moments or looks? 

Did the person respond in any way that suggests your approach was helpful? 

Step #7. Continue to refine and practice this method. 

Continue to refine and practice your use of analogical marking until you are able 

to do it without preparing in advance. Many people discover that they do it without 

even realizing it. 

* 
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THE EMBEDDED COMMAND 

(II), ADVANCED METHOD 

"There are no two people alike ... 

no two people who understand the same sentence the same way ... 

So in dealing with people try not to fit them to your concept of 

what they should be." 

- Milton H. Erickson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton Erickson, modeled 

by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

This is a more advanced embedded command pattern that extends the previous 

Embedded Command (I) and Analogical Marking. This one involves embedding the 

command in sections, spaced over a larger communication. This pattern depends 

more on analogical marking as a subliminal cue than the simpler form of embedded 

command. The subconscious mind strings together the fragments of the embedded 

command and gets the message, especially when the person is in a suggestible state. 

Here is an example of this pattern: 

"You can 'trust your subconscious mind' to know that it will never 

have to 'reveal to your conscious mind' anything that you don't 

want me to know, 'right now'. This uncomfortable incident that 

you think is ruining your life is part of your past. You can 'come 

back next week' and 'talk about anything you want, in a direct and 

comfortable way'." 

Notice that you can string together the more impactful and state-related words 

to see what kind of priming is going on. As in the above example, you have trust, 

know, reveal, anything, right, now, past, anything, want, direct, and comfortable. 

Similarly, there is a focus on self in this string: you, can, you're, know, your, 

you, want, know. In service of causing downtime, there is a double negative plus 

immediacy to parse: never have to reveal, don't want to, right now. There is also 
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manipulation of time and personal power through conjugation and implying an 

alternative to replace what is in the past, next week. It also casts doubt on their 

understanding of their problem: " .. . that you think is ruining your life .. .is ... past ... 

next week ... anything ... direct and comfortable way." 

You can use meta-models as filters to help you brainstorm as you create the 

more subtle embedded commands such as the ones we just covered, as well as to 

analyze and learn from the work of masters such as Erickson. (You can, use, help 

you, you create, analyze, learn from, masters.) 

Except when you are purposely using negatives, just shifting language into an 

exclusively positive frame is an excellent way to get into the embedded message 

creation mindset, because of how it forces you to see components of your text that 

you took for granted. (Purposely, shifting, positive, excellent, creation, see.) The 

subtle embedding falls more into the area of priming than actual commands. 

Step #1. Select a situation for using embedded commands. 

(If you like, use the same material from the previous embedded command pattern 

to get through steps one, two and maybe three quickly.) 

Select a typical situation in which you want to communicate more effectively, 

and in which embedded messages could be helpful. 

Step #2. Choose what you will communicate with this approach. 

Write down a number of things that you would like to communicate, but that 

might arouse inappropriate defenses. 

Continue accumulating these until you have a several that you feel can be 

converted into embedded messages. 

Make sure that your approach is ethical. 

You must not attempt to manipulate a person in a manner that is not in their best 

interest. 
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Step #3. Prepare the communications. 

Create sentences that could be normal-sounding parts of your communication 

with this person, and that include your embedded commands. Remember that you are 

to break up your command into fragments that you will place in several parts of the 

communication. You must include analogical marking, such as including changing 

your inflection, tempo, body language, and volume, to ensure that the subconscious 

mind strings them together. 

Step #4. Practice the approach. 

Before using this approach, practice delivering this communications. 

Step #5. Apply the approach. 

Once you feel that you can do this smoothly, use this approach in the actual 

situation. 

Step #6. Assess the results. 

Notice how the person responds. Were there any awkward moments or looks? 

Did the person respond in any way that suggests your approach was helpful? 

Step #7. Continue to refine and practice this method. 

Continue to refine and practice your use of embedded commands until you are 

able to do it without preparing in advance. Many people discover that they do it 

without even realizing it. 

* 
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THE FRAME OF AGREEMENT 

"/ start with the premise that the function of leadership is to 

produce more leaders, not more followers." 

- Ralph Nader 

An ongoing disagreement, or a long lasting conflict between two people can 

often be resolved be taking the discussion to a higher logical level (see appendix). 

This pattern uses logical levels to facilitate agreements. It can be useful in mediation 

and with groups. 

Step #1. Elicit meta-model information. 

The following elements of questioning will help you create a meta-model of 

each party's position, as well as to get the information you need in order to pace 

them and develop the rapport that you will need as a credible change agent. 

a. Ask each person to boil down their argument to the outcomes that they desire. 

b. Have them specify the values and beliefs underlying the outcome. 

c. Ask what is most important and valuable about those values and beliefs. 

d. Ask any additional questions that will help create a well-formed meta-model. 

Step #2. Identify higher logical level elements to the arguments, 
and reflect this. Attempt to get a solution from this. 

a. Notice the elements that their arguments have in common, and identify which 

of those occur at higher logical levels (see the appendix). 

b. State their positions in terms of their higher level agreements. 

c. See if you or the other parties can propose a solution that everyone can agree 

on. 
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Step #3. If this is not yet possible ~ elicit a more productive state 
and move to higher-level motivations. 

If it is too soon for such an agreement, consider the following: The more high-level 

agreements that you have bring to their attention, the smaller their disagreements 

will appear to them. 

The more you emphasize their most mature, intelligent agreements, the more 

you will be priming a mature, intelligent state for them to draw upon in resolving 

the problem. Help them come up with potential solutions by drawing upon these 

resources. Appeal to commonalties at a higher level than the one you previously 

appealed to in step two. 

Step #4. Get clear expressions of these higher outcomes from the 
parties. 

Have the parties express their meta-outcomes, that is, outcomes at a higher level 

than the ones specified. This process was started in step one, but was not made into 

detailed outcomes. 

Step #5. Confirm agreements that exist at higher levels~ 
establishing a yes set. Again~ seek to resolve the conflict. 

Get everyone into a yes set, continuously confirming agreements at these higher 

levels. When possible, seek specific agreements that will resolve the conflict. 

Step #6. Follow up as needed. 

Once you have achieved an agreement, follow up to see that it is working out. 

You can establish a timeline for follow up with the parties involved. 

* 
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TDS MANIPULATION 

" .. .l mean ... in this day and age ... when the link between sex and 

pregnancy has been proven .... " 

- Homer Simpson 

TDS stands for "Trance-Derivational Search." This is a natural phenomenon, 

that is obvious in children when they play or learn. It is also very obvious in adults 

while they meditate or day dream. 

The concept of manipulating the TDS phenomenon is relatively simple, but a 

bit more complicated in action. In terms of persuasion and influence, you expand 

the Trance-Derivational Search of another person by asking questions, that must be 

answered by "searching" the mind from within. 

"What is the color of your eyes, I can't really tell ... " Brown, no TDS here since 

it's a very common knowledge for any person. 

"When she said she loves you, which direction did her eyes go?" That's a TDS 

question, since normally the other person wouldn't notice the direction of the eyes 

(unless he studies NLP of course). 

"Think about the most exciting experience in your life, that happened at least 

5 years ago" That's a deeper TDS request, since our short term memory still keeps 

significant experiences from the last few years, in order of priority. However, if you 

in advance ask for an expansion of the time frame, there are numerous experiences 

to be considered, hence-a deep search must be performed in order to give you the 

answer. 

How would you know if someone is going for a TDS? 

The signs of hypnosis are the same signs of a trance derivational search. To 

hypnotize anyone you would encourage a trance derivational search, that goes in the 

direction of From Outside To Inside. To wake a person from hypnosis, you would 

still use TDS but in the opposite direction, 

From Inside To Outside, while at the end of the outside statements you just use 

directions for physical perceptions. 
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The signs of Hypnosis I TDS are generally: 

• A change in the breathing pattern-usually they'll breath deeper and slower. 

A change in the skin color- the general rule (since we are people of different 

colors) is from darker to brighter or shinier. 

• A change of the size of the lips - the lower lip would probably be more 

swollen. The upper lip may move upward and seem dryer. 

• A change in the eye movements-the eyes would either close naturally or 

glazed or even fixed on a certain point with very slow movements. 

• A slower movement pace of the body, something that resembles a slow

motion scene. 

• A slower pace of responding to direct orders-in one case, when I said "move 

your right finger" it took four minutes before it happened, really. 

• Less sensitivity to pain-don't test it unless you're hypnotizing, though, you 

never know how strong the other person's brother is. 

In order to use that phenomenon in persuasion, you first need to recognize 

whether or not the other person is in a TDS. If he is, then your job is easy, just use 

Truth/False statements: 

"Isn't it true that ... " 

"Wouldn't you agree that ... " 

• "How often do you really see ... " 

If you get caught as being aggressively persuasive, use the Remember to 

Forget technique. Even resisting individuals within a TDS, those that protect 

their mind as if it was a precious castle, even they cannot keep up with the Binary 

Code of Forgetfulness or even some simpler TDS questions. The practical uses of 

manipulating TDS are endless. You can manipulate a trance derivational search in 

anybody, with anyone, in any situations and anywhere. Kids are less influenced by 

that effort, by the way. The reason is that their TDS is so fast, that it's you that have 

to keep up with their thoughts and might end up being influenced yourself... 
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VALUES HIERARCHY 

IDENTIFICATION 

"Strength and wisdom are not opposing values." 

- Bill Clinton 

Values are the honest answer to the question, "What is most important to me?" 

Values define and refine your "intuition ," feeling of what is right and what is 

wrong. Values provide the higher-level direction for your decisions making. Not 

knowing your values, and their relative hierarchy, can get you into a lot of troubles. 

Frustration and destructive behavior, self-sabotage, and even crime are only a few 

symptoms of a simple, yet subconscious, problem: dis-alignment with your highest 

values. 

Not knowing and not conforming to your highest values does not have to lead you 

to prison. Consider the times of making hard decisions, or hardly making decisions 

at all! If you knew your highest values, and what is most important to you-and 

in which order it is important to you-the decisions would make themselves. You 

would only have to choose the actions and strategies that align with your values. 

That would make you, naturally, feel aligned, satisfied and confident. 

Identify the values you're holding currently and the hierarchy in which they are 

organized. 

Step #1. Get into a relaxed state. 

Whenever working with a higher level structures, such as beliefs or values, it is 

always advisable to do so in a state of relaxation and having positive expectations. 

You do not work here with strong negative emotions, and having any random 

emotional storm might cause a conflict and hinder your exploration of your true 

values in life. 

First things first-do anything you have to do to become relaxed and comfortable. 

If you work with a client, induce a light trance, use some relaxation script (progressive 
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relaxation is good, but remember to wake your client up before proceeding). Your 

client should be wide awake and not in hypnosis while working with this pattern. 

Step #2. Complete a list of values by answering the 3 questions. 

The 3 questions for eliciting existing values are: 

- What is most important to you? 

- If you had your 80th birthday tonight, celebrating with relatives and friends, 

what kind of words would you most appreciate them saying about your life? 

- If you had to give up on everything you have, but get to keep one characteristic 

of your 'old life' , what would it be? 

Refer to the Additional Advice section below for a (huge) list of common values 

to get some ideas. 

Step #3. Determine the hierarchy by evaluating each value 
versus another. 

At this stage you take each of the values you chose in the previous step, and 

determine their importance hierarchy. You do so by taking each value, in order, and 

comparing it to each other value. Is 'Health' more important to you than 'Affluence' 

(most likely)? So now 'Health' is bumped up the list, before 'Affluence'. Now is 

'Health' more important to you than 'Faith'? If yes, it goes up the hierarchy again. 

And so on, you take each value and compare it to each other value in the list. It 

takes time and patience. But when you're done you will feel a very unique emotion

decisi ve composure. 

Step #4. Perform an ecology check. 

In many NLP patterns we have a 'Test' step as a last one. In this pattern we 

prefer to do an ecology check, since you cannot really test your values. Either you 

feel right about a value or you don't. 
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But your current values and the hierarchy in which they are organized, might not 

be very useful for your current outcomes. 

Values and their hierarchy are changeable. Perform an ecology check by asking: 

"Does any of the challenges in my life seem logical now that I look at this list?" 

"Is there a better way of organizing my values so that they would fit to my current 

needs? " 

Additional Advice 

Here's a list of common life values: 

Health, Love, Freedom, Contribution, Fun, Creativity, Family, Growth, Passion, 

Carefulness, Affection, Accomplishment, Decisiveness, Wisdom, Service, Talent, 

Simplicity, Virtue, Reliability, Friendship, Respect, Resolve, originality, Openness, 

Mindfulness, Longevity, Leadership, Intimacy, Generosity, Gentility, Faith, 

Grace, Enthusiasm, Experience, Uniqueness, Endurance, Dominance, Direction, 

Commitment, Security, Balance, Beauty, Care, Courage, Encouragement, Fitness, 

Agility, Helpfulness, Hospitality, Mastery, Impact, Modesty, organization, Peace, 

Power, Privacy, Reason, Realism, Serenity, Sympathy, Toughness, Trust, Youthfulness, 

Wonder, Punctuality, Productivity, Perseverance, Intuition, Independence, Flow, 

Discipline, Self-actualization, Charm, Certainty, Awareness. 

* 
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NEW BEHAVIOR GENERATOR 

"If you want a quality, act as if you already had it." 

- William James 

Develop a new and more adaptive behavior; a cohesive, outcome-based strategy. 

The power of parts makes this pattern effective. 

Step #1. Identify an issue and the needs for a part that will 
handle that issue effectively. 

Based on a key issue, come up with a part that the person needs. By part, we 

mean a functional, cohesive collection of strategies such as assertiveness. You can 

call the part by its function, for example, an assertive part. 

Step #2. Elicit a part for this role, eliciting an appropriate state 
and set of resources. 

Elicit an appropriate state that will support this part, and build up the person's 

connection to the specific resources needed for the part to fulfill it's role. An 

excellent strategy to include is having the person recall all situations in which they 

expressed this part in some way, even if it was incomplete. Be sure to expand this 

re-experiencing into all rep systems. 

Step #3. Have them create third position scenes in which they 
express the part. 

Have the person create detailed mental scenes of expressing this part. Have them 

experience the scenes from the third perceptual (dissociated) position. 
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Step #4. Do an ecology check. 

See if any part of the person objects to anything about these scenes. Be sure to 

check in all rep systems for parts that object. This can be a good point at which to 

use finger signals in trance. 

Step #5. Edit the scenarios to address all objections. Improve 
motivation. 

Have them edit the movie (dissociated mental images from step three) to adapt 

for any objections raised until all are satisfied. As this is accomplished, repeatedly 

direct the person's attention to their growing senses of alignment and motivation. 

Step #6. Run through the scenarios in first position and anchor 
the state. 

Now have the person experience these new scenarios in first (associated) 

position. Have them anchor the state. 

Step #7. Instruct the subconscious to create a highly effective 
part from this. 

Instruct their subconscious to extract the rules and motives from these scenes 

and construct a part that will be available as needed. The subconscious is instructed 

to build a very effective, efficient, savvy, and elegant part for this purpose, and to 

give it the tools and authority to do the job with ease. 

Step #8. Test and refine the part. 

In the coming situations that need this part, notice any improvements. In 

particular, notice any ways that this part is being expressed. Take note of any ways 

you can enhance this part, and refine it through this process or other appropriate 

patterns as you go. 
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Additional Advice 

When working on generating "new" behavior, you want to work with parts 

that are natural to the person you're working with. If the person is very shy and 

has social anxiety, you wouldn't want to begin your change-work with him or her 

by generating a "socially popular" part. This will cause unnecessary anxiety and 

internal conflicts. 

Given the last example, you would first work with behavioral change patterns, 

such as the Swish or Anchoring, and then when the person's feelings are neutral in 

regards to social settings, you can work on generating a socially popular part. 

In addition, do not confuse learning skills with behavior generation techniques. 

Here we try to emphasize natural human skills, not creating a whole new one from 

scratch. You are not going to teach a person how to excel in tennis through this 

specific technique, but you can certainly help them become more assertive and self

confident when they go on the tennis court (or anywhere else for that matter). For 

learning skills, you would need the full Neuro Linguistic Programming modeling 

process. 

* 
ACTIVE DREAMING 

"Sometimes you've got to let everything go-purge yourself. If 

you are unhappy with anything ... whatever is bringing you down, 

get rid of it. Because you'll find that when you're free, your true 

creativity, your true self comes out." 

- Tina Turner 

Get ideas, answers, solutions, and information through active dreaming. The 

power of sleep and daydreaming to enhance our creativity drive this pattern. It starts 

with stating a general intention and moves on to induce a specific state that keeps 

you in control of the process. 
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Step #1. Select an intention. 

Come up with an intention to get an idea, answer, decision, or problem solution. 

Choose a very general intention. For example, if you want to solve a problem, don't 

specify conditions for what qualifies as a solution. 

Step #2. Access an up time state while taking a walk. 

Take a ten minute walk, and focus on your peripheral vision. Focus on external 

sounds in order to reduce internal dialog. Foster a relaxed state, letting go of your 

worries for now. 

Step #3. Note what comes into the foreground for you. 

As you take your walk, notice what you spontaneously focus on; what your 

attention is automatically drawn to, in any rep system. 

Step #4. Take second position with each one, one at a time. 

For each thing that jumps into your attention, take second position with it. That 

is, experience it by identifying with it. What might it be like to be that thing? 

Whether it's a tree, the wind, or a rock, notice its attributes as though you could do 

this first hand. Explore things such as the sensation of time passing, your perspective 

and height, the effect of the elements on you, and so forth. 

Step #5. Explore the results from a meta-position. 

Adopt a meta-position, in which you can observe all the information that you 

explored from second position with various objects you encountered. Recall your 

original intention for this pattern. Experience your new information, understanding, 

and experiences in connection with this intention. Give your subconscious mind 

trust and time to process this experience and generate novel insights. 
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Step #6. Test. 

In a few days, ask yourself if anything has changed about the topic of your 

intention for this pattern. Try this pattern on a variety of topics once successful. 

* 
EMOTIONAL PAIN MANAGEMENT 

"Many of us spend our whole lives running from feeling 

with the mistaken belief that you cannot bear the pain. 

But you have already borne the pain. 

What you have not done is 

feel all you are beyond the pain." 

- Saint Bartholomew 

Resolve excessive emotional reactions to gain control, objectivity, and poise. 

This is also known as the "emo" pattern. This pattern is especially helpful for highly 

emotional people, whose reactions can be out of proportion, or not appropriate to 

the context. "Contrastive analysis" and sub-modalities give this pattern its magic. 

Step #1. Pick a situation in which you over-react with emotion. 
Identify the key kinesthetic sub-modalities. 

Pick a situation in which you have an emotional reaction that causes you to over

or under-react, to lose your objectivity, to experience emotional suffering such as 

high anxiety, or to lose your poise. 

Associate into that experience. 

Notice what kinesthetic sub-modalities are involved in that reaction. You may 

find sub-modalities such as pressure or pulsing, heat or cold, tension or depression. 
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Step #2. Find key differences in sub-modalities between this 
state and a similar one that is positive. 

Think of an emotional state that has some similarity to the emotional reaction you 

are working with. However, the emotional experience must be positive. For example, 

excitement is similar to anxiety, but can be positive. Constructive motivation and 

passion for good outcomes can be similar in some ways to jealousy, but be positive. 

Experience the kinesthetic sub-modalities of this positive state. Hint: You don't 

have to come up with a positive situation in order to come up with this positive 

state. The important thing is how the positive state is similar to the troublesome one. 

However, once you think of the positive state, it may help you to think of one or 

more situations in which you experience it in order to associate into it and review 

the kinesthetic sub-modalities that it contains. 

Step #3. Identify the driver submodality that links to two states. 

Review all the sub-modalities that you have experienced in each of these two 

states. Notice what submodality is most shared between the two; which is most 

similar. This is called the driver submodality. It remains the most stable when you 

move between these two different states. 

Step #4. Do the same process for the visual and auditory rep 
systems. 

Do this pattern for your visual and auditory rep systems, one at a time. Use the 

same two reactions as you used for the earlier steps. 

* 
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THE WHOLENESS PATTERN 

"For everything there is a season, 

and a time for every matter under heaven: 

A time to be born, and a time to die; A time to plant, and a time 

to pluck up what is planted; A time to kill, and a time to heal; A 

time to break down, and a time to build up; A time to weep, and 

a time to laugh; A time to mourn, and a time to dance; A time to 

throwaway stones, and a time to gather stones together; A time 

to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; A time to seek, 

and a time to lose; A time to keep, and a time to throwaway; A 

time to tear, and a time to sew; A time to keep silence, and a time 

to speak; A time to love, and a time to hate, 

A time for war, and a time for peace." 

- Ecclesiastes 3:1-8 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Experience symptoms in a profoundly new way. Move into a new state of well ness 

through the healing powers of your body-mind. This is an advanced pattern. I would 

suggest, that if you'd like to try it on yourself, have a close trusted friend or a 

competent NLP practitioner guide you through the procedure. 

Step #1. Access a contemplative or spiritual state. 

Step #2. Imagine, from third person, experiencing an ideal state 
of health. 

Imagine being completely physically healthy, with a clear mind, emotional 

balance, and grounded physical strength. See yourself in this state from third 

position. 
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Step #3. Observe your symptoms and their associated feelings 
and judgments. 

Switch your focus to your symptoms, noticing exactly where in your body you 

feel their presence. Notice that emotional feelings accompany that awareness. 

Identify what those emotions or judgments are. 

Step #4. Fully access this awareness, and flow the feelings and 
representations into your left hand. Allow them to form an 
image. 

Raise your awareness of the symptoms to a full or intense level, along with their 

emotional or judgment aspects. Allow these feelings and representations to flow 

into your left hand as you allow your hand to open. Notice this flow with all rep 

systems. Allow an image of the symptom and it's feelings to form an image in your 

left hand. 

Step #5. Thank the symptoms and elicit its positive intentions. 

Offer thanks to your symptom for revealing and offering itself. Ask your symptom 

what it is trying to communicate to you. Inquire as to its positive intention and its 

purpose. Open your mind into a quiet, passive, listening state, and notice what inner 

messages come through for you. 

Hint: If no positive intentions come through, you may be experiencing a "thought 

virus" expressed as symptoms. To test this, get in touch with an aspect of yourself 

that harbors this symptomatic state. 

One way to get in touch with this aspect of yourself, is to kindly tell the symptoms 

that you are no longer a home for them, and that it is time for them to move into pure 

and useful energy. If any part of you is attached to the symptoms, then you may find 

that it becomes present and you can inquire as to the positive intentions that have 

led to this aspect harboring or encouraging the symptoms. If this is the case, do not 

be alarmed. We are going to work through it. 
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Step #6. Thank your symptoms and recognize them for 
communicating. 

Once you have discovered these positive intentions, thank your symptoms for 

communicating with you. Recognize that they have been committed to the positive 

intentions that your harboring aspect has revealed to you. 

Step #7. Focus on your inner healer and its associate body area 
and feelings. 

Shift your focus to the aspect of you that want health and wellness. We'll refer 

to this as your inner healer. Notice exactly where in your body this aspect most 

obviously resides. Notice how this area feels to have this aspect present. 

Step #8. Flow the inner healer feelings into you right hand, and 
allow an image to emerge. Thank the aspect. 

Increase your sensing of your inner healer to a higher or intense level. Allow 

these feelings to flow into your right hand. Allow an image of this healing aspect to 

emerge. Thank this aspect for being present and connecting with you. 

Step #9. Learn of your inner healer's positive intentions. 

Ask your inner healer what it's positive intentions are for you now. Access an 

open, receptive state of mind and receive whatever messages are available now. 

Step #10. Appreciate your symptom's communications and 
positive intentions. 

Turning your attention to your symptom, thank it as well for communicating 

with you. Offer appreciation for its commitment to its positive intentions. 
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Step #11. Merge the two parts., encouraging their mutual 
acceptance. 

Imagine now that your symptom image and inner healer image are turning to 

face each other. Ask them to access states of understanding and appreciation, and 

to experience the other parts value, but from their own perspective. Encourage this 

until you feel that each part accepts the other state's positive intentions. 

Step #12. Encourage the states to form a cooperative 
relationship in service of a larger vision and their own initial 
higher intentions. 

Now explain to these states that they need to work together in new, meaningful 

ways in order to produce value that expresses their higher intentions. Help them to 

discover their common mission, in a spiritual sense. Convey how wonderful it feels 

to be part of a team, to build trust, and to begin to realize a great vision. 

Step #13. Get the parts to agree to this. 

Recognize the abilities and resources of each part and how they can contribute 

to this vision, and to realizing the higher positive vision of each part. Gain an 

ecological and congruent agreement from both parts to form a teamwork relationship 

that supports them in pursuing their individual and collective aims. 

Step #14. Visualize healing energy as you integrate the two 
parts. 

Return to your contemplative or spiritual state, and experience energy flowing 

into you that is the perfect color and quality for harmonizing and balancing you. 

Adjust the energy so that it is the perfect intensity, vibration, and quality for your 

healing experience. Imagine your unbalanced energies being brought into this flow 

and converted into pure and useful energy. Turn your palms to face each other, and 

then slowly begin to bring them together. Encourage a positive integration of your 
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inner healer and your symptom aspect. Watch them merge, bathed in your healing 

and balancing energies. See what new image emerges from this. 

Step #15. Affirm for yourself the significance of this new 
wholeness. 

Tell yourself that you are creating personal wholeness, as you join important 

aspects of yourself. Tune in to your motives that are aligned with this; that tell you 

this is what you truly desire. Take time to notice how this is congruent for you, as it 

creates a new level of true alignment. 

Tip: If you find anything incongruent or non-ecological about this, you can work 

forward from step three to process any remaining issues. 

Put the issues together as a symptom for the purpose of the pattern. 

Step #16. Take in these new energies, timeline to the beginning 
of your destiny with this energy, and move forward with this new 
alignment into a vision of your wellness and into the future. 

Now bring the image of these integrated aspects into your heart, as you notice 

the quality of energy or aura emanating from this new part. See it being emitted as 

another quality of healing energy that you can breath in with the rest of the healing 

energies that you are experiencing. 

Allow these energies to carry you back through time, prior to your birth, 

experiencing your being in the womb, and experiencing the dynamics through your 

lineage that led to your birth, back to the beginning of time that contained your 

destiny from the beginning. 

From that point, allow the forces of the universe to roll forward, bringing your 

healing and balancing energies through life, through your lineage, and into your 

present moment. 

Notice these forces bringing energy into the power of your mind, projecting a 

fully healed, physically able, mentally clear, calm, state from which you can savor 

life. Observe as this wave of energy flows out into your future. 
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Step #17. Share this experience and a metaphor for it with 
people you trust, and ask them to share a healing experience and 
metaphor for their healing. 

Take some time to share these experience with others who you know to be able 

to talk about experiences of healing from a fairly aligned place. Ask them to share 

with you a brief metaphor that they feel represents a healing experience of theirs, 

and do the same for them. 

* 
THE SCORE PATTERN 

"The whole problem with the world is that fools and fanatics 

are always so certain of themselves, but wiser people so full of 

doubts. " 

- Bertrand Russell 

Solve problems more effectively by organizing information in a more useful 

way. The SCORE model drives this pattern with a flexible, multifaceted style of 

thinking. This style resolves problems and gathers the information that you need. It 

is called multifaceted thinking. 

This style of thinking allows you to think in more than one mode at the same 

time. 

This allows you to benefit from multiple perspectives and styles of thinking 

as needed. Flexibility in thinking is a great asset. The SCORE model is based on 

the idea that we need, as a minimum for effective decision making, a grasp of the 

symptoms, causes, outcomes, resources and effects in play in a given situation. 

This model supports the fundamental NLP skill of conceptualizing the current 

state, the desired state, and the bridge from one to the other by using appropriate 

resources. 
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Step #1. Gather the information 

Begin by gathering the information you need according to the SCORE model. 

These are as follows: 

a. Symptoms: 

Symptoms are the more obvious aspects of a situation that cause us to define it 

as a problem. Once you have these, go farther, asking yourself what symptoms you 

have not noticed. Clarify for yourself how you conceptualize or symbolize these 

symptoms, and how you judge them. 

b. Causes: 

Causes are the dynamics that gave rise and maintain the problem situation. 

The causes may not be obvious, so you may need to investigate, hypothesize, and 

test your conclusions. Knowing that there may be multiple causes and that not all 

causes are acting at any given time, and that the cause may form a domino effect or 

sequence can be helpful. Looking for ecological aspects of causes can be important 

as well. Use a brief ecological check here. 

c. Outcomes: 

These are the goals and objectives that you desire. These can range from 

terminating a negative situation to a highly sophisticated new ecology and vision. 

d. Resources: 

Resources are whatever will assist you in realizing your outcomes. This includes 

information, good will, inner subconscious resources, capital, insight, and anything 

else that will further your efforts, even if you consider the effort itself. 

e. Effects: 

This means the results of whatever you have done, whether you got the outcome 

you desired or not. It includes the direct effects of your actions, and the indirect 

effects, that you might refer to as side effects or unintended consequences. Effects 

become resources when you perceive them as feedback, and create a loop from 

effects into feedback resources and into new strategies and outcomes. Strategies can 

be perceived as symptoms when they are destructive or ineffective, as causes when 

they give rise to the situation, as outcomes when they result from new information 
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and ideas, and as resources when they are assets for achieving the desired outcomes. 

Strategies are intermediary outcomes that people seek in developing mastery, so 

that they can achieve larger outcomes and long-term goals. 

Step #2. Generate new insights 

Take all that you learn from applying the above SCORE analysis in order to 

generate new insights and strategies as described above. Note any ways that it can 

help you: 

I) better visualize or define your desired outcomes, 

2) get a better sense of where you are in the progress, dynamics, and ecology of 

the situation (while keeping potential or known resources in mind), and 

3) what new strategies you are developing with your new insight. 

Step #3. Test. 

Apply your new insights and strategies. Observe the results. Use the results as 

additional feedback in further refining your strategies. 

Always keep an eye out for solutions and resources that are outside of your 

current frame. This is often where the greatest breakthroughs come, since most 

people and organizations have been approaching problems from within their current 

frames for some time. They have either been getting limited results, or the situation 

has changed without them updating their frame. Since your frame is, in a sense, a 

critical part of your strategy, it must be accounted for. 

* 
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LIFE TRANSITIONS TRACKING 

"A mind not to be changed by place or time, the mind is its own 

place, and in itself can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven." 

- John Milton 

This pattern uses archetypes to help us come to terms with a major change or 

perceived threat, and to leverage that new relationship in service of our well-being. 

It applies NLP processes known as spatial sorting, somatic syntax, and 

characterological adjectives. It uses them in relation to archetypes associated with 

mystery and danger. 

Step #1. Identify your current major transition issue. 

Identify the transition issues that you are facing that this time. We will call them 

the "dragon." Think about the aspects of the dragon. This can include changes in 

your status, relationships, environment, and so forth. 

Step #2. Spatially anchor the Dragon (transition issue), and 
place a series of archetypes around it as specified in this step. 

Choose a spatial anchor for the Dragon archetype. Place the following archetypes 

to form a circle around the Dragon. 

a. The Innocent: 

Does not yet consciously experience the Dragon 

b. The Orphan: 

Experiences the Dragon as an overwhelming threat 

c. The Martyr: 

Experiences the Dragon as persecution 
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d. The Wanderer: 

Is adverse to the Dragon, and avoids it 

e. The Warrior: 

Experiences the Dragon as an adversary to engage in battle 

f. The Sorcerer: 

Experiences the Dragon as powerful, but as having it's own meaning and destiny, 

and even as a potential resource 

Step #3. Determine from which archetype you are experiencing 
the Dragon 

Access an objective state (a meta state) and discover from which archetype 

you are experiencing your dragon. If you find it hard to accomplish, go through 

perceptual positions #1 to #2 and then to #3, which in essence is an objective, yet 

close enough to notice everything, position. 

Step #4. Step into that archetype and explore its somatic syntax. 

STEP into the spatial location occupied by that archetype. Explore the somatic 

syntax (the associated body movements and posture, gesture and voice tones, 

expressions and stance) of that archetype. Take your time here, it is important to 

work slowly. 

Step #5. Move through each archetype and then step into the 
most appropriate one. 

Work your way through each of the archetypes in this way, discovering their 

experience vis a vis the dragon. Once you have completed this circuit, step into the 

space that felt most appropriate for your relationship with your dragon. Note that 

this tells you what steps in transition are coming up, based on the sequence of the 

archetypes provided. 
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Step #6. From the meta-position., process your experiences. 

Return to your meta-position and think about your discoveries and lessons from 

this experience. 

Step #7. Test. 

Over the coming days and weeks, notice any changes that you are experiencing 

in regard to this major transition. Post the archetypes where you can see them, with 

the current one marked. This will inspire your thinking about how to develop the 

most resourceful relationship and strategies for this chapter and your next chapter. 

* 
TRANSFORMATION ARCHETYPE 

IDENTIFICATION 

"In a time of drastic change it is the learners who inherit the 

future. The learned usually find themselves equipped to live in a 

world that no longer exists." 

- Eric Hoffer 

Continue the Life Transitions Tracking pattern (above) by determining which 

process archetype is most important in your development at this time. 

Before doing this exercise, do The Life Transitions Tracking pattern. 

Step #1. Pick three items representing your core. 

Pick three items, one from each of the three categories. It must represent 

something that you want to be and will always be. We'll call this your core. 
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a. Animals 

b. Historical figures 

c. Mythical figure 

d. Plants 

e. Natural phenomena 

f. Automobiles 

g. Part of the body 

h. Other 

Step #2. Share in a small group. 

In a small group, have each member share their three symbols with the other 

members. Use this format: "] am like the (item) because (reason)." 

Step #3. Select your hero archetype. 

Select from the following the hero archetype that represents the person you are 

becoming during this step in your personal development. 

a. Wise old man/woman 

b. Mother/father 

c. Wizard 

d. Queen/king 

e. Healer, teacher, storyteller, etc. 

In your group, have each member share their hero symbol in the format, "I want 

to be more like (symbol) because (reason)." 
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Step #4. Select your archetype of transformation. 

Your hero archetype presupposes an archetype oftransformation. Select a symbol 

that represents that process archetype from the following: 

a. Enlightenment 

b. Rebirth 

c. Resurrection 

d. Metamorphosis 

e. Transformation 

f. Incremental evolution 

g. Transcendence 

h. Quantum leap 

i. Other symbol 

In your group, have the members share their symbol using this format: "The 

process of my next step in my evolution will be like (symbol) because (reason)." 

Step #5. Create a metaphor in which, through your archetype of 
transformation, you become your hero archetype. 

Review the three archetypes that you have chosen. Create a metaphor that is 

strong on imagery, like a storyboard for a movie or a comic strip. In this metaphor, 

your core must transform into your chosen hero archetype through your archetype 

of transformation. 

Additional Advice 

Have your group members share their metaphoric stories. 

* 
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THE GRIEF PATTERN 

"The only cure to grief is action. " 

- G. H. Lewes 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Resolve grief in a comforting, healing way. 

Step #1. Connect with your loss of a person. 

Pay attention to your feelings of separation, sadness, or grief. If this would be 

appropriate (depends on the situation and the people involved), start by thinking of 

the person you have lost. 

Step #2. Access a resourceful, objective state. 

Mentally move out of this, into a meta-state. Create a resourceful state of wisdom 

and balance. Take your time here and really associate into this resourceful state. 

Step #3. Think of two entities to serve as your guardian angels. 

Think of two persons or entities that you would like to serve as your guardian 

angels. They must be two mentors that, in some sense, will always be part of you 

as a person. 

Step #4. Create a hologram of the person you have lost. 

Use your hands and your imagination to "sculpt" a life-size hologram of the 

person you are missing. Imagine creating them in their ideal state. Notice any 

painful or negative ideas or recollections in connection with this person.Now put 

the negativity into balloons with baskets to carry them away as you let them go. 
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Step #5. Enliven this lost person~s image. 

Imagine that you can invite spiritual energy to bring the person to you in this 

form, with the ability to speak in their own voice. 

Step #6. Experience this person as a mentor~ and visualize a gift 
from them. 

Experience it from their perspective.Notice how this person can be a new mentor 

for you. Ask this being, "What is the gift that you have wished to give me?" Go to 

the second perceptual position, perceiving yourself through their eyes, and allow 

the answer to come through. Visualize a symbol for the gift. 

Step #7. Visualize a giftfor this person~from your own 
perspective. 

Move back into your first position (seeing through your own eyes).Answer the 

same question, "What is the gift that you have wished to give me?" 

Imagine a symbol for your gift to this person. 

Step #8. Create a heart connection with this person. 

Exchange these gifts, and imagine that your hearts are becoming gently connected 

by an eternal silver beam of energy. 

Step #9. Share this experience with someone. 

Honor this gift and it's place in your life by sharing this experience with someone 

you trust. For now, imagine how you might share this gift, keeping it alive. Request 

insight from your new mentor, who can act as a resource in helping you share this 

gift and all of its meaning. 
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Step #10. loin your mentor with your other mentors. 

Experience your mentors welcoming and connecting with your new mentor. 

Step #11. Bring these mentors and your gift into the loss 
situation to further your healing. 

Bring your gift, and your mentors, including your guardian angels, into the loss 

situation. Give yourself time to experience their healing and insightful energies as 

they transform your sense of balance, knowing, and expanding as a person. 

* 
THE PRE-GRIEVING PATTERN 

"If you wish me to weep, 

you must first show grief yourself." 

- Horace 

Resolve fears of future losses, eliminating many worries. 

Become more resilient by better tolerating and recovering from losses that will 

occur in the future, even extreme losses, such as disability. 

Step #1. Focus on a potential loss that is difficult to face and 
preoccupies your mind at times. 

Focus on a future loss or potential future loss that you sometimes become 

preoccupied with. It may be a person, thing, or situation. 
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Step #2. Explore your experience of things that you readily 
accept as temporary. Include your beliefs and values, and your 
memories of creatively moving on after these acceptable losses. 

Think of some things that you appreciate despite knowing that they are temporary. 

Focus on the ones that you can best accept as being temporary. Notice the ways you 

have a balanced or positive experience of these things, and how to manage their 

passing. You may even look forward to replacing some things, as is the case when 

technology is improving. 

Notice how your beliefs and values support your balanced relationship to these 

things and their nature. 

Notice how you represent the temporary nature of these things through sub

modalities. 

Add to this the actual experiences you have had of creatively moving on with 

your life after the losses that you were accepting of or at peace with. 

Notice how you carry with you an appreciation for what the person, situation, 

or thing meant to you. 

Step #3. Map the balancing representations onto the anticipated 
loss. See yourself creatively moving forward in life after having 
resolved the loss. 

Map the balancing representations that you explored in the previous step onto 

an anticipated loss (from step one) that can be more difficult to accept. You can do 

this, for example, by adjusting the sub-modalities involved in that difficult loss so 

that they match the most potently balancing sub-modalities that you experienced in 

the prior step. 

Now imagine yourself after adjusting to the loss from step one. Picture and sense 

yourself from the third position (dissociated) as you creatively move forward in life 

after having adjusted to the loss. Notice how you carrying with you an appreciation 

for the person, situation, or thing that you have lost, thus honoring the memories 

and gifts. 
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Step #4. Future pace experiencing and expressing these gifts. 

Generate an even more resourceful future. Spend some time imagining future 

situations where you experience and express the gifts from the person, thing, or 

situation that you have lost. This might take the form of sharing life lessons with 

another person, or creating a valuable skill from a gift that the person, thing, or 

experience brought forth in you. 

Step #5. Refine as needed for ecological integrity. 

See if any parts of you object to creating this resourceful future. Use these 

objections to enhance the future that you are creating. 

Step #6. Install via your timeline. 

From a meta-state, view your timeline. Install your future representation in the 

appropriate time. 

Step #7. Test. 

Short of actually waiting for the projected loss to take place in order to test this 

pattern, you can apply it to losses that are in your immediate future, even though 

they may not be as serious as the one you chose this time around. 

Additional Advice 

You can repeat this exercise to better cope with the same thing, and for additional 

future losses. You can anchor the resourceful loss state in step two, and then do 

the exercise beginning from step three after triggering the resourceful state and 

recalling the most effective sub-modalities for mapping onto the new loss. 

You can use this exercise to have a more balanced state when you deal with a 

potential loss, so that you will remain objective when there is risk of loss. 
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This kind of objectivity can sometimes prevent a loss, such as when one saves 

a relationship or a job because of the maturity, caring, and poise that they express. 

Others may experience you as less self-absorbed and more expansive as a person. 

* 
SELF-NuRTURING 

"Never esteem anything as of advantage to you that will make you 

break your word or lose your self-respect." 

- Marcus Aurelius 

Accelerate your maturation and emotional strength by drawing, upon your adult 

resources to resolve unfinished emotional development. The value of good parenting 

resources as conceptualized by NLP drives this pattern. 

Step #1. Create a chart of your unfulfilled childhood emotional 
needs and the corresponding characteristics your parents or 
caretakers needed in order to fulfill them appropriately. 

On an imaginary blackboard or on paper, draw a line down the middle. On the 

left, list the emotional needs that were not fulfilled for you as a child. On the other, 

list the characteristics that your parents or caretakers needed in order to fulfill those 

needs. 

Step #2. Build an ideal parent model and enhance it with any 
additional ideas. 

Use these characteristics to build a mental model of ideal parents. Use all 

representational systems to experience these parents. Add anything else that you 

know about good parents or what you were missing. As you think of these perfect 

parents, any number of ideas may come to you. What would it be like to get help 

with homework in a really supportive way, or to be guided toward constructive 
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behavior in a constructive way, or simply to get plenty of attention and desirable 

activity? 

Step #3. Visualize these parents expressing their parenting gifts. 

Visualize these parents in action, handling situations that some parents would 

find challenging. See them being very successful and resourceful as parents. If you 

are working with a study group, or have friends or colleagues interested in this, 

discuss it with them to further enhance your model either during this pattern, or at 

another time for future use. 

Step #4. Timeline back to the day you were born. Transfer 
your powerful good parenting resources into your parents or 
caretakers. 

Access your timeline and float back to the day you were born. Observe that 

experience as your adult self, bringing with you all the resources you have developed, 

including your ever-increasing understanding of good parenting. 

Allow the momentum and magic of all the resources you have brought back to 

imbue your parents with perfect parenting abilities. See all this resource energy 

flooding into this time from your future, swirling as it suddenly stops at this moment, 

drawn to your parents as vortices for their power. Even if you are not now connected 

with your parents, even if one or both of them were not present, create parents or 

caretakers for this scene. 

Step #5. Watch your life move forward with magically perfect 
parents who fulfill your needs appropriately. 

Watch your life unfold forward into your timeline, but with these magically 

perfect parents. Observe how they fulfill you needs as an expression of their magical, 

yet human gifts. 
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Step #6. Re-calibrate your prior negative experiences. 

Pay special attention to experiences that had been negative, and see how 

resourcefully your parents now deal with the situation. Let the positive outcomes 

build your positive abilities and personality characteristics as you develop through 

them. 

Step #7. Follow your timeline into your present, in the state of 
receiving unconditional love. 

Trigger your state of experiencing your parent's new unconditional love, and 

tell your subconscious mind that these experiences can generalize, bringing your 

forward more and more rapidly, to your present time. 

Step #8. Integrate and future pace. 

Continue to hold the anchor to your state of receiving unconditional love. Allow 

yourself to integrate these experiences and sensations, as your momentum carries 

you into future experiences. 

These future experiences show you how your expanded development will allow 

you to express wonderful resources for far better outcomes. 

Step #9. Test. 

In the coming days or weeks, notice any ways that your relationships or care

taking behavior improve, or ways that your personal boundaries become more 

effective. 

* 
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AWAKENING TO FREEDOM 

"The end of wisdom is to dream high enough 

to lose the dream in the seeking of it." 

- William Faulkner 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Richard Clarke. 

Give and receive support for awakening through personal growth in this dyadic 

(pair) exercise. Enhance your vision, mission and spirit through this support for 

awakening. With your partner in this pattern, you will bring out the best in each 

other by taking turns in the role of Awakener. Express your integrity and congruence 

to enhance the Awakener role. Align and connect with your own vision and mission 

as a catalyst for others to experience their vision and mission. 

Transcend the old-fashioned style of morality and judgment that neutralizes 

personal expansion. Instead, maintain your perception of the other person's limitless 

possibilities and their innocence in doing the best that they knew in their past. This 

way, you keep the channel of communication open, inspiring them toward fresh 

insight, resourcefulness, and constructive personal power. 

Step #1. Get into Awakener and Explorer roles, and give your 
partner instructions. 

Start out in the role of Awakener, with a partner who is in the role of Explorer. 

Give your Explorer partner the following instructions: Think about an unproductive 

"self pattern." What is its basic structure? 

Notice any unproductive beliefs that are attached to this pattern, 

such as, "Oh, I have to put on a happy face and pretend I'm 

confident until the next big disappointment. This kind of success is 

for other people, not me." 

Think of as many examples of this self pattern as you can. There are probably 

many throughout your life. Some of them may be subtle, or comprise a string of 
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many little iterations that turned into a bigger pattern of loss, missed opportunities, 

or failure. Make sure you understand the consequences of this pattern. 

• How has it affected your life? 

Continue with these instructions to your partner: 

What would it be like to be free of this pattern? 

• What kind of results might you expect to see in the future? 

On the other hand, what does this pattern do for you? 

• Is it helping you in any way? 

Be sure to consider any "sneaky" ways that it is helping you, that is, 

dysfunctional ways. For example, see if it is helping you avoid any challenges, fear, 

or responsibility. Even consider any way that it might be helping you to manipulate 

other people or avoid criticism. 

Does it simply give you a feeling of having a familiar self that you really 

don't need to be? 

Now have your Explorer partner share with you, the Awakener, what he or she is 

discovering. As Awakener, listen from a state of respectful openness, fully accepting 

the Explorer. 

Step #2. Set up and ask the Why question. 

As the Awakener say to the Explorer (still from a respectful, validating place), 

"You have the full support of my being to freely explore, because this expands and 

strengthens you and your meaning in the world. You are completely free to do what 

you will with this pattern. You are free to continue it, but, as the Explorer, you also 

ask why you would continue such a pattern." 

Step #3. Get the Explorer's reaction to the question. 

Have the Explorer notice its inner reaction to the question of why. Have the 

Explorer share any reaction with the Awakener. 
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Step #4. Repeat step two. 

Repeat the statement and question of the Awakener to the Explorer as in step 

two. See what response the explorer has this time. Do this from an open-minded 

space that allows the Explorer to have a fresh response each time. Different aspects 

of your experience are likely to emerge from this, expanding your knowledge of 

yourself and of your potential. 

Step #5. Continue repeating step two. 

Do step four several more times, at least three times. 

Step #6. Switch roles. 

Switch roles, becoming the Explorer with your partner taking the Awakener role. 

Step #6. Test. 

In the coming days or weeks, notice any new ways that you experience this 

pattern, including any ways that you let go of it or innovate. 

See if you get any better results in life from this new perspective and 

resourcefulness that comes from these parts being more harmonious and able to 

exchange knowledge. Have a time set aside to discuss this with your partner in this 

exercise. 

* 
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THE LONGEVITY PATTERN 

"Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, 

but anyone can start today and make a new ending." 

- Maria Robinson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Develop positive beliefs and resources for almost any kind of issue. Directly 

install the beliefs and strategies of the vital elderly models. While this is not an 

advanced NLP pattern, I would still recommend that you wait until gain confidence 

and skill in other Neuro Linguistic Programming tools, such as anchoring and 

moving through perceptual positions. 

Step #1. Imagine your timeline. 

Imagine that your past, present and future are represented by a line that goes 

from left to right in front of you. Select a physical location in front of you, that you 

can step onto during this pattern. 

Step #2. Start from your meta-position. 

Look at your timeline from a meta-position (your objective or transcendent 

perspective, position #4). Be sure to have a physical spot for this position. 

Step #3. Step into your positive future. 

Start by stepping onto your timeline where the present time is located. Face 

toward your future. See how your future timeline extends into the infinite future. 

Elicit a relaxed physical and mental state, and walk slowly into the future. Imagine 

that you are moving in a positive direction, in a positive state. Focus your mind, in 

positive terms (what you are going toward, rather than avoiding), on your health as 

something that you enhance over time in many ways. 
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Add elements to this sense of your future health. Include: 

1) a sense of your influence and what you can actually control, 

2) the feeling of deserving excellent health, 

3) a positive representation in every sense modality, 

4) ideas and images of how you are of value to others and society, and how your 

age and experience are assets, 

5) a sense of the larger reality that led to your existence and that supports your 

continued existence, 

6) the visual representation of your physical posture and body language as being 

uplifting, balanced, and expressive. 

Step #4. Access past resources. 

Turn to face toward your past. Focus your mind on all feelings and experiences 

of vitality and well-being that you have generated in this pattern, and slowly walk 

toward your past. Connect with many of the resources of your past, especially 

experiences that can remind you of your abilities and beliefs that support you in 

achieving your goals and in generating new positi ve beliefs and action. 

Notice any special people that helped you generate those resources, including 

your ability to appropriately trust and believe in others. Take the time to savor each 

point in your timeline where resource experiences and generation are especially 

noteworthy. Fully connect with these experiences and savor and relive them. You 

may not always remember details, but follow the good feelings that are part of this 

kind of experience, and they will help you access a positive state and maybe even 

connect you with more of the resource memories that we are focusing on. 

Step #5. Reframe and potentiate negative memories as 
appropriate. 

Here's what to do when you encounter negative memories during your walk into 

the past. If the memory holds no value in supporting your resources (but bear in 
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mind that negative memories often do hold great value), then it's fine to simply step 

around it and continue on. However, if you feel that there may be some value in the 

memory, then take the following steps: 

3. Step off your timeline and onto your meta-position. Now you are in an 

objective position, insulated from the discomfort of the memory. 

h. Derive positive meaning from the experience. Determine what resource would 

have helped you derive resources from this experience. This can be as simple as 

thinking of worse experiences that people have survived and grown from. It can 

be as sophisticated as giving your adult perspective to that moment so that you can 

discover the resources that are in that situation, and take them with you. Even if this 

is a memory of something negative that you did, pay attention to the fact that your 

feelings about it are a link to your higher values. This is an opportunity for you to 

become fully aligned with these higher values. 

c. See how the negative experience has contributed to positive experiences. This 

may have happened because it served as some kind of warning, or made you tougher 

or more sensitive and aware. Remember to analyze this in terms of logical levels 

(see appendix) to uncover dynamics that you might otherwise miss. 

d. Think about the positive underlying motivations that have been a part of the 

negative event. Even if a person behaved badly, notice positive intentions or drives 

that you can draw upon and redirect positively in future situations. 

e. Find the humor in the situation. Humor tends to come from getting an 

unexpected shift in perspective. Surprise and variety are human needs. This will 

help you cultivate your sense of humor and ability to innovate. 

f. Once you have found one or more effective reframes, step back into the 

timeline and negative experience. Now imagine re-experiencing it from your 

expanded perspective. 

g. At the beginning of this step, you thought of at least one resource from your 

life that would have helped with this experience. Recall the time in your life in 

which you were most connected with this kind of resource. Find that spot on your 

timeline, and step into that spot. Associate into that resource experience. As you 

fully experience the associated resource state, experience it as an energy and see 

what color it manifests as. 
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• How does it vibrate? 

• What other sub-modalities do you notice in any sense mode? 

• How does it feel to run through your body as a healing energy? 

h. Beam that energy down your timeline into the negative experience, and 

maintain that beam of energy until you notice a positive change in that experience. 

See what resources are liberated by this energy. Continue until you reach the earliest 

supportive memory. 

Step #6. Create a resource vortex. 

Turn to face your future again. Slowly walk toward the future, and relive your 

supportive and resourceful memories. Collect them, taking them with you into your 

future. Cultivate the sense of all these supportive people and resourceful situations 

being with you now. Amplify the state of resourcefulness. Step around any negative 

memories as you go. They do not detract in any way from your positive memories. 

Step #7. Connect your resources with your future goal as you 
experience it. 

Listen for a song that captures the sense of your resourceful state and supporti ve 

memories, as well as your health and vitality. Get into the spirit of that song as 

you proceed into your future.Continue until you arrive at your future goal on 

your timeline. Experience all of the resources that you have brought with you as 

well as your goal and the optimal state for attaining your goal. Integrate these 

sensory representations into a single, positive experience. Notice and fully feel the 

connection between this future and all the people and resources of your past that are 

connected to it in some way. Experience the congruent connection between all of 

your life events and your vital, healthy future. 

* 
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CHANGE PERSONAL HISTORY 

"History is fables agreed upon." 

- Voltaire 

Modify negatively coded memories so that you can realize your potential 

unfettered by such memories. It works especially well for a person or situation that 

pushes your buttons, that is, that you have an unresourceful reaction to. Before you 

use the pattern, remember that it might need some modification to fit your unique 

needs and abilities. We cannot stress enough how important it is that you approach 

this pattern flexibly. 

Step #1. Access the negatively coded memory after establishing 
an exit cue. 

Create an exit cue that will allow you to stop the pattern if you do not feel it 

is going in a good direction for some reason. Put a special object (a real object) in 

front of you, where it does not normally go. 

If you suddenly need to stop the process, grab the object to trigger the "return 

to previous state" cue. Anchor a more or less neutral state to this object. Access 

the negatively coded past experience using all rep systems, and from the first 

(associated) position. Anchor the state associated with this experience by using a 

unique gesture. 

Step #2. Ugly TDS 

As you'll recall, TDS (trance-derivational search) occurs every time you go 

inside your mind and search for meaning or for memories. This can lead to a trance. 

An "Ugly TDS" occurs when you perform a TDS inside a TDS. For example, while 

you're searching for meaning for that negatively-coded experience, you anchor that 

feeling and do another TDS for another memory that provides similar emotional 

reaction. Then you do it again, collecting more and more related negatively-coded 

experiences. That's why it is called "ugly" TDS. To make it easier you can write them 
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down and mark each with the approximate age you were in during that experience. 

While you're doing the Ugly TDS, keep adding those to your anchor. Continue until 

the ugly TDS becomes slow and it is difficult to find more related memories. 

Step #3. Go to your earliest related memory, then break state. 

Stop the search and, in your mind, go directly to the earliest memory. Since you 

have your age written for each one, it's easy. Stay there. Now break your ugly TDS 

state. Since it involves TDS, it is best to do it actively, by getting up and shaking it 

off, among other things. 

Step #4. List your present resources. 

Now we will group some good things together from the currently identity you 

chose to hold on to. Ask yourself, "What kind of resources do I have today, that I 

wish I had back then, so that the whole experience would have been different and to 

my advantage?" 

As an adult, or "older you," you have plenty of resources available. 

How about Forgiveness, Patience, Resilience, Self Defense, Sarcasm, Devotion, 

Procrastination, Inner Strength, or whatever else you have there inside of you. Small 

or big, it does not matter, any resource that can help you should be listed. 

Step #5. Anchor these resources. 

Anchor each of these resource states. Fully feel them, and then establish a new 

anchor for all of them together. Choose a gesture that is very different from the one 

you used for the negatively-coded experience anchor. 

Step #6. Create your {(emotritional" anchors salad. 

Emotritional is a nick name we gave to emotional resources that nourish you. 

Take the negatively-coded experiences anchor and the new anchor (the collection 
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of current resources), and collapse them at the same time. While you do that, let the 

first negatively-coded experience float into your mind, and take all of the resources 

that you've anchored (the second anchor) and drop them on that memory. With all 

of those resources available, how would the experience have looked back then? 

Change the content in whatever way is useful to you. 

Once you're done with the first memory, go faster. Move on to other memories. 

It doesn't matter in which order you proceed. It may help you to avoid doing them 

in chronological order, however. If you find the pattern confusing, bear in mind that 

confusion can actually enhance its effecti veness. 

Step #7. Take a break. 

Break the state completely in whatever way you find appropriate. You may feel 

tired at this point, but maintain your alertness for a while to make sure that the 

pattern takes effect. This would be a good time to eat something or drink some cold 

water. Distract yourself with what's going on around you. 

Step #8. Savor some inner peace. 

Inner peace is completed when you forgive and forget. Now that you have 

completed this pattern, check to see if there is any "hidden treasure" that you 

might find disturbing if it is not processed properly now. Calmly think about that 

previously negatively-coded memory. From an objective frame of mind, ask yourself 

if it means more than a learning experience to you when you look at it. If not, then 

you have most likely completed the pattern effectively. If you find that there is still 

a negative charge, you can make that the target of this pattern or another appropriate 

pattern in the future. 

Step #9. Future pace. 

This step brings the good from the past into your future. Future pace an event 

that is likely to happen. Trigger your resources anchor, and mentally rehearse the 

event several times. For each mental rehearsal, have a different turn of events take 
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place, in order to future pace the situation from several angles. This will prepare you 

to respond effectively and flexibly. For each version, handle it in your imagination 

so that it is to your advantage. Being able to spontaneously respond to the ghosts of 

your past is a liberating and empowering feeling. Most people find that, having done 

this pattern, their new responses are quite spontaneous, yet effective. 

Step #10. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice if you have more peace of mind regarding 

issues related to this memory, or if you experience more freedom to think about the 

things that really matter to you, and less about negative things of the past. 

Additional Advice 

You can add a piece to this pattern when it concerns a person that pushes your 

client's buttons. Help your client understand the intent of the other party. This helps 

your client feel a sharper distinction between their reality and that of the other 

person. 

Many of the people who come to an NLP practitioner have difficulty with this 

particular skill--the skill of being very clear on where they leave off and other 

people begin. This leads to many of the problems that people use NLP for. One 

of them is certainly the negative reactions they experience because they cannot 

tolerate other people thinking or saying negative things about them. 

When working with a client, you can provide some instructions that help them 

do the pattern. Remember to say words like those I used when firing off the two 

anchors. "Take the resource state (as you fire the positive anchor) into the negative 

state (as you fire the negative anchor) ... and notice ... how it has changed ... now ... " 

And when you test the anchors, notice any changes in your client's physiology 

that can alert you to changes in their state. 

* 
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THE END-OF-DAY PATTERN 

"If you create an act, you create a habit. 

If you create a habit, you create a character. 

If you create a character, you create a destiny." 

- Andre Maurois 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Alexander Van Buren. 

Make a daily habit of generating behavior and attitudes that are ever more 

effective and fulfilling with the power of the new behavior generator. 

Step #1. Review the day from a loving state. 

Create a state of self-acceptance and love. Begin reviewing your day from the 

beginning, as if you were watching a movie about your day. 

Step #2. Find a rough spot and freeze frame. 

When you hit a rough spot, especially one where you didn't like you own or 

others' behavior, freeze the image. 

Step #3. Identify resources from your day. 

Identify resources from other parts of the day. 

Take elements that worked well for you during the day, and briefly think about 

how they might be useful as resources for the trouble spot where you have frozen 

the image. 
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Step #4. Use logical levels and your resources to create preferred 
outcomes and processes. 

Determine what didn't work about this spot. Compare your actual experience to 

one that would have been more resourceful. Keep the resources that you noted in 

step three in mind. Using the Logical Levels, ask questions such as the following: 

a. Spirit: 

• What effect did I have on the people involved? 

• How would I prefer to have affected them? In other words, how do I wish I 

had, how should I have? 

b. Identity: 

Who was I in this situation? 

• What sort of person would I prefer to have been? 

c. Values: 

• What was important to me in this situation? 

• What would I prefer to have valued, instead? 

d. Beliefs: 

• What was I certain of? 

• What clarity or certainty would I prefer to have had? (This can be intellectual, 

or a feeling or intuition. It can be a level of probability, such as, thinking 

something had high odds of happening.) 

e. Capabilities: 

• What abilities did I use in this situation? 

What capabilities would I prefer to have used? 

f. Behavior: 

• What specific actions did I take? 
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What actions would I prefer to have taken? 

Step #5. Play the scene through with your preferred outcomes 
and processes. Modify it until you are satisfied. 

Now play this scene with all of these preferred modes of being and resources in 

place. Loop through this scene. Modify the scene each time through until you are 

satisfied with it. The scene should make you feel good as you see yourself getting 

positive results with behavior and an attitude that you can take pride in. When the 

scene passes a basic ecology check, you are ready for the next step. 

Step #6. Continue to the next rough spot. 

Now continue with your movie until you find another spot to freeze, and repeat 

steps two through five. 

Step #7. Watch the most positive highlights of the day. 

Once you have made it to the end of the day, you can ask your mind to run the 

movie briefly, showing you highlights of the best parts, and including the improved 

scenes in place of the original versions. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the coming days, see if you find yourself handling new situations with the 

resourcefulness that you have been generating in these daily (or nightly) sessions. 

Additional Advice 

You can briefly review your day and select just one or a few scenes in advance 

to work on, in order to manage your time effectively. 
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Do the pattern sitting up is a spot where you won't fall asleep if you are doing 

it before bed time. 

* 
NEGATIVE ASSOCIATED 

EMOTIONS DISSOLVING 

"Virtue, dear friend, needs no defense, The surest guard is 

innocence: None knew, till guilt created fear, What darts or 

poisoned arrows were." 

- Horace 

Transform any mistakes you make from sources of shame and recrimination to 

sources of learning and empowerment. 

Step #1. Select your mistake. 

Select a mistake which you are highly motivated not to repeat. 

Step #2. Clarify what why it a mistake. 

Think over the criteria you used to decide that it was a mistake. For example, 

what values did this mistake fall short of? Think back on the mistake and notice if 

you have violated a higher hierarchy value. 

Step #3. Access its negative feelings and intensify them. 

Access the negative feelings that you have associated with this mistake. Amplify 

them until they are fairly intense, adding to your motivation not to repeat the 

mistake. Use all driver sub-modalities you have worked with successfully until now. 
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Especially focus on the kinesthetic sub-modalities, since we want to amplify the 

feelings directly by intensifying the event that triggers them. 

Step #4. Learn from this mistake. 

Shift your awareness to all that you can learn from the mistake. Shift your 

discomfort into intensity and a drive for learning. Modulate the intensity so that you 

can learn without panicking. It is very valuable to learn to manage intensity such as 

this, especially negative intensity, so that you can transform it into positive passion 

and drive. Use different lenses to derive these learnings. 

a. The history of the mistake: 

• What lead to it? 

How did the sequence take place from its earliest roots? 

h. Psychodynamics: 

• What parts were involved and what where their positive motives? 

c. Behavior Mod: 

• What secondary benefits came from the patterns that contributed to this 

mistake? For example, is there a pattern of needing to be rescued, vindicated, 

avenged, or given attention? 

Finally, think about how learning from this will benefit you. 

Step #5. Reduce the negative emotions and apply resources to 
the mistake, including what you can learn from it. 

Shift your focus to the emotions coming from all of this. Bring the negative 

emotions into the foreground. Imagine a big box with a heavy lid. Move the negative 

emotions into that box. Now bring the positive lessons into the foreground and take 

them with you as you float back over your timeline to the point at which this mistake 

occurred. Saturate that experience with these lessons and reconfigure the lessons so 

that they become active resource in this scenario. When you are satisfied, make all 
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similar mistakes stand out along your timeline. Cruise your entire timeline, beaming 

these lessons into each of those points in time, as you did with the main mistake. 

Step #6. Test. 

Bring your attention back to the original mistake. As you review it, notice 

whether you still have any negative feelings about it. If so, see what learning 

and resources that you can apply to resolve those feelings. They may even be an 

ecological problem of some kind to work out. 

As you apply your resources, run the scene as a movie from third position 

(dissociated) until you are satisfied that it is a fully positive experience. 

Step #7. Test again. 

Over the coming days and weeks, see how your work on this mistake opens new 

perspectives and resourceful behavior for you. 

• What new results are you getting? 

398 

Do you feel better about any of your circumstances, or do you feel new hope 

for any pattern in your life? 

* 
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CORE TRANSFORMATION 

"The purpose of life is not to be happy-but to matter, to be 

productive, to be useful, to have it make some difference that you 

have lived at all." 

- Leo Rosten 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Connirae Andreas. 

Live from a new center that comes from a practical, yet spiritual or expanded 

experience of life. By discovering the core state at the center of each part, overcome 

serious limitations. 

This pattern is more fully addressed in the book Core Transformation by 

Connirae Andreas. The "core state" gives you a valuable compass that helps you 

know whether you are on your path, and whether you are coming from a spiritual or 

expanded place. When you are dealing with a conflict, it is much easier to envision 

a positive outcome and approach when you are connected with your core state. It 

can be a simple as checking in, and seeing whether your strategy for handling the 

conflict resonates well with your core, or if it feels more like a distraction from your 

path, that is, like drama or unnecessary harm. 

This is just one example of an understanding that can create a very meaningful 

foundation for your life and contribute greatly to your personal philosophy. 

Note: This pattern has many steps and involves some fairly abstract or advanced 

ideas. It's a good idea to read it through and make sure that you grasp it before 

actually trying it out. However, you don't need to understand what the core state 

experience is up front. That is something that is best understood through experience. 

Step #1. Determine what part you will be working with. 

a. Select an issue that you can experience as a part of yourself, with specific 

motives that drives behavior that is limited in some way, behavior that is not doing 

enough to get you through the issue. You can start simply with a behavior, feeling, 
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or response, if you wish. Give this behavior, feeling or response pattern a name for 

the purpose of this exercise. Jot down this name. We'll refer to it here as your part. 

b. Get to know the part better as a collection of behaviors, feelings, or reactions. 

Think about what tends to trigger this pattern. Ask yourself what places, times, and 

people tend to help trigger this pattern. Make some basic notes about this. 

c. Experience the pattern in terms of how you are triggered to react. Select a 

specific point in time when this pattern took place. Mentally step into this scene and 

re-experience it. Pay careful attention to what sub-modalities comprise the mindset 

that drives your reaction to the situation. 

d. Access this part. Remember that the behavior, feelings, and responses that 

come from you in connection with the issue or issues in question are an old pattern 

that you did not consciously orchestrate or develop. Instead, experience them as 

coming from your part, and having a collective life as this part. Discover how this 

part "lives" inside of you as a body experience. 

• Where in your body do you mostly feel it? 

• Describe those feelings. What inner voice expresses it? 

Hear or come up with the words that express its message, fears, or motivations. 

What mental images are part ofthis? They may be symbols or scenes that are fearful 

or motivating. Carry this out with an inviting state of mind, and invite this part to 

emerge into your awareness more completely. 

e. Thank the part. 

Thank this part for coming into awareness and being part of your path. Tell it 

that you are looking forward to understanding its purposes and having it as part of 

the more aligned and fulfilling existence that you and it will create. 

Step #2. Begin the Outcome Deepening pattern: Find out what 
your part desires., and thank it. 

a. Ask your part what it desires in connection with this issue. Be gently direct 

and open, asking, "What do you want? What is the highest purpose of having this 

issue? How does it serve you and I?" 
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Note the answer as an intended outcome. 

b. Thank the part. 

Express thanks for providing this answer. If you like the outcome stated or 

implied by the answer, say so. If not, then express your appreciation for joining on 

a path of discovery for greater fulfillment and alignment. You can say this because 

you are committed to this kind of outcome, and because you have vast, untapped 

resources to realize such an outcome. You can have the kind of certainty that comes 

from commitment. This is not the certainty of a guarantee that comes from the 

outside, it is an inner certainty that you cultivate in order to be more resourceful, 

creative, motivated, and vibrantly happy. 

Note: The term "Outcome Deepening pattern" was created for this book. Andreas 

refers to this phase (steps two through four) with a separate name for each step. 

Step #3. Continue the Outcome Deepening pattern by deriving 
deeper outcomes until you experience your core state. 

a. Ask your part for a deeper outcome. 

Ask the part, "When you fully experience and have this outcome, what, beyond 

that, becomes important to have?" 

Note the answer and thank the part as you did before. 

b. Keep repeating step (a) deriving deeper outcomes, until you reach your core 

state. 

Name it based on the deep outcome that produced it. We will refer to this 

outcome-state combination as your "core state outcome." (Although Andreas refers 

to it as your core state, we use the term core state outcome to disambiguate the core 

state from the outcome, since this pattern can involve more than one outcome that 

triggers the core state.) 

Keep repeating step three, getting a new outcome each time. It may not be obvious 

at first, but each new outcome brings you closer to your core state. You could say 

that you are moving through to deeper outcomes. Write down each answer in order. 

When you reach your core state, you will experience a centered, yet expanded sense 
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of peace. You might describe it as coming home to yourself. When people get there, 

they tend to be very sure that they know they are there, even though it is hard to 

describe with words. 

Step #4. Complete the Outcome Deepening pattern: Enjoy and 
meditate upon your core state. Name your core state outcome. 

Once you experience the core state, take some time to enjoy it. It is a healing 

experience in itself. Notice that your core state came when your most recent outcome 

came up. From this point, we will be using the combination of your core state and 

this outcome. We will refer to it as your core state outcome. Give it a brief name 

based on the outcome that you noted. Whenever the text says core state outcome, 

use the brief name or phrase for your outcome in its place. 

Step #5. Begin the Core Emergence pattern 

Understand the core state as a source rather than result. Transform each of the 

outcomes in reverse order in connection with your core state outcome. 

a. Set up your Core Emergence pattern by thinking of your core state not as an 

end result of striving, but rather, as a beginning or source. Your parts may think you 

have to jump through a lot of hoops before you can get to your core state. Imagine 

that this is backwards. Imagine turning it so that your core state is your beginning; 

the wellspring of your actions. 

h. Begin the Core Evolution pattern, by noticing how your core state outcome 

expands your experience. From this point, where you see (core state outcome), 

remember to say the name or phrase for the outcome that connected you to your 

core state this time around. Ask your part, "As you experience your (core state 

outcome) and know (core state outcome) as a way of being, knowing that (core state 

outcome) is a beginning, how does already having (core state outcome) expand your 

experience right now?" Just notice. 

c. Have the core state outcome transform each of the outcomes that you noted, 

one at a time, from the most recent backwards. Ask your part, "Can you notice how 

your experience of (core state outcome) as a way of being expands (outcome)?" 
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Outcome refers to the most recent outcome from (3a). Do this step for each 

outcome backwards until you complete this for the first of the outcomes. 

d. Expand your experience of the original context with your core state outcome. 

Now that you have gone through each outcome, ask the part, "How does already 

having (core state outcome) as a way of being expand your experience of (briefly 

state the situation you selected in step one)?" 

Note: Core Emergence is a term originated for this reference. Andreas actually 

calls this, "reversing the outcome chain," but this conflicts with the metaphor of 

"core" since getting to a core means deepening. Also, this work involves several 

levels of consciousness, implying gaining depth. 

Step #6. Continue the Core Emergence Pattern: Move your part 
up to your current age. 

a. Get your part's age. 

Ask your part, "How old are you?" Note the age. Since if formed some time ago, 

it should be younger than you. Usually, it is an age from childhood. 

b. Get agreement from your part to move up to your current age. Ask your part, 

"Would you like to experience the wonderful things that come from moving forward 

to (your current age), as you experience (core state outcome)? If the answer is no, 

work with the state to resolve any issues. There may be an ecological problem to 

handle. 

c. Move your part up to your current age, while fully accessing the core state 

outcome. Maintaining your connection with your core state outcome, imagine your 

part moving forward in time, infused with the core state outcome experience, until 

it reaches the present. 

Step #7. Complete the Core Emergence Pattern: Bring your part 
into your body, if it is located outside of it. 

a. With your part in the present, observe how you represent it. 
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Now that your part is in the present, infused with your core state outcome, notice 

how you are experiencing your part. Where is it located, in or outside of your body, 

(perhaps in your visual field or primarily as a kinesthetic experience)? 

b. Bring the part into your body, if it is outside it. 

If your part is outside of your body, invite it to move into the area of your 

body in which it feels most at home. Welcome it and notice how this allows you to 

experience your core state outcome more fully. 

c. Expand the resulting sensation. 

Invite the part and this sensation to expand throughout your body, so that every 

cell resonates to this quality of energy. 

• Does the original area in your body feel this sensation in a way that is 

richer? 

As you experience this expansion, know that you are making this an experience 

that you can access, and one that will serve as an emotional compass to which you 

can refer in choosing new directions. 

Step #8. Core Emergence pattern II: Repeat step five, but with 
your part in a grown up state. You can do it briefly this time 
around. 

3. Set up your Core Evolution pattern by thinking of your core state not an 

end result of striving, but rather, as a beginning or source. Ask your part, "As you 

experience your (core state) and know (core state) as a way of being, knowing 

that (core state) is a beginning, how does already having (core state) expand your 

experience right now?" Just notice. 

b. Have the core state transform each of the outcomes that you noted, one at a 

time, from the most recent backwards. Ask your part, "Notice how your experience 

of (core state) as a way of being expands (outcome)." 

Outcome refers to the most recent outcome from 3a. Do this step for each outcome 

backwards until you complete this step all the way to the first of your outcomes. 
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c. Expand your experience of the original context with your core state. 

Now that you have gone through each outcome, ask the part, "How does already 

having (core state) as a way of being expand your experience of (briefly state the 

situation you selected in step one)?" 

Step #9. Additional Core Deepening and Emergence patterns: 
Elicit any parts that object to your core state as a way of being. 
Take them through the core patterns. 

a. Take an objecting part through the Core patterns, steps two through seven. 

Ask yourself if there is any part that objects to your core state as a way of being 

now. If you get a "no" answer, then experience the part that is saying, "no," and 

remember that it is a valuable part of you. Take that part through the Core patterns 

as you did in steps two through seven. 

b. Repeat (?) for any additional parts. Do this for any additional parts involved 

in the issue. If any of these parts get to a different core state outcome, write it down. 

Do this step if you have the time to expand this exercise. Think of any additional 

parts that are involved in this issue. Take each of them through step five, the Core 

Emergence part of the pattern, as you did with the main part. 

Note: Since the Core Transformation pattern may be time consuming the first 

time through, you may wish to leave out step nine until you are efficient with this 

pattern. 

Step #10. Optional progress-for additional core state outcomes 

Note: Do this step if you have gotten additional core state outcomes (that is, 

outcomes that connected you with your core state) from step nine. This can happen 

when you identify additional parts and take them through the Core Deepening 

pattern, as you did for the first part during step two. 

a. Experience your timeline. 

Access your awareness of your timeline. Experience how it is a flow of all of 

your experiences leading up to the person you are now. 
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h. Take your core state outcomes with you as you float back to the moment 

before you were conceived. Look at your notes, and bring into your awareness the 

additional core state outcomes that you got from step nine. Take each of them with 

you as you float back to the moment before you were conceived. 

c. Flow your core state outcomes into this point in time. Attract your core state 

outcomes into this point in time, as though its limitless energy flows into this time 

and builds, being swept into the momentum of time, beginning to move forward 

with time. Your core state transcends all outcomes. It doesn't depend on them. It is 

a wellspring for insight, harmonious action, and creativity. Notice how your core 

state is a universal experience flowing into your timeline. 

d. Move forward in your time line with your core state outcomes. Descend into 

that moment, catching the wave of you core state, riding it forward, and continuing 

to take your core state outcomes with you in your awareness. Have these core state 

outcomes flow through your life experiences. 

e. Experience the benefit to your timeline. As you move forward through time, 

notice how your core state outcomes enrich your life. 

f. Experience the benefit to your future. Have this wave of core state energy 

move through your present and into the future. Notice how this energizes and 

enriches your future. 

g. Repeat several times, going faster each time. Repeat this timeline flow from 

(b) through (e) several times, allowing it to go faster each time. Each time you 

finish, become associated into the present before proceeding with another round. 

This pattern of repeated and accelerated timeline travel builds the durability and 

accessibility of the core state, brings your positive life memories into the foreground 

to enhance your self-esteem and resourcefulness, and improves your motivation and 

mood in facing the future. Needless to say, the results will be seen as you experience 

the growth that comes from using such a set of actions on your philosophy and life 

strategies. 

It is a combination of aspects of the Swish pattern, the anchoring pattern, and 

the Timeline pattern. There are many other processes involved, but it is not for us 

here to be dealing with theories. We will leave the academic discussions to someone 

else or to another book. 
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Step #11. Savor your core state7 think about the value you have 
created7 and take a break. 

You have created access to your core state. This is of profound value. Take 

some time to meditate upon your core state. We recommend that you take a break 

and contemplate this process and outcome by taking a walk or enjoying some other 

physical activity. 

* 
MAPPING ANYONE'S BRAIN 

"To effectively communicate, we must realize that we are 

all different in the way we perceive the world and use this 

understanding as a guide to our communication with others." 

- Anthony Robbins, author of Awaken The Giant Within 

Build your modeling skill with this form of analysis. This skill will dramatically 

improve your ability to understand the world of another person, as well as your 

own, so that you can influence with excellence. In this skill, you will be finding and 

structuring the keys to people's subjective experience. It can be done in less than 

three minutes, non-verbally, using eye accessing cues. 

Step #1. Arrange things with your partner. 

Select a partner for the exercise. Establish that you will be creating the mind map, 

and that the person can best cooperate by following your instructions and without 

answering verbally. As you proceed with the following steps, not the person's eye 

movements. You may want to take notes to review. 

When I elicit the accessing cues, I use my 5 fingers: 

• 1 for Vr (Visual Remembered), 

2 for Vc (Visual Constructed), 
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3 for Ar (Auditory Remembered), 

4 for Ac (Auditory Constructed) and 

• 5 for K (Kinesthetic). 

I then imagine key points around their head as they speak. For example, if their 

eyes go up and to the left for Vr, I imagine a floating point there. Then I make an 

arrow between that point and the position of their Vc, and so on. This way I can even 

guess the movements they'll make ahead of time. 

Step #2. Get Visual Remembered cues. 

Have your partner recall a pleasant memory, and then ask them focus on the 

visual aspect. Prompt them to access visual cues with questions such as: 

• Can you see yourself yesterday? What did you wear? 

Step #3. Get Visual Constructed cues. 

Have your partner construct a visual impression that they do not already 

remember, with a question such as: 

"Now imagine yourself with blue eyebrows. What if the room lost gravity 

and everything started floating around?" 

Step #4. Get Auditory Remembered cues. 

Have your partner recall the audio aspect of a memory. 

• "Listen for a bit to your favorite song. How does it sound in your mind?" 

Step #5. Get Auditory Constructed cues. 

Have your partner create an internal auditory experience, by imagining something 

they have not heard before. 
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• "Imagine that BMW is testing their motorcycles by having one hundred 

riders drive their motorbikes into a four foot deep reservoir of water all at 

once. How does that sound?" 

Step #6. Get Kinesthetic Constructed cues. 

We skipped Kinesthetic Remembered, because people generally do not recall 

kinesthetic memories, rather they re-construct the feeling according to visual or 

auditory cues in the memory. 

Try a cue such as: 

• "Imagine that you are rolling around on an ice berg in light clothing." 

Step #7. Test. 

As you develop skill in this area, see how well you can observe and predict eye 

movements, and how well you can remember which eye movements are associated 

with each strategy. 

Additional Advice 

When you work with a partner, practicing an NLP pattern or tool, it is better if 

you go through the process completely as a client a few times, and then give it a few 

days before you change places and work on it as the practitioner. The reason is that 

we tend to get so caught with the need to complete steps or to work methodically 

through a pattern, that we may miss the important non-verbal cues of our "client." 

When practicing with a fellow practitioner, work on real problems rather than 

inventing one. This will further your personal development, provide a more realistic 

"laboratory," and show you that the pattern really works. 

* 
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UNDETERMINED STATE 

INTEGRATION 

"If you don't go after what you want, you'll never have it. If you 

don't ask, the answer is always no. If you don't step forward, 

you're always in the same place." 

- Nora Roberts 

Help your subject describe his or her state. Sometimes people simply can't 

connect with their state to describe it. They will say things like, "I'm not sure 

what I'm feeling," "It seems vague." or "I feel dull." (indicating that they are also 

becoming fatigued, physically or mentally). This pattern comes to get a clearer 

statement that will enable you, their practitioner, to set a well-defined outcome for 

the session. 

Step #1. Put your finger about one foot from the subject's eyes. 

Position yourself in front of the person and on eye level. Put your right hand 

about one foot in front of his eyes with your finger pointed laterally (not toward 

either of you). 

Step #2. Guide the eye movement and blinking pattern. 

Ask him to take a few deep breaths and then to close and open his eyes according 

to your finger's movement rhythm. Start very slow, moving your finger from 90 

degrees to about 45 degrees (downward motion), and then back up again. 

Step #3. Alter the movements as indicated, and break state. 

Repeat 5 to 6 times with increased rhythm until normal blinking rhythm IS 

reached again. Then keep the finger motion but move the hand to accessing cues 

Visual Constructed (up left) and later to Visual Remembered (up right). The purpose 
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here is to activate the person's brain through controlled eye movements. Now let 

him stretch and move freely, blinking fast several times and breathing normally. 

Step #4. Ask the questions in the manner indicated. 

Ask the following questions and wait only two seconds for the reply. 

If he or she doesn't respond immediately, offer the possible answers provided in 

the parentheses. Speak in the same rhythm as his blinking. 

Questions: 

1. What would be the best feeling you'd like to have right now? (Curiosity, 

passion, calmness, excitement, decisiveness, relaxation, security, etc.) 

2. How would you know if you felt it? What would be evidence for you, on the 

inside, that you're really feeling X (the state they chose)? 

3. What would happen once you felt X? 

4. If you felt X, in which situations would it be most useful for you? (At work? 

With your kids? With your spouse? While you're waking up?) 

5. 1n which situations wouldn't it be useful for you to feel X? And with what 

feeling would you replace it? 

Step #5. Continuous fatigue state 

If your subject is still feeling fatigue and dull-minded, ask the following 

elicitation questions: 

• Was there a time in your past in which you recall feeling X? 

• How did you know back then that you felt X? 

• Could you show me how you would look if you were feeling X right now? 

• What was it like to have that feeling? Can you feel it now? 
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Additional Advice 

Make sure your hand is not so close that it makes the person uncomfortable. 

Different people will have different comfort zones. 

If there is a possibility of epilepsy, such as when there is a family history, then 

refrain from using eye movement exercises. Have the person discuss with their 

physician whether such exercises are appropriate for them. 

The first set of questions should be asked and answered fairly quickly. If you 

give the person time to think, their own self-criticism is likely to inhibit them. If the 

person is agitated, this is not the right pattern to use. 

Consider using the "State Chaining" technique or "Collapsing Anchors." 

* 
CHOICE EXPANSION 

"We cannot truly face life until we face the fact that 

it will be taken away from us." 

- Billy Graham 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Generate motivation by harnessing the power of choice points. You could say 

that choice points occur when you consciously or unconsciously make a commitment 

of some kind. 

A defining characteristic of a choice point is that it, symbolically or literally, 

makes it difficult to turn back. 

For example, when you sign an agreement, take marriage vows, or shake on a 

bet, you have passed a choice point. This pattern will also help you identify and use 

the many smaller choice points that, collectively, have a big impact on our lives. 
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Step #1. Scan through your day. 

What choice points did you go through and what choices did you make? What 

outcome did you intend to produce at those points? For the choices that produced 

results of some kind today, how effective were your choices? 

Step #2. Float back to that choice point, viewing itfrom the third 
(dissociated) perceptual position. 

Step #3. Select choice points. 

Select the two or three most important choice points (or more if you have time). 

For each, think of three different choices that you could have made. Imagine actually 

making those choice and taking actions based on those choices, one choice at a time. 

Step #4. Imagine the likely outcomes of each of these imaginary 
choices. 

Step #5. For each outcome, imagine experiencing it in first 
person. 

Step #6. Test. 

As you experience the next few days, notice if your acuity for sizing up choices 

has improved, and whether your results are any better. Practice this pattern on 

choices with an eye to becoming more conscious of what outcomes you project. 

You will realize that countless such projections occur unconsciously, sometimes 

to our regret. 
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Make a special commitment to use it on key choices that tend to caused problems 

for you, such as undermining a commitment to your well-being. Practice improving 

your ability to predict outcomes, as well. Note any ways that you could enhance this 

pattern. 

* 
THE FIB PATTERN 

"Finish each day and be done with it. 

You have done what you could; 

some blunders and absurdities have crept in; 

forget them as soon as you can. 

Tomorrow is a new day; you shall begin it serenely and with too 

high a spirit to be encumbered with your old nonsense." 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Create resource states in people who tend to focus on the negative or disabling 

aspect of a situation. This technique utilizes the tendency of negative and resource 

experiences to have a great deal in common. They seem quite different because their 

differences are in the foreground of our awareness. This pattern is a good example 

of creating resourceful states by linking to them from un-resourceful states. This 

pattern is good for people who are too caught up in a negative reality because it 

works with sensory representations that are shared between the problem state and 

the ideal state. 

This pattern is unique in that it does not focus on the foreground, or "driver" 

sub-modalities, as you would with the Swish pattern and others. It also for this 

reason that you should work slowly and methodically through the steps and note 

your client's abreaction to the process. 

With the approach of the FIB pattern, you do not have a fight for dominance 

between the two foreground experiences. Many users find this pattern to be a 
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gentle and almost magical experience. In my own private practice, the clients who 

have experienced this process reported it has been one of the most self-comforting 

experiences they've ever had. 

When their focus changes from a limiting or limited frame to a resourceful 

perception, you can tell it in their eyes and their posture. Relaxation is one of the 

immediate benefits of this pattern, but it is also just the beginning of the wonderful 

results it brings about. 

Step #1. Chose a limiting response. 

Choose a clearly definable situation in which you have an automatic limiting 

response. An example of this is flying in an aircraft when this causes panic attacks. 

Step #2. Notice your foreground and background awareness. 

3. Notice your foreground awareness. 

As you imagine this experience, notice what is in the foreground of your 

awareness. 

What aspects are you most aware of at the time that you experience your 

limiting response? 

The panicking air passenger may be aware of the sound of the engines revving 

up in preparation for take off. Check all rep systems and sub-modalities for what is 

standing out. 

h. Notice your background awareness. Notice what is in the background of your 

awareness. 

What are you not typically very aware of during your un-resourceful 

automatic response? 

These must be things that are not limited to the situation, or that you might 

experience in a situation in which you have a very resourceful response. Typically, 

you focus on the most pleasant body sensations that you can find, such as the 

aliveness of the soles of your feet, or the color of the walls. 
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Step #3. Select a counter-example. 

Find a good counter-example to your un-resourceful response. This will be a 

time when you could well have had the un-resourceful or limiting response, but you 

did not. For example, memories of flying without panicking would provide counter

examples. If there is no counter-example, you want to find the closest situation 

that you can. For example, if you have been in a bus or tram without anxiety, then 

you have a good counter-example because of the similarities between the interior 

of a plane and that of a bus (seating, other people, length, engine sounds, jostling). 

Associate into the experience. 

Step #4. Explore the foreground and background of the counter
example. 

3. Explore the foreground of the counter-example. 

Discover the aspects of this experience of which you are most aware, that is, 

that are in the foreground. Intensify the positive experience and anchor it. (We'll 

call this anchor A I.) Foreground experiences may be things like a curious internal 

voice, or a dissociated image of the environment, or a sense of desire for the engine 

to wind up because it means that you are going to move forward. 

b. Explore the background of the counter-example. Get in touch with the features 

that are in the background of both situations (this is the common ground experience). 

This may range from body sensations such as the soles of the feet to similarities 

between the external perceptions. 

Step #5. Associate the background and the foreground feature of 
the counter-example, and connect this state with the foreground 
of the original situation. 

Weld a strong association between the background and foreground feature in 

your counter-example situation. You can do this be focusing on the background 

feature and firing the A 1 resource anchor. Now connect this with the foreground of 

the original situation. You can use suggestions to accomplish this. 
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For example: 

"The more you attend to the feeling of the soles of your feet, 

the more you can experience how your curious internal voice 

becomes louder and clearer. And as your awareness shifts to the 

environment of the bus and its engine increasing in speed, you 

more easily maintain an image of the inside of the airplane." 

As you can see, we are linking the common background and the positive state with 

the foreground of the situation in which you had experienced a limiting response. 

Step #6. Focus on the common ground experience of the original 
experience. 

Return to the original experience, and focus on the common ground experience 

that you found in (4b). For example, you could place yourself back into the airplane 

as the engines are beginning to rev, and focus your awareness on the soles of your 

feet and the color of the walls there. 

If this does not improve the limiting response, then try one of these strategies: 

• Option 1. Find a more powerful fitting counter-example, and repeat the 

pattern from step (2a). Or ... 

• Option 2. Return to step (2b), and strengthen the association between the 

common ground elements and the background features of the counter

example. 

Step #7. Test. 

Focus on the foreground features of the original situation from step (1 a). 

You should experience the positive state from your counter-example experience. 
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You can use instructions such as: "Now you can place yourself into the seat in 

the airline, actually focusing your full attention on the sound of the engine and the 

sense of acceleration of the plane. 

* 
MEMORY DE-ENERGIZING 

"One should guard against preaching to young people success in 

the customary form as the main aim in life. The most important 

motive for work in school and in life is pleasure in work, 

pleasure in its result, and the knowledge of the value 

of the result to the community." 

- Albert Einstein 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Dr. Maralee Platt. 

Free yourself from troubling memories. Turn them into sources of wisdom. 

Step #1. Choose a memory that troubles you sometimes. 

Step #2. Explore the sub-modalities you notice in the memory. 

Step #3. Use a frame as a symbol of the memory and modify. 

Select a single frame from your mental movie of the memory, and use it as a 

symbol for the entire memory. Push that frame back to the farthest periphery of your 

awareness and change it to black and white. Notice that there is a younger you in the 

image. Shrink it down to a small size and surround it with a frame. 
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Step #4. Bring the image to your left, and extract the learning. 

Reach out and grasp the small image with your left hand, and bring it to your 

left side. Use the opposite hand and side if you tend to store your memories on 

the right. Extract all the lessons available from this memory as represented by the 

small image. You may not know what these lessons consist of, but that is okay for 

this pattern. Just know that you are taking wisdom from this image. Imagine this 

knowledge flowing into your personal mental library. 

Step #5. Put the image behind you. 

Now push the image back behind you, symbolically telling your body mind that 

the experience is behind you, that is, in the past. 

Step #6. Have this process generalize. 

Instruct your mind to do this with all aspects of the troubling memory. 

Step #7. Enjoy happy memories and put them behind you. 

Spend some time with happy memories in big, bright, full color. Place them to 

the right. Enjoy them, and then push them back behind you as well. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the coming days, notice if this memory has been de-energized. Notice any 

ways that this frees your creativity and ability to enjoy life and create a more 

meaningful future. 

* 
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SOMATIC FRACTAL 

"Take advantage of every opportunity to practice your 

communication skills so that when important occasions arise, you 

will have the gift, the style, the sharpness, the clarity, and the 

emotions to affect other people." 

- Jim Rohn 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Practice intuiting deep structure, and explore how this is a useful skill and 

understanding. This pattern draws upon Somatic Syntax. 

Step #1. Select a shape. 

Do this pattern with a partner. Select a simple shape, such as a triangle or figure 

eight, but keep it a secret for now. 

Step #2. Make the pattern with your finger. 

As your partner keeps their eyes closed, make the pattern with your finger. 

Step #3. Add body parts to create a more complex movement 
pattern. 

Keep this up, and begin adding body parts. Start small, perhaps with your wrist, 

and expand out until your entire body is involved as much as possible. Explore this 

as though you were creating some kind of new dance. 

Don't try to make your body express the original pattern as an imitation. Instead, 

you are allowing it to act as a seed move that inspires new movements. 
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Step #4. Have your partner guess the original pattern. 

Have your partner open their eyes and try to guess the deep structure pattern 

(the original shape you started with) that led to your somatic fractal (the end result 

of your movement expansion into a more complex move). This is called a fractal 

because, metaphorically, it is a complex expression or result of an underlying 

formula (the original shape). 

Instruct your partner to, "Notice how you must call upon a kind of intuition in 

order to seek the deep structure that leads to the more complex movement. Get a 

sense of how this intuition lives in you and how to access it." 

Step #5. Switch roles. 

Switch roles and do the exercise again. 

Step #6. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice any ways that accessing this intuition 

becomes easier and useful. 

Notice any ways that this metaphoric way of seeking deep structure can play out 

in life situations and be valuable. 

* 
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RESOURCE FRACTAL 

"What man actually needs is not a tensionless state 

but rather the striving and struggling for some goal worthy of him. 

What he needs is not the discharge of tension at any cost, 

but the call of a potential meaning waiting to be fulfilled by him." 

- Viktor Frankl, Man's Search For Meaning 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Enhance your problem solving, creativity, or simply your enjoyment of life by 

creating a synesthetic (multi representational system) expression of an optimal state. 

Step #1. Access the resource state. 

Select and access a resourceful state. 

Step #2. Initiate a related movement pattern. 

Find within yourself a pattern or kind of body movement that seems to somehow 

express this state. You may find a pattern, or the movement may evolve more like a 

free- form dance. 

Gi ve yourself permission to do it your own way, without the burden of judgement 

or preconceptions. 

Step #3. Vary the movements. 

With care and mindfulness, make gentle and subtle variations of this pattern. 

notice how this affects how you experience your resourceful state. Explore how this 

connects you to its deeper structure. 
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Step #4. Transfer the movements. 

Transfer this movement pattern and quality to another part of your body. For 

example, if you started with your hand, shift it up into your shoulders and neck. Be 

gentle if you are not much of a dancer. 

Step #5. Extend the movements to more areas. 

Extend this movement quality out to many parts of your body, perhaps the 

totality of your body. Even invite it to come out in your facial expression. 

Step #6. Use another rep system. 

Repeat this using another rep system. This time, you used the kinesthetic in four 

dimensions (by adding time expression through movement). You could swap that for 

visual, by drifting through memories and created images that express the state. You 

could create an auditory expression by singing and tapping, or by remembering and 

inventing sound environments in your mind. 

You can add words to it, impressionistically and poetically, or by describing the 

soundscapes. There are plenty of possibilities for your creativity. 

Step #7. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice any ways that you are using your 

intelligence and creativity across rep systems (synesthetically) to solve problems, 

be creative, or simply experience a richer world. 

* 
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LOGICAL LEVELS CO

ALIGNMENT 

"Vision is the art of seeing what is invisible to others." 

- Jonathan Swift 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Discover and align with your vision and values through the power of metaphor 

and logical levels. Help your team succeed when you form a common identity 

together through this kind of alignment. If you refer to the appendix on Logical 

Levels, you'll see how this pattern uses the levels. 

Step #1. Select the location. 

Select for this pattern an environment that you and your team share with a 

common purpose.When you just begin using this pattern, select a place that is 

neutral and not knowingly holding negative anchors for members of the team. 

Step #2. Answer the "doing" question. 

Have each team member answer the question, "What do I desire to do or 

accomplish in that place?" 

Ask them to go into some detail in their answers. 

Step #3. Answer the "skills and abilities" question. 

Have each member describe the tools, skills, authority, and abilities that they 

feel will best empower them to accomplish their aims in this place. It does not have 

to be public at first; they can each work on their own list without sharing with the 

rest of the group until they feel comfortable enough to do so. 
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Step #4. Answer the uvalues and beliefs" question. 

Have each member describe the values, attitudes and beliefs that drive their 

desire to exercise these resources to accomplish their aims in this place. 

Step #5. Answer the uidentity" question. 

Have them explain who they are as individuals with these motivations and 

beliefs driving their use of skills and other resources to create the desired actions 

in this place. 

Step #6. Answer the uvision~~ question. 

Have them describe the vision that they wish to manifest, and that gives 

dimension to their identity as a person with beliefs and attitudes that drive their use 

of skills and abilities toward specific actions and results in this place. 

Step #7. Explore the vision overlap. 

Discuss the ways that your individual vision statements are similar. 

• What do they share? 

Be sure to explore them for overlaps that are not obvious. 

Step #8. Bring the related state to the identity level. 

Access the positive state associated with this vision and sharing. 

In that state, return to your identity level, experiencing the vision and sense of 

identity and mission simultaneously. 
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Step #9. Move to the identity level. 

With this sense of vision, identity, beliefs and values, return to your capability 

space. Explore what capabilities you have as a team that goes beyond your individual 

identi ties. 

Step #10. Move to the behavior level. Explore the significance at 
that level. 

Take your sense of vision, identity, beliefs, values and capabilities back to the 

behavior level. Explore how all of your behaviors, even seemingly trivial ones, 

affect and reflect upon all the higher levels you have explored, right up to the level 

of vision. 

Now ask, "What collective actions shall we take together?" 

Step #11. Explore the full results at the location level. 

Place all the levels you have explored into the location. Experience how these 

insights, understandings, and feelings transform and enrich this space and mission. 

Step #12. Test. 

Over the coming days and months, observe any ways that this pattern has 

influenced or expanded the team and your individual contribution to it's work. 

* 
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THE EMBEDDED COMMAND 

IN A QUESTION METHOD 

"The right to be heard does not automatically include 

the right to be taken seriously." 

- Hubert H. Humphrey 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton Erickson, modeled 

by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

When embedded commands appear in questions, they have the added benefit of 

priming a more open, curious state. The question helps to conceal the embedded 

command as well. Here are examples: 

• "I'm wondering whether you can feel completely comfortable speaking with 

me?" 

• "Do you know if you can quietly allow your subconscious mind to come out 

and talk to me?" 

Step #1. Select a situation/or using embedded commands. 

Step #2. Choose what you will communicate with this approach. 

Write down a number of things that you would like to communicate, but that 

might arouse inappropriate defenses. 

Continue accumulating these until you have a several that you feel can be 

converted into embedded messages. 

Make sure that your approach is ethical. You must not attempt to manipulate a 

person in a manner that is not in their best interest. 
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Step #3. Prepare the communications. 

Create questions that could be normal-sounding parts of your communication 

with this person, and that include your embedded commands. Remember, embedded 

commands are usually very short sentences or sentence fragments with the meaning 

that you want. If necessary, review material on Milton Erickson's use of embedded 

commands. 

Step #4. Practice the approach. 

Before using this approach, practice delivering these communications. Try 

them with several different embedded commands. Add analogical marking (see the 

pattern above) such as including changing your inflection, tempo, body language, 

and volume. 

Step #5. Apply the approach. 

Once you feel that this can be done in a way that is very natural, use this approach 

in the actual situation. 

Step #6. Assess the results. 

Notice how the person responds. Were there any awkward moments or looks? Did 

the person respond in any way that suggests your approach was helpful? Continue 

to refine and practice your use of analogical marking until you are able to do it 

without preparing in advance. 

* 
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THE DOUBLE BIND METHOD 

"English is the perfect language for preachers because it allows 

you to talk until you think of what to say." 

- Garrison Keillor 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton Erickson, modeled 

by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

Improve cooperation in many situations. The double bind is a basic 

communication pattern that requires that the person you are communicating with 

accepts a presupposition. This is followed by choices. You'll recognize this simple 

version, "Would you like to pay cash or credit?" 

Step #1. Define the context for your communication. 

Think of a situation in which you would like to increase others' cooperation. 

Sales and coaching are great situations for this. However, even a simple persuasion 

situation, such as convincing your 10 years old son to go to bed at lOpm instead 

of watching another movie, would do. Get a clear idea of how you would know the 

person was being cooperative, which in essence means that you need to establish a 

quick, well-defined outcome to your communication with that person in that context. 

Step #2. Identify the presupposition. 

Identify a basic presupposition upon which this cooperation would be predicated. 

Now, this is not an embedded command, but this should be the conclusion the other 

person will come to after you apply the double bind in your conversation with them. 

Here are some examples: 

You are going to buy this, you need this, you are definitely going to base this 

decision upon your higher values, you can prove yourself by getting a constructive 

outcome here. 
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Step #3. Align the situation to the presupposition. 

Imagine communicating with people in this kind of situation. 

Think of ways you can get them aligned with your basic presuppositions, the 

ones you've established in Step #2. The most elegant ways are largely or completely 

subconscious. If you are talking to a street kid who is used to proving himself by 

being tough, you might use numerous anchoring and hypnotic methods to get him 

primed to prove his manhood by being a constructive leader in a situation that could 

turn violent without his help. Notice that this last phrase already distances him 

from the violence. Instead of saying, "Don't do it," the presupposition is that he is 

separate from the situation and has a choice whether or not to help. It also implies 

that he is needed, by appealing to his heroic fantasies. 

Step #4. Construct a 22-catch choice. 

Once the presupposition is firmly in place, construct a choice that is predicated 

upon this presupposition. 

Some examples: You could keep the circle of revenge going around and around, 

killing more people on various sides of various conflicts, as if there isn't a bigger 

world out there for everybody, or you could run and hide; but I'm wondering what 

you're going to do to turn them around and save some lives. Keep some of those 

pretty girls prettier, keep the party going. It isn't whether you have the stuff. You've 

proven yourself. But how are you going to take it to another level? Maybe use some 

of that fast talk of yours to mess with their heads a little and get them thinking about 

other stuff. Maybe get them thinking about the lives they could have if they weren't 

on this merry-go-round. I dunno. 

Step #5. Test. 

Try this approach in the situation and, as you improve your skill, notice how 

much your results improve. 
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Additional Advice 

Communication skills are not based on tricks or memorized techniques. A key 

goal in NLP practice is subconscious competence. Every opportunity to practice is 

another brick on the road to mastery. Instead of memorizing techniques, practice 

them in your imagination. When I just began studying these concepts, I went on a 

long imaginary journey every day. I practiced only in my mind, making up thousands 

of possible situations in which I would need to be persuasive and influential. What 

is so good about your imagination? You can slow the process down. 

In real life, people are not going to wait for you to think about a presupposition 

that will help you build a double bind. They might also become suspicious if you 

use techniques that you have memorized. But they're going to be mesmerized if you 

aren't using a technique consciously, if these ideas and concepts are expressed in 

your words without your intention to use them ... as if they were always your natural 

way of communication. 

* 
THE AMBIGUITY METHOD 

"The problem with communication ... 

is the illusion that it has been accomplished." 

- George Bernard Show 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton H. Erickson, 

modeled by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

Learn to use ambiguity for motivational and healing purposes. Milton Erickson 

was brilliant at using ambiguity to induce trance, and to guide the subconscious 

mind in its work during therapy. This pattern will focus on using ambiguity to induce 

light trance during TDS's. Do not try this exercise while operating any machinery 

or doing anything that could be dangerous, since you may put yourself into a trance. 

If you are comfortable with hypnotic communication, you can try this on a partner 
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for practice and get their feedback. You can also record your efforts and try them 

on yourself. 

Step #1. Create an ambiguous statement pertaining to stages of 
hypnotic communication. 

Write down or verbalize statements that would guide a person through hypnotic 

communication for at least the following stages: Body positioning, paying attention, 

going inward, focusing on an issue, developing a state, going deeper into relaxation, 

going into trance. For example, for body positioning, here is an unambiguous 

statement: "Please sit with your feet on the floor, your hands in your lap, and 

breathe slowly." 

Put more ambiguously, it could be, "As you sit there, you can untangle your 

legs, finding a position that your mind prefers you to experience as it guides your 

hands to come to rest as they find you giving even more of your weight to the chair 

as it suspends you there in balance ... now." 

Step #2. Refine it to be more hypnotic. 

Practice this again, and emphasize ways of being ambiguous that will enhance 

the experience of relaxation and trance. Try various wordings. 

Step #3. Engineer ambiguity for specific situations. 

Try the same thing for a practical situation. This removes you and your agenda 

from causing the person to feel that there is anything to push against. 

Step #4. Modify what you came up with to prime the person. 

Add an element or two to the communication that will prime this person to act 

in the manner that you prefer. 
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Remember that priming is triggering a state that is conducive to a particular 

way of thinking or acting. That is different from a direct command. For example, 

"I know most people's fondest memories are of the vacations they have been having 

with their families. They would never trade those memories away for any work 

memories, as they treasure them." 

In this case, we are not talking directly about him during our timeshare 

presentation. We are, however, priming our listeners regarding the many values of 

vacations, including family ties. Money is now less of an obstacle, especially if we 

have a well-orchestrated presentation with many such primes. 

* 
THE PRESUPPOSITION METHOD 

"Words are, of course, the most powerful drug used by mankind." 

- Rudyard Kipling 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton H. Erickson, 

modeled by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

Learn to make your communication more persuasive with presuppositions. A 

presupposition is essentially an assumption. It may be stated directly or implied. 

Your listener mayor may not consciously perceive it. In fact, people don't 

consciously perceive many of their own presuppositions. This is why debates can 

be so maddening. 

A very common presupposition I used with clients in my hypnotherapy practice 

was, "Before you go deeper (into hypnosis), I would like you to notice how your 

breathing seems to be deeper .... " That line had 2 presuppositions in it: 

(l) That you are already in hypnosis, and 

(2) that your breathing already seems to be deeper. 
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Even if the client has consciously negated one, the other would still be accepted. 

Milton Erickson was able to embed his communications with presuppositions that 

were often quite well hidden. 

Step #1. Select your presuppositions. 

Imagine that you are about to encourage a trance state while in a conversational 

format. Think of at least five things that you could presuppose (assume is a close 

synonym) about the person and their experience that you could leverage for 

relaxation, rapport, healing, and trance. 

For example: " .. . this allows you to more fully feel the relaxation spreading 

from your shoulders," (presupposing that the person is already relaxing and that it 

is spreading from their shoulders, making it possible to feel sensations that can be 

interpreted as relaxation and increase awareness there that will induce relaxation), 

or, at a higher logical level, "As you go into your day, your subconscious will 

continue to heal you and build you," (presupposing that the subconscious has this 

agenda and is already healing and building). 

Step #2. Embed them in sentences. 

Create sentences that, as I showed in step one, include these presupposition. You 

get bonus points for preceding each sentence with a sentence or two that set up the 

presupposition to make it stealthier. 

For example, "As you inhale, you can feel your shoulders spread very slightly, 

with your exhale allowing them to feel their natural weight. This allows you to more 

fully feel the relaxation spreading from your shoulders, into the weight of your 

hands, through the ends of your fingers." 

Step #3. Create a conversational approach with the sentences 
and set ups. 

String these presupposition-bearing sentences together into a conversational 

approach to trance. 
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Step #4. Practice on people. 

Try this on a willing participant, or record it and try it on yourself. Observe your 

subjects for signs of trance. Notice how your use of presuppositions can encourage 

what you presuppose to actually take place or become the basis for other behavior. 

* 
THE METAPHOR METHOD 

"The dead might as well try to speak to the living 

as the old to the young." 

- Willa Cather 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Milton H. Erickson, 

modeled by Richard Bandler and John Grinder. 

Practice using metaphors to achieve therapeutic ends. Metaphor is essentially 

the use of symbolic events or items to symbolize something else. Many believe that 

the Wizard of OZ was a metaphor for the United States' debate about going off of the 

gold standard in the 1900's. 

Kafka's Metamorphosis is said to be a metaphor for the denial of self engendered 

in conformity to a harsh capitalist society. In coaching and psychotherapy, healing 

metaphors can bypass conscious filters and rally subconscious resources. Metaphors 

such as those in Little Annie Stories can be used to help children navigate 

developmental challenges and fears. 

Step #1. Choose a situation that you can apply a healing 
metaphor to. 

Think of a situation in your own or someone else's life that is creating fear or 

difficulty in adjusting. It can be an adult or child. 
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Step #2. Decide what is key to healing. 

Jot down a core idea that would be healing or useful for that situation. Jot down 

some ideas that support it. 

Step #3. Create your metaphor as a story situation. 

Think of a story situation that resembles this, but does not directly say it. For 

example, a child who is afraid of the dark could be transformed into a story about 

prince who must get to the castle in order to become the next king, but he must pass 

through a dark forest that he is sure is full of goblins and witches. 

Step #4. Complete the metaphor for healing. 

Find a way to propel the story and reach a resolution with a healing meaning. 

For example, you could enthrall your child with the prince's travels through the 

dark forest, with his certainty that sounds he is hearing means he is about to be eaten 

by goblins or turned into a toad by witches. 

He could have close calls with things that turn out to be birds and rabbits. (The 

metaphor is saying that those fears aren't really of bad things, in fact, they might 

be cute or harmless). 

Step #5. Practice the story. 

Practice telling the story until it feels fairly smooth 

Step #6. Tell the story. 

Tell the story to the person who needs to hear it. 
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Step #7. Test. 

Notice if it has a positive impact on the person regarding the situation that they 

were having trouble with. 

* 
SHARED RESOURCE 

"If you have one true friend you have more than your share." 

- Thomas Fuller 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts and Robert 

McDonald. 

Improve the value of resourceful states by using various perceptual positions to 

experience and explore them. This pattern uses a novel fourth position by invoking 

a felt sense of sameness between people that results from having been through the 

other three perceptual positions. 

We'll draw from the principles of spatial sorting, psycho-geography, and somatic 

syntax. (For more on this, learn about embodied cognition.) 

Step #1. Select a resourceful experience and express it in body 
movements. 

Do this exercise in pairs the first time through. 

Choose a recent experience that you found to be resourceful. Review it from 

first position (through your own eyes, etc.) 

Explore the body movements that somehow express that resourceful state. 
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Step #2. Face your partner and begin imitating their movements. 

Face your partner and do this movement pattern. Now, continuing in first 

position, imitate your partner's body movements. 

Step #3. Take on your partner's experience and movements. 

Switch positions with your partner, and go into second position, experiencing 

things through your partner's eyes. Express your partner's movements as though 

you were him or her. Notice any ways that this changes how you experience these 

movements. 

Step #4. Compare and contrast this with your own movements. 

From the third position (outside observer), sense what makes your partner's 

movements similar to and different from your own. 

Step #5. Facing the same directions, blend the two resource state 
movement patterns in a u we field/' 

Go back to first position. Turn to be side by side with your partner. Make 

your resource movements again. Have your partner make their own version of 

movements. Together, make small adjustments in your movements until you blend 

the two resource states through movement. What is it like to experience this shared 

space? We'll call it the fourth position, or a "we field." 

Step #6. Repeat with another pair, but with u we fields/' 

The two of you are now to find another pair and repeat the pattern. This time, 

start with the movement that you created together. Continue to expand these joining 

experiences until the entire group is experiencing this fourth position. 
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Step #7. Test. 

Explore with the group what this "we field" is like. Notice in the coming days 

and weeks any ways that this pattern has contributed to your ability to empathize, 

create rapport, and be intuitive. 

* 
GENERATIVE RELATIONAL 

PRIMING 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

This section is about initiating an effective relationship with a client; one that 

builds mutual trust and that establishes your competence in the eyes of the client. To 

achieve this, you need to generate positive states, expectations, and outcomes while 

building a constructive relationship. 

Priming: 

A valuable skill you will learn in this section is priming, which is a type of 

memory. Key to priming is cultivating a state in a particular time frame, regardless 

of how it is anchored. Priming often relies on implicit memory, which is an 

unconscious kind of memory. 

An interesting example of implicit memory can be found in product placement, 

in which advertisers pay for the appearance of products in movies and other formats. 

They spend a lot of money on this, because familiarity with a product primes the 

person to feel more positive about it when they encounter it, even if they don't 

consciously remember ever seeing the product. 

NLP uses the term "priming" to refer to cultivating or triggering a state. Often, 

this involves unconscious, implicit memories. We begin to prime a client for a 

state by setting up the conditions that make it easy for them to go into that state. 
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For example, expressing positive feelings and beliefs about a client's identity and 

helping them to feel less threatened primes their "secure base." A secure base tends 

to bring out more cooperative and creative behavior in a person. 

The research on subliminal stimulation for priming a secure base was a real 

breakthrough. But then, politicians and con artists have known for a long time that 

attacking the secure base makes people ready to make certain types of rash decisions 

that play into their hands. If people do not rush to war quickly enough, reason may 

set in and ruin the plan. When a client experiences a secure base, a resourceful 

state, a sense of mastery and other positive states when they work with you, you are 

making yourself into a trigger of positive states. 

This priming means that each time they see you, they will tend to experience 

resourceful states more easily and quickly. This means that your work will become 

more effective in that regard over time. This is a subtle and general kind of anchoring. 

The following experiences will illustrate priming in various ways. 

* 
RECOGNITION EXPRESSION 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

Of course, it's important for clients to know that you "get" them. But among 

the most important things for you to get are the most serious binds and traumas that 

they experience. 

When a client mentions something that is profoundly important such as that, 

you should draw upon your life experience and flash a sign of recognition that 

shows your client that it registered and that you are not judging them or becoming 

defended in some way. 

First, you must be on the lookout for these profound disclosures. Many times, 

a client will mention something without an emotional emphasis. Still, they are 

likely to look to see how you respond. If you missed the content, that look should 

signal you to tune into the profundity of what they just revealed. When you notice a 

profound disclosure, here are some excellent ingredients for your response: 
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1) Inhale while slightly extending your upper back and tilting your head up with 

your mouth part way open and eye brows slightly lifted. 

2) Exhale fully. When half way exhaled, acknowledge this in a way that conveys 

an, "oh that..." quality. 

For example: 

• "Ah, attorneys ... " or 

• "With years lost, right?" or 

• (slightly shaking head) "It's just scary how many people are going through 

this now." or our favorite: 

• "Isn't that some-thing?" 

You don't want to be dishonest, of course. 

If you really don't know what the experience is about, convey how important 

it is to you to know more about what it involves and what impact it has had. Either 

way, you'll probably need to be learning more about what the experience means to 

your client, as in how it colors their challenges of today. 

* 
CURIOSITY ENHANCEMENT 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

The last things you want reflected in your body language with a client are 

rejection, excessive distance or a quality of pushing something onto the client. 

Perhaps the greatest antidote to such tendencies is showing an inquisitive nature. 

Curiosity about what the client is saying on all levels draws the client out, especially 

when it is a calm, grounded curiosity. What follows are ingredients for creating such 

an experience. 
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Ingredients and Typical Evolution 

1) Questions that have no odd quality to them. 

They are, at least on the surface, common sense. Remember, this is early in your 

connection with the client. 

2) Showing your interest and balanced curiosity with body language such as 

leaning forward a bit when the client says something that has an emotional connection 

or deeper meaning. 

This shows that you are responsive, and it can feed the client's self-disclosing 

behavior because attention is a strong reinforcer of behavior. 

3) Questions about the underlying significance. They can start with a half-baked 

assumption that morphs into a question. 

For example: 

• "I can imagine that when she said that, you could really ... " (making a small 

sweeping gesture toward your stomach - gestures should show restraint so 

there is no sense of acting or being an erratic person), 

• " ... well, 1 mean, what other options could have even gone through your mind 

at that point?" 

Ending the question with an open face showing a hint of appreciation of the 

client's pain and feeling boxed in. 

The client's answer gives the practitioner a sense ofthe client's level of flexibility 

and insight. If the client has no sense of having options (as in "she made me feel 

that way or do that,") then the therapist has pulled this out in a context in which 

there is no sense of impending judgment or "psychoanalyzing" the person. Notice 

that the half-baked assumption is actually a way of establishing an expectation that 

the client must have feelings about it and connects the client with feelings to some 

degree, priming the client for a deeper answer than you would get with the "talking 

heads" effect that removes the humanity from coaching. 

This is very important for eliciting in your own self a healing state. Any time 

that you begin to feel yourself pushing into the client, distancing too much, or 

becoming judgmental, this experience is one of the fastest and most useful ways to 
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keep yourself from contaminating the process. It is much easier to think creatively 

and flexibly when you are in an inquisitive state. 

* 
POSITIVE PERSONAL 

SIGNIFICANCE 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

Nearly everyone wants to be a hero, but people who are marginalized want it 

more. Why else would comic books have a hero that can't reveal his or her identity 

but is intensely tempted to do so in order to impress someone? 

You can use this experience with anyone, but loners, underachievers or people 

who are feeling unappreciated especially need this in order to trust you. For them, 

it's a key nutrient as well. 

In this experience, you will show your connection with their sacrifices and 

positive intent. 

Listen and observe: 

I) What is stressing your client? 

The obvious stressors are external, but you are deeply listening for how the 

client has internalized real or imagined judgment from others, an authority figure, 

or "society." 

2) Where are your client's drive and effort coming from? 

Notice what the client is doing to deal with the situation, even if it is destructive 

or too passive. Ferret out what values are driving the client and which of those are 

the most intensely felt. 
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The woman recovering from drug abuse and trying to regain custody of her 

children may not appear to be doing what she is supposed to do, but she probably 

feels inside that she is working very hard and that her hard work is not being 

appreciated. 

This could even be true. Recovery from addiction can exhaust others' patience, 

and this is a painful situation for someone desperate to rejoin society. You might 

find that she is terrified of what may happen to her children because of negative 

stories and news about foster care. You can recognize this as coming from her love 

for her children and as being protective. 

3) Notice how well, or poorly, your client consciously connects their higher 

values with their efforts. 

Do they FEEL that they are driven by high values, or are they perseverating 

so much about the unfairness or threats in the situation that they experience 

little inspiration? 

You can often predict that this is what you'll find because they exude a sense of 

oppressive fatigue and wear. 

4) Notice how well they are able to see their efforts as expressing their desire 

to meet an important challenge. Again, the undesirable alternative is the overfocus 

on threat and unfairness, with the resulting sense of fatigue and wear. If you find 

yourself becoming irritated at a client's immature lock-on to unfairness and threats, 

remember that they have been living this, and they have probably experienced a 

nasty blend of double binds and emotional shocks if not outright trauma that have 

wound them into a tight coil of perseveration. 

They may also have cognitive difficulties from injuries, mental illness, or 

addiction. Although it may be appealing to wave your magic wand and produce 

instant NLP magic, never resent a client for posing a challenge that threatens your 

ego. Sometimes cognitive impairment or being locked into a struggle can seem like 

they are not cooperating or even sabotaging the work. The intrusion of the coach or 

therapist ego into the process can be sneaky. Even a hint of this can create a vicious 

cycle in which the practitioner and client feed into a negative relational dynamic. 

You can bounce out of this judgmental state by thinking of the client as a 

possible candidate for longer-term cognitive rehabilitation, which is something that 
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practitioners can contribute to a great deal. This is because restoring thinking occurs 

by preparing for and dealing with actual situations and people more than means such 

as cognitive computer games. You can trigger more respect in yourself for the client 

by engaging them at this level. 

To complete the experience, you repeatedly link the following things. 

1) The client's higher values as fuel for their efforts. 

To do this, you show a real appreciation for how hard they are working and 

struggling. It is important not to be maudlin here, because there must be no 

exaggerating or acting. A restrained and objective comment will have a stronger 

impact than a more intense presentation. Then, state that you can see how the client 

would do this in order to pursue the higher values that you have recognized. You can 

also link this to something you want to see happen that you feel the client is very 

likely to agree with For example, you could say: 

• "There are few things as difficult as recovering from addiction ... 

• ... especially when you have lost so much. 

• Not to mention dealing with all the add-on demands like all these appointments 

and the harsh timeline. 

• You're under a spotlight that can really distract people and make them feel 

de moral ized. 

• Your love for your children must be incredibly powerful for you to be so 

totally driven. 

• We really need to work in some stress management skills so you can stay in 

shape ... 

• ... and make it obvious to the social worker and the judge what you're really 

about here. 

• Just as an expert runner must avoid getting sick from being too thirsty ... 

• ... we need to make sure you're in good shape for all this." 
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Make this a theme, especially in the first phase of your work. Look for every 

opportunity to produce this experience. This will contribute to your motivation as 

well as your client's, and it will help to keep key goals meaningful and in focus. 

* 
POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

• What if your client could do no wrong? 

Taking this position isn't always a good idea, but it is a skill worth practicing 

because it primes your clients to become more cooperative and creative in finding 

solutions. This experience is like a chess sequence in that it starts with a set up 

followed by additional moves. 

Try using these ingredients during an entire session with clients that you feel 

may benefit from it. This will be for them, but also for your practice. Each time your 

client says something that you feel you need to resist, correct, or negatively judge, 

look for one of the following opportunities: 

1) A need that you can connect their statement to; 

2) a value that you can connect their statement to; 

3) a feeling, positive or negative that you can connect their statement to, or. .. 

4) a positive objective that you can connect their statement to. 

Each time you select one of these connections, also think of a second connection 

that will begin to create momentum in the direction of a good outcome, either in the 

short or long term. For example, if the client says that his boss is a real jerk, you 

might connect this to a feeling such as, "You look bitterly disappointed. I know you 

don't want anything getting in the way of enjoying your work and really performing." 

When you decided to connect the feeling, you thought at least one step ahead, 

and saw that bringing the feeling into the foreground would not only show that 

you can acknowledge his body language and stay relevant, but you also planned 
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to connect the feelings to his values and dreams. The client thought he was simply 

angry, but the words "bitterly disappointed" not only more accurately reflected his 

body language, but they also primed him to connect with what he was disappointed 

about. 

You may not have known exactly what, but it was most likely something like his 

career goals, his hopes for his role and contributions in the company, or his desire 

to function at his best (which is boss was interfering with through emotional stress). 

By speaking in general or vague terms in the second segment (" ... enjoying your 

work and really performing") you leave room for him to connect with the specifics 

on his own terms. In the rare situation when you are too far off the mark, the client 

will tell you. To bring one (or all) of these into focus, you might simply ask the 

client to talk about that. If the client is not good at making such connections right 

away, you can ask about these things more directly and make the connections for 

them. 

Stumping the client and having them squirm while they try to make connections 

can simply anchor a state of confusion and helplessness, as well as interfere with 

the development of rapport. 

On top of that, it wastes valuable time. And in the rapid therapy field, the more 

time you waste, the less effective you are (and the least profitable, since you're paid 

for results, not by the clock). Memory research has shown that staying with that "tip 

of the tongue" feeling when a memory cannot be verbalized does not strengthen 

memory power, even if the memory does eventually come into consciousness. Also, 

it is more important to move the treatment along than it is to give the client practice 

in articulating things that are not very conscious. 

There is nothing wrong with supplying the words for the client, so long as the 

client feels free to tell you how those words need to be adjusted to more accurately 

reflect their inner world. The more experienced you become, the more consistent 

you will be in providing just the right words. This creates a great deal of momentum 

and efficiency in this kind of interventive experience. 

Now that you have the client talking about their dreams and needs, you have 

opened the gate to creating meaningful objectives for your work with them. This is 

much more productive then "trying" to "get" the client past their anger. That was 

just the surface emotion anyway. 
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Now look at the kinds of goals that might be on the table, and with the client's 

full interest. 

1) Getting into a very creative, positive state when dealing with his boss, and 

having specific strategies to turn the situation around; 

2) Maximizing his confidence and resources to angle for a better position and a 

better boss; 

3) Getting rid of his boss through deft use of office politics and outshining his 

boss, and ... 

4) Getting so attuned to his goals and confidence that his boss doesn't shake him 

and, as a result, is no longer a threat to your client's performance. 

(Or some combination of the above.) 

Your assessment of your client and your client's self knowledge will help you 

select from goals such as these. 

* 
HONORED VALVES ELICITATION 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

There's nothing quite like experiencing heartfelt values. A deep experience 

of values is inspiring, energizing, and galvanizing. To help a client experience this 

requires a kind of "deep listening" for the subtext that implies and leads to such 

values. This version of the experience uses deep experiencing in order to not only 

prime the client to resourcefully move into experiencing values in this heartfelt 

manner, but it also makes for a more compelling experience that lends momentum to 

treatment. Once your client makes such connections, you are able to begin connecting 

their values with actual needs and objectives. This is a crucial and powerful turning 

point in treatment. It empowers any number of interventions. For example, clients 

can learn to communicate in a much more compelling manner when their expression 

of vision and ideas is infused with heartfelt values. 
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As you interact with your client, construct the best sense of their values as you 

can. Do not be distracted by the primitive or negative constructs that the client 

expresses. Even the most vulgar expression of opinion can yield information about 

a client's higher values. In addition, their level of consciousness and irrationality 

can provide vital clues as to how they may be disorganized as a result of specific 

cognitive impairments, mood disorders, trauma history, impaired early bonding, or 

even significant signs of mental illness. 

A middle-aged Jewish couple was able to think like this about a young man who 

was hounding them with anti-Semitic attacks. They saw that he was desperately 

trying to gain meaning and self-esteem by aligning himself with something that was 

larger than him and conferred a kind of power. They discovered that they were able 

to connect with him and bring out his intense and unfulfilled developmental need 

for emotional nurturance. They ultimately filled that need by making him a part of 

their family. 

This is not to imply that every bigot just needs a little love from the people 

they are terrorizing, but most people who align with sources of felt authority in a 

zealous manner have developmental and cognitive issues that can be viewed from a 

mental health perspective. This story shows that the values you are looking for are 

connected with needs. If the needs are primitive because of problems such as poor 

early bonding with parent figures, then the work will almost certainly need to begin 

at a fundamental level. Odds are that this will require a psychotherapist with a good 

deal of patience and an excellent understanding of cognitive and developmental 

remediation. 

In any case, once you have your collection of values that are "up" for the client 

in connection with his or her current issues, you are ready for the next step. But 

remember that, since values are ultimately universal, you'll have no trouble coming 

up with values. The objective here is to get a sense of which ones the client is 

frustrated in expressing and perhaps having difficulty fully connecting with. Help 

your client connect their values with the feelings or behaviors that are at issue. An 

excellent way is to: 

1) Ask them about the outcomes that they would most like to see. 

2) Then ask them about the values that the outcomes would support. You can 

help them find the words and ideas if they are unsure how to express themselves. 
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For example, a man who was told to see a counselor if he wanted to keep his job 

was very angry at feeling coerced into treatment. He tended to be too rough with 

other employees, saying things that sounded too hostile, judgmental, and controlling. 

The client was able to say that he wanted to be free to express himself in his own 

way, that some of the employees were stupid, and that he really wanted them to do 

their best (which included not getting in his way), and that he wanted the business 

to prosper. With a little help, he connected these things with the following values: 

1) Freedom of expression and embracing diversity; 

2) Being tough enough to give and take feedback; 

3) The realization of human potential; 

4) Cooperation for constructive work; 

5) Allowing others to do their work without interference; and ... 

6) Profit. 

The counselor now has six "handles" with which to bring out more behavior and 

agreements that are in line with these values. 

Every potential goal can be framed in terms of one or more of these values: 

Freedom, Composure, Potential, Cooperation, Independence, Profit, __ yours 

choice __ _ 

For example, with a little help, the client was able to see why his boss would feel 

it was good for profit to send him in for counseling, since the "weaker" employees 

could not handle the client's demeanor. Also, he could see how the "weaker" 

employees could function better if he was more "manipulative" of them be being a 

bit more gentle. 

If you're a parent, isn't it true that your son or daughter would learn more if you 

"allow" them to fail a certain school assignment, instead of jumping in and doing 

half (or 99%) of the work for them? Yes, of course you want your 8 years old to get 

straight A's, but getting the grade is not as important as the process that the child 

must go through, on their own, to own the competency to get an A. 

A side note: one of the most crucial life skills you could ever help a child achieve 

is to turn failure into feedback. We, as NLP learners, know the importance of such 
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skill. We "know" because we look back (in anger? There's another intervention 

required here) at our past failures and at our false self-contempt and unfair self

criticism right after, and we do not wish to re-feellike that ever again. So "feedback" 

is suddenly a good idea. But did you consider installing that desire to learn from 

failure as if it's the most valuable experience, to your children? 

The client was from New York, and had recently been relocated to Denver. The 

counselor commiserated with him a bit, recognizing that people from the east coast 

tend to be misunderstood by mid-westerners. In this context, they were able to 

agree that making the cultural transition was a meaningful challenge, even if it 

was inconvenient. It was also kind of like a game, in which you learn to play along 

with the strange rules of the mid-west, such as not confronting people in a direct, 

immediate, spontaneous way. 

* 
THE DANCING SCORE 

PATTERN 

"It's not what you're doing that's the problem, 

it's what you're doing when you aren't doing 

what you're meant to be doing, that's the problem." 

- Wyatt Woodsmall 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Judith DeLosier, based on 

the S.C.O.R.E model by R. Dilts and T. Epstein. 

Solve problems by enhancing your intuition and body wisdom through movement. 

This pattern promotes the mind-body relationship in a way that accesses and 

mobilizes deep resources, creating a self-organizing pathway toward a resourceful 

and relevant state. In this pattern, we will think of a challenge as existing in a 

problem space. The key elements that we will consider for this are in the acronym 

S.C.O.R.E., which stands for Symptoms, Causes, Outcomes, Resources, and Effects. 

We will ask you to express yourself in movement and dance, but we are talking 
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about a personal form of expression for which there is no pressure to perform for 

anyone else. These are expressions that you find within yourself and express in 

whatever way you discover. 

Step #1. Select a problem. 

Select a problem that you would like to solve. Choose a problem that seems as 

though it will require an expanded frame or insight in order to be solved. 

Step #2. Create your four spaces. 

Go to a meta-position, and select a location for each of the following four items: 

Cause 

• Symptom 

• Outcome 

Desired Effect 

Think of them as being in chronological order. Remember that Symptom means 

the thing that tells you the problem is there. Desired Effects refers to the long-term 

effects of the outcome. 

Step #3. Find a movement pattern expressing the symptoms. 

STEP onto the Symptom space. Access the symptom (problem) experience. Find 

within yourself a pattern of movement that somehow expresses that experience. 

Step #4. Find a movement pattern expressing the cause. 

STEP into the Cause space. 

Discover how the feeling and movement associated with the Symptom space can 

guide you to a sense of the Cause of the Symptom. 
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Find the movements that express the Cause state. 

Step #5. Break state, the go to the Outcomes space, and find a 
movement pattern expressing the desired outcomes. 

Break state and move to the meta-position. Step into the Outcome space. Create 

a fully associated experience of the solution state; the state that you desire. Discover 

and express the movements that express this state. 

Step #6. Find a movement pattern expressing the effects of the 
desired outcomes. 

STEP into the Desired Effect space. Explore how it feels to fully experience the 

results of your desired outcome. Spend enough time to deeply experience this. 

Step #7. Moving through all spaces, discover a dance that 
integrates the movement from cause to effects. 

a. Step into the Cause location and slowly walk through all four spaces. 

b. Especially notice how your body can intuitively connect the Symptom and 

Outcome locations. 

c. Repeat this complete walk several times until you feel that the dance is a 

single dance that carries you from the Cause space to the Desired Effect space. 

Step #8. Discover a missing resource. 

Move out into a meta-position, and explore what feels like your dance is missing. 

See if there is a sense of a missing resource that this feeling can bring your attention 

to. 
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Step #9. Find a movement for the missing resource and integrate 
it into your movement expression. 

Go through your spaces, finding a movement expression of that missing resource, 

and add it to your dance. with this new dance. Find a movement expression of that 

missing resource, and adding it to your dance. 

Step #10. Repeat this to fully integrate the movement expression. 

Repeat the movement through the spaces until it feels like a fully integrated 

personal movement expression. 

Step #11. Test. 

In the coming days, notice if new solutions occur to you, or if you spontaneously 

act them out in some way. 

As you encounter challenging situations, explore how your way of being 

physically can express more of your resources in some way through body language 

or how you move your own internal sense of energy and emotion. 

* 
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BELIEF SYSTEMS DIS

INTEGRATION 

"There are two ways to slide easily through life: 

to believe everything or to doubt everything; 

both ways save us from thinking." 

- Alfred Korzybski 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Improve automatic reactions that come from multiple rep systems firing off a 

negative state. This pattern separates the parts of a negative synesthesia pattern so 

that it can be addressed. 

Many problems come from this kind of reaction. Most people who lash out 

with hurtful words or violence discover that they are being controlled by impulses 

that cut across multiple rep systems. In this case, it is likely to include very strong 

non-verbal thoughts (auditory digital) that, when turned into words, become less 

powerful, as well as a hot rush of emotions (kinesthetic). 

Step #1. Select the situation and state. 

Pick a situation in which you have a rapid, automatic, negative reaction of some 

kind. The more irrational it is, the better. Think of the most recent situation in which 

you rapidly experienced this negative state in a strong way. 

Step #2. Clarify the verbal representation at the belief level. 

Notice all the thoughts that you had immediately before, during, and after the 

incident. Look for the thoughts that where most strongly related to the situation 

and your behavior. Notice how they have a part in driving the behavior. Look at the 

aspect of the thoughts that could best be described as beliefs. State them as beliefs. 
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If you have trouble finding these beliefs, go to the next step and return here during 

the last step, and come back to this pattern a few times, as well. 

Step #3. Identify all rep system material. 

What happened in your mind during the incident? Notice what you saw, any 

visual representations your mind recalled or created, what you heard, any auditory 

material that you recalled or created, and what you felt, including any feelings that 

you recalled or created. Understand it fully. 

Step #4. Position the material according to EAC. 

Place each representation in its appropriate position in your field of awareness 

according to eye accessing cues. 

Step #5. Create a more effective response. 

Brainstorm until you have a more effective response. Imagine going through the 

situation again, but with the more effective response. Notice anything that could 

make that response difficult, including any ecological issues and any rep system 

material that you have not positioned according to eye accessing cues. 

Step #6. Test. 

As similar situations arise, notice how well you respond to them. Repeat this 

exercise as needed to respond effectively to the situation. 

* 
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CRITERIA INSTALLATION 

"Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday." 

- Don Marquis 

Clarify your values to bring more alignment to an area of your life that seems 

unclear. Resolve indecisiveness, procrastination, and waffling that stems from 

unclear or misaligned criteria. 

Step #1. Select a life area in which your values seem unclear. 

Select a life area such as career, finances, or relationships, in which you feel 

that your decision-making or actions are not based on a firm foundation of values 

or criteria. 

Step #2. Create a hierarchy of criteria. 

a. Start by thinking of a trivial act that you could do but wouldn't bother to. Ask 

what you would accomplish by refraining from this action. Typically, you would 

save time. Be sure to state the criteria in positive terms. 

b. Now ask what might get you to take this action anyway. 

Note what you find important about this condition. For example, if you said that 

you would stand on a chair because you needed to replace light bulb, you might 

feel that being able to see and function in your kitchen is more important than two 

minutes of time. 

This pattern can be summarized so far as starting with a trivial act you would not 

do, citing the value that would prevent you from doing it, then stating the condition 

that would get you to do it. At this point, you think of a condition that would reverse 

your stance. 

c. Think of a condition that would stop you from doing it. 
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d. State the value that would apply. For example, perhaps you would not replace 

the bulb if you had to meet an urgent deadline and didn't need to be in the kitchen 

for that. The value might be the importance of maintaining your accounts, staying 

out of jail, or being on time for an appointment. Try to summarize the value in one 

word, in addition to the brief statement of the value. For being on time, you might 

add, "punctuality." 

e. Repeat this pattern. Each time you state the criterion for your decision, come 

up with a condition that would get you to reverse your decision to do or not to do 

the action. Then state the value behind that decision. 

Step #3. Complete the continuum. 

As you proceed, you are creating a continuum of criteria from least to most 

important. Continue until you are certain you have identified the most important 

criteria of all. This will be one that you can't trump with any condition. 

Step #4. Clarify the sub-modalities. 

Explore the differences between the sub-modalities between the highest and 

lowest priority criteria. Notice how you represent various values such as "excellence," 

"healing," and "integrity." 

Pay attention to the analog sub-modalities that vary as you describe the criteria 

in all primary sub-modalities. 

Step #5. Confirm the appropriate position and sub-modalities for 
each criterion. 

For each criterion, decide whether you need raise or lower it, and where it 

should go on the scale. Shift its sub-modalities to match those of the next lower 

criterion. Code the criterion for the degree of importance it should have by adjusting 

the sub-modalities. 
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Step #6. Review again~ emphasizing the value and position of the 
criteria. 

From a meta-position, evaluate your hierarchy of values. Ask how well these 

values serve you, and how well the function in their current sequence. 

How well do they enable you to make resourceful decisions and experience 

peace of mind? 

Note any criteria that you need to shift to another position, or change in any 

other way. 

Step #7. Select the criterion to shift. 

Determine which criterion you wish to shift. Determine where you want it to be. 

Think about what sequence of values will move you ahead as you desire. 

Step #8. Revise sub-modalities based on the final positions. 

Gradually shift the criterion to the appropriate place on your continuum. Based 

on the importance that the criterion should have, apply the sub-modalities that you 

feel are appropriate. Notice which sub-modalities appear in the criteria before and 

after it. Code it. 

Step #9. Complete step #8. 

Continue until you are satisfied that your value hierarchy will help guide you 

toward the most resourceful behaviors and decisions. 

Step #10. Future Pace. 

Imagine a situation in which your new criterion makes a difference. Imagine 

yourself in that situation fully experiencing this. 
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Step #11. Test. 

Notice over the coming days and weeks how accessible you find resourceful 

states for challenging situations. 

* 
KINESTHETIC CRITERIA 

"Don't fool yourself that important things can be put off till 

tomorrow; they can be put off forever, or not at all." 

- Mignon McLaughlin, The Neurotic's Notebook 

Start taking action by overcoming the criteria that get in the way. 

Step #1. Select a behavior that is desired but not taken. 

Identify a behavior the person says they want to do, but does not do for some 

reason. Place it in location #1. This can also be something they want to stop doing, 

such as smoking or biting nails or yelling at their kids. 

Step #2. Identify the criteria for taking the desired action. 

Have the person clarify the values and meta-outcomes behind their desire to take 

the action. Ask why they want to take the action, and then, why that outcome itself 

is important to them. What you're looking for here is the 'toward' motivation. In 

this step they actually begin the change-work. Place these in location #2. 

Step #3. Identify the criteria that stop the desired behavior. 

Solicit the criteria for not doing the behavior. 
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What stops them? 

Identify the values and meta-outcomes that support NOT taking the desired 

action. Put these in location #3. Try to identify values that are at a higher level than 

those found in step #2. Remember that the hierarchy is set by the person you're 

working with, not by your own values hierarchy or logic. We assume that such 

values or criteria exist, because they are overcoming the values that the person has 

for taking the desired action. 

Step #4. Generate higher-level criteria that support taking the 
desired action. 

Determine what higher-level criteria can override the criteria in location #3 in 

favor of taking the desired action. For example, if position #3 values like relaxation 

are getting in the way of smoking cessation, ask what values are more important 

than that. Come up with answers such as avoiding emphysema. 

Step #5. Anchor the state. 

Amplify the state associated with these overriding positive values and anchor it. 

You do not have to use a full anchoring procedure here; it is enough if you remind 

them of the state, ask them to enhance certain driver sub-modalities, and establish a 

kinesthetic anchor without explaining what an 'anchor' is. 

Step #6. Imbue the lower levels with the positive state. 

Hold the anchor and move into position #3 while in the state. Continue in this 

state, moving to positions #2 and #1. As the person walks through these positions 

have them come up with new, ideas for making sure that they take the desired action. 

For each good idea, have them imagine carrying it out, and then adjust their sub

modalities to match those of the highest criterion from step #4. Make every effort to 

ensure that the higher state is compelling as the person moves to these lower levels. 

It is important to make these lower levels very rich with this positive state. 
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Step #7. Make an ecology check, adjusting as needed. 

Check ecology as you future pace these creative ideas to see if you can make any 

additional adjustments. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, see how well this pattern has allowed the person 

to take the desired action. 

* 
THE SPINNING ICONS PATTERN 

"My alphabet starts with this letter called yuzz. It's the letter I use 

to spell yuzz-a-ma-tuzz. You'll be sort of surprised what there is to 

be found once you go beyond 'Z' and start poking around!" 

- Dr. Seuss 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Nelson Zink and Joe 

Munshaw. 

Prevent or escape negative states. Solve problems and be creative. This pattern 

draws upon the power of imagery to create a valuable meta-state. This pattern has 

also been called "Synthesizing Generalizations." 

Step #1. Select a negative and positive state. 

Identify two states. One should be a state you are in, or sometimes find yourself 

in, that is not desirable. If this is your first time working with this pattern, choose 

a relatively "weak" state. 
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Once you get more comfortable work on the stronger, more disturbing, ones. The 

other state should be a very desirable state that you might think of as an "antidote" 

to the negative state. For example, you could take "irritated easily when hearing 

a squeaky noise" as the negative state, and its "antidote" state, "hearing music in 

every seemingly inharmonic set of sounds." 

Step #2. Get a visual representation of the negative and positive 
states. 

Access this negative state, and get a visual representation. Notice where in your 

sensory field it exists, and explore its sub-modalities. Be certain to explore the 

driver sub-modalities in the major modalities, visual, kinesthetic and auditory. The 

driver sub-modalities will give you the most elegant path for the change-work to be 

successful. Do the same for the positive state. 

Step #3. Create a symbol for the negative state. 

Have the person create an icon or symbol for the visual representations of the 

negative state. You can ask the person to, "Create a simple image that represents 

the negative state, such as a cartoon or icon." 

Step #4. Repeat for the positive state. 

Do the same for the positive state. 

Step #5. Rotate the images around each other., accelerating to an 
extreme rate. 

Have the person begin to rotate the two icons around each other, as if they were 

two planets in each other's gravitational field. The images will exchange locations 

and continue. Have them gradually speed up until they reach an extreme speed. 
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Step #6. Blend the images into one image. 

Have them allow the images to blend into a single image. Ask the person to 

briefly describe the image. Do not get caught in too many details here, the idea is 

just to get the general feeling of the image in order to work with it elegantly. Pace 

their description, but quickly move to the next step. 

Step #7. Tell a story. 

Begin telling a story. Pick any story from your life or anywhere else that suits 

you. The purpose is to break state. If you have additional skills such as those from 

Ericksonian language then use these advanced skills as appropriate. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, see how this process has make the positive state 

more accessible, and how well the pattern has reduced incidences of being in the 

negative state. See whether the person has begun employing more creative ways of 

coping with situations that had been arousing the negative state, or more resourceful 

ways of preventing or getting out of the negative state. 

Additional Advice 

NLP, in general, is all about changing your state according to whatever is suitable 

and appropriate for the outcome at hand. 

What I would advice you, especially at this point in the book, is to understand 

how this pattern works from a 3rd or 4th perceptual position. This is something that 

is extremely hard to explain in writing, and unfortunately many Neuro Linguistic 

Programming training programs are designed to certificate people, not to really 

train them in this art. 
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Feel free to contact me for a recommendation on high quality NLP training 

programs. No, I'm not selling them, I had been in enough of those to learn to 

differentiate the good ones from the money-oriented ones. 

* 
BASIC BELIEF CHAINING 

"I am an old man and have known a great many troubles, 

but most of them have never happened." 

- Mark Twain 

Shift a belief from an un-resourceful one to a resourceful one. 

Step #1. Get the somatic syntax. 

3. Select a limiting belief and a resourceful alternative belief. 

b. Identify steps between the two extremes of belief. 

c. Walk through each of the steps from the limiting belief state to the resourceful 

belief state. 

Pay attention to the changes in kinesthetic sensations and body language that 

you experience from step to step. 

Step #2. Use verbal reframes to assist with the shift. 

Try several verbal reframes that help make the shift between these beliefs. 

Notice which ones have the most positive impact in giving you a constructive 

and resourceful perspective. 
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Step #3. Attach reframes to each step. 

Walk through the belief change steps, and decide which reframe is most useful 

at each step. 

Step #4. Practice the shift. 

Walk through the steps several times, experiencing the kinesthetics and belie 

frame that you have associated with each step. Continue until you feel that the 

transition is easy and smooth. 

Step #5. Test. 

Over the coming days and weeks, notice any increased ease you experience in 

flexible thinking, and any increase in your use of positi ve frames and resourcefulness 

in your beliefs about any challenges that you experience. 

* 
ADVANCED BELIEF CHAINING 

"Meaning precedes motivation. 

- Lee 1. Colan 

Carry out the Belief Chaining pattern with a Guide and in a more advanced form. 

Step #1. Create four steps. 

Choose a location for each of the following steps: 

1. Negative / un-resourceful belief. 

2. Somewhat negative / un-resourceful belief. 
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3. Somewhat positive negative / un-resourceful belieJ. 

4. Positive / resourceful belief. 

Step #2. Express the limiting belief from position one. 

a. Both Explorer and Guide stand in the first step location, "negative / un

resourceful belief." 

b. The Explorer expresses the negative belief. For example, HI can't spend time 

with my family, because I always replay old behaviors that are really disturbing. I 

can't cope with them." 

c. The Guide goes to the second perceptual position, and identifies the positive 

intentions or presuppositions behind the belief. For example, HI value my emotional 

stability and the productivity that results from that. I value the people in my life who 

contribute in constructive ways to my development." 

Step #3. Access a positive, resourceful and wise state from step 
location four. 

Explorer and Guide step into position four, "positive/resourceful belief" and, 

without attempting to create the positive belief, access a positive, resourceful and 

wise state. 

Step #4. Return to location one. 

Explorer and Guide return to location one, "Negative / un-resourceful belief." 

Step #5. The Guide helps the Explorer experience position two. 

a. The Guide steps to area two, "somewhat negative / un-resourceful belief" 

and uses the positive presuppositions or intentions that were identified in order 

to produce a less negative belief. The belief must reflect the positive intentions 
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or presuppositions. For example, "You are preventing contact with toxic people in 

order to avoid negative emotional states." 

Notice how this statement moves from "I can't." to an intention (" You are 

preventing ... "), and from fate ("I always ... ") to an active role, ("In order to 

avoid ... ") 

The frame is negative ("toxic people" and "negative emotional states") but is 

less negative than the original belief because it brings in intention and action, that 

is, an internal locus of control and a sense of a meaningful identity and need. 

b. The Guide invites the Explorer to step into area two and experience this 

belief. 

c. If the Explorer feels that the belief needs more work, then the Guide reworks 

the belief and tries again. For example, the positive presupposition may need to be 

adjusted to more accurately reflect the motives of the Explorer. The Guide can step 

into area four to reinforce the positive state in order to be more effective. 

Step #6. The Guide helps the Explorer experience position three. 

a. The Guide steps into position three, "somewhat positivelresourceful belief' 

and creates a belief that crosses into being positive, and is based on the positive 

intentions and presuppositions of the Explorer. For example, "You are independently 

using the resources you have gained, including those from your family, to establish 

and maintain your boundaries in service of your emotional well being." 

b. The Guide invites the Explorer into the position to tryout this belief. 

c. If the belief needs improvement, the Explorer asks the Guide to rework it. 

Step #7. The Guide helps the Explorer experience position four. 

a. The Guide steps into position four, "positive/resourceful belief" and creates 

a positive belief that is based on the positive intentions and presuppositions of 

the Explorer. For example, "As your skill in using the resources you have gained, 

including those from your family, increases, you will expand the range of people that 
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you can experience while fully benefiting from your boundaries and increasingly 

buoyant emotional well being." 

b. The Guide invites the Explorer into the position to tryout this belief. 

c. If the belief needs improvement, the Explorer asks the Guide to rework it. 

Step #8. The Explorer shares what was learned. 

The Explorer shares with the guide what lessons came from this experience. 

Step #9. Test. 

Over the coming days and weeks, notice any increased ease you experience in 

flexible thinking, and any increase in your use of positive frames and resourcefulness 

in your beliefs about any challenges that you experience. 

* 
GENTLING 

"The mind that is wise mourns less for what age takes away; than 

what it leaves behind." - William Wordsworth 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

Build your inner "good parent" experience by bringing your adult wisdom into 

your time line . 

Step #1. Imagine the three timelines. 

Imagine three timelines. 

• One for yourself. 
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• One for your parent (any of them). 

One your grandparent. 

Step #2. Create your resources. 

Move to the third perceptual position, holding your awareness of your family 

system from a spiritual perspective and as part of a larger whole. Think of resources 

or gifts that would benefit the family in the form of a blessing, metaphor and vision. 

It does not have to be the most amazing poem, but just a real statement of what you 

believe is the emotion that is missing the most. 

Step #3. Give them to your grandparent. 

Imagine that, borne on wisdom and gratitude from the future into the present, you 

can float back over your timeline to your grandparent's birth and early childhood. 

Imagine holding and touching your grandparent as an infant, with the ethereal 

gentleness of a higher presence. Offer your blessing and metaphor. 

Step #4. Experience this from the grandparent's position. 

Bringing your vision, move to second position, perceiving as your grandparent, 

and see yourself giving the vision to you as grandparent. Imagine experiencing this 

gentle holding and nuturance. Imagine receiving the blessing and metaphor. 

Step #5. Give them to your parent as the grandparent. 

Holding these resources and gifts in your heart as the grandparent, move up 

along the time line to the birth and infancy of your parent (your grandparent's 

child). In your grandparent's position, gentle your parent passing on the blessing, 

metaphor and vision. Use perceptual position #2 to make this transition as smooth 

and natural as possible. 
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Step #6. Experience this from the parent's position. 

Associate into the perceptual position of your parent. Imagine being held blessed 

and gentled, and receiving the metaphor and vision. 

Step #7. Give them to yourself as the parent. 

Hold these resources in your heart. Now begin to float forward through your 

parent's timeline through your own birth and infancy. From your parent's perceptual 

position, bless and gentle yourself, passing on the metaphor and vision. 

Step #8. Experience this from your position as a baby. 

Move back into your own perceptual position, but as a baby. Imagine being held, 

blessed and gentled by your parent, receiving the metaphor and vision, and being 

held gently. 

Step #9. Return to the present with these gifts. 

As you continue ahead in your timeline, your timeline re-calibrates to these 

resources as you carry them through it. The blessing, metaphor, vision, and 

nurturance create new memories and qualities to your timeline. As you enter the 

present, you continue to have these gifts, knowing that they were passed down to 

you through countless generations. 

Step #10. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, watch for signs that you are benefiting from these 

gifts. 

* 
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META TRANSFORMATION 

"Not many people are willing to give failure a second opportunity. 

They fail once and it is all over. The bitter pill of failure is often 

more than most people can handle. If you are willing to accept 

failure and learn from it, if you are willing to consider failure as a 

blessing in disguise and bounce back, you have got the essential of 

harnessing one of the most powerful success forces." 

- Joseph Sugarman 

Create personality-wide changes by taking transformation to a meta level. 

STEPs 1-4: Stepping Up. 

Step #1. Select a behavior for transformation. 

Choose a behavior for this pattern that you wish to change; one that is unpleasant 

or ineffective. 

Step #2. Identify underlying intentions. 

Determine what motives help to maintain this behavior. Remember that these 

can be the motives of a part that has positive intentions, but that makes ineffective 

or un-resourceful choices in pursuing those intentions. Keep an eye out for results 

that have some indirect benefit, even though they are the less obvious outcomes of 

the behavior pattern (secondary gain). 

Step #3. Identify related outcomes. 

Repeat the following question until your answers begin to loop: "What do you 

hope to accomplish, experience or have as a result of this behavior." 
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Then begin asking, "What do you want from this result, that is even more 

important to you?" until you begin to loop. 

Step #4. Identify meta-outcomes in the form of high states. 

You are seeking meta-outcomes. You will know that you have identified them 

when the answers to these questions are states. When you begin looping among high 

states, you have completed this part of the pattern. 

Steps 5-9: Stepping Down 

Step #5. Describe your ultimate transcendent meta-state. 

Describe the state you would experience if you achieved all of the higher states 

stemming from your meta-outcomes. Use all sense modalities, including self-talk. 

Step #6. Step into your transcendent meta-state. 

Amplify the state as much as possible, and imagine stepping into this state as if 

you could step into the future where you have achieved your meta-outcomes. 

Step #7. Fully experience your meta-state. 

Continue to amplify your meta-state, experiencing it fully, as if you could absorb 

it into your body as pervasive energy. 

Step #8. Experience this as a way of being in the world. 

Return to your immediate life situation and future pace into your immediate 

future, with this meta-state pervading all that you are and do. Experience how you 

express it in all your activities and way of being. 
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Step #9. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, discover how this experience alters how you 

experience your life, and how your behavior changes in the area of your life that had 

the undesired behavior pattern. 

* 
RE-IMPRINTING 

"Learning doesn't happen by osmosis." 

- the author's university professor 

Upgrade your deeper beliefs and your behaviors by changing the influence 

of role models. Improve the effect of negative role models, and create a stronger 

influence from positive role models. This pattern is called re-imprinting because 

many problems, including physical symptoms, learning disabilities, phobias and 

other problems can be caused or exacerbated by influences that are active during 

key periods in our development (developmental windows). This concept should not 

be used to deny genetic, toxic and other influences that form a direct biological 

basis for many such problems. 

Step #1. 

a. Choose the behaviors, symptoms or beliefs you wish to change. Unless you 

are a beginner, choose behaviors or beliefs that seem to be deeply ingrained. 

b. Float up over your timeline and look toward the future. 

c. Pay attention to the physical expression of your target as well as in the form 

of beliefs. 

d. Walk backward slowly. Pause at each location that is relevant somehow to the 

target. 
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e. Continue back until you reach the earliest experience of the target (the initial 

imprint experience). 

f. Access the state associated with this target and the experiences. 

g. From that state, verbally express the beliefs that came from these experiences. 

h. Speak in first person, for example, "I do not deserve protection and compassion." 

i. Move back in time to a point just before this first experience (the initial 

imprint experience). 

j. Notice how this changes your state. You know that you have gone back far 

enough when you are in a very different state; one that has no sign of the imprint 

experiences or the beliefs that stem from them. 

Step #2. 

a. Float forward to the actual present, but stay in the observer (dissociated) 

position. 

b. Looking back over your past timeline, notice how your imprinting experiences 

have affected your life; how they have helped generate the behaviors, symptoms or 

beliefs that you chose for this pattern, and any others that you can discover. 

c. Talk to yourself, as if you were narrating a documentary about yourself, 

speaking in third person (he/she). Describe what you were just observing about 

your life. 

d. Think about all this with positive intentions or secondary gain in mind. How 

have the behaviors, symptoms or beliefs that emerged from these experienced 

reflected an attempt, on some level, to cope with them. 

Even if the results were bad, seek the underlying positive intention or 

presuppositions. You may get your best results by looking for subtle feelings 

connected with these things, and then putting words to those feelings. If you discover 

that an irrational attitude has been strongly affecting your life, then you have found 

something especially important. 

Remember that these attitudes can range from simple to complex. They may 

show up in simple reactive measures such as avoiding responsibility or other fear-
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inducing experiences (because, for example, of an experience that lead you to 

believe that you would be harshly criticized any time you tried to do something). 

On the other hand, they may manifest as more complicated ways of managing (or 

manipulating, more likely) other people in service of an agenda such as denial. For 

example, "I must carefully orchestrate interactions so that I am not exposed to 

any beliefs or ideas that would frame my pot consumption as a problem; my loss of 

motivation and mental clarity are not to be connected with that." 

Step #3. 

3. Focus on any people that figured largely in these imprint experiences. 

Although we're talking about "imprinting," your experiences mayor may not 

actually involve other people in a significant way. Pay special attention to any ways 

that you "absorbed" (modeled) another persons style or attitudes, so that you came 

to cope with certain situations in a characteristic, dysfunctional way. 

b. For each person, associate into their perspective (the second perceptual 

position), and experience one or two of the most significant imprint experiences 

that they were involved in from their perspective. Describe the experiences in their 

terms, using first person (1, me, my) language in their style as much as possible. 

c. Step off of the timeline, into an objective position (third perceptual position), 

and determine the positive intentions behind their behavior. 

Step #4. 

Do the following for each person involved in your imprint experiences, if any: 

3. Decide what resources that the person needed at those times, but did not have, 

but that you can contribute now in some way now. 

b. Find a location on your timeline where you have had a very significant 

experience of being rich with these resources. (For example, a person dealing with 

drug use might recall being in a twelve step meeting that was very compelling and 

resulted in a period of drug avoidance and better functioning). 

c. Step into that point on your timeline. 
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d. Amplify this rich state, and experience it as a kind of energy. 

e. Anchor the state. 

f. Imagine that you can transmit this resource back through your timeline to each 

person who needs it. 

g. When you feel that you have made a good connection, float back to the imprint 

experience, and associate into the position of the person that received the resource. 

h. Re-experience the imprint experience from their perspective, but with the 

resources actively in place. You can amplify the resource state in them by triggering 

the resource state. 

i. Staying in this point on your timeline, move into your own perceptual position. 

j. Notice how this experience has changed with the resources in place. 

k. Experience how this upgraded experience stimulates beliefs and attitudes in 

you that are more resourceful. 

I. Express this verbally in first person. 

m. Do the previous two actions for each person that you identified as being 

significant in the imprinting experiences. 

Step #5. 

a. Move back to your present time, into an objective position. 

b. Look back over the imprint experiences, and (as you did for the significant 

people), identify what resources would have been valuable to you during the imprint 

ex periences. 

c. Experience these resources and access the state that they inspire. 

d. Anchor this state when it peaks. 

e. With these resources, and in this state, float back to a point prior to your early 

imprint experience. 

f. Transmit or give these resources to your younger self at that timeline point. 
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g. Imagine walking along your timeline from that point toward the present, 

and experiencing all the changes made by all the changes (re-imprinting) from this 

pattern. 

Step #6. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice any ways that this re-imprinting pattern 

has influenced the behaviors, symptoms or beliefs that you chose for this pattern. 

* 
BASIC 2ND POSITION MODELING 

"The promises of this world are, for the most part, vain phantoms; 

and to confide in one's self, and become something of worth and 

value is the best and safest course." 

- Michelangelo 

Improve your ability to model excellence. 

For completing this pattern, you need four people. Designate one to be the 

Person Being Modeled, another as the Subject who interacts with the person, a 

Modeler, and an Observer. 

Step #1. Have the initial conversation. 

Have the Subject and the Person Being Modeled converse for about five minutes. 

Have the Person Being Modeled choose the topic. 

Have the Modeler model the Person Being Modeled by going into second 

position, focusing on their most subtle muscle movements. 
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Step #2. Have the Modeler stand in. 

Have the Modeler stand in for the Person Being Modeled, and continue the 

conversation with the Subject as though he or she were the Person Being Modeled. 

Step #3. Give feedback. 

Have the Person Being Modeled and the Observer give clear feedback and 

coaching to the Modeler as to how accurately he or she is imitating the Person 

Being Modeled. 

Step #4. Start a new conversation. 

Send the Modeler out of the room. Have the Subject and the Person Being 

Modeled converse about a new subject for about five minutes. The Subject chooses 

the subject this time. 

Step #5. Have the modeler stand in again. 

Have the Modeler return, and again stand in for the Person Being Modeled, 

continuing the conversation with the Subject. 

The Subject tries to cover the same interaction topics in the conversation as 

much as possible for about five minutes. 

Step #6. Provide feedback. 

Have the Subject, Observer and the Person Being Modeled give the Modeler 

Step feedback on how well they matched the Person Being Modeled. 
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Step #7. Test. 

Over the coming weeks and months, discuss how well the participants have been 

coming along in learning to model and establish rapport. 

* 
2ND POSITION INTUITIVE 

MODELING 

"But that's always the way; 

it don't make no difference whether you do right or wrong, 

a person's conscience ain't got no sense, 

and just goes for him anyway. 

If I had a yaller dog that didn't know no more 

than a person's conscience does I would pison him. 

It takes up more room than all the rest of a person's insides, 

and yet ain't no good, nohow." 

- Mark Twain, Huck Finn 

Take more advanced steps in developing your ability to model. 

You need three people for this pattern: the Person Being Modeled, and two 

Modelers. 

Step #1. Demonstrate the skill. 

Have the Person Being Modeled exhibit a simple skill that can be modeled, such 

as some dance step or cultural gesture. 
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Step #2. Model the skill. 

Have the Modelers enter a "not knowing" state from second position with A for 

a few minutes. 

Step #3. Describe the internal state. 

The two Modelers are to write down precisely what they suspect A is experiencing 

internally based on what they gathered from being in the second position. 

Step #4. Compare the results. 

Have the two Modelers compare and contrast their models. 

Step #5. Collaborate to describe the details of the skill. 

Have all three parties collaborate to describe the key elements of the skill. 

Step #6. Test. 

Over the coming weeks and months, discuss how well the participants have been 

coming along in learning to model and establish rapport. 

* 
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BASIC 3RD POSITION MODELING 

"You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. 

You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. 

You're on your own. And you know what you know. 

You are the guy who'll decide where to go." 

- Dr. Seuss 

Improve your capacity to model by using the third position. This pattern requires 

three people: The Person Being Modeled and two Modelers. 

Step #1. Demonstrate the skill. 

Have the Person Being Modeled engage in a skill. 

Step #2. Gather information for modeling. 

The Modelers gather information and demonstrations of the skill from the Person 

Being Modeled while they are in third position. The modelers need to gather any 

helpful information from various levels, such as physiology, rep systems, language 

patterns, and meta-programs. 

Step #3. Describe the internal state. 

Have the modelers note what they think the Person Being Modeled is experiencing 

internally, based on what they have observed and collected. 

Step #4. Compare and contrast the models. 

Have the Modelers compare and contrast their models. 
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Step #5. Collaborate to describe the skill as a model. 

Have all three parties collaborate to create a detailed description of the key 

elements of the skill. 

Step #6. Test. 

Over the coming weeks and months, discuss how well the participants have been 

coming along in learning to model and establish rapport. 

* 
BASIC STATES OF 

EXCELLENCE MODELING 

"People are like stained-glass windows. They sparkle and shine 

when the sun is out, but when the darkness sets in their true 

beauty is revealed only if there is light from within." 

- Elisabeth Kubler-Ross 

Model states of excellence. This pattern requires three people: The Person Being 

Modeled and two Modelers. 

Step #1. Demonstrate a pattern of excellence. 

Have the Person Being Modeled enter a state of excellence. 

Step #2. Model the Person Being Modeled. 

Have the first Modeler explicitly model the Person Being Modeled from second 

position. 
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Step #3. Model with how and why questions. 

Have the second Modeler explicitly model the Person Being Modeled. Have 

them ask why questions to elicit beliefs, values, meta-programs, meta-outcomes, 

and have them ask how questions to elicit goals, and T.O.T.E.S. (evidences and 

operations) . 

Step #4. Demonstrate an opposite state. 

Have the first Modeler choose an experience which is the opposite of the state 

of excellence being modeled, such as a stuck state. 

Step #5. Repeat steps two and three. 

Have the two Modelers repeat steps two and three. 

Step #6. Compare and contrast. 

Have the Modelers compare and contrast their models of what the Person Being 

Modeled has demonstrated, as well as its opposite, and to explore what is similar 

and different in these descriptions. 

Step #7. Test. 

Over the coming weeks and months, discuss how well the participants have been 

coming along in learning to model and establish rapport. 

* 
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THE NLP META-MoDEL 

"But behavior in the human being is sometimes a defense, a way 

of concealing motives and thoughts, as language can be a way of 

hiding your thoughts and preventing communication." 

- Abraham Maslow 

The NLP meta model of language creates questions that clear up deletions, 

generalizations, and distortions in speech. Done wrong, these are called violations 

of well-formed syntax. In grammar, syntax means the proper order of words in a 

sentence. In NLP, syntax means the proper laying out of concepts in speech. 

The NLP meta model is important for everyone to know, because these violations 

of well-formed syntax cause all sorts of problems, from everyday relationship 

problems to tremendous political problems. But by asking meta-model questions 

that clear up these violations, we also clear up our thinking. They also help us see 

when another person's thinking is affected by these violations, so that we can be 

more in control of our own mental maps; our own sense of reality. With the meta

model, we are much less vulnerable to manipulation. 

Here is part of a speech with a lot of deletion: 

Back in the day, they started our country so everybody could be free. Now 

everybody 's fighting and it could all go down the toilet. 

That was a little vague. Who started our country? Free in what way? What is the 

fight he's talking about? What could all go down the toilet; what does that really 

mean? Now here's that piece as written by Abraham Lincoln: 

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth, upon this continent, 

a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men 

are created equal. 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any 

nation so conceived, and so dedicated, can long endure. 

Now that was a lot more specific. But let's say that instead of a speech, it 

was a paper about constitutional law. When the word liberty came up, it would 
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require a lot more explaining. What exactly is liberty, and for who, and what are the 

circumstances? Needless to say, around the world, countless court cases, government 

documents, and materials from civil rights activists expand on the meaning of liberty 

every year. 

The meta-model helps us analyze speech by showing us the difference between 

two kinds of structure: deep structure and surface structure. Surface structure is 

what you say, and deep structure is all that you know that is relevant. 

For example, if I say I can't get a decent salad in this town, I might mean that 

the salads they serve are too high in calories. I might mean that I have only been to 

three restaurants in my neighborhood in order to form this opinion. That would be 

part of my deep structure. If you don't know my deep structure, you might use your 

own. Let's say my friend likes a salad with lots of croutons soaking of a lot of oily 

salad dressing, and plenty of chunks of cheese and bacon. My friend would send me 

to a restaurant with that kind of salad. I'd be horrified by all the calories and wonder 

what my friend could have been thinking. Well, if we had both used the meta-model, 

we would have figured out what each other was thinking. The whole thing would 

have been cleared up in a matter of seconds. 

The other thing about deep structure is that, at it's deepest, it is a collection 

of sensory representations that come together a lot like a chemical reaction. They 

bubble up and come together to form thoughts, opinions, and decisions. Then we put 

those thoughts, opinions and decisions into words. That's when we have the surface 

structure. 

Those words cannot possibly contain all the impressions that led you to speak the 

words. This is why you must have habits, or strategies, for deleting, generalizing, 

and distorting them into something that you can say efficiently; something that will 

make sense and not take too long to say. 

People who are very manipulative will hide the deep structure in bad deletions, 

generalizations, and distortions in order to be manipulative. If someone wants their 

government to be based on their religion, but they know that would not be popular, 

they can delete the Bible and creationism, and distort it into something that sounds 

scientific, such as intelligent design. 

This way, they can pursue a religious agenda that gets by some people. In the 

United States, high courts know how to ask meta-model-like questions in order to 
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analyze legal arguments. When they did this in the case of intelligent design, they 

stopped certain schools from forcing their science teachers to say that intelligent 

design was science. The science teachers were very relieved to know that someone 

was paying attention and asking the right questions. 

If someone's girlfriend starts accusing them of looking at other women, and 

becomes very jealous, meta-model questions may reveal that the girlfriend didn't 

really have evidence, but her mind subconsciously collected some impressions that 

led to the jealousy. 

The deep structure may have really been a need to escape some internal pain 

and to get more attention. Accusing someone of something definitely gets their 

attention. Unfortunately, in addition to badly formed syntax, the accusation also 

creates attention that is not very rewarding, and may even stress the relationship to 

the breaking point. 

If the boyfriend uses the meta-model, the girlfriend may begin to see that she 

was really in need of something else. If the boyfriend knows Neuro Linguistic 

Programming, he will give her attention that does not reinforce her jealous behavior, 

but instead helps to create a constructive relationship. However, if the boyfriend 

does not have constructi ve strategies, and his deep structure references negative 

experiences, he may just get angry and act superior. 

Here, I'll give you meta-model questions for all the major types of syntactical 

violations, that is, poorly formed syntax. 

* 
GENERALIZATIONS 

Generalizations happen when someone translates some experiences into a rule 

that applies to all similar experiences. Bigotry is an example we gave earlier. 

Sometimes generalizations can go by without being noticed. 

If someone says, "Everybody at the party hated me!" you might ask, "Who else 

did they hate?" If she says, "Everyone had friends there, they just were mean to 

me," you know she is unaware of anyone else feeling uncomfortable there. 
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If you asked, "Oh, so they were sorry to see you arrive and glad to see you go," 

she might start thinking of exceptions and reveal one, even though she seems to be 

attached to the idea that everyone hated her. 

This means that her poor syntax just opened up to a more accurate internal map, 

that is, she realized that there were exceptions to her generalization. 

Now she has a resource: the knowledge that there are people that appreciate her. 

* 
UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS 

Universal quantifiers are an all or nothing kind of generalization. 

If someone says, "Every time / do someone a favor, it ends up biting me in the 

rear," you might ask, "/ wonder what it is about you that makes that happen every 

time, / mean, you know, since that doesn't happen every time to anybody else." Your 

friend might come up with an insight like, "Well, your right, / need to quit trying 

to help people who are so out of control, because it spills into the lives of anybody 

who connects with them." 

In this case, he found a universal source that gave the universal quantifier at 

least some truth. In this case, that could be better than finding the exceptions to his 

generalization. 

* 
LOST PERFORMATIVES 

Lost performatives make a rule without anybody having responsibility for it. 

If a girl gets a cut on her face, and a nurse says, "Now you'll never win a beauty 

pageant," then you have a kind of cloud of lost performatives. One is that she 

should care about winning beauty pageants. 
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Another is the implication, not a direct statement, but the implication that people 

will think she is ugly for the rest of her life. 

Another is in the nurse's tone of voice, which is telling the girl that it is her 

fault. You had to be there to hear that part. If you consider the culture of the region 

where this happened, it is also connected with the idea that she won't find a man to 

love her. 

Let's just take the main one, which is that she should care about winning beauty 

pageants. 

You might respond to that with, "You idiot, she's just an impressionable, 

vulnerable, wonderful, young girl with infinite potential, and she's too bright 

to waste her time running around with bimbos who try to be beauty queens. I'm 

going to get your fired for being such a twisted human being." But that's pretty 

confrontative. 

How about this one: "Who is it who thinks she should care about winning beauty 

pageants? " 

* 
MODAL OPERATORS 

Modal operators make a must out of a preference. Albert Ellis, the developer of 

rational emotive therapy focused on this one a great deal. People cause themselves 

a lot of suffering with modal operators, because, when the "must" is not achieved, 

they feel like some horrible injustice has taken place. It distracts them from finding 

creative solutions and enjoying life as it is. 

If a client says, "I must have that woman, but she likes my friend," you might 

say, "It sounds like something really awful will happen if you don't get her. Tell me 

about that." 

He might say, "Well, that is the really awful thing. If I don't get her, that will be 

really awful." 
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You might say, "So if you didn't get her, you will be in a really bad way 

emotionally, really broken hearted." 

To which he might say, "Yes, ] couldn't handle it." 

Now you can go in for the exception, asking, "] wonder how many months it 

would take before you got your sense of humor back." His subconscious mind would 

have to have an incredible amount of restrictive control over him to keep him from 

clicking into exceptions. 

You could add fuel to this. "] suppose you'd know that from how you've handled 

a broken heart in the past." 

Witty quotes charm us because they toy with our internal syntactical violations. 

Consider this quote from Oscar Wilde, "There is only one thing in life worse than 

being talked about, and that is not being talked about." 

* 
DELETIONS 

Deletions happen when the speaker leaves something out. When a person 1S 

being too vague or manipulative, deletion may be the culprit. 

If someone says, "What a lousy day," you could ask, "What's lousy about it?" If 

she says she has lice, you now know she really DID mean it was a lousy day, since 

that's how the word "lousy" got its start. Unless you need to know where she got the 

lice, that's probably more information than you really needed to know. 

Simple deletions are those where information is simply left out. You can't talk 

for long without making numerous simple deletions. After all, if you included all 

the details, it would take a long time and you'd get a reputation as a crashing bore; 

so deletions are a necessary part of everyday speech. 

Unspecified nouns and verbs are deletions that leave you wondering what thing 

or action the person is talking about. 

If a powerful local criminal says, "I'd hate to see what happens to your family, 

if you don't pay us to take care of your nice restaurant in our part of town," you'd 
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say, "How much do I pay and to whom do I write the check? Oh, I mean, do you take 

unmarked bills?" 

Maybe that wasn't such a good example. How about if someone tells your friend, 

"I was driving and here I am with this bad head wound." While she's taking her 

friend to the hospital, she might say, "But, What happened?" Maybe it wasn't a car 

accident. Was he attacked? Was he being vague because he's hiding something, or 

is he being vague because the head injury affected his brain? If so, then we could 

say that the deep structure is the injury itself. Let's hope it isn't TOO deep. But 

seriously, it is important to remember that deep structure includes everything from 

manipulation to psychological defenses to pure physiology. 

Let's try one more, a nice plain one. Your employee says, "We'll be a little late 

delivering to the buyer this month." You might ask, "How late, exactly?" With the 

information you need, you'll know whether it's an emergency, and how to handle 

the buyer. Otherwise you could really be blind-sided. Employers and other leaders 

often get a watered-down version of bad news from their staffs. That is a good time 

to trot out your meta-model questions. 

* 
LACK OF REFERENTIAL INDEX 

Lack of referential index is a deletion where there's an unspecified party or an 

unknown "they." 

If someone tells you, "Everybody knows you're a liar," you could say, "Who on 

earth would say something like that about someone like me?" 

That kind of backs the person into a corner, challenging them to disclose 

their sources. Maybe someone does think that you're a liar or that you lied about 

something, but how could everyone think that? Has this person been telling stories 

behind your back? 

At the very least, your meta-model question shows them that you can't be 

intimidated by such a cheap shot. 
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If you say, "Everyone knows everyone is a liar," then they are put in a position 

to say that you are some kind of special liar that makes everyone talk about you. The 

more specific the person is, the more flimsy they will sound, until their statements 

collapse because the evidence is weak. 

If the person says, "Well, the attorney general thinks so, and I have a warrant 

to search your office and home," the-e-e-n maybe you should go to the Cayman 

Islands where all your secret money is stashed, and decide where you want to live 

from now on. 

* 
COMPARATIVE DELETIONS 

Comparative deletions happen when the speaker fails to say what they are 

comparing something to. 

If a sales person tells you, "This motorcycle gets fifty percent better gas 

mileage!" you'll want to know, "Better than what; my skate board?" 

* 
DISTORTIONS 

Distortions are based on real sensory data, but they twist it in some way to 

create the wrong conclusion. If it's extreme enough, it's a delusion in psychological 

language. 

If someone says, "A white care followed me all the way to the gas station, 

someone must be obsessed with me and stalking me," you might wonder if the dri ver 

of the white care was going to the same gas station. 

Coincidences are distorted all the time. When someone hears about two 

occurrences of something, like a business closing in town, and turns it into a pattern, 

they might say, "Can you believe it, the whole down is going out of business. I'm 

moving to Brussels." 
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You could say, "I'm moving to Brussels because six new businesses opened. 

That means we'll be overrun in no time! Two of them were opened by Pakistanis, lets 

go before there's no one left who speaks English." 

Maybe that would be a little too sarcastic. You'd better know this person well 

before you get too carried away with what you are learning, or else you'll end 

up alone, and bitter, homeless and freezing. Whoops, I just made one of those 

distortions. 

* 
N OMINALIZATION 

Nominalization happens when we transform a verb or adjective into a noun. It 

also has to be something that isn't a real thing in the world. In other words, you 

couldn't put it into a wheel barrel. In fact, come to think of it, nominalization is, in 

itself, a nominalization. 

It's a noun that isn't an actual, real-world object. Some other examples include: 

accuracy, righteousness, superiority, excellence, and destiny. 

You can see nominalization happen in old philosophy and old psychology texts 

quite a bit. That's odd, because philosophers have published material critical of this 

for centuries. 

Nominalization gets really bad when a number of nominalizations, or a chain 

of them, are discussed as though they were definite, real, understood things. When 

people do this, they come to all sorts of weird conclusions. 

Here's an example. Someone said that atheists believe in a dog-eat-dog world. 

The deep structure that went on in their mind went something like this. Atheist equals 

evolution. Evolution equals Darwinism. Darwinism equals social Darwinism. Social 

Darwinism equals survival of the fittest, which equals no compassion for those in 

need, a dog-eat-dog world. 

But social Darwinism is a political philosophy that only got Darwin's name 

attached to it because it resembled natural selection, which is a part of the theory 

evolution. 
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On each side of that weak link, the chain contains fairly good generalizations. 

Most atheists believe in evolution. Social Darwinists believe in a dog-eat-dog world. 

But those two chains are only linked by a completely irrelevant nominalization. 

The verb "to evolve" becomes a noun, evolution. Then, that noun gets attached 

to social Darwinism only because Darwin discovered evolution. The jump to social 

Darwinism is only possible because of word play. This is what we mean when we 

say that people live in a fantasy world because of acting like words are real things. 

But there is often a hidden agenda behind nominalization. People who are not 

very introspective may not even realize that they are pursuing an agenda. The person 

who said atheists are dog-eat-doggers wanted so badly to feel superior to non

believers, that he came up with this as a response to research showing that atheist 

doctors were doing more for poor people than religious ones. 

Outside of NLP, a word for nominalization is reification. 

* 
MIND READING 

Mind reading is an "irritating" distortion. This happens when someone decides 

they know what you are thinking. For some reason, it's usually something pretty 

bad. 

If you tell them they are projecting, they probably won't understand. If you 

tell them what you are really thinking, they may actually argue with you, as if they 

know what you're thinking and you don't. If they think you're lying, what more can 

you say? 

So you see how irritating this distortion is. If your boss tells you that you asked 

for the day off so you could sell company secrets to the competition, that's a pretty 

extreme example. You might want to look for another job, or get his boss to look at 

your boss' mental health. But most examples are subtler. 

Let's say you have a friend that you have seen a good deal, and you have done 

some nice favors for. It's someone you care about quite a bit, and really enjoy. But 
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let's say you didn't come to their party, and now he's upset that you don't really 

care about him. 

You know that he is wrong, and you know that when he feels better, he'll realize 

that he's wrong. This means you don't have to take it personally. If he hasn't been 

drinking, you might say something like: 

"Exactly, if I cared about you, I wouldn't have let that bus crash 

into my car, or I would at least have left the hospital against 

doctors orders to get to your party. The IV bag would have been a 

good conversation piece." 

But really, as a good friend, you want him to know that you had something that 

you couldn't reschedule, whether it was an accident, a final exam, or anything else. 

* 
CAUSE AND EFFECT 

DISTORTIONS 

Cause and effect distortions can be sneaky. This happens when someone thinks 

they know what causes something, simply because the two things happened together. 

It's like the rooster thinking that crowing makes the sun come up. He must be right. 

It happens every time. 

People do that a lot with their emotions. They'll say someone made them angry, 

as if they have no responsibility for their emotions. Everyone understands what they 

mean, but people can go too far with this. 

If they do it to manipulate people, as in emotional blackmail, then you might 

want to say something, like, "Even I am amazed at the power I have over your 

every emotion." Or you could simply restate that you are doing what you do for 

perfectly good reasons and let them sort it out. After all, if you don't give attention 

to emotional manipulation, and you DO pay attention to their mature, appropriate 
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behavior, you will probably have a better time, and they will respect themselves 

more. It's good to bring the best out in others. 

You could say that this is meta to the meta level, because when you produce a 

strategy that serves your personal well-being or higher values, then you have gone 

beyond coming up with cute responses to show other people that they are illogical. 

You have taken things to another level. It is understanding and using the meta

level that is important, not having a lot of snappy come backs that could alienate 

people. This section is to build your understanding, not make you think you need to 

be sarcastic or directly confrontative all the time in real life. 

* 
PRESUPPOSITIONS 

Presuppositions are the hidden ideas in a statement. 

If someone asks you if you have stopped beating your spouse, they are 

presupposing that you beat your spouse. And that's assuming that you have one 

to beat. You could say, "You should know, or haven't you spoken with your mother 

lately?" but we wouldn't advise that. Maybe you could say, "/ never started, but / 

hear it's hard to stop once you start, have you considered a support group?" 

* 
COMPLEX EQUIVALENCE 

Complex equivalence connects two ideas that don't belong together. 

For example, if your client is too upset about an argument with her son, she 

might say, "/ can't believe / told him he was lazy, now he'll be traumatizedforever." 

You could respond with questions about the kind of stresses that he has survived, 

and how he was recovered from them, maybe even how they have helped to build 
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his character. You could discuss ways to get over the argument and build better 

agreements about his responsibilities and the consequences of good and bad behavior. 

You could talk about how to create more consistent rules at home and how this 

benefits everyone. 

One of the best says to help with complex equivalence, is to supportively 

approach the issue from several factual and positive directions, as in the example 

above. 

* 
How TO USE THE META-MoDEL 

FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES? 

The creators of motivational interviewing have created two very helpful elements 

that can be used in meta model responses that are quite therapeutic, and that protect 

the therapeutic relationship between a therapist and client. Coaches can use this 

as well. This approach causes the client to make progressive, mature statements 

instead of the therapist. This eliminates resistance, and creates healing momentum 

within the client. 

The first technique is what we call negative spotlighting. When a person says 

something that violates well-formed syntax, you can exaggerate this to highlight it 

so that the other person will model their world more effectively. For example, if a 

drug addict says, "I don't need to be a purist. I can have some cocaine once in a 

while." You can say, "So you are now totally in control of cocaine." 

If the person has been in a recovery program, they know this is ridiculous. They 

have to say something like, "Well, uh, I guess that's just the addiction talking." 

Notice that the other person said it, not you. You only used the motivational 

interviewing technique to mirror back what they said in a way that they could not 

support. Although the practitioner's statement is kind of an exaggeration, it is not 

done with the least bit of sarcasm. It has to be done in a completely straight-faced 

and gentle manner. It is said in a factual tone. Not, "Oh, so you think you can 

control cocaine now, huh?" It's a flat statement of fact. "So, you are now totally in 
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control of cocaine." You say it smoothly and plainly, maybe even a little like it's 

new information. 

This way, the client can correct you and enlighten you. That tells the client that 

she is insightful and has something to contribute. It gives the client the experience 

of coming to her own conclusions, and a sense of controlling her own thoughts to 

change her direction in a positive way. This creates more flexibility in the client's 

thinking. 

This is very helpful because now the client owns the more enlightened statement; 

they do not feel compelled to resist you, because you are not trying to shove it down 

their throat. Any time you feel like you are pushing a client or customer, you could 

probably benefit from a motivational interviewing technique. The original book on 

this is called Motivational Interviewing. 

The other moti vational interviewing technique that is a great meta model response, 

we call positive spotlighting. Here, you highlight something very constructive or 

adaptive that the client says. This reinforces the constructive way of thinking, and 

gives them credit. If the person says, "I realized that my wife left me because I 

was abusing drugs." you could say, "You have the kind of insight that shows real 

courage in the face of a tremendous loss." Isn't that much better than saying, "So 

you're finally realizing what a schmuck you've been!" 

This positive approach reinforces the best qualities of the person and creates 

hope and strength that could make the difference between sobriety and relapse, 

perhaps even life and death. This is not to say that you bear total responsibility for 

every choice a client, customer, or employee makes, but I say it to remind you of 

what an important contribution you can make to people's lives when you learn the 

powerful insights and methods of Neuro Linguistic Programming. 

* 
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THE MILTON-MoDEL 

"Every person's map of the world is as unique as their thumbprint. 

There are no two people alike. 

No two people who understand the same sentence the same way ... 

So in dealing with people, 

you try not to fit them to your concept of what they should be." 

- Milton H. Erickson 

Early in the development of Neuro Linguistic Programming, the developers 

modeled a famous hypnotherapist and physician named Dr. Milton H. Erickson. He 

is quite legendary in the field of psychotherapy, especially in clinical hypnosis. 

WHY USE HYPNOSIS IN NLP? 

First please understand that hypnosis offers much more than the stereotypes 

you may have run across. Hypnosis doesn't just happen on a stage where you 

make someone act like a chicken, and it is not just making someone sle-e-e-py and 

programming them to stop smoking. 

Because NLP is about modeling, NLP has drawn several important things from 

hypnosis. The language and methods that Erickson used has value on various forms 

of persuasion and stress management, as well as treating mental health issues. Much 

of it has nothing to do with going into deep trances. 

MILTON ERICKSON 

Milton H. Erickson, MD lived from 1901 to 1980. He was a psychiatrist who 

provided medical hypnosis and family therapy. People love to tell the many stories 

about his unconventional and innovative methods as a psychotherapist. The book 

Uncommon Therapy, by Jay Haley has many fascinating stories about his work, and 

was a best-selling book. 
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He pioneered brief therapy methods, and even coined the term "brief therapy." 

He achieved his results by blending together numerous things he knew about, like 

systems theory, behavior modification, and the subconscious mind. He saw the 

subconscious mind as being a creative, solution-generating force all on its own. 

Much of his work was about bringing subconscious resources into play for 

therapeutic purposes. People often had no idea what he did or how he did it, but 

experienced tremendous improvements in their lives and symptoms. He had a big 

impact on psychotherapy beginning in the 1950's. 

When he was seventeen, Erickson contracted polio, and nearly died. Recovery 

was very difficult. Regaining his ability to move, and dealing with chronic pain led 

him to use various psychological and trance techniques. Because his resulting intense 

interest in psychology, he got a degree in psychology while he was in medical school. 

Erickson also credited his dyslexia, tone deafness, and color blindness with causing 

him to pay attention to communication patterns that other people overlooked. 

Because of Erickson's reputation in hypnosis, Gregory Bateson and Margaret 

Mead had him analyze films of trance states in Bali. Later Bateson consulted with 

him on communication patterns. It was through Bateson that Erickson met Bandler, 

Grinder, and Jay Haley. After this, Bandler and Grinder began modeling Erickson. 

WHAT IS HYPNOSIS? 

It is difficult to define hypnosis, because it can take various forms, and even 

experts have varying definitions. A good working definition is that hypnosis is a 

state of inner absorption that can include intense focus or free reverie. Hypnosis 

is distinguished from a trance state in that it is guided by the hypnotist, usually 

for therapeutic purposes. However, some theorists emphasize the credulity and 

direction-following that hypnotized subjects evince, whether or not they exhibit 

clear evidence of being in a trance. Thus, some of us talk about Ericksonian language 

and not just hypnosis. Stage hypnosis may involve actual hypnosis, or participants 

acting out impulses while on the spot to be entertaining. 

An amusing dialog that would go one between Bandler and Grinder about the 

definition of hypnosis, was a debate over whether everything was hypnosis or 
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nothing was really hypnosis. This was not only a way of making important points 

about hypnosis, but also inducing hypnosis in the audience as a teaching technique. 

A key point was that trance is really a matter of degree, and all communication 

influences your mind by creating artificial experiences of some kind. 

There are two sources of confusion here. One is that influencing the subconscious 

mind is not necessarily hypnosis. That's because subliminal influence and hypnosis 

are not the same thing. The other is that NLP has drawn things from hypnosis that 

do not involve trance or hypnotic phenomena, or may only involve brief periods of 

light trance. 

DEFINING A TRANCE 

In trance, the person is not conscious in the typical sense. At most, the person 

is conscious of being observant, and fairly free of thoughts and judgments, or of 

a stream of thoughts or reverie, carrying him away from the present moment. This 

state allows a hypnotist to have more influence on the subconscious mind, because 

the conscious mind is not able to get in the way and subvert solutions that are not 

acceptable for some reason. 

This may sound like it would cause a problem with the person's ecology, but 

when a serious problem resolves through the subconscious, the persons conscious 

mind tends to go along. This is because the conscious mind, though normally acting 

as a gate keeper, is only taking that role as the result of subconscious adaptations. 

Once the subconscious is aligned and using the right resources, the conscious 

mind no longer acts out the subconscious problems. This does not mean that 

hypnosis can easily change a well-thought-out or deeply ingrained opinion or a 

tradition. Hypnosis is for things that do not have a strong conscious structure, but 

rather, it is for dysfunctional patterns with subconscious roots. The conscious mind 

may appear to be the cause, but that is only because the conscious creates pretexts 

for subconscious motivations in order to preserve for a person a coherent sense of 

identity. In other words, the conscious mind takes credit, but it is not really the 

cause. 

Trance is not an either-or phenomenon; we are in various degrees of trance all 

the time. We range from being very clear-headed and responsive to our environment 
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in general, to drifting into a mild reverie, to drifting into a daydream, to drifting 

off altogether. You do not have to go through a formal induction process in order to 

experience hypnosis. Erickson was famous for creating and utilizing trance through 

conversational hypnosis. 

* 
EXPERIENCING RAPID TRANCES 

You can have a brief trance experience that you ARE aware of right now, and 

you can come out of it right away as well. 

If you are driving or doing anything dangerous such as cutting vegetables, skip 

past this for later. Otherwise, control this experience by sitting or lying down, and 

participating in a manner that you find comfortable, such as by becoming aware 

of how your shoulders gently expand as you exhale, and feel their natural weight 

as you exhale. This allows you to experience the relaxation that occurs while you 

exhale, such as how the surface you are on presses up to suspend you in space. 

This makes it easier to sense how other muscles can allow your full weight onto 

the surface, and to sense the gentle expansion of the back of your neck. I know that 

you sometimes think about the healthy things that you do, even the ones that you do 

more or less consistently, and so it isn't much more to think of how you would like 

to look twenty years from now. 

Your imagination allows you to create an ideal image in some way. You can see 

yourself in very desirable activities, and enjoying the attention of other witty, active 

people. Your subconscious mind can continue creating these excellent conditions as 

you go through your life, enjoying other activities like studying Neuro Linguistic 

Programming. Yes, you can take this creativity with you as a background program 

that creates your excellent life. To begin, notice your environment, it's sounds and 

feelings. And as you look through your eyes, attend to the colors around you. As this 

creates more alertness in you, you can take a breath and stretch, fully restoring your 

alertness and connection with your environment. 

* 
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CONVERSATIONAL HYPNOSIS 

Erickson championed the idea NLP called conversational or covert hypnosis. 

Instead of setting up a formal induction and requiring the patient to concentrate 

in some fashion, Erickson would produce trance in his patients through normal

seeming interaction. 

In the hypnosis field, this is called naturalistic hypnosis. Bandler and Grinder 

modeled this mysterious and provocative approach. Since the patient may not be 

aware that it is taking place, and may not even remember it; it can be called covert 

hypnosis. They were fascinated with the idea that the power of the subconscious 

mind could be utilized in what appeared to be such an off-hand method. 

* 
BENEFITS OF THE MILTON MODEL 

As we mentioned, there are various benefits from hypnosis as practiced by 

Milton Erickson, and there are still more benefits that NLP derived from Erickson's 

work that are not necessarily hypnosis; at least they do not involve prolonged trance 

states. 

Because of its diverse elements and flexibility, the Milton model can be used 

in some fashion in nearly all communication challenges. These include persuasion, 

sales, psychotherapy, rapport-building, braking a state, creating brief and useful 

trance states, stress management and self-hypnosis. 

We will look at a whole tool box full of Milton model techniques, including 

something called transderivational search. 

As you'll recall, rapport-building is very important in NLP, because it supports 

all communication. Erickson's abilities in this area, largely based on rapid trance 

induction are key parts of NLP. 
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TRANSDERIVATIONAL SEARCH 

Transderivational (often written "Trance-Derivational") search, which we will 

call TDS, is a little like a search you can do on a computer, except that it is looking 

for even vague matches. To do this, something called fuzzy logic is used. 

The human mind is great at fuzzy logic. In fact, it is so good at it that it may 

come up with vague matches and give them more power than it should. This gives 

even fairly inept Tarot card readers a great deal of credibility as the mind of the 

person whose cards are being read makes sense out of what the reader is saying. 

The mind comes up with various memories and situations that match the general 

statements of the reader. This can be a very convincing experience. 

Nonetheless, we really do need our TDS abilities. We make decisions by 

assembling related sensory information, and we need TDS in order to assemble 

them and derive a decision. It is TDS that gives us the ability to work quickly with 

incredibly large amounts of life experience, and it is TDS that gives us flexibility in 

our responses that no present day machine can approach. 

One of the useful things about TDS from an NLP point of view is that it generates 

a brief trance state while it occurs. Stage psychics actually generate repeated brief 

trance states in their subject, and then kindle the trance into a focused, involved, 

and credulous, that is, easy belief, state. 

You can see this in some sales presentations as well. Psychotherapists may use 

this to help clients become more open minded, but the therapist may have no idea 

they are doing this. 

* 
META-MODEL VIOLATIONS 

Erickson's work goes completely against the direction of the NLP meta-model. 

While the meta-model gets at more specific knowledge, Erickson's work takes 

people to higher levels of abstraction; to values that are more general. He used a 

great deal of vague language that was extraordinarily good at shaping the states and 

directing the resources of his patients. 
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You can find all of the meta-model violations sprinkled throughout the text of 

Erickson's hypnotic work. As you learn the patterns of the Milton model that follow, 

you will see that they contain strategic meta-model violations. 

* 
PACING CURRENT EXPERIENCE 

We have talked quite a bit about rapport building, and pacing was a key part of 

that. Pacing the breath, that is, breathing at the same rate as someone else, is an 

example. What you say is also a really important resource for pacing. When you 

pace a person's current experience, you are simply bringing their experience into 

what you are saying somehow. This generates a sense of trust, as your words blend 

with their minds. It creates a kind of momentum that gives power to other things 

you will say. 

For example, "As you feel the surface you are on, and hear the sound of my 

voice, the relaxation you're starting to feel allows you to take an easy, slow breath." 

I paced two things, and then told you to relax and take a deep breath. 

* 
PACING AND LEADING 

Once you have done enough pacing, the person is ready for you to not merely 

MATCH their state with pacing, but to LEAD them into whatever state is necessary 

for what you are doing. As in the previous example, where we insert an easy, slow 

breath, we are encouraging deeper relaxation. 

Notice that we don't tell the person to relax, we cultivate a state of relaxation by 

supporting the physiology of relaxation. 

Better yet, we are pacing and leading at the same time, because we timed the 

easy slow breath with one that was already taking place in the other person. That 
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means that that was just the beginning of leading, where we are punching up the 

awareness of the state that we want to increase. 

This is called kindling, where an existing state is reinforced and supported so 

that it will become dominant and rise above the other states that are, in a sense, 

competing for dominance in the person. 

As the state increases, your leading can become increased as well, as with the 

statement, "As your relaxation deepens, the remaining muscles that feel some tension 

can absorb this relaxation, making your inhale seem to fill more of your body." 

* 
LINKING WORDS 

Erickson used words called conjunctions, words such as "and" in pacing and 

leading. He linked the pacing with the leading in a way that made it all seem to 

belong together, and this gave his leading commands a lot of impact. Consider this 

example. (The » symbols set off the embedded commands.) "As you experience 

this training, and wonder how »you will apply it successfully, you hear the sound 

of my voice providing the information so that> >you can enjoy mastery." 

The pacing was that you experience this training, and that you wonder how 

successful you'll be. This last bit about wondering can inspire a transderi vational 

search for anything you are wondering and any ways that this training may make 

you feel challenged. 

Bringing up any doubts that you have about yourself and then embedding the 

command that "you will apply it successfully" is a mild anchor collapse as well as 

trance reinforcer. 

Nonetheless, the statement that "you are wondering" is also pacing your actual 

experience. Then I said, "You hear the sound of my voice providing the information." 

which is still pacing. I finished with "so that you can enjoy mastery." Giving the 

purpose of the information doesn't seem like leading, but as you probably noticed, 

it is really a command to enjoy mastery. 

That is leading disguised as a simple statement about information. 
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As you can tell, we are not only trammg you on a simple technique, but 

showing you how you can blend several techniques together. With experience, NLP 

practitioners' skills become so multilayered that they rely on their subconscious 

minds to do most of the work. 

When they listen to transcripts of their own work, they can be surprised to hear 

how many techniques they are actually using at the same time. I say this because 

you can trust that this will happen for you as well. Remember that Milton Erickson 

had some very serious impairments, including pain and dyslexia, as well as delayed 

development because of polio. Yes, he was very bright, but there are plenty of 

people who have learned these techniques who aren't particularly bright. Not that I 

would say who they are. 

* 
DISJUNCTION 

Disjunction is a lot like linking, but it makes a contrast or choice while it slips 

in an embedded command or leading statement. 

For example, "/ don't know whether you will give your full attention to this 

section, or think of some other useful information from your experiences, or even 

relax and learn while in a deeply relaxed state." 

In this example all three options are desirable. But it starts out as if I would say, 

"/ don't know whether you will give your full attention or not." 

The implied "not" can bring up any feelings of resistance or self doubt about one's 

ability to focus and pay attention. As a result, we now have some transderivational 

search contributing to the trance and open-mindedness. 

But we also have the unexpected shift into a very different statement (" .. . or think 

of some other useful information ... ") Instead of causing alertness, this unexpected 

shift can also contribute to trance, because it, too, elicits transderivational search. 

The stable pattern of the wording also facilitates trance, as it continues to simply 

take the form of choices that more or less pace the person's experience. 
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And imbedded in the last two choices in the statement is the Ericksonian technique 

of utilization. In this case, utilization of the mind's tendency to wander. We remind 

the subconscious, since it is going to wander, to bring up useful experiences, or to 

learn while the conscious mind is distracted. 

You can try this with volunteers among your friends. Afterwards, ask them if 

they recall any of the three choices that aren't exactly choices. It can be a game and 

they can learn with you. 

* 
IMPLIED CAUSES 

This technique is a little like the previous ones, by pacing and leading using a 

simple connection. Implied Causes is a technique that uses words that imply that 

one thing will lead to another. 

I might say, "As you take in all this information, you can know that your mind 

will digest it into useful wisdom in time. Knowing you have a subconscious mind 

gives you time to relax and enjoy learning." 

That doesn't really exactly make sense, does it? You have whatever time you 

have, knowing you have a subconscious mind doesn't actually give you time. But I 

created an implied cause there (that somehow, the mere existence ofthe subconscious 

mind gives you time to relax). It was intended to help the student of NLP learn more 

effectively by being more relaxed about it. Since people can feel anxiety as they 

learn, that can make them really enjoy the contrast of relaxing into learning that will 

occur over a period of time. 

Now there's another implied cause: that somehow anxiety will make you relax. 

Let me say part of that again; see how that worked as an implied cause. "Since 

people can feel anxiety as they learn, that can make them really enjoy the contrast 

of relaxing into learning." 

The words that usually occur in implied causes are: since, when, while, as, 

after, often, before, during, following, and throughout. Before you learn through 

relaxation, you might want to sit in an even more comfortable position. When you 
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become aware of the sounds around you, you can realize that your relaxation is a 

powerfu I force for focus and learning. 

While you are hearing these examples of implied causes, your subconscious mind 

has been busy creating understanding that your conscious mind can do whatever it 

wants to as you learn even more through these examples. 

* 
TAG QUESTIONS 

Tag questions are phrases like, "Can't you?" that are added to the end of a 

statement. They help the statement bypass the conscious mind by occupying the mind 

with the tag question. Since the question elicits some transderivational searching, it 

also helps with the trance. 

Drug companies do something like this in their advertising in order to make the 

information about side effects of drugs less noticeable. That is an unfortunate use 

of a valuable tool. 

Here are some example statements with tag questions: As you think of these 

successes, you can let your mind go to early memories of success, can't you? You 

have memories of special things you can do, do you not? And this strong foundation 

of early learning and success is part of how you feel, isn't it? 

* 
DOUBLE BINDS 

In double binds that are therapeutic or motivational, you give the person a choice 

between two forms of the very same presupposition. 

For example, you might say, "These memories of success can come up with your 

help, or run through your subconscious on their own, I don't know which one your 

subconscious will choose." 
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As you can see, we added a vague statement of uncertainty about your 

subconscious choosing one of the options. 

This reduces the sense of coercion, generates some transderivational search for 

increased trance, and makes the sense of having options less stressful. It's part of 

using language in a way that feels less like working though information, and more 

like floating. 

* 
EMBEDDED COMMANDS 

Embedded commands are statements that are inserted into larger sentences. 

You may notice embedded commands more and more as you hear them in this 

training. Did you hear the ones I just used? I said, "notice embedded commands 

more and more," and I said, "hear them in this training." 

Listen as I say the whole sentence again, "You may notice embedded commands 

more and more as you hear them in this training." You heard them this time, didn't 

you? As you »practice this technique, you will »find yourself able to »use 

embedded commands in many situations. 

* 
ANALOGUE MARKING 

Erickson would change the way he said the embedded commands that he was 

sending into the subconscious. 

This marked them in a way that was not too obvious, but helped them function 

as influential entities all on their own. »You can do this when »you speak 

persuasi vely to »influence others. 

* 
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UTILIZATION 

Utilization is a technique that has opened up entirely new vistas in mental health 

treatment and personal life. 

Utilization happens when you turn an existing resource into a tool for a 

meaningful purpose. 

Where this can be surpnslllg is when things that seem very negative or 

inappropriate are used. Often, the negative behavior is just a dysfunctional attempt 

to get a good outcome, as when a child misbehaves because it gets them some 

attention. 

When Erickson was working at a mental hospital, there was a patient there who 

claimed to be Jesus Christ. The patient spent quite a bit of time rubbing his hands 

together while he was spaced out. 

It also happens that the hospital had a wood shop where patients could do 

projects. One day, Erickson approached the patient and said, "Sir, I understand 

you are a carpenter." Since Jesus is well-known to have been a carpenter, Erickson 

knew that the patient would have to say yes, that he was a carpenter. 

Erickson got him to cooperate with having sand paper and a wood block attached 

to his hands so that instead of merely rubbing his hands together, he would sand the 

block of wood. In time, this sensory experience created familiarity, and his skills 

and interest became stronger. In time, this patient, who had seemed to be a hopeless 

case, was making furniture. 

So what was it that Erickson utilized? 

He utilized the two most serious symptoms, symptoms that most other 

professionals would have attempted to eliminate; the delusion of being Jesus, and 

the long periods of being spaced out and uselessly rubbing his hands together. 

Erickson used these symptoms to link the patient with valuable resources: 

identity, motivation, engagement, and experience, as well as the real-world resource 

of the wood shop. 

The next time you are concerned, disturbed, or just irritated by something that 

someone else is doing, put your creative hat on and see what creative forms of 
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utilization you can come up with. Do brainstorming with other people who are also 

concerned for even more ideas and practical ways to put them into action. You can 

do utilization with difficult or troubled children as well. 

* 
NESTING 

Nesting means that an idea is contained within another. That can happen in the 

form of a story that occurs within another story. The purpose is to enhance trance 

and open-mindedness. It makes the metaphors or teaching elements of the story 

more powerful. 

"When I was learning hypnosis, one of my teachers told us 

about when he was in Italy, and he was seeing so much art and 

architecture, and learning so much, that he had a dream where he 

was in a big Catholic church, and Mother Mary came down into 

the church on this sunbeam that glistened and radiated through 

the huge, beautiful, and colorful stained glass window. She told 

him about giving birth, and the exquisite joy that she felt being 

part of history and a new movement that promised to make a 

better world, that the pain of childbirth and the humbleness of her 

surroundings could not compare with the kindness of her people." 

This is about the memories as told by someone in a dream as told by someone 

in another country in a story about my training. That is four levels deep. My story 

(recalling training), the trainers story (being in Italy), the dream (of the big church) 

and another story (Mother Mary's recollections). 

The story served as a container for metaphors about making changes in one's 

life despite the discomfort that can be part of that. The metaphor was of childbirth. 

* 
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EXTENDED QUOTES 

Extended quotes are a type of nesting where you have nested quotations. 

The example I just gave in the prior pattern is a rich version of extended quotes, 

because each layer involves someone talking. The story was four levels, but involved 

only one nested quote, which was the trainer telling us what Mary said. Even a 

simple version can enhance trance. 

Something you hear third or fourth hand has less credibility than a first-hand 

story. But when the people you quote are credible or interesting, and they fill the 

mind hypnotically, the story can be quite compelling. 

* 
SPELL OUT WORDS 

Spelling out an important word draws the person's attention to it, and promotes 

t-r-a-n-c-e. 

* 
CONVERSATIONAL POSTULATE 

When someone asks you if you can pass the salt, they are actually asking you to 

pass the salt, but they're being nice about it. NLP calls this a conversational postulate. 

In hypnosis, this avoids creating resistance, and it generates a subconscious drive 

to act on the question. 

Here are some examples. 

• "Can you imagine doing that?" 

• "Would you invite that area to relax?" 

• "How easily can you let your subconscious mind do this for you?" 
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You can use this structure in day-to-day business. "Are you prepared to use us 

as a vendor?" wouldn't exert a magic mind power over a potential customer, but 

it would be part of a persuasive communication pattern and attractive bid to the 

customer. 

* 
SELECTIONAL RESTRICTION 

VIOLATIONS 

In the course of eliciting a state or creating a metaphor, you can ascribe feelings 

to things. This is called selectional restriction violation. Doing this not only furthers 

the metaphor, or supports the state, but it also contributes to trance and open

mindedness. 

"Your lower back would like to absorb and store all that extra agitation you 

have been feeling, and create a balanced sense of your energies." 

"What if your media player could tell you about all the wisdom and ideas for 

success that it will ever hold." 

"The cactus lives peacefully in the arid desert." 

* 
AMBIGUITIES 

Part of Erickson's approach to working with trance states, was to take advantage 

of the opportunities afforded by ambiguity. 

The double meaning of a vague phrase can contribute to trance, because of the 

transderivational searching that results. The double meanings can also draw the 

attention toward a theme, but subconsciously. This encourages a state that brings up 

related material. 
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Trigger the proper state, and you elicit the desired material. This can prime the 

person for desired thought, commitment, and action. 

* 
PHONOLOGICAL AMBIGUITIES 

You can take advantage of similarities of sound between words in creating 

ambiguity. 

Phonological ambiguity is uncertainty created by similar-sounding words. Can 

you be a good support about this? (Sounds like good sport.) Relaxing from your 

head on down to your sole-s of your feet. (Sounds like down to your soul, spelled 

s-o-u-l instead of s-o-l-e.) 

* 
SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITIES 

You can create ambiguity through violations of syntax. Now we're talking about 

actual grammar syntax, meaning word order. 

Syntax ambiguity means that the meaning of the statement is not readily clear 

because the syntax does not do the job it normally does of clarifying meaning. 

You can easily create examples by taking a participle, that is, an -ing word, and 

a verb. For example, "Deeply comforting psychotherapy clients cause success." 

What do you think, am I saying that clients become successful by developing 

comforting personalities? Or is it that learning to self-sooth creates success through 

greater emotional stability? Or is it simply that when you comfort them, this leads 

to success? 

Add to that, the -ing word, "comforting," could be a verb or an adjective. 

Consider all the transderivational searching packed into that simple, short sentence. 
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And as for state elicitation, all three of these interpretations have to do with comfort 

and success, and the pathway to success. 

If you want your client to develop a state and mental direction that is about that, 

then this technique should help create those things. 

* 
SCOPE AMBIGUITIES 

In scope ambiguities, you wonder what part of the sentence applies to what other 

part. 

For example, "When you are talking quietly with your child and your husband at 

ease to talk more openly ... " Does this mean she is talking quietly with her child and 

her husband, and SHE is becoming more open, or is it the husband who is becoming 

more open? 

I'll say it again, "When you are talking quietly with your child and your husband 

at ease to talk more openly ... " This could be part of a session intended to help her 

become ready for her husband to be more honest with her. In any case, consider how 

this ambiguity creates transderivational searching for meaning, and primes a state 

and interest in a topic. 

* 
PUNCTUATION AMBIGUITIES 

You can create transderivational searches with punctuation ambiguities. 

One form is to blend sentences. 

For example, "As you sense some of the excitement of learning physically sensing 

calm alertness" is a sentence where the word "physically" does double duty in the 

middle of two clauses, one about physically sensing excitement, and the other about 

physically sensing calm alertness. 
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You can also add improper pauses like ... this ... as you experience ... 

transderivational searching causing ... you to try mind reading. These pauses can 

help you pace the person's breath as well. Another punctuation ambiguity is created 

by not providing the end of the ... As you do a transderivational search, into which 

I blend a new idea. 

* 
METAPHORS 

The subconscious is always looking for solutions, but our defenses and traumas 

can keep us from connecting the dots. 

We have evolved to digest our daily experience through REM sleep, but traumatic 

and other anxiety-provoking material can prevent REM sleep from doing its job. 

However it is that we become stuck, one of the solutions to being stuck lies in 

the art of metaphor. 

Metaphor means creating a story or idea that symbolizes something. For example, 

you might write a story about a famous event in history, but change the characters 

into various mythological or magic characters. Many of the most famous stories are 

actually metaphors for what was going on politically at the time they were written. 

Many more are love stories that resemble our own love lives in various ways. That's 

why we can relate to them. 

But Erickson contributed a great deal to using metaphor for healing. Metaphor 

bypasses the conscious mind, and helps the subconscious process issues that are 

stuck. 

Metaphors can help us process things that we did not process on our own. 

The book Little Annie Stories is a wonderful collection of metaphorical stories 

to tell children that is intended to help them deal with difficult issues like bed 

wetting. The book My Voice Will Go With You: The Teaching Tales of Milton H. 

Erickson, M.D. is an excellent addition to the library of anyone interested in the 

Milton model and metaphor. 
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One way to begin building metaphors is to read collections of them, that is why 

I recommended those books. Of course there are others. You can begin building 

metaphors by picking a challenging issue, and changing it into a story about animals. 

Whatever the challenge is, turn it into something that has a similar emotional 

significance. 

For example, if the challenge is about regaining self-esteem after a failure, the 

story could be about the animals going to a dried up watering hole, and going on a 

search for water. 

The thing that makes a metaphor healing, is that there is some kind of healing 

message embedded in the story. In the water metaphor, the animals going on a quest 

for water is like someone not being stuck in low self-esteem, and going for new 

opportunities. 

Being thirsty didn't stop the animals, it drove them on. Having a failure doesn't 

stop people, it drives them to build the needed skills and seek new challenges. So 

the water is the metaphor for success and self-esteem at the same time. 

Since people have parts, as we have learned. Different characters in the story 

can match different parts. One of the animals could say, "It's hopeless, there's no 

point in going on, we must stay here and hope for rain." 

The ensuing dialogue could be a message to the subconscious to turn the voice 

of hopelessness into a voice for motivation. 

* 
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SATIR CATEGORIES 

"I am Me. In all the world, there is no one else exactly like me. 

Everything that comes out of me is authentically mine, 

because I alone chose it -

I own everything about me: 

my body, my feelings, my mouth, my voice, all my actions, 

whether they be to others or myself. 

I own my fantasies, my dreams, my hopes, my fears. 

I own my triumphs and successes, all my failures and mistakes. 

Because I own all of me, 

I can become intimately acquainted with me. 

By so doing, I can love me and be friendly with all my parts. 

I know there are aspects about myself that puzzle me, 

and other aspects that I do not know -

but as long as I am friendly and loving to myself, 

I can courageously and hopefully look for solutions to the puzzles 

and ways to find out more about me. 

However I look and sound, whatever I say and do, 

and whatever I think and feel at a given moment in time is 

authentically me. 

If later some parts of how I looked, sounded, thought, 

and felt turn out to be unfitting, 

I can discard that which is unfitting, keep the rest, 

and invent something new for that which I discarded. 

I can see, hear, feel, think, say, and do. 

I have the tools to survive, to be close to others, to be productive, 

and to make sense and order out of the world of people and things 

outside of me. 

I own me, and therefore, I can engineer me. 
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I am me, and I am Okay." 

- Virginia Satir 
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Virginia Satir was one of the first family therapists. Like Erickson, she was 

modeled for NLP purposes, and her work is one of the three fundamental models of 

NLP. She was born in 1916 and became a noted psychotherapist. Her best known 

books were: Conjoint Family Therapy and Peoplemaking in which she describes 

her family therapy work to a popular audience. Satir wrote the book Changing 

With Families: A Book About Further Education/or Being Human with Bandler and 

Grinder. 

She developed the Virginia Satir Change Process Model through clinical studies. 

This model has also been applied to organizational change. 

Satir found that people fell into five categories, each of which had its own body 

language, attitude, and communication patterns. They are the Blamer, Placater, 

Computer, Distracter and Leveler. NLP has incorporated these styles into its 

trainings. 

* 
THE BLAMER 

Blamer's externalize blame, and appear to be always ready to place the blame in 

a harsh or judgmental way. When things go wrong, the blamer starts blaming. The 

blamer also pushes their thoughts and feelings onto everyone else. In NLP, you may 

see blamers referred to as skunks, because they spray their criticism outward. 

Blamers, like all the categories, have their own body language. When they're in 

blaming mode, they point their finger at people and have a firm, controlling style of 

body language. They tend to use confusion tactics to make it easier to get the blame 

to stick without too much resistance from others. 

They do this with meta-model violations such as over-generalizing, connecting 

ideas that don't belong together, and making claims for which there is no proof. 

Blamers can end up being pretty lonely, because their behavior is alienating. They 

do best with very like-minded people and stay at peace with them by focusing their 

blame on the same people or groups. This forms a kind of bond. 
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Inside, the blamer may not be nearly as confident and secure as they appear. 

Blaming can serve to compensate for vulnerabilities such as the fear of judgement, 

and feeling so small as to need to align with a larger authority that justifies being 

blaming in service of that larger authority. 

Blamers generally blame in the name of a system such as family, church, 

employer or political cause. 

As an employer or supervisor, they may blame in the name of profit. Blame can 

be a strategy for office politics. 

Blamers use general statements, complex comparisons and missing proofs to 

confuse the other person, and then place the blame. Such people usually end up 

alone, since nobody wants to be at the receiving end of the blame. 

* 
THE PLACATER 

The placater is also one for displacing blame, but they do it more diplomatically. 

The placater is much more concerned about how people view them, so much of their 

behavior is an escape from conflict or unwanted attention or blame. 

A blamer will fight fire with fire, but a placater blows the fire onto someone 

else's house and shares their neighbor's upset over the fire department being slow 

to arrive. Their body language tends to be palms facing up and shoulders shrugging, 

they may tend to slouch. 

Placaters hide their approach with meta-model violations such as cause and 

effect, modal operators and unspecified verbs. 

They may get your sympathy with a poor-me attitude. 

When there is conflict, they go into hiding, at least by becoming noncommittal. 

Placaters may be found firmly sitting on the fence. 

* 
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THE COMPUTER 

The computer style can be pretty unemotional. They cover up possible emotions 

with extra words. They may sound academic or scientific. When someone else 

becomes emotional, they act like they are trying to become a counter-weight, by 

acting even more cool, calm, and collected. 

Computers hide from their own feelings and invalidate other's feelings, because 

they have not learned to cope with feelings, whether the feelings are their own or 

someone else's. 

Neuro Linguistic Programming training materials have referred to them as Mr. 

Cool, or Mr. Spock, a science fiction character from a planet where everyone aspired 

to be perfectly logical. They may tend to fold their arms, especially when things get 

too personal for them, and they are often seen in a neutral posture. Some fit the nerd 

stereotype, and may be physically awkward or make gestures that are a bit eccentric 

or un-self-conscious. It may seem like they are drawing their energy up into their 

head, and that their body mostly serves to support their brain. 

In relationships, the computer can harm the intimacy by being too far removed. 

Many computer style people are considered to have an autism spectrum diagnosis 

such as Asperger syndrome. In terms of meta-model patterns, computers hide out by 

using generalizations and omitting references. 

* 
THE DISTRACTER 

There is another style that can be a chameleon. 

They are seen as a mix of blamer, computer, and placater. But there is a common 

thread that runs through their style, and that is to manipulate through distraction. 

They may induce confusion or simple fatigue in the other person. 
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They train others not to hold them accountable by making it very difficult to 

have a straight conversation with them. They are intuitive about escalating the 

distraction as needed. 

They can be quite exasperating, especially if they are not very socially skilled or 

if they are cognitively impaired. They may tend to gesture a great deal in an attempt 

to communicate their thoughts and emotions with their body, but subconsciously, 

this can serve to further fill up other people with excess stimuli for adding to the 

confusion. 

From a meta-model point of view, they switch topics too much, overgeneralize, 

and omit references. 

* 
THE LEVELER 

Finally, there is the leveler. The leveler has high congruence and does not blanch 

at being factual. They do not over-dramatize, so if there is blaming to do, they are 

objective and fair about it. When confronted by the other styles, the most evolved 

levelers have a special ability to stay in touch with reality and their own agenda and 

self-interest. 

If they upset anyone, it's because their style interferes with manipulation by 

the other styles. What upsets people more than someone getting in the way of their 

attempts to manipulate? 

The leveler may have their hands facing down, as if they are trying to calm 

things down and encourage level-headedness. This is because they often end up in a 

mediator role because of their own level-headedness. Their ability to see both sides 

of an argument makes them good mediators. 

* 
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UTILIZING FLEXIBILITY 

An important part of the Satir model is that people need to develop flexibility 

in their styles, so that they are not locked into one. With more flexibility, people 

can adapt to more situations, and can solve more interpersonal problems. They can 

certainly create less personal problems with that flexibility. 

So while the leveler sounds like the best style, it can be a problem if it is the 

only style you are comfortable in. A good mediator knows that having various styles 

can make the difference between success and failure in a negotiation. The same 

holds true for anyone, really. 

For example, being a blamer may help knock someone off of a stuck position, 

because it is a real state interrupt. It may help level the playing field when someone 

else is being too high-handed. 

* 
CATEGORY RAPPORT-BUILDING 

Done properly, you may actually win the respect of a blamer by acting like a 

blamer, but this is advanced. You have to be in that style without putting the blamer 

on the defensive, so pacing the blamer style means adopting that kind of critical 

attitude and intensity WITHOUT causing the blamer to feel that they must fight 

with you or otherwise defend their vulnerability. 

Being upset about the same thing as the blamer is an excellent strategy. Remember 

that after pacing comes leading. The blamer is much more open to your input once 

rapport has been established. 

The problem for most people is that they are too shaken up or angry to want 

to establish rapport with a blamer. Since blamers may hold a lot of power in an 

organization, this can be a fatal mistake. It's best to see it as an opportunity to 

practice NLP rather than to practice your vulnerability. Which to you love more? 

You can gain rapport with a placater pretty easily, since they really crave attention 

and understanding. The trick is to get them connected with their real responsibilities 
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without losing them. Starting with their higher values, that is, at a more general or 

abstract level and working down into the specifics is an excellent strategy. 

Distracters are more open to rapport-building than you might think. As with most 

rapport-building, you must start out being non-threatening. Being non-threatening 

with a Satir category means not directly confronting the way the style acts as a 

defense against internal vulnerabilities. 

In the case of the distracter, you do not rub their face in whatever it was they 

were trying to distract you from. As a Neuro Linguistic Programming practitioner, 

you are getting used to juggling different ideas and even using confusion as a 

technique yourself. 

The trick with the distracter is to lock firmly onto the facts and position and 

agenda that are important to you, and then take a detour. Go all over the place with 

the distracter, but keep dropping in points about how it is in the best interest of the 

distracter to do what must be done. It's a bit like breaking a horse. 

While the distracter tends to fatigue others, you are fatiguing the distracter 

because all their efforts keep bringing them back to the same spot, your agenda. On 

one level, you are pacing them, on another, you are kindling a state of compliance. 

Add Ericksonian language to the free-wheeling conversation and you will be the 

distracter master. 

Since levelers respect other levelers, and your NLP skills help you see both sides 

to any debate, you will have the easiest time establishing rapport and understanding 

with the leveler. If there is a disagreement, make sure that you have good mastery of 

the facts and good knowledge of the agendas of the players in the situation. 

Of course, you can use everything you had already learned about rapport

building. But now you know even more. By learning about the Satir categories, you 

know not only more about what to do, but also about what to avoid doing. But if you 

aren't sure where to start in an interaction, being the leveler is best. That's because 

the leveler always understands their side of the issue. The only concern is that the 

leveler may be persuaded by the other side. This creates an incentive for the person 

you are talking to want to create rapport. 

If they are not skilled, or if they are stressed, they may fall into their more 

un-evolved category style, but that means that they will be more obvious as to 
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what category they belong to. You will be able to take your cues from there. It is 

very important to remember that when you see someone in a more stereotypical, 

manipulative, or irrational state, that state may not be where they are most of the 

time. Don't limit yourself by assuming that what you see is all you will be dealing 

with in the future. This insight makes it easier for you to bring out the best in 

people. This makes their lives, and yours, a lot easier. 

* 
THE META-PROGRAMS 

"People travel to wonder at the height of the mountains, 

at the huge waves of the seas, 

at the long course of the rivers, 

at the vast compass of the ocean, 

at the circular motion of the stars, 

and yet they pass by themselves without wondering." 

- St. Augustine 

This section IS about one of NLP's most practical discoveries: The Meta

Programs. You might find these in different order and organization in other books, 

but I chose to include them here in the same format I was taught in training. If 

this overview inspires you to study the Meta-Programs more thoroughly, I suggest 

getting the book "NLP Mastery: The Meta-Programs". 

What are Meta-Programs? 

In many NLP training programs, you'll probably hear the following statements: 
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"Meta-Programs can be thought of as the primary programs that govern 

people's mental processes." 

"It is useful not to think of Meta-Programs as nouns, as the name might 

imply." 
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• "Rather than describing what people are, Meta-Programs help us understand 

how people function in any given context." 

Now let's try to make it really simple: 

Meta-Programs are tendencies. 

A person is either being pulled toward one end of the continuum or the other, 

and there are very few extremes in reality. 

At any given point in time, a person is leaning toward one or the other, with 

their position in a constant state of change, depending on the environment and 

circumstances that are in operation at the time. Like ocean tides that ebb and flow 

based on the earth's proximity to the moon, a person's behavior and responses will 

fluctuate depending on the stimuli that they are influenced by. 

It would be easier to understand if we look at one Meta-Program a bit closer. One 

example of a Meta-Program deals with the differences in which people perceive and 

respond to the world around them. On one end of the continuum, there are those who 

rely heavily on their intuition. These are the kinds of people who assess situations 

based significantly on their "gut feel", and they tend to trust their instincts to a 

large degree, for good and for bad. On the other end of the continuum we find 

those people who rely heavily on their senses ... what they see, hear and feel, among 

other things. These people place their trust in tangible evidence gathered from the 

outside, rather than a gut-feel that originates from within. 

The subject of Meta Programs has a lot to do with the avoidance of polarities 

(rigidly labeling situations or people in terms of "black and white"), recognizing 

instead the many shades of grey that often exist between two opposing ends of a 

continuum of behavior, or within varying complexities of circumstances. 

Where did the idea of Meta-Programs come from? 

The concept of Meta-Programs is the result of thorough and progressive research 

in the field of Neuro-Linguistic Programming, or NLP. Not only does the subject of 

Meta-Programs fill what was a substantial void in subsequent NLP literature, it also 

represents the greatest contribution that NLP has made as a field of study towards 
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the understanding of human differences. Leslie Cameron Bandler, Roger Bailey and 

Ross Stewart are among the individuals who pioneered the Meta-Programs concept. 

What do Meta-Programs do? 

Again, we'll first answer with the traditional NLP seminar style of explanation: 

Meta-Programs provide a bridge between a person's physical brain and nerve 

network, and the mental processes that govern their attitudes and behavior. They 

provide the framework through which a person is able to receive and process 

information of internal or external origin, and consequently communicate and 

respond accordingly. 

And now, let's use a metaphor to make sure we understand. Imagine, if you 

would, two towns that are separated by an insurmountable mountain. Interaction 

and communication between them is totally cut-off. If one town represents the brain 

and nervous system, and the other town the thinking processes, perceptions and 

behavior, then Meta-Programs would act as a tunnel engineered to cut through the 

mountain, linking the two and facilitating the flow of information between them. 

#1. CHUNK Up I CHUNK DOWN 

People prefer to think, communicate and learn (as examples) in varying SIze 

"chunks" of information. There are primarily two types of strategies here, with a 

third taking a minor role. 

Some people like to start with the big picture and gradually narrow down their 

focus. If they were planning a vacation for example, their choice of destination 

would be motivated by the general location. They might love to be near the ocean. 

Perhaps activities involving snow appeal to them. They'll have a general idea in 

their minds that they find attractive, and work out the details over time. This is 

known as the philosophical form of intuition. 

Others prefer to begin with the small details and work their way up toward the 

bigger picture. If these kinds of people were planning a vacation, the details would 

be important to them. Does the hotel offer room service? Are there cheap rental cars 
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available close by? Will they be able to secure cheap flights to that location? Etc. 

This is known as the scientific form of intuition. A third group prefers to work with 

metaphors and analogies. This is known as the poetic form of intuition. 

In NLP, the Meta-Model is an example of chunking down. We ask specific 

questions and "disect" the answers we receive until we reach the deep structure. 

The Milton-Model, on the other hand, is an example of chunking up. We use vague 

language and sometimes confusing questions in order to induce a trance, interrupt 

patterns of thoughts or behaviors and access the subconsious mind. 

Consider the following questions in determining whether you are global or 

specific in your approach: 

If you were the one choosing a vacation destination, how would you go about 

making up your mind? 

• Would the general location or geography be the overriding factors, or would 

details like the availability of child-care, the reviews of the resort in question, 

or the specific list of entertainment activities to choose from, determine your 

choice? 

People who prefer a global outlook: 

• Can easily recall times when they were bored when someone insisted on 

presenting them with details they felt were irrelevant. 

• Are more concerned with a situation's governing principles and general 

overview. 

Believe things like, "If you keep your eyes on the dollars, the pennies will 

take care of themselves." 

People who prefer a detailed outlook: 

• Tend to recall instances when they were irritated by someone who was vague 

and who failed to provide them with adequate details. 

Want to get stuck into the specifics of a situation. 
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Often believe, "If you focus on the details, the big picture will work itself 

out." 

People who process information metaphorically: 

• Tend to think of one thing in terms of another. 

This is also known as lateral thinking, which is a great tool for enhancing your 

creativity. You can easily use lateral thinking by first chunking up and then chunking 

down in a differnt direction, by asking: "what else can be an example of this?". 

Chunk Up to Negotiate 

You can create a sense of agreement by chunking up. Instead of arguing endlessly 

on the same "chunks", move up and begin again at a level in which you both agree. 

Chunk Down to Motivate 

If you want to see your teenage son doing his homework, cleaning his room and 

helping out around the house, you have several choices. You could do what most 

parents would, and ask / shout / beg: "Can you do your chores?" 

Often, we procrastinate when we feel overwhelmed. If you had a sense that 

you have to complete 1 ,OOO's of tasks, very short time to rest and no satisfaction in 

taking action, would you be more or less motivated? 

#2. MATCH I MISMATCH 

There are generally two ways of operating when it comes to working with and 

comparing data when we are first presented with new information. We can either 

look for what matches our existing knowledge, or we can look for what is new to 

our frame of reference ... what differs from it. 
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This Meta-Program plays a leading role in formulating our global mind set 

regarding the world in which we live, and our overall way of thinking. 

The following kinds of questions can help you determine whether you follow a 

matching or mismatching approach in your thinking and observing: 

When you start a new job are you naturally mindful of the functions that are 

similar to those you've done before, or do the new tasks "jump out" at you? 

• If you happened to meet the brother or sister of a close friend, would 

your attention be drawn to the ways in which they are alike, or would you 

immediately notice the ways in which their behavior and attitudes differ? 

If you saw four birds flying in the air, three of them in harmony, and the 

fourth flying in no noticeable pattern, which relationship would you tend to 

notice first? 

People who sort for sameness: 

• Are interested in how things measure up similarly to what they have 

experienced before. 

• Tend to value predictability and security and find comfort in routine. 

Are likely to resist change and feel threatened by it. 

• Generally adopt a conservative worldview. 

• Can remain comfortable at the same job for years, enjoying the stability that 

it offers them. 

Can tend to be stubborn and stuck in their ways. 

People who sort for differences: 

Focus on how things differ from their previous experience. 

• Value change, freshness and variety, and will easily become bored with 

situations that remain constant. 
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• Will notice the one picture that is hung incorrectly, and will thrive on new 

ex periences. 

• Are excited by terms like re-engineering and restructuring and the inevitable 

change that they imply. 

• On the extreme side tend to become annoyed by things that are rigid, and 

frustrated with situations that are predictable. 

People who sort for sameness with exception: 

• First notice patterns of similarity, and then focus on differences. 

• Like things to remain relatively stable, but can handle change that comes 

gradually. 

Tend to be fairly adaptable and live pretty stable lives. 

People who sort for differences with exception: 

Tend to notice differences first, and subsequently focus in on similarities. 

• Are comfortable with variety, but not really with profound change. 

Enjoy rearranging things, which can lead to pursuing new jobs, homes and 

relationships relatively frequently to indulge their need for variety. 

People who sort for sameness and differences equally: 

• Tend to seek out change and stability in equal measure. 

Of course, our goal is not to test your IQ level. What you need to notice is if you 

first looked at how A, B, C and D are alike, or at how E is different... 

You can use the same test on other people, but do not tell them what to do in 

advance. Just ask, "What do you see?". Every person who sees this illustration, of 
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course, will know what to do. The strategy they use to get the right answer can tell 

you about their matching or mismatching tendencies. 

#3. REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEM SORT 

Our brains think or create thoughts by receiving information through our senses 

and then relaying that information back to the world around us. We "see" pictures, 

"hear" sounds, and "feel" sensations. In NLP, these sensory systems are known as 

the representational systems that form the building blocks of thought. 

If you were to learn a new language as an example, what kind of cues do you 

think would be most useful to you? Would you primarily prefer having your eyes, 

ears or sense of touch stimulated? 

If you were to learn the Italian word Casa, would hearing the word Casa and 

its English translation, House, be more memorable than seeing a picture of a house 

with the title Casa? 

There are two ways of discovering which sensory channel a person is using: 

(I) by paying attention to the direction in which their eyes move while they are 

communicating and: 

(2) by noting the kind of predicates (adjectives, verbs, adverbs) they make use 

of. Eyes moving upward generally indicates that a person is making use of their 

visualization abilities, down to the right for kinesthetic (movement, touch) access, 

and movement on a horizontal plane and down to the left indicates the accessing of 

information related to hearing. 

People who represent visually: 

• Usually sit with an upright posture and move their eyes upward when 

visualising. 

• Use high tones and breathe high in the chest. 

Use visual-based predicates, for example: 
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See, Look, Clear, View, Dawn, Reveal, Hazy, Focused, Imagine, Eyes, Take a 

peek, Take a look, Tunnel vision, Paint a picture, Illustrate, Picture, Short sighted, 

Show, Read, Dark, Glance, Crystal clear, Sight for sore, Naked eye, Bird's eye, An 

eyeful, Overlook. 

• Observe people and want to be looked at then they are speaking. 

• Are generally slender in build. 

People who represent in auditory ways: 

• Move their eyes horizontally when accessing mental data. 

• Breathe from the center of the chest in a rhythmic and stable way. 

• Will use auditory predicates, for example: 

Sound, Hear, Speak, Tell, Listen, Silence, Dialogue, Pitch, Volume, Loud, Quiet, 

Quote, Bang, Static, Nag, Tune, Listen, Amplify, Give me your ear, Tune in, Tune 

out, Rings a bell, On another note, Make music, Clear as a bell, Earful, Loud and 

clear, State your purpose, Unheard of, Utterly, Well informed, Word for word. 

• Will often demonstrate impressive verbal communication and articulation 

skills. 

• Tend to point their ear in the direction of the person talking to them, so as to 

not look at them directly. 

Are often of a medium build. 

People who represent kinesthetically: 

• Move their eyes downward when accessing information. 

• Make use of kinesthetic predicates, for example: 

Hard, Tough, Warm, Cold, Grasp, Feel, Solid, Touch, Catch on, Unfeeling, 

Scrape, Boils down to, Control yourself, Come to grips with, Get in touch with, Get 

a load of this, Get a handle on, Hang in there, Hand in hand, Hold it, Lay cards on 
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the table, Know-how, Keep your shirt on, Hold on, Pull some strings, Slipped my 

mind, So-so, Too much of a hassle. 

Tend to breathe deeply. 

• Talk and move deliberately and slowly, gesturing a lot. 

Auditory-Visual Representers 

Some people are also known as auditory-visual representers. This representation 

style places a huge focus on words ... causing the people who use it to practically 

live in a world of words. For them, pictures, sensations and sounds go unnoticed for 

the most part. They have been described as "the cerebrals". 

Communication Advice 

In order to communicate on the same wavelength as a person, make regular use 

of the language that focuses on their sense of choice. When dealing with someone 

who places a high value on the visual, communicate in a manner that is rich in 

pictures. Make references to details regarding how situations look, what visual 

characteristics are striking, etc. 

This kind of person, when deciding on a new car for example, would be more 

concerned with the design, the color, and how they would look sitting behind the 

wheel, than with how good the suspension is or what kind of stereo system it comes 

with as standard. 

Similar strategies would apply to those placing their primary focus on the hearing 

and the feeling sensory systems. This makes it possible to talk in their language, 

so to speak. If you happen to mismatch their style, don't be surprised if they fail to 

understand the points that you are trying to convey. 

For people who use one system to the extreme, they will often appear literally 

unable to hear or understand what you are saying if you are communicating with 

them using a different system. 
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#4. AGREE I DISAGREE 

With regard to the matching / mismatching Meta-Program (#2), people relate 

to one another is different ways. There are those who seek out the common ground 

and look for areas of compatibility when dealing with people ... things that they can 

agree about. 

Other people seem driven to be argumentative, and are constantly mindful of 

numerous points that they are in disagreement over when communicating with 

someone. 

When you deal with people, particular in a potentially confrontational situation, 

or one that involves the sharing of opinions regarding a topic that you regard as 

important, do you find your ears primarily drawn to the things being said that are in 

conflict with your own position on the matter? 

Alternatively, to you tend to dismiss the areas of disagreement, and major on the 

points that are viewed with a common perspective? 

People who adopt an agree mode: 

• Value cooperation and synergy and seek ways to inspire it. 

• Are more concerned with the common ground that exists between people 

than in the conflicting opinions that would separate them. 

• Value their own opinions, but not to the degree that it causes division. 

• Look for the positives in a communication scenario and adopt "the glass is 

hal f full" attitude. 

People who adopt a disagree mode: 

Can't help but be drawn to what they perceive as glaring differences in 

opinion between themselves and others. 

Generally consider their opinion on any given matter to be the correct one 

and will defend it sometimes to the detriment of the relationship. 
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• Can tend to enjoy and even thrive on arguments and debates. 

• Take the "glass is half empty" stance when it comes to areas of disagreement 

with others. 

#5. UPTIME I DOWNTIME 

In processing information, some people tend to major on the internal realm of 

their own subjectivity (Downtime), while others focus mainly on the external world 

(Uptime). 

When you watch a movie are you primarily aware of the events as they occur 

(Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic), or do you reflect internally (Downtime) and find 

yourself trying to work out the plot or to understand its deeper hidden meanings? 

Is it important to you to be presented with evidence from the outside, or are your 

own internal thoughts on the matter of greatest significance? 

People who process internally (Downtime): 

Primarily go inside themselves and are mainly aware of their own thoughts 

and feelings. 

• Are in a sense blind and deaf to the external world. 

Can sometimes seem to "zone out" and be in their own private world. 

Tend to make little eye contact and can often be found staring off into space. 

People who process externally (Uptime): 

• Are aware of all the external things that impact their senses. 

• Can be seen paying attention through their use of body language, eye contact 

and gestures. 

• Create little information from within and really heavily on external sources. 
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Communication Advice: 

Use language that matches the internal or external world based on what state he 

or she is in. 

Be aware of the differences between the evaluative language of the Downtime 

state, versus the descriptive language of the Uptime state. 

The emotions of those in Uptime mode will tend to mirror their environment, 

whereas the emotions of those who are in Downtime mode will tend to have little 

bearing on their surroundings. 

#6. SENSORY / INTUITIVE 

We can gather information from things in two different ways: we can use our 

senses or we can use our intuition (This Meta-Program expands on #5). 

Those who use their senses to focus on the external influences around them are 

focusing on tangible and factual experiences. Making use of the Uptime State, they 

have a mindset that places a high value on being practical and dealing with things 

that can be decisively measured and quantified. 

Those who gather by intuiting use non-sensory means are leaning on their "gut 

feel" and instincts regarding things. They make assumptions and keep an eye open 

for possibilities. Due to the fact that they approach situations abstractly and with 

a full perspective, they tend to express themselves as rationalists and visionaries, 

making significant use of the Downtime state. 

If you were deciding on whether or not to pursue a new relationship with someone 

who intrigued you, how would you go about deciding if you were compatible with 

one another? 

Would you carefully consider factors like how well you communicate together, 

whether they are neat or untidy, what sort of personal values you have in common, 

etc.? 

Or, on the other hand, would you base your decision on some form of internal 

sense of comfort you have regarding the person's nature and motivations? 
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We can determine if a person is using this meta-program by asking things like: 

• "Are you focused on the specific information that you receive, or are you 

more concerned with the meaning and the intent behind the information?" 

• "Do you prefer having hard facts and tangible evidence regarding a situation, 

or do you prefer to use your instincts and go with your "hunches?" 

• "What do you value most - what you know is real, or the possibilities that 

the future might bring?" 

People who use their intuition: 

• Rely heavily on their internal judgements and tend to ignore external 

observation. 

• May take heed of external observations at a later stage when they come to 

their minds. 

• Tend to think of themselves as ingenious and imaginative. 

• May ignore important information in their external environment that is in 

conflict with their instincts. 

Can sometimes find people who sense to be boring and uninspiring. 

Are able to imagine possibilities, have a large tolerance for complex things, 

are able to appreciate the aesthetic and the theoretical, and love to invest their 

energy on a creative and symbolic level. 

• Use labelling often in their communications, as well as evaluative language. 

People who use their senses: 

• Prefer to rely on facts and identified meanings. 

• Can sometimes ignore useful hunches that are in conflict with their perceived 

surroundings. 

• Tend to think of themselves as real, down-to-earth, grounded and practical. 
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Think of those who rely on intuition as impractical and unrealistic. 

• Primarily use descripti ve language that focuses largely on the senses. 

Communication Advice: 

When dealing with sensors you will be more efficient by focusing on sensory 

information and by being detailed, factual and specific. With intuitors on the other 

hand you will need to emphasise possibilities and use language that deals with 

abstract concepts and intuition. 

#7. BLACK & WHITE I CONTINUUM 

Some people are comfortable with, or have had more training in, working with 

clearly defined categories. Others are more at home with skilful discernment within 

the gray areas in between extremes. 

When you think about some high-profile court case that you may have seen 

on TV or read about in the newspaper, do you find it easy to pass judgement on 

the individual who committed the crime, or do you find yourself considering what 

circumstances might have contributed to the person doing what they did? 

The black and white state becomes easy for everyone to adopt when stress levels 

are very high and people perceive the need to either flee to safety, or to fight for 

their survival. 

People who deal in black and white: 

Are able to make clear and definite distinctions. 

• Are motivated to respond quickly and tend to adopt a more judgmental 

mindset. 

• Will use clear and definite language. 

May be tempted to express themselves dogmatically. 
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• Will usually communicate in ways that suggest perfectionism. 

People who work within the continuum: 

• Are able to discern things at much finer levels. 

• Tend to be more tolerant and compassionate. 

• Can be indecisive. 

• Will refer to gray areas and include a large amount of qualifiers in their 

communication. 

• Will often correct themselves as other possibilities come to mind. 

Communication Advice: 

Once you have identified which of the two states the person is using primarily, 

pitch your communication so that it matches the state you've discovered in operation. 

#8. OPTIMIST / PESSIMIST 

Depending on whether a person first considers the risks, dangers and threats of 

attempting something new, or prefers to focus on the opportunities, excitement and 

adventure, will determine if their minds initially go to best- or worst-case scenarios. 

The former results in mindsets that are positive, hopeful and optimistic, whereas 

the latter gives rise to fear, negativity and pessimism. 

Optimism and pessimism refer to the way in which a person thinks of the world 

around them, whether those thoughts are grounded in reality or not. 

Let's say for example that you won a competition and you were given tickets 

to enjoy the maiden voyage of a newly constructed cruise ship: does your mind go 

to the potential risks and dangers (is your head filled with startling images of the 

Titanic?!), or are you thrilled by the prospect of an adventure and the chance to 

discover the new and uncharted? 
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People who are pessimistic: 

• Have minds that are conditioned to tune into worst-case scenarios. 

• Can therefore be highly skilled at things like quality control, problem 

solving, proof-reading, etc. 

• Can easily feel helpless and hopeless when operating in this state to the 

extreme. 

People who are optimistic: 

Have minds that are trained to identify best-case scenarios. 

• Can effectively present a vision and motivate people toward achieving it. 

• Tend to have an "empowerment" frame of mind 

• May fail to deal with difficulties decisively and honestly when this mode is 

operating in the extreme. 

#9. BEST CASE SCENARIO / 

WORST CASE SCENARIO 

In this meta-program (closely related to #8. pessimism / optimism) we make 

the following distinction: whereas pessimism and optimism referred to general 

perceptions of current reality, best- and worst-case scenarios refer to thinking about 

a possible future event. 

The former describes mental processing with regards to how things currently 

are, and the latter deals with the matter of processing related to how things could be. 

Picture the scene (perhaps you are experiencing this right now): 

You find yourself in a job with an incredibly stressful and negative environment 

that makes you very unhappy, but at least the pay is fairly decent and you live close 

to work, so there are no travel complications. 
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• Do you find yourself motivated to explore new and better opportunities, 

or do you fear that things might only get worse at some new job that you 

accept? 

For you, is it a case of "Better the devil you know, than the devil you don't?" 

Beyond this distinction, the characteristics highlighted in the previous section 

apply. 

#10. CERTAINTY I UNCERTAINTY 

This Meta-Program deals with the solidity of our mind sets in terms of our 

certainty or uncertainty in holding on to them. There are those who process ideas, 

beliefs, thoughts and values in ways that are bold and assured (Certainty), while 

the mental constructs of others are more flexible and open to being influenced by 

the ideas, emotions and experiences of those around them (Uncertainty). 

As you begin to explore your mental constructs, your attitudes towards 

success and failure, relationships and work, and love and compassion, do 

they appear to you to be solid and established, or do you hold to them loosely? 

Do you believe in God, for example? 

What are your thoughts regarding the death penalty? 

Do you think teachers should have the right to exercise corporal punishment 

at schools? 

• Is there ever a day that mattresses are not on sale? 

• How do you feel about the issue of abortion? 

• Do you wake up or open your eyes first? 

• Can you cry under water? 

• What drives your opinions on these and other significant issues ... one way or 

another? 

• Can you think of something that you know about yourself beyond a shadow 

of doubt? 
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• Can you think of something else that you suspect about yourself, but are not 

totally sure of? 

• What makes the one belief absolutely certain, and the other less so? 

People whose mental constructs are certain: 

• Usually move through life with inflexible beliefs and opinions. 

People whose mental constructs are uncertain: 

• Tend to revise their beliefs and opinions in light of new experiences and 

information. 

Communication Advice: 

Listen for words and phrases that indicate a measure of doubt and hesitation, or 

changes of mind. This will point toward an uncertain state. 

People of a certain state will tend to use language like "undeniable", "no

question"and "absolutely" that indicate attitudes of sureness. 

Those who utilise the Certain Meta-Program will also use words like "must" 

and "can't" to indicate absoluteness, as opposed to those of the Uncertain state that 

will use language like "can" and "will" that leave room for a flexible outcome. 

#11. Focus SORTING 

The process of shutting oneself off to the surrounding environment is known as 

"stimulus screening". 

This process reduces the amount of external information that the person allows 

himself to be influenced by. In this sense, people fall somewhere on a continuum 

between not filtering out any stimuli at all, to shutting out almost everything at the 

other extreme. 
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When you consider the kinds of places where you feel you can study or read 

effectively, can you do so practically anywhere, or do you need to find a 

place that is relatively quiet and isolated, so that you are able to focus and 

concentrate better? 

• Does someone talking during a movie you are really interested in annoy the 

heck out of you? 

• What about the neighbor's dog that refuses to shut up when you're trying to 

study for your important test? 

Your answers to these questions will give you a good idea of whether you lean 

towards the screening out strategy or not. Everyone has a limit to the amount of 

distraction and arousal they can take before it feels like the point of overload is 

reached. Overload can result in physical fatigue, aggravation, as well as the rising 

up of defence mechanisms. All environmental elements being equal, screeners will 

generally feel much more aroused than non-screeners, depending on the nature of 

the situation they are in. 

People who are non-screeners: 

• Generally sense a great deal of what goes on around them. 

They tend not to weigh the various elements of a situation according to 

relevance or importance, so often fail to shut out irrelevant or unimportant stimuli. 

Therefore experience environments as complex and abundant in distractions. 

• Exhibit a high degree of understanding with others due to feeling sensitive 

to their emotional reactions. 

Consider things like serenity, peace and calm to be important, and this is 

reflected in their language. 

People who are screeners: 

• Are typically selective with regard to the stimuli that they allow themselves 

to be influenced by. 
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• Unconsciously rank elements of an environment in order to reduce the need 

to have to pay attention to everything around them. 

• To the extreme can often come across as non-attentive and even rude due to 

the large measure in which they are closed off to the stimuli around them. 

• Are often oblivious to the emotional reactions of those around them and can 

appear inconsiderate. 

Value things that are exciting and new, and will tend to express this in their 

communication. 

#12. WHY I How 

The way a person's mind functions with regard to mental direction can either 

focus on "why" something may have happened, or "how" it occurred and affects 

things as a result. 

You come home after a night out and find the muddy footprints of an intruder 

on your living room carpet. Do you immediately wonder why someone would have 

targeted your home, or are you initially focused on how they managed to gain access? 

Your son got an F on his last math exam. This is the second time it happens. Do 

you imagine how you could have motivated him differently weeks before the exam, 

how you could have hired a tutor or buy him additional textbooks? Or do you keep 

asking yourself (and him as well), "why does this happen to MY son over and over 

again?" . 

Your focus on Why or How can determine the results you're getting in life. 

Those who focus on the How are the people who accomplish more and succeed 

faster, since they keep looking for the improvement factor (how can we do it better? 

how could we have done that better?). The poeple who focus on the Why are those 

who can get depressed without any external event justifying it. All they have to do 

is ask themselves (usually with a sad or crying internal voice): "why does it always 

happen to ME?". 

Note here, though, that this Meta-Program is not the same as the Optimism / 

Pessimism. It is not about looking at the dark side of life, or anything else. It is about 

the information you give yourself when you think about an event or a situation. You 
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always ask yourself questions, even subconsciously - the real question is, though: 

do your questions begin with a How or a Why? 

People who initially focus on why: 

Tend to need to make sense of things through understanding the motivations 

or causes involved. 

• Are prone to getting caught in a stressed state because they are constantly 

consumed with the question of "why". 

• Usually develop a philosophical mindset. 

People who initially focus on how: 

• Want to understand how something happened or how it affects the surrounding 

environment. 

• Devote less focus and energy to the motivations involved. 

• Express themselves as pragmatists. 

#13. ORIGIN I SOLUTION 

When considering situations or circumstances, particularly those involving 

problems or difficulties, some people are driven to understand how the situation 

came to be (it's origin, or what caused it), whereas others are more focused on 

managing and dealing with the consequences. 

• When confronted with a situation, are you inclined to figure out exactly what 

caused it? 

• Do you feel compelled to uncover where it began? 

• On the other hand, are you more concerned about seeking out solutions to the 

circumstance you find yourself in or exposed to? 
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• Consider this situation - you arrive at work in the morning after a rushed 

and unsettling start to the day, only to find that someone has inconsiderately 

parked in your reserved parking space! What course of action do you 

immediately regard as most important? 

• Do you make a plan to secure another place to park so that you can get on 

with the things that you need to do, or do you make it your mission to find 

out who the culprit is and what possessed them to take what belongs to you? 

People who focus on the origin of things: 

• Need to know how something started or what its source is. 

• Feel that they are able to control or master something more effectively if 

they understand its origin. 

Are inclined to adopt a philosophical attitude to things. 

People who focus on the solution to things: 

• Are driven to manage the resultant consequences and seek out solutions. 

• Tend to feel more at ease when a plan is in place to take care of the situation. 

• Follow a more practical approach in processing information. 

#14. STATIC I PROCESS 

The way in which people perceive "reality" dictates how they navigate through 

life. Some think in terms of ideas like permanence, eternity and certainty (Static), 

whereas others are focused on changes, progression and movement (Process). 

The vast majority of people typically adopt a static world-view, and the alteration 

of this Meta-Program within an individual will depend largely on education. The 

process Meta-Program represents a more sophisticated way of perceiving and 

thinking about the world. 
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When you consider what is real, what comes to mind? 

• Are you focused on things that are cast in stone and unchanging, or do you 

envisage things that are perpetually in a state of motion and change? 

Do you believe in cosmic principles or laws that govern the universe, or do 

things to you seem to happen in a random and chaotic way? 

• What are your thoughts regarding things like fate or destiny? 

• Do you perhaps believe that everything happens for a reason and that there 

are no such things as coincidences? 

People who adopt the static view: 

• Exist in a world which to them is filled with tangible things ... people, things, 

places, etc. 

Use language that is rich in nouns. 

• Tend to think about processes as things. 

• View things as unchanging and ascribe static identity to things or people, 

saying things like "Jill is annoying." or "Peter is silly". 

• Are easily drawn into judgmental thinking and attitudes. 

People who adopt the process view: 

• Live in a world filled with perpetual motion and energy. 

• Make use of language that is rich in verbs and behavior or function. 

• Will often re-interpret things as processes. 

• Tend to be more understanding and tolerant in their dealings with people. 
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#15. DIGITAL / ANALOGUE 

We encounter information in two forms, verbal and non-verbal. 

The verbal category is comprised of the symbols that have been developed into 

order to communicate. These are things like music, mathematics, language and art. 

The non-verbal category includes all the visual cues that originate from our 

physical realm: posture, breathing, tension, eye-movement, etc. 

Both of these categories provide a numerous amount of information and messages, 

and people tend to favor one or the other. People who have experienced a significant 

amount of hypocrisy with regard to people saying one thing and then behaving 

differently, may increasingly favor using non-verbal method of interpretation over 

time. 

• When you are in communication with another person, what strikes you the 

most: the actual information they are sharing, or the way that it is being 

shared? 

• When you are talking to someone else, are you more focused on the words 

that you are using, or are you mindful of your tone of voice, volume, eye 

contact and gestures? 

If you were forced to choose between interpreting information based on the 

specifics of the language used, or the way that the information is expressed, 

which would you ultimately be comfortable with? Which would you consider 

more important? 

People who favor verbal expression: 

• Pay careful attention to exactly what someone is saying. 

• Tend to be proficient at careers like law, writing and politics, where the use 

of specific words is important. 

• Tend to take an interest in the field of linguistics. 

• May be insensitive to visual behavioral cues. 
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People who favor non-verbal expression: 

Are primarily mindful of how people communicate and focus on volume, 

tone, pitch, etc. 

• Are more challenging to persuade with words alone, placing more trust in 

what a person's physicality conveys. 

• Tend to excel at careers like drama, sales and healthcare/nursing. 

• Can be guilty of jumping to conclusions regarding a person's meaning and 

intent. 

• May take great interest in the practice of people-watching, feeling that 

behavior offers the most accurate quality of data. 

People who are more balanced in their approach: 

Tend to process information using both methods of analysis in equal measure. 

#16. EMOTIONAL COPING 

The specific focus of this Meta-Program is stress, whether it be in the form 

of extreme and recurring threat and danger, or in the form of extreme or recurring 

overload. In the face of these kinds of stresses, some people will opt to shy away 

and avoid it, whereas others will boldly confront it and wrestle with it. 

While this response may find its origin in the conscious mind, brought about by 

cues of danger or overload, it is controlled entirely by the unconscious mind. This 

meta-program readies a person's body and brain to access a heightened energy 

state for either confronting or for fleeing. 

Think of a time when you were faced with a situation that was intensely stressful. 

The stress may have taken the form of a very challenging and demanding task, or 

perhaps circumstances that made you feel highly unsafe. 
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Did you shy away and avoid addressing the situation head on, or did you 

meet the stress head on and decisively dealt with it? 

• Do these kinds of situations make you fearful and unsettled, or do you instead 

feel determined and focused? 

This Meta-Program, as with all the others, represents a continuum. 

On the one extreme there are those who adopt a position of extreme passivity, 

while the other extreme points to people who access high levels of aggression. 

People who adopt the fight response: 

• Tend to actually enjoy challenges and pressure and the accompanying 

opportunities to "go at" them. 

• In an extreme capacity or with little forethought, can exhibit violent and 

threatening behavior that is out of control. 

Can come across as highly intimidating and conniving. 

People who adopt the flight response: 

• Perpetually attempt to distance themselves from confrontations and 

challenges. 

• Highly value peace and harmony. "Why can't we all just get along?", they 

ask. 

• To the extreme can be easily taken advantage of, or tend to strive to please 

people excessi vely. 

People who adopt a balanced approach: 

• Can be described as generally assertive. 
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Have been trained through experience to neither fight nor flee, but rather 

embrace skills such as negotiation and compromise. 

• Are considered to be emotionally balanced and healthy. 

Emotions 

This Meta-Program also has to do with whether or not a person is emotionally 

expressive or not. Responses to intensely stressful situations encountered in the 

context of emotional expressiveness will typically be revealed in obvious ways: 

Fluctuations in skin color. 

• Change in breathing patterns. 

• Changes in posture and pupil dilation. 

A response to stress that is not expressed emotionally will make the person seem 

unaffected and cold. 

An assertive person will tend to have the ability to control their emotions and 

not let them influence their behavior in stressful situations. 

Passive-Agressive: 

Passive-Agressive behavior (which is a negative personality trait) is recognized 

usually by an ongoing mixture of obvious (and disturbing at times) negative attitudes 

behavioral signs, such as: 

Helplessness, even when there's no environmental cause. 

Disabling procrastination - when the person is avoiding the normal day-to-day 

duties, especially those that require interacting with other people. 

Resentment - often goes "under the radar", hard to notice, unless you look 

carefuly on their facial expressions. 

Deliberate avoidance or failure completing tasks given to them. 
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We mention the passive-agressive type here so that you will not confuse the 

random usage of the Fight or Flight mechanisms with a mental illness. Just because 

Joe avoided cleaning his office, although you repeatedly asked him to do so, it does 

not mean that Joe is a passive-agressive individual. It could be that Joe is using the 

Flight response, for whatever reason, when interacting with you personally. 

#17. INTERNAL I EXTERNAL 

When it comes to evaluating things there are two primary ways of doing so. 

We can do so from the point of view of our own experience (internal), or without 

involving our reference at all (external). 

This Meta-Program has to do with how we position our focus of discernment for 

responding and evaluating - whether internally or externally. 

When you have a big decision to make (perhaps deciding on whether or not to 

end a romantic relationship that seems to have run its course), do you tend to rely 

heavily on the advice and opinions of others, or do you prefer weighing all the 

factors yourself and reaching a decision independently? 

People who focus on themselves (internal): 

Judge things on the basis of what they consider to be relevant. 

• Are self-motivated and choose their own path. 

• May be willing to consider information received from others, but in the end 

they will make up their own mind. 

Personally own their values, beliefs, thoughts and emotions. 

People who focus on others (external): 

Weigh information based on the opinion of others. 
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• Rely on others for motivation and allow their decisions to be influenced 

significantly. 

• Tend to feel lost and overwhelmed without the input of others. 

• Run the risk of being "people-pleasers". 

#18. ASSOCIATED I DISSOCIATED 

Association refers to processing information in such a way that we experience 

the full emotional effect. Thinking and evaluating in this way may feel like we 

have been transported into a movie, experiencing the story first hand, as opposed to 

watching it from a distance on a DVD. All the sensory experiences will be vivid. In 

this mode it is like we are experiencing the information. 

Dissociation means that we distance ourselves emotionally as we go about 

the business of contemplating and evaluating. In this mode we adopt a bird's eye 

perspective, as if we are seeing things through someone else's eyes. We have stepped 

outside of the relevant situation, allowing us to observe the information. 

Imagine a situation at work where it is discovered that the theft of office equipment 

is taking place. It is not yet known who the guilty party is, but investigators are 

brought in to question everyone. In a situation like that, would your emotions be 

frayed and stressed by the weight of the situation, or would you be able to calmly 

observe the situation from a stable and calm mental state, feeling no pressure 

whatsoever? 

People who associate: 

• Will relive the experience being acutely aware of all the sights, sounds and 

feelings. 

• Will exhibit anything from a mild emotional state to a very exaggerated one. 

• Tend to display increasing physiological signs as their emotional association 

increases. 
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• Are usually theoretically orientated and demonstrate an aptitude for facts 

and figures. 

• Some people will physically move forward in order experience more of the 

event. 

People who dissociate: 

• Will experience a bland or mellow emotional impact. 

• Will tend to talk about an experience as opposed to of it. 

Operate more rationally than emotionally. 

• Tend to adopt a mental framework that is very open and caring towards 

people, since they usually "see them from the side", from a more objective 

perspecti ve. 

• They come across as spiritual and social people. 

• They are great problem solvers, since they first separate themselves as 

observers and watching the situation without making it personal. 

Some people will physically step backwards in order to gain some perspective 

of a situation, to see more of what's going on in some distance. 

#19. FEELING I THINKING 

This Meta-Program is closely related to the one previously covered. When 

presented with a situation, there are those who deal with it with all their senses 

awakened, feeling the experience as they encounter it. 

On the opposite end of the continuum, there are those people for whom it is 

typical to distance themselves emotionally from the circumstance at hand and 

employ their cognitive skills in thinking about and assessing the situation. 

• Are you the kind of person who is always in tune with your senses in any 

given situation? 
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Are you aware of sights, sounds, smells and sensations around you? 

• Does tasting something, as with the other senses, stir up emotions within 

you? 

• Alternatively, are you constantly assessing situations and employing your 

logic and reasoning? 

Do you usually find your thoughts activating first, with less of an emphasis 

on your senses? 

People who are feelers: 

• Are very in touch with their senses and are very engrossed with environments 

that are rich in sensory stimuli. 

• Tend to use descriptive, emotive and metaphorical language. 

• Are deeply impacted on an emotional level by the environment around them. 

• Value creativity. 

Are spontaneous. 

People who are thinkers: 

• Are enthusiastic about logic and reasoning and enjoy environments that 

stimulate these faculties. 

Tend to use philosophical and analytical language. 

Are constantly evaluating and analysing the world around them. 

• Value reason and logic. 

• Are more predictable. 
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#20. ACTIVE / REFLECTIVE / INACTIVE 

There are those who have a tendency to process information very quickly and 

impulsively (Active mode). For other people, the approach is more slow, thoughtful 

and methodical (Reflective mode). Still others display little interest or capacity in 

processing information at all (Inactive mode). 

When you find yourself in a new situation, do you tend to get involved very 

quickly and impulsively, or is it in your nature to first observe things from a 

distance ... sizing up people and circumstances? 

Do you usually wait until someone tells you what to do exactly, what your 

assignments are, etc. or do you begin making things happen, instantly, without 

worrying about what is or isn't your responsibility? 

Are you proactive more often than inactive? 

People who use the active style: 

• Position themselves as doers. 

Directly and quickly impact on and change situations. 

• Tend to do first, and consider later. 

Often assume the roles of go-getters and pioneers. 

• Make their fair share of mistakes, but characteristically achieve far more 

success. 

People who use the reflective style: 

Are prone to analysing and studying before doing. 

• Can therefore come across as more passive in their approach. 

• Live by the saying, "Fools rush in where angels fear to tread." 

Position themselves as evaluators. 
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The healthy and beneficial approach is to operate somewhere between these 

two styles of behavior. People who tend to respond in an inactive manner prefer to 

neither study or do, but attempt to ignore and avoid altogether. 

#21. CONVINCER 

As we gain experience in evaluating information, we ascribe significance and 

value to different experiences and things. This in turn results in us developing different 

methods with regard to being certain about something's value or significance. 

Are we able to identify exactly what causes us to consider something to be 

credible? 

For some people, they are convinced about the believability of something based 

on the idea that it looks right, others are looking for something to sound right, and 

then there are others still who need something to feel right or just make sense. 

What does it take for you to be convinced about something's credibility? 

• What causes you to believe? 

Why did you decide on a certain course of action? 

• What factors influence your decisions? 

How do you weigh the various considerations? 

• Are you persuaded more by what you see, what you hear or what you feel? 

• What assures you that you can be certain that a choice you've made is right 

for you? 

Consider a time when you made a purchase based on the advice of a salesperson. 

• Were the actual words they used convincing? 

• Perhaps it was the tone of their voice and the sincerity that you heard in it? 

Maybe you were persuaded because you felt comfortable with all the factors 

(cost, value, design, features, etc.) 
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Think about the decision to pursue a new job, for example. There are numerous 

factors that contribute to the feeling that a certain opportunity is the right one. 

How does a person research aspects of the job to determine their compatibility to 

it? What kind of information is important as they reach a decision? What sensory 

stimuli do they lean on the most? How many times to they need to consider all the 

pros and cons before they feel confident about their decision? 

Two sub-categories can be highlighted here. The first is convincer representation, 

with the second being convincer demonstration. 

There are two factors that are crucial in this Meta-Program. Firstly, how is the 

relevant information received and internalised (visual, auditory, kinesthetic, or 

auditory digital). Auditory digital refers to specific, identifiable symbols in the 

form of words and language. Secondly, what process is involved as the progression 

is made from just a thought, toward a position of certainty? 

People who use visual convincers: 

Make decisions based on circumstance looking right. 

• Act when the visual factors look attracti ve. 

• Are significantly influenced by visual aids like charts, diagrams and images. 

People who use auditory convincers: 

• Make decisions when things sound right. 

• Act when the audio aspects are pleasing and appealing. 

People who are auditory digital convincers: 

• Relay on a solid language representation (self-talk) which leads to them 

feeling certain and confident regarding a certain course of action. 

Look for details and specific facts and reasoning. 
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• Are influenced by things like brochures, press releases, books and reports. 

People who are kinesthetic convincers: 

• Act when a choice elicits the right internal sensation and it just feels right. 

• Value hands-on opportunities. 

#22. EMOTIONAL DIRECTION SORT 

When some people express themselves emotionally they do so focussing on one 

specific area. Others tend to direct their emotions in numerous directions. This 

Meta-Program has to do with the focus and transmittance of emotions. 

If you were working on a very important business document that took you many 

hours to prepare, and you suddenly lost it completely because of a power failure 

(never forget to back up your data!), would everyone who came close to you be on 

the receiving end of aggression and irritation, or would you be able to vent your 

emotions at the specific situation, while still treating those around you who were in 

no way responsible, with a controlled and cool demeanor? 

People who are uni-directional in their emotional focus: 

• Are able to harness their emotions so that they remain focused in a direct 

way. 

• Are good at linking their emotions to the specific event or person that 

triggered it without letting it affect non-related areas of their lives. 

People who are multi-directional in their emotional focus: 

• Allow a powerfully emotional experience to color every area of their lives. 

• Are prone to emotional instability. 
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Seem unable to contain their emotions when a highly emotional state is 

triggered within them. 

The balanced approach to this Meta-Program results in healthy and appropriate 

emotional responses that are context-focused. An unhealthy extreme can present 

itself in conditions like multiple personality disorders. 

#23. INTENSITY 

This Meta-Program has been described as the boldness / timidity factor with 

regard to emotional expression. It manifests as surgency (high intensity) and 

desurgency (low intensity) and measures a person's emotional intensity. 

Some of the manifestations along the continuum of this program are things like 

shyness, timidity and restraint, and on the other end things like boldness, confidence 

and tenacity. 

If you were asked to deliver a presentation or speech to hundreds of people, 

would you be filled with fear and anxiety, or would you be able to handle yourself 

with confidence, feeling completely comfortable with the task at hand? 

Unlike the Active / Reflective / Inactive Meta-Program (#20), here it is a matter 

of self-reliance and lack of hesitation. 

People who adopt the surgency mode: 

Search for and thrive on high-intensity experiences (horror movies, roller

coasters, sky-diving etc.). 

• Often like being scared and shocked. 

• Enjoy being the center of attention and the limelight, which further encourages 

their risk-taking tendencies. 

• Tend to be the kinds of people who throw caution to the wind. 

• Express themselves in a carefree and cheerful way, tending to be talkative, 

alert and direct in their communication. 
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People who adopt the desurgency mode: 

Value safety and predictability. 

• Stick to the rules and tend to display little creativity. 

Avoid attraction attention to themselves and gravitate to routine lifestyles. 

• Are prone to paranoia when taken to the extreme, and can allow themselves 

to be doormats. 

• Express themselves in withdrawn and introspective ways, burdened with the 

cares of the world on their shoulders. 

#24. TOWARD / AWAY 

The focus of this Meta-Program is on the direction in which people tend to move 

in relation to the things they place value in, or the things they have no desire to 

value at all. 

There are two ways in which a person can orientate themselves with regard to 

their desired values. There are those who move toward their desired values. On 

the other hand, there are those whose focus it to move away from their undesired 

values. 

We can think here in terms of pull values and push values. Pull values motivate 

a person's movement in such a way that it attracts them toward a desired state of 

being. Push values motivate movement through driving a person away from a state 

of being that is unattractive or unpleasant. 

Think of any plan of action that you've undertaken to better yourself. Maybe 

it was to study towards obtaining a degree. Perhaps you've wanted to learn a new 

language or a musical instrument. 

• What was the primary motivation that compelled you into action? 

• Did you have a strong mental picture of what you desired, seeing yourself as 

more accomplished or able to earn a better living and enjoy a higher standard 

of living? 
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• Or, on the other hand, were you motivated by a fear of the consequences of 

not improving yourself ... of living a life of obscurity and poverty and never 

achieving anything meaningful? 

• Was your momentum and your direction motivated the strong desire to attain 

something, or by the strong desire to avoid something? 

People with a toward motivation strategy: 

• Base their movement on going towards what they want. 

• Chase after desired outcomes in such a way that their goals pull them toward 

the future. 

• Adopt a "go after" mindset. 

Thrive on achieving, attaining and obtaining. 

Are good at making choices that facilitate the achievement of their goals, but 

are less competent at recognising what they ought to avoid. 

People who adopt an away motivation strategy: 

• Base their movement on shying away from what they don't want. 

Avoid undesired outcomes in such a way that what they distaste pushes them 

toward the future. 

• Tend to struggle with managing priorities and chasing after goals. 

• Adopt a "run from" mind set. 

• Are easily sidetracked by unpleasant situations. 

• Are most efficiently motivated by pressure and penalties. 
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#25. PAST ASSURANCE I FUTURE POSSIBILITY 

Following very closely (chronologically and relationally) from the previously 

covered Meta-Program, we encounter past assurance and future possibility. 

There are the kinds of people who derive great comfort and security from taking 

the well-worn path. These are the people who value the tried and tested approach. 

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it.", they can be heard saying. 

On the flip side of the coin, or rather at the opposite end of the continuum, we 

find the kinds of people who thrive on taking "the road less travelled". They can be 

heard proclaiming, "Nothing ventured, nothing gained!" as they boldly embark on 

their new adventure. 

• Have you ever tried taking a different route home from work, not for any 

reason other than to experience a new perspective? 

• When you go to a restaurant, are you the kind of person who generally orders 

the same kind of meal every time because it's familiar and you know you've 

enjoyed a meal like it numerous times before? 

• When you're faced with a new decision to make, do you ask yourself: "what 

did I do the last time and how did it work for me?", or rather, "what is the 

most interesting path I can take, even if I have no idea how to make it work?" 

People who look for past assurance: 

• Are drawn toward familiarity and find comfort in things that are known. 

Are not big risk takers and prefer betting on a "sure thing". 

• Do not cope well with change, preferring to stick with the status quo. 

May tend to settle for circumstances that are less than healthy as opposed to 

facing the potential risk of making the necessary changes. 
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People who look for future possibility: 

• Feel most alive when they are experiencing something new and exploring 

new territory. 

• Enjoy the excitement of a gamble and don't mind throwing caution to the 

wind in pursuit of an adventure. 

• Handle change well, actually embracing it. 

• May tend to expose themselves to unnecessarily risky situations as a result 

of acting too impulsively. 

#26. OPTIONS I PROCEDURES 

There are two main strategies for dealing with instructions or for accomplishing 

tasks. Some people prefer to follow procedures, whereas others look for options. 

• How would you go about the task of buying a new car? 

• Would you make a list of all the features that you would like to see in it and 

then seek out those cars that come equipped accordingly? 

• Or, on the other hand, would you take a general, inclusive look at all the cars 

that catch your eye, irrespective of their detailed features, and then narrow 

down your choices from there? 

People who operate based on options: 

• Are efficient at identifying new ways of doing things. 

Tend to get frustrated when following a rigid set of procedures. 

• Are constantly looking for ways to improve on existing methods. 

• Value innovation and creativity. 
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People who operate based on procedures: 

• Like to work with clearly defined procedures and parameters. 

Are most efficient when working in a pre-determined and structured 

framework. 

• Tend to lack the motivation and creativity to generate their own procedures 

for accomplishing tasks. 

#27. JUDGING I PERCEIVING 

People adapt themselves to life and to the information that influences their 

personal journeys in one of two general ways: They can make deliberate plans to 

order, influence and control their lives, and decide on what they like or don't, and 

how to go about changing it (Judging mode), or they can seek to understand life at 

it is and unfolds and just go along with the flow (Perceiving mode). 

Do you prefer living life with a sense of spontaneity, or are you more 

comfortable with some sort of plan that takes you from point "A" to point 

"B"? 

• If you were to undertake some task, do you feel comfortable jumping into 

it head-long and adapting your strategy as you go along, or do you need a 

clearly defined action-plan before the first bit of work begins? 

In answering questions like these you will probably discover clues that point to 

which behavioral mode sits most comfortably with you. 

Think about how this Meta-Program might apply to something like a decision 

you might make to get into shape. 

• Would you go to the gym without any real plan, just tackling the equipment 

or classes that appealed to you on that day, or would you opt for the guidance 

of a personal trainer and begin following a strategic work-out plan tailor

made to accomplish your goals? 
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People who natural judge and control: 

Want, and try to make life adapt to them. 

Tend to live life on their own terms, and in their own way. 

• Like clearly defined parameters and a structured framework within which to 

live. 

People who perceive: 

• Tend to adapt themselves to the flow of life (floating along) through 

observing, perceiving and accepting. 

• Make few judgment calls regarding things and drift along in a pretty easy

going way. 

Will typically do what feels right in the moment, as opposed to adopting a 

long-term plan. 

• Like to keep their options open and have room to manoeuvre. 

#28. NECESSITY I POSSIBILITY I DESIRE 

The language that people use has a monumental impact on the way they perceive 

the world around them and the experience that they have as a result of the perception. 

In the field of Linguistics, what is known as "Modal Operators" refers to the specific 

terms or words that a person uses that identifies their mindset when it comes to 

relating to and operating in the world. 

These words illustrate the kind of mental map that a person has constructed over 

time that he or she uses to navigate their way through life. These words also point 

out the motivations that drive a person's choices and behavior. 

Are they motivated by necessity or desire? 
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These words also point to the restrictions that exist within a person's mental 

map with regard to what they have identified as things they must do, things that are 

impossible for them to do, and the things that they are not allowed to do. 

These words occur in a person's motivational self-talk ... the messages that they 

give to themselves in order to motivate action. Modal operators generally include 

the ideas of desire, necessity, possibility and impossibility. 

So, the language that a person has developed for expressing their personal 

motivational strategies are highly indicative of the kinds of internal processes that 

exchanges that fuel their behavior and decisions. 

Think about the words you tell yourself in order to motivate yourself into action. 

• What factors impact the decisions you make and how you make them? 

• Why are you reading this book, for example? 

• Or why do you strive to pay your mortgage every month? 

What language do you use to explain your motivations? 

If you answer questions like these with a reason, it will relate to desires, 

possibilities or responsibilities. If you provide no reason, you may very well be 

operating in the mode of necessity ... you have no choice. 

Steve Andreas, one of NLP's most respected trainer and developer, wrote the 

following important conclusions on Modal Operators: 

"Since choosing between alternative possibilities, in alignment 

with our needs and desires, is fundamental to our survival and 

happiness, any limitation or reduction in these abilities will 

significantly limit our ability to have a good life. 

Every belief in our capabilities will have a Modal Operator in it, 

and many limitations will have either a Modal Operator of necessity 

or a negation of another Modal Operator. 

This is the kind of difference that Modal Operators not only 

describe, but also create as we talk to ourselves internally. It can 

be the crucial difference between someone who lives a life feeling 

as if they are an incapable, helpless victim of events, and one 
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who experiences a world full of anticipation and opportunities for 

satisfaction of needs and desires. 

Working at the level of Modal Operators, and the beliefs that they 

are embedded in, is usually at a considerably larger chunk size than 

working at the content level of a particular limitation, and because of 

this, the changes that are made will generalize much more widely." 

(Steve Andreas, "NLP Modal Operators") 

People who operate in necessity mode: 

• Typically use words like "must, no choice, should," etc. 

• Operation from a platform of compulsion and obligation. 

• Tend to view life as an inescapable burden and that they are powerless to 

change. 

• Regard their circumstances as their lot in life and will lean toward behaving 

and understanding in that way. 

People who operate in possibility mode: 

Make use of words like "can, will, could, may," etc. 

• Tend to project an optimistic view of life. 

Do what feels right to them and construct reasons accordingly. 

Seek out new ways of increasing their options. 

• Largely feel that they have a measure of control over their lives and there 

feel empowered to choose and act. 
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People who operate in impossibility mode: 

• Use language like "can't, must not, shouldn't," etc. that expresses limitations 

and restrictions. 

Have adopted a mindset in which certain avenues of conduct have been 

classified as off-limits and unacceptable. 

• Tend to respond to situations passively which restricts their responsiveness 

in the moment. 

• Often impose psychological impossibilities upon themselves, as opposed to 

physical impossibilities like being unable to walk on water, for example. 

People who operate in desire mode: 

• Use words like" love to, want to, decide to," etc. 

• Tend to embrace their circumstances and opportunities with gratitude and 

positivity. 

• Have adopted a mindset that allows room for human choice and the personal 

ownership of conduct and direction. 

• Are motivated and enthused by their self-talk, unless their goals are entirely 

unrealistic ... resulting in disappointment and frustration. 

Of course, it's worth bearing in mind again that this Meta-Program, as with all 

the others, represents a continuum representing a variety of behavior. People never 

adhere to one extreme or one mode indefinitely. In life, overlaps of behavioral style 

will occur in a person's life, as well the adopting of different modes in response to 

different environmental conditions. 

#29. PRIMARY INTEREST 

People are attracted to various interests based on their personal set of preferences. 

When we ask a person questions regarding things like their favorite music, their 
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favorite food, or their favorite vacation destination, we will most likely see this 

Meta-Program activated. 

Primary interests are made up of the following categories: 

• Things (What) 

• People (Who) 

• Information (Why) 

• Place (Where) 

• Activity (How) 

• Time (When) 

If you were to undertake a new program of study: 

• What elements would be very important to you with regard to making it a 

thoroughly worthwhile program? 

• What kind of material would you want to have covered, and by what kind 

of lecturer, in order to make your studies stand out as useful and valuable? 

• What are the factors that set your favorite music artist apart from all the 

rest? 

This strategy for filtering what is of value to you highlights the factors that you 

hold in the highest regard and consider as most important. 

For some people, special moments are made based on: 

• who they get to share the experience with, 

where the experience takes place, 

• the objects or things that the experience involves, 

the kind of activity that occurred during the experience, 

• the kind of data that they are able to walk away with, or 

• when the experience in question takes place. 
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Those who place the highest value on people: 

Are primarily focused on the who. 

• Often refer to what people think, feel, say or do. 

• Are very easily drawn into gossip when taking this preference to an unhealthy 

level. 

Function well socially, but tend to feel lonely when they find themselves 

alone. 

People who place the highest value on place: 

• Are always thinking in terms of location. 

• Ascribe loads of meaning to the environment they find themselves in. 

• Typically devote a lot of attention to to the location and decor of their homes, 

work-space, etc. 

People who place the highest value on things: 

• Direct their attention to what their environment is comprised of. 

• Take pride in physical things like homes and cars, as well as intangible 

things like status, fame and power. 

• Tend to pursue materialism and acclaim as a means of securing happiness. 

Will find it easy to take care of things, while devoting less attention to 

nurturing social relationships. 

People who place the highest value on activity: 

• Are interested in activities and in experiencing things. 

Like to get up and go and critical of the "couch potato" mentality. 
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• Are very annoyed when bored or faced with a lack of interesting things to 

do. 

Can find interest in any type of sport, as long as they get to participate 

actively. 

People who place the highest value on time: 

• Regard time as a precious commodity that is not to be wasted. 

• Are focused on the duration and the chronological placement of an experience. 

• They will often ask: "When did it happen and how long did it take?" 

• Are always on time. 

Get upset when someone is late. 

People who place the highest value on information: 

• Want to learn something valuable and seek to be able to apply it in useful 

ways. 

• Are interested in deepening their understanding of things or in broadening 

their skill-set...in growing as individuals. 

#30. PERFECTION I OPTIMIZATION 

I SKEPTICISM 

People adopt different styles of thinking-feeling and then deciding to go after 

their goals in life. Some manage the business of setting and reaching goals in a 

perfection style, for others an optimization style comes more naturally, and for 

others still they attempt to avoid the setting of goals at all. 

• If you were to decide to train for a half-marathon, would you tend to set very 

high standards for yourself and be satisfied with nothing less than a top tenth 

percentile finish, for example? 
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• Perhaps you'd be inclined to just train the best you can with the time you have 

available, and to be content with simply participating in the race regardless 

of your time? 

• Are you maybe the type of person who wouldn't contemplate that kind of 

endeavor at all because you feel you'd simply fail and embarrass yourself? 

People who adopt the perfectionism approach: 

Never feel satisfied with their performance or achievement. 

• Tend to frustrate themselves by setting goals that are unrealistically high. 

• Are typically focused on the end result primarily, and rob themselves of the 

joy and the experience of the challenge as part of the process on their way 

toward that result. 

• Are prone to making harsh judgments against themselves and others when 

their high standards are not met. 

• Can tend to procrastinate as a defense mechanism against performing a task 

poorly ... "Best not to attempt it at all rather than try and fail." 

• Tend to start projects well, but then get distracted and frustrated by the 

flaws, or weighed down by the details. 

People who adopt the optimization approach: 

• Embrace a more pragmatic approach to achieving their goals. 

• Just work on doing the best they can with the materials, skills and time at 

their disposal, and not fretting about things beyond that. 

Tend to break down goals into small steps so that they can enjoy incremental 

stages of success along the way. 

• Appreciate the value of finding joy in the journey as much as in the result 

or outcome. 
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• Are good at going with the flow and tend to achieve good results because 

they are not overly concerned about producing the "perfect" result. 

• Run the risk of ignoring legitimate problems and limitations as a result of 

indulging a positive mentality that is taken to an unrealistic extreme. 

People who adopt a defeatist approach: 

• Prefer to avoid the business of goal setting and achieving altogether, and 

view the whole subject through pessimistic lenses. 

• Don't think about their future much and fail to take constructive steps toward 

bringing it about. 

Avoid participating in attempting to better themselves or their strategies 

because they expect the worst to happen anyway. 

People who adopt the realist approach: 

• Relate to goals only in terms of information and facts. 

• Focus less on the dreaming and visualizing component of goal-setting and 

focus on the bare facts involved. 

• Do so in primarily a sensory-based manner. 

This Meta-Program is useful when it comes to predicting the measure of a 

person's perseverance and tenacity. It helps us determine at which point they will 

"throw in the towel" and concede defeat in the pursuit of their goals. It also helps 

us understand the process in which a person sets goals in the first place, how they 

chase after those goals, and how they identify and measure their success in achieving 

them. This Meta-Program is activated whenever a person is asked to talk about a 

personal goal that he or she has set. 

Whichever approach is in operation, the person in question tends to think of him 

of herself as the only real realist. This stands to reason when each person uses his 

or her own "reality strategy" to define what is "real" ... reality strategy referring to 

his or her model of the world. 
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#31. VALUE BUYING SORT 

When dealing the business of buying or deciding to buy something, there are 

typically four values that are in operation. These values tend to be at the forefront 

of people's minds when they are reaching a decision with regard to whether or not 

to purchase something. They are: cost, quality, time and convenience. 

• Which of the aforementioned factors, or combination thereof, tend to be your 

primary consideration(s) when you are contemplating making a purchase? 

Different people will have different areas of focus as they make their purchases. 

Some people will employ a combination of these values to aide them in reaching a 

decision. When these values are applied to the matter of buying something, they are 

often at odds with each another. 

Sometimes a person will start out focusing on one value like convenience, but 

later find other values like cost and/or quality impacting their decision more than 

they expected they would. 

#32. RESPONSIBILITY 

There are different ways in which people think about, behave and feel with 

regard to the concept of responsibility. 

Some people want and are drawn to responsibility and therefore move toward 

it, and think about behavior, language and feelings in terms of feeling responsible 

for things. 

Others have no desire for responsibility and find the notion of it very unattractive. 

For these people, the idea of responsibility elicits strong feelings of discomfort and 

even pain. 

People who are inclined this way move away from responsibility, and even 

consistently shift blame away from themselves in order to not have to deal with it. 

They even consider other people or situations responsible for their own attitudes, 

feelings and conduct. 
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When you contemplate the idea of having and owning responsibility in the 

personal or professional areas of your life, what sorts of emotions are stirred 

up within you? 

• Have you ever been blamed for something that went terribly wrong, and if 

so, how did that experience make you feel? 

• On the other hand, can you think of an instance where being held responsible 

was a positive experience for you ... one where it felt good to be affirmed as 

a reliable and dependable person? 

Having the capacity to respond points to a foundational human characteristic. 

We can think about this ability to respond in two ways: 

• Responsibility for self, and 

• Responsibility to others. 

The first concept speaks of accountability. 

Here we refer to the idea of owning and accepting responsibility for our own 

actions. This has to do with the things that we have direct control and influence 

over. 

The second points to relationship. 

Here we talk about how we relate to others ... how we communicate with and 

treat them. This refers to our "circle of influence", or the things that we are able to 

indirectly change and influence. 

People who adopt an over-responsible approach: 

Take on the role of a caretaker. 

• Are efficient at problem-solving, compassion and in wanting to improve 

circumstances for others. 

• Can fall into co-dependent relationships with those who are habitually 

irresponsible. 
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Can be guilty of imposing on the responsibilities of others and of sending a 

message that second-guesses their dependability. 

People who adopt an under-responsible approach: 

Fail to own and accept their own actions, language and emotions. 

• Tend to rely on others to take care of and be responsible for them. 

• Tend to consider themselves to be incapable of taking care of themselves. 

• Can be guilty of entertaining a victim mentality which can overflow into 

being demanding and pointing blame. 

Can in extreme cases hold others as being responsible for their happiness, 

and generally feel that the world owes them. 

People who adopt a balanced-responsible approach: 

• Are able to appropriately and effectively respond for themselves and to 

others. 

Have the capacity to maturely determine when to give and when to receive. 

#33. TRUST I DISTRUST 

In an earlier chapter we discussed how minds evaluate and process evidence, and 

thereby establish attitudes and conclusions with regard to whether or not a situation 

or a person is credible or not, and whether a person therefore finds themselves 

feeling convinced or not. 

This Meta-Program deals with the same process inasmuch as it applies to people 

specifically and in how we relate to them. Some people, when meeting a person 

for the first time, automatically extend a certain measure of trust toward them, 

believing that people are all generally good, decent and reliable, unless convincing 

evidence to the contrary emerges. 
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Other people approach all new meetings with a sense of caution and distrust, 

expecting people to let them down, and therefore leaning towards caution as a means 

of protecting themselves. 

• When you meet someone new, is your first impulse to open up and respond 

warmly to the encounter without reservation? 

Is your immediate impulse to trust someone? 

• Alternatively, do you approach the idea of meeting someone with a sense of 

caution and reservation? 

Is your immediate tendency to distrust people, to keep a wall up around 

yourself and to hold people at a safe distance as much as practically possible? 

• Do you find that it takes a lot of time for you to feel comfortable enough to 

let people into your life to a degree where they can significantly impact you? 

People who are trusting: 

• Are at ease embracing the stranger and welcoming him or her into their lives. 

• Will come across as warm, friendly and genuinely interested in the person 

they are meeting/conversing with. 

• Can fall into the trap of extending trust towards people to quickly and 

impulsively, running the risk of being taken advantage of. 

People who are distrusting: 

• Will be guarded towards new people, carefully observing them and eval uating 

their motivations, behavior and language. 

Can come across as cold and distant, making the stranger feel unwelcome 

and even threatened. 

• Tend to push people away with their guarded demeanor, solidifying their 

perception that people are generally unfriendly and unsafe. 
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#34. EXTROVERT / AMBIVERT / INTROVERT 

As we all know, life has a way of running us down over time if we don't take 

care of ourselves adequately. Stresses, pressures, deadlines, responsibilities ... all 

these things contribute to making us feeling quite run down and weary over time. 

People have various ways, from a social and relational perspective, in which they 

renew their energy and vitality. 

Some people feel charged up when they are in the company of people, gaining 

strength from company (extroverts). 

Others feel the need to withdraw when feeling weary ... they need to be able to 

close a door, or to escape to some place away from the hustle and bustle of life, 

and to be alone. They feel rejuvenated when they have quiet time by themselves 

(introverts) . 

Then there are those who benefit from a combination of both, depending on what 

they feel drawn to at the time (ambiverts). 

• When you are feeling overwhelmed and in desperate need of regaining your 

strength, focus and energy, what is your response? 

• Do you seek out the company of others, do you shy away from it, or can 

you be inclined to take either approach depending on the circumstances in 

question? 

People who adopt an extrovert approach: 

• Seek out company when they are in need of renewing their themselves. 

• Draw on the energy and company of others and feel energized in a social 

setting. 

Are drawn to events or parties where there are lots of people gathered ... they 

love the energy of a crowd. 

• Can tend to become clingy and suffocating when adopting the extrovert 

mode to the extreme. 
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• Tend to perceive the alone-ness of solitude as the hurt of loneliness. 

People who adopt an introvert approach: 

• Require their space and quiet when they are in desperate need rest and 

relaxation. 

• Feel comforted and calm in the context of solitude, particularly when they 

need to recover from stress or pressure. 

• Can become anti-social and disconnected when taking their introvert 

tendencies to an extreme. 

• Tend to perceive the energy of the crowd as shallow and insincere. 

People who adopt an ambivert approach: 

• Tend to judge each need to recharge on its own merit. 

• Can gain comfort, strength and renewal from the company of others, or from 

being by themselves, depending on the occasion and the circumstances at 

the time. 

• Value and see the benefits of company and solitude. 

#35. INDEPENDENT I TEAM PLAYER I MANAGER 

How do people relate to others specifically within the context of a project

orientated environment? 

• When working relationships are at play, how do they prefer to relate to those 

with whom they are sharing the experience? 

Some people prefer to stay independent, some value the process of team playing, 

and others still prefer to operate in a managing capacity. 
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Determining a person's natural mode of operation within the context of this 

Meta-Program is of great benefit when it comes to assessing their suitability to 

working independently, working as part of a team, or in managing others. Also 

revealed is a person's adaptability in inter-personal relationships. 

• Are they typically inclined toward the success and progress of others? 

Do they feel motivated by a desire to equip and/or assist them? 

When you're working on a project of some kind, do you have a good idea of 

the resources you need to be able to work confidently and effectively? 

Ask Yourself: 

• Have you ever been asked to oversee a task that required delegating work to 

others? 

Did you feel that you had a good idea what things those who reported to you 

needed to do their jobs effectively? 

Did you find it easy giving people instructions and directing their efforts, or 

did the experience make you uncomfortable? 

People who are effective and managing: 

• Will answer "yes" to all three of the above mentioned questions. 

• Are skilled at managing both themselves, and others. 

• Are very aware of the direction they and others need to take in order to 

achieve success, and are comfortable with sharing their views boldly. 

• Tend to want to take charge in a project-orientated environment and expect 

others to adopt the same strategies as they do. 

People who are effective at working independently: 

Will answer "Yes, no, no." to the above questions. 
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Are aware of what it takes to achieve the goal in question, but lack the 

motivation to actually lead and manage. 

• Are effective at motivating themselves and taking responsibility for their 

actions. 

Possess large resources of self-control and discipline. 

People who are dependent workers: 

• Will answer "No, yes, no-or-yes." 

• Tend to rely on someone telling them what needs to be done. 

• May not feel confident about their opinion of what needs to be done, may 

simply lack the intuition to recognise the correct strategy at all, or naturally 

function in a passive mode ... waiting on instructions. 

Usually have no problem following instructions once they have been 

provided. 

People who display potential at being effective managers: 

• Will answer the three questions, "Yes, yes-or-no, no." 

• Feel confident in knowing what others need to do in order to achieve, but 

hesitant with regard to sharing their thoughts and/or suggestions. 

• Feel threatened or intimidated by the idea of managing others. 

People who operate most effectively as team players: 

• Will answer, "Sometimes, sometimes, sometimes." 
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May feel comfortable in a manager role, or not, depending on the context 

and factors at the time. 
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• May feel comfortable sharing the responsibility for driving the success of 

the group. 

• Enjoy the relational aspect of working as part of a team, and the energy that 

they draw from it. 

• Place a high value on family and togetherness. 

#36. SATIR CATEGORIES AS 

COMMUNICATION MODES 

The work of Virginia Satir has led to the identification of 5 distinguishable 

styles of communication. Satir noted that communication has to do with both 

information, and the style in which that information is relayed. Four of these modes 

are considered to be ineffective and poor in terms of producing positive results. 

These are placating, computing, distracting and blaming. 

Though generally unproductive, these four modes have the potential of being put 

to constructive use. Satir highlighted the generally healthy mode of communication 

as leveling. 

Which of the five communication modes mentioned above typically represents 

your strategy for communicating with others? 

Behaviors such as pleasing others, soothing, pacifying and making concessions 

comprise what is known as placating. When a person feels they have no other 

option put to accommodate and please others, we can say that the have an addiction 

to the acceptance and approval of others: 

Those who adopt a placating approach: 

• Are afraid of being rejected or abandoned by others, or that the people around 

them will direct anger toward them. 

• Consequently use language that is intended to win the favor of others, always 

trying to gain approval, constantly apologetic, and never confrontational or 

disagreeing. 
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Adopt an attitude that appears to suggest that they are useless and hopeless. 

The computing mode refers to those who detach themselves from their emotions 

and attempt to respond to situations in a logical and controlled way that is not 

influenced by their feelings. 

Those who adopt a computing approach: 

• Are intent on delivering responses that are cool and calculated. 

• Tend to feel cool and dry physiologically speaking. 

Keep their voices even and make use of abstract language. 

• Have often developed a fear and caution regarding their own emotions. 

The distracting mode refers to behaving and responding in an unpredictable 

manner that that jolts and interrupts oneself and others. 

Those who adopt a distracting approach: 

Tend to shift between the other behavioral modes quickly and without prior 

indication. 

• Are known to say or do things that are in no way relevant to the language 

and actions of others. 

Tend to feel dizzy and panicked physiologically. 

• Utilize a tone of voice that is erratic and unstable ... varying in pitch for no 

apparent reason. 

• Can appear to have significant psychological issues which makes relating to 

them challenging. 

The blaming mind set refers to constantly looking for and seeing problems and 

fault, bossing others around and trying to manipulate and control others. 
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Those who adopt a blaming approach: 

• Believe that they are better than everyone else. 

• Project the message that everyone else is to blame for everything that goes 

wrong. 

• Generally perceive that nobody is concerned about them. 

• Tend to feel a physiological tightness and stress that is indicative of high 

blood pressure. 

Usually have loud, hard and abrasive voices. 

Leveling refers to the healthy communication mode of expressing oneself in an 

assertive manner so that one's language and behavior is direct and straightforward, 

in keeping with one's honest and authentic state. 

People who adopt the leveling approach: 

• Express themselves in such a way that there is harmony between their actions, 

words, tone of voice and posture/gestures. 

Tend to be easy to understand and relate to, projecting themselves as "What 

you see is what you get." kinds of people. 

• Contribute toward relationships that are safe, mature, and capable of genuine 

intimacy. 

#37. CONGRUENT/INCONGRUENT 

When people respond to their surrounding environment, they can do so 

congruently, or incongruently. Their manner of response has to do with their 

chosen style and the energy that is expended in the process. 

Imagine a situation where someone from your close circle of friends starts dating 

someone and eventually introduces them to the group, but you find this new person 

to be obnoxious and self-righteous. 
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Would you initially put a smile on your face and act very politely even 

though you find the person to be very irritating? 

• On the other hand, would you voice your disapproval of the person's conduct 

or attitudes? 

On Incongruence: 

When you meet someone who is not congruent, or we could say who is 

INcongruent, they tend to say things that don't quite match up, or their behavior 

doesn't match what they say, or their outcomes don't match what they are trying to 

do. 

If you explore this with someone who is incongruent, they will reveal deeper and 

more obvious incongruities; deeper mis-matches. 

They may show ambivalence about the results they say that they want. They may 

get a lot of benefits from the status quo that they say they want to change. They may 

reveal insecurities about what they are trying to do. 

They may somehow dislike the kind of person they say they are trying to meet, 

like maybe feeling angry with all members of the opposite sex. 

They may have mental health or neurological problems that they have not fully 

accepted or learned to cope with. They might deny their serious problems with 

alcohol or other drugs. The list goes on. Many things can cause incongruence. 

Those who respond congruently: 

Exhibit behavior that mirrors their internal emotional state. 

• Would respond with calm and relaxation, for example, in a tranquil and 

peaceful environment that inspires those calming emotions. 
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Those who respond incongruently: 

Behave in ways that are in opposition to their thoughts and feelings. 

• Would exhibit calm and relaxed behavior, for example, when they are actually 

feeling stressed and agitated. 

• Tend to have a conflicting perception of their environment III their mind 

asserting itself in opposition to their conduct. 

#38. COMPETITIVE I COOPERATIVE, 

POLARITY I META 

In this book we have discussed the fact that Meta-Programs represent tendencies 

of behavior and responses along a continuum, fluctuating and changing over time 

depending on the situational context. We express ourselves in relation to people, 

data, things and situations on a number of ways. These styles of expression include 

competitive, cooperative, polarity and meta. 

• If a company that you worked at for a number of years announced their 

intention to merge with another, would you have no problem going with the 

flow and embracing the inevitable change? 

• Would you be opposed to the changes imposed on your life? 

• Perhaps you'd look beyond the facts and details ofthe merger and contemplate 

the reasons or factors that lead to it taking place? 

Those who adopt a competitive response: 

Process the relevant thoughts, experience and feelings in terms of competition 

and comparison. 

Tend to ask questions like, "Who do I consider to be the best, the first, the 

strongest. .. " etc. 
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• Can display a sense of excitement regarding any situation which they may be 

able to turn into a competition. 

Have a Win/Lose mentality. 

People who adopt a cooperative response: 

• Have an attitude of helping those around them to share the experience at 

hand. 

Tend to ask questions like, "What can I do to make this experience more 

meaningful for everyone involved?" 

• Do their best to secure a Win/Win outcome. 

People who adopt a polarity response: 

• Base their choice or response on opposing those that are presented to them ... 

flipping to the opposite end of the relevant behavioral spectrum. 

Will tend to response with stress and tension in a calm environment, for 

example. 

• Will find or create reasons why the situation they are presented with isn't 

real or cannot possibly last, therefore choosing the other direction. 

• Enjoy competing and will therefore often adopt a competitive mode of 

behavior. 

People who adopt a Meta response: 

Evaluate situations at a higher logical level as a result of having thoughts 

about the situation at hand, and not just responding to it. 

• The adaptable we become in our behavioral strategies, the more efficiently 

we will be able to switch between these various modes of communication 

and emoting at will. 
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#39. SOCIAL: ACTIVE I REFLECTIVE 

I BOTH I INACTIVE 

This Meta-Program was covered previously (#20.) as it applied to the way people 

respond to the world around them from an emotional standpoint. Here we deal with 

this program as it relates to social settings. People can respond in a social setting 

in one of the following ways: actively (proactively and reactively), reflectively, 

inactively, or both. 

If you accompanied a friend of yours to a wedding and you knew none of 

the other guests, would you feel comfortable with approaching strangers and 

initiating conversation? 

• Would you prefer to just observe things from a safe distance, hoping that the 

event will take place with no-one noticing you at all? 

• Alternatively, would you be at ease with the idea of meeting new people, 

but only after you've ad some time at least to observe and reflect upon the 

situation that you've found yourself in? 

• What would you say your natural response would be? 

People who are socially active: 

• Take action immediately. 

• Can tend to respond impulsively without giving the situation appropriate 

thought. 

Make their share of mistakes, but also achieve significant successes. 

Speak, think, and behave quickly. 

• Like to achieve results, preferring to strike while the iron is hot. 

• Operate in a proactive capacity when embracing this mode in a balanced 

manner. 

• Behave in a self-referencing way, generally speaking. 
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People who are socially inactive: 

• Are overtly cautious in a group setting to the point where their involvement 

and participation are paralyzed. 

• Procrastinate to the point where practically nothing gets accompl ished. 

• Tend to be viewed as distant, disinterested and anti-social. 

People who are socially reflective: 

• Likes to assess and observe a group before getting directly involved. 

• Prefer not to let too much time pass without taking any action at all. 

Tend to feel relatively insecure and unsure of themselves. 

• Fear making mistakes and therefore are cautious about taking action. 

• Run the risk of becoming inactive as a result of unhealthy procrastination. 

• Are rarely pioneers in the realm of business. 

• Are most efficient in environments that demand evaluation and reflection. 

People who are socially balanced: 

• Are confident with chasing their goals in a group context, and are able to do 

so with a healthy amount of reflection during the process. 

• Are open to receiving feedback before they commit to a course of action. 
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#40. THINGS / SYSTEMS / 

INFORMATION / PEOPLE 

In the realm or work, career, vocation, etc. (the prominent activity in our lives), 

we have our preferences with regard to what we would like to work with. These can 

be things, systems, people or information. 

Highlighting the factors that made a past work situation / environment very 

rewarding and meaningful for you will point you in the direction of which of the 

above mentioned modes matter most to you. 

People who value working with things: 

• Use language that focuses on things as opposed to the other elements. 

• Focus primarily on the task at hand, and less on people or emotions. 

• Are concerned with achieving results and on getting the job done. 

People who value working with systems: 

• Are primarily concerned with processes, procedures, the synergy between 

various components, etc. 

• Pay relatively little attention to people and their feelings when weighed 

against the procedures and systems involved. 

People who value working with other people: 

• Are mindful of the thoughts, health and emotions of those around them. 

• Interact effectively socially and have highly developed inter-personal skills. 

• Come across as friendly and are willing and ready to assist others. 
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People who value working with information: 

• Are interested in the specific details and criteria that are involved in the 

project or task at hand. 

Tend to be analytical in nature and are efficient at working with facts and 

figures. 

#41. QUANTITATIVE I QUALITATIVE 

This Meta-Program sheds light on the characteristics of the comparisons people 

use when weighing things against one another. It surfaces whenever a person 

enters into the process of choosing between two or more courses of action. These 

comparisons are made in broad ways: quantitatively and qualitatively. 

• When you assess/evaluate various aspects of your life (professionally, 

socially etc.), on what basis do you conclude whether or not they are in a 

sound and healthy condition? 

• If you think of the most positive work experience you've had to date, for 

example, do you think of the company in question as having the highest 

ranking in your view with regard to the value they place in their staff and the 

equipment and facilities that they make available? 

• Or, are your thoughts more along the lines of how enjoyable an experience it 

was and how productive you felt in that job? 

People who evaluate in a quantitative way: 

Will respond to questions by speaking in reference to rank, placing, order, 

measurements, and the like. 

Access the sensory modes (#6) as their consciousness focuses on external 

standards. 

• Begin their comparative process with concrete data and therefore use 

inductive reasoning (#1). 
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People who evaluate in a qualitative way: 

Use language that highlights the quality of an experience: enjoyable, terrible, 

better, poor, etc. 

• Have their consciousness focus on internal factors, values, meanings, etc. 

(intuition, #6). 

• Begin their comparative process at a global level and therefore use deductive 

or abductive reasoning (#1). 

#42. KNOWLEDGE SORT 

This Meta-Program sheds light on how a person concludes that they are able to 

accomplish something, and where they gather the information for that conclusion. 

Rather than deal with how a person perceives and "knows" that something is true, it 

has to do the with source of the data that the person uses to arrive at their decision. 

Some people go about gathering information via modeling, some via 

conceptualizing, some through seeing it being demonstrated, some from experiencing 

it, and still others from having it validated by an objective authority. 

How would you go about deciding whether or not to give a new restaurant 

a try? 

• Would you speak with people who have gone there before? 

• Would you do some research into their menu and the prices and assess the 

potential value for yourself? 

In a perfect world where you could be an inconspicuous fly on the wall, would 

you prefer to actually observe for yourself how satisfying an experience 

people seem to be having there? 

• Perhaps the opinion of a well-known chef who speaks highly of the restaurant 

would be the convincing factor for you. Then again, perhaps you feel that 

"the proof is in the pudding" and that you simply need to try it for yourself. 
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People who gather information via modeling seek out those who have a relevant 

knowledge base, as well as the capacity to produce results in that area. 

People who gather information through conceptualizing typically have a solid 

internal dialogue and self-referencing approach. They seek out information by 

studying, discussing, investigating, thinking, etc. 

People who rely on demonstrations to gather information are most impressed 

with that they personally observe and experience. 

Those who gather information through experiencing feel more confident about 

the information at hand when they have the opportunity to interact with it through 

their senses. Information feels reliable to thing after they have had a chance to 

evaluate it through action. 

People who lean on an authoritative source to gather their information put a 

huge amount of reliance on the opinion of the relevant authority concerning the 

information. If the authority figure validates it and confirms it as being true, then it 

is true in the mind of the person who adopts this approach. 

#43. CLOSURE I NON-CLOSURE 

When people process information, they don't always follow the process through 

to completion. There may be time constraints, sometimes the information is 

insufficient, or the reliability of the information may be in question. 

This Meta-Program has to do with how people deal with closure, or the lack 

thereof. It focuses on the internal experience of coping with something that is 

unresolved or incomplete. Some people are highly motivated to seek closure, others 

less so. In the event that closure cannot be reached for whatever reason, some people 

are more comfortable with moving on than others. 

• If you started some task and were unexpectedly interrupted and forced to 

leave it, would that frustrate you and/or leave you feeling unsettled, or would 

you be able to focus on other areas without too much stress or fuss? 
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When you're watching a movie and are forced to stop half-way through, how 

does that make you feel? 
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When considering working on some task, do you find yourself feeling more 

engaged at the beginning, at the end, or throughout the course of it? 

People who operate in a closure style: 

• Are more efficient at and enthusiastic about the final stages of a project. 

• Tend to want all their business neatly wrapped up at the end of the day. 

Think in terms of certainties and absolutes. 

People who operate in a non-closure style: 

Are more enthusiastic and focused at the beginning and in the middle of a 

project. 

Tend to be unaffected by a lack of closure. 

Are comfortable waiting for something which has started, to eventually 

reach a point of finality. 

#44. SOCIAL PRESENTATION 

People who go through life with a system with regard to relating to other people 

or groups, have been described (Cattell, 1989) as being artless, friendly, spontaneous 

and naive, or artful, shrewd and socially acceptable in their behavior and responses. 

When you find yourself in a group or public setting, are you typically mindful 

of your social image? 

Do you want to avoid any negati ve affect on others and do you desire people 

to recognize your thoughtfulness, manners and consideration? 

• On the other hand, are you in no way influenced by the opinions of others ... 

intent on just being true to who you are in an authentic, direct and honest 

way? 
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These modes of behavior lead to either the social butterflies, the politicians and 

the socially accomplished, or the crude and ill-mannered, the direct and the brutally 

honest. 

People who operate as shrewd and artful: 

Consider the impression they make on others to be very important to them. 

Hold things like politeness, etiquette and procedures in high regard. 

• Dislike revealing too much about themselves and expressing their thoughts 

and feelings. 

• Tend to possess lots of social ambition, doing their best to climb the social 

ladder. 

• Run the risk of behave in a selfish, insincere and manipulative way. 

People who operate as sincere and artless: 

Are unimpressed by social presentation and regard it as superficial and 

hypocritical. 

Tend to have limited or no social ambitions, and are less shaken up when 

disappointed by others. 

• Can come come across as crude and unrefined because of their lack of social 

graces. 

• Run the risk of behaving rudely and inappropriately in public when this 

mode is taken to an extreme. 

• Can develop an anti-social behavioral strategy. 
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#45. POWER / AFFILIATION / ACHIEVEMENT 

This Meta-Programs deals with how a person adapts to the behavior directed 

toward them from those who are in a position of dominance (Bossiness, sarcasm, 

insults, etc.). It sheds light on the style a person uses in handling power and 

influence, or not. 

How do you handle power? 

Assess your motives in relating with others in terms of your preferences between 

Power (dominance, competition, politics), Affiliation (cooperation, relationship, 

manners) and Achievement (goals, results, objectives). 

• Where does your focus lie between these three areas? 

• Do you like the idea of people reporting to you and of managing their 

producti vity? 

• Is the idea of working with a partner or a peer more appealing to you? 

Do you consider yourself to be the kind of person who prefers to leave the 

authority and responsibilities to others, while you follow clearly defined 

instructions and procedures? 

People who adopt a power strategy: 

• Derive pleasure and satisfaction from dominating, manipulating and 

competing. 

Seek out the feeling of superiority that is associated with this style. 

• Things in terms of Win/Lose. 

Are driven not only by their own success, but also the failure of others, when 

the mode is taken to an extreme. 
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People who adopt an affiliation strategy: 

• Navigate relationships by utilizing cooperation and respect. 

• Are driven to create and nurture healthy relationship with others through 

consideration and empathy. 

• Think in terms of Win/Win. 

• People who adopt an achievement strategy: 

• Mostly value results and completing the task at hand. 

#46. VALUE SORT 

The way in which people value things takes shape from their thoughts, ideas and 

comprehension regarding what they consider to be important. Through the valuation 

process people ascribe worth to things, people, experiences, etc. 

Values arise when we think thoughts of worth, value or significance about other 

specific thoughts. In other words, the process of value-creation occurs at a level 

beyond the normal thought process regarding people, things and situations. Here we 

are referring to thoughts about other thoughts. 

In doing so, people experience states of being that are above and beyond the 

thoughts upon which their values are based. They experience things like concern, 

appreciation, love, passion, etc. In a sense, values function on two levels. The 

first is the initial thought process itself based on one of the Meta-Programs we've 

been discussing, and the second involves the thought process about the worth and 

importance of the initial behavior, feeling or communication. 

Taking this idea further, people believe in the values they have embraced (in 

their significance and worth), and therefore trust in their values and allow them to 

dramatically influence their emotions and behavior. 

A person will value every Meta-Program that they make habitual use of. The 

fact that they use it regularly indicates that they have attached some worth or 

significance to it. 
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• When you think about any significant area in life, whether it be career, 

family, romance, etc., what do you consider to be significant and important 

about that area? 

The list of potential values is difficult to determine, because whatever a person 

believes to be important, they transform into a value. These could include what 

could be considered to be fundamental values (survival, love, belonging, etc.), or 

things like physical fitness, alone-time, or friendship. 

Communication Advice: 

You may find it helpful to keep this question in the back of your mind while you 

communicate with someone: "What motivating value is reflected in or behind the 

language that the person is using?" Pay attention for value words and for words that 

hint at or imply significance and importance. Values also have an inherent impact on 

the emotions of the person. As they communicate about their values, it's common 

to observe their emotion state reflect the worth that they ascribe to the value in 

question. 

Appealing to a person's personal values with make your interaction with them 

significantly more powerful and influential. After all, there are very few people (if 

any) who would not respond with enthusiasm and a positive attitude to their own 

values. 

#47. STRONG-WILL I COMPLIAT I STUBBORN 

When people are told to do something (as opposed to being asked), they can 

choose to respond in a number of different ways. Some people are strong-willed, 

some are compliant, and others are stubborn in their approach. 

Let's take a trip down memory lane. 

• Can you recall an instance where you were told as a kid not to eat the cookies 

in the cookie jar (or whatever the tempting treat in question was) without 

permission? 

• What effect did that have on you? 
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Were you able to obediently follow that instruction with little effort, or did 

the attractiveness of that cookie jar suddenly escalate and you stole a cookie 

anyway?! 

People who adopt a strong-willed approach: 

Find it difficult when they are told to do anything. 

Will push against any information that they are in disagreement with. 

• Are assertive and confident regarding their own views and opinions. 

• May have their ability to accurately perceive information hindered by 

various belief filters at work within them that interpret instructions as insult, 

manipulation, etc. 

People who adopt a compliant approach: 

• Promptly accept instruction with a receptive, mature and open manner. 

• Can fall prey to manipulation and control when taking this program to an 

extreme. 

People who adopt a stubborn approach: 

Will tend to resist instruction purely for resistance sake. 

• Immediately react in a resisting manner when they hear language that 

expects/demands cooperation. 

• Demonstrate a combative attitude that is motivated by pride, arrogance or 

laziness, rather than logic and/or values. 
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#48. CONDITIONAL I UNCONDITIONAL 

One of the most fundamental states of awareness has to do with that which deals 

with our "sense of self". Our understanding, perceptions and definition of our "self" 

reveal a pivotal area from which we do our evaluating, processing, distinguishing 

and valuing. These ways of understanding our self typically takes place at a level 

that is beyond our conscious mind. 

To assist in the understanding of this concept, the following terms and definitions 

will be helpful. Self-esteem refers to the assessment of our own worth and dignity. 

This my range from feeling entirely rotten and worthless at the one extreme to 

feeling incredibly valuable at the other. Some people mentally assess their value 

based on temporary and unstable factors, or upon unconditional factors. 

Self-confidence has to do with the degree to which we feel assured of our own 

skills, talents and works. It refers to the faith that we have in ourselves regarding 

our skill and ability at various things. Self-confidence functions conditionally and 

takes shape from our positive and negative encounters and experiences with regard 

to education, social interaction, beliefs, et. 

Self-efficacy deals with our sense of efficiency or our capacity in using our 

consciousness to effectively navigate the world and all it presents to us. Self

conscience has to do with how we orientate ourselves as moral or ethical beings 

regarding right and wrong. When a person fails to clearly distinguish between these 

conceptual representations of self it leads to identity confusions that can complicate 

their sense of who they as as people. 

When a person has a low self-esteem and simultaneously attempts to improve 

their assessment of themselves through competencies and skills, he of she inevitably 

steps onto the "hamster wheel" ... deriving worth from their achievements. These 

temporal conditions make for an unstable and inharmonious appraisal of their worth. 

As a result, this person will never feel genuinely confident in any kind of sustainable 

way. In the event that they fail the test that they have crafted for themselves too 

many times, they may reach the state where they feel permanently and irrevocably 

devoid of worth and dignity. 

Beyond this potential outcome, the above mentioned process can lead to extreme 

states of either self-loathing, or arrogance. It leads to the idea that people are not 
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valuable simply by virtue of the fact that they are human beings with worth that is 

inherent and unquestionable. Instead, people are seen as having to earn the right to 

be valued. When a person is mindful and aware of their inherent value as a human 

being, however, they are empowered to live in a manner that is free of self-criticism 

and hypocrisy. A person's recognition of their inherent worth gives rise to a balanced 

center of value and dignity that creates a platform for healthy living and behaving. 

• Do you believe that you have value as a human being that it is no way 

dependent on what you achieve or attain? 

• Is your self-esteem rooted in the knowledge that you are designed in the 

image and likeness of your Creator? 

When you think of yourself as having worth or dignity, is it typically based 

on something that you have done or something that you own? 

#49. SELF-CONFIDENCE: HIGH I Low 

Self-confidence is in essence our faith in, or certainty regarding, our ability to do 

things well. Whereas self-esteem has to do with our mental assessment of ourselves, 

self-confidence has more to do with an emotional/experiential fact of self. 

Self-confidence relates to what we are capable of doing, and therefore highlights 

human doing-ness, as opposed to human being-ness. 

As you consider some of the things that you are good at doing, as well as things 

that you are absolutely certain about being able to do well, write them down. 

• What level of confidence do you have relating to how well you can do these 

things? 

How does your certainty regarding your competency in these specific areas 

or tasks influence your overall sense of confidence in life in general? 

• You can probably (or at least, hopefully!) recall an instance where you 

accomplished something challenging. How did that make you feel? 

Did it influence your state of mind beyond that specific instance? 

Did you notice your confidence being transfered to other actions? 
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Self-confidence can be found in the life of any person living a relatively ordinary 

life. Everyone normal person has a number of things that they feel confident about 

doing ... from the simple and basic, to the more complex and specialized. 

People who adopt the behavioral mode of pessimism, or those with a perfectionist 

approach to life, may fail to see many of the things that they are good at doing. This 

only reinforces their lack of confidence and dramatically skews their perspective 

regarding what they are capable of. 

Those with low self-confidence will often express doubts and uncertainties 

regarding their abilities or opinions. They may come across as timid and sensitive 

in their language style. Those with healthy self-confidence on the other hand, will 

sound sure of themselves and use definite and assertive language. 

#50. MIND / EMOTION / BODY / ROLE 

Different people have different ideas regarding the concept of "self', and they 

also use different factors in defining themselves. The way in which a person defines 

him or herself (how they do it and what they conclude) plays a crucial role in 

driving their behavior, emotions and language. 

When considering your thoughts, feelings, physicality, responsibilities and 

roles that you experience in your life, which aspects of yourself seem the 

most real or valid to you? 

• Do you see yourself first and foremost as an emotional individual? 

• Are you more of a chooser? A thinker perhaps? 

• Are you mindful of your status or your body? 

People can define themselves using any combination of the facets mentioned 

above. People who adopt an Associated approach (#18) will tend to define themselves 

based on their feelings, whereas those who Disassociate (#18) will tend to place too 

much of an emphasis on their feelings. A person who uses the Choice strategy (#46) 

in the strong-will continuum will typically identify himself or herself based on their 

will. And so on. 
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#51. SELF-INTEGRITY 

People adopt different strategies for living up to their ideals and doing their 

values justice, and also go about determining how successful they are in doing so, 

in different ways. 

This awareness that a person has of his or her conduct as weighed against their 

values, gives rise to a sense of internal harmony and peace, or one of inner conflict 

and emotional dissonance. 

When you measure your conduct and choices against your values and beliefs, 

does it inspire a feeling of being on track, or do you feel far off the mark? 

• What sorts of emotions accompany your assessment? 

• Have you ever had the experience of betraying someone's trust, or letting 

down someone who relied on you? How did that make you feel? 

What did that event emphasize about the importance of remaining true to 

your values and who you desire to be as a person? 

Those who live up to their values: 

Experience a sense of inner harmony and congruence. 

Enjoy a strong degree of self-acceptance and of feeling centered. 

• Exhibit behavior that matches their language and intentions. 

• Are empowered with even more mental and emotional resources to devote 

toward the pursuit of their values. 

Those who neglect their values: 

• Feel conflicted and torn on the inside. 

• Tend to find it harder to look at their reflection in a mirror and like what 

they see. 
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Display incongruence between what they say and how they behave. 

• Direct a lot of negative energy internally as they judge and fight with 

themselves. 

#52. PAST I PRESENT I FUTURE 

In most cultures around the world, people identify three "time" zones as they 

relate to things have already happened, things that are happening, and things that 

will happen in the future. 

These zones are referenced in the language and temporal tenses of past, present 

and future. 

An additional, conceptual type of "time" occurs, known as the atemporal. 

People tend to have one of these "time" zones represented as being in the 

forefront of their consciousness to a greater degree than the others. 

• Where is your attention primarily focused - on the past, present or future? 

Alternatively, have you constructed an atemporal mindset that results in you 

not attending to 'time' at all? 

People who focus on the ((Pasr': 

Are mindful of past experiences and the significance that those experiences 

hold for them. 

Tend to use language that is rich in past references and tenses. 

• Place a lot of value on history as well as tradition. 

People who focus on the ((Present": 

• Use language that is rich in present tense and references. 
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• May live in the present excessively to the degree that they fail to consider 

the future consequences of their actions, or their future goals. 

People who focus on the UFuturen : 

• Use language that is rich in future tense and references. 

• Can become excessively focused on the future, failing to take necessary 

steps in the present that will create the future of their desire. 

People who do not focus on Utime n : 

• Live outside of a time consciousness. 

#53. "IN-TIME" / "THROUGH-TIME" 

People of most cultures around the world understand historical "time" and its 

length from event to event over a chunk of "time" as a "time-line". This understanding 

of time causes people to perceive time as either moving through them so that they 

have the sense of being immersed in it, as staying apart from them so that they live 

outside of time. 

The former refers to the "In "Time"" processing strategy (experiencing "time" 

in an associated way), and the latter to the "Out of "time"" processing strategy. 

If a person perceives "time" as being outside of them and at some distance, then 

they have a clearer, objective position to it. These aspects of a person's processing 

have to do with the manner in which he or she stores memories. 

People who adopt a Uthrough timen approach: 

• Think of "time" as having a single directional flow along a continuum. 

• Perceive time as occurring sequentially along a continuous line, therefore 

giving them the awareness of the duration of an event relative to another. 
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• Usually have dissociated memories. 

• Tend to sort things chronologically, and are comfortable with structure, rules 

and procedures. 

• Tackle their responsibilities and decision-making in a basic, systematic way. 

People who adopt an {{in time" approach: 

• Tend to store their future ahead of them, and their pasts behind them. 

• Think oftheir time-lines as moving through them, so that they find themselves 

in the line. 

Generally use associated memories, and have little awareness regarding the 

duration of events. 

• Generally process things in a random fashion. 

Will often get caught up in their own world and loose track of time. 

#54. SEQUENTIAL I RANDOM 

In this Meta-Program we deal with the manner in which we access our memories. 

There are two primary patterns in operation: those who adopt a random accessing 

process, and those who adopt a sequential accessing process. 

• When you think about the past, do you recall memories in a sequenced 

pattern, or does your mind jump all over the place in a random fashion? 

• The sequence does not have to be from an older memory to a newer one. 

People who make use of a random access pattern: 

• Jump from one memory to another with ease. 

• Store their memories in an unrelated way so that they can easily switch 

across boundaries separating people, places and content. 
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Archive their memories by comparing different events that occurred at 

different periods. 

People who make use of a sequential access pattern: 

• Store their memories in a linear and connected way. 

• They keep asking themselves, "what happened then?" or "what happened 

right before?" 

• Do not move randomly between unconnected memories. 

• Can encounter a degree of difficulty when accessing memories because they 

need to begin some place that often doesn't relate to the memory they want, 

and then they have to move linearly until the correct memory is identified. 

#55. EGO / STRENGTH 

Ego has been defined as a set of cogniti ve and perceptual functions that serve 

adaptive purposes as grow in our ability to respond to our environments. Others 

have referred to ego being a problem-solving mechanism that facilitates interaction 

between needs and the environment. 

To the degree that "intelligence" is defined as the capacity to make accurate 

judgments, this also explains to a degree the core of "ego strength." 

What goes through your mind when you think about some issue or challenge 

that occurs in everyday life that hinders your ability to progress, whether it 

be a problem, a disappointment, etc.? 

• What kinds of emotions do these things cause you to feel? 

• Do you have a characteristic response to external influences and internal 

needs? 

• What becomes of your mind and emotions (what is the impact on them) when 

you face a difficulty of some kind? 
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The focus here, as with the Meta-Programs in general, is on a continuum. No 

one person responds rigidly, consistently, across all circumstances and contexts. 

Different people have egos that possess a different degree of strength to respond to 

life and to identify what is authentic, and people's own egos will respond differently 

at different times in their lives. It is a case of a constant ebb and flow. 

On the one end of the spectrum there are people who barely have any ability at 

all to face reality head on, accept it for what it is, and draw on the required energy 

to navigate it. On the other end of the spectrum there are those people who are 

proficient in dealing with the facts of life as they occur and present themselves. 

They are able to do so without any hesitation, and without any negative emotions 

or any kind of victim mentality. 

People who adopt The Unstability Approach: 

• Are easily rattled by the smallest problems that they encounter. 

• Tend to perceive almost anything as an incredible pain and challenge, and 

constantly worry and fret about it, feel vulnerable toward it, and constantly 

complain about it. 

• Exhibit the kind of behavior that everyone gravitates toward in the infancy 

and childhood stages of life. 

• Embrace childish coping mechanisms for responding to real or perceived 

problems (tantrums, mood-swings, impatience, etc.) 

People who adopt The Stability Approach: 

• Embrace a more philosophical attitude toward life and pursue worthwhile 

goals being mindful of the fact that problems will arise, and that they are a 

normal part of the human experience. 

• Remain calm and collected in the face of challenges and maintain an objective 

perspective. 
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• Automatically look for solutions in the midst of a difficulty and devote a 

minimum amount of time to worrying or fretting. 

#56. MORALITY 

People display different approaches when it comes to dealing with issues relating 

to ethics, morals, integrity, etc. Some people are always mindful of responsibility to 

embrace conduct that is honest and good, whereas others seem completely oblivious 

of any such need (whether intentionally or unintentionally). 

Considering the relevant continuum in relation to this Meta-Program, there are 

those on the one end who adopt a conscientious approach in taking responsibility 

for their moral and ethical failures. On the other end are those who find the 

unconscientious approach attractive, and who feel no sense of responsibility when 

behaving in a manner that hurts or disappoints others. 

Everyone, without exceptions, makes mistakes. 

• When you think about something that you did or said that you know violates 

legitimate values, something that you know you should not have done or 

said, what goes through your mind? 

• How does it make you feel to know that you failed in that way in that 

situation? 

• Similarly, when you are confronted with the realization that you have been 

guilty of conduct that lacks integrity, what is your immediate emotional 

response? 

• What happens inside you when you know you've messed up? 

The conscientious sort of person: 

• Pays attention to the rightness and wrongness of situations, in particular 

those that genuinely go against or adhere to legitimate moral codes. 
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Has a well-developed sense of responsibility and is personally committed to 

embracing right conduct in the various situations that arise. 
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• Has the capacity to turn away from immediate, unhealthy or harmful 

pleasures, and to focus instead on steady integrity over time. 

• Can tend to be to judgmental of him or herself or others when adopting this 

approach to the extreme. 

The conscientious person is guided by a strong, internal moral map. He or she 

is the kind of person that attempts to embrace integrity when they are in the public 

eye, and well as when they have privacy and solitude. They believe in doing the 

right thing, even it that means doing the difficult thing. Their reward is the feeling 

of peace inner harmony that comes from being able to look at their reflection in a 

mirror, and be at peace with what they see. 

The unconscientious sort of person: 

• Tends to be blind to true guilt, or is intent on dismissing it deliberately. 

Is in the habit of ignoring rules, ethics, morality, etc. 

• Lives in a selfish, self-indulgent way and cares little about who or what gets 

damaged in the process. 

• Develops a reputation as being untrustworthy and unreliable. 

Leans toward sociopathic and criminal activities when adopting this program 

to an extreme. 

The unconscientious person is primarily concerned about one thing .. .looking out 

for number one. They are intent on pursuing pleasure at almost any cost, and don't 

care what they need to do in order to achieve it. They are often treat people are mere 

objects to be used in the pursuit of chasing after their narcissistic nirvana. There are 

antisocial and amoral people who act only when they stand to gain something as a 

result. 

#57. CAUSATIONAL SORT 

This Meta-Program has to do with how a person thinks about the "cause" of a 

situation or an experience. 
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• Where do these things originate? 

• Are things that we experience the result of a complex array of interconnected 

energies and patterns, or do things simply occur randomly with no structure 

or order at all? 

• Is life as we experience the result of some cosmic fate or destiny, or is there 

no discernible pattern or reason to be uncovered at all? 

This Meta-Program is an extension of the Frame of Reference program (#17) 

that we discussed earlier, where people either think or feel (referentially speaking) 

from the point of view of self (internal), or other (external). It also springs from the 

Meta-Program based on responsibility (#32). 

• When you consider any romantic relationship that you were involved in, 

what caused you and your partner to get involved in each others lives? 

How did you come to have the job that you have? 

• Why did you end up living where you do and in the circumstances that you 

are faced with? 

• Why did the person you trust betray you and let you down? 

Contemplating answers to these types of questions helps to uncover our 

understanding of causational influences, or the lack thereof. 

People who believe in no causation: 

• Do not understand the world in terms of consequences or cause-effect. 

Believe that things just happen. 

• Perceive the world as operating randomly in the absence of any kind of 

intelligence influence the process. 
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Those who believe in Absolute and Linear Cause-Effect: 

• Believe that they live in a framed system where everything happens for a 

reason and as a result of something else. 

Gravitate toward fields like mathematics, physics and chemistry that deal 

with absolutes and certainties. 

• Perceive the overall direction of the world and the human race to be under 

the influence of some form of intelligent design. 

People who believe in Multi-Cause-Effect: 

Consider causes to operate in an open system where in almost every 

circumstance a multitude of causes (some expected, some not), contribute 

toward producing some kind of effect. 

Have the capacity and tendency to think beyond absolute causality, being 

open to higher logical possibilities. 

People who believe in Personal Cause-Effect: 

• Are mindful of ways in which they themselves influence and cause various 

circumstances. 

• Tend to adopt the Self-referent behavioral response and the Balanced 

Responsibility Approach. 

• Can make themselves over-responsible when taking this program to an 

extreme. 

People who believe in External Cause-Effect: 

Conclude that factors beyond their control are responsible for the outcomes 

that are experienced in life. 
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• Feel that they are at the mercy of the tide of life, and all they can do is put 

on their life jacket and go along for the ride, to whatever destination and 

outcome they are led toward. 

People who believe in The Magical: 

Perceive everything as being caused by forces and/or beings that transcend 

our known world and dimensions. 

• Base their responses on superstition and on attempting to please and appease 

whatever "powers that be" are out there. 

• Depend on the repetition of various secret information that will impact their 

circumstances and bring about improvement and progression. 

People who believe in Correlation: 

Resist the belief in causation, and opt instead to consider so-called "causes" 

merely as correlations. 

• Are able and willing to recognize the relationships that may exist between 

various things, factors, people, etc., without reading "cause" into them. 
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NEW LANGUAGE 

RAPID LEARNING 

"Charles V said that a man who knew four languages was worth 

four men; and Alexander the Great so valued learning, that he 

used to say he was more indebted to Aristotle for giving him 

knowledge that, than his father Philip for giving him life." 

- Thomas Babington Macaulay 

This pattern will help you memorize words in a foreign language very quickly. 

It uses the power of sub-modalities. 

Step #1. Select 5 new words. 

Select five words that you wish to learn from the language you are learning. 

Establish the intention to learn all five within the next five to ten minutes. Read 

through them slowly, pronounce each one and read its translation. Make sure you 

understand the translation (the meaning of the translated word). 

Step #2. Substitute 

Take the first word and make it something familiar. Here's how: As the example 

below shows, take the syllables of the word apart in your mind. Use them to build 

a mental image that is memorable because it is wild and strange in some way. Draw 

from your own experiences to find imagery and meaning that are significant to you 

because they come from your personal likes and fantasies. 

Here is an example. 

For the Italian word "Vuoto" ("empty in English), 

a) I deconstructed the word to "Vu" and "Oto." 
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b) In Hebrew (my native language) the sound "Oto" means "car," so I imagined 

a huge Volvo. 

c) In this imaginary scene, I open the passenger door of that huge Volvo, and on 

the other side I see a Mexican clown (love them) who yells at me, "Your Vu-olvo is 

empty!" 

In this image I have used personal images and meanings to link "vuoto" and 

"empty." 

Coming up with these can be a challenge at first, but people find that it gets easy 

with practice. 

Keep practicing and you will build this skill while learning a language at the 

same time. 

Step #3. Use sub-modalities 

Sub-modalities are great for memory techniques. For those who are not familiar 

with the term, sub-modalities mean the "modes" of the experience. 

For example, let's take my strange Volvo image. Can the Volvo get any bigger? 

Of course, in my imagination, it can be as big as I wish it to be. Its size is a 

submodality of the visual sense mode, just as loudness is a submodality of the 

auditory sense mode (or rep system). The clown can honk the horn loudly to get 

my attention, breaking the car's windows showing that it is empty (the meaning of 

vuoto). 

Sub-modalities for my made up scene can include the brightness of the image, 

the nearness of the car, its size, whether the imagery is in color or black and white, 

whether the Mexican clown has a high or low voice, and so forth. If you are not 

comfortable working with sub-modalities yet, you can still do this pattern without 

them. 
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Step #4. Move mentally faster 

Run the image as fast as you can over and over again. Use your body. Move your 

arms. Move your eyes up and to the left when you say the foreign word. Say the 

foreign word out loud. Put your hand on your chest when you say the foreign word 

out loud and imagine it as wild, and as big, and as strange, as you can- the image 

you came up with. Now do it again, faster. 

You can run the pattern faster than you think, because the brain can learn 

surprisingly quickly. Use repetition to improve your results. Repetition is very 

important for getting things into long term memory. By repeating it, imagining a 

wild associative image, and doing it faster each time, you are embedding each word 

in your nervous system. 

Step #5. Compress in groups of 5's 

Once you feel comfortable with imagining wild stuff, do it with the rest of the 

words, in group of five. That is, go through the group, build a wild image for each 

one of them, and then repeat them in a row, one through five, repeatedly, faster and 

faster. This saves time, and makes it more interesting. Make sure you make up a 

UNIQUE image for each word. Variety will help your mind distinguish between the 

words. 

Step #6. Test. 

After the first 20 words, rest for a minute; stretch or do something else. Then 

take only the foreign words and imagine the wild picture and then the meaning for 

each one. See if you can feel the meaning without translating. Do not be alarmed if 

you can't remember the meaning of all the words. All it means is that you should 

come up with better, more personal, wilder and stranger images for these words. The 

rest, of which you did remember, you will remember for a lifetime. 

* 
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RHYTHMIC LEARNING 

"Rhythm is the basis of life, not steady forward progress. 

The forces of creation, destruction, 

and preservation have a whirling, dynamic interaction." 

- from the Kabbalah 

Here is a strategy that you can explore and adapt to your own learning adventures. 

It uses the power of rhythm to create attention and involvement. 

Rhythm exists in every cell of your body. There must be a deeper reason for 

our fascination and excitement when music grabs our attention intensely. If a song 

does not have a capturing rhythm, we lose interest. This strategy uses that natural 

tendency to seek a continuous cycle, i.e. Rhythm, in our absorption of knowledge. 

There is more to it, however, than just tapping your foot or hand. 

Step #1. While learning rote material, establish a rhythm that 
you will keep with your thumb, head, or foot, depending on your 
preference. 

Use a typical rock rhythm that is a little faster than one beat per second. If the 

material is difficult to absorb, use a slower rhythm. Keep a rhythm that uses four 

beats, just like most songs, ONE, two, three, four, ONE ... 

Run the item you are learning through your mind, keeping rhythm. If it is long, 

use several rounds of four beats (measures). Leave room for silence so that it soaks 

in and conforms to the measures. Silence is a very powerful part of music and the 

dramatic arts. It is literally part of the communication, and essential to making it 

compelling. 

Here is a rhythm learning example. If you were learning cow anatomy, you 

might want to learn all the structures around the ear, the regio temporal is . That 

could be three beats with one left over to complete the four beat measure: RE-gio 

TEM-por AL-is (beat). 
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A long word or phrase can take up more than one measure. For example processus 

zygomaticus osis temporalis could be PRO-CES-sus-ZY-GO-MAT-i-CUS (beat, 

beat). The lower case syllables are on the "upbeat" that is in between the main beats. 

That means there are six beats for this one, plus two silent beats to finish the second, 

four beat measure. That gives us eight beats, or two measures. 

Step #2. Chunk down 

Once you have done the category, such as the region we just mentioned, you 

can chunk down to the specific structures or items in that category, maintaining the 

rhythm and including silences that make it complete. 

Step #3. Test. 

Stick with this for a specific set of words or concepts, and keep at it long enough 

to cover a definite area or topic of study, such as an anatomical region. See what 

effect this pattern has on your memorization ability. 

Additional Advice 

If you have music on that doesn't go too fast, you can experiment with keeping to 

the rhythm of the music, for variety. It might even give you rhythm ideas, especially 

rhythm and blues. 

If you are a musical person, you can add a unique melody to each item, or even 

string the items into a song or improvised melody. 

* 
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THE (ACCELERATED) 

LEARNING CHAIN 

"Other people may be there to help us, teach us, guide us along 

our path, but the lesson to be learned is always ours." 

- Anonymous 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

This pattern installs strategies for efficient learning. It uses chaining, a way to 

link experiences into a sequence that leads to a useful state. These experiences serve 

as transitional states that move you from a problem state to a resourceful one. There 

are many ways that you can assemble patterns like the one below, which serves as 

an example. 

Step #1. Choose a challenging learning situation. 

Think of something that you would like to learn, but are having trouble with. 

Step #2. Choose a positive learning experience. 

Think of a good learning experience that has as much in common as possible 

with the problem you just identified. For example, if you are learning rote material 

to memorize, see if you can think of a very successful learning experience that 

involved rote learning. Be sure that the learning experience you choose is one that 

led to you learning something well. 

Step #3. Access the states of the positive experience. 

Access the states that were part of this positive learning. Explore the elements 

involved. List them. Here are some examples of sub-modalities that might be 

involved: feeling supported, feeling things "click" internally, experiencing "the 
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zone" internally; experiencing internal visually constructed images of what you are 

learning; internally visually manipulating what you are learning; feeling excited, 

interested, and motivated; seeing and hearing your involvement in the learning 

experience. 

Step #4. Sequence these states in time. 

Now think of the earliest states and the later states as a sequence, starting 

with inklings such as awareness and curiosity, and ending with more complicated 

collections of sense modalities such as deep involvement and mastery. List them 

as a sequence that begins with your exposure to the material and ends with your 

successful use of the learned material. 

Step #5. Turn the states into stepping stones, placed in order. 

Imagine a series of stepping stones in front of you, and mentally place each of 

these sequenced steps along these stepping stones. Place a note for each one and 

marked with a bold marker if this will help you keep the sequence in mind. 

Step #6. Anchor these steps by stepping through them. 

Spend some time on each of these steps in order to anchor them as representing 

each of these transitional states. 

Step #7. Hold the challenging learning situation while stepping 
through. 

Bring the challenging learning issue to mind. Move through each step while 

holding this in mind. Go through these steps a few times, if possible, before you are 

back in the challenging learning situation. 
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Step #8. Test. 

Next time you are involved in the challenging learning situation, see how this 

pattern has changed your experience of this learning. 

* 
ApPOSITION (OF OPPOSITES) 

"Obstacles don't have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don't 

turn around and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, 

or work around it." 

- Michael Jprdan 

Apposition of opposites is a hypnotic suggestion used to enhance the quality of 

trance or deepen your client into hypnosis. The way it works is very simple: Address 

one known physical condition your client is engaged in and instruct the rest of his 

or her body at once to fall deeper into hypnosis. For example, if you started using 

the hand levitation induction, you could use apposition of opposites by saying: "and 

perhaps you notice how your hand feels lighter and lighter and your body relaxes 

even deeper." 

With a client you've been working on for more than the first session, you can 

also push his or her hand down at once (but gently) as you say "deeper." 

* 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 

"I am an old man and have known many troubles, but most of them 

have never happened." 

- Mark Twain 

This pattern helps you find your way out of a problem that you are stuck in. It 

addresses our tendency to define a problem in a way that makes it seem impossible to 

solve. When you approach any technique of problem solving, be sure to experience 

a resourceful state of mind. The best techniques for problem solving will not do 

much good if you aren't "in the mood" to find solutions, or if you're operating out 

of stress. Physical distance, when appropriate, can also help to quiet the mind and 

put you in a state of creative flow. 

Step #1. Use meta-model distinctions to analyze the problem. 

Think about how you have defined your problem. 

• How would you succinctly state the nature of your problem? 

Look for well-formedness violations in this definition. These include vagueness, 

over-generalization, and distortions of meaning, causation, and presupposition. 

Look for ways that you define the problem as being outside of your control or like 

a thing instead of a process. What happens when you take the problem and treat it 

like a verb. For example, "How do you social anxiety yourself?" 

Step #2. Examine the ecology of the problem. 

Look at the ways the problem can serve you. You are looking for things that may 

sustain the problem because they act as incentives. For example, social anxiety can 

cause you to reduce demands on yourself. Seeing how this happens can help you 

turn your attention to the problems that would make it difficult for you to tolerate 
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those demands. With this expanded awareness, you can brainstorm solutions and 

get help. 

Step #3. Determine the presuppositions hidden in the problem 
definition. 

Look for dysfunctional presuppositions that you have unconsciously embedded 

in the problem as you have defined it. 

• Do your presuppositions make the problem somehow impossible to solve? 

Do they set up a condition for solving the problem that requires an 

uncooperative person to cooperate with you? 

Notice how these presuppositions are arbitrary and unnecessary. Challenge them. 

Step #4. Use the as-if frame to brainstorm alternative problem 
formulations. 

Generate "what if" scenarios in order to come up with new problem formulations. 

Since this is brainstorming, go for quantity rather than quality. Use this as an 

opportunity to "massage" the boundaries that your mind has created. 

For example: 

• "How would I think of this problem if I had amazingly high self-esteem?" 

• "What if I was a highly aggressive person?" 

"What if I had all the compassion, wisdom, and universal connectedness of 

a saint or the Buddha?" 

Look at the problem in these scenarios, and see how it seems different. 
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Step #5. Test. 

In the coming days, see what new resources and solutions come to mind regarding 

this problem. Watch for new behaviors and feelings. 

Has this exercise led to you being more flexible in your thinking and behavior 

in any ways? 

PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGY (I) 

"Most people spend more time and energy going around problems 

than in trying to solve them." 

- Henry Ford 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert Dilts. 

This pattern is the first of a series of innovative problem-solving strategies. This 

one uses the power of metaphor. You will need to have a good handle on metaphor 

in order to do this pattern. 

Step #1. Select the problem, step into the problem position, 
associating into the problem. 

Consider a problem that you feel you need to approach in a fresh way. Choose a 

location in front of you to step into, that you will anchor to this problem situation. 

Step into that position and associate into this problem, experiencing how it happens 

in first position (through your own eyes). 

Step #2. Step into a meta-position. 

Select another position that will serve as your meta-position, where you will 

view the problem from a transcendent or distant position. Step into this position. 
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Step #3. Experience a rich resource from a resource position. 

Think of a resource situation that is unrelated to the problem. The situation 

should help you access a very rich and compelling resource state. For example, it 

could be an activity that gives you a strong sense of self, mission, creativity, or 

passion. Step into a new position that will now serve as your resource position. 

Fully associate into the resource experience. 

Step #4. Create metaphor for the problem, but that is based on 
the resource position. 

Come up with a metaphor for your problem situation. In other words, create 

a new, fantasy problem that is a symbol for your real problem. Your new, fantasy 

problem should be inspired by the resource activity, its context, and your resource 

state. For example, if skiing was your resource activity, then a real problem such as 

difficulty concentrating could be symbolized by getting your skis crossed up. The 

ski problem is now a metaphor (symbol) for the concentration problem. 

Step #5. Imagine solving the metaphoric problem. Observe the 
resulting changes in your experience. 

Maintain your distance from the problem situation, and imagine solving the 

metaphoric problem. For example, you would come up with a solution to crossing 

up your skis by developing good coordination for parallel skis by focusing on 

controlling one of the skis so that the other naturally follows. Notice how this 

solution calls forth any changes in your physical state, internal strategies, TOTEs, 

and so forth. 

Step #6. From your meta-position, apply the metaphoric solution 
to the original problem. 

Now step back into your meta-position. Explore how you would take the solution 

that you just created (for that metaphoric problem) and think metaphorically in 
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order to translate it into a solution in the actual problem situation. For example, 

focusing on body language and controlling one of your skis to get parallel skiing is 

like clarifying you goals and reasons for focusing your mind on your studies. 

Step #7. Step into the problem location and check for results. 

STEP into the problem situation location, and see if you have dissolved your 

impasse. 

Step #8. Repeat, using other resource states. 

Repeat this process, using other resource states applied to the same problem. 

This brings in a variety of your resources so you approach the problem from very 

different angles. 

* 
PROBLEM SOLVING 

STRATEGY (II) 
"No problem can stand the assault of sustained thinking." 

- Voltaire 

This pattern helps a team of two or more people resolve a problem by creating 

a shared experience of an appropriate resource. The idea here is that if all involved 

persons are aligned with each other, any conflicts they may have had between 

themselves are no longer a factor in their effort to solve a given problem. 

This pattern is not only for business teams; you can use it by working with 

members of the same family or even couples. When there's a problem to be solved 

by more than one person, their shared interest and alignment alone might give all of 
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them a stream of creative ideas for solving the issue. Using such a strategy might 

also deepen a bond between people or help to mediate conflicts between them. 

Step #1. Identify a resourceful experience. 

Think back to a recent time in which you've had an experience you could 

define as resourceful. It should be an event in which you were fully congruent and 

competent, you've been acting like a master and you have achieved your outcome. 

Associate into this memory. See what you saw, hear what you heard, feel what you 

felt and notice how this acquired resourceful feeling actually feels like. Feelings 

can be expressed in terms of movement, so where and from where does this feeling 

go/come from? 

Step #2. Pre-mirroring a shared resource. 

Stand up facing your partner. Demonstrate the movement of your resourceful 

feeling to your partner. Show him or her how it feels. Do not speak, just move your 

body to illustrate the feeling. Stay associated to the memory. 

Step #3. Post-mirroring a shared resource. 

Remain in the 1 st position (associated) and mirror your partner's response to 

your movements. That is, mimic your partner's movements. 

Step #4. Move to 2nd position. 

Exchange places with your partner. 

Move to 2nd position and act as if you are him or her. Be sure to notice the 

movement you've elicited from yourself in step two, it will change. 
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Step #5. Move to 3rd position. 

Move to the observer position (third position), and carefully observe the both of 

you. What is similar? What seems different? Note the similarities and differences 

in the expression of the resourceful feeling's movement that you and your partner 

show to each other. 

Step #6. Back to 1st position, facing same direction. 

Move back to the first position, fully associated in the resourceful memory. 

You and your partner should now face the same direction, standing side by side. 

Now both of you begin again the resourceful feeling's movement (each their own), 

and continue until you find a similar move. It can be anything, long or short, rapid 

or slow. This is the "we" zone. 

Step #7. For teams: repeat with pairs. 

If you're doing this pattern with multiple teams, work in pairs and then combine 

them. Repeat in the same manner so that all four, six, or eight, and so on, are 

eventually aligned in a shared movement that gives each his or her own subjective 

resourceful experience, but at the same time it is a shared one. 

Step #8. Test. 

Testing is easy. It involves the solution of the problem at hand! Team up and 

work on the problem; every time you face a conflict, re-group the same direction 

format and use the shared movement maneuver. If you feel a sense of "we are going 

to solve this one together," you have accomplished this exercise successfully. If not, 

it needs to be repeated, perhaps with a stronger subjective resourceful experience 

of each team member. 
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Additional Advice 

When working with teams of people that you don't know personally, work hard 

first on establishing group rapport with them and establishing your position as a 

leader. Even if the team's current leader (a boss, a manager, a supervisor) is present, 

make sure that he or she knows in advance that you're taking this approach in order 

to help the group come together and not to take over his or her responsibilities or 

authority. 

The best way to initially establish leadership is to use the one-up-man-ship 

concept. That's a concept that is in use by churches for years. Notice how the priest 

is standing always higher than the public, always in fancier and special clothing, 

always looking calm and in control, always moving with intention, and always 

speaking with confidence. 

You can do the same in any setting. In business situations, dress as if you own 

the place and you're the richest guy around. Walk in a consistent rhythm, not too 

fast and not too slow, look around and speak to mere strangers with confidence and 

never ever apologize. Even if you're late, do not say "I'm sorry I'm late, but I had 

this or that. ... " Say something like, "I know I'm late so we'd better start now." 

* 
THE D.V.P PATTERN 

"Some minds remain open long enough for the truth not only 

to enter but to pass on through by way of a ready exit without 

pausing anywhere along the route." 

- Elizabeth Kenny 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert A. Yourell. 

D.V.P stands for Distillation Plus Vision Plus Passion. This process allows 

you to take a cloud of reactions and ideas, and turn them into very tight talking 

points, like the ones politicians and sales people have, in order to communicate in a 
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compelling way. This is an excellent way to prepare for a situation in which you feel 

that you have too much to try to say to a manipulative person, or to many emotions 

to manage for clearer communication. 

Step #1. Select the situation, and fully express your thoughts 
about it. 

Think of a situation such as those mentioned in the description of this pattern. 

Run everything that you think about the situation through your mind, or write it 

down, or say it out loud by yourself or to a friend who can help you with the exercise. 

Especially include those thoughts that you would like to communicate, whether 

or not you actually should. 

Step #2. Repeat the thoughts with better organization and 
priority. 

Do this again, but allow your thoughts, now that you have run them through 

your mind, to fall together in a more orderly fashion, with a better sense of your 

priorities. 

Step #3. Distill the thoughts by leaving out unnecessary detail. 

Do this again, but this time leave out any unnecessary details. 

Step #4. Distill the thoughts further. 

Do this again, but leave out more details that aren't absolutely necessary for you 

to say what is most important. 
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Step #5. Continue distilling until you end up with a slogan. 

Keep doing this "distilling" process, until you have boiled it down to something 

that resembles an ad slogan, such as Apple's "Think Different," or Dolly Madison's 

"Nothing says Lovin' like something in the oven." It's okay to risk going to far, since 

you'll have no trouble beefing up the message with more details. 

Step #6. Practice improvising off of your talking points. 

Imagine the situation in which you will want to communicate your message. 

At first, make it easy. After you are comfortable with this, try bringing out 

various aspects of your message, improvising off of the key points that you have 

boiled your message down to. Remember to limit yourself to only the most important 

and compelling aspects. 

Step #7. Continue, but with more of a challenge. 

Imagine the person you need to communicate this to. Have them try various 

manipulative gambits to throw you off. This is how they manipulate you and abuse 

their power, most likely. Improvise from your key talking points, no matter what 

they say. You probably know them, or people like them, well enough to imagine a 

good variety of distracting, intimidating, or simply irritating comments that they 

might make. 

Step #8. Add vision and passion. 

Get in touch with the positive vision and emotion that you have in connection 

with each talking point. Really get in your mind the outcome and values behind the 

talking point, and how you really feel. You have positive emotions driving you to 

care enough to communicate about this. Even if it was a negative situation and set 

of emotions such as being fed up with intimidation or other boundary crossings, you 

can work your way back to positive vision, such as respect for boundaries, human 

dignity, and productive relationships toward whatever your common goal is. 
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Be sure you are only connecting with the posItIve vision and the posItIve, 

inspiring emotions that flow from that connection. Infuse your voice with this, and 

practice speaking from this emotional place. Practice until it comes out in a smooth, 

compelling, grounded manner. If this is a challenge. It's good to sleep on it, since 

your subconscious will be working with this pattern in your sleep. 

Step #9. Have more practice sessions on this material in the 
coming days. 

Sleep will do wonders for this. After doing this pattern, your subconscious mind 

will be working to extend your intimacy with these talking points, and your ability 

to improvise in communicating from them. Keep practicing in the coming days when 

you get a chance to fantasize, such as while doing dishes or driving. Practice out 

loud now, because good muscle memory, and actually experiencing your own voice 

and vibration in this pattern builds your personal power and ability. In between, 

listen to some of the great speeches by people who were good at putting compelling 

emotion and vision into their voices. 

Step #10. Test. 

As you take this skill into the real world, notice how people listen to you and 

respond to your vision, emotions and talking points. Continue to use this pattern for 

other important communications. Any conflict or leadership situation is a good one 

for this pattern. Any sensitive communications with difficult people are good for 

practice. 

Additional Advice 

When you are practicing in your mind, you can show your subconscious mind 

that it can be confident. For example, you can imagine the other person being just 

one in a crowd of a thousand listening to you up on a podium with a microphone. 

Then accept a Nobel Peace Prize after your speech. When you hear ad slogans, think 

about how much work went into boiling down a rich message into it. Notice how 
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the commercials, and many nuances of the product and its presentation are aligned 

with this. 

* 
SELF-ESTEEM QUICK FIX 

"Self-esteem is the reputation we acquire with ourselves." 

- Nathaniel Branden 

This pattern can help you rapidly recover from an attack of bad self-esteem. It 

is excellent for recovering from a failure, or from someone who had a toxic effect 

on your self-esteem. 

Step #1. Select a negative self-esteem image. 

Think of a time in your life when you felt bad about yourself, when your faults 

and weaknesses were totally in the foreground of your mind. This first step is the 

only one that is unpleasant. The most powerful memory may be one in which other 

people were trashing you, and this negativity infected your self-esteem. Step into 

the experience. 

Notice where in your body these negative feelings are located. Intensify them 

and notice anything else about them, such as their size and shape. Notice the images 

that come up for you as you do this. 

Whatever image most symbolizes this experience will be your "cue image." We 

will use this for a Swish. Notice any sounds associated with this image. 

Step #2. Dissociate from the experience. 

Now, we'll step out of this experience. Stand up, move around, and open your 

eyes. Do other things to break state. 
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For example: Blink faster, move your facial muscles, wave your right hand, 

stretch your left arm, think about what a UPS truck looks like. Continue with state

breaking activities until you are full extracted from the negative self-esteem state. 

Step #3. Create powerful self-esteem imagery. 

Now you're going to create an image that represents the strong resourceful and 

positive self-esteem you're about to own. Imagine seeing yourself with profound 

self-esteem. Use all major rep systems. 

• How would you appear in terms of your expression, gait, gestures, and 

posture? 

• How would you sound? 

• How would people react as they are enjoying your pure self-esteem? 

When this has some momentum for you, imagine yourself in a new situation, 

propelled by this self-esteem. Notice how it is stimulating and motivating to be in 

a new situation. Add to this the sense that this reality is in the very near future. 

It crowds out any previous caring that you had about past attacks upon your self

esteem or well-being. This state is very much in the moment and involved in creating 

a bright future. 

Now amplify the sub-modalities of this state. Enlarge and brighten it. Saturate the 

colors in your mind. Include the submodality of attitude and thoughts by becoming 

aware of your resources such as you sense of choice, support, and creativity. Notice 

how this image and state are attractive. Connect with this attraction, becoming more 

drawn to it. Build the attitude that you need this and must have it. Build your sense 

of the possibility of it, and the ways that is already real, whatever they may be. Put a 

mysterious smile on that image of yourself. Imagine you can hear your image think, 

HI feel good to be me." 

If you find any negative feelings about anyone saying that, set them aside 

for now, and tune into the ways that you can appreciate someone enjoying being 

themselves, and the ways that we all can benefit from and enjoy such a feeling. 

Punch up the sub-modalities of this voice, making it resonate all around you. 
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Step #4. Practice shrinking and restoring the self-esteem image. 

Make a mental frame around that image of you with the high self-esteem. Shrink 

it so it becomes a tiny little picture in the open space in front of you. Make it sparkle 

at you. Very quickly, take that sparkling little dot in the distant space in front of 

you and jump it right back to its previous size and aliveness. Include the, "It feels 

good to be me!" attitude and actual voice in all it's richness. Open your eyes for a 

moment, then close them and think of a black screen. Now see that high self-esteem 

image again. Shrink it again, into that sparkling dot. Now take it back to full size. 

Alternate this shrinking and expanding with a lot of intensity. 

Step #5. Set up the Swish. 

Shrink the high self-esteem image and place it right in the middle of the horrible 

disturbing image you discovered in the beginning of this pattern. Shrink the negative 

image quickly into a tiny gray dot in front of you, and at the same time quickly, blow 

up the tiny dot into your full-size self-esteem image, so that it completely covers 

the negative image. 

Amplify the sub-modalities of this positive image. Repeat this Swish pattern, 

beginning with the negative image and the dot-size self-esteem image. Say SWISH 

as you do this. When you bring back the negative image, don't say Swish. When you 

Swish back the positive image, include the verbal, "It feels good to be me." coming 

from that image. 

Do it again, snapping your fingers at the same time. When you Swish in the 

positive image, let the good feelings wash over you and flow through you. 

Step #6. Swish ten times. 

Open your eyes and move around a bit. Close your eyes, imagine a blank screen, 

and we'll start the real change. Do the Swish ten times, as fast as you can. Do it with 

as much emotion, enthusiasm, and determination as you can muster. 

Remember: The negative image is a black blinking dot. When you Swish, say 

Swish and snap your finger. When the bright, colorful self-esteem image is full size, 
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have it blast out the, "I feel good to be me." sound and see your mysterious smile. 

Each time, before repeating the Swish, open your eyes, close your eyes, and see the 

blank black screen. As you do the ten repetitions, see how fast you can make the 

Swish happen. 

Step #7. Challenge yourself to handle extreme pleasure. 

Positive self-esteem can dramatically enhance every part of your life and make 

it much more pleasurable. This step attaches your compelling image of high self

esteem to all aspects of your life. Self-esteem affects every single detail in your life. 

Since memories are such triggers, we'll start by attaching this positive state and 

image to the past. Then we will do new situations, since they are your opportunities 

to trigger effective states. Finally, we'll do the future in order to make your goals 

and plans more attainable. Reach out with your hands and grab the strong image of 

high self-esteem, just like you would grab a big mirror. Grab it, lift it and notice 

something new: there are thousands of thousands of high self-esteem images 

behind it! These images are of you being successful in everything you do in life. 

In these images, you are strong, committed, powerful, happy, thrilled, excited, and 

pleasurable. 

As you lift the image, all the other images are lifted with it. Smile to yourself 

and throw it up high above you. Everything spreads out in the open air above your 

head. A split of a second later, they all fall down, spreading all around you. In 

front of you are thousands of future images covering the ground. To your sides are 

thousands of opportunities that you seize. Behind you are thousands more showing 

you valuable energies of the past. That leads to the sparkling points along your 

past timeline. Imagine them, each framed with a blinking, shiny frame, yelling for 

your attention. Get in touch with the growing internal state of confidence in facing 

challenges. This state is supported by the memories of your power. 

Send any remaining images of you that are negative back behind the positive 

images. Have the positive images so intense in their sub-modalities and added 

elements of blinking and brightness and yelling for attention, that they fully command 

your attention away from any negativity. These images continue to interrupt any 

negative or wandering thoughts with, "Look at me. I feel GOOD being me!" 
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Step #8. Future pace. 

Imagine yourself waking up tomorrow and finding that these images are still all 

around you, blinking and yelling for attention. See yourself with that mysterious 

smile. Imagine people enjoying this quality of yours, and how you affect them in 

positive ways. 

Step #9. Finish the pattern. 

Do whatever you'd like to complete the pattern, and open your eyes, cultivating 

a fresh, eager readiness for the rest of your day or evening. 

Step #10. Test. 

Bring up one of the negative images and see if it still has any power over you. If 

it does, you can repeat this exercise from time to time. If you have trouble getting 

the image, that's even better. Also, see if you notice any effects of improved self

esteem over the coming days or weeks. This may include opportunities coming 

your way, people reacting to you in better ways, and feeling more motivation and 

optimism. It can even mean being more comfortable or at peace with being realistic 

about negative situations or challenges, and more creative about finding solutions. 

* 
THE SMART EATING PATTERN 

"Now, good digestion wait on appetite, and health on both!" 

- William Shakespeare 

One of the key causes of excessive eating is poor awareness of when one is one 

is actually hungry as opposed to simply being tempted or using food as an antidote 

to stress. 
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Another problem is that, although it can be appropriate to eat a number of smaller 

meals rather than three large meals per day, those small meals have excessive 

carbohydrates. Students and knowledge workers use a great deal of blood sugar 

because the brain consumes it for thinking in surprising amounts. Thus, they must 

be careful to avoid snacking beyond their actual needs, and to avoid a blood sugar 

roller coaster that is caused by consuming refined sugars and starchy food. The 

current "diabesity" (diabetes and obesity) epidemic (also known as syndrome X) 

is directly related to over-consumption of refined carbohydrates through products 

such as soft drinks. 

Step #1. How do you know it is time to eat? 

Determine how you know that it is time to eat. Carefully look for the rep systems 

and sub-modalities involved. Include your internal feelings, such as tension, mental 

fog, and irritability. Be sure to include the feelings of your stomach. What does 

"empty" really feel like? 

Step #2. What would be best to eat? 

Ask your inner wisdom, What would feel best to have eaten? That is, What 

would make me feel good after I ate it, in the short-term? 

Consider various foods that are available to you right now, and imagine that 

you are finishing eating them. Notice your most subtle feelings. You can find a 

range of feelings such as healthy and balanced, bogged down and sleepy, and very 

satisfied, but in a gluttonous way. Keep trying different foods until you find at least 

one that makes you feel very balanced and healthy. Inspect the rep systems and 

sub-modalities that tell you it is an idea food. How do you "know" that you feel 

balanced and healthy? 

If none of these do this for you, then consider additional foods that are not 

available right now. 
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Step #3. Compare the before and after. 

Compare this "ideal food" feeling with the feeling you had before you ate it, that 

is, the feeling that tells you it's time to eat. 

• Which one feels better? 

If the "before" feeling seems better, perhaps you should tryout more imaginary 

foods to find something better. Or does it mean that you should simply wait longer 

before eating your ideal food? 

Step #4. Contrast with an unhealthy item. 

Try comparing the "after" feeling with a not-so-healthy item, such as a candy 

bar. Carefully inspect the difference between these feelings. 

Go forward in time a few hours to see how the unhealthy item "after" feeling is. 

Go forward a few days and feel that result. 

• How do these sensations compare to the feelings of step three? 

Step #5. Future pace. 

Once you have found food choices that make you feel balanced and healthy, see 

how many more food items you can think of that provide healthy, balanced feelings. 

Imagine making those food choices into the future. 

Amplify the healthy, balanced feelings and imagine them growing over time as 

you make these food choices. Imagine yourself as a very spry, active, bright elderly 

person with those healthy, balanced feelings surrounded by young people who are 

eager to gain wisdom from you. 

Step #6. Test. 

Over the coming days and weeks, notice how this pattern influences your food 

choices. Sense how those choices make you feel. See how you can enhance this 
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patter so that it works best for you as an individual, getting the best effect upon your 

food choices and resulting energy and mental clarity. 

Additional Advice 

Making it less comfortable to reach the type of food you want to avoid craving 

for is one very easy task. Simply stop buying it! Skip it when you get to the candies 

section in the supermarket. Another well-known nutrition trick for sweet craving 

is fruit juices and smoothies. I don't have enough space in this book to explain it 

thoroughly, so just give it a try and see how it works for you. Do not buy concentrated 

juices and always read the labels. Even when it says "100% juice," it might say 

"from concentrated" in small print. Another tip that helps me a lot in the morning

for an energetic wake up drink one glass of fresh orange juice, the squeezed type of 

course. It's a rush, I guarantee it. 

One last advice-do not give up or avoid the foods you really love. If Pizza is 

your favorite food, go for it once a week. If your mind knows that you aren't going 

to become a health freak (which can be a health risk, itself), it will become more and 

more patient through the week and will let you lose the weight, knowing that once a 

week you're giving in and enjoying your favorite indulgences. Of course, don't go 

overboard here! But don't make it a stressful change. 

* 
BOUNDARIES INSTALLATION 

"People are always blaming their circumstances for what they are. 

Never esteem anything as of advantage to you that will make you 

break your word or lose your self-respect" 

- Marcus Aurelius 

Personal boundaries are the borders that we maintain between what is acceptable 

and what it not in how we are treated. Boundaries that affirm us, but that are 

flexible enough to allow meaningful interaction with others are considered healthy 
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boundaries. Boundary crossings occur when someone does not respect our dignity, 

power, and well-being. A comment or joke that is sexist but not directly insulting 

can be considered a subtle boundary crossing. 

People who have weak boundaries may take on others' problems. It happens 

when a person thinks he or she is a good friend, while in reality they let themselves 

to get overwhelmed and absorbed with another person's emotions and problems. A 

good friend should be there to stay strong for you, stay sensitive yet unaffected, so 

that they can pull you up and support you. 

This does not happen if that "good" friend is taking a part in feeling the pain 

or assuming responsibility for alleviating it. People with weak boundaries become 

victims of themselves, and by becoming miserable for other people's problems, 

they actually push them away. When those others are dependent or destructive, the 

person with poor boundaries is called codependent. 

These people lose themselves in harmful patterns. Some of them are even 

consciously aware of that habitual self sabotage. They may not be able to act in 

their own interest until they get their partner to agree with them or stop having bad 

(manipulative) feelings about it. They tend to have perceptual position distortions in 

which they have other people's attitudes and thoughts mixed in with their own. They 

wonder why their relationship is not getting better when they are working so hard, 

without fully considering that they are the only one working on the relationship. 

People with overly rigid or extended boundaries may place unreasonable demands 

on others to comply with excessive expectations. This pattern helps people define 

and strengthen boundaries that are too weak or unclear. 

Step #1. Select a pattern reflecting weak boundaries. 

Think about the information on poor boundaries and codependency. Find a 

pattern in your life that bears some resemblance to at least one of the elements or 

something else that shows a weak boundaries. 
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Step #2. Create a boundary-affirming imaginary space. 

Imagine a physical space around your body that extends out about two feet. Fill 

that space with your boundary-affirming and boundary-enforcing qualities such as 

attitudes and personality characteristics. Consider qualities such as assertiveness, 

perceptiveness, commitment, honesty, ability to read others, and so forth. Be sure 

that these are not generic, they must be qualities that are unique to you. 

• What is the quality of assertiveness that comes from you? 

What is positive about it? 

Include only the positive aspects in your imaginary space. If any of those qualities 

seem week, don't allow that to be relevant in placing them in your imaginary space. 

Take the collective sense of these qualities and anchor it. 

Step #3. Imagine the force field. 

Imagine that your boundary space is surrounded by a force field that is getting 

so strong that nothing can penetrate unless you allow it. It defines you as being 

a unique entity, separate from others in the sense of being an individual capable 

of interacting and benefiting from interaction. Be sure to sense this from the first 

perceptual position (first person). Anchor this strong, "boundaried" sensation. 

Step #4. See yourself in second position from a highly supportive 
perspective. 

Move to second perceptual posItIOn. Imagine that you are seeing yourself 

through the eyes of a person who is very supportive of your boundaries and thinks 

the world of you, even if you need to invent that person for this pattern. Discover 

what it's like, as this understanding person, to express strong approval for you as a 

unique individual and for your boundaries. Take a little time to clearly express this 

in a way that is fully connected and full of feelings. Do whatever you need to do in 

order to make this a powerful, valid resource. 
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Step #5. Amplify your uniqueness in first position, and future 
pace this state. 

From first position, amplify and experience the validity and power of all that 

makes you a unique, "boundaried" individual. Future pace this state as a way of 

being in the world and a way of navigating life. 

Step #6. Elicit creative expressions of your uniqueness and 
boundaries by testing them with a boundary violating fantasy 
person. 

Imagine experiencing someone who is not respectful of your boundaries in some 

way. Allow your state of unique self and good boundaries to elicit creative responses 

from you. You can stop the fantasy to adjust your response, or loop it and try various 

responses each time through. 

Be sure not to be caught in the trap of trying to change the other person or 

convince them of anything. If they are manipulative, they will not respond to that 

in a constructive manner. 

Step #7. Future pace. 

Imagine moving into the future with your healthy boundaries and unique identity. 

Allow imaginary scenarios to come up as you enjoy projecting this state into the 

future. 

Step #8. Test. 

In the coming days and weeks, notice any ways that you express your uniqueness 

despite demands or manipulation from others that would turn you away from your 

unique self expression or meeting your needs in your own self-affirming way that 

connects you with supportive people and valuable resources . 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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Notice any ways that you defend and enhance your boundaries, including 

maintaining your own thoughts independently from others' thoughts and attitudes. 

* 
THE INNER HERO PATTERN 

"All great masters are chiefly distinguished by the power 

of adding a second, a third, and perhaps a fourth step in a 

continuous line. Many a man had taken the first step. With every 

additional step you enhance immensely the value of you first." 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Credits for the creation of this NLP pattern belong to Robert A. Yourell. 

Bring out the best in people who are not aligned with their higher values. This 

pattern is very important for working with people who act in ways that can get them 

into trouble, such as through violence or problems with authority or with social 

systems. 

One of Robert's most persistent gambits is to build rapport by recognizing the 

struggles of the other person in a way that highlights their highest values and their 

stamina and strength in pushing ahead, despite the obstacles, whatever they are. 

This helps to anchor a state of alignment with higher values, and prime the person 

for a state of effort in service of their higher values in a non-defensive manner. 

I call this, "finding the inner hero." Everyone wants to be a hero, and they feel 

you have connected to a deep place in them when you acknowledge (in a natural 

way) their heroism and struggle. You have to do it without "blowing smoke" or 

otherwise coming off as artificial. 

That means you really have to connect with the reality of these things, not invent 

them. This way, you are not too distracted by their inappropriate behavior, their 

personality quirks, or the ways they bait you before they start to trust you. This 

makes you into an "entrainment effect" bringing out more of the positive aspects 
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of your client. With this approach, you can make non-aligned (with higher values) 

behavior more alien and easier to let go of for many people. 

Failing to do this is the root of much of the conflict or alienation that can happen 

between coaches and their clients. It happens all the time social service providers 

and people who work with domestic violence and DUI programs. A similar problem 

occurs when teachers make children's learning disabilities worse by approaching 

them the wrong way. 

Step #1. Pick a person for the pattern. 

Try this with someone who tends to "act out." That is, they get themselves 

into trouble or conflicts because they have problems with authority, managing their 

impulses, or getting into struggles with other people. It must be a person that you are 

in a position to influence in some way. For example, a child of yours, an employee 

you supervise, or someone you are coaching. 

Step #2. Begin a discussion that is related to the issues at hand. 

Talk with them about an issue that you need to discuss, but do it in a roundabout 

way. Start by eliciting from them their efforts to manage the situation, or just to 

manage life in general so they can keep going. Focus on some struggle that they 

have. 

Step #3. Use reframing in the style of motivational interviewing. 

As they talk with you, notice what higher values are motivating them, even if 

they are acting on those higher values in foolish or destructive ways. When you 

comment or respond to them, highlight the ways that they have strength and stamina 

in carrying on and not giving up. Also highlight all ways that their struggle is 

aligned with their higher values. 

Especially go for the highest logical level, identity. You can highlight these 

things by briefly acknowledging them, making facial expressions and sounds that 
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show that you were struck by something they said, and any other method you like 

to use. 

Step #4. Reinterpret what they say to amplify their alignment 
and ability to pursue their goals with vigor. 

As you do step three, also "interpret" by saying things that emphasize or bring 

out these aspects. 

For example: 

"You have really chosen life, taking these steps to bring you out 

of feeling so low," and, "Even though the person you have this 

conflict with is distracted by the conflict, on some level, they have 

to realize that you are advocating for people having meaningful 

lives," and "as a person who can fight for what you believe in, it's 

obvious that you are being a champion for people's rights." 

Step #5. Prepare to lead. 

If you have much experience with NLP, you can see that so far we have been 

doing an advanced form of pacing with priming mixed in. This is, of course, a set 

up for leading, as in "pacing and leading." 

Think of the kinds of behaviors and outcomes that would be constructive for this 

situation. 

Bear in mind that your "client" may come up with something even better, at least 

in the sense that they would be more motivated to do it in their own style. 

Make sure that the outcomes and behaviors you are thinking of are fully aligned 

with the higher values that you found your client acting on in step three. 
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Step #6. Lead the person to constructive ways to act on their 
higher values. 

As you comment and interact, point out how their efforts are aligned with their 

values, and get them thinking about the outcomes that they ultimately want. 

They may come up with less constructive ideas for controlling people, getting 

revenge, or putting themselves in harms way just to make a statement about how 

bad the situation is (this is typical of people who are stuck in an adolescent level of 

development) . 

Respond to these by getting them brainstorming on ways to be even more fully 

aligned with their higher values. 

For example: 

"That might even get you in the papers for a day, at least on page 

seven, anyway. But what is the long-term thing that you'd like to 

see come out of this?" or, "I wonder how a person might approach 

someone that causes this kind of trouble so that they would lighten 

up a little and be more fair to people?" 

Step #7. Reinforce the best responses. 

Any time the person says something that is closer to a constructive or resourceful 

strategy or attitude, reinforce it with a very positive response. 

Don't be artificial about it. Notice how the following examples can reinforce, 

but also are designed to maintain rapport with a person who is resentful and has 

authority issues. As a result, the reinforcement is not 100% positive content. 

It is designed to reinforce a statement by the client that is a move in the right 

direction. 

Remember that a series of moves in the right direction, even small moves, can 

become a major shift. 
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For example: 

"That could really get things moving!" or, "Ha! They'd never 

expect that. They wouldn't know what to say," or "They would 

have to start realizing that you've been right about this, because 

the proof would be right in front of their faces!" 

You can customize the tone of your responses to match your client's attitude, 

whatever it may be. 

Step #8. Seal the deal. 

Get some agreements about what you and the person will do about the issue. If the 

person is only ready for a baby step, don't be judgmental; treat it with appreciation 

and respect. Then they will trust you on an emotional level, and make more steps 

with you as they test the water. Remember that you are introducing them to a very 

different "reality" than the one they are used to. Patterns like theirs take a lifetime 

to develop. 

Step #9. Test. 

Observe them and talk with them as things unfold, and see how well your "hero" 

style conversations are working. See if you can find new ways to gain rapport. 

Modify your style as they progress so that you are always helping them to push the 

envelope. 

* 
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HOLDING ATTENTION 

"The object of oratory alone is not truth, but persuasion." 

- Thomas Babington Macaulay 

Introduction 

Psychological time is key to attention, frustration, and cooperation in healing 

practice. You can create a more compelling and time-compressed experience by 

learning to emphasize (punch up) certain words as you speak. Practice this system 

while you monitor how intensely people hang on your words as you speak. You may 

need to desensitize yourself to the experience of people paying intense attention to 

what you say, and leaving room for you to say it. You may also find that they want 

to get in synch and contribute ideas along the same line. 

• Watch for a slight forward lean or head forward posture, less blinking, and a 

slightly wide-eyed quality in others as you do this system. 

• Tryout the following versions and listen to recordings of yourself. 

• Be sure to record yourself speaking normally first. 

These methods are especially helpful when you have a number of things to say, 

and need to capture attention and make sure that your ideas really register. 

The Bi-Lateral 

Try this experiment. As you speak, slightly alternate your foot pressure on key 

words that deserve emphasis. This will alter your state as you speak. Try saying this 

sentence, emphasizing the key words marked with an asterisk* and shifting to the 

specified left or right foot. 

"For the first* (left) key word put pressure* (right) on your left* (left) foot, 

and the second* (right) key word put* (left) it on your right* (right)." 
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This may be awkward at first, but it can become automatic with practice. Notice 

that you can have several words in a row that are not emphasized, but they will not 

be lost on people. In fact, people can concentrate and digest what you say more 

easily when you emphasize less key-words. 

You may not make a habit of this for presenting, but this practice can change how 

you experience presenting. In actual presentations, however, you should consider 

gestures, shifting your weight, and position changes that create bilaterality (side 

changing) during much of your presentation. 

The George Carlin 

Entrain your words into consistent beats as you speak. However, don't keep 

the beat at the same rate. Speed up and slow down the rate of the rhythm, but keep 

the words falling on the beat. You can practice this first by talking while music is 

playing, and making your words fall on the beat. Once you can do this, let some 

words fall two to the beat. (In the last sentence "to the" would be good for a word 

pair that double up on a beat. 

Once you have that, try some triplets, where three words cover a single beat. 

As you practice, you'll notice that it's actually easier and more effective to think in 

terms of syllables, rather than words. 

Try putting this to beats: 

The beats are numbered: "1. SYLlables 2. RAther than 3. BEATS." 

That's a DA-da-da DA-da-da DA. rhythm. 

ONE and a TWO and a THREE. 

This is kind of like, "Lions and tigers and BEARS, oh my!" 

Two triplets and a whole note. I call this the George Carlin because this was his 

signature style. His speech was laced with rhythms from the big band era, and this 

contributed to his hip, cool daddy vibe. 

Once you have this, then you'll find that as you speak, you can stay on the beat, 

but also speed and slow the rhythm. Listen to George Carlin's routines, and notice 

how he speeds and slows while keeping the beat. 
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Bear in mind that many musicians, including Eric Clapton, tap their foot on 

or just ahead of the beat. This helps them play intense, exciting rhythms that keep 

the audience engaged. Also, many people report that they have a much easier time 

learning any new information when there's a rhythm with alternating strong and 

weak beats. You can read more about the NLP Rhythmic Learning Strategy in The 

Big Book Of NLP Techniques (page 342). 

The Verb Finder 

Once you've practiced this, you will not want to use it all the time, but it 

will inform your word punctuation. (Remember that these are practices that build 

unconscious skill and discrimination that will enrich your verbal impact and control.) 

• As you SPEAK, only EMPHASIZE the verbs, except for the verb "to be." 

• You might be surprised to FIND that is doesn't SOUND as odd as you'd 

exPECT. 

Once you get used to this in practice, you will find it is easier to improvise, 

emphasizing whatever words your intuition tells you to improvise. 

The Punctuation Diet 

Practicing this can help you pull your emphasis away from words that should 

not be emphasized. 

• WHEN you EMPHasize the WRONG WORDS, YOU can sound PREACHY 

and HAVE a SING SONG QUALity to your SPEECH. 

Try it this way instead: 

• When you EMPHasize the wrong words, you can SOUND preachy and have 

a SING song quality to your SPEECH. 

This style will actually make it seem as though you are taking up less time as you 

speak. Less punctuators creates more contrast, and thus, more interest. The human 

mind can take in a good number of non-emphasized words, so you will not lose your 
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message by reducing the emphasized words. You actually collapse psychological 

time so that it's easier to listen to you and take in your message. 

You can use this for pretty much anything you say, whether it is to the media, to 

clients, negotiating, or in your personal life. Listen to experts that are very media 

savvy when they are interviewed. Practice this with things that you typically say. 

You can mentally rehears, record yourself, and refine the technique to fit your 

personality. 

* 
NUANCED GESTURING 

"The single biggest problem in communication 

is the illusion that it has taken place." 

- George Bernard Shaw 

This method is a kind of pacing and leading that is much more subtle than the 

classic description of pacing and leading. It provides some leading simultaneous 

with initial pacing by contextualizing your client's words with your subtle physical 

responses to their words and affect. As a training aid for practitioners, this system 

can help you become more conscious of your more subtle reactions to your clients so 

that you can manage your state and body language in subtle ways toward advancing 

your work as a healer. 

Your gestures will have the most significance if they are not too restrained or 

too wild. Many of your clients will be easily over-stimulated or be highly sensitive 

about trust and boundaries. You will find that many of your clients respond well to 

your physical gestures when you employ this system. You might want to watch a 

video of yourself to see whether you already do this unconsciously, or whether you 

do it as well as you think you do already. 

People gather a tremendous amount of information from people through "non

digital" aspects of communication such as tone of voice and body language. By 

''flattening'' the "volume" of your various non-digital communications, the more 

subtle elements become more obvious. 
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Also, by focusing on enhancing your state, you will have more unconscious 

alignment with your conscious gestures; thus, your communication will 

be richer and more nuanced. 

The Approach 

To get used to this approach, practice this system in everyday conversations that 

are not high stakes. Pay attention to your body language. 

• Do not attempt to pace your conversation partner. 

Instead, allow whatever body language you'd care to reveal to be expressed. 

However, keep your body language somewhat restrained, like water simmering 

instead of boiling. In order to do this, keep your hand gestures within the frame of 

your body. Do not allow them to move outside of your silhouette. Your gestures, 

whether you are reacting or expressing yourself, should be mostly very small or 

subtle. If you are prone to generous gestures or talking with your hands, this may 

take some practice. 

Once you get used to this, you will be able to be more selective about when and 

how you make bigger gestures. This will make them stand out more and have more 

meaning, because you can produce more contrast in your movement. Also, you will 

not seem eccentric, if your intensity and quantity of gestures tends to be too high. If 

you tend to sit very still, you will need to bring your reactions and self-expression 

out so that you actually have gestures that convey them. 

Once you feel comfortable with this, add consciousness of your facial expressions 

and bodily positioning. Make subtle shifts in your facial expression, such as a slight 

and gentle lifting of the eyebrows or widening of the eyes, or a slight shifting closer 

or farther from your conversation partner that expresses the amount of excitement 

or intimacy of the conversation. 

When you are comfortable with this, add more consciousness of your non-word 

vocal expression. This includes laughs, sighs, and exclamations of surprise. Practice 

using your voice instead of air sounds through your throat or nose such as huffing 

or snorting. Notice that when you laugh, it is possible to project it as a very pure 

vocal release, a little like singing. Notice what it's like to use restraint here, with 

just brief but clear laughter. 
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Phase two of this practice is to choose responses that consciously contextualize 

what your conversation partner is communicating. For example, get in touch with 

your most positive reaction to what they are saying and subtly adjust your body 

language and facial expressions to convey these positive reactions. It is as if you 

are somehow providing background music to their self-expression, but it is with 

your body instead of sound. If it is a very personal communication, you might foster 

in yourself a very empathic and understanding state, and saturate your subtle body 

language with that. 

Once you are comfortable with this, phase three of your practice is to bring 

forward the state in yourself that, as background music or context, will influence 

your conversation partner's state in a direction that can be productive. For example, 

if your friend does not feel understood in a situation and is taking it too seriously, 

you might exude understanding while at the same time, a feeling of being larger 

than the situation. If your friend is very sad, you might bring forward a combination 

of empathy and being resolved and at peace, as though you have experienced such 

losses and have found inner peace, but at the same time feel deeply what the other 

person's pain means. 

Phase four is to bring this system into your work with your clients. To do this, 

you must have a good sense of what kind of leading will be most productive. Rather 

than trying to force things in a productive direction, think more short term, as in 

facilitating a state in your client that will foster a feeling that will pave the way 

toward progress. For example, if you have a client who is obsessed with having been 

betrayed by a lover, you can make space for them to vent; BUT, at the same time, 

promote a state in them which is about how commonplace such betrayals are, and 

how complicated people are, and how your client has the capacity to betray as well. 

This sensibility is useful because people with this expansive view of humanity 

and themselves make for a less dramatic and self obsessed experience of such a 

betrayal. 

But what kind of state on your part might promote such 
expansion on their part? 

You will find the answer to this in the Symbolic Somatic Priming System, which 

is an extension of the system you are reading now. 
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And what might your motives be for paving the way to this more 
expansive state? 

You might prevent revenge that would harm someone, including your client. You 

can help them make objective decisions sooner than they might have if you were 

merely commiserating or expecting them to "get over it and get to work." You will 

also be promoting a healing state shift that can be part of reprocessing. State shifts 

can produce profound shifts in thinking. 

People tend to focus on how changing thoughts can change your state. This is 

known as "top down" thinking. But a "bottom up" approach that emphasizes the 

power of more primal resources in influencing how we think is often even more 

powerful. By primal resources, we mean the "older" (from an evolutionary point of 

view) aspects of the nervous system that are mostly unconscious. 

* 
SYMBOLIC SOMATIC PRIMING 

"Effective communication is 20% what you know 

and 80% how you feel about what you know." 

- Jim Rohn 

Although there are many ways to conveyor encourage feelings with gestures, 

this system highlights a style that conforms to some things that people commonly 

experience because of the biopsychological sources, encoding, and interpretation of 

emotion. 

There is some cultural conditioning in emotion, even to the point that there are 

psychosomatic conditions that often appear in some cultures that are not evident in 

others, but this approach can easily be modified for the individual client or general 

culture. 
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The Approach 

As you talk with your client, consider what emotions are affecting them, but 

that are not very conscious. Of those, determine which ones you feel are especially 

good to give permission to be expressed. For example, a client may be trying to 

stay strong despite a grievous loss, while you know that they may fair better if they 

are able to share and express their feelings. Say a thing or two that shows your 

appreciation of their situation. As you do this, include body language and a gesture 

that expresses the kind of feeling that you are giving permission to. 

Let's say that you are at a point where you want to show your awareness and 

understanding, and move the discussion toward finding out about how much support 

she has or how she has been doing. You might start by mentioning the shock of what 

happened. At that time, you might show a slight scrunching of the face while pulling 

your head back a bit, as if you were suddenly exposed to excessive light or heat. 

This conveys the shocking and difficult nature of initially realizing the loss. Again, 

this is a slight or subtle gesture. 

As you say a word that expresses their connection with the loss (such as what 

they saw), you might relax your face with moderately open eyes and a slight nod as 

if to convey that you are unflinchingly prepared to discuss the loss without making 

the client feel responsible for your feelings or having to be indirect for your sake. 

You are also working to prime the client for a state of freedom in addressing the 

loss in whatever way is needed. It's good to follow a move like that with an easy 

release of breath, triggering a release of tension in yourself in the hopes that this 

will activate some initial relaxation in your client's chest. This can lead to contact 

with emotions of grief, and with warm feelings for the person they are sharing their 

conversation with. Then, you might connect this with the significance of the loss. 

(This way, you are moving from shock to the significance and challenge. 

As a result, you will be in a better position to move to more assessment and 

perhaps a more general healing discussion about the person who was lost, since a 

more interventive NLP approach may not be appropriate at the most acute period of 

a traumatic or grief experience.) At that point, you might show a gently protective 

gesture, as if you were cupping your hands around your heart for a moment, while 

bending slightly at the solar plexus to convey a sense of caring as a grown up. 
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A slight sideways tilt of the head makes an even more non-threatening and 

understanding quality. You might say: 

"Ooh, (face scrunch and pull back, inhale so you can do the release in a moment) 

you actually saw (opening back up and slight nod, relaxed chest exhale) the fatal 

crash. It's (heart directed gesture, slight forward fold at solar plexus, head a little 

to the side) hard enough to lose someone, not to mention ... Well, can you tell me a 

little about who is with you to be supportive during all this? I know your daughter 

brought you in today." 

* 
SOMATIC AWARENESS 

ENHANCEMENT 

This is very similar to the previous Symbolic Somatic Priming System. However, 

this system serves to help the person feel a sense of flow through their body, to "fill 

in" areas that may feel less aware and alive, or to just connect with a particular area 

for some other awareness purpose. This can be good for aiding the state change that 

is a good part of reprocessing. When they are able to tolerate it, clients who are out 

of touch 

The Approach 

For example, a person who has experienced a difficult childhood may not be 

very aware of their heart area. When you are at a point in your relationship where 

the client can begin feeling that area, you might talk about what it means to "reclaim 

feelings" or to "be more fully alive in your own body." 

At the same time, you can gently sweep your hands upward from the abdomen 

up through the heart area over the sternum. Since clients with difficult childhoods 

are often frightened by the feeling of emptiness where their heart should be, you can 

help them reclaim their awareness with such a gesture. Of course, this is just part of 

a larger collection of interventions. 
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In another example, when you're talking to a person who is prone to controlling 

others in order to protect his flagging self esteem, it can be helpful to connect 

him to the somatic experience that comprises the knee jerk response to feelings 

of insecurity. This feeling has become a reflex of anger and feeling justified in 

punishing the person who "made" them angry. This can be a formula for domestic 

violence. You might talk about how amazing it is that the body can go into a totally 

different state the moment someone says something that hits a nerve. 

As you do that, you might tense your chest and bring your fists up toward your 

chest while pulling your shoulders up into a tense position. Again, this can be a 

moderate or subtle gesture. There is no reason for it to be extreme, because you 

are directing awareness, and this is easy to do with mild gestures that do not call 

to much attention to themselves and distract the client from the process you are 

conducting. With the client more aware of how their body reacts, it will be easier to 

move into working on creating alternate responses. Again, with a serious issue, this 

is just one aspect of your communication and methods. 

* 
ESSENCE LEADING 

In earlier experiences, you connected your client with their values and vision. 

You may have even shared some of your Word Punctuation Systems to help them 

speak in a more compelling manner. In the Passion in Values, you will help your 

client speak from their values and passion with the kind of economy of words that 

creates more impact. This is especially helpful with clients who have a lot to say 

about their problem, especially when they don't seem to have boiled things down 

very well in their own minds. 

It's best for situations having to do with interpersonal controversy or efforts to 

formulate personal plans such as for career. The name of this method comes from 

its focus on leading with the essence, or core values and desires, of your message 

to yourself or others. 
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The Process 

As your client describes the details of their problem, reflect back what they are 

saying, but only the most essential parts. Be sure to include your best sense of what 

the client wants as an outcome for the situation. See if the client feels that you are 

on target. 

As you discuss these "most essential parts," feed back to your client a very 

brief statement that sums up the most essential of the essential parts. As much as 

possible, bring to the foreground that which you feel will be useful in your work. 

Incorporate the client's highest values and desires for the situation. See if you can 

create with your client a slogan that captures the essence of what you are bringing 

into focus. 

For example, a client had a husband with a narcissistic streak. She was coming 

to see that she was not helpless in the situation, and that the right leadership could 

improve his behavior and his understanding of her. Her counselor had some concern 

about whether this relationship would be tolerable in the long run, but he did not 

want to interfere with the client's freedom of choice, and there was no actual threat 

of harm to the client. So, in keeping with the ethical obligation of relationship 

therapists to honor their clients' choices for relationships (for example, see the 

ethical guidelines of the American Association of Marriage and Family Therapists), 

he satisfied himself with carefully assessing the client's motivation and awareness 

regarding the relationship. Since the assessment had taken place, and a good working 

relationship was beginning to form, the counselor used this system to come up with 

the following feedback: 

"So I'm getting that you really want Jeff to show you he hears 

what you say, and will not play mind games like using legalistic 

arguments to talk you out of your honest feelings. And you want 

him to stop interfering with your choices, like your relationship 

with your best friend, Alicia." 

This statement summarized about twenty-five minutes of explanation, not to 

mention the previous interaction. The client felt that this really captured how she 

felt. After a bit more chatting, the therapist offered up a tighter summary: 
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"Don't mess with me." 

This got quite a reaction. The client flushed and became teary. She said: 

"Oh my god, that's it. He really IS messing with me. I get in 

such a tangle trying to follow what he's saying, but I know he's 

just being manipulative at times like thatf He really has been 

MESSING with me." 

The counselor was quick to help his client direct her anger into positive work. 

They spent the rest of the session coming up with ways to respond to her husband's 

manipulative ploys. He helped her stay in touch with her value of bringing out the 

best in everyone. This kept the session from veering into petty bitterness or pay 

back. The summary and slogan helped them stay in touch with her core desires. For 

example, he taught her that attention reinforces behavior, so she should pay the most 

attention to his most gracious or non-narcissistic behavior. He helped her find some 

ways to minimize the attention she paid to his more manipUlative behavior, and 

helped her find some terse responses that she could choose from when withdrawing 

her attention. 

They came up with phrases like, "You're just saying that," and "talk to me when 

you want to be more understanding." She also decided to confront her husband 

when is was failing to see her point of view with a phrase such as, "You didn't 

actually take in what I'm saying, have you?" and letting the question hang there 

without saying anything else. 

This strategy alone cause her husband to realize that he was not actually listening, 

because his own agenda was so strong in his mind that it blocked out what other's 

would say to him. It also helped her convince him to come in for some couples 

therapy, something he had vowed would never happen. 

* 
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SOMATIC LEADING 

Leaders are good at choosing their words, but their message has more than a 

literary quality, compelling ideas, or brevity. Their speech is laced with the passion 

they feel for their mission. Their words embody their values by expression the 

feelings those values inspire in them. But leaders are not only those who command 

a big presence in world affairs or in organizations. 

Everyone has many opportunities for leadership in their everyday life. And 

leadership is not dominion over others; it is interactive and depends on trust. 

Both members of a couple can lead according to their special contributions to the 

relationship, at least they can when their partner recognizes their gifts. Where one 

partner has common sense, the other may excel in creativity. Where one can be 

very assertive where bold moves are needed, the other may contribute most in very 

delicate matters that require subtle moves. 

The Process 

As you help your client connect with their values by using the methods of this 

book, also help them see how those values are expressed in their bodies. 

For example, you can ask the simple question, "How do you know?" followed 

by: 

"[ mean, how do you know you FEEL that way. Where does it live 

in your body, how do you know it's there; your values about this, 

your true values?" 

A client responded to this question with: 

666 

"Okay, I'm thinking of my boss actually going along with this 

idea, and how it will get us a lot of press and interest from 

major buyers. [ can see us opening up new lines and taking this 

international. [feel almost like a beam of light coming out of my 

heart that kind of sweeps everything upwards into a new level." 
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This client had a kinesthetic and visual representation of their excitement. The 

counselor had the client stay in contact with this feeling and image while pretending 

to tell her boss about her idea. She practiced giving a voice to her feelings. At first, 

she choked up, because she wasn't used to allowing her feelings to come out like 

this. She realized that she had learned to use a lot of restrained when communicating 

in order to play it safe. This has its advantages in the corporate world, but she 

realized that this was not a good idea when she had an opportunity to inspire. 

The counselor had her practice this whenever she was driving in her car, and to 

record it and fine-tune her presentation so until she could switch her inspiration and 

voice on at will. They also supported this goal with some NLP state management 

and visualization work. 

* 
THE VISION COMMUNICATION 

PROTOCOL 

About the Protocol 

All too often, the stereotype of the male becoming overwhelmed and withdrawn 

or angry when his mate confronts him with more emotional issues than he is prepared 

to cope with at one time plays out in relationships. Of course, males don't have a 

complete monopoly on this trait. But, more commonly, women find it difficult to 

cope with the male "Mr. Fixit" approach to problems, which women say squeezes 

out their need for process and deeper understanding. 

This protocol directly resolves this problem on several levels. It sets up a frame 

fr a new approach, it provides mental and temporal space for the protocol to do its 

magic, and it grounds the participants in a manner that greatly reduces the anxiety 

that is the cause of so much communication dysfunction. 
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The Protocol 

Frame the situation by explaining to the woman that the male has a very small 

emotion bladder in their brain. Women find this amusing because they or one of their 

friends may have complained of having a small urinary bladder. If you're talking to 

a man, explain that females are not usually as good at mechanical reasoning as men, 

and can have trouble designing their emotional issues into a workable arrangement. 

Men find this amusing, because they have seen their mate or other women have 

trouble with mechanical reasoning of some kind; perhaps something concerning the 

physics of operating a motor vehicle. 

We hope you'll forgive the appeal to stereotypes, but we are concerned with what 

works and what maintains rapport and momentum in the therapeutic relationship 

more than being completely politically correct at all times. This framing works just 

as well when working with homosexual partners, since both genders are typically 

able to take their own peccadilloes lightly. For your ill-humored clients, you may 

want to use a very neutral way to introduce this protocol. 

Explain that the protocol allows people to bring up very serious issues in a 

positive way that does not tend to alienate or overwhelm people, and avoids coming 

off as a Mr. Fixit mentality. Describe the protocol as follows: 

The client is to select the most important emotional issue, rather than overwhelm 

or confuse their partner by daisy-chaining the issues. Daisy-chaining happens when 

a person thinks of a disturbing issue, develops a state that causes them to think of one 

related issue after the other, verbalize them as they come to mind, and overwhelm, 

confuse, or antagonize their partner as a result. With this single most important 

issue in mind, have the person think of what the relationship would be like if the 

issue was resolved in a meaningful, generative way. Then, have the person describe 

the values that make this outcome meaningful to them. Work with your client to 

think up the kinds of steps that would move their relationship toward that vision. 

These steps must be realistic, practical, and as attractive as possible. 

They should be worded in the most inspirational way possible. They should then 

be reworked so that they appeal to the mind set and speech style of the partner. 

This step can feel pleasantly subversive to your client, who is used to feeling 

some futility and frustration because they have confused being genuine with 
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limiting their speech to their own frame of reference. Breaking out of this self

imposed habitual limitation can seem somehow like cheating. It's important to keep 

the process fun so the person does not lose momentum by thinking that they really 

are cheating in some way. 

Now work with your client to come up with a single step that would move 

the relationship into this plan. It should be something that can be done almost 

immediately. Note that by doing this step last in formulating the plan, your client is 

more likely to come up with a meaningful item than if they start out with an effort 

to come up with the step. This is because they have stepped back to look at the big 

picture, thinking of their long-term desires and their overarching values, even if 

only briefly. 

Now have them practice communicating this in the following sequence: 

1) The set up: 

"I know you know how important you are to me, and the kind of vision we share 

for our relationship. I mean, I see us (vision goes here)." 

2) "This means so much to me, because I value (one or two values go here)." 

3) "And I know we can create this by doing things like (one to three steps go 

here)." 

4) "I'd just love it if you could join with me in moving us closer to that by (very 

easy initial step goes here; your client is asking for a simple behavior that would 

mean a lot to him or her in the relationship, and it must be something the partner is 

definitely able to do)." 

Here is a real life example from a client (the real names were changed, of 

course): 

"Bill, I know you love me. There are so many ways that you 

show me that. Even the little things you do like the way you make 

breakfast on Saturdays. And I know you want to see us having our 

talks be easier and get to positive places without a lot of hassle." 

Note that the client, Ellen, is reframing very hard in the direction of her mate's 

perspective here. Otherwise, she might be saying she really wants their discussions 
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to be more productive and for him to show that he really understands and cares 

about what she is bringing up, etc. 

"/ think if we worked out at the gym together a couple times a 

week this would be great for us, because we don't want to let our 

work and money issues to get to us. You know how much sharper 

we are and how much more stamina we have when we get on our 

game that way." 

If she were not framing this in his terms, she might be saying that they need to 

spend more time together and work through issues more; the sex would be better if 

he were in better shape and she's embarrassed about getting flabby, and she knows 

he doesn't really like her body these days; in the car, they could talk back and forth 

from the gym and get closer; she really has a hard time just going to the gym on her 

own and needs support to exercise regularly; she's been feeling kind of depressed 

and needs him to be more positive and uplifting so she can feel better about doing 

more things, etc. 

"You could really help me if you could schedule your appointments 

so we can rely on Wednesday nights and Saturdays later in the 

morning. / know you want to keep Saturday afternoons and some 

evenings open for work. How does that sound?" 

(Face relaxed with a little smile, head tilted a little to the side.) 

Please note that this is in no way intended to suppress discussion of serious 

issues such as depression, weight loss, mutual support, the emotional tone of a 

relationship, sex quality, body image, working through issues productively, and 

discussing issues adequately - all things that were brought up in the parenthetical 

remarks about the client reframing what she might have said. 

The point is that, at this point in the relationship, her approach and his response 

have been disastrous, while this protocol has saved many couples by giving them a 

structure to work on issues productively and without becoming too triggered. 

If you think of a relationship as something that requires conditioning over 

time, like an athlete's body or a scientist's mind, then working through issues with 
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quality in a step-wise fashion that is tied to big picture values and vision can be a 

positive one. A counter-argument might be that relationships must be approached 

holistically, so pulling out a single desire fails to address ecology. But remember, 

the single desire was derived after looking holistically at the relationship, and was 

the highest priority out of a number of things that would be supportive from a 

holistic perspective. Success with one item can galvanize the couple to continue 

this process over time, with additional successes adding up to the vision they are 

pursuing together. 

On the other hand, when this gambit fails, it will be much clear where the 

problem lies, or what dynamic is taking place, because of the way the issues have 

been isolated and framed. For example, if the partner has too much dissociation and 

regression to tolerate even a single request that is framed so positively, that partner 

requires mental health care that addresses this problem. The same would apply to a 

partner who is too compromised by drugs or alcohol to follow through adequately, 

even though the discussion went well at the time. 

* 
CYBER-PORN ADDICTION 

REMOVAL 

"Don't wait until everything is just right. It will never be perfect. 

There will always be challenges, obstacles and less than perfect 

conditions. So what?! Get started now. With each step you take, 

you will grow stronger and stronger, more and more skilled, more 

and more self-confident and more and more successful." 

- Mark Victor Hansen, author of The One Minute Millionaire 

This is another version of the Swish pattern, formulated to eliminate cyber-porn 

addiction, a widespread problem that has a tremendous impact on productivity and 

peace of mind. It is not intended as a judgement about pornography, but rather as 

help for those who are experiencing a loss of control. This pattern is not offered 
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as a substitute for professional help. If this may be necessary, we encourage you to 

seek it. 

Step #1. Create the unwanted associated compulsion image. 

Think of the last time you masturbated to online porn. Step into the experience, 

experiencing it from the first perceptual position. That means seeing what you saw 

back then. Hear what you heard, and feel what you felt. 

Imagine it as if it is happening right now. If this step is unpleasant, please 

understand that this is the only unpleasant step in the pattern. Notice where exactly 

in your body the compulsive feeling begins Intensify this sensation so that it tells 

you exactly where it is located in your body. Notice what images you see while 

you're feeling this. One image might be more repeatable than the rest. 

What sounds are associated with this image? 

Make sure that the pornographic media are included in this image. Make a mental 

note of this image and the associated sounds and feelings. 

Step #2. Break the state. 

STEP out of feeling compelled to masturbate with online porn. To break state, 

stand up, move around, open your eyes, blink faster, move your facial muscles, 

wave with your right hand, stretch your left, lift your right knee upward, say your 

birthday date out loud, think of green, think how a UPS truck looks, and think about 

what you ate for breakfast today. 

Step #3. Create a healthier self-image 

Now you're going to create a strong, resourceful, and positive self-image. This 

resourceful image will restore your self control. Imagine how you would look if 

you had a better hobby, that is, a positive compUlsion. The best way to destroy a 

negative compulsion is to replace it with a positive one so that you feel complete. 
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You can choose any positive habit on your mind, preferably something you love 

doing but have neglected because of the online porn compulsion. 

How would you talk? 

• What would your voice sound? 

How would you dress, walk, run, and drive? 

How would youfeel in new situations, when you own that positive compulsion? 

That image is the near future image of you; the person who has solved that 

big issue of changing a negative compulsion to a positive one. He or she doesn't 

care about who or what caused the porn compulsion. He or she can't tell why their 

past porn compulsion is gone, as they now have a favorite positive compulsion. 

We call this image the "near future you" to imply that you are already beginning to 

experience this new sense of self. Build that image right in front of yourself. Make 

it a life-sized, bright, colorful image of you as a person with so many resources and 

abilities and self-esteem, that you can face the hardest challenges and conquer them 

all. Experience yourself as a person who has plenty of choices in life, and who has 

an amazing ability to create more choices. 

See yourself as a person who owns a positive compulsion; the one you selected 

during this pattern. Look at that image, letting yourself feel its attractive power. 

Connect with how intensely you really need to be that way. This is important. If you 

cannot feel it at the moment, go back and make the image stronger. Make it larger, 

brighter, and more powerful. If you were to see that image of yourself in the same 

way that you view people that you admire, how would you appear? 

Imagine all the porn addicted people in the world looking at you with true 

admiration because of your self-respect, self-control, and resulting success. Imagine 

your positive interests leading you to increased health, better sexual relationships, 

and greater self-respect. Put a mysterious smile on that image of yourself. Imagine 

you can hear yourself think, "] feel good being me." 

Imagine the tone of your voice. Experience the attractiveness of this person you 

have become. Experience the attractiveness of this way of feeling. Imagine those 

words, "lfeel good being me." happening all around you, bathing you in these good 

feelings as though you could soak them up. 
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Step #4. Secure the new self-image. 

Make a mental frame around that image of you with your new positive compulsion. 

Shrink it down to a tiny little picture in the open space in front of you. Don't let it 

stand there quietly! Make it sparkle and flash at you. Take that sparkling little dot in 

the distant space in front of you and jump it quickly back to its previous size. Big, 

life-sized, and colorful. 

Enjoy experiencing the image (including your mysterious smile), and the words, 

"/ feel good to be me." surrounding you. Open your eyes for a moment, then close 

them, thinking of a black screen. Now see that dissociated positive image again. 

Shrink it again so it become a tiny black dot blinking in the distance in front of you. 

Now bring it back quickly to its normal size. Continue shrinking and expanding it, 

really putting your heart into it. 

Step #5. Begin the change. 

Shrink back the dissociated positive compulsion image and place it right in the 

middle of the disturbing image that you discovered in the beginning of this process. 

Step #6. Swish the images. 

Shrink the negative image quickly into a tiny gray dot in front of you, and at 

the same time, quickly blow up the tiny dot into the full life-size image of your 

dissociated positive compulsion image, until it completely covers the negative image 

of the compulsion. Make it larger and brighter, with the stereoscopic "/ feel good 

about me." and your mysterious smile as before. Practice doing the two movements 

simultaneously. Put the negative image in front of you, with the black, blinking dot 

(the dissociated positive compulsion image) in the middle. Now quickly SWISH 

them: shrink the first one quickly, and as you do this, enlarge the tiny dot into 

the full-size confident new positive compulsion image, along with its sounds and 

feelings. It helps you do this with speed and gusto when you say "SWISH!" and 

snap your fingers when you do it. 

IMPORTANT: Do not Swish the images back! 
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Open your eyes right after you've done the Swish, and experience the positive 

image in full color and loudness, including the sound of, "I feel good to be me." 

Open your eyes, blink for a second, and close them again. See the negative image 

with the blinking dot on it. Say Swish while you snap your fingers. Swish the images 

again, bringing the positive image to life. Let the good feelings of the positive 

image move all over your body. We're half way through. 

Step #7. Do the change! 

Open your eyes, move around a bit. Close your eyes. Imagine a blank screen. Do 

the Swish ten times, as fast as you can. Do this powerfully, with as much emotion, 

enthusiasm, and determination that you can muster. Use your desire to put an end to 

the negative image in your life as you source of intensity. Realizing how much this 

compulsion has taken from you can generate intensity. Remember: Negative Image -

Black Blinking Dot - SWISH and Finger snap - Big colorful positive image, stereo, 

"I feel good to be me," mysterious smile. Open eyes, close eyes - blank black screen 

- back to the beginning. Good! 

Step #8. Generate pleasure. 

Now, we will attach that new, pleasurable, compelling, dissociated, positive 

compulsion image to everything in your life. Reach out with your hands and grab 

the strong, dissociated, positive compulsion image like you would grab a big mirror. 

Grab it, lift it, and notice something new: there are thousands of thousands of high 

self-esteem, dissociated, positive compulsion images behind it! They were hiding 

there all that time to surprise you! Experience images that show you successful in 

everything you do in life as a strong, committed, powerful, happy, thrilled, popular, 

excited, person filled with pleasure. As you lift the image, all the other images are 

lifted with it. 

Smile to yourself, get some momentum, and throw it up high above you. 

Everything spreads out in the open air above your head. A split-second later they 

all fall down, spreading all around you. In front of you, representing your future, 

there are thousands of them covering the ground. Just around you there are a couple 

thousand more. Around you, as you look back on your past time line hiding behind 
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your back, are thousands more. Imagine each one framed with a blinking shiny 

frame, yelling for attention! Know that it will be amazing, facing challenges in your 

future where all that your mind can remember is how powerful and how strong your 

are. It's almost more pleasure than you can contain. The images behind you rule 

the earth, covering and hiding the small weak negative images. The images control 

the past now. They blink for attention everywhere you look. Because, as you try to 

find a negative memory, all the blinking positive images interrupt the search, they 

yell for you, "Look at me! I feel GOROOOD being me!" Play around, pick one up, 

see the mysterious smile, hear the stereo effect voice around you, see the image as 

it grows and gets brighter. Now imagine yourself waking up in the morning, eating 

breakfast, and seeing your positive images all over the place, blinking and yelling 

for your attention. 

You can open your eyes now, and look around. 

Step #9: Test or Toast 

Take a moment (not too long) and think about your computer. If you can, sit in 

front of your computer. 

Do you feel compelled to masturbate or to do something else? 

In the coming days and weeks, see if you experience your computer life 

differently. If you can't remember the negative image clearly, or you did but didn't 

feel off balance, then these are signs of success. If you still feel compelled to cyber

porn consider consulting a specialist. 

* 
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WINNING OVER THE 

INTERNAL WAR ZONE 

"The inner speech, your thoughts, can cause you to be rich 

or poor, loved or unloved, happy or unhappy, attractive or 

unattractive, powerful or weak." 

- Ralph Charell 

Resolve a problem that nearly everyone suffers from; inner wars. These are 

wars of internal self-talk that turn your mind into a battle field. Often, this self-talk 

explodes into vivid imaginings of worst-case scenarios. This kind of visualization 

all to often churns out self-fulfilling prophecies. A common Internal War Zone 

consists of your imaginary arguments or fights with others. Such imaginings have 

a seductive power that engages your inner resources while forming a habitual inner 

pattern that takes over all too easily. Worse, this pattern can harm your relationships 

and success by souring your attitude. 

Step #1. Let it come to you. 

You need to catch yourself in action. This method can only assist you if you can 

catch yourself right when this internal dialogue begins. You suddenly find yourself 

arguing with another person within your own mind, most likely while doing some 

everyday activity like driving or doing the laundry. 

• Define it. Who's that person? 

• What has initiated that internal argument and conflict? 

Give them a face, a name, a place, a situation and define your own outcome. 

Step #2. Dissociate. 

At this point, it is very important for you to dissociate yourself from the charged 

emotions. You need to "get outside" of that conflict in order to control it. If you 
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stay associated, that is, within your own emotions, then you cannot really direct the 

whole situation. Now, as you dissociate yourself, taking a third person position, see 

yourself and hear yourself as if you're standing a few feet away from that battle 

zone. You're still in that Internal War Zone, but you're now in a mediator position, 

in between. 

Step #3. Soften. 

Make that image softer. Make the voices sound softer. Do whatever works for 

you, whether it means going a bit slower, using softer words, a softer tone of voice, 

or any other modification that softens the effect. You might try making the image 

more pleasant and colorful, emphasizing browns and greens. You can even put soft 

music in the background. You're in charge. 

Step #4. Go Beyond Yourself 

Move to a position just behind the other party, so that you can see the back of 

his or her head and see yourself more or less from his or her point of view. Hear the 

arguments you're saying from this vantage point. 

• Do your words really reflect reality, or do you find yourself exaggerating? 

How would that other person feel if you actually said these words? 

• Would it help you get what you really want? 

Step #5. Make The Picture Go Away 

Internal War Zones are almost never useful, regardless of the outcome. Except 

for times that you are truly practicing a valuable skill or doing an effective 

desensitization process, you can dispense with this wasteful mental pattern. There's 

no point in practicing feeling bad. Make the picture go away. You did what you had 

to do. You understood your position, you saw the situation through an objective 

point of view and you know how the other person sees you as you put up your verbal 

fists and fight. It's over. Let it go. 
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You can let go simply by dimming the picture, returning to the associated image 

of yourself, and dimming again the picture until you can't really recognize what 

the argument is about or who is there. If you can't see it, it isn't real; that's the key 

point here. 

Step #6. Gratitude 

The feeling of gratitude is the antidote to making yourself feel bad. Think of at 

least ten things that you can feel gratitude for. Count through them in order to keep 

track. The first might be your eyes and sight, the second, your sharp mind, the third 

having friends, the fourth, your skill to appreciate others as well as yourself. 

• What else will you think of? 

If ten comes easily, keep going! 

One person told me he got to a 100 and he got stuck there. 

• How much of a good feeling could it be starting within an Internal War Zone 

and getting stuck eventually in the Gratitude and Self Appreciation Zone? 

* 
CHANGING BELIEFS: THE 

LOGIC' ApPROACH 

"Reality leaves a lot to the imagination." 

- John Lennon 

If you're a good listener, you might notice you have friends who dump their 

sorrows on you at every possible opportunity. It's not because they're looking for 

pity or to abuse your friendship, it's because they know you listen. Talking gives 

them some temporary relief from the emotional pain they cause themselves. 
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They are also very logical. They can firmly convince you how stuck they are. 

They can prove that their range of choices is limited. They refuse to listen to anything 

that contradicts their twisted logic, and the worst part is-they are pessimistic about 

the near future. 

To sound more credible, they express themselves as if their values and integrity 

are on the line, and their suffering is a result of them trying to stay moral and honest 

and generous. They tend to believe that the world is doing THIS or THAT to them, 

and they cannot see their responsibility in the stream of events. 

From day to day, the more you listen to them, the more you get the feeling that 

they're not really trying to change their situation. At first, you may think they'll 

soon emerge with a fresh perspective. But they do not; they stay stuck. They may 

develop some unknown and unexplained physical weakness and sickness. Their 

doctors will say they're still doing tests, but have no clue what the reasons for 

the sickness is. The person will hide one thing the doctor told them-that there is 

nothing wrong with their body. 

They seek attention. They seek the caring look. They want to unload their 

emotional burden, but within a day or two, they have it all back. 

But they are your friends. If you only have one of those, great. If you have more, 

it is surely a time for a different strategy to handle them, because eventually they 

may get better while you get worse. 

The solution is simpler than you may think. Aristotle thought about it ages ago, 

but in a different context. Aristotle came up with the concept of deduction. It's 

opposite, abduction, was added to this thought model as well. 

Deduction, done wrong, is the common logic that self-limiting pessimists use to 

confine themselves in their problems. The logic is obvious but absurd if you dissect 

it objectively. 

"I am a foreigner." 

"Foreigners can't get a good job in this country." 

"I will never get a good job here." 

The equation of deduction is simple and logical: 
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A = B, and 

B = C, therefore, 

A=C. 

If it were math, it would be correct. But there is a problem. Each equals sign 

is really a presupposition. All you need is one bad presupposition, and this "logic" 

provides the pessimist with justification for their faulty conclusions. The challenge 

is that they were convinced before they performed their "math." So, even if you 

try to negate B = C and claim that B = D and not C, (that is, to lead them to a new 

conclusion) the pessimist will find a way to maintain their limitations. 

The cure for this deceptive logic is to use abduction to create an imbalance in 

the formula. 

"You are an educated and experienced person." 

"Foreigners in this country are not equal one to another in education and 

experience." 

"As long as you are superior to other foreigners, it gives you a higher chance to 

get a better job in this country." 

A = B, and 

C = D < B, therefore, 

(B > C) = A. 

If you run this formula thoughtfully and design it to fit the pessimist you're 

dealing with, it will get them thinking. If they come up with another excuse, decide 

if it's a valid excuse or just an attempt to get you to think they're hopeless. If it's the 

latter, gi ve them that non-believer doubting look and they may change their tune. If 

not, you can run this process from another angle. 

Friends are there for each other, for better and, most importantly, for worse. 

When someone behaves in a destructive way, it is also your responsibility to disrupt 

their pattern and impel them toward a healthy choice. But, if it restricts your life 

and limits your possibilities, you'll have to let them go. Sometimes the fear of 

losing a good friend drives people into a major positive change. But use that as a 

last resort. Besides, it's always more fun to take on the challenge of making them so 
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uncomfortable with their status quo that they can't resist the "Aha!" experience and 

wanton motivation what was waiting inside them. 

* 
IDENTIFYING SELF 

SABOTAGE ELEMENTS 

"If we did all the things we are capable of doing, we would 

literally astonish ourselves." 

- Thomas A. Edison 

This is a list that I usually give to every client I accept. It will guide you to 

answer the most disturbing question: "Why does it always happen to me?" If you 

ever wondered why it is so hard for you to make a progress in your life or your 

business, go through this list. 

Mark the items that fit you best. Take this list with you for a week or two and 

notice thought patterns that keep repeating. Sometimes, just by being aware of a 

limiting thought pattern, it breaks down. 

Then, construct an action plan to overcome these blocks, one block at a time. 

Again, you really don't have to use a full NLP pattern on a small issue, such as 

occasional arrogance, for example ... you could merely use dissociation and future 

pacing to solve a relatively small disturbance in your behavior. 

Keep the "big guns" for the really big issues. 

1. Addictions 

2. Aggression 

3. Anger 

4. Anxiety 
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5. Arrogance 

6. Attachment 

7. Judgmental attitude 

8. Over obsessive about own opinions 

9. Reaction instead of action 

10. Scattered thoughts 

11. Being too emotional 

12. Being too intellectual 

13. Not being grounded 

14. Following blindly after another 

15. Boredom 

16. Carelessness 

17. Complaining 

18. Compromising 

19. Compulsion 

20. Envy 

21. Fears 

22. Feeling needy 

23. Frustration 

24. Futility 

25. Future thinking 

26. Delusions 

27. Greed 
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28. Guilt 

29. Hate 

30. Hopelessness 

31. Humorlessness 

32.1gnorance 

33. Illusion 

34. Impatience 

35. Impulsiveness 

36. Indecision 

37. Indifference 

38. Inertia 

39. Insecurity 

40. Manipulation 

41. Materialism 

42. Mediocrity 

43. Moodiness 

44. Needing to please others 

45. Negativity 

46. No fun 

47. Obsessions 

48. Pain 

49. Perfectionism 

50. Poor health 
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5i. Low self-esteem 

52. Possessiveness 

53. Poverty attitude 

54. Prejudice 

55. Pride 

56. Procrastination 

57. Rationalization 

58. inner conflict 

59. Confusion 

60. Cowardice 

6i. Criticism 

62. Cruelty 

63. Defensiveness 

64. Denial 

65. Dependence 

66. Depression 

67. Dishonesty 

68. Disorder 

69. Dominance 

70. Doubt 

7i. Egotism 

72. insensitivity 

73. intolerance 
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74. Isolation 

75. Jealousy 

76. Lack of confidence 

77. Lack of creativity 

78. Lack of discipline 

79. Lack of purpose 

80. Lack of trust 

81. Laziness 

82. Living in the past 

83. Low energy 

84. Repression 

85. Malnutrition 

86. Resentment 

87. Resistance 

88. Ridicule 

89. Selfpity 

90. Self sabotage 

91. Selfishness 

92. Shame 

93. Shyness 

94. Stress 

95. Stubbornness 

96. Suffering 
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97. Timidity 

98. Unexpressed emotions 

99. Vanity 

100. Withdrawal 

101. Revenge 

* 
REMEMBER To FORGET 

"Seven to eleven is a huge chunk of life, full of dulling and 

forgetting. It is fabled that we slowly lose the gift of speech with 

animals, that birds no longer visit our windowsills to converse. 

As our eyes grow accustomed to sight they armor themselves 

against wonder." 

- Leonard Cohen 

If you can forget, and you can cause other people to forget (no matter what), you 

are in a very powerful position to change yourself to any degree. Your complete list 

of non-useful behaviors and destructive subconscious thought pattern issues can all 

be solved with the simplest skill of all: forgetting. 

We usually attach negative meanings to the skill of forgetting. When we forget, 

we are conditioned to perceive it as meaning that you didn't care enough, your brain 

is not functioning properly, or you did not remember it in the first place. 

Most people believe that forgetting something is beyond their control, as if it is 

a matter of luck or coincidence or simply lack of neurological resources regarding 

specific areas of memory. While that can be true at times, it is not usually the real 

cause. 

You can forget on cue. You can remember anything you want to remember, for 

how long you want to remember it and then forget it again when you choose to. You 
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can refer to our free memory improvement course and to our Accelerated Learning 

section to learn more about how to remember. 

Forgetting, however, is probably a new conscious skill for you if you are not a 

very skillful hypnotist by now. 

How many times have you heard the phrase, "Oh, just forget about it."? People 

have instructed you to forget something you were planning to remember. Sometimes 

you complied if it was not important, and sometimes you didn't if you thought that 

this person is thinking you aren't serious enough for the job. 

In fact, you can come to this conclusion on your own; you can remember ABOUT 

forgetting. If you can forget little things like your keys or where you put your latest 

IRS return, one more little thing won't be that hard to forget either, right? 

How about if you could forget that your spouse were very annoying yesterday 

evening? Completely forget all about that event. 

Could it be useful for your relationship? 

Could it save some of the aftermath grudge? 

What if you could forget you had a headache? 

Do you really think you are not able not to do so on cue? 

Can you remember a time when you had a headache and then suddenly you 

had to be very focused or occupied about something, and you simply forgot your 

headache? 

In fact, that headache didn't bother you anymore; it seems like it has dissolved 

into darkness - or forgetfulness. 

Key point to remember: there is NO pain if you can't remember it. The nervous 

system is so sensitive that it sends a very nasty message to the brain when something 

isn't functioning right or when an organ is hurt. The pain is the response to make 

sure that you, as a whole, know something is wrong with your body and you're 

going to find the remedy for it. 

If you didn't have a pain associated with stomachaches, how would you even 

know that your body is trying to deal with substances that hurt it? How much damage 

does you body need to absorb before you notice it, has it not produced the pain? 
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Pain is useful. Pain is not your friend but it is a trusted messenger. Once you 

have done all the actions needed to help your body get on the road to healing, you 

can plan to forget the pain. And when you do, if you can't remember it, it is not a 

problem anymore. 

There are many war stories about soldiers that lose an arm or get hurt by flying 

bullets - and they do not feel the pain until hours later, until the battle is over. That 

is the power of being able to forget, whether for a few moments or for a lifetime, it 

is useful. Obviously you should use it with care. 

Some people make it a point to remember every single detail of their lives. I 

believe, sincerely, that this is a very bad mistake. First, since you already distort 

reality as you experience it (basic NLP if you haven't read it yet). How can you 

make sure you remember your life as it truly is? 

You cannot. 

Therefore, by making it a point to remember every single detail, good or bad, 

you're actually making choices as of which version of the event you would keep. 

Since that's true, isn't it obvious that who you are today is based on choices and 

distortions you have made all of your life, often subconsciously? In hypnotherapy, 

we call this "living a lie." We are all living some kind of a lie. But some of us are 

simply living a better functioning liellife. 

Being able to forget those things that are not extremely important but in their 

current version do disturb and ruin your present chances to succeed, that is a skill 

worth learning and perfecting. 

Now you may know within your heart that sometimes, when you are really 

trying very hard to forget something, you actually remember it even better. Forget 

the number "365." Forget it now. 

Last year I did that trick with my niece. She's 8 years old now, but even at that 

age she could not forget how many days are in one year, what is it then? 

You see? You can't forget. If you live in the U.S. try to forget the combination 

of these 3 numbers: 911. forget it now. That number actually has 2 distinctive but 

very powerful and permanent anchors: 911 (police) and 9/11. 
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Is it going to be useful to forget how many days are in a year? (What was that 

number again?) No. Is it useful to forget that if you're in the U.S. and need to 

dial the police emergency number that is 911 and if you're hearing the term "nine 

eleven" should you forget what happened at that date? NO. It is not useful, and that 

is why people are not forgetting it. 

If it is important enough it will stay, usually on its own. If it doesn't stay on its 

own (like the thick biochemistry books you need to learn for your next exam), you 

should make a point to remember it. 

You can plan to forget. 

You can make yourself forget something. It is so easy, that you don't have any 

idea how, within the next hour, you are going to posses and almost perfect that skill. 

I considered showing you how you could forget you even read this article, but that 

might lead to an endless loop. How many times would you read the article, thinking 

it was for the first time? 

Helping Others To Forget 

Before you start daydreaming about having all-mighty hypnotic powers, throwing 

suggestions around and making people forget things, you must adopt an important 

ethical principle. Unless the person approves, you must not induce forgetting. They 

must give you permission to engage in this hypnotic communication. This is an 

ethical matter, because it means that you are placed in a "one-up" position. 

You can certainly persuade people, change their minds and influence many 

aspects of their thought patterns, but to establish that authority, there must be a 

one-up position. That means that your client has accepted you into a position of 

trust. That is a position of responsibility. Violating that trust would be a form of 

abuse or battery. 

Helping others to forget can be useful when: 

In some cases, therapists feel that it is in your client's best interest to forget the 

content of some work, so that they will not sabotage the work with their conscious 

minds. 

You are a salesman, and you want your client to ignore your competitors. 
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You are a father or a mother and you want your kid to forget a traumatic episode 

or some unfortunate argument in the family, so he won't be influenced to collect the 

non-useful beliefs in the future. "I am bad and that's why my parents yelled at me." 

is not the right frame of mind for a six-year-old to grow with. Making him forget it 

and implementing a new useful frame can mean a lifetime difference, literally. 

You were training a misguided, zealous NLP student, and you want to forget all 

the crap they taught that person that he or she has accepted as the ultimate truth. 

You are a stage hypnotist and you want to demonstrate the power of hypnosis 

to hundreds of people ... by making them forget they paid you $150 for an one hour 

show. 

The useful examples are endless. 

Now let's go directly to the juicy stuff. How could you make yourself or others 

forget whatever you wish? 

* 
THE BINARY CODE OF 

FORGETFULNESS 

Instead of the usual steps, this is a transcript of an actual hypnotic session. You 

can try it out as is, as well as learn from it and integrate it into your hypnotic work. 

It works like the binary code of computers, 1 's and O's,just that when we use the 

O's we actually use minus 1. Confusing? Don't worry, it will become more so (until 

I explain a little secret). 

You see, because it does make all the difference in the world when you discover, 

that even when suddenly all kinds of things that you simply could remember simply 

to remember instead of forget to remember when you wanted to remember to forget 

what those things were not! 

It's easy to understand when you learn the Binary Code of Forgetfulness. 
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Think for a moment of a situation in your past that would be useful for you to 

forget, maybe an event that left you with a bad stream of feelings and nasty thought 

patterns. 

There's a neurological process that holds the key, I am certain, and we call it the 

Forget Key. You can use that key when you know that just because, if you're trying 

to remember something right now, or even better, if you just stop and you start to 

think about that specific situation (whichever that is) in which you had that feeling, 

then, you must know,just before that specific situation started, you didn't even have 

that feeling, yet! 

So how come you could remember to remember that feeling long after the event 

has dissolved into the past, into that place on your timeline that is almost always 

hidden? At least, you can hope because otherwise you'd be confused whether it is 

your past or your"future lying there in front of who you are, if you are that person. 

Now, while all of the above sounds, or being read, very confusing, it is not 

confusing that much when you consider all these terms, forgetting, remembering 

and things that are not yet what you need them in order to remember them as you 

do remember. Confusion, however, and this confusion is included obviously, is the 

golden root to a more deeper and long lasting understanding of that very useful skill, 

Now, I don't know if you are already aware of it or just about to be aware of it, 

but if you think of WHERE you WERE in that situation, but instead, if you were 

(decided maybe) to forget to remember what it actually was and instead of that 

think, how would you do like to feel in that situation? 

Maybe all of a sudden, you can now remember what is that you wanted to 

remember instead of what it was that you couldn't forget! In fact, I believe it is the 

other way not-around. 

If you want to get more confused and blame me for that confusion, go ahead, 

because we're going to clear it all up for you. Very clean, even cleaner than what it 

wasn't just before. 

Think! If you do not remember what it IS that you don't want to remember, then 

isn't it clear that you're remembering to forget what it is that you shouldn't, or on 

the other end, it is very clear, that, what was left is for you to remember what it 
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is that you want to feel exactly when you want to feel it. Isn't it not what I'm not 

saying? 

It gets better, just now: 

Because now, with that terrible feeling that you didn't have, well, you know, 

that you WON'T have but you didn't want to have, that you used to have until you 

simply couldn't remember of what it was, now, because if you did remember, it 

couldn't be logical, because if you remember what it is that you want to feel, then 

you will! How could you remember what it is that you couldn't remember not to 

forget to remember anyhow? 

Now, before we move on, what would you rather feel in that situation, yet not 

again? 

Because if you think about it, can you remember what it is you feel about any 

thing, any time or any way, if you know you'd rather feel good or better, because 

you see there are times when you remember to feel bad, then you could forget to 

remember not to forget to remember any more about this idea. And you do need to 

do just that, because you already remember far too much so just forget about it! 

Listen, if instead of doing what it is that you weren't doing anymore because you 

remembered to forget about it, haven't you had to do something else? Instead of? 

And instead of what it is not, if you for example looked right at what is left, then 

it would not matter to you, because what is right (point to his right arm) and that is 

my right (point towards your right arm) but my right is on YOUR left. 

You see, it means that you would have to take the whole thing and turn it around 

from the inside out all the way through the middle, pull it up and throw it back 

down, and once you choose to do something new, it will grow into a new pattern. 

And it can sound confusing, but isn't it right? What's left for you is to be able 

to take the right thing and put it under the right perspective, because if you already 

have an idea that you don't want, then there's no reason to not remember to forget it! 

And in the future, when it is time to remember, then just remember to feel GOOD! 

How easier could we even make it? 
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This one will be hard to test, because we'd have to remind you of what you 

forgot. But you could put the memory in an envelope and mail it to yourself if you 

really want to test this! Just don't try to bring up the memory right after the session. 

Now here's a step by step guide: 

Let's go over the code and then demonstrate how to make it work for you: 

Plus 1 - to remember 

Minus 1 - to forget 

Plus 1 - not to forget (= remember) 

Minus 1 - not to remember (= forget) 

Plus 1 - remember to remember (= remember) 

Minus I - remember to forget (= forget) 

Plus 1 - forget to forget (= remember) 

Minus 1 - forget not to forget (= forget) 

Plus 1 - you know (= remember or the following is true) 

Minus 1 - But instead (= forget or cancel the previous) 

And so on. It's very easy to understand. If you want them to hold the piece of 

information or the conclusion or the suggestion you're giving them, you're ending 

your code as a sum of Plus 1 (or more). If you'd like their minds to forget a behavior, 

pattern of thought or other useful-to-forget things, you conclude at Minus 1 (or less). 

Step #1. Follow this example. 

Observe how we to the math. First we'll provide the text, then we'll break it 

down. 

"You see, because it does make all the difference in the world when you discover, 

that even when suddenly all kind of things that you simply could remember simply 
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to remember instead of forget to remember when you wanted to remember to forget 

what those things were not! It's easy to understand when you learn the Binary Code 

of Forgetfulness." 

you simply could remember - Plus 1 

simply to remember - Plus 1 

forget to remember - Minus 1 

remember to forget - Minus 1 

what those things were not! - Minus 1 

Sum = Minus 1 

It's very easy after you practice for a while. I used to use my thumbs as 

indications-right thumb for the Plus 1 and left thumb for the Minus 1. When one 

of them is up I would know that the equation is not balanced and towards which 

end it influences the listener-if my right thumb was the only thumb up, it meant 

"remember," when the left was it meant "forget" and when both it meant balance. 

You end your Binary Code hypnotic suggestion with a balance when you just 

want to send the person into a very deep TDS. 

Step #2. Try computing it yourself. 

Now, you can try it yourself. Here's another passage from the first part of the 

lesson, to see if you can mark down the binary code from it: 

"Now, before we move on, what would you rather feel in that situation, yet not 

again? Because if you think about it, can you remember what it is you feel about any 

thing, any time or any way-if you know you'd rather feel good or better, because 

you see there are times when you remember to feel bad, then you could forget to 

remember not to forget to remember any more about this idea. And you do need to 

do just that, because you already remember far too much so just forget about it!" 

Plus 1, Minus 1 = 0 (balance) 

Plus 1, Minus 1, Plus 1 = Plus 1 (= remember) 
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Minus 1, Minus 1, Minus 1 = nonsense, unless you want them to remember 

you're annoying 

There are almost no rules for the Binary Code of Forgetfulness. The only thing 

to keep in mind is that you should have a balanced set of Plus 1 and Minus 1 

statements, and eventually be either Plus 1 or Minus 1 in the end of it, or at least 

balanced. That means, that going for 10 times of Minus 1 will not create the effect 

you would like. You have to create the illusion of balance so their minds won't be 

over protective and cancel everything you said. Once there are almost the same 

number of Plus 1 statements and Minus 1 statements, it would be extremely hard and 

complex for anyone to keep track of it. Say Minus 1 ten times and only once Plus 1 

and it's obvious what you're trying to do. 

That's the ultimate power of this method. We use it in therapy for so many things 

from pain relief to trauma resolution and much more. 

Step #3. Practice this in the field. 

Try this with clients or friends, getting good at keeping score. It does not require 

a complicated approach to be effective. 

Step #4. Test. 

See how well the method works in managing the material that your clients are 

dealing with. Try to practice inducing both forgetting and remembering. 

* 
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COMMITMENT 

"Do just once what others say you can't do, 

and you will never pay attention to their limitations again." 

- James Cook 

Making a statement of intention (i.e. Making a commitment) is extremely 

important when you want your client to see immediate progress and improvement. 

The commitment should be made by your client with your instructions. 

After inducing a light trance, try for example: 

"and now you need to make a firm decision-are you really willing to drop the 

smoking habit and look forward seeing yourself as a clean breathing person?" 

Are you fed enough from this poison to let it go right here in this room? 

"If you agree for this commitment, I will too, and to know if you are, lift your 

right pinky for saying yES .... " 

This will inevitably install a new direction in their mind to follow. Note that 

I did not say anything related to "smoke" or "smoking" when I future paced your 

client. I used "clean breathing person," not "smoke free" or "non smoker." Refer to 

"Avoiding Counter-Productive Suggestions" mentioned earlier in this book. 

* 
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THE INNER PEACE 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Procrastination: List the outcomes (big and small) that you have already started 

working on, but didn't continue ... 

In Action: List the outcomes that you're currently working on, but haven't 

completed yet... 

Day Dreaming: List the outcomes you would like to achieve, but you weren't 

able to start working on yet... 

Self Sabotage: List the personal-change outcomes which you have not been able 

to achieve .... (ex. Stop smoking, exercising more, etc.) 

Communication Crisis: List the poisonous relationships you're still engaging 

in. It could be with a colleague, a family member / relative, a friend, a flight 

attendant... 

* 
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MATRIXING 

Introduction 

Matrixing is a way to strategically plan your work. It uses NLP to generate your 

responses to the client on the fly. This means we can use NLP know how such as 

analyzing the client's meta-programs and repairing their meta-model violations. If 

you aren't 100% on top of things like meta-model violations, the processes to follow 

will still make sense. 

Quick Review: Meta-Programs and Meta-Model 

In case you need a review, meta-programs are the cognitive patterns that an 

indi vidual tends to emphasize in managing their mental processes. This establishes 

an important link between our thoughts and the sensory representations that NLP 

uses in so much of its work. You could say that meta-programs are the rules that 

govern our thought and decision-making patterns, especially in terms of how we 

select from our memories and environment in triggering and constructing those 

patterns. 

Put more concisely, meta-programs constitute the rules by which we select 

strategies (mental, behavioral, etc.) that we use to achieve our outcomes. 

One way to get a feel for someone's meta-programs is to notice what they pay 

attention to. An example meta-program is "toward versus away from." 

A "toward" meta-program derives motivation and perspective from moving 

toward something. A person on a diet would experience himself or herself moving 

toward their desired weight and appropriate foods. 

An "away from" strategy would emphasize eliminating fat and avoiding fattening 

foods or excessive eating. 

The meta-model asserts that we must exclude a great deal of information in 

order to function. When this exclusion takes place in a dysfunctional way, it can 

lead to problems such as overgeneralizing, as in bigotry. Such errors are called 
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meta-model violations. One method of repairing such violations is to ask questions 

that require a more specific answer or that bring forth a contradiction. For example: 

or ... 

"If atheists are immoral, how do you explain this long list of 

atheists who have made great contributions to humanity?" 

"You say she hates you? What exactly do you mean by hate? I 

know she did you a favor yesterday." 

Matrixing for Complicated Problems 

Matrixing means being relevant to complicated problems requiring a strategic 

response, rather than a formulaic one. This is in contrast to a common approach of 

NLP practitioners, which is to focus on a very specific problem, and apply a specific 

technique to the problem. 

This is not to say that such an approach is wrong. There can be great benefit to 

the artful winnowing down of a vague problem into a specific, operational definition, 

and many NLP practitioners excel at this. Many of them also excel at selecting a 

technique from their NLP quiver to rapidly resolve the problem. 

However, not every person will receive adequate help if their problem must 

be the equivalent of a sliver in their finger, and there's no reason to limit NLP's 

contribution to that of a pair of tweezers. Many of the problems clinicians and 

coaches find are quite complicated. 

Some coaching clients may seem to have buried themselves in unresourceful 

narratives and stories that they have become very attached to. Many clients will 

work with a coach on success or other life issues, but have mild mental health 

issues that are either left over after getting psychotherapy, or that have not been bad 

enough to get the client to see a therapist. 

The book Shadow Syndromes talks about the way that "subclinical" issues can 

disrupt peoples' lives without necessarily being readily diagnosable. We often call 

these clients "twilight" clients, because they may benefit from psychotherapy or 
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medication, but are not necessarily motivated to explore that route. When they are, 

their residual problems don't contraindicate coaching, but they can make them more 

challenging to the coach. Because such problems affect nearly everyone in some 

way, coaches should get to know enough psychopathology to help them understand 

their more stuck or confusing clients. This knowledge can be useful in many ways. 

It can help the coach respond in a more strategic way and help them have a more 

realistic sense of what will be needed. 

My Favorite Matrix 

I'm tempted to call this a starter matrix, but it is so fundamental to thinking 

about problems. This matrix may look simple, but it is very flexible and can be 

used to formulate very complicated problems, especially if you use it in a mind map 

format. You can use it for an overview of all the life needs of a client, or use it to 

zero in on a specific problem. It supports holistic and strategic planning. It helps 

to bring your intent and next best actions into focus. Let's start with the categories, 

and then an example. 

The Four Categories: 

1. Meaning: 

Examples include stigma, self concept. vision as a source of goals, and meta

model violations. 

2. Context: 

People, things, and situations in the person's environment that affect them. 

3. Behavior: 

The actual behavior of the person, and any plans that have a strong emphases 

directly on behavior, such as behavior modification. Can include desired behavioral 
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goals and habits. Can focus on ways that developmental issues have created behavior 

limitations or patterns. 

4. Physiology: 

A focus on what is affecting the client from a biological perspective. Can 

include lifestyle factors such as exercise and diet. The more you think in terms of 

evolutionary psychology and the "internal pressures" that this creates, the more you 

may find yourself thinking in terms of physiology. As you know, NLP has plenty 

to say about observing and influencing your client's physiology, while thinking in 

terms of state management. Both coaches and therapists find that they can think 

more about physiology as they incorporate reprocessing techniques such as EMDR 

and EFT into their work. 

Now try this: 

Think of a client, or even yourself. On a fresh, blank sheet of paper (or some 

kind of mind mapping software) put the four categories near the center. From there, 

you can branch out and add the most important related issues. Continue to branch 

out until you have actionable items. Here's an example ... 

The name and some of the details have been changed to protect her privacy: 

Marcy is 30, hates her job, loves her husband, hates they way they get into 

arguments, feels kind of untrusting and judgmental of people, is very bright, is a 

really good sales person, is underemployed because her employer isn't making very 

good use of her, and really wants to take her life to another level. She has trouble 

when a lot of little tasks and details come her way because of ADD. She has had 

counseling for ADD and has been reticent to take medication because it seems kind 

of creepy to her. 

Meaning 

Mary is generally irked. The underemployment, overwhelm with details, and 

feeling intolerant of people that act petty, boring, or stupid, all make life less 
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satisfying. She loves her husband, but he thinks and speaks in a very step-wise 

fashion. This is very difficult to tolerate for a person who thinks in hypertext. She 

realizes, though, that he is bright and successful, and his heart is in the right place. 

Coaching or counseling will need to help her find a more life-affirming and dynamic 

way to be a very smart person in a world that can seem pretty dumb. 

Context 

Her need to improve her career is important here, because her context is a major 

source of her complaints. The results will show up here, but this is not necessarily 

the category where the real action will be. Changes in her attitude (Meaning), and 

strategies (Behavior) may be the keys that unlock her career potential, or help her 

convince her employer to make better use of her sales skills, which are excellent. 

Behavior 

Her issues with the rest of humanity show up here in the sense that she does not 

have very satisfying relationships in her personal life, and she is not sure how to 

get into harmony with her husband. In addition to working in the Meaning category, 

behavioral strategies may be important. 

Physiology 

Marcy has a lot of youthful energy, but the issues are taking their toll. Nonetheless, 

she brings a lot of energy to her job, her relationship, and her home projects. ADD 

has a physiological side, of course, and she will need to learn to cope with it, even 

if she takes medication. ADD coping methods will go in the behavior category. The 

prospect of medication, supplements, and other things that address ADD from a 

physiological angle go here. 
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How a Treatment Plan Would Look 

Here is an example of a plan for someone like Marcy. She has come in for 

coaching. She has had psychotherapy, and it has been helpful, but she wants to focus 

on success and lifestyle. Nonetheless, it if very obvious that there are emotional 

issues and ADD symptoms that loom large. 

Meaning 

Goals: To get from irked to fun and strategic. Getting into harmony with people 

and her husband. By being feed up from her distracting judgmentality and impatience, 

she will probably come up with better strategies for making her relationships more 

satisfying. By being less distracted by feeling oppressed and under-appreciated at 

work, she will probably be able to come up with better strategies for her career as 

well. 

Methods: Metaphoric, reframing and other counseling techniques will be 

helpful. Reprocessing will be more helpful if we can connect with earlier experience 

that helped to establish her pattern of relating. Timeline work might be very helpful 

here. 

Context 

Goals: To get from overwhelmed and under-appreciated to meaningful challenges 

that draw upon her gifts and inspire her to develop even higher skills. 

Methods: Sometimes it is necessary to get context changes in order to progress 

in coaching or counseling. In this case, it looks like the context change is a goal 

rather than a short-term objective. 

That means that the focus on methods will be in the other categories. Not that 

keeping an eye on the classifieds isn't a good idea. 
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Behavior 

Goals: Round out her success with targeted strategies. The first two sessions 

created a strong impression that the short-term action is in the meaning and 

physiology areas. 

Methods: Coming in a close third is the area of ADD coping strategies. These 

strategies will probably do a lot for her attitude and feelings of resourcefulness as 

well. This should create an upward, self-reinforcing spiral. It is also be important to 

add to her intimacy skills with her husband. But her thought patterns that bind her 

into less resourceful ways of handling her husband come first. 

Physiology 

Goals: Reduce ADD symptoms and respond to old emotional triggers from a 

state of fresh mastery. 

Methods: Consider medication (via a referral to a psychiatrist), supplements, 

exercise, and anything else that will help her with ADD from a physiological 

perspecti ve. Direct her to sources of information for this. 

Do reprocessing to help her generate a more resourceful state instead of being 

stuck in the irked state. NLP techniques will rely a great deal on state management 

during whatever processes are used. 

* 
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DECONSTRUCTING 

INTO MODALITIES 

In any coaching or therapy, momentum is very important. 

By momentum, we mean that a productive process is taking place at the correct 

tempo. Since NLP relies on state management much of the time, and since states 

are dynamic processes, the pace of the steps in the intervention must be maintained. 

This key and basic move can allow you to move in a number of directions. It 

is an excellent set up for a reframe, for reprocessing, and as part of a hypnotic 

induction. 

In this pattern, we ask a simple question, "How do you know that you ... " 

and guide the client into experiencing the sense modalities that make up their 

knowledge. This converts knowledge into something that can be questioned, 

added to, reformulated, deducted from, and made more dynamic. It can help 

identify illogic that the client can begin to question on their own, thus "owning" 

their experience with no incentive to resist the therapists "agenda." 

It is an excellent gateway to body awareness patterns, because senses are, well, 

senses. It helps the client become less attached to their mental narrative, acting 

somewhat like oil for a squeaky hinge. This is one of those sub-patterns that I 

mentioned in the introduction. It is a fragment of a larger, strategic series of moves. 

You'll get some additional ideas about what to do with the results later in this 

section. 

Example I 

Client: "I feel like such a complete loser." 

Therapist: "How do you know that?" 

Client: "Well, it's pretty clear when you have friends that ... " 

Therapist: "Wait, I mean how do you know that you feel like a loser. How does 

itfeel?" 
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Client: "Totally awful, I feel like giving up." 

Therapist: "Where do you feel that in your body? Where is the main center of 

that feeling, of the emotion or intensity?" 

Client: "Well, really, it's like my stomach is twisted up." 

Example II 

Client: "/ just can't do it. I can't face him, much less make any sense." 

Therapist: "As you think about doing that, or, I mean, not doing that, how do 

you feel if you were looking at him and trying to make sense?" 

Saying "or, / mean, not doing that," helps to forestall an objection such as, "But 

/ can't," so you can maintain your momentum. Also notice the use of conjugations, 

mixing, "how do youfeel," an "if' phrase, and, "trying to make sense." 

Client: "/ would be shut down. / really hate him." 

Therapist: "So if you're facing him and shut down, where is that feeling of 

being shut down? Where do you feel it mostly?" 

Client: "All over. / just want to turn and go." 

Therapist: "So there is a motivation to action, to move, to escape. What is that 

like? " 

Client: "Oh, well, / would probably feel panicky. Either that or start yelling at 

him." 

Therapist: "And where is the center of that feeling? Your heart? Your throat?" 

Client: "It just moves right up through me from my heart." 

* 
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RECONSTRUCTING INTO VALUES 

Our culture doesn't encourage people to articulate their values or even to 

introspect very much. Our social institutions, including our schools, and major 

media outlets tend to encourage thinking in cliches. You really help clients develop 

an entirely new level of self-respect and appreciation when you link their automatic 

thoughts and efforts to their highest values. 

Then they get the added benefit of seeing how they can become even more 

aligned. If there's anything an NLP practitioner knows, it's that alignment creates 

more creativity and energy than most people knew they had. When you deconstruct 

the client's experience through a process such as the previous one, or some other 

sense mode breakdown, you are in a good position to work toward reconstruction. 

Example 

Therapist: "So you really want to say these things to him, and you know that 

with his personality, he will start manipulating and not really let it register. At least 

that's his usual style. Tell me about the values that drive your desire to say these 

things. " 

Client: "Well, it's really disturbing to know he's in this little world of his pulling 

something like this with no accountability. I really want to get through to him." 

Therapist: "If you got through to him, that would mean that he would be a more 

caring person who could contribute more to the world, I suppose." 

Client: "Well,yes." 

Therapist: "Oh, and you would feel very different, free to say what you want 

and improvise when someone plays games like that. " 

Client: "Yes, I have to say I feel limited with people like that. I seem to attract 

these idiots. Each time I'm angrier than the last time." 

Therapist: "I suppose you could say that your desire to meet a challenge like 

this is about making the world a better place." 

Client: "Okay, yeah, that would feel good. When pigs fly." 
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Therapist: "So do you doubt your ability to communicate your values, or his 

ability to hear them?" 

Client: "Well, I'm sure with a little work I could be ready to say what I need to 

say. But this guy is a real piece of work. I don't think anybody ever gets through to 

him." 

Therapist: "Does that mean that refocusing your efforts on your own goals 

would be more meaningful than this fellow's personality problem?" 

Client: "Okay, yeah, you got that right. It's true. I should." 

Therapist: "Since you tensed up and seemed unhappy about that prospect, let's 

talk a little about what makes this not inspire you -- because I know you get very 

jazzed about certain kinds of professional challenges." 

Note that we are starting to trigger a more resourceful state, by comparing this 

challenge to some that have inspired her, and by reminding her of feeling inspired. 

From here, the work would be about resolving obstacles to letting go of people with 

certain types of personalities, and on how to strategically cope with them, perhaps 

in terms of office politics. The "reconstructing into values" here is that the client is 

thinking in terms of pursuing higher values at the same time as communicating more 

effectively. This helps make the work about something better than getting revenge 

or obsessing. 

* 
FUTURE N OW DIPOLE 

The following is a way to help your client clarify their priorities, and focus their 

commitments to working on their issues. 

• Ask your client if they're up for a little experiment that will not take too 

long. 

Ask them to imagine that it is one year (or an interval of your choice) in the 

future, and that you would like to do your session on that day, only now. 
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• The client pretends to be seeing you for help with challenges that could be 

occurring a year from now. 

You can improvise this to emphasize themes that your client can benefit from. A 

likely benefit is that the client will have a dramatic shift in their perception of what 

the real priorities are. Some things will become nuisances that are going to fade into 

the past without a lot of worry, while others that were neglected become of supreme 

importance. 

If the client is working with you on a positive future, you can emphasize their 

skilled use of resources over the past imaginary year. But you can also help them 

realize that they can benefit from setting much more profound goals. If they paint a 

dark picture, you can help them identify priorities. 

Then they can realize that they have "gained" a year and start working on them 

a year ago, before your imaginary present. 

* 
COMMUNICATING FROM 

VISION DOWN 

This simple method has produced some really marvelous results in relationships 

that have become strained and alienated. It a great way to cross a gender or personality 

gap for nearly any two personality types. 

You already know about the importance of establishing a secure base for pretty 

much anything to happen in a relationship. You also know that alignment means 

that your values are lined up with you behavior. At least that's one good version of 

alignment. This approach to communication involves creating secure base as well as 

alignment. It also adds in some good old-fashioned sales sense. 

This approach to communicating is to be taught to your client. You can also use 

it to get important ideas across to your clients. The people who respond best seem 

to be the type who are moved by vision and values, and the type that think like 
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engineers, who like to see the plan in an organized way. However, it is good for 

almost any type of person. 

How to Proceed 

Have your client tell you about the problem that they need to communicate to 

their friend about (or their spouse, employer, or whoever). Have them describe the 

point of being concerned about this. Instead of trying to get what they are "really" 

trying to say, have them describe what would happen if they got it across and the 

other person responded well. We don't mean the short-term outcome of ending the 

conversation on nice terms. We mean the result of a collaborative relationship that 

got meaningful results regarding the issue at hand. 

For example, if your client is tired of walking on eggshells around her husband, 

ask how she would know that the issue was collaboratively resolved. Go beyond the 

obvious matter of her being able to speak her mind freely. Have her describe some 

of her husband's behaviors in this ideal future scenario. 

Next, ask what vision and values this outcome would express. She might say 

that she would feel more relaxed and loving, and that the things they want to do 

together would work out better because there would be more (and more effective) 

communication. They would collaborate more, so there would be more constructive 

effort producing results in their lives. To make this more motivational, have her tell 

you about some of these results, because they will reflect the dreams she has for the 

relationship in terms of lifestyle and activities she longs for. 

Now help her compress this down into specific values that are more abstract. 

They might be the following: 

1) Freedom of expression (knowing the other person will really try to understand 

the positive intent behind what you say); 

2) Mutual respect (knowing that your contribution to the relationship will be 

valued and supported); 

3) Constructive collaboration (happily working together); 

4) Realizing our dreams (being able to achieve and experience the things we 

long for). 
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It really doesn't matter if client after client comes up with pretty much the same 

values for their relationship. These needs are universal. Often, spelled out, they 

sound a little like parts of the U.S. Constitution. Now have your client describe the 

medium-term goals that would be aligned with the longer-term vision and values. 

And next have her tell you what she'd like to see happen in the short term, especially 

in terms of how her husband can help her begin moving toward the medium-term 

objecti ves. 

Okay, now we have vision and values aligned with objectives and tasks. That 

is, the big picture and the worm's-eye view. Now help her practice initiating the 

conversation with her husband. These things always go better if a person can start 

of with canned material. It gives them some confidence and momentum, and helps 

them command attention and interest because they will express themselves in a 

more grounded way. 

Finally, have her try this out with her husband, and work with her based on the 

results she gets. 

By the way, we are talking here about a reasonably functional relationship. 

If her husband is a highly manipulative person, we would not necessarily try 

this. We might choose to be focused more on training the husband with behavior 

modi fication. 

* 
REPROCESSING 

Introducing Reprocessing 

Reprocessing is a very powerful ingredient for bringing out more of the potential 

in coaching and therapy. It's very important to understand reprocessing, because it 

is a key to the success of many therapy techniques, including a lot of NLP processes. 

In fact, once you understand it, you'll realize it's been hiding in plain sight. 

Reprocessing happens when we take a badly encoded experience (or set of 

experiences) and re-encode them. As a result, we can be more successful, and less 
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reactive. Symptoms such as panic, anxiety, sleep problems, and compulsive thoughts, 

are alleviated. At its simplest, you could say that reprocessing helps us eliminate 

symptoms and become more successful after overwhelming experiences. 

People naturally turn experience into success, and we naturally regain our 

balance after an overwhelming experience. We do a lot of that during REM sleep. 

It's a natural process. However, when this does not happen, we can be in serious 

mental health trouble. When an experience is too overwhelming, our bodies may not 

be able to encode it properly. Dysregulation of brain functions may result along with 

poor sleep. This can lead to worsening breakdown into full-blown posttraumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD). 

You already know that NLP can help people change how they represent things 

so that they can experience them and respond successfully. Perhaps the best-known 

NLP process for doing that with past experiences is Time Line Therapy ™ ,originated 

by the famous NLP master trainer, Dr. Tad James. 

Throughout the history of psychotherapy, there were occasional experiences of 

dramatic reductions in anxiety or trauma symptoms, but it was not until EMDR came 

along that the field of psychotherapy as a whole came to think of rapid resolution 

such symptoms as being fairly commonplace, and that took a good number of years 

to take place even then. 

There were other techniques that were available prior to EMDR, but they had 

not gained widespread acceptance. The NLP phobia cure and visual kinesthetic 

dissociation are examples from NLP. Thought field therapy (TFT) is another, and 

was an early energy psychology technique. 

Deconstructing reprocessing: 

Once you deconstruct reprocessing, you can find it in other traditions such as 

religions. Some of the "tech" from Scientology causes reprocessing. If reprocessing 

happens in a religious experience, the credit is given to the religion (or God) and can 

be used as an indoctrination tool, and when it happens in energy psychology such as 

TFT or emotional freedom technique (EFT), energy flow and balance are given the 

credit. As brain science progresses, scientists are getting a better understanding of 

how this happens from a physiological perspective. 
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Understanding reprocessing is kind of like knowing the combination to a lock. 

For a very long time, therapists have worked with processes such as emotional 

catharsis, visualization and hypnosis, occasionally triggering reprocessing, but not 

realizing how to go about it systematically for a more consistent result. 

The goal of this section is to help you not only recognize it, but to tweak 

the techniques you use so that you can trigger it more effectively. We call this 

"reprocessing on purpose." 

Reprocessing in the field: 

Reprocessing can be done in a very stripped-down way, using its most core 

elements. EFT is a self-help technique that fits this description. Reprocessing can 

also be done through a much richer, well-rounded psychotherapy process. EMDR 

fits this description. And, finally, Reprocessing can be achieved as part of a process 

that is not as focused on reprocessing. 

This happens when you are doing a process with a client, and you sequence it in 

such a way as to trigger reprocessing as part of the process. 

Sometimes, experiences hit us in such a way as to trigger reprocessing. 

Sometimes, it just takes time for us to heal from an experience enough to start 

feeling like our old selves. Most likely, though, reprocessing on purpose would have 

helped to restore us faster and perhaps with more wisdom as well. 

Turf wars: 

We should point out why you haven't heard more about it. First, many developers 

of techniques have come about it intuitively, and don't fully, consciously realize 

that they are using it. Of course, this is not a new kind of observation. From the 

beginnings of NLP, modelers were able to show therapists technical aspects of their 

work that the therapists were not conscious of. 

Milton Erickson famously said that he did not consciously understand a lot of 

what he did. Virginia Satir did not realize how much she depended on mirroring 
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to establish rapport. Similarly, many technique developers focus your attention on 

other elements of the technique, and fail to give credit to the reprocessing aspect. 

Yet another is that many developers are tempted to draw a mote around their 

techniques, name the technique, and "own" it without recognizing what it has in 

common with other methods that get similar results. 

Reprocessing doesn't necessarily feel like anything is happening, even when 

you're wide-awake. The best way to know if you have experienced it is if your 

symptoms go away and you find yourself responding to trigger situations in a 

balanced way. 

Otherwise, what would be the point? 

Sometimes, the material being reprocessed is intense, and the person experiences 

emotional catharsis. Some people are convinced that they met a deceased person 

and it was profoundly healing. Others experience it under hypnosis. If you know 

what to look for, you might notice that your thinking is more fluid. Many people 

experiencing reprocessing are able to see connections between their experiences and 

their issues more easily. They may feel the emotional charge of an issue dissipate. 

The therapist may direct their attention to what is going on so that the experience 

has more validity for them. 

More importantly, tracking the before and after is important. During the 

assessment, collect information such as the frequency and situations of panic attacks 

or whatever the symptoms are. 

* 
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THINK PHYSIOLOGY 

NLP is known for thinking about physiology. Usually, when NLP tells you to 

look at a person's physiology, it is telling you to get clues about their state, their 

congruence, and their unconscious. 

Since the beginnings of NLP, we know a great deal more about the nervous 

system and what causes people to become dysfunctional. This a very important 

area of knowledge to add to our skills. This is not just for academic interest, or for 

convincing clients of anything. 

Along with our burgeoning knowledge of neurophysiology, we are also refining 

and even developing techniques based on this knowledge. We are able to assess the 

effectiveness of techniques now by how well they "switch on" brain regions that have 

shut down. This is not only very persuasive data; it also allows researchers another 

avenue for vetting therapy methods that is less costly than extensive assessments 

of functioning over time (although, ultimately, functioning and feeling good are the 

bottom line factors). So 1'd like you to consider a few brain regions that get affected 

by trauma, and how a person is affected by these shut downs: 

• Memory problems resulting from shrinkage of the hippocampus. 

• Problems with forethought and problem solving resulting from reduction in 

frontal lobe functioning and excessive limbic system reactivity. 

• Reduced medial prefrontal cortex response means there is less control of 

fear responses with the prefrontal cortex exerting less control over the amygdala. 

This can also mean less efficient thinking and intrusive memories. 

• Excessive activation of the brain that interferes with REM sleep resulting 

from hormonal and other effects upon the adrenal-pituitary axis. REM sleep is 

essential for brain integrity. Without this, there is loss of coordination, reactions, 

anger control, mental clarity, and, eventually, life itself. 

Traumatized people tend to tell their story in a chronological order. They don't 

tend to have it put together in terms of the big picture or in terms of philosophical 

meaning. When they do, it tends to be in a crude and troubling way. They can be 

very boring, because they have to work through stories step by step, without the aid 

of the big picture. These brain issues are the cause of this kind of problem. 
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But after successful treatment, brain scans show that the affected brain areas are 

switched on or toned down, depending on the imbalance. The resulting behavior, life 

successes, and ability to communicate that we see from people treated successfully 

are priceless. 

The moral of the story: 

Whenever you assess a client, think physiology. You'll have a much better 

idea of what you're dealing with. It is not enough to just think in terms of 

behavior and thoughts to wave your magic wand of NLP over. 

Many of the clients that NLP practitioners give up on or consider to be poor 

participants are those who most need help because of brain shut downs. We must not 

give up on or judge people whose brains are not functioning properly. These people 

need us to have the proper skills, or the integrity to refer them to the appropriate 

specialists. 

* 
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS 

OF REPROCESSING 

Once you know the active ingredients of reprocessing, you'll begin to recognize 

it in various NLP techniques and elsewhere. 

Targeting 

Targeting means focusing awareness on something. In reprocessing, this may 

be a memory, thought, physical feeling, or emotion. Depending on how in-depth the 

reprocessing work is, an extensive assessment may have preceded this first step into 

reprocessing. In psychotherapy, many clients will need to do preliminary work in 

order to tolerate the work. This is most likely to be true for people with dissociation 

or serious childhood trauma histories. In EFT, this happens during the initial set up. 
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The State Shift 

Once the person is focused on their issue, they experience a shift into a more 

relaxed and positive state. This can be accomplished in various ways. In EFT, the 

person taps acupuncture points and does eye movement patterns while maintaining 

the targeting. For more challenging cases, there can be added complications that 

challenge getting to this more positive state. For these people, a stripped down 

version will not typically be sufficient. However, people have used EFT for some 

surprisingly difficult problems. 

Alternating bilateral stimulus: 

One of the ways to help a state shift take place is to use a bilateral stimulus such 

as EMDR's eye movement (also used in EFT and TFT), sound or touch. Basically, it 

directs attention from side to side. 

Mindfulness or distraction: 

Cultivating mindfulness, in which the client is able to just notice without feeling 

like they have to do anything, can help them shift into the positive state. EMDR 

therapists use language such as, "Follow the light back and forth ... go with that ... 

where does that take you?" In EFT, the client is occupied with tapping and a more 

complicated eye movement pattern that occupies their mind. 

Cognitive Work 

For many problems, working on thought patterns seems to be optional. For a 

psychotherapist, this is a little hard to swallow. But it appears that our states can 

affect our thoughts as much as our thoughts can affect our thoughts. It is remarkable 

to see how much thought patterns can change after a process as simple as EFT. 

However, it can be very productive to do cognitive work in the course ofreprocessing. 

In EMDR, the client is helped to find the negative cognition that represents their 

poorly encoded experience. For example, the client may realize that they have been 

carrying around the feeling and unconscious belief that they are helpless, because 
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of how they felt in a traumatic situation. They are also helped to create a positive 

cognition that represents recovery from the negative one. 

That might be, "I am an adult now, and the bad person is gone." The transition 

into the positive cognition may be as simple as noticing how much more true it feels 

as various targets (such as traumatic memories and the negative beliefs themselves) 

are targeted and reprocessed. 

Body Scan and Future Pacing 

In some reprocessing, including EMDR, it is typical to have the person scan 

their body with their mind so that they can fully experience what it is like to have 

a positive state. Also, this may help them find additional imbalances to reprocess. 

Future pacing is a way to project into the future how the new thought patterns 

and feelings will manifest. This can help to reinforce a more confident and masterful 

identity, as well as help the client create more meaningful goals. 

Recovery (Longer-Term Status) 

This is the most neglected phase of reprocessing in the methods that I'm familiar 

with. It is very important to remember that many clients have enduring physical 

problems as a result of PTSD, drug abuse, head injuries, and other problems with 

medical consequences. 

Consider sleep issues. If the person is not able to sleep effectively, they will not 

be able to fully recover, and may relapse into symptoms. A person can sleep eight 

hours a night without sleeping effectively. Because of traumatic material that is to 

triggering, they may not make it through enough REM sleep. That's because REM 

sleep is where we try to reprocess that material naturally. If we were always able to 

do that, we might not need these reprocessing techniques. 

Sleep normalization is a high priority. 

Other physical areas may be medication stabilization and monitoring, coping 

with medication side effects, and cognitive rehabilitation that helps restore the 

client's ability to think effectively as they recover from brain injury. Brain injury 
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may be caused by poor sleep, sleep apnea, strokes (even so-called "silent strokes" 

that may go undiagnosed), and seemingly slight impacts to the head. The need for 

cognitive rehabilitation is currently one of the biggest gaps in mental health care. 

* 
TIME LINE THERAPY 

AND REPROCESSING 

In this section, we will look at Time Line TherapyTM from the perspective of 

reprocessing. This will show us how reprocessing experiences along the timeline 

can help people refine their thinking and respond more effectively. We will also 

draw from cognitive behavioral therapy. This structure can be good for expediting 

personal growth, processing the little "t" traumas in our lives, or working with 

more challenging issues. People can become much more successful and at ease from 

processing a good number of small traumas. 

THE ROUGH OUTLINE 

Introduction 

First, we'll run through this process without specific examples. Then we will 

do the full process for a case example. You'll notice that this is a summary of Time 

Line TherapyTM that shows how to integrate reprocessing. If you don't already know 

Time Line Therapy ™ , I encourage you to learn it in depth. You can find links and 

referrals to qualified trainers in our website, BigBookOfNLP.com. 

Bad Code 

A cognitive therapist might call it a dysfunctional or irrational cognition. And 

EMDR therapist might call it a negative cognition. 
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We like to call it bad code, because this highlights the fact that we make decisions 

about the world and ourselves when we go through experiences, especially intense, 

traumatic, or otherwise overwhelming experiences. Most of us have "encoded" 

some of these experiences in an immature way, because we weren't ready for them. 

Unfortunately, these decisions about the world or about ourselves become part 

of our reality, like water to a fish; unquestioned. Just as a computer doesn't question 

the code that runs it, we are driven to some degree by irrational decisions made 

under duress. The place where these decisions reside is called implicit memory. We 

call it "sticky memory" because implicit memory is unconscious and unquestioned. 

It is simply the "truth." 

In essence, bad code is the unwise perspective that you get from an experience 

that you weren't ready for. If you had been fully ready for the experience, it 

would already be wisdom and you wouldn't be in therapy for it. 

Good Code 

If you learn from an experience, then you have made "good code" out of it. 

When you reprocess bad code into rational or functional thinking, then you have 

converted bad code into good code. 

Code Triggers 

You know about triggers. In this approach, we are talking about triggers of bad 

code. This can be any situation that bears some similarity to the one that generated 

the bad code. It may not look like the situation; it need only have similar implications 

or meaning. 

Source Event 

As in Time Line TherapyTM , reprocessing may have its best impact when we go 

back to the situation that occurred first in causing you to create the bad code. At the 

most simple level, you would reprocess the experience using whatever reprocessing 
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tools you felt were most appropriate. You would help your client move from bad 

code to good code, using whatever cognitive therapy skills were applicable. 

Echo Events 

These are things that resemble the source event and that reinforced or compounded 

the bad code. They are more influential than mere trigger events, because they are 

more overwhelming or happened at an early enough age to help form and strengthen 

bad code in important ways. 

Future Success 

These are what I like to call imaginary memories of the future. That is, future 

imaginings that help to build the client's sense of hope, meaning, and ability. 

State-Initiated Reprocessing 

Sometimes, with reprocessing, this happens as ifby magic, with little intervention 

at a cognitive level. The greater share of the work might be in helping the client 

know what and how to target, rather than how to refine their thoughts about it. 

In other words, the things you do to trigger reprocessing may not need to include 

cognitive therapy in order to get a profound cognitive shift. It depends on the client 

and the issue you are working on. 

Skills 

Whatever skills your client needs to learn for relationships, self-care, or whatever, 

they are best learned after their source and echo events are reprocessed. This is 

because trauma and overwhelm cause lasting shut downs of parts of the brain. This 

affects learning and memory, especially where touchy issues are concerned. 
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THE WORKOUT 

Bad Code 

Your client tells you that her relationships are not very satisfying. Somehow, she 

stands back. She finds herself judging people, even though she doesn't really feel 

that she wants to be a judgmental person. It doesn't feel like a choice so much as 

a temperament. As you help her clarify things, she realizes that she doesn't really 

trust people. You have explained to her that the best bad code examples are the 

ones that are irrational, and you help her come up with the bad code of her mistrust, 

which is pretty basic: "I can't trust anyone." 

She sees that it make sense that she would have various ways of keeping her 

distance from people if she can't trust them. Judging them helps her maintain that 

distance and refrain from the risks that trust entails. 

Good Code 

The earliest memories that she has in connection with not trusting people were 

from her childhood. She has always been a pretty independent thinker, but her 

parents were very religious and they judged her thinking, which was anything but 

doctrinaire. This leads you to think that her good code will have to do with being 

able to trust her judgement about people, and being able to fully own the fact that 

she is an adult and no longer under the scrutiny of her parents. 

As you help her come up with the good code that she would like to take the place 

of her bad code, it seems too simple to just say, "I can trust people." After all, she 

is a skeptical person, and she knows that you can't trust everyone. Perhaps, you say, 

it should be something like, "I can trust myself to create meaningful relationships." 

This touches something in her, because it brings her closer to the grief that she 

has buried regarding the betrayal of her childhood by her very rigid parents. She 

decides that this is pretty good, and she understands that she can refine this as she 

goes along. You like this good code, because it represents success and flexibility. 
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C ode Triggers 

You have her look back over her timeline and identify some of the more recent 

events that have triggered her tendency to distance and be judgmental. She realizes 

that part of the pattern includes her having difficulty expressing her more vulnerable 

feelings from a powerful place. This results in her rarely exposing herself. This has 

really affected her primary relationship, in particular. 

You make a mental note that this is an important skill that she will need to learn 

in order to really make her work with you translate into a better life. You'll certainly 

want to have her practice the Vision Communication Protocol from this book. 

The triggers that she comes up with don't seem to have much of a theme. As 

she said before, it's more like a state of mind that she carries with her into most 

situations. But she is most judgmental of people she does not know very well, and of 

people who are making bad judgments, especially if they are inconsiderate toward 

her. But it isn't being judgmental that is the problem so much as being preoccupied 

with judging people and carrying around a feeling of distance from people that is 

salted with mistrust. 

Source Event 

Now you have her go back through her time line and identify the source event. 

You might use timeline visualization for this. As she thinks back through her life, she 

gets to her earliest memory of feeling a lack of trust. She realizes that the ongoing 

patter of judgmentality in her own mind is what she absorbed from her parents. She 

is carrying on the reality that she grew up in. But she is able to remember a harsh 

interaction with her mother that left a strong impression when she was very young 

and starting to ask too many questions for her parents' comfort. This is her earliest 

memory that has the themes of judgmentality, mistrust, and betrayal. She was 

precocious and developed abstract thinking that her parents could not understand. 

As a child seeking the truth, her trust was fundamentally violated. 
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Echo Events 

Your client sees that there are many situations that came along after this, though 

none of them had a strong impact. The strongest echo event happened when she 

was a teenager, and realized how important it was to her to get out on her own. She 

didn't just need this for her independence, but for her own sanity. At least it felt that 

way to her. 

Future Success 

She defines future success, so far as this issue is concerned, with being at peace 

around people, and appreciating her own power and ability to exercise realistic 

judgment about others. A lot of it is just about accepting the truth that she has good 

judgment about people. She describes feeling confident and at peace in various 

situations. She imagines how she would be flexible and not distracted by people 

who are inconsiderate or quirky. 

Reprocessing 

Knowing all this, you are in a good position to reprocess the source event. 

You will target this, along with her feelings of judgment, betrayal, and insecurity. 

As you go, you will bring up the bad code and target that as well. If the process 

is simple, you will find that the bad code has less and less power, and the good 

code makes more and more sense at a gut level. Unless you have training and 

supervised experience in reprocessing and cognitive work, you will want to 

only do reprocessing with situations that do not involve serious dysfunction, 

substance abuse, or dissociation. 

WORKING WITH THE TIME LINE 

An NLP practitioner familiar with Time Line TherapyTM will find countless ways 

to integrate reprocessing into this work. In fact, they will probably recognize ways 

that it is already in play and can be enhanced. The visualization of the time line 

that occurs at the same time as more conscious, verbal processing creates a kind of 
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bilateral stimulus that promotes a reprocessing state. We believe this is a key reason 

that Time Line Therapy ™ works for so many people. 

From the reprocessing to the timeline work: 

Let's say that you have directly reprocessed an issue. You may have gotten to 

it in doing timeline work, or it may have been a presenting problem. You can do 

timeline work from this point through means such as sophisticated future pacing. 

From timeline work into reprocessing: 

You can travel back into the timeline to find additional echo events. In Time Line 

Therapy ™ , source and echo events are addressed through means such as bringing 

in the client's adult self to contact the child, or imagining resources being in place. 

An alternative is to directly do reprocessing, and then see what additional timeline 

methods are necessary. This can greatly expedite timeline work and make it more 

consistently effective with a broader range of clients. 

More integration with cognitions: 

Now that you know how negative cognitions work in reprocessing, you can 

integrate this into timeline work. You can identify how a negative (or limiting) 

cognition has played out through the timeline and recalibrate the timeline as a result 

of reprocessing that allows the client to fully accept a positive cognition. 

As you help the client undo their bad code, you need to know how powerful it is. 

You can ask the client to tell you, on a scale of one to ten, how true the code seems. 

You must make sure that the client understands that you are talking about how true 

it feels. They must not rate it by how logical it is. You are, after all, working with 

illogical code. But you can do the same with good code. When the client begins 

working with good code, they will tell you that, although they understand that it is 

true, it doesn't "feel" very true. When they think of it, something at gut level signals 

them that they cannot completely accept it on a feeling level. Again, they can help 

you know where things are by rating its gut level power on a scale of one to ten. You 
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can even focus your targeting more effectively by having them target the feeling 

between this rating and a ten. If they only give it a six, what are the feelings and 

impressions that are holding it down to that level? Target those for reprocessing. 

Tracking and processing source event power: 

The source event is disturbing in some way or ways. Ask the client what is most 

disturbing or upsetting about it. That is what you target. To track the power of the 

source event, ask them to rate those disturbing feelings on a scale of one to ten. 

When reprocessing is working, the number will go down. As you'll recall, we have 

talked about identifying feelings and helping the client cooperate with processes 

through "economy of speech." Those elements are very helpful with reprocessing. 

* 
CHALLENGES TO REPROCESSING 

Reprocessing is a deep subject, so we really cannot cover every aspect in depth, 

but we do need to go over some challenges that can come up. The most common 

problems that come up are these: 

I) The client does not get a reduction in the power of the source event or bad 

code. 

2) They do not get an increase in the power of the good code. 

3) Or they may have progress, but end up cycling through similar material, 

showing that they are not really reprocessing it and getting anywhere. 

When these problems come up, these are common issues to 
address: 

I) The client needs work with will prepare them to tolerate more advanced work. 

Clients with severe childhood trauma or dissociation usually need this. Specialized 

treatment should be recommended. 
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2) You need additional training or supervision. 

3) The client needs a referral to a specialist 

4) You need to improvise with your other NLP skills to address the issues that 

are challenging the reprocessing. 

5) You need a breakthrough concept. This can be a better target, a better 

formulation of the positive and negative cognitions, or some other way to break out 

of your current paradigm. 

* 
AN UPDATE ON THE 

META-MODEL 

As you know, the meta-model helps us escape mental traps that limit or distort 

reality. They include deletions and generalizations. While we are incapable to 

perceiving everything all at once, we must be on guard against destructive distortions 

that result in bad outcomes. A great deal has been written on the meta-model; 

however, the solutions shown often have the quality of interrogation or sarcasm. 

Fortunately, modeling of great therapists provides us with endless examples of 

therapeutic responses to meta-model violations. We are going to show you four 

levels at which you can respond to meta-model violations. 

1) Original: This is typical of what you might find in a old NLP training manual. 

2) Motive: This takes things up a notch by focusing on the statement from a 

more dynamic vantage point. 

3) Meta: This goes a level higher, looking at the system dynamic. 

4) Moment: This takes the bull by the horns. It subsumes each of the preceding 

levels and adds an authoritative, therapeutic leadership position. The moment 

response starts with a kind of problem statement that serves as a good catapult for 

being incisive and prescriptive, and ends with one or more recommendations. 
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In real life, there might be more back and forth in order to maintain rapport 

and develop agreement. In these examples, you'll see a somewhat more truncated 

version. There is some Ericksonian influence in that the moment responses tend to 

frame the situation in the here and now, bringing up an aspect in the environment 

or situation that is undeniably true and that may foster a mild trance effect, and in 

that they imply that something is happening as though what is to be recommended 

is actually somehow foreordained. As much as possible, these moment responses 

should do "utilization," (the Ericksonian propensity for gaining value from things 

that appear symptomatic or intractable). 

The term "moment" is used because: 

I) A moment in history is a phrase that intends to capture the key dynamics of a 

given time; 

2) The response treats the moment as a sort of vortex of dynamics that are to be 

utilized to create a tipping point in which the situation will qualitatively change. 

We will go through these levels from several vantage points or ''filters.'' We'll 

go through each of the four levels for each filter. They include the following. 

1) Action: 

A focus on actions taken by individuals, questioning their legitimacy, and 

substituting something more generative. 

2) Context: 

A focus on the situation, questioning it's integrity, and providing a more 

supporti ve situation. 

3) Originator: 

A focus on the person making the judgment or meta-model violation, and 

on questioning their authority to do so. This focus especially can provide an 

authoritative, responsible approach toward achieving a good outcome. 
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4) Source: 

A look backward through the dynamics to view causes and to question related 

assumptions. It is especially good for establishing alternatives that will change the 

pattern for the better. 

5) Essence: 

Viewing the meta-model violation in terms of how it characterizes the essence 

of a person or situation. It questions the legitimacy of the oversimplification and 

generates an expanded view. 

Notice how, as you read the responses, the lower-level ones may have a seductive 

appeal because of their "gotcha" sarcasm. Notice how this is a kind of hook within 

you that could be holding you back from a more productive and stress-reducing 

response. Imagine having the most enlightened leadership spontaneously emerge 

from you in a confident and authoritative, yet spontaneous fashion. Imagine this 

happening with ease and a sense of enjoyable mastery. Anchor this state, and 

activate it when you read each of the "moment" responses. 

* 
FIVE EXAMPLES: RESPONDING 

TO DELETIONS 

Notice how each response might have a function, depending on what's going 

on. Each response is to the meta-model violation "He's just a failure." You are 

responding to a father whose son is 28 and has some kind of impairment that is 

preventing him from experiencing success that you might expect from him. He's 

fairly bright. The family hasn't quite come to terms with the fact that there is 

impairment, so they're still struggling with him and moralizing. 

Calling the son a failure is a deletion in meta-model terms. As you'll recall 

deletions omit important information. More specifically, this is the "poorly specified 
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adjective" form of deletion, in which a word is essentially meaningless without 

further information and operationalization. It is used as a noun here, but functions 

as an adjective by being used as a reified statement of essence. 

In our minds, we'll translate the phrase into, "He is failure-essenced," or 

"failure-destined." Here are the responses, through each of the four filters and 

levels described above. 

The Action Filter 

Original Action: What exactly does he do that means he is a failure? 

Motive-Action: Then he will never succeed? 

Meta-Action: Judging him helps you express your frustration, yes? 

Moment-Action: To judge a person completely, we must consider all of their 

abilities, not just their errors, whatever they may be, especially when we will make 

such a tremendous difference in their life. We have gathered from our discussions 

the following strengths or abilities, and even some good examples. We even have 

ways to leverage each of them into future successes ... 

Note that this response uses judgmental language as a part of pacing the kind of 

person who would judge a family member as being merely a failure. This kind of 

thing helps you work in more ideas without them closing their mind. 

The Intention Filter 

Original Intention: Which of his choices make him a failure? 

Motive-Intention: How would you say his judgment fails him? 

Meta-Intention: Getting everyone to simplify him makes him easier to defeat, 

doesn't it? 

Moment-Intention: It seems that his successful behaviors are not yet consistently 

well orchestrated. We think he's a late-bloomer. We know of three ways that we can 

make him more of an asset to the family ... 
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The Context Filter 

Original Context: What exactly made him into a failure? 

Motive-Context: So this situation defines him forever? 

Meta-Context: You can conserve your family's resources by writing him off, 

we suppose. 

Moment-Context: We can see three ways that the situation set him up to fail, 

despite his strengths. We now realize that he has some specific problems, but here 

are the obstacles that we can get out of his way ... 

The Originator Filter 

Original Originator (speaker): What has given you the authority to define 

him? 

Motive-Originator: You know enough about him to say that nothing else 

characterizes him as well as failure does? 

Meta-Originator: The way your body language becomes so powerful, I imagine 

that calling him a failure is a real rush for you. 

Moment-Originator: These disappointments are so strong for you, and with all 

the past disappointments before him, we would never expect you to trust him right 

now. It will take a lot of willingness to experiment, just to tryout some of the things 

I'll begin suggesting today. 

The Source Filter 

Original Source: What caused him to be a failure? What makes it his fault, 

exactly? 

Motive-Source: So his parents and teachers failed, and he is their failure? 

Meta-Source: By not looking at the situation around him, you have avoided 

rocking the boat, haven't you? 
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Moment-Source: When this situation comes up again, there will have to be 

some new things going on so that we are taking charge to make a difference in his 

life. Specifically, we can start with ... 

The Essence Filter 

Original Essence: How exactly can you tell that failure is his essence or nature? 

Motive-Essence: Then his most salient property is that of failure. Nothing about 

him is as important? 

Meta-Essence: Seeing one thing as the essence of a person gives you a more 

stable, predictable world to live in, doesn't it? 

Moment-Essence: This failure aspect of him is so prominent right now in our 

minds, we'll have to make some changes so that our biases don't condemn him to 

a self-fulfilling prophecy, and no matter how much he might cooperate with that 

pattern. First, we need to ... 

* 
PERSUASION By 

CHUNKING UP/DOWN 

"It's not the mountain that lies ahead of you that stops you ... 

it's the pebble in your shoe." 

- Muhammad Ali 

Chunk Up (or Chunking Up) means that you move from specifics to generalities. 

Chunk Down (or Chunking Down) means that you move from generalities to 

specifics. 

Chunk Up is answering questions such as, "What is this for?" "Does it mean that 

youlI/we/this?" "What is the intention?" "What could be the purpose?" 
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Chunking up doesn't necessarily mean that you move all the way to the most 

general statement you can make about the subject. It means that you only move to a 

MORE general statement, not necessarily the highest / most general. 

Chunk Down is about answering questions such as, "How could we use it?" "Is 

it. .. ?" "Does that mean that we could do ... ?" 

Chunking Down doesn't necessarily mean that you move all the way to the least 

general or most specific statement. But, you only move towards a more specific set 

of ideas. 

The Chunk Up -> Chunk Down pattern of persuasion can be described as a range: 

Whatever you say or hear can be marked as a point on that Chunk Up -> Chunk 

Down range. From that point, you can either chunk up and generalize or chunk down 

and be more specific. 

To enhance rapport and get a sense of agreement and unity between you and 

another person, chunk up! Rarely do people refuse to agree to nominalizations. 

When you say, "Love is wonderful." how many people will disagree? That's a huge 

chunk. If you say, "Your love is wonderful." there's an opening for a debate and not 

necessarily an immediate agreement. 

You chunk up to get agreement. You chunk down to solve problems. 

How do you eat an elephant? Remember that joke? Right...one piece at a time. 

That's chunking down. A person presents a problem to you and asks for your help to 

solve it. If you chunk down long enough, they will find their own solutions on their 

own, making their own decisions and thanking you for opening up their eyes. You 

don't have to know EVERYTHING, you just need to chunk down further. 

You chunk up to hypnotize. You chunk down to de-hypnotize. 

You don't need to be a hypnotist in order to hypnotize others. You see, just by 

using words and talking to people, you're already generating trance states in others. 

They don't have to close their eyes and quack like a duck. Hypnosis is everything 

between a day dream and moon walking. We move in and out of hypnosis numerous 

times during the day. 

When you're in a state of hypnosis, you're more suggestible; more easily 

influenced by your surroundings and by your inner world. When you chunk up, you 
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get people to think about intentions, purposes, philosophy and meaning by using 

a nominalization (a word that describes something you cannot physically point at, 

like love, influence, subconscious, etc.) You cause the other person to go inside 

and think about the meaning of what you said. They must make sense of it; and that 

inner search after the meaning, that's a trance! 

Sometimes you will want to de-hypnotize; to take the person out of hypnosis. If 

your chat mate is spacing out too often, having a hard time listening and concentrating, 

or is in pain (another form of self hypnosis: concentrating obsessively on the physical 

feeling of pain), then you can de-hypnotize that person by chunking down. When 

you dig into details, the present reality kicks in and the world of philosophy fades. 

If you remember, in one of our articles about Milton Erickson's method to relieve 

pain, we spoke about chunking down. By analyzing the physical pain, wherever on 

the body it is, you make it smaller and less important. The brain goes from "Oh, it 

is painful in my teeth." to "Oh, there's that rough sensation in the 3rd tooth from 

the right, on its front side right above that small white dot." In hypnotherapy we use 

chunking down a lot when dealing with phantom pains (pains that feel real, even 

though there is no known physical reason). 

* 
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ApPENDIX A: MODALITIES 

ABBREVIATIONS 

v - Visual 

Ve - Visual external (physical perception of sight) 

Vi - Visual internal (imagery, mind's eye) 

A - Auditory 

Ae - Auditory external (physical perception of sound) 

Ai - Auditory internal (inner voice, thoughts) 

At - Auditory tonal (tone, sound, music) 

Ad - Auditory digital (the words) 

Adi - Auditory digital internal (self-talk) 

K - Kinesthetic (physical sensations) 

Kv - Kinesthetic visceral (inside feeling, e.g. "butterflies" or warm stomach) 

Kt - Kinesthetic tactile / touch, skin sensation 

Ke - Kinesthetic perceptions - emotions 

o - Olfactory 

G - Gustatory 
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ApPENDIX B: THE SUB

MODALITIES 

In this section we introduce the most common sub-modalities, their characteristics 

and expected influence. 

VISUAL SUB-MODALITIES 

Movie / Still Picture 

Is the thought being represented by a still picture, such as a photograph, or by a 

moving picture, a mental movie? 

Most people I worked with report that a photograph is less emotional than a 

mental movie. In a mental movie, you can see the event happening again, whether 

you're in it or not (watching from the side); you could hear the words being said and 

feel the tension in the event. 

A mental still picture is most often used to understand a concept or to remember 

a visual object, such as a face or a name or a date. 

Color / Black and White 

Is the thought being represented as black and white still picture / movie, or is 

it in color? The continuum here, obviously, would be how strong the colors are, for 

example, or if it's a black and white imagery, are there shades of grey or complete 

distinction between the 2 colors? 

Location Above / Below 

When you think inside your head, there's always a location where you can 

point out towards the image you're making up. If you keep your head straight and 
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consider your field of vision to be the "screen" where is that picture/movie located 

on the screen? Is it above your eye level, forcing you to look up? Is it below your 

eye level? Is it exactly at that point? 

Location Left I Right 

The same as with Above / Below, where on that continuum stands your picture/ 

movie. Normally, the image or movie itself, as a whole, won't be running around 

- it works quite the same as with your TV. It would be hard for you to watch it if 

someone would move it left and right constantly. So on your field of vision, the 

Screen, where is that picture or movie? How far to the left, how far to the right? 

Light Intensity - Driving Submodality 

For most, if not all, the people I worked with, this specific submodality proved 

itself to be one of the strongest. When one specific submodality drives so much 

change in an emotional response, we call it a "driving submodality." 

It means, that when you change that submodality (yes, you can change them, I'll 

show you how), and move it on its continuum, it creates a new emotional response 

to that image you're working with. 

Light intensity means - how dark or how bright is the image/movie. Is it dim? Is 

it brighter than "reality"? Is it too dark to notice some important details? 

It works the same as in the film industry. You would notice, that in order to grab 

your attention to a specific item, the director would distort or dim the background 

and will sharpen the image of that item ... Yes, you know it already! They do that in 

advertising all the time ... 

Perhaps because it IS a driving submodality, which "drives" us to drive our cars 

and take their product for a test-drive ... Ok, enough word-games with the word 

"drive." Let's drive forward ... 
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Size - Driving Submodality 

Size in terms of visual modality is measured in relation to your field of vision. 

Is that picture / movie "bigger than life" size? 

Is it small and compact? 

Can you look above it, below it, around it? 

Is it "in your face," preventing you from noticing actual sensations from the 

outside world? Is it too small to realize what's going on exactly? 

Quality of Focus 

It could have been a part of the Intensity modality, but it also has an effect of 

its own. If your actual physical vision is blurry, you get anxious. You might even 

become a bit paranoid. It works the same with your mental images or movies. 

If you think of something important, and it becomes blurry, you will experience 

the same emotions as if these were your eyes that got blurry. 

Change of focus also changes the way you pay attention to that specific scenario. 

You might suddenly ignore it completely just to deal with that "vision issue." Or 

you may become really obsessed about making it clearer. And that can cost you in 

energy, time and relationships. 

For example, you might find yourself upset with someone you care about, 

just because they "drew" an unclear mental picture for you. People create unclear 

pictures when they speak in words that only they can make clear meaning of. And 

that unclear image drives you crazy, because you want to understand, you want to 

be able to solve it...you want to be a good friend / father / lover, etc. 

Speed Of Thought 

The rate of images is also important. A movie is nothing more than slightly 

changed images, presented in light speed, to create the illusion of movement. Of 
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course, this submodality only refers to the internal movie and not to a picture which 

does not present any action. 

Speed is action potential. It is also quite a strong submodality, although it works 

much better when the size of the movie is also large. Small fast movies are not so 

effective. 

We use speeding up for motivation and slowing down for relaxation or analysis. 

For example, if you imagine yourself riding on a roller coaster (remember that 

distinction?) as if you are there in that - but the only difference is that it is all in 

slow motion. You see the movie "turn pages," the picture running slowly, like in the 

old movies (with the black and white strip in between them) ... that's not so scary 

suddenly. It's even boring! How could a roller coaster, first person experience, be 

so emotionless and boring? If it's too slow to drive your emotions. 

We call this submodality "Speed Of Thought" because there are so many useful 

ways you can use it to benefit your life instantly. In our seminars we teach our 

students to do it automatically (since most of our thinking is in patterns, anyway), 

and their results are amazing. All the way from creativity sparks, motivational 

boosts, anger management, addiction busting and so much more. Again, if you feel 

you want to grab this set of tools and own it for real, give us a call or drop us an 

email; we'll make it happen for you too. 

Discrimination By Changing Focus 

We will talk about the master operative filters soon, but for now this specific 

submodality is quite a strong one. By discriminating details in your mental picture 

or movie, you actually create a whole new meaning. 

A great example is one that I also give in my seminars: 2 people go to the same 

Christmas party but have 2 different opinions of how good it was. The first person 

was focusing on the happy faces of people around him while the other person was 

focusing on the tiny red wine stain on his white shirt... the first had a great time 

while the second spent the same time thinking about the red stain. 

Even though the party was going on around them in the same manner, since they 

shared the same time, location and social interactions - the only difference was the 

discrimination each of them used by focusing on a specific detail of the experience. 
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Later on, if you ask them both how did they enjoy the party (considering you 

aren't the host, so they don't have to lie to you), how do you think each of them will 

react? 

Changing your focus by discriminating details and zoning in on one specific, 

even if it's only "in your mind," changes your experience. 

Panoramic Frame 

This submodality represents a continuum between a picture and movie which 

resides in a frame, just as if you were watching a movie on your television screen 

(which must have a frame) or glancing in a picture on your wall which might also 

have a (wooden?) frame. 

For most people I've met, the difference in the experience is that they consider 

the panoramic type (the movie or picture stretched on your field of vision without a 

distinct border) to be more "realistic" and the framed type to be more metaphoric. In 

addition, I did notice that many people use the framed mental picture or movie for 

planning the future and the panoramic for most of their memories. 

If you do that differently, though, there is nothing wrong with that! I will be 

happy to hear your discoveries in this subject of Sub-modalities. 

Dimensions 

Another very distinctive feature of a mental image is the number of dimensions 

it occupies. I like to compare this to the cartoons I watched when I was a child (Ok, 

I'm still watching some, but so do you!). 

The continuum of the dimensions submodality lies between a two-dimension 

and a three-dimension picture or movie. Disney's cartoons from the 50's, such as 

the older Micky Mouse, were made in a 2D world. They were flat on the page, and 

while watching the movie, you could tell there's only one flat dimension they live 

in. They didn't seem to have a depth inside the picture, even if they used different 

sizes for creating that illusion. 
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The three dimensional cartoon, however, did have a whole lot of depth. You get 

the illusion that there's not only one stretched canvas from left to right, but as if 

there's a world going inward and outwards towards you as the viewer. 3D graphic 

artists and mathematicians call this the z-axis. 

This submodality is usually flat when you explore subjects you are bored about 

and feel no excitement what-so-ever. You might find, that you think of "math" or 

"history" or "your wife's make up routine" as being black and white, a still picture, 

in a frame ... and in 2D! Well, that's one boring thought right there! If it has depth, 

the depth tends to move out into a fog, darkness, or downward like a funnel. 

You could do this to the dimension submodality of an exciting memory in order 

to make it boring. Perhaps you have a memory that is too exciting and this would 

be good. This would be a lot like the fast phobia cure, where a troubling memory or 

fearful future scenario are manipulated so that they don't trigger a negati ve state. 

Perspective 

"Let's look at it from another side, shall we?" 

"You need to take a more global view on this one ... " 

"If you saw this from MY side ... " 

We use perspectives all the time, numerous times a day. You can't really get 

through your day without using a whole lot of different perspectives. 

And here's a clue - the perspecti ve you use to think and visualize a situation might 

be crucial for the understanding and conclusions you would make. Perspectives, in 

many cases, are the ones you use to make decisions. 

You change your mind when you change your perspective. We have all had those 

arguments, when we finally were brave enough to look at the situation from our 

rival's point of view ... and we felt they were right. We were wrong because we took 

a certain perspective which was not congruent with reality. 

There are many useful ways for you to explore the visual submodality 

Perspectives. You could choose, for example, to take the Global view, as if you're 

a bird flying up there and seeing it all from above ... you could get out of your 
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own body (mentally, of course) and go around your mate's shoulders and see the 

interaction from that perspective. 

You might decide to take a more distant point of view, a closer, a higher, a lower 

one ... whatever creative perspective you can come up with - the more angels you use 

to look at a serious situation, the more choices and information you get. 

Visual Triggers 

This is not a specific sub-modality but it is an inner visual stimulation and it is 

quite important for our subject of memory management. Visual triggers are what we 

call "Anchors." It could be anything from your experience - it could be a face or 

features of a face, for example. 

I had a client who was attacked in her childhood, and ever since she has a very 

strong reaction towards people who share the same facial characteristics as her 

attacker. 

A complete stranger who had nothing to do with her past could be getting some 

hatred (and disturbing) looks from her, just because he had the same type of nose, 

same facial hair arrangement, same eye patterns, etc. 

Anchors are very important simply because of two reasons: one, you have 

registered in your mind numerous anchors (literally, millions); and second, many of 

those anchors trigger subconscious processes that can change your emotions, your 

thoughts and your decisions, without any conscious awareness. 

AUDITORY SUB-MODALITIES 

Self-talk Vs. Other People~s Voices 

The voice you hear inside your head, whether it is your own voice or someone 

else's (even imaginary or generic) voice. 
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Actual Content 

We put less emphasis on content since the words you use are not as important as 

the form in which you express them. But the syntax your choose for your words can 

describe a lot of your internal experience. 

Emotional Expression 

The emotion that is obvious through the voice; angry voice and sexy voice do 

not sound the same. 

Volume 

How high, how low, how strong - weak voice doesn't cause as much effect as a 

strong voice. 

Tonality 

The tonality of your voice. 

Tempo / Speed Of Speech 

The tempo or speed of your voice. 

The Source Location 

From which point in space the voice is originating from? 
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Harmonic I Disharmony 

Is it a pleasant "rhythmic" voice or is the speech full with breaks and "umm" or 

"ehh?" Yes, we do that on the inside as well. 

Regular I Irregular 

Hearing Dracula's voice or Clinton's voice is not equal. Does the voice has an 

irregular distracting quality or is it "normal"? 

Inflections 

This one is also related to content and context - In which points of the text does 

the voice change a quality? Is there a reason? 

Length I Duration 

For which periods of time do you hear that voice? Does it use long sentences or 

short ones? 

Key Words 

Also related to content but these are key words, kind of digital "anchors," that 

trigger an emotional reaction in you. For example, for many people the syntax "nine 

eleven" drives a whole set of very strong emotions. It would be a different reaction 

for a New York citizen and a Taliban militant... 
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KINESTHETIC SUB-MODALITIES 

Temperature 

Perhaps the most frequently noticed submodality - our temperature rise when 

we're excited and lowers when we are bored. We use terms like "hot blooded" or 

"cold bitch" to describe behaviors. 

Since all behavior is a result of thoughts, and most thoughts are the conclusion 

of memories ... you feel what you think due to what you remember, and that has an 

effect on your perceived body temperature. 

Your actual physiological temperature (normally at 37C) might not change at all 

although you may feel "hot" or "frozen" inside. 

Texture 

Our world is experienced mostly in 3D. Texture as a kinesthetic submodality is 

the fabric of that memory - What do you sense it could be if you touched it? Rough? 

Smooth? Bumpy? 

Level Of Flexibility 

That is also a mental attitude and not only a visible piece of information. Could 

you change the movement of emotion you feel inside or is it too rigid and "out of 

your control"? Road rage is often described as total lack of flexibility in a specific 

context and time frame. 

Vibration 

Should I really add more? 
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Pressure 

When you remember a memory, it might cause a certain pressure in your body, 

usually felt above the eyes or on the lower lip (notice that many people who spend 

time in emotional day fantasies, their lips are swollen and their lower lip especially 

is dropped). 

Tension 

Tension is felt similar to pressure but it is a definite uncomfortable feeling that 

causes the desire to "release the tension." Also tension can be described by location 

in the body. 

Movement 

Emotions move. Emotion can be described as energy in motion. At most times, 

if you feel a strong emotion it does not just lay there motionless. It moves around, 

up and down, left and right, in crosses, in circles, in half-moon circles or an infinite 

spiral ... 

If you feel the movement, you can also find a pattern. In NLP seminars we 

work a lot with this submodality, because it is a very effective modality for gaining 

control over fears and phobias. 

Breathing 

The breathing pattern is a kinesthetic submodality. How deep, from where to 

where, how low, or shallow is your breathing? 

Weight 

Here we don't refer to your body's weight, but to the "weight" of the experience. 

Does it feel heavy, unbearable, or light? 
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Confined 

We can also define some feelings as "confined," which means they are not 

only manageable and light-weighted, but we can block them to a specific location, 

usually between our hands. These are the kind of emotional experiences that we can 

turn on and turn off almost on cue, without being overwhelmed. Sadly enough, in 

most cases we found that "love" or "passion" get confined while "rage" and "anger" 

are not. 

Change Of Size Or Shape 

That is related to the Movement Submodality, since sometimes as the sensation 

moves through your body (or beyond it) it might change its size and shape 

accordingly. You may be able to "confine" it if it's a foot ahead of you and felt as 

less than length of shoulders. 

Direction 

Where did it go? Where is it going? From where? 

Triggers 

Just as certain words can trigger emotions, also a certain touch can be an "anchor" 

for an emotional roller-coaster. It is physically observable in rape victims, when a 

certain movement and touch can send them into a trance and a fearful internal 

experience in less than a brief second. 
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ApPENDIX C: LOGICAL LEVELS 

Dilts' logical levels, from the higher, overriding levels, to the lower ones: 

Spirit or strategic vision - Belief in higher purpose or values that give meaning 

to identity. 

Identity - Sense of self that fosters values and beliefs. 

Values and beliefs - Higher level of internal resources that drive decisions and 

how you apply your skills and knowledge. 

Skills and knowledge - Fundamental internal resources for behavior. 

Behavior - Physical actions and patterns, including habits and the power of 

behavior modification principles. 

Environment - The context and how it stimulates, guides, facilitates and limits 

behavior. 
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ApPENDIX D: 
INTRODUCING ETHICS 

Contributed By: Rasa Galatiltyte 

Yes, this section is worth reading. 

Most people, including NLP practitioners, feel like we are ethical people. But 

it's one thing to be successful and have your heart in the right place, and it's another 

to have the understanding of ethics that you need in order to take on challenging 

cases - or even not-so-challenging cases. 

Here's why: 

1) Too many well-meaning people are getting into trouble. Most of us have a few 

ethical blind spots - areas that we just haven't thought about. 

Yet these blind spots can have serious consequences if we happen to run into a 

problem. 

2) There are serious legal consequences that may arise from some innocent 

misunderstandings about ethics and related laws. 

3) Coaches need to know some things about law and ethics. 

There are laws and regulations that apply to coaches (or that can apply, depending 

on the circumstances) that you may not know about. 

Generally, coaching and NLP trainings give ethics little, if any, attention. 

However, coaches do sometimes come under the authority of mental health licensing 

boards when they get into trouble. You should know how to avoid this. 

4) Even though you try to screen out clients that are not appropriate for your 

practice, it is inevitable that you will occasionally find yourself working with 

someone who has some serious issues that you are not prepared to work with. 

You need to have policies and procedures for evaluating, screening, referring, 

and transferring these folks. A lot of coaches do this by the seat of their pants. 

Sometimes this causes problems for them. 
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5) It is possible to cause significant problems for clients if we are unclear about 

a key ethical point or two. A bad result can cause the client to shy away from help 

that they need in the future, or worse. 

6) So much thought has been put into ethics and how to explain laws to 

therapists and others that they may apply to, that it would be crazy not to dip into 

this information on a regular basis, in order to be informed, stay up-to-date, and 

have the proper policies in place. 

A little history: 

Laws, regulations and ethical guidelines have been evolving for a long time, and 

they are continuing to undergo changes. Laws and ethics pertaining to therapy are 

dramatically different from those of forty years ago. 

Generally speaking, we're talking about vast improvements, not a mindless 

intrusion of bureaucracy. 

Did you know that ethical standards for healers date back to the Hippocratic 

Oath, developed roughly 2,500 years ago, and even farther back to the Nigerian 

healer's code. As you can imagine, much of the impetus for regulating professionals 

has come from problems with the professionals' conduct. 

Enforcement actions range from letters of warning or other sanctions, to 

punishments, not to mention civil liability that can result in lawsuits. 

Speaking of licensing boards: 

Coaches are not regulated as psychotherapists by licensing boards. But if a board 

comes to feel that a coach is practicing psychotherapy, there may be a problem. 

Although boards, at least in the U.S., are not actively looking for coaches that 

might be crossing that line, there are ways that coaches can come to the attention 

of licensing boards. This happens when a dissatisfied client files a grievance with 

such a board. 
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Clients are especially likely to file a grievance with the state licensing board 

when there is a conflict over money, disappointment with services, or the client 

feels they have been used in some way, such as through a sexual relationship. 

When a coach or therapist tries to pull out of a sexual relationship with an ex

client, the ex-client may become quite vindictive. 

One way clients can be disappointed is if you charge an unusually high fee and 

create unusually high expectations. 

Another way is if you create expectations that you are like a psychotherapist and 

then miss key moves that a therapist might make. 

The coaches that are the most vulnerable to making a mistake like this are the 

ones that began creating a defensive style during their childhood in which they 

tended to cultivate a fantasy of elevated competence in order to protect against 

feeling socially marginalized and inadequate. That comment sounds pretty harsh, 

but it is about a common occurrence. 

Take care not to give the impression that you are providing psychotherapy 

or treatment of mental disorders. 

Coaches can come under the purview of licensing boards if the board thinks that 

your promotional materials or actions put you in the position of providing a service 

that they license. If you look at the legal definition of psychotherapy in your state 

or other authority, you will see how this could happen. In some states, the definition 

of psychotherapy is vague. 

Mental health land mines: 

A key concern is that the coach will end up with a person who's hidden mental 

health issues can cause problems for the coach, if not an outright bad outcome for 

the client. 

Coaches should become familiar with signs of mental and emotional issues that 

may lead to problems, specifically because these coaches (by the scope of their 

professional responsibility) are not performing mental health assessments, and 

clients may not disclose mental health issues, even if they are aware of them. 
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Ask about previous mental health problems and treatment, and determine whether 

there are outstanding issues that may not have been adequately treated. 

All coaches should be prepared to refer to trusted mental health professionals. 

Besides, networking with mental health workers may yield clients for yourcoach's 

services. Therapists should refer people seeking success coaching to someone like 

you, unless this is one of their specialties already. 

Comments for Licensees: 

Licensed clinicians have their blind spots, as research into the art and science of 

diagnosis tells us. Many therapists tend to have a pet diagnosis that they use more 

than the average therapist. 

Very common areas where therapists fail to appropriately treat or refer are sleep 

problems, domestic violence, substance abuse, cognitive disabilities, dissociation 

and subtle brain injuries. 

The takeaway message for therapists is: 

Get deep with assessment issues and stay current. While we're at it, stay up on 

the legal landscape as well. 

Ethical guidelines recommended in this appendix: 

We have provided ethical guidelines on the next page. If you review them, you 

will probably think of various situations where they can have some relevance and 

wisdom. Although coaching programs tend to provide little or no training in law and 

ethics, we feel that this deserves your attention. 

We hope you will absorb and consistently apply these guidelines. 
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CODE OF ETHICS FOR 

NLP PRACTITIONERS 

This code of ethics is adapted from models of major organizations representing 

licensed psychotherapists. However, it is written specifically for coaches and 

consultants who are not necessarily members of such an organization. It is necessary 

to understand the following guidelines in order to function in a truly professional 

manner. This is because these guidelines can help to protect your reputation and 

safety, help you avoid trouble, help to protect the public, and help protect he 

reputation of NLP coaching and consulting as professions. 

These guidelines won't cover every situation you encounter, but they are very 

well rounded, representing millions of person-years of professional practice. 

Although these guidelines are not intended as legal advice, the codes that they 

are modeled after have evolved hand-in-hand with the evolution of laws intended to 

protect the public and ensure the usefulness of the practitioners those laws regulate. 

Following these guidelines can help you avoid problems such as practicing 

medicine or psychotherapy without a license, or violating the boundaries of clients. 

Do not hesitate to contact a lawyer and review relevant laws and liability issues 

when potential legal issues arise. When there is any doubt, it is always better to call 

sooner than later. 

Compared to the attitudes of many coaches, these guidelines may seem strict. In 

fact, where success coaching between peers is involved, and mental health issues 

are not being treated, you may find that the guidelines concerning dual relationships 

can be relaxed without creating an ethical breach. However, it is very easy to err in 

this area, so we recommend having additional consultation and training specifically 

in this area for all coaches. 

Another good example is name-dropping and client testimonials. In psychotherapy, 

this is considered unethical. Getting a client to agree to this is considered imposing 

on a client in a manner that is not in the client's best interest, because it means 

publicly acknowledging a mental health problem. As you know, mental health 

problems are subject to a great deal of social stigma and discrimination in areas 
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as serious as employment and health insurance coverage in countries that do not 

provide national coverage. 

In coaching for success, a client testimonial might not be of much concern, 

because there is no admission of having a disability or disorder. 

Our advice is to always put the welfare of your client first, making sure that any 

testimonials to not convey any traits that could result in stigma or discrimination. 

I. BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES 

NLP practitioners support client welfare and rights, and the ethical and 

constructive use of their services. When clients are not physically present during 

sessions, as in phone sessions, NLP practitioners take extra measures to meet their 

responsibilities to clients as needed. 

1. NLP practitioners support non-discrimination, and provide equal 

consideration regardless of race, gender, religion, national origin, age, sexual 

orientation, disability, socioeconomic, or marital status. NLP practitioners take 

reasonable measures to accommodate clients with physical disabilities. 

2. NLP practitioners understand that their clients trust them, and so they refrain 

from exploiting that trust. They also understand that dual relationships can become 

more complicated than expected and result in bad outcomes or the perception of 

an ethical breach. NLP practitioners avoid creating any relationships with their 

clients that are at all likely to impair their judgment or tempt them to exploit the 

client. This is especially important where there are ongoing sessions, as opposed to 

one or a few sessions that are not highly personal. 

3. It is questionable to have a "dual relationship," meaning one in which the 

practitioner and client engage in a different relationship at the same time, such as 

by also being business partners. Before considering an additional relationship, the 

practitioner should allow a reasonable amount of time to elapse after the sessions 

are complete. 

When you cannot avoid a dual relationship, as may occur in a small town, the 

practitioner will take precautions and create limits for that relationship to ensure 

that they maintain good judgment and refrain from any exploitation. In any case, 
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sex and dating are inadvisable when in a practitioner-client relationship, and for a 

reasonable amount of time afterwards. 

Where there is significant likelihood of a dual relationship, the practitioner will 

consider referring the person to another practitioner. 

Examples of dual relationship actions include borrowing money, hiring, engaging 

in a business venture with, or engaging in a close personal relationship with a client. 

This may also apply to the client's spouse, partner or family members. 

4. NLP practitioners honor their professional commitment to clients. This 

includes refraining from abandoning or neglecting clients whose sessions are not 

complete. To this end, NLP practitioners maintain procedures to support this, such 

as providing contact information and instructions as to what to do in case of an 

emergency or in case the NLP practitioner is away, and by terminating sessions 

properly. This should include a professional will with instructions as to how to 

transfer, maintain or properly dispose of any confidential or important records. 

5. NLP practitioners stop seeing clients for appropriate reasons only, and do so 

in an ethical manner. These reasons may include the client not benefiting adequately, 

there is not a good reason to continue, the NLP practitioner is experiencing some kind 

of impairment such as mental illness, or the relationship has developed a significant 

ethical problem. for clinically sound reasons and in an appropriate manner. When 

ending sessions, the NLP practitioner makes sure that any referrals for services or 

other arrangements are made promptly. 

6. NLP practitioners do not continue sessions with clients purely for their 

own financial gain, but it is ethical to discontinue when fees are not paid. 

7. NLP practitioners are not gurus, and are not adamant about any advice 

they offer except where safety and emergencies are concerned. NLP practitioners 

respect the right of their clients to make their own decisions in all areas of their 

lives, including personal relationships. At the same time, the practitioner will help 

clients understand the consequences of their decisions, and will give them enough 

information that clients can make informed decisions about NLP. This information 

includes the potential risks and benefits of NLP based on the client's situation and 

capacities. 
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8. NLP practitioners inform clients all key policies in advance. These include 

the extent of their availability for emergencies and for other contacts between 

sessions, as well as issues such as fees, no show charges and other fee-related 

policies. These include whether extended sessions cost more, and how the client 

will be enabled to decide on whether to accept an extended session. 

9. NLP practitioners obtain written consent before making any kind of 

media recording of sessions. The consent will include the conditions in which the 

recording can be played and who will experience it. 

10. NLP practitioners will explain to their client that the content of their sessions 

will be kept confidential, and the practitioner will honor this into perpetuity. In the 

event of a court order or safety issue, the practitioner is not required to maintain 

confidentiality. The client should understand this in advance. 

11. NLP practitioners inform clients of their qualifications and experience 

prior to providing services. This can be in the form of a written summary. 

12. If there are to be electronic communications, NLP practitioners inform their 

clients of the potential risks to confidentiality, what to do if there is no response 

(there may have been a technical problem) and how emergencies communicated 

electronically will be handled. 

13. If the client sees another practitioner of some kind, such as a mental health 

provider, the NLP practitioner will provide all useful information when requested 

by the client. The practitioner will not withhold this information because fees have 

not been paid. The NLP practitioner will collaborate with practitioners as needed for 

the welfare of the client, when given permission by the client. 

II. SCOPE OF PRACTICE AND REFERRALS 

NLP practitioners do not work with clients who have problems that the 

practitioner does not have qualifications and skills to work with, and they refer to 

appropriate professionals as needed. 

1. The NLP practitioner will refer clients to appropriate medical or psychotherapy 

treatment providers when there is a concern that assessment or treatment of 

symptoms of medical or mental disorders may be needed. 
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2. The NLP practitioner is as aware of the limits of his or her skills as they 

are of their abilities. This is called scope of practice. As a result, the practitioner 

prevents harm by knowing when and how to refer clients for treatment of possible 

medical or psychological disorders. 

3. The NLP practitioner learns to recognize symptoms that may indicate 

medical and psychological disorders so that they will be effective and timely in 

making referrals. 

III. CONFIDENTIALITY 

NLP practitioners take their clients' privacy seriously. They understand that 

clients may divulge personal information that they would not want shared with 

anyone else. Personal information can harm peoples' careers, relationships, and 

other important life areas. Except for urgent safety concerns, NLP practitioners 

do not make moral decisions that would lead them to violate the privacy of their 

clients, and they never indulge in gossip. Practitioners have unique confidentiality 

responsibilities because the "patient" in a therapeutic relationship may be more 

than one person. The overriding principle is that NLP practitioners respect the 

confidences of their patient(s). 

1. NLP practitioners are best known for providing coaching that enhances success 

and well being, and do not treat mental illnesses, therefore, so long as no coercion 

is involved, the practitioner may solicit permission to use client's recommendations 

and names in communications and advertising, and in teaching or presenting. The 

client must clearly understand the potential consequences and nature of the 

use of their name, and give permission in advance and in writing on a form that 

includes this information. This can prevent serious misunderstandings later. The 

NLP practitioner avoids this practice if there is any doubt about the client's 

objectivity, such as occurs if the client feels dependent upon the NLP practitioner 

or confers authority to the NLP practitioner in some manner. 

2. NLP practitioners maintain the total privacy of their clients, including their 

names or any information that could identify them. The only exceptions to this 

are a) any legal requirements, such as a court order, b) the need to use specific 

information to defend themselves in a court action (and the release of information 

is limited to what is necessary only), c) as needed in order to pursue fees in a legal 
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action (and this is limited to the name of the client, the dates of the sessions, the 

amount owed, a signed form showing that the client has agreed to fees or policies 

but that does not contain information about the client's problems, and the service 

provided, d) as permitted by the client. 

3. NLP practitioners maintain client records in a safe and secure manner. 

They are aware of the risks and limitations of any technology used, and take 

appropriate steps to prevent breaches. They take extra cautions when transmitting 

or receiving client information. They dispose of records, including any hardware 

containing them, such as computer memory devices, in a manner that fully protects 

confidentiality. 

4. NLP practitioners ensure that their employees, contractors or other personnel 

maintain confidentiality, and that they only have access to information that is 

necessary for the conduct of business and in a manner that the client understands 

and accepts. 

IV. PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE 

AND INTEGRITY 

NLP practitioners maintain high standards of professional competence and 

integrity. 

1. NLP practitioners maintain records of their sessions as needed for competent 

practice, for maintenance of any signed agreements, for reference in case there is a 

time lag between sessions, for consulting with other helping professionals, billing, 

and for any other purposes as needed. 

2. NLP practitioners seek professional assistance as needed for any problems 

that may interfere with their performance or judgment. 

3. NLP practitioners as teachers or presenters, present accurate information 

from reputable sources. 

4. NLP practitioners develop the understanding necessary to work with people 

of other cultures. The identify the cultural and ethnic background and related needs 

of their clients so that they may provide effective services. 
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5. NLP practitioners stay up-to-date in their field through ongoing educational 

experiences. They also get ongoing continuing education that expands their 

knowledge pertaining to psychology and health, because of the diverse issues that 

clients bring. 

6. NLP practitioners maintain a reputation for honesty, fairness and ethics in 

their lives. They refrain from any kind of harassment, exploitation or illegal activity. 

7. NLP practitioners do not provide any services that are outside of their 

abilities and legal scope of practice. Unless qualified and legally sanctioned, NLP 

practitioners do not treat or offer to treat mental or physical illnesses. While people 

may improve in these areas as a result of NLP, the practitioner does not promote 

his or her services as a form of treatment. Promoted services may include training 

on NLP, including self-NLP, stress management, coaching, and stress management, 

(barring any legal or ethical concerns). 

8. NLP practitioners make sure that any new types of clients they see or 

skills they use are appropriate from a legal and ethical point of view, and will 

be performed competently as a result of having the proper training, supervision, 

consultation or experience as needed. 

9. NLP practitioners do not provide services that will conflict with a person's 

psychotherapy. The practitioner uses special caution and consideration with a 

potential client who is receiving psychotherapy. This is because the person may have 

a mental disorder that places special needs upon any relationship that may result 

in focusing on memories or goals, or that may induce emotional awareness or deep 

relaxation. Generally, the practitioner is advised to consult with the psychotherapist 

before starting sessions. It may be appropriate to proceed when the client is fully 

able to indicate that they are stable and can tolerate the activities listed in this 

section, such as experiencing increased awareness. 

10. NLP practitioners take reasonable steps to prevent the distortion or misuse 

oftheir approach and knowledge, particularly by the media and influential persons. 

This includes steps such as letters to the editor, personal communications, and 

collective communication from practitioners. 

11. NLP practitioners want to affect people and their community in the most 

positive way possible, and they want to generate and preserve respect for their 

approach, so they exercise care in their public statements, live or in any medium. 
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As part of their ongoing education, NLP practitioners learn how to recognize and 

engage in rational and ethical rhetoric, debate and public discourse. This includes 

understanding and avoiding logical fallacies. 

12. NLP practitioners only engage in research when they have adequate 

support, skills and knowledge to do so. NLP practitioners do not make public 

statements as to the results of their research unless they are adequately trained 

and competent to carry out reliable research. NLP practitioners gain the knowledge 

pertaining to research, and will only talk about the results of others' research when 

they can do so competently and credibly. 

V. RESPONSIBILITY TO STUDENTS 

As with clients, NLP practitioners do not exploit the trust of their students. 

1. NLP practitioners apply the ethical guidelines in their conduct with 

students as with clients. This refers to exploitation, dual relationships that may 

impair judgment, sexual contact, and sexual harassment. 

2. NLP practitioners take reasonable measures to prevent their students from 

holding themselves out as able to perform services and skills that are beyond 

their actual skills and experience. This is reflected in the standards and testing 

related to any certifications or references provided. 

4.3 NLP practitioners who act as teachers or who supervise students that are 

gaining experience maintain and enhance their teaching or supervision skills, 

and get consultation as needed. 

VI. RESPONSIBILITY TO COLLEAGUES 

AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS 

NLP practitioners treat colleagues and other professionals with courtesy, 

respect and fairness. They cooperate with their colleagues in order to support the 

well being of their clients and community. 
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1. NLP praCtitIOners respect their colleagues privacy, and maintain any 

confidences that their colleagues share with them, except where a clear ethical or 

legal need requires disclosure. 

2. NLP practitioners make reasonable efforts to help colleagues who are 

impaired by problems such as substance abuse or mental illness. 

VII. RESPONSIBILITY TO NLP 

NLP practitioners work to advance the goals of NLP and respect for the 

professionals involved in NLP. 

1. NLP practitioners continue to act in accordance with the ethics of their 

profession, without being compromised by their employment or membership in 

an organization. 

2. NLP practitioners give credit to people who contribute to their publications 

in proportion to the contribution and according to traditional publication practices. 

This includes giving attribution to the people who came up with original ideas and 

contributions. 

3. NLP practitioners take responsibility for the marketing and promotion of 

their work, training offerings, and publications, ensuring that it is done accurately 

and honestly. 

4. NLP practitioners recognize the importance of contributing to a better 

community and society. They engage in practices that support this, such as devoting 

a portion of their professional activity to services for which there is little or no 

financial return. 

5. NLP practitioners recognize the importance of supporting laws and 

regulations that pertain to NLP and that serve the public interest, and of fighting 

or altering laws and regulations that do not. 
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VIII. RESPONSIBILITY TO THE LEGAL SYSTEM 

NLP practitioners recognize and understand their role in the legal system and 

their duty to remain objective and honest. 

1. NLP practitioners who have questions or concerns about a case or practice 

that may have legal repercussions consult a qualified attorney in order to ensure that 

their conduct is in compliance with the law. They never assume that they know the 

law through using common sense, their impression of what is fair, or information 

that is not from a legal authority or that they do not fully understand. 

2. NLP practitioners who give testimony in legal proceedings testify truthfully 

and avoid making misleading statements. 

3. NLP practitioners understand laws that have a bearing upon their practices, 

directly or indirectly, and comply with those laws. 

4. NLP practitioners do not publicly express professional opinions about an 

individual's mental or emotional condition, unless they clearly state the limitations 

of their knowledge of the situation and that they are offering a personal opinion. 

This is to help ensure legally appropriate testimony, and to avoid making statements 

that may legally compromise the practitioner or other people. 

IX. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

NLP practitioners make financial arrangements with clients and students 

that are understandable, and conform to accepted professional practices and legal 

req uirements. 

I. NLP practitioners do not offer or accept payment for referrals. This prevents 

a loss of objectivity in making referrals that could exploit and bring harm to clients 

or divert them from a more appropriate referral. 

2. NLP practitioners do not financially exploit their clients. 

3. NLP practitioners disclose in advance their fees and how they will be 

computed. They make sure their clients understand matters such as charges for 

canceled or missed appointments and any interest to be charged on unpaid balances, 
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at the beginning of treatment. They give reasonable notice of any changes in these 

policies or amounts. 

4. NLP practitioners give reasonable notice to clients with unpaid balances 

of their intent to sue, or to refer for collection. Whenever legal action is taken, 

therapists will avoid disclosure of clients' personal information such as their 

problems. If the practitioner refers to a collection agency, they avoid disclosure of 

clinical information and select an ethical agency. 

5. NLP practitioners normally don't accept non-monetary remuneration such 

as goods or services for their services. This is because it can create conflicts of 

interest and lead the client to feel exploited. This can harm the therapist-client 

relationship. 

x. ADVERTISING 

NLP practitioners enable potential clients to make informed choices regarding 

their services. 

1. NLP practitioners are honest about the current nature of their skills, training 

and experience. 

2. NLP practitioners advertise honestly. 

3. NLP practitioners display their name, credentials and business name in a 

way that does not mislead potential clients in any way or create any unjustified 

expectation. 

4. NLP practitioners correct, wherever possible, false, misleading, or 

inaccurate information about their qualifications, services, or products. 

5. NLP practitioners use great care in using any testimonials in a manner 

that is in compliance with their existing agreement with the client or ex-client, and 

refrain from soliciting or using testimonials in any way that interferes with the best 

interests of that person. 

6. NLP practitioners don't use NLP or other initials after their names to give the 

impression of a license or academic degree that they do not have. 
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ApPENDIX E: ERICKSON'S 

55 HYPNOTIC PHRASES 

"It requires less character to discover the faults of others than is 

does to tolerate them." -

J. Petit Senn 

Milton H. Erickson, perhaps the most known, successful and sought-after 

hypnotherapist of all times (besides Mesmer which had the honor of hypnotizing 

kings), had a way to form hypnotic suggestions that didn't even seem hypnotic at 

all. 

Erickson used to combine numerous hypnotic suggestions while he spoke to his 

patients (and later on, after Bandler and Grinder did their research, it was known 

that he used hypnotic suggestions with almost anyone!). 

The best way to use and practice these hypnotic phrases is the simple way: say 

one and complete it with whatever suggestion you want to apply. 

Now, please remember: these are not magic tricks. You cannot simply go to 

strangers on the street and say something like " .. . and wonder if you can wonder 

what it would be like having me as your boyfriend .... " You'll get slapped, kicked, 

scratched or worse. Be careful. 

Hypnotic phrases won't work if the listener didn't agree in advance to either 

receive therapeutic intervention or to be hypnotized by you. The only other option is 

that the listener is someone very close to you who have a lot of trust and dependency 

feelings towards you. It can be your daughter or son, your husband or wife or 

parents. But that's also depends on the situation and the manner in which you use 

these hypnotic phrases. 

Let's begin. 

Hypnotic Phrase # I: 

"And you can wonder, if you would, that. .. " You can complete this one in many 

ways. For example, you could work with a client on smoking cessation, and apply 
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this line near the end of the session. " ... and you can wonder, if you would, that 

you have left the old smoke-inhalation habit behind you. If you would, you may 

also wonder how far it may seem as if it happened in a different life." Quick tip: 

When I worked with people on smoking cessation, I never said, "You don't smoke 

anymore," because this line is like saying, "Smoke! Smoke! Smoke some more!" I 

used to rephrase the habit 'smoking' to smoke-inhalation, which almost never heard 

of in real life. This way, it becomes an unknown, something to be alarmed about. 

Hypnotic Phrase #2: 

"Can you pay attention to ... " Get creati ve here. This is a great induction phrase. 

"Can you pay attention to the sound of the air conditioning zooming, to the air 

breeze, to the smell of the fresh flowers on my desk, to the fabric of the recliner 

you're sitting in, to the depth of your breathing? And did you notice how little 

by little it may get deeper, as with each breath that you take even more air comes 

in slower than before as a sense of.. .. " Got the idea? While their mind is waiting 

for the question mark in order to respond, their subconscious mind has taken the 

suggestions and acted upon them. 

Hypnotic Phrase #3: 

"And you can allow yourself to be pleased about" Ah, what a great way to end a 

trance work. That was one of my favorite suggestions. "And you can allow yourself 

to be pleased about all the things you've accomplished today. It has been hectic, 

isn't it? Getting INTO trance, doing all this important work devoted JUST for you, 

making all the changes, taking care of yourself and improving yourself so you can 

be more for yourself and for your family and for your country and for the community 

you live in, but mainly-yes, mainly-to serve your own sense of mission. It's ok, 

you can smile a little smile, some people choose to smile after I start to count, 1 2 

3 4 5, but you can start now as you find yourself wide awake at the count of 5 (say 

5 with a smile). And counting (with excitement) I 2 3 4 annnnnd 5! Wide awake! 

Wide awake! You did a great job. Well done." 

Ok, I gave you a few examples, now it's your turn to free your mind and come 

up with your own suggestions to complete these 55 hypnotic phrases: 

Hypnotic Phrase #4: " ... it might be a way that meets your needs, when ... " 
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Hypnotic Phrase #5: " ... and I wonder if you can enjoy the following experience, 

starting with ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #6: " ... and don't be surprised when you get into ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #7: " ... and you may begin to wonder when ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #8: " ... certainly I have no idea what's going on inside of your 

mind right now, but may I guess that you ask yourself how powerful would it be to 

imagine that..." 

Hypnotic Phrase #9: " ... and you may be amazed to find out how much pleasure 

you can squeeze from ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #10: "Now I would like you to have a new experience ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #11: "With your permission ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #12: " ... and you most probably discover what it's like when ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #13: " ... so sooner or later, I just don't know exactly when, 

you ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #14: " ... and I was just wondering if you will be surprised as ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #15: " ... how curious would you be if you'd know that..." 

Hypnotic Phrase #16: "Perhaps it's time to take a little bit of joy on your way 

to ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #17: " ... now, you already know how to ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #18: " ... and maybe you wouldn't (sounded out-would ENT) 

mind noticing how ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #19: " ... and I wonder if I can ask you to, DISCOVER 

something ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #20: " ... and I would like you to take note of the physical 

sensations that are taking place right now in your body, from the tip of ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #21: " ... first, XYZ, but then later ZYX ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #22: " ... now, have you begun to notice that..." 
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Hypnotic Phrase #23: "I wonder if you'd allow yourself to enjoy how naturally 

and easily ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #24: "I just wonder if you'd find joy in ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #25: " ... and that thing that makes you curious right when ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #26: " ... will you be surprised to find out that..." 

Hypnotic Phrase #27: " ... and while you notice ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #28: " ... and perhaps you begin to notice that. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #29: "I wonder if you have ever noticed ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #30: "Will you be surprised to find out that your arm is not 

even near your face anymore? Because ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #31: " ... and I wonder if you can begin allowing your. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #32: " ... that only a decision you're about to make just when ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #33: " ... most likely, you'd notice a few changes in the way 

you ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #34: " ... now it's very likely, no actually, most likely ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #35: " ... would you be willing to experience how ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #36: " ... now don't be concerned if you don't go as fast as 

others into trance, because you see, some people take their time to ENJOY their 

time and we have as much time as you'd ask for, even if before you know it. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #37: " .. .it's so nice to notice ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #38: " ... and you shall know as you knew before, that. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #39: " ... it may be the time you felt that joy with ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #40: " ... and it appears to me that you are already in that place 

where ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #41: " ... give yourself that opportunity to ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #42: " ... perhaps sooner than you would expect. .. " 
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Hypnotic Phrase #43: " ... and if you wish you would ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #44: " ... and I wonder how soon you can wonder. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #45: "There's a famous children's song that I have forgotten 

about, and you may be able to record it, with the spider on the wall that..." 

Hypnotic Phrase #46: " ... it's most amazing when you find out how ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #47: " ... now you know better than anyone that..." 

Hypnotic Phrase #48: " ... and it's comforting to know .. .isn't it. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #49: " ... you might have a strong compulsion to act more ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #50: "I would like you to appreciate how wonderful the ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #51: " ... can you remember a time when ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #52: " ... and while you remember, I want you to hold another 

sweet memory of. .. " 

Hypnotic Phrase #53: " ... so it's almost like knowing, really knowing ... " 

Hypnotic Phrase #54: " ... and you know you're going to learn, really learn, how 

it is, when ... " 

And the last one for now, which is also one of my favorites: 

Hypnotic Phrase #55: " ... and isn't it just amusing ... " 

* 
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ApPENDIX F: LIMITING BELIEFS 

Most of the work with our clients is about changing limiting beliefs. Here is a 

list of statements and phrases, which people often use when they put what they were 

taught to believe in, into words. My blog visitors submitted these statements back 

in 2001, and since then we have gathered hundreds of them. It's amazing how well 

human beings can self-sabotage with the best intentions in mind. 

Give this list to your clients, while they're waiting for the session, and ask them 

to mark the sentences which feel "true" to them. You can learn a lot about yourself 

and your clients from this list, and it can surely serve as a plan for their rapid 

change-work. 

I'm sure some of these may seem odd to you; especially those that are considered 

mantras in the self-help field. Post those you find hard to accept as limiting beliefs 

in our web forum (NLPWeeklyMagazine.com), and let's have a discussion about it. 

COMMON LIMITING BELIEFS & MANTRAS 

o I can't 

o I always 

C] I shouldn't 

[l Children should be seen and not heard 

Cl Better safe than sorry 

o Cleanliness is next to Godliness 

[J Don't be a baby 

l J Respect your elders 

o To each his own 

[J Give them an inch and they will take a mile 

o Listen to me 
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o Listen to your elders 

o Share your things 

o You can't have your cake and eat it too 

o You are just like your (brother, mother, etc.) 

o What goes around comes around 

o We've always done it that way 

o A considerate person shares 

o They did it to me 

o Ask me no questions, lwill tell you no lies 

o Asking for something is selfish 

o Being polite is proper 

o Bigger is better 

o Do as I say, not as I do. 

o Do not question authority 

o Don't fight 

o Don't frown so much 

o Bad things happen in threes 

o Everybody hates me 

o Good children are quiet 

o He made me do that 

o If you have nothing nice to say, don't say anything 

o Its not nice to ask questions 

o I'm such a klutz 
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rl Life is what you make of it, it's all my fault 

o Monkey see, monkey do 

[J Noone appreciates me 

[J One man's poison is another man's cure 

n Only weak people forgive 

n Stand straight and tall and walk lightly 

o The morning is the best time of the day 

o They are just lucky 

[J Treat people the way you like to be treated 

o You loved one you've loved them allow will never be good enough 

U You made me do that 

o You will never amount to much 

o You will understand life when you get older 

o A stitch in time saves nine 

o Practice makes perfect 

o No pain - no gain 

o Hard work pays off 

C] Work hard and you deserve the best 

lJ Work before play 

[J A job worth doing is a job worth doing well 

o Get an education, it is the most important thing 

o If you practice long and hard you will get better and better 

o Get good grades 
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o Be smart and get a job 

o Get an education to succeed 

o Women's work is never done 

o Anything worth having is worth working for 

o Don't take on more than you can handle 

o Early to bed, early to rise 

o Hard work never hurt anyone 

o Have to work hard for a living or to get anywhere 

o If you don't work you do not eat 

o If you work hard you will succeed 

o Must suffer to get anyrrhere 

o No one owes you a living 

o Play is a waste of time 

U Quitters never win and winners never quit 

o Sacrifice yourself for others 

o When you do a job always do a little extra 

o Money does not grow on trees 

o A penny saved is a penny earned 

o Save money for a rainy day 

o Save your money 

LJ Money is the root of all evil 

o Everything is so expensive 

o Money is hard to come by 
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o Rich people are never happy 

LJ Easy come, Easy go 

[J I can't afford it 

Cl Don't ask for too much from life or you will be disappointed 

rl Don't waste money on silly toys 

C] I can't pay my bills 

[J If you don't pick up a penny, you aren't worth a penny yourself 

o Money is scarce 

o Money only buys material things 

o Never ask for money 

[J Prosperity is reserved for the rich 

o Rich people are lucky 

U Save some of everything you have earned 

U So and so is filthy rich 

[J You don't get anything for nothing 

U You can't have everything 

o Your only friend is your dollar 

Cl Fun, joy and happiness are reserved for special occasions 

Cl It is best not to show pain or discomfort 

C] You cry baby! 

Cl Nice girls don't do sex, stay out late, spit, phone boys 

o Girls can't do that.. Or be that... 

o Big boys done cry 
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o Just wait till your dad gets home 

o Its a man's world 

o Women are tenible drivers 

o That is just like a women (put down) 

o While the cat is away the mice will play 

o Take care of your sisters/brothers 

o Just wait till you grow up and have children of your own 

o Women are just second class citizens 

o Don't talk back to elders 

o Always wear clean undenrvear 

o House keeping is women's work 

o Girls will grow up, get married and have babies. 

o Sex is dirty. Sex is Evil 

o A good wife listens to her husband. 

o Act like a lady! 

o Boys will be boys 

o Boys mow the lawn and girls do the dishes 

o Boys play war and drive trucks 

o Family is always Number 1 

o First born boys are important and not first born girls 

o Girls are just sissies 

o Girls, it matters not how smart you are only in how pretty you are. 

o Girls play with dolls 
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o I think I will trade her in for a new model 

lJ Love never lasts 

o Men are strong 

o Men are the head of the household 

U Men can't be trusted 

o No sex for nice people 

c-J No sex till you get married 

C-] Red is for street walkers 

o Take the easy way 

U We have to suffer to be beautiful 

o Women are not to enjoy sex 

C) Women to be barefoot, pregnant and in the kitchen 

[) Women lead men astray 

o You are going to grow up and get married 

o You won't have any friends if you are different 

o Don't be so stupid. 

U Why can't you be smart like ... 

o You don't know anything 

o You are a good for nothing 

o You dummy. You turkey, you jerk ... 

o Sit still, be quiet, don't fool around 

o Ask a silly question and you get a silly answer 

o Don't stand out 
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o For a smart person you have no common sense 

o Get a good education 

o You are lazy 

o You are dumber than a tack 

o You know better 

o You live on the wrong side of town 

o You never finish anything 

o You can always do better 

o Don't sit too close to the TV. 

o Do what you're told 

o Do you hear me? 

n It's my way or the highway 

o Listen to your parents 

o Clean up your plate, other people are starving in Africa. 

o Don't waste food 

o An apple a day keeps the doctor away 

o Life is a bitch, then you die 

o Cigarettes stunt your growth 

o Coffee stunts your grovrrth 

o Don't take more food than you can eat 

CJ Don't eat sweets or you will get cavities 

o Don't talk with you mouth full 

o Eat, you are so skinny 
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o Eat a balanced meal 

LJ Eat what is put in front of you 

(J Eat your .. and you'll live to be a ripe old age 

o I get three colds a year 

LJ Life is short 

LJ You are too fat. No one will marry you 

LJ You always have to eat breakfast 

Cl You are what you eat 

[] You are only young once 

U Go to church every Sunday 

[] Going to church is like earning your way to heaven 

o Bad people go to hell, Good people go to heaven 

[J Forgive and forget .. 

(J Go to hell 

LJ God is male. 

CJ Religion is the foundation of life 

[] The church priest is always right 

C] We are all sinners 

LJ We have to pay for our sins 

o You won't go to heaven if you ... 

( ] You will burn in hell 

o You must go to church and believe in God 
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ApPENDIX G: INTRODUCTORY 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

On the next page you will find an introductory questionnaire, which you can 

give your clients before their first session with you. To increase the chances for an 

impressive and efficient first session, consider following these ideas: 

Keep your reception area professional, quiet and accomodating. 

Show your clients that their records are sealed and their privacy is protected 

- you do that by having a visible heavy duty lock on every cabinet, by having 

the computer monitors face the receptionist only, by having a physical barrier 

between visitors and your file cabinets, etc. 

• Your session room should be small. Small space gives a sense of security 

and warmth. 

• Hang only 1 or 2 certificate on your wall. Too many of them will diminish 

your "expert" status. Nobody can be an expert in 30 disciplines. 

• Dim the lights, but don't make the room too dark. Having a small night-stand 

lamp next to the client's recliner is better. 

Wear a business suit. We take suits more seriously than an old Hawaiian 

shirt. 

• Speak slowly and clearly. Never lose your temper, never raise your voice and 

never leave your client unattended. 

Remember the golden rule - anything that happens during the session, 

inside or outside the room, is a trigger for inducing a deeper trance. The 

aircondition's hum, the secretary's laughter, the construction site on the 

other side of the street, and whatever else - you incorporate every sound and 

smell into your script. 

• The questionnaire is an excellent way to encourage your first-time client 

to "go inside" and begin a trance-state a few minutes before you begin the 

session. Continue this flow by using the Milton-Model techniques. 
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<Your Name>, C.Ht I NLP Practitioner 

<Your Address> 

<City>, <State> <Zip Code> 

<Phone> 

<Fax> 

INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear Client, 

My purpose in this questionnaire is to get a more complete picture of you as 

a human being. To better assist you with my professional abilities, knowledge is 

essential, and every piece of information you feel comfortable sharing with me will 

enhance our sessions together and will greatly reduce the time needed to get your 

desired results. 

Of course, if you feel uncomfortable with a question, do not answer it. There is 

no obligation or commitment in filling out this simple form. Answering any kind 

of question may give you some insights about your life and habits, the kind of 

knowledge that is always beneficial when you come to your session. 

Now, before you start, I want you to understand clearly - I NEVER share your 

private information with ANYONE. Besides the fact that it's against the law, I 

respect your privacy and confidentiality is my first and most important priority. 

Only you can provide the permission to show this form or any other document in 

my office to someone besides you and I. Even my staff members don't have access 

to your pri vate information. 

Please take as much time as you need to fill out this form. I gave it to you to do 

it at home so you won't have to spend our session time on standard forms. I will use 

this form to do my own homework before our next session, to make sure that you get 

the most out of our time together. My livelihood and income are dependent on my 

success with my clients, and that is how important your progress and improvement 

to me. 
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If you feel you need any kind of assistance with a question, please don't hesitate 

to call me directly. I will appreciate your comments and suggestions, as always. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

First Name: Middle: Last Name: 

Martial Status: 

Single; Engaged Married; Divorced; Widowed 

Address: 

You were referred by: 

Friend Relative Advertising Physician Other: ________ _ 

Education: 

High School College B.A/ M.B.A Other 

The people you live with and their roles in your life: 

Describe your work life: 
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What types of jobs did you hold in the past? 

Does your present work satisfy you? And if not, in what ways are you dissatisfied? 

How much does daily life cost you (rent, food, travel, kids ... )? 

List your past ambitions: 
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List your present ambitions: 

THERAPY RELATED 

Why are the challenges / problems you have decided to work on in our sessions? 

How long does each problem exist in your life? When did it start and what 

happened during that time? 
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How severe do you rate these problems? 

Overwhelming Severe Moderately Severe Just Annoying 

Did you seek counseling with a professional in the past regarding these problems? 

No Yes - please describe: 

Mark any of the following words which apply to you: 

Assertive Sympathetic Regretful Panic 

Confident Unconfident Confused Worthwhile 

Confident 

Empty 

Over 

Usually 

Wrong 

Stressful 

Guilt 

Positi ve Considerate Attracti ve Intelligent Coward 

Negative Depressed Hateful Understanding 

Bored Restless Incompetent Na"ive Stupid 

Dependable Trustworthy Ambitious Resentful Anxious 

Ugly Beautiful Wealthy 

List and describe your present hobbies and interests: 

Sharing 

Floating 

Apathy 
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What normally do you do with your free time? 

In school or after school, were you ever bullied or teased? 

Do you make friends easily? 

Yes Depends on the situation I'm too shy 

Prioritize your 5 major fears: 

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 

Of the following condition, which ones happen once or more per week? 

Headaches / Migraines Financial Difficulties Memory Loss Drugs 

Suicidal Thoughts Stomach Sensitivity Dizziness No Appetite 

Bowel Disturbances Nightmares Fatigue Alcoholism 

Concentration Loss Depression Tension Fear of being alone 

Panic Attacks Sexual Problems No Friends Terrors Shyness 

Disorientation Stress Physical/Emotional Pain Fear of Rejection 
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Complete the following sentences: 

Iam ______________________________________________ _ 

And I am also _______________________________________ _ 

I wish I were ________________________________________ _ 

I wish I were also ____________________________________ _ 

I wish I had _________________________________________ _ 

I wish I had also _____________________________________ _ 

I think I could _______________________________________ _ 

There is no chance for ________________________________ _ 

I apprec iate ________________________________________ _ 
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And lastly, what do you expect from me as your Hypnotherapist, and from our 

sessions together? Is there anything you believe I should know about you before we 

begin, to make our sessions more focused? 
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NLP CONTRIBUTORS 

The proper credits to the right people ... 

Unfortunately, the Neuro Linguistic Programming field has known its share 

of "credits-theft." One lucky person has shared a strategy, and another has stolen 

the originator credit from him. We have seen many law-suits and a whole lot of a 

heartache in the past 20 years. We want it to stop. 

We did our best here to research the quite complex NLP history and give the 

right credits to the people who have originated these patterns and techniques. Most 

NLP enthusiasts know only a few names of actual contributors, although they use 

their ideas on a daily basis. 

We might have mistakes here, though! So please, if you do find those, let us 

know about them. We will fix them in future editions of the book and in our website. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

My Books: 

• NLP For Beginners: Only The Essentials, 2nd Edition - ISBN: 9657489067 

"This book contains a full NLP For Beginners course, but written in a simple 

down-to-earth language, so that anyone can understand. If you're only beginning 

to explore NLP, this book will give you a solid foundation of the subject, and then 

some. You will explore all the essentials in 142 short and practical learning modules. 

• Pain Away: Advanced Mental Techniques for Immediate & Long Lasting 

Relief - ISBN: 9657489059 

"Most people don't know that there are highly effective techniques for 

controlling and eliminating pain. These methods have mostly been in the hands of a 

limited number of therapists and practitioners of specialized traditional techniques. 

Nonetheless, they have been subjected to sophisticated research and have been 

applied to the benefit of countless people in need of help for their pain. Now, Pain 

Away delivers the cream of the crop with easy instructions and helpful knowledge." 

• NLP Mastery: The Meta-Programs (Practical & Illustrated Guide) -

ISBN: 9657489075 

"A full course on the NLP Meta-Programs." 

On My Bookshelf: 

When I get the question, "which books should I get to learn NLP better?", I 

almost always send this list in my reply. In my opinion, these are some of the best 

books in our field and they should be on any serious practitioner's bookshelf. 
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Patterns of the Hypnotic Techniques of Milton H. Erickson, M.D - Volume 

I and II - Richard Bandler, John Grinder 

The Structure of Magic, Vol. I and Vol. II: A Book About Language and 

Therapy - Richard Bandler, John Grinder 
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• My Voice Will Go with You: The Teaching Tales of Milton H. Erickson -

Sidney Rosen 

• Therapeutic Metaphors: Helping Others Through the Looking Glass -

David Gordon 

• Phoenix: Therapeutic Patterns of Milton H. Erickson - David Gordon 

• Uncommon Therapy: The Psychiatric Techniques of Milton H. Erickson, 

M.D - Jay Haley 

• Sleight of Mouth - Robert Dilts 

Awaken the Giant Within : How to Take Immediate Control of Your 

Mental, Emotional, Physical and Financial Destiny! - Anthony Robbins 

• NLP: The New Technology of Achievement - NLP Comprehensive 

• Get the Life You Want: The Secrets to Quick and Lasting Life Change 

with Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Richard Bandler 

• Richard Bandler's Guide to Trance-formation: How to Harness the 

Power of Hypnosis to Ignite Effortless and Lasting Change - Richard 

Bandler 

Beliefs: Pathways to Health & Well-Being - Robert Dilts 

• Time Line Therapy and the Basis of Personality - Tad James, Wyatt 

Woodsmall 

• Nip Coaching Card - Jamie Smart 

• Ericksonian Hypnosis Cards-Salad: do what you love - Jamie Smart 

NLP Belief Buster Cards - Jamie Smart 

Persuasion Mastery: 500 Practical Lessons In The Psychology Of Sales 

- Stephan Thieme 

There are many other books, of course, and if you're interested in more books 

recommendations (and have read all the above literature), come to visit us online at 

NLPWeekly Magazine .com 
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Interesting Websites 

• NLP Weekly Magazine - NLPWeeklyMagazine.com - A free online 

newsletter / magazine; weekly articles, free downloads, podcast and a few 

surprises ... 

• NLPWeekly Forum - NLPWeekly.com - The most popular online community 

for everything NLP; meet and learn from thousands of like-minded NLP 

enthusiasts world-wide. 

• NLP Coaching - NLPCoaching .com - Get a free NLP starter pack and learn 

from the originator of Time Line Therapy, Dr. Tad James. You could get a 

very generous offer if you mention my name ... 

Salad LTD - SaladLTD.co.uk - their business slogan is "do what you love", 

and this site shows it! Get hundreds of free NLP tips from the creators of the 

NLP Coaching Cards - http://www.saladltd.co.uk/archive.htm 

• Transformations - Transformations.net.nz - Richard Bolstad has contributed 

a lot to the field of NLP; you can read many of his articles here - http://www. 

transformations .net.nz/trancescript/ 

• NLP University - NLPU.com - probably the most fruitful NLP developer, 

Robert Dilts, who has created numerous patterns and techniques. You can 

view Richard's video blog here - http://www.nlpu.com/NewDesign/NLPU_ 

Blogs.html 

• NLP Audio Training - NLPaudiotraining.com - "Depends How We Think 

About It" - created by Ron Robinson, a colleague and a friend; finally a 

podcast that can guide you through the personal changes you wish to make. 
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Peter Shallard - PeterShallard.com - "The Shrink for Entrepreneurs" - a 

friend and a colleague, sharing a lot of thought provoking ideas. 
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Psychodynamics 397 

Psycho-Geography 437 

Psychological Time 654 

Pull Values 563 

Punctuality 458 

Punctuation Ambiguities 516 

Punctuation Diet 656 

Push Values 563 

Q 

Quality 577 

Quantitative / Qualitative 594 

R 

Random Access 609 

Rapid Trances 502 

Rapport 94,107,119,525 

Rasa GalatiItyte 439 

Rational Emotive Therapy 489 

Realist 312, 576 
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Re-Anchor 158 

Recognition Expression 440 

Reconstructing Into Values 708 

Recovering From Losses 376 

Recovery 719 

Reduced Meaning 229 

Referential Index 491 

Reflective 558,591 

Reframe 179,386,466 

Reframing Beliefs 184 

Re-Imprinting 474 

Relationship 578 

Relationship Clarifying 301 

Remember To Forget 687 

REM Sleep 517 

Representational System Sort 533 

Reprocessing 329, 712 

Resistance 95 

Resolve Compulsive Patterns 237 

Resolve Grief 374 

Resolving Internal Conflicts 171 

Resolving Parts Conflicts 241 

Resource 240 

Resource Fractal 422 

resourcefulness 269 

resourceful states 245,437 

Resource State 135 

Resource Vortex 388 

Responding to Deletions 730 

Responsibility 577 

Reversed Effect 331 

Rhythmic Learning 622 

Richard Bandler 107,125,135,186,218,272,315,327,427,429,431 

Richard Clarke 382 

Rituals 136 

Robert A. Yourell 634,649 

Robert Dee McDonald 133 

Robert Dilts 101,109,154,163,186,192,207,225,237,253,298,301, 312, 315, 361,374, 

385,412,414,420,422,424,437,455,469,624,629 
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Robert McDonald 173, 437 

Role Models 474 

Role Playing 246 

s 
Sacred Space 299 

Sadness 374 

Sample Nested Loops Story 339 

Sarcasm 599 

Satir Categories 519 

Scope Ambiguities 516 

SCORE 366 

Screeners 545 

Secondary Gain 270 

Second Position 149,161 

Secure Base 440 

Selectional Restriction Violations 514 

Self 605 

Self-Acceptance 212,393 

Self-Alignment 278 

Self Anchoring 142 

Self Appreciation 232 

Self-Confidence 603, 604 

Self-Control 673 

Self-Criticism 412 

Self-Efficacy 603 

Self-Esteem 231,277,638 

Self-Fulfilling Prophecies 677 

Self-Image 672 

Self-Integrity 606 

Self-Nurturing 379 

Self-Respect 673, 708 

Self Sabotage J08, 682, 698 

Self-Talk 291, 677 

Sense Modalities 83 

Sensory Acuity 230 

Sensory / Intuitive 538 

Sensory Representations 414 

Sequential/Random 609 
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Shadow Syndromes 700 

Shared Resources 242,437 

Six Step Reframe 177 

Sleight Of Mouth 109 

Smart Eating 642 

Social 591 

Social Presentation 597 

Somatic 303 

Somatic Awareness Enhancement 662 

Somatic Fractal 420 

Somatic Leading 666 

somatic syntax 370,437,465 

Sort For Differences 531 

Sort For Sameness 531 

Source Event 721 

Source Filter 732 

Spatial Sorting 437 

Spelling Strategy 305 

Spell Out Words 513 

Spinning Icons 462 

Spirit 394 

Spirituality 227,279 

Stability 6Jl 

Stack Anchors 245 

State 410,439 

State Induction 129 

State-Initiated Reprocessing 722 

State Of Consciousness Awareness 258 

State Shift 718 

Static / Process 548 

Steve Andreas 100, Jl3 

Stimulus 138 

Stimulus Screening 544 

Strength 240 

Stress 551 

Strong Emotional Reactions 245 

Strong-Will / Compliat / Stubborn 601 

Strong-Willed 602 

Stubborn 602 
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Stuck Thought Patterns 267 

Subconscious 68,92,230,431,501,517 

Subconscious Excuses 293 

Subjective Experience 407 

Subliminal Stimulation 440 

Sub-Modalities 221,234,243,264,414,739 

Submodality Overlapping 243 

Surface Structure 486 

Surgency 562 

Suzie Smith 231 

Swish 26,28,55,98,134,221,237,357,406,414,638,640,671 

Symbolic Mirroring J16 

Symbolic Somatic Priming 660 

Symptom-Free State 208 

Syntactic Ambiguities 515 

Syntax 310,485,497,515 

Synthesizing Generalizations 462 

Systems-Level Concerns 316 

T 

Tad James 274 

Tag Questions 509 

Targeting 717 

Tarot 504 

TDS 389,504 

TDS Manipulation 350 

Team Players 584 

Tendencies 527 

The Innocent 369 

The Martyr 369 

The Orphan 369 

The Sorcerer 370 

The Wanderer 370 

The Warrior 370 

Things / Systems / Information / People 593 

Thinker 605 

Thinking 556 

Think Physiology 716 

Third Position 149,161,204 
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Thought-Stopping 265 

Thought Viruses 298 

Thought Virus Inoculation 298 

Threshold 244 

Through-Time 608 

Time 577 

Timeline 159,380,385,469 

Time Line Therapy 720 

Tim Halborn 231 

Todd Epstein 237 

T.O.T.E 307 

Toward / Away 563 

Trance 431,500,514,697 

Trance-Derivational 504 

Trance-Derivational Search 350,389 

Transcendental Identity 170 

Transformation 373,472 

Transformation Archetype Identification 371 

Transition 369 

Trauma 218 

Treatment Plan 704 

Troubling Memories 418 

Trust / Distrust 579 

u 
Ugly TDS 389 

Uncertainty 543 

Uncommon Therapy 499 

Unconditioned Response 138 

Unconscientious 612 

Underlying Intentions 472 

Under-Responsible 579 

Undetermined State Integration 410 

Uni-Directional 561 

Universal Quantifiers 488 

Unresourceful State 235,245 

Unstability 611 

Uptime 143 

Uptime / Downtime 537 
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Utilization 511 

Utilizing Flexibility 524 

v 
Value Buying Sort 577 

Values 394,425,448,457,606,708 

Values Hierarchy Identification 352 

Value Sort 600 

Vc 407 

Verbal 550 

Verb Finder 656 

Victim 301 

Victimizer 301 

Violations Of Syntax 515 

Vision 425 

Vision Communication Protocol 667 

Visual Constructed 407, 408 

Visual Convincer 560 

Visual Cues 550 

Visual-Kinesthetic Dissociation 218 

Visual Remembered 407,408 

Visual Rep System Development 255 

Visual Space Anchors 279 

Visual Sub-modalities 739 

Vr 407 

w 
Walt Disney Strategy 312 

Well-Defined Outcomes 81,410 

Wholeness 361 

Whole System Ecology 271 

Why / How 546 

Winning Over The Internal War Zone 677 

Wisdom 418,451,469 

Wizard of Oz 435 

Worst Case Scenario 542 
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"Winners, leaders, masters-people with personal power

all understand that if you try something and do not get 

the outcome you want, it's simply feedback. You use that 

information to make finer distinctions about what you need 

to do to produce the results you desire." 

- Anthony Robbins, Unlimited Power 



Thank You For Reading! 

Please send comments to: editor@nlpweeklymagazine.com 
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